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CERTAIN COMMITTEE AMENDMENTS TO H.R. 10612

TUESDAY, JULY 20, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
COmMITrEE Ow FINANCE,

Wa,8hington, D.C.
The committee met at 9:05 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 2221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Russell B. Long (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Talmadge, Hartke, Ribicoff, Byrd, Jr.,
of Virginia, Nelson, Gravel, Bentsen,IHaskell, Curtis, Fannin, Hansen,
Dole, Packwood, Roth, Jr., and Brock.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The Finance Committee this morning begins 3 days of hearings

on various provisions of the bill H.R. 10612, the Tax Reform Act of
1976. These hearings will give us an opportunity to hear testimony
on the bill as it has been amended by the Committee and by the Senate.

In its present form, the bill contains provisions which, because they
arose after our hearings or for other reasons, may not have been the
subject of public comment. In addition, there are amendments which
the committee agreed to recommend to the Senate on the floor. A
description of the provisions which will be covered in the hearings was
contained in the committee's press release of July 4.

Complaints have been voiced by several Senators- that a number of
provisions were added to the bill by the committee without sufficient
public notice or comment. It is our intention in these hearings to allay
such concern.

For several months we have ben committed to a deadline which
has denied the committee the time needed to explore all amendments
as thoroughly as we would like. Everyone familiar with the legisla-
tive process knows that the need to move expeditiously has frequently
forced the Senate to adopt amendments on the floor with the under-
standing they would be more thoroughly considered in conference.

This committee has on occasion been orced to make decisions under
the pressure of a deadline with the clear understanding that its deci-
sions will be more thoroughly considered at a later date, either in com-
mittee or in the next stage of the legislative process.

Tax legislation has been the subject of open discussion and debate
throughout the Ninety-fourth Congres. The Hoise Ways and Means
Committee spent more than a year initiating this legislation. It con-
ducted extensive ptiblic hearings and drafted the bill in public
session. ,

The Finance Committee, for its part, held 20 days of hearings and
heard testimony from 265 witnesses and it met in this room. In addi-

(1)
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tion, the committee met in open markup in this hearing room over a
period of 21 days. Extensive briefing materials were made available in
advance to the members of this committee and to the public prior to
each day's work. Committee decisions were recorded in detailed and
often lengthy press releases which were made available almost im-
mediately to the press and the public. By agreement, the committee's
decisions were tentative and subject to reconsideration at the request
of any member at any. time. In this manner, committee decisions were
subject to ongoing review and refinement. The public and media, from
the beginning, have been involved in the legislative process to an
unprecedented extent.

Accordingly, I believe the criticism of the committee's procedures
is unwarranted. It is impossible to work against a deadline, and at
the same time do business as though no deadline existed.I At the heart of the criticism of this bill is a fundamental dis-
agreement over what tax legislation should do and what tax reform
should be.

When you get down to specifics, you find as many different views
of tax reform as there are people whose opinion you ask. Tax reform
is in the eye of the beholder, and nothing but insufferable conceit would
cause anyone to believe that his view is always right and that of others
is always wrong.

Some people st art with the premise that the Government has primary
rights in all income and wealth. I don't share that view; nor do the
American people.

Some people think tax reform is the way to finance large new spend-
ing programs. I don't agree; nor do the Ameican people.

Some people believe that good tax reform can ignore the need for in-
vestment, capital formation, increased productivity, and expanded
economic opportunities. Tax policy is a vital factor in assuring ade-
quate investment to finance economic growth, and we should encourageit.-

Finally, some people fail to understand that our tax laws are com-
plex because our economy is complex and that to impose an invariable
rule of uniformity to situations which are not uniform injects incon-
sistency and inequity into our tax laws.

I don't, support every provision of this bill. I voted against several
of its major provisions. However, the number of provisions that I
favor vastly outnumber the provisions that I oppose.

I have a view of tax reform which I believe to be shared by a major-
ity of my colleagues in the Congress and a majority of the American
people. In fact, part of that view was adopted by me precisely because
I believe it to be the view of the Senate and that of the American peo-
ple. I believe that our goals should be tax simplification and the
elimination of unjustified exemptions and deductions, not so we can
raise effective tax rates but so that we can reduce them. An improved
tax system would increase economic activity and in doing so it would
yield us more revenue at lower rates. We should make certain that all
taxpayers pay their fair share, but not by raising the tax rates of busi-
nesses and individuals to the point that they are counterproductive.

This is what the committee attempted to -accomplish in the Tax
Reform Act of 1976. We have proposed more than $1 billion in new
taxes aimed at those who do very well and pay very little in the way
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of income taxes. At the same time, we have tried to reduce the tax bur-
den of lower income taxpayers and those taxpayers who are paying too
much to the Federal Treasury already.

Many of the committee's decisions will simplify our tax laws. For
example, under the committee. bill it is estimated that an additional
9 million taxpayers will begin using the standard deduction. This
means that about 40 percent of those who presently itemize their deduc-
tions will shift to the simplified approach in the near future. In addi-
tion, under the committee bill, 92 percent of taxpayers will use sim-
plified tax tables. Likewise, little attention has been given by the media
to the approximately 50 committee decisions-including a major
change in the minimum income tax-which close loopholes in present
law.

These are the objectives which have guided the committee in its
work and these are the issues which we will explore in our hearings
during the next few days.

[The press release announcing these hearings follows:]

FxANzct CoMMrTru TAKES FuwrH AcrioN ON H.R. 10612

- The Honorable Russell B. Long (D., La.), Chairman of the Committee on
Finance, announced that the Committee had agreed to defer consideration (i.e.,
to delete from H.R. 10612 and consider In the context of future legislation) a
number of provisions previously agreed to as Committee amendments to H.R.
10612 in the Tax Reform Act. In addition, he noted that the Committee also
agreed to modify certain provisions previously agreed to as amendments to the
bill.

Set forth below is an itemized list of those provisions on which the Committee
has agreed to defer consideration. They are referred to by section number in
the bill and by Item number and page number in the Committee pamphlet en-
titled, "Description of Provisions Listed for Further Hearings by the Committee
on Finance on July 20,21, and 22, 1976" dated July 19, 1976.

PROVISIONS ON WHICH ACTION HAS B-EN DEFERRED

Seo. 1021. Investment in U.S. Property by Controlled Foreign Corporations.
The Committee has deferred action on two exceptions to section 1021. These

exceptions pertain to investments on the continental shelf and investments made
after May 21, 1974. See Item 6 at pages 7 and 8 of the July 19 pamphlet.

Sec. 1024 (in part). Shipping Profits of Foreign Corporations.
The Committee has deferred action on two amendments to this section. These

provisions would provide exceptions to foreign tax haven rules foi shipping in-
come in the case of short-term charters and certain investments in qualified
shipping assets. See Item 8c. and d. at pages 10 and 11 of the July 19 pamphlet.

See. 1025. Limitation on Definition of Tax Haven Income for Agricultural
Products.

See Item 9, page 11 of the July 19 pamphlet.
Sec. 1031. Repeal of the Per-country Foreign Tax Credit Limitation.
The Committee agreed to defer consideration of the special transition rules

previously agreed to for mining companies and to businesses operating in Puerto
Rico and other U.S. possessions. See item 10, page 12 of the July 19 pamphlet.

Sec. 1085(a). Transitional Rule for Carryback of Foreign Taxes on Oil and
Gas Extraction Incore.

See Item 12, page 16 of the July 19 pamphlet.
Sec. 105(b). Transitional Rule for Recapture of Foreign Oil-related Losses.
See Item 13, page 16 on the July 19 pamphlet.
Seo. 1035(c). Definition of Foreign Oil-related Income.
The Committee agreed to defer action on two amendments which relate to the

definition of foreign oil-related income in the case of a regulated public utility
and In the case of the sale of stock In a foreign corporation Joining in the filing
of a consolidated return with a U.S. corporation. See Item 14b. and c., pages 16-18
of the July 19 pamphlet.
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Sec. 1035(e). Creditable Taxes on Oil Payments Where No Economic Interest
Exists.

See Item 16, page 19 of the July 19 pamphlet.
Sec. 1042. Sale or Exchanges Giving Rise to Dividends.
See Item 21, page 23 of the July 19 pamphlet.
Soeo. 1052(b). Western Hemisphere Trade Corporations.
The Committee agreed to defer consideration of a special transition rule relat-

ing to Western Hemisphere Trade Corporations primarily engaged in mining and
related transportation. See Item 24, page 28 of the July 19 pamphlet.

Soc. 1305. Prepublication Expenses.
See Item 28, page 32 of the July 19 pamphlet.
See. 1307. Treatment of Face Amount Certificates.
See Item 29, page 34 of the July 19 pamphlet.
See. 1311. Certain Franchise Transfers.
See Item 32, page 38 of the July 19 pamphlet.

PROVISIONS WHICH THE COMMITTEE HAS AGREED TO MODIFY

Sec. 802. Refunds of Unutilized Investment Tax Credits.
The Committee agreed to substitute a provision which would allow taxpayers

to claim unused investment tax credits earned in prior years against current tax
liability before applying investment tax credits earned in the current year against
such liability. If the sum of prior year credits exceeds the amount of current
tax liability which may be offset, unused credits from the most recent prior years
and from the current year are to be carried forward to the next year. See Item 2
at page 4 of the July 19 pamphlet.

Sec. 1024 (in part). Shipping Profits of Foreign Corporations.
The Committee agreed to modify the provision granting an exception to the

tax haven provisions in the case of drilling rig service companies. The Com-
mittee agreed to modify the provision so that it would be limited to activities ou
the continental shelf of the country in which the owner of the vessel is or-
ganized and the vessel is registered. See Item 8b., page 10 of the July 19 pamphlet.

Sec. 1035(f). Foreign Tax Credits Arising Through Oil and Gas Production
Sharing Contracts.

The Committee agreed to revise this provision so that it will apply only to
production-sharing contracts entered into before April 8, 1976, and will apply
only with respect to taxes designated as having been paid under such contracts
In taxable years beginning on or before January 1, 1977. See Item 17, page 20
of the July 19 pamphlet.

Sec. 1308. Income From Lease of Intangible Property as Personal Holding
Company Income.

The Committee agreed to modify this provision to make it clear that it applies
only where intangible property is rented in conjunction with a substantial part
of the tangible property and both the intangible and tangible property are used
in connection with the active conduct of a trade or business. In addition, the
provision was broadened so that it will apply whether or not the person using
the property is a shareholder of the corporation receiving rental payments from
the leasing of such property. See item 30, pages 36 and 37 of the July 19 pamphlet.

Sec. 1507. Extension of Study of Salary Reduction and Cash or Deferred
Profit-sharing Plans.

The Committee agreed to shorten the time granted for Congressional study of
these areas to January 1, 197& See item 42, page 50 of the July 19 pamphlet.

Sec. 2001. Residential Insulation Credit.
The Committee agreed to modify this provision. The credit will now not apply

to the installation of clock thermostats. See item 46, page 55 of the July 19
pamphlet

ADDIrONAL SUBMISSIONS IN SUPPORT OF PROVISIONS ON WHICH THE COMMIfTTE HAS
AGREED TO DRYER CONSIDERATION

The Committee also agreed persons interested in any of the provisions on
which the Committee has deferred consideration would be afforded an oppor-
tunity to submit in writing any additional information not previously furnished
which they may wish to bring to the attention of the Committee. Such informa-
tion will assist the Committee in its additional deliberations with respect to those
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proposed changes. Five copies of any additional material should be submitted to
Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee on Finance, 2227 Dirksen Senate Office
Building, not later than Friday, August 20.

The CHAIRMAN. Our first witness today will be the Honorable Ed-
ward M. Kennedy.

Senator HAsKELL. Mr. Chairman.
Senator Rmicoir. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I will call Senator Ribicoff first, and then Senator

Haskell.
Senator RmicoFr. Mr. Chairman, I am managing the Watergate Re-

form Act which has the first track during these-coming days and while
I want to stay here as long as I can, once I get a call from the floor
I will have to leave to &.% to manage that bill, so if I am
absent you will understand why. I will stay as Iong as I am allowed to.

Senator HAKE-LL. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I could be permitted
to make a statement.

I would concur with the chairman that people's views on what is tax
reform can vary and that people can very legitimately have differentviewpoints on that subject but what I would ike to explore, however,
and I would hope the chairman would agree with me, is a procedure
that can be usedby this committee in the future. Allegedly many of the
provisions in the bill now on the Senate floor and some of the provi-
sions to be the subject of this hearing are designed-to help specific tax-
payers thwart a tax bill. That is alleged, and it may be true or it may
not be true. I think the hearing would be helpful in this regard. My
concern is that if it is true, we develop a procedure which will not
allow this to happen again. -

Now I agree, and I think it is entirely appropriate, to have relief
bills and tax matters as relief bills in any other matter but I would hope
the committee would be thoughtful in developing a procedure where
we can actually process relief-bills as such an laeled as such assum-
ing that the allegations made by the outside groups are correct.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator, we have made a great number of changes
in the way we do business. So far as I am concerned, that is what re-
form is supposed to be, a change for the better. We will certainly en-
tertain your idea and any other suggestions that someone has to make.

The way this committee operated in earlier days was far different
from the way we do business today. Our predecessors were great men.
As a matter of fact, all five Senators who were as great Senators some
years back had served on this Finance Committee back in the days
when they operated under a different procedure.

I thought that procedure was somewhat out of date. For one thing,
there were only two telephone lines to this committee before I became
chairman, and sometimes 00-people were trying to reach the com-
mittee at the same time to get information. We have changed a lot-
I hope for the better.

.We will certainly entertain your suggestion; I think we ought to
discuss it later, however.

Senator HARTK. Mr. Chairman, I have been called from the floor
and although I am not on the Judiciary Committee I have been asked
to manage part of the Watergate bill and will have to go to the floor.
I will return as soon as possible.

The CAmxmMN. Senator Kennedy.

74-712 0- 75- pt. I -2
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STATEMENT OF HON. EDWARD M. KE NNEDY, -A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS

Senator KENNWTy. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I wonder if I could invite Senator Proxmire who is similarly inter-

ested in this provision to sit at the table. We are testifying jointly,
Mr. Chairman.

I want to express at the outset my appreciation for the calling of
these hearings and to submit my statement. You have a very complete
list of witnesses here this morning and I would like to make my
remarks relatively brief, but also I would hope that their brevity does
not diminish what I consider to be their basic importance and use-
fulness and constructiveness and hopefully they will be interpreted
that way by the members of the committee.

Mr. Chairman, you outlined in your opening comment and statement
the differing views about tax reform and the particular issues we have
been debating for the past 3 weeks on the floor of the U.S. Senate. We
will continue-to debate these issues, and we acknowledge that the chair-
man of this committee has been more persuasive than those of us who
have been offering amendments during that discussion.

I do not intend to take the time of this committee to review some of
the various proposals that we debated or discussed during that time or
the questions that might come up before us du-ring the remainder of the
debate on the legislation.

We have differing views on a number of those proposals, and the
place to resolve those ultimately is on the floor of the U.S. Senate and
that is where they will be resolved.

My intention toda, however, is to try and propose a procedure
which might be considered by this committee. We shall difer on the
substance of the various provisions but hopefully we can agree on the
procedures which will be followed-procedures which basically have
been accepted by the House Ways and Means Committee, the merits of
which I hope would be appreciated by this committee.

I am sure they would be accepted by the Senate as a whole and bythe
American people. In the areas of the particular provisions which have
been added which aid either individuals or individual companies, we
could follow precisely the provisions that have been advanced by the
House Ways and Means Committee that would permit the publication
in advance of those various provisions, invite comment by the IRS and
by the Treasury Department indicate the amount of revenue loss and
the beneficiaries of the provisions. I agree that there are some instances
where individuals and individual companies need the kind of tax relief
that can be included in legislation which comes from this Finance
Committee.

We legislate in a general way. Obviously there are going to be inter-
ests adversely affected by general legislation in ways that Congress
did not intend. They have to be remedied and so we accept that and we
recognize and we feel that the best way that can be achieved is by the
procWures which we have outlined here this morning.

There ara also instances where provisions fall within a gray area,
and there are a number of provisions which I feel are unjustified and
unwarranted and involve tax expenditures of hundreds of millions
that quite frankly have not received the kind of scrutiny by this coin-
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mittee that similar provisions would have received if they were in the
form of authorizations and appropriations by other committees, and I
do think that this situation should be remedied.

My precise recommendations, Mr. Chairman, with regard to the
legislation-

The CHAIUMAN. If I can stop you at this point Senator, let me make
this clear.

Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Somewhat like you, Senator, I didn't make this

world. I was born into it and I hope it will be a better place because
the good Lord put me here temporarily and I would wish you the
came result. [Laughter.]

-Senator Kr.vrxy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. [Laughter.]
The CHARmAN. About the best we can do is to try to move things to

what we think will reach that end.
Now did I say I have changed some things? I am not sure I am al-

ways right. In fact, I don't believe anyone on this side of heaven is
always right.

I will continue to do what I can to improve matters. I will be happy
to have your views and if you don't object too much I will make avail-
able some of mine to you also.

Senator KExNN.EY. Well, you have always (lone that. [Laughter.]
I intend to meet my responsibilities on these provisions in this leg-

islation, Mr. Chairman, as a result of this hearing. I have outlined in
my statement and comments the areas of prime concern that I have
and I have listed some of those in the testimony; the recycling tax
credit which is basically a windfall to the recycling industry and costs
the Treasury Up to $345 million. The refundable credit designed for
the benefit of airlines and utilities costs $300 to $500 million. The chair-
man of this committee remembers very well the debate that we had on
Lockheed when we were directing appropriations of hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars and the very closeness of that vote. Here we are provid-
ing benefits of anywhere from $300 to $500 million.

Some energy and oil provisions, benefiting Exxon and Mobil and
other giants; the Natomas provision; the Stn Oil provision; the ship-
ping industry provisions; the life insurance provision; and the provi-
sion for the giant U.S. grin exporters.

What I would hope -on these, Mr. Chairman, is that we can have theguidance of IRS and the Treasury Department and the testimony
that is raised here, in light of their importance and consequence. These
provisions are so signiicant and the implications are so significantthat if there is controversy surrounding those provisions, action should
be deferred to another- time until we can have the complete process
and analysis that we have outlined in our statement.

If, with the views of Treasury Department and the Internal Revenue
Service and the results of these hearings. there is not really any con-
troversy about a provision, then I would hope. ,that the provisions
would remain in the legislation.

So those are the two primary recommendations that I have, Mr.
Chairman-the establishment of procedures which would strengthen
thr. understanding and awareness of the implications of these various

.isions and strengthen the public's confidence in the committee's
A., 2edures; and with regard to the particular provisions included in
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the bill, if they can stand the scrutiny of these hearings and the rec-
ommendations of Treasury and IRS, they should be retained in the
bill and the others deferred to a later time.

Finally, I thank the committee for the opportunity of being able to
comment and make these recommendations and I hope that procedures
can be developed as Senator Haskell and Senator Hathaway and other
members of this committee have urged this committee to follow.

The CHAIRMA. Well, Senator, for many years I have benefited from
the philosophy of a group which did the best they could to direct their
appeal toward Congress as well as all the people.

One of their principles was that none of these things should be de-
cided based on who is right; they ought to be decided based on what
is right.

Now, it is fine to identify someone who might benefit from a provi-
sion that we write into the tax law. I would like to think by now that
I have been able to add something to the tax laws that would benefit
everybody in this country, and most of them in more ways than one.

Even so, the question should be whether a provision is right-not
so much who sponsored it, but whether it is what should be done.

Now I would appreciate it- if you would review your statement and
let us now which provisions you think are wrong-not necessarily
because they involved particular taxpayers. If a provision is right, 1
think you ought to (o it, regardless of what taxpayer should be
affected. If it is wrong, I don't think you should do it under any cir-
cumstances, no matter who is affected, be he the lowest or the highest.

Senator KE.%N.DY. Mir. Chairman, in any of my comments in refer-
ring to these particular provisions I have made it very clear that I felt
that probably a third were completely justified, a third generally fell
into a gray area, and a third were unwarranted.

I have my own particular views. The principal value I can serve
here today is in urging the committee to establish a procedure so that
the committee can receive recommendations from the Treasury Depart-
ment and from the IRS and from its own obviously highly qualified
and highly trained staff and that those matters can be made a part of
the record.

We have no opportunity, for example, to examine the record of the
Senate Finance Committee executive session to know what discussion
took place about any of these various provisions themselves.

I asked to review it just in terms of the preparation for this particu-
lar meeting. It does not exist. I think it is important.- Various provi-
sions have been put before the Senate in the Senate Finance Committee
bill, and we have no record on them.

I am hopeful as a result of these 3 days of hearings that botli this
committee and the Senate itself will have a more complete unde;;tand-
ing and awareness of the implications of the provisions.

I would hope in terms of the future that we could establish the kinds
of procedures which I would think would be welcomed by this com-
mittee and which I am sure would receive the-support of the Mem-
bers of the Senate. That is really the purpose of my appearance here,
although I would be glad to make recommendations in terms of the
partielar provisions. We made some references to them in the course
of the statement and I would be glad to supplement them in any way
that the committee thinks would be useful.
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The CHAMMAN. Senator, we am happy to have your suggestion.
May I give you a suggestion to take back to the committee on which
you serve, because I think they might be able to improve their way of
doing business also.

In this committee, when somebody brings up a suggestion we try to
decide then and there, .if we can, what we are going to do about it. If
subsequently, someone thinks about the matter and decides that. that was
not a good idea, we wilL reconsider it any time he wants to and as many
times as he wants to do so. Sometimes we will have a position that will
be considered a dozen times before we finally report that bill to the Sen-
ate. You would be surprised how much we can get done when we move
on that basis.

Now any time we find ourselves in error, everyone ought to be willing
to reconsider his position--even despite pride of authorship. That per-
mits us to proceed a lot more rapidly than some people pro6d on some
occasions.

If something is agreed to, anytime someone finds something that can
be in error, the matter can be reconsidered. It takes only one person
to request reconsideration.

Senator KzNNEDY. Senator, that is not a point I take issue with. The
procedure I take issue with is the fact that there has been no orderly
propedure established by the committee which invites the Treasury
Department to make a judgment or a recommendation on these various
special provisions or invites the Internal Revenue Service to make a
judgment or provides for the publication of these various provisions
in the Congressional Record.

The proiedures that were followed in the area of the special pro-
visions which I referred to did not allow for very much consideration,
because most of them were considered in the final hours of the markup
of the legislation. It is to try and deal effectively with that situation
that I made these recommendations.

The CHAMMAN. I am always pleased to have the views of the Treas-
ury and they are available to us right now so that I believe you have
them, too, Senator.

Anybody who wants the Treasury's views is privileged to have it.
Sometimes I agree with them, and when I do Ithink the Treasury
is very wise. I don't always agree.

Thank you.
- Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Senator.

[The written statement of Senator Kennedy follows:]
TEmMONY or SNAToR bwAm M. KeNN&DY

I am pleased to appear this morning before the Committee on Finance, and
to testify at these hearings on various "special interest" provisions in the pend.
ing tax reform legislation now on the Senate floor.

I welcome the hearing and the opportunity they afford for a fuller public
airing and discussion of these numerous provisions, whose presence In the bill
has become a source of controversy and concern to many of us involved in tax
reform and the debate on the pending legis'atlon.

At the outset let me say that, given the time available, it will require an effort
comparable to the twelve labors of Hercules for the Committee and the Senate
to reach an informed judgment on all of the complex provisions that are the
subject of this week's hearings. The Committee's press release of July 8 lists
53 sections of the bill itself that are to be considered plus 18 additional provi-
sions in the amendments which are to be offered as committee amendments to
the bi'l but the details of which are not yet available.

Quite properly, these special interest provisions have become the subject of
widespread public concern. Few things are more calculated to destroy the con-
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fidence of ordinary taxpayers In the fairness of the nation's tax laws than the
mushrooming suspicion that numerous provisions are being surreptitiously
written Into the laws for the special benefit of certain wealthy individuals and
corporations.

One of the first questions is whether all of the special Interest provisions in
the bill have come to light. VNirtually all of the provisions listed as subjects of
these hearings are those that had been identified by various public interest
groups. To some extent, it requires a Sherlock Holmes to detect a special In-
terest provision. I hope that the committee, as part of its new procedures for
dealing with this issue, will be able to assure the Senate that all such provisions
have been brought to light.

The special interest measures identified so far have had varying characteristics:
Some are written so narrowly that they are obviously intended to benefit

only a single Individual or corporation. Their hallmark Is their "one-eyed bearded
nan-with-a-limp" language-tax "fingerprints" designed to fit only one tax-
payer. Sometimes, the provision leaps out from the page, revealing itself be-
cause of its narrow language in the midst of an otherwise general provision. Oc-
casionally, as in the case of the Southern Scrap Material Co. provision, the lan-
guage is drafted so narrowly that even the intended beneficiary fails to meet
the test.

Other provisions have a larger group of beneficiaries, because they are
designed to benefit favored industries like oil and waste recyclers, by giving
them new tax advantages not available to less fortunate taxpayers.

In other cases, the special provisions are intended to reverse an unfavorable
IRS ruling or court decision. In this way, taxpayers try to short-circuit the
administrative process or bypass the courts. They skew the tax laws by
obtaining redress from Congress that they cannot get on the merits from the
executive or judicial branches of the government. In effect, these taxpayers are
legally taking the law Into their own hands, but in ways not open to the ordinary
taxpayer without such ready access to the ear of Congress.

Perhaps the most questionable aspect of these provisions is the lack of analysis
that many of them have received. That Is why I welcome the reopening of the
hearings this week, because the hearings can begin the process of -close scrutiny
and analysis that these provisions must have before they are enacted into law.

It is not too much to say that In many cases, the hand of the lobbyist or big
campaign contributor or special interest group has been caught in the Treasury's
cookie Jar.

I would emphasize, however, that not all of these provisions fall into that
category.

If past experience is any guide, the current provisions probably fall roughly
into three catego;ie--one third will be found meritorious, one third are in a gray
area where the merits are not immediately clear, and one third wil turn out to be
bad apples.

In cases where a special interest provision does have merit, it is because it Is
designed to alleviate an unintended hardship catised by the application of a
general tax law to a particular situation. Necessarily, Congress cannot always
anticipate the precise impact of complex general tax provisions on specific facts
and taxpayers. A responsible Congressional procedure is essential, therefore, to
assess such situations and determine If relief is appropriate.

What is clear. however, is that the present procedure fails to meet that test.
And ,I have serious doubts that the three days of hearings scheduled this week
can do more than scratch the surface of the extremely complex issues involved in
assessing the merits of the provisions.

The House of Representatives has developed a way of dealing with special
interest provisions in its tax bills, and I would urge the Committee to follow
those procedures in Judging theprovisions of the current bill. Under the House
procedures, the following steps are taken :

Notice is given of special interest provisions, and an opportunity for hearings
is provided In advance. Proposals are published in the Congressional Record,
and staff summaries are prepared. The Treasury Department has an oppor-
tunity to consider the proposals and make recommendations on their merit.

Adequate time Is also available to find the answers to two of the most crucial
questions about these measures: Who receives the benefits? How much revenue
loss to the Treasury is involved?

Then. when the necessary information is obtained and the questions are
answered, the House Committee assesses the merits of the proposals and votes
on whether to enact them into law.
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Obviously, a large number of the special interest provisions in the pending
bill have not been examined with anything resembling the degree of close scrutiny
required fQr the Senate to Judre them accurately. Adequate machinery can and
should be developed to deal with future legislation.

But what about the pending bill? The assembly line hearings scheduled for
this week can hardly fill the void.

My suggestion is that, given the controversy that has developed, the Committee
should reconsider each of the special interest provisions and apply certain rules
of thumb so far as the pending bill is concerned: -

1. The Treasury Department and the IRS should be asked to analyze and
comment on the merits of each provision, and make a : %commendation to the
Committee. 1

2. If there is no substantial controversy about a provision-which will usually
mean that It is not opposed by either the Treasury or the various public interest
groups that have analysed it-the Senate can give the provision a clean bill of
health and allow it to remain In the bill on the Senate floor.

8. But If a provision Is the subject of significant controversy-and If It has not
had a full and thorough public airing, either as part of the House proceedings
or in the course of the earlier Finance Committee hearings--I feel that the Com-
mittee should withdraw it from the pending bill for further consideration, under
conditions more conducive to accurate Judgment than the present situation allows.

Obviously, a decision to defer consideration of a provision does not mean it
will be killed. If additional analysis Indicates that it Is meritorious, there is ample
time before the end of this session of Congress for such measures to be brought to
the floor for final action.

In addition, some of these special interest provisions Involve substantial future
revenue losses, which is another ground for serious concern and special scrutiny.
Some provisions involve losses running in the hundreds of millions of dollars:

The recycling tax credit, a windfall to the solid waste recycling industry, will
cost the Treasury up to $845 million a year.

The refundable Investment credit, designed for the benefit of airlines and utili-
ties. will cost the Treasury $S0-$400 million.

The ESOP employee stock ownership provision, written in large part to the
specifications of AT&T, will cost the Treasury an astronomical $900 million.

Other provisions particularly those benefitting the oil industry, will run up
costs In the tens of millions of dollars:

Exxon, Mobil, and other giants in the Iranian oil consortium stand to gain up
to $40 million a year from an exemption to the foreign tax credit rules that
repeals part of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975.

Natomas and others Involved in Indonesian oil operations stand to gain up to
$25 million a year from similar exemptions that would reverse a recent IRS reve-
nue ruling. Natomas also figures ir a separate provision, worth up to $10 million
a year, which allows a carryback of excess foreign tax credits.

Sun Oil Co. and others Involved In North Sea oil operations stand to gain up
to $21 million a year from special rules provided for foreign oil losses.

The shipping industry (particularly oil companies, banks and steel companies,
who have large shipping fleets) will receive benefits up to $45 million a year from
the extension of the Investment credit to their so-called "Capital Construction
Funds."

The ad hoe consortium of the nation's largest life insurance companies will
receive benefits up to $55 million a year through a provision which allows the
consolidation of life insurance and casualty insurance operations and which
raises complex questions of equity and competition for the entire insurance
Industry.

The giant U.S. grain exporters will receive benefits up to $17 million a year
from changes in the foreign tax rules.

Integrated oil and gas producers with retail sales of $5 million a year or less
will eecelve benefits of up to $18 million a year through a provision restoring
their percentage depletion allowances.

Mr. Chairman, It Is difficult, If not impossible, to Justify any of these provisions.
The controversy over their merits is heightened by their substantial revenue loss.
They deserve much more careful consideration than they have received so far
before they are enacted Into law.

And this is only the beginning of the list of special Interest provisions that
should give the Senate pause. In my statement on the Senate floor on June 28,
I listed the special Interest provisions in the bill and the beneficiaries known at
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that time. I am attaching a copy of that list to my testimony. The present hear-
lngs will bring substantial new information to bear on these provisions and
others more recently identified. I look forward to working with the Committee 1-n
analyzing these provisions and in trying to restore the confidence of the average
taxpayer in one of our nation's moist important resources, the fairness of our
tax laws.

Finally, and curiously, the Committee's announcement of these hearings men-
tions a Senate floor amendment offered by Senators Haskell, Hollings, Hathaway,
and myself. The amendment, already adopted by the Senate, provides that limited
partners would not be entitled to include in their tax basis any portion of non-
recourse financing obtained by the partnership.

Tho effect of this provision is to insure that limited partners will not be able
to claim deductions for amounts in excess of their actual Investment at risk.
The amendment, in its application to real estate, is essentially similar to the
"at risk" rules already adopted by the Committee and the Senate in the areas of
farming, oil exploration, movies and equipment leasing. The estimated revenue
loss from the amendment is $5 million in 1977 and $6 million in 1978, rising to $90
million in 1981.

In recent weeks, I have received a number of comments about the amendment
which deserve consideration. To assist the Committee and the Senate, the follow-
ing points on certain aspects of the amendment may be helpful.

First, the amendment is generally applicable to partnerships formed after
June 30, 1976. This provision could reasonably be modified in three respects:
First, the applicable date could be changed to DecenAmr 31, 1916. Second, new
partnerships formed after that date should be subject to the new rules; so also
should limited partners who are admitted to the partnership after December 31,
19M8, even if the partnership itself was formed before that dat!.'Third, any sub-
stantial changes in investments or activities after December 81, 1976 should be
treated as the formation of a new partnership with respect to such activities.
These modifications will insure that artificial arrangements are not used to avoid
the new rule.

Second, it has been brought to my attention that the law of some states classi-
ties partners as "general partners" even though the nature of their interest is
similar to that of a limited partner in other jurisdictions. It is the intent of the
amendment that the new rule should apply to any partner whose liability is
limited, however that result may be achieved by state law on contractual arrange-
ments.

Third, the amendment provides that partnerships engaged in constructing or
rehabilitating low income housing are to be exempt from the new rule until after
1981. The amendment refers to housing programs described in section 1089(b).
That reference is technically outdated. The Finance Committee bill redefines low
income housing in its proposed new section 120(a) (1) (C). It is our intention
that the exception in the amendment should likewise refer to the broader defini-
tion proposed in section 1250(a) (1) (C).

In addition, Mr. Chairman, with respect to the effect on real estate, I am sub-
mitting a memorandum prepared by the Library of Congress comparing the"at risk" rule adopted by the Senate with the LAL proposal as approved by the
House. Contrary to the reaction of some who oppose the "at risk" amendment.
it Is actually a relatively mild reform that is likely to have no harmful effect on
real estate or the housing and construction industry. Certainly, the extremely
modest revenue estimates for the provision belie any deleterious Impact on this
vital industry.

The provision does stand out, however, as the only one that produces a revenue
gain among the entire group of special interest provisions listed by the committee
for these hearings.

PAaTIAL LIST-SPIAL INTLESMT PRovISIONS IN H.S. 10612, THE TAX ZJV0SM AOT OF
1976

1. Airlines and Utilities (Bill p. 288; report p. 177). Allows refunds for Invest-
ment credits still unused after seven-year carryforward, Appropriately, the first
refunds will occur in 1984. Revenue loss in 1984 estimated at $300-500 million.

2. Chrysler (Bill p. 289; Report p. 178). Two year additional carryforward of
investment tax credits and foreign tax credits that expire in 1976.

8. Shipping Industry (Bill p. 323; Report p. 196). Allow investment tax credit
for costs of building ships in U.S., even though the construction is financed with
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previously untaxed profits in so-called "Capital Construction Funds." Revenue
loss: $21 million in 1977; $45 million In 1981.

4. Foreign Trust Beneficiaries (Bill p. 452; Report p. 215) ; delay House effec-
tive date by 8 days for provision taxing grantors on income of foreign trusts.

5. Superior Oil Co. (Bill p. 463; Reports p. 225) ; retroactive exemption from
tax on foreign earnings Invested In drilling rig on continental shelf.

6. American Investors Group, Inc. (Bill p. 468; Report p. 229) exempt the
firm's Bermuda operation from foreign tax haven rules.

7. Hall Shipping Corporation; Louisiana and Texas Oil Servicing Vessels;
Cargill and other grain and commodity exporters. (Bill p. 469; Report p. .30),
various exclusions of shipping profits from foreign tax haven rules.

& Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.; Freeport Sulphur Co. (Bill p. 478; Report
p. 2S8) : three years postponement of change in foreign tax rules for a mining
company and for operations of PPG in Puerto Rico.

9. Boise Cascade Corp; Robert Hall Co. (Bill p. 485; Report p. 240) ; exception
from foreign loss recapture rules for Chilean expropriation losses and for liquida-
tion of a clothing company.

10. Natomas Corp. (Bill p. 496; Report p. 246). Special carryback for foreign
tax credits or oil.

11. Sun Oil Co. (Bill p. 498; Report p. 247) : Special transitional rule for recap-
ture of foreign oil losses for North Sea operations.

12. Major Oil Companies (Bill p. 499; Report p. 248): Expands definition of
"oil related income," against which foreign tax credits may be used, to Include
certain interest income.

13. Tenneco (Bill p. 499; Report p. 250) : Benefit under oil-related income pro-
visions for liquidation of Canadian subsidiary.

14. 1. U. International Corp. (Bill p. 500; Report p. 250) : Allow a Philadelphia
conglomerate to consolidate gas utility income and non-oil income.

15. Iranian Oil Consortium (Bill p. 501; Report p. 251): Allow foreign tax
credits until 1988, even though Mobil and other U.S. oil companies may no longer
own an "economic interest in the oil and gas fields."

16. Natomas Corp. (Bill p. 502; Report p. 253) : Reverse IR8 ruling denying
foreign tax credit for oil in Indonesia production-sharing contracts.

17. American Investors Group (Bill p. 504; Report p. 257) : Allow foreign tax
credit for income from insurance contracts written in U.S. on overseas ri3ks

1. H. H. Robertson Co. (Bill p. 516; Report p. 270): Retroactive benefit for a
corporate liquidation.

19. Royal Bank of Canada (Bill p. 540; Report p. 276) : Favorable capital loss
carryforward rule.

20. Hanna Mining Co. (Bill p. 553; Report p. 284) : Favorable treatment for a
Canadian Iron-ore subsidiary under foreign tax rules.

21. Political Consultants (Bill p. 813; Report p. 401) : Allow a bad debt deduc-
tion in certain cases involving unpaid debts owed by candidates to professional
political consultants.

22. Encyclopedia Britannica (Bill p. 814; Report p. 408) : Overrule IRS posi-
tion and allowed research costs and other prepublication expenses to be deducted
immediately, rather than depreciation over the life of the publication.

2. Investors Diversified Services (Bill p. 817; Report p. 407) : Overrule IRS
position that Interest on "face amount" certificates must be included currently
in income.

24. Coca-Cola Co. (Bill 1t 818; Report p. 400) : Exempt a particular franchise
from the personal holding company rules, which would require tax at 70 percent
rate, not 48 percent corporate tate; 12-year retroactivity granted for exemption.

25. Texas Optical Co. (Bill p. 822; Report p. 414): allow capital gains
treatment for the transfer of a professional practice before 1970.

26 Marriott Corp. and Restaurant Employee Unions (Bill p. 828; Report p.
416) ; Reverse IRS ruling requiring employers to include tip income stated on
charge account slip in the employers' reports to the IRS.

27. Belco Petroleum 'Co. (Bill p. 829; Report p. 424): restore oil depletion
allowance for independent producers with retail outlets in Israel.

28. Integrated Oil Companies (same); restore depletion allowance for com-
panies with $5 million in retail outlet sales or less. Some of the largest oil and
gas companies will benefit.

29. Oil Trusts (same); restore depletion allowance in cases where interests
change hands by birth, death, or adoption; restore depletion allowance in certain
other cases.
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80. Major Life Insurance Companies (Bill p. 920; Report p. 454); permit
companies to consolidate life insurance operations with casualty insurance
operations.

31. Businessmen's Assurance Co. of America (Bill p. 924; Report p. 457):
special treatment for inadvertent dividends; retroactive to 1958.

32. Honeywell (Bill p. 1472; Report p. 550); Inclusion of clock thermostats
in definition of insulation for which the home insulation credit will be available.

83. General Electric, Westinghouse (Bill p. 1482; Report p. 55) ; tax credit
for residential heat pumps.

84. Union Oil Co.; Pacific Gas and Electric Co: (Bill p. 1498; Report p. 571);
allow intangible drilling deduction and 22 percent depletion deduction for geo-
thermal property.

35. Waste Recycling Industry (Bill p. 1503; Report p. 575); tax credit to
recyclers for purchase of recyclable solid waste materials. Revenue loss: $9
million in 1977; $345 million in 1981.

86. Eaton Corp. (Bill p. 1515; Report p. 581) ; equalize treatment of propane
and diesel fuel by exempting propane from excise tax.

The CHAIRMA,'. Senator TalmadgeI
Senator TALMADOE. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. No questions.
The CHAInM..% Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. Senator, I am curious if your objection is to the

procedure or the substance of the provisions we have adopted even
though we had long hearings and discussions of the bill, whether that
is your criteria or whether your only real objection is to quite a num-
ber of provisions that were adopted in markup without any hearings
at all.

Serator KENNEDY. That second is my primary concern Senator.
The purpose that I can best serve is recommending that procedures be
ado pted by this committee similar to those that have been adopted by
the House Ways and Means Committee.

I can give various recommendations and we can debate or discuss
whether tise Sun Oil Co. or the Natomas provision is justified. I think
you have made a fair comment, Senator that there are many other in-
stances of legitimate needs by individuals and companies that are
not being expressed. They ought to have an opportunity to be heard.

What I am most interested in is that we establish the procedures. I
have got my own views with regard to the provisions. I will be glad
to debate or discuss those. We will probably have a chance to do it but
I don't think that is the purpose of my presence here today-it is to
establish a procedure by which this committee can be guided and
really the Senate can be guided.

You might hear the Treasury Department or IRS, the Budget
Committee or the CBO. What we are talking about is hundreds of
millions of dollars in expenditures. That has implications in terms
of the economy and in a number of those instances I would have
thought the Budget Committee's recommendations would have been of
value to this committee in its ultimate determination.

Senator PACKWOOD. I look at your first list of partial independent
provisions which is refundable tax credit. That is- what we had a
couple days' testimony on. I started out against it. I became con-
vinced, although not overwhelmingly, but it certainly had ample hear-
i and I think fair debate.

look at another one on No. 30, the major life insurance com-
panies
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Senator KENNEDY. Whether it did, Senator, I would certainly yield
to your view. I testified here in terms of the refundable tax credt-as-a
concept. I support it as a concept. This provision carries it beyond the
method I proposed. I think it should be an incentive for new invest-
ment. Next, old credits are carried forward for 8 years. That is
another kind of a question and I am not sure that the record would
justify that type of provision, although I recognize that the com-
mittee had hearings on the proposal.

Senator PACKWOOD. In fairness we cannot conceivably have hear-
ings on every conceivable thing you might later have legislation on.
First, you don't think that far in advance and, second, you don't
cover all the points.

I don't think you can say unless it was tacked exactly to some point
in the hearings.

Senator KENNEDY. Referring to the airlines and just to the utilities
and it is based in terms of their particular problems that they faced in
losses over particular years.

Senator PACKWOOD. I understand. I have some misgivings. I changed
my mind after the hearing. It was a thought-opt deliberate conclusion.
You refer to the major life and casualty operations. That again was
not a casual decision.

Senator KEN..NEDY. I know you have had some days of hearings on
Senator Ribicoff' -proposal.

Senator PACKWOOD. That is right.
Senator KENNEDY. I think it has broad implications as to competi-

tion for small casualty companies. Unquestionably the larger com-
panies would like to be able to consolidate their profits and losses. I
know the argument is made that ITT can do it and why not a major
kind of an insurance company.

The problem is the competitive implications of that particular pro-
vision for the middle size and smaller casualty companies. It is quite
significant and profound.

I understand that is a factor that is being considered. It has very
broad implications in terms of smaller casualty companies in my part
of the country that were very much unaware, quite frankly, that this
provision was to be put in here.

Senator PACKWOOD. When you say "unaware," I have small casualty
companies in Oregon and they have misgivings about this provision
but if they are unaware I don't. know what to do. It was not secret.
There were hearings on the issue and I don't know what more you can
do.

The fact that everybody in this country does not know or everybody
does not testify should not. prevent us from testifying.

Let me ask you a last question. On one of the very last days of the
markup, it may have been the last one, I can't recall, Senator Haskell
popped out three provisions relating to trusts and the taxation of trusts
and frankly totally surprised everybody. The committee turned down
some but never a word about any kind of hearing. I take it you want
this taken out of the bill.

Senator KE.N-NEDY. I would want it governed by the same procedures
that I have recommended here. If it is approved by IRS and the
Treasury, and in light of these hearings is not controversial-it should
be retained.
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Senator PACKWOOD. We are talking about 3 or 4 days of hearings.
We simply don't have a chance for a detailed IRS and Treasury
analysis.

Senator KENNEDY. The procedures which I have outlined here are
the ones being used by the Ways and Means Committee. Public dis-
closure in the Congressional Record, listing of the costs and bene-
ficiaries, asking Treasury and IRS to make judgments. Whether they
overrule a particular IRS ruling, for example, or a court decision
would -be of interest. Those are matters I hope would be submitted to
this committee and the committee make its recommendations. There
are going to be areas where we differ but it is the procedures that are
important.

Senator PACKWOOD. I think the chairman has indicated we can live
by that.

Senator KENNEDY. We don't have that now.
Senator PACKWOOD. I know. What is sauce for the goose is sauce

for the gander.
Senator KENN-FDY. I agree.
Senator PACKWOOD. I agree with the fact that the so-called reform

group has hit this committee pretty hard on these secret provisions,
yet it didn't bother the members of the committee who used the same
tactic for the things they wanted to spring on this committee.

Senator KENNEDY. Senator Haskell can speak very well and does
so eloquently. He is not here now and I wish that particular point
could have been raised when he was here. I would hope that whatever
provisions are offered, no matter who offered them, could follow these
procedures.

Senator PACKWOOD. I would be happy to live with that. I also mean
in fairness we would also be guided by- the same process in offering
amendments on the Senate floor, that we would not spring unknown
amendments.

Senator KENXEDY. I have always found, Senator, that you can make
a stronger case if you are able to have the position of the Treasury or
IRS and be able to present it. I don't think we are ever going to be
able to preclude or foreclose anybody.

Senator PACKWOOD. NO; it will be offered by some people that I think
will have no hearing in this committee or Treasury or any report on
the floor.

Senator KENNEDY. I do feel that the amendments offered by our
group-Senator Nelson, Senator Mondale, myself, Senator Haskell,
Senator Hathaway and other Members-were provisions which were
advanced before this Finance Committee durings its consideration.

I specifically testified on every one of those particular provisions
and we have tried before to raise them. They are all items that we
have had very extensive hearings on.

The C HAIRMAN. Senator Dole.
Senator DOLE. Would it be appropriate to describe your news re-

lease as sort of an indictment of this committee and the members of
the committee f

Senator KENNEDY. No; I would not use those words, Senator.
Senator DoLX. Well, you made a sort of hit-and-run operation. You

come into the committee with a three page statement. You have been
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on television at a quarter of 8, you have had numerous news releases,
you impune the integrity of some of us and we don't like it.

Then you say maybe a thid are good, a third are gray and a third
are bad. I think we ought to know if we are going to be exonerated
by Senator Kennedy or not. The Senator from Kansas would like to
know whether his amendments fall in the gray category or good or
bad category.

You have advertised this to the Nation. The Senator from Massa-
chusetts carries great weight, a lot of coverage. I think we have a
right to know that.

Senator KENNEDY. Senator, I think the American people have a
right to have an adequate procedure that is going to be followed by
the tax writing committee on these provisions. NVe need to know the
implications of any of the recommendations in terms of what it is going
to cost the Treasury, what its implications are going to be in terms of
the Internal Revenue Service, and also what its budgetary implica-
tions are going to be, so we have a full and complete record.

That is what I am advocating. That is not what has been done. That
is not the procedure which has been followed by this committee and it
is what I am recommending, Senator, to this committee.

It is being followed by the Ways and Means Committee in the House
of Representatives and it seems to me that it is not asking too much
for this committee to follow those similar procedures, so the members
of the committee and Members of the Senate will be able to understand
and make a judgment whether any of these are good, bad, or
indifferent.

It is very difficult for me to make a judgment about lhe Senator's
own amendments when there is not even a record that is kept by the
Senate Finance Committee during the markup when those particular
provisions are included, Senator.

Senator Dom. I share that view. In fact,. I wrote a letter to the
chairman and asked that we have a verbatim transcript during the
markups and that it be available to the public. There is a feeling that
these are sort of sneaked in. That is not the case and the Senator knows
that is not the case.

Intpublic hearings the press was available, the staff was available.
WVhether or not they are meritorious is something else, they may be
or not.

Senator KEN.NEDY. Senator, most of the provisions that we are re-
ferring to here were the last items that were included in the Senate
Finance Committee legislation. I don't think it is fair to the Senator
from Kansas, or to any other members of this committee, or to the Sen-
ate as a whole, not to have the kind of procedures which Senator
Proxmire and I have suggested.

I think the Senator from Kansas carries a burden that lie should
not have to carry. But I think it. will be carried until the Financ
Committee follows a procedure which includes the reports of the
Treasury and IRS.

Senator Doix. But the burden is much heavier when a responsible
colleague in effect makes a scatter gun charge that we have all com-
mitted some sin or some misdeed by offering ani amendment.

Loet me give an example of one. You say we should follow the House
Ways and Means Committee. Look at Number 31 in your indictment.
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This amendment did follow the House Ways and Means Committee
procedure, it was passed out of the committee without opposition and
passed overwhelmingly by the House. They did have hearings and still
it appears in your indictment as Number 31.

Senator KENNEDY. Senator, you can use the word "indictment" but
I am talking about procedures which are not being followed by the
Senate Finance Committee and which are being followed by the
House Ways and Means Committee. That is what I am urging here
and that is what is not being done at the present time by this committee.

I do think that if the Finance Committee had followed those proce-
dures which were outlined, then I think we would have a much clearer
idea as to the implications, the beneficiaries, and the amounts of re-
sources that would be lost.

Senator DoLE. Well, what about the $17 million? That "giant grain
companies" provision. What amendment is that? Is that the one I of-
fered with Senator MondaleI

Senator KEn.-EDY. Well, primarily it goes to grain exporters for
grain grown overseas and sold overseas. They receive up to $17 million.

Senator I)OLM. When the bell rings, does that mean I am finished?
The CHAIRMAN. I will let you go a while longer.
Senator Cuwrs. May I yield my time to him, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. I think what you were talking about, Senator, was

the amendment pushed by the Treasury staff. The Treasury wanted
that.

Senator KExNEDY. Can we know who offered it?
Senator DoLE. I am just trying to clear myself now. It is all right,

we can come back to the other Members later.
Because there have been rather serious statements made about this-

in fact, the Senator said this morning on network television that there
was a tie between contributions and those amendments that were
offered, that is true in every case.

Senator KF.-.NEDY. In many, many instances, the power of special
interest groups involves large contributions and has a pernicious effect
in terms of the tax legislation. Thas has been my experience, Senator;
it is based upon my 14 years in the Senate.

Others can make other judgments about it. That is one of the reasons
I was such a strong supporter of public financing elections. I think it
is a justified comment, There are those that woulddiffer but I can look
in other areas-for example, in the area of health care-and I see con-
tributions that are made by various groups that have special interests
in our legislation. I will let the record speak for itself in that particu-
lar area, and I think there are others as well, Senator.

That is really not the purpose of the presentation today.
Senator DoLE. I am not certain what the purpose is.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, I have tried to-
Senator DoL. You have gotten out of it all that you can. You have

said in effect the members of this committee cannot be trusted, we are
slip ping in little amendments in the (lark to change the procedure.

The Senator from Massachusetts and others call themselves reform-
or. Now maybe that is the case. Maybe you are reformers. The position
is in the eye of the beholder but there are some of us who offer amend-
ments based on conversation with the staff and Treasury and they are
offered in good faith and they are accepted or not accepted.
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We just don't like the ho ze m Wntion we received from the Sen-
ator from. Massachusett& -

Senator KENNEDY. Does the Senator object to the provisions and the
procedures that are now being followed by the House Ways and MeansCommitteeI

Senator Dom. I don't object to those, no.
Senator KENNEDY. Do you think they would be advantageous or

helpful to the Finance Committee?
Senator Dolm I don't know what procedure the Senator uses in his

committee. Maybe they would be advantageous to your committee.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator, those provisions have been spelled out

they have been commented on by the Senator from Wisconsin and
others. They are used by the members of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee. We are talking about procedures which I think have
strengthened the analysis-of thc-ivarious special interest provisions by
the Ways and Means Committee. The House Members understand the
procedures which have been followed. Those procedures are not being
followed by the Finance Committee today.

I urge that they be followed. Prior to the time that the Senator
from Kansas entered the room, I went through them in some detail.

Senator DOLE. I was here when you started. I was present.
Not being argumentative with the Senator from Massachusetts, but

I think your staff or whoever furnishes this material to you should go
through and check those that should be forgiven-in other words
maybe you have made a mistake. At least you say a third should not
be indicted; they ought to be removed, you ought to have an amended
indictment, and then maybe in the gray area you could have a separate
indictment and the totally bad ones you could have a true bill and
then we would know where we stand insofar as your evaluation because
there are all kinds of rumors floating around.

I have been told in 1954 there was an amendment adopted in the
House to help the Kennedy family and I have been told about the
American Motors Corp.

Senator KEN.NVEDY. What amendment in 1954?
Senator DoLE. Just a rumor floating around.
Senator KENNEDY. If you are mentioning it now I think we are

entitled to know specifically, Senator.
Senator DoLE. I have not broadcast mine because I don't have the

facts.
Senator KENNEDY. Then you don't know the facts on it. Let the

record stand.
Senator DoLE. But I think the record should stand on the ones you

know the facts on.
Senator KENNEDY. I know the facts. I do know the facts, Senator;

there are a number of provisions which were included in the final hours
of the markup of this legislation that never received the comments of
the Treasury Department or the Internal Revenue Service, or how
much money would be lost, or who the beneficiaries of these particular
provisions are.,

I do know that as a fact and the recommendation I ant aking here
today is that this situation should be remedied. I think tIhht is a fair
and equitable situation and I fail to understand why the Senator from
Kansas can't endorse that rather basic procedure which has been ac-
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cepted and tried and followed in the House Ways and Means
Committee.

Senator DoLE. I quarrel with the staging of what has been going on.
I was one of those who offered my amendment late one evening. I am
not-on the top of the list senioritywise. I was here at 6 o'clock. It was
not quite dark outside but I had to wait until 6 o'clock to be recognized.
I just say that it seems to some of us that we appreciate being men-
tioned but we would like to know which category We fall in.

That is all I have.
The CHAMMANX. Senator Hathaway.
Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to state that I wholeheartedly endorse the recommenda-

tions of Senator Kennedy. I wanted to ask the Senator this. The proce-
dure akin to what you have advocated is one that I have advocated
and others have advocated for years to hav'e the Internal Revenue, Code
come to a halt, ever) so often so that those wlho have benefits for
various tax expenditures could come in and justify them-in other
words a sun et law for the Internal Revenne Code because the other
laws, we know in the case of Andrews certain times the elementary sec-
retary and most of our laws do have a termination (late and we are
forced to reexamine them efore we reenact them whereas the Internal
Revenue Code just goes on forever.

We don't know who the beneficiaries are, how some of the provisions
are already in the Code. 1 hey may, too, be narrow interest benefits
and if we had a sunset provision we would have a chance to examine
existing provisions as well as amendments that are going to be offered.

I would like to ask the Senator if you want to go on record as in
support of such a provision. I intend to offer such a provision on the
floor at the appro)riate time.

Senator KEN--..Y. It seems to me to be warranted and justified. As
the Senator knows, though, we didn't get into those provisions here
today. There are many of these provisions. The most famous is the
Philadelphia nun provision that was put in in 1924 and was used as a
major loophole for 45 years before we got that out of the Internal
Revenue ('ode.

So the concept is warranted and justified, and I look forward to the
amendment of the Senator from Maine.

Senator HATIIAWAY. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to yield to Senator Haskell to respond to something that

Senator Packwood said earlier.
Senator KEN.,.Ey. Could I be excused in the meantime?
Senator HASKELI. Could I make a remark before you are excused
I would hope that no memlx'r-I notice from the left side, the radical

left of the bench, there seems to be a defense. I hope that we will be
thoughtful on our procedtmre in this committee and I suppose I better
at least give my frank impression in view of the conversation that is
going on.

I suggested to Senator Nelson and Senator Hathaway when we were
considering an amendment to remember the amendment that we put
in a substitute bill. My comment at that time-whether it was valid
or invalid, is not terribly material because it at least indicates my
impression.
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I believe I said to both of those Senators we better do this because
we will never find out everything that is buried in that blank blank bill,
and I don't know whether we ever will or not but at least that was my
impression and, therefore, I would hope and my fellow members of
the committee and my friends on the other side would not be wedded
to current procedures and I would hope they would have an open mind
on adopting something like the Ways and Means Committee or some-
thing better.

I can't believe, with all-due respect to the gentleman from the Ways
and Means Committee sitting down here in the front row, that this
is the best of all possible worlds. There might even be something better.
So that is merely a comment.

I understand that while I was over on the floor that Senator Pack-
wood iade some comment. I wonder if lie would mind repeating it.

Senator PACKWOOD. Excuse me. I didn't hear the last.
Senator I[ASKELL. I understand while I was over on the floor, Sen-

ator, you made some comment about my h: ving something to do with
the amendment. I wonder if you would repeat that.

Senator PAcKwooD. I saideither the last day or next to the last day
you had three amendments relating to trusts, one of which is genera-
tion of trusts which had been popped in that we had had no hearings
on and no background on and if you were going to adopt the standard
that Senator Kennedy was recommending that I hope the same stand-
ard would apply to these and if you drop others.

Senator IVSKELL. I think, Senator, that is a very proper observation.
I think that much as I like my generation skippingtrust amendment,
nevertheless everyone--whether you believe it is good or-whether you
believe it is bad-should be subject to the hearing process, and I think
you are right.

Senator Kimz;x, nY. If the Senator would yield, I am reminded that
the generation skipping provision was actually discussed during the
hearings of this committee on the estate tax.

Senator HASKELL. Was it?
Senator KENNEDY. It was discussed. So it is a concept which has

been debated and talked about. There was testimony. As a matter of
fact, we had some recommendations on it, too, which are very similar
to those of the Senator from Colorado.

Senator IIASKELL. I thank the Senator from Massachusetts. I know
the idea was around a long time, I was not aware there was testimony
before this committee.

'Ihank you very much.
I have no further questions.
The ChIAIRMAX. Senator Gravel.
Senator GRATL. I think, Senator Kennedy, the area that some of

us would question are really the statements you make in your press
release and what actually happened may be somewhat at variance.
I was deeply involved in the recycling which, of course, the larger plan
is in Saugus, Mass., which I understand lobbying used to support. my
l)osition-unsuccessfully, I might say-because they can't sell their
product.

In this recycling plan they have had to go to landfill. They realize
the benefit ot it, but then you read a statement that says other provi-
sions have a larger group of beneficiaries because they are defined to
favor industries like oil or recyclers.

74-712--7B--pt. 1-3
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Let me just say the beneficiaries as I would view the efforts that I
have made in this regard deal with the whole support of the U.S.
League of Cities and U..S. Mayors and National Governors Conference.

This is an issue that you have numbered in 35 here. I think the point
you make has great merit and I am sure the committee is going to
change some of its approaches so we do have a better approach.

There is great room for improvement but when this was lumped in
here 2 years ago I fought to get this kind of amendment on a tax re-
form bill and an energy bill. This then was the subject of extensive
hearings in the Senate, then was the subject of hearings in the House.
It was fought on the floor of the House 2 years ago and failed and then
was fought again 2 years arm and failed this last time.

I don't know how the subject can get niore airy, more controversy,
more press. I think some of it, unfortunately, is fair but besides that
mechanically I think the procedures in this particular case to lump
this category with that when it has had such broad attention, I would
just question that being done in that regard and the fact of the wind-
fall when it does not go to those who are presently recycling.

Now I can understand a windfall if those are recycling. I wanted to
put those in the recycling. I think they need the help, but what tha
committee passed on was perspective toward new recycling efforts.

Senator KEr.NNWY. Well, Senator, on that particular provision,
there is value and merit in the procedures which we have advanced,
and they have 1een advanced by a number of the members of the
committee.

In this particular provision I know that you are very much aware
of the problems that various conservation groups and environmental
groups and the Treasury have with this palicular provision. Whether
we are going to be spending $345 million in the energy area in this
way is something that this committee makes a judgment on, and the
Senate makes a judgment on. Whether it has had the kind of review
that a direct appropriation would have had I really question. As I have
indicated in earlier provisions, I am primarily concerned about the
procedures. We will debate or discuss as we have over $he period of
the last. 3 weeks the merits of particular provisions and we will call the
roll on those provisions.

Senator GRAVEL. I think you have made a contribution in that regard
but I think something of special interest when it is supported by local
government and State government and it has been aired for a number
of ears here in the Senate is really toying with a broad brush.

Environmentalists--the Environmental Action Coalition of District
of Columbia and New York City has been lobbying for it and is very
much for it.

With respect to the cost, I dispute the cost and question of the several
hundreds of millions of dollars. If we are successful in getting re-
cycling accomplished, it will mean a diminution of a tax benefit that
is already being received by virgin material.

I am really mystified by those who say that would categorically have
money when in point of fact that money is already lost to the Treasury
in virgin areas. What we are trying to do, we are trying to equate, to
factor this country on a recycling area which I think is just sound
intelligent practice.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Fannin?
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator, you have this long list of 36 items and I am wondering how

it came about that you favored me by having me last on the list of the
36 items. The one that I introduced, you referred to it as equalize treat-
ment of propane and diesel fuel by exempting propane from excise tax.

I am just wondering how you or your staff or whoever gave you this
information that that amendment was for the Eaton Corp. I never
heard of the Eaton Corp. You further refer to this amendment as a
special interest. deal for such corporations. It could even be used for the
truck lifts in the Merchandise Mart or some place like that where there
is a large utilization of this type of equipment. It is off the highway
utilization.

Why should propane be treated any different than diesel in
operating?

Senator KENNEY. Mr. Chairman, I have tried not to repeat my-
self. I stated prior to the time the Senator came in that I would hope
that we know about any of the groups that are going to benefit. What
I am basically asking for is the procedures that would be followed, the
groups that would benefit, the amount that would be lost, the opinion
of the Treasury and the IRS, and whether there have been tax rul-
ings that have been overruled. All of those particular matters should
be before us in public form, so that any of us could review that.

That is the procedure which is not being followed.
Senator F ANNIN . I could give you a list of 100,000. I)o you want

that list?
Senator KF.NN.DY. Types of users I think would be useful. yes.
Senator FANNIN. You want a list? Why did you pick on the ltatork

Corp.?
Senatory KE.;NEy. What?
Senator FANNIN. Why did you pick on the Eaton Corp.?
Senator KE.NNEDY. The fact of the matter is we are not finding out

who are the beneficiaries. It was not published by the Finance Coni-
mittee, Senator, and I think as a Member of the Senate, if I am going
to vote on it, I am entitled to find out who the beneficiaries are going
to be.

Senator FANxI.N. I don't know how much trouble you went to to find
out what the Finance Committee said. I know that you did not con-
tact. my office about this amendment.

Senator KENNDY. We cannot even get a record of who suggested
what in the debate in the Finance Committee on that particular point.

Senator FANNIN. This is an item that has been considered many
times.

Senator KEN.-XEDY. Can you show me in the record of any discus-
sion duringg the course of the markup ?

Senator FAN NIX. Certainly.
Senator KENNFEY. You can't show it, Senator; it does not exist.
Senator FANNIN. It was put down.
Senator KENmN-Y. It was not put down. I am asking you to put it

down.
Senator FANiN. Not only this time, it has been discussed before

and if you knew anything about what you were talking about you,
would not make an issue of it.
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Senator KE.NNEDY. I will let the record stand.
Senator FANNIrN. There are five items here that I just picked out,

the last five items that you have on this list, and it is just absurd. I
don't know what you know about waste recycling. The Union Oil Co.,
Pacific Gas & Electric Co.--you have picked them out.

Senator KEN4.EDY. Whose was that, Senator?
Senator FANI'. That was mine, that is why I am bringing it up.
Twenty-two percent depletion deduction for geothermal property.

You saidyou knew Pacific Gas & Electric Co. was involved in that
amendment.

The whole idea is to help companies all over the country where
there is a potential for geothermal. And it is certainly not to help
these giant companies. It is supposed to be available to companies
that. otherwise perhaps would not go into that particular phase of
activity and that is the whole idea of the amendment.

We are trying to develop geothermal and we have not had very good
lick in doing so. We are trying to get incentives. Are you against
giving incentives?

Senator KENiNEDY. No, I am not against giving incentives. No,
Senator.

Senator .?ANNIN. Well we have opportunities in many parts of the
country to develop geothermal. We have not been successful in it
because it is a costly procedure. We certainly need to do what we can
to give the incentives that are needed so that these companies will go
forward.

We have had this underway for many years, for at least 15 years,
so I think I know something about what is involved.

Then, of course, we go on up the list to General Electric, Westing-
lOuse.

Was that my timer I
I thank the Chairman.
Senator KNNEDY. I say that I am not against incentives. Some-

times, though, I wonder where the free enterprise system is in many
of these areas.

Senator FANNIN. You know, you talk about holding hearings. We
had extensive hearings on that particular item and we had extensive
hearings not only from this committee but from the Interior Com-
mittee.

The CITAMAN. Senator Curtis is the next Senator who arrived on
the scene.

Senator Cumis. Senator Kennedy, have you ever remained in the
Finance Committee for an entire executive session when we marked
up a bill?

Senator Kmumy. No, Senator.
Senator Curris. Have you, Senator ProxmireI
Senator PaoxwmE. No.
Senator Cuwris What is the source of your information as to what

takes place here, Senator Kennedy I
Senator KwNwY. What is the source I It is just bits and pieces-
Senator Cumrs. No what is the source of your information?
Senator K.NmmY. if I could finish, Senator.
It is probably not terribly reliable because it is not written down any

place by the committee. It is very difficult for any Member of the Sen-
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ate to get it because it is not recorded and it is not detailed and it is not
made public and I think that is something which is regrettable.

Senator Cmns. Have you had any conferences with any individuals
such as Ralph Nader on what goes on here I

Senator K mnTy. Have I had a conference with Ralph Nader about
what went on here I No.

Senator CtRm. What is the source of your information, Senator
Proxmire?

Senator PRoxMmm. The source of my information, Senator Curtis,
is the newspapers--

Senator Cuwns. You mean your own articles?
Senator Pnoxmma. Not my own articles, no. [Laughter.]
Senator CuwR. You read Senator Kennedy's articles and that is the

source of your information and he reads yours, is that it?
Senator PRoxMUnW As far as I know, Senator Kennedy has never

been a newspaper reporter. I was a newspaper reporter and was fired
from the job 25 years ago and I have never held a reporting job since
then. I am not a reporter.

I read articles in the New York Times, the Washington Post and I
suppose in the Omaha Herald I have read an article or two, but this is
common knowledge. It has been reported, it has not been denied.

Senator Cuirs. What has not been denied?
Senator PRoxmJtE. It has not been denied that no record is kept.

Senator Kennedy has said at least six times this morning no Member
here has denied it.

Senator Doix. Here is a record.
Senator PRoxmRE There is no record kept of the markup sessions

and made available to the Members of the Senate who want to see it. It
is not transcribed.

Do you have any minutes, Senator Curtis?
Senator Cuirr s. Yes we have minutes.
Senator PRoxMU. Show me the minutes transcribed. Show me one

session of minutes.
Show me one session.
Senator Currs. We have too much work to do here-
Senator PaoxMumi. Well, you don't have them.
Senator Cuims. [continuing]. To provide demagogs with specified

bills of particulars.
Senator Pfoxnim You don't have them.
The ChAMRMAN. Wait a minute, Senator. I will getyou one.
Senator Curris.-Minutes are kept of our meetings. Let me add that

as long as I am a member of this committee, and serve as the ranking
member, when taxpayers or groups of taxpayers who are concerned
with important segments of our economy want to come and talk to me
about a tax proposal, I am going to listen to it.

My usual procedure is this. I see as many of them as I can. I feel that
is my responsibility. When they come in, I usually ask them, if they
don't have it, to set forth the problem in a memorandum. I keep them
in a corner on my desk and I think it is about that high. I go over them,
do some staff work. Part of them I submit to the staff of the Joint
Committee on Internal Revenue to see what they feel. I consult briefly.

Then I do not agree to be their advocate but I agree to call it up for
committee consideration.
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Now this hearing here this morning is a strange thing. You would
assume that we should legislate on thebasis of who is involved. I think
that a tax proposal should be judged on whether or nt it is just. I can
cite, just as the other members have, a lot of sheer demogoguery on this
matter. It is nothing else.

For instance, coming back to the fuel oil pumps, I made an investi-
gation and I found that there are many, many manufacturers of heat
pumps. Furthermore, the tax credit allowed does not go to any of them.
It will go to a few people, most of whom are living in an old house that
is heated by electricity and has become exceedingly old and along with
the incentives to use solar heat and to supply tax credit for insulation.

This committee took some action along that line. The beneficiaries
are the homeowners involved.

Now the two companies that are mentioned here which is an in-
complete list of the companies, the same is true. I also adhere to the
principle that the taxpayers should not be subject to retroactive
changes in the tax law.

There is one item here, item 4, where I moved to change the effec-
tive date by 8 days. It corresponds with the date that the Ways and
Means Committee gave notice of their action taken. To not enact that
amendment may invalidate the provision because it would be uncon-
stitutional.

The quest ion involved is something that you gentlemen don't, seem
to have mentioned here this morning at all and that is what is just. You

-ant vs to make a record here so that everybody that wants to seek
headlines can single out an individual or a concern and hold it up and
say, "Here there is something corrupt; I am pure but there is some-
thing corrupt. in another committee." I do not think that you should
submit a list like this unless there is a bill of particulars to prove that
you know something of what you are talking about.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The ClIRMAIN. Senator Nelson.
Senator Nalso.. Oh, I am wondering when the chairman is going

to have a rollcall because I want to cast the vote for the next Vice
President. before he shows up, I have his proxy.

I agre with what Senator Haskell said. I think that he can follow
a more orderly procedure and it would be profitable and useful.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bentsen.
Senator BY.-TSEN. Mr. Chairman, I think part of the problem comes

from the fact that in the interest of trying to get a tax bill through this
committee, with the kind of schedule we are facing in the Senate, that
we accepted an unattainable and unrealistic deadline for completing
committee action.

This committee met in long sessions day after day. There was a spe-
cial disensation on the part of the leadership that we be able to meet
while the Senate was in session. I don't know of anyone on this com-
mittee who wants to keep) secret the sponsor or the beneficiary of any
amendment. I certainly don't.

I sponsored a number of amendments to this bill because I thought
that they were equitable amendments to correct inequities. When the
press askel ine who were the beneficiaries, to the best of my knowl-
edge. I told them and I told then what I understood the cost to be. "
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Now I asked the chairman to hold additional hearings on the spe-
cific amendments and the chairman has complied with that. I think
we ought to have all the disclosure we can have and I am for that. We
have a committee pamphlet that states the sponsor of each of these
amendments, the cost of each of the amendments and to the best of
our knowledge who the beneficiary is.

I am sure you will never find every beneficiary of these amendments
but a pamphlet has been prepared and is available to all of the Mem-
bers of the Senate and to the public and that is the way I think it ought
to be done.

I don't think there is any desire here, and there should not be, to
try to in any way conceal a sponsor, or the best estimate we can get of
cost or who those beneficiaries are and this pamphlet outlines that in
detail and I support that procedure.

Senator KFINNEDY. I welcome the comments of the Senator from
Texas. It seems to me that if that had been available sometime ago at
least some of these issues would have been resolved. I don't think that
the Senator from Texas ought to be put in the place where, when he
does believe that a legitimate case can be made and advances a par-
ticular amendment, he is looked upon with any kind of suspicion.

I think this is unwarranted and unjustified. It would not occur with
the procedures the Senator from Texas has just outlined. It seems to
me the House Ways and Means Committee has really escped that
problem because they have followed what the Senator from Texas
has outlined, which is basically what we are suggesting here this morn-
ing.

The CITAIRMAN. Senator Rbth.
Senator RoTH. I thank the Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. If the committee desires it, I would be happy to

seek to attain the funds and provide for a reporter to be in the room
at all times. I served on the Interior Committee about 20 years ago
when they had that procedure. From what I can see it is a waste of
money and a waste of time. The reporter would be late and you could
nQt start and you had to stop to wait for the reporter to chang tape
in the recording machine. Then nobody ever read his remarks, nobody
ever bothered to correct them to see if they read the right Way. But
I am willing to try anything once, as some comic strip character usedto say, and I wish the Senate would do the same thing.

So if the committee would like to see it, I would be happy to bring
a rprter in the room to report everything that every Senator says,
but I predid with confidence it will not do half as much good as my
egg time

Senator RoTi. Mr. ChaiRan, as one of the chief sponsors of the
sunshine legislation, very much for making sure that everything is
opened up, it seems to me we have created a new committee on com-
mittees and that part of its responsibilities would be looking to the
practices of all committees, because I think there have been practices
in many of them that could be improved on.

So I don't think we should single out this committee in particular;
I think that we need to look very tough at all committees and make
certain what the practices are because the same kinds of problems arise
in other areas and, Mr. Chairman, I would urge that the committee
take a look at all committee practices.
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Senator IANsEN. Mr. Chairman, if I understood Senator Kennedy
correctly or at least if what was said reflects in a general way what
the facts may be, it would be helpful and would be appreciated by
this Senator if you might indicate, by going through this list of some
36 specific items, those special provisions that you feel ought to be
condemned and those to which you would apply different gradations
of the condemnation.

I take it from the exchange with Senator Dole that maybe you dont
mean to apply the same condemnation to each of them as might be
inferred would be. Is that an accurate observation?

Senator KE.NNrEDY. It is. Senator, what I indicated at the outset of my
presentation is that this committee has been kind enough to hear my
testimony at other times. We have differing views on a number of dif-
ferent provisions that are in the legislation that is before, the Senate.
We debated those over the'period of the last 3 weeks and are going to
continue for the next several days.

What I specifically was recommending here today are the proce-
dures which this committee would follow in the future, so that where
there are legitimate and valuable and worthwhile provisions that must
be included in the Internal Revenue Code, they can be included. But
procedures would be followed that would invite publication in the
Congressional Record, an invitation from the Treasury Department
and IRS, revenue estimates, a budgetary committee recommendation

-on the budget implications, and the persons who would benefit. This
committee will make its judgment, then the Senate will make its judg-
ment, and that is the way we ought to do it.

In a number of these provisions, that, of course clearly was not done.
What I am primarily urging today is that we follow the procedures
which we have outlined, and that this committee invite comments of
both the Treasury and IRS in each of these areas that are listed here.
To the extent that those are noncontroversial, they should be retained
in the bill and I will support them to the extent that they are con-
roversial, they should be deferred to a later time.

That is basically the procedure which I am recommending and
which I think would strengthen the legislation in this committee.

Now, we have differing views on some of those and I have elaborated
on them to a limited extent. We will debate them ourselves on the floor
of the Senate over the period of the next few days. I don't know
whether we want to delay the committee longer in reviewing some of
those various provisions, but that is my position.

Senator HANSEN. Just for your benefit, Senator Kennedy, let me say
that the situation and the modus operandi described by Senator Curtis,
I think, is rather typically observed here to this extent. I, too-as, I am
certain, is true with every member of this committee-am approached
by a number of people. I suspect, because I happen to come from an
oil producing State, it might be understandable that perhaps I have
more oil people coming into my office than might be true in Senator
Roth's case.

I think it may be worthwhile to note this: that in each of these
requests for a piece of legislation, I have made it a practice to do three
things: (1) to talk with Dr. Woodworth, the chief of staff of the Joint
Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation; to talk to the Finance
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Committee staff here; and to talk with Treasury. And almost without
exception I think every one of the proposals that you have listed-here
has gone through that same sort of a hearing process.

So this is not a case of things being slipped in under cover of
darkness; it is not a case of representatives from the Treasury Depart-
ment not knowing about it. I believe they are here all of the time that
we are in session and Dr. Woodworth is here all of the time and, of
course, staff members are here all the time. I think that is an accu-
rate statement. If it is not I would like to be corrected but, to my
knowledge, that is the way it has been. _

I think there is a certain amount of protection, a very important
amount of protection, that is afforded by the examination that the
representatives of those three groups give each of these proposals.

If I were to be specific I could point out here No. 27, Belco Petroleum
Co., to restore oil depletion allowance for independent producers
with retail outlets in Israel. I was prepared to present that; it happened
that I didn't. Mr. Belteo happens to have quite a few oil properties in
my State of Wyoming. The only retail out ets he has happened to be
in Israel.

I signed a number of letters supporting Israel; the last couple I did
not sign. I could not see any reason-what I thought was basically the
concern of people on this committee and of the Congress generally-
to deny the benefits of the depletion allowance to those with the retail
oil outlets to apply to Israel. Maybe I am wrong about that.

As I say, I didn't happen to present it. I was prepared to and I would
have been happy to because it seemed to me that here again the case
of equity that Senator Curtis spoke about was inherent in the proposi-
tion that Mr. Belteo thought ought to be applied to him.

That is all I have, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much, Senator
Kennedy.

The CIrAMMAN [indicating]. Here are some of our draft minutes-if
you want to see them you can look them over-of committee meetings.
they are usually a few days behind our meetings writing them up be-
cause the Senator's don't ask to see them. Here they are. They can go
back and read their notes and explain what each Senator had to
suggest and what the various amendments were and what basically
eac kyirson had to suggest. I really feel that they are adequate for our
use. I was once a minutes clerk and I must say that the staff keeps
better minutes than I kept when I had the job doing the same thing
for a State legislature.

So there are records, minutes of what we do in our executive sessions
and all Senators can have access to them.

Senator Dora. Mr. Chairman, is there a staff document being
prepared ?'

Senator BENT,'E,. Yes.
The ATRM'SAN. But the Government Printing Office can't get it

over here yet. They now say it will be here at 11 o'clock.Senator DoLa. I know a couple amendments. I think the Washington
Post carried a story about the Belco amendment, saving I offered it.
I didn't offer it. I'don't know what happened to the amendment I
offered.

Another one. railroad ties-I learned about it when I called my
office from St. Louis on the way to Kansas. So my only point is that
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I hope when the draft is offered, it makes some explanation about the
staff, about just what did happen.

The CnAuwAN. I just want to make one further statement. Once
in debate-perhaps more than once--I made the mistake of chal-
lenging one of my colleagues by suggesting that my frustration of
achieving my way was in large measure occasioned by the fact that
the people on the other side had made campaign contributions to
support people who were running for office, and those who agreed with
me had not done so. In due course I found it my duty to go to that
Senator and offer him a profound apology. And to anybody who has
been offended by such statements by me in the past, I want to extend
the same apology.

I personally like the public-financing concept. I think I pushed
harder for it and have more to show for it than anyone else in the
Congress. But unless and until we extend that concept, people will
still find it necessary to help out their friends and will think that they
are doing a good job and will help to keep them in office.

As long as that is the woay it is, you will have campaign contributions
from those that think that people have done a good job and that
their service ought to be continued.

Senator KF.NN,,NE' Would the Senator yield at. that point?
I want to acknowledge what. I think all the Members of the Senate

realize, and that is that the dollar checkoff was the brainchild of the
Senator from Louisiana. Ve have public financing now with regard
to the Presidential elections: we still don't have it with regard to
House and Senate elections even though a clear maioritv of the Senate
went on record in favor of it. I hone we can do it. The leadership has
been provided by the chairman of the committee.

The CHATRMAV. Some people think when a fellow makes a cam-
paign contribution to someone, be he a Senator or a Member of the
House or someone else, that we ought to close the door and not ever
let him come in and talk to us. But that does not hanpen to be the
way the American Government was organized, and I really think
that it discriminates against those who are elected to office. I would
think those who do so would come to have a high political mortality
rate.

Senator Proxmire has awaited his turn long and patiently. Senator,
we will be happy to hear from you.

STA EET 0PR ON. WILLIAM PROXMIRE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

Senator PRoxxnM Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is a
very appropriate introduction because your description of how you
apologized leads me to start off as I should here. Let me say that I
owe you and the committee an apology. My statement on the floor
last month in which I criticized this committee for including in the
pending tax legislation provisions that benefit specific firms may well
have implied an attack on the integrity of committee members. I
intended nothing of the sort.

This is not only one of the most powerful committees in the Senate.
It is not only one of the most expertly staffed committees. It is not
only one of the most intelligently and persuasively manned and led,
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by a chairman who knows the tax code about as thoroughly as the
Pope knows the Lord's Prayer. But-and this may not have been
clear in my statement last month-as far as I am concerned every
member of this committee is thoroughly honest and is convinced that
the provisions in this bill that he supports are right, just and in the
public interest.

The difference is simply in how I regard what is right, what is just
and what is in the public interest.

There is one other profound difference. I vigorously disagree with
the procedures this committee has followed until this morning in con-
sidering provisions in the bill that are primarily deai; '-id to benefit
particular companies.

If you want to tell me what is wrong with the procedures of the
Senate Banking Committee I will welcome the criticism. I may
disagree with it. But I am sure I would find it constructive and useful.

In the same spirit I suggest that the Senate Finance Committee
may benefit from adopting the provisions used by the House Vays
and Means Committee with respect to sections of the bill that provide
tax benefits to particular concerns.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the Ways and Means Comnittee now
has a three-member task force to screen all amendments to the tax code.
Any special interest bill with a significant revenue impact is referred
to treasury for comment and is the subject of a full and frank staff
report. The committee holds hearings en these proposed amendments
to discuss the revenue loss, the real author and beneficiary and to give
opponents an opportunity to testify.

I understand that procedure is not always followed, that they depart
from it from time, to time but they follow it generally.

Unfortunately, special inter st bills are still processed in the tradi-
tional manner in tle Senate. They were not offered or analyzed far
enough in advance to permit full'hearings with opposition witnesses
until today.

And so we have a long list of amendments, some possibly justified
on their merits and sonic not, bearing informally the niamnes of their
author and beneficiary-the Coca-Cola amendment, the Robert Hlall
amendment, the Natomas amendment, the IDS amendment, the Texas
Optical Co. amendment, the Hanna Mining Co. amendment and on
down the list. It is almost a corporate status symbol to have your own
special tax bill.

Most of these amendments are so surgically tailored for a particu-
lar beneficiary that they might as well include the company s name
or corporate logotype. More disturbingly, some 50 of these provisions
were quietly added on the final day of committee markup, last May 27.
Some were the subject of committee analysis, Treasury comment' and
opposing testimony. Most were not.F would submit,'Mr. Chairman, that-this entire process is embarrass-
ing and demeaning. Just as the Founding Fathers had the good sense
to ban bills of attainder or special legislation to punish a given indi-
vidual, we should have the good sense not to pass bills of attainder in
reverse. And that is what these provisions are-special, private legis-
lation to benefit a particular individual or individual corporation.

Apart from the l)url)orted merits of specific cases, there must be a
strong presumption against all such narrow interest tax legislation.
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When the average individual has a bad year in his business or makes
a miscalculation in his personal finances, he simply does not have
available as a remedy the opportunity to hire a high- priced tax lawyer
or a well-connected lobbyist to fashion a private raidon the Treasury.
The average person simply suffers the consequences.

Narrow interest tax legislation is the worst kind of special privilege
for the well-connected and the well-to-do. It undermines both the sub-
stance of tax equity and the public's confidence in tax equity as well
as the integrity of the legislative process.

The main purpose of my appearance today is to urge you to in-
sure that in the future all such amendments be subject to full scrutiny
well in advance. It should not be necessary for the public interest
groups to play detective at the last hour in order to ferret out just who
is behind some of these provisions.

Mr. Chairman, according to this morning's New York Times the
list that I inserted in the Congressional Record of beneficiaries is
still incomplete. In other words, there are still amendments tucked
away in the 1ill written for particular companies and individuals
that neither the tax reform groups nor Members of the Senate who
will vote on this legislation have been able to identify. I am speaking of
provisions other than those which were mentioned.

I would like to ask you, Mr. Chairman, whether or not you would
consider having your staff prepare a complete listing of all narrow
interest provisions in this bill with an estimate of the revenue laws
and beneficiary and sponsor.

Occasionally, where Congress has unintentionally injured a par-
ticular class of taxpayers, there is no harm in having a full discussion.
The remedy will stand up on its merits. On the other hand, it is almost
never justified for a l)articular company or individual to quietly
make an end run to Congress solely to frustrate a ruling of the IRS
or the tax court or in order to reap a windfall.

The 150 or so narrow interest provisions contained in the bill before
us run flie gamut from arguably defensible provisions to pure ripoffs.
Let me focus on a few of the worst.

Consider the Natomas amendment and the Mobil Oil amendment.
In the 1975 Tax Reduction Act, Congress wisely provided that com-
panies that ceased to have an economic interest in foreign oil-that is,
companies which simply purchased crude oil from foreign govern-
ments or government-controlled companies--could not define their
payments as foreign taxes to shelter their profits from U.S. income
taxes.

In a recent revenue ruling the IRS rules that. the Natonias Corp.'s
gimmick to get around the 1975 law---a production-sharing agree-
ment in Indonesia-would still fail to qualify for the desired tax
credit and that the company would actually have to pay some tax in
the United States.

In the case of Mobil Oil, Mobil designed section 1035 E of this
bill -as a private grandfather clause giving Mobil's Iranian interests
a 10-year exemption from the loophole which was closed in the 1975
Tax Reduction Act.

Under the Mobil amendment, any interest owned as of March 29,
1975, could continue to qualify. forte foreign tax credit for 10 more
years. Result: The bill would create the fiction that Mobil owned
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the oil-yielding property and, based on that fiction, permit a foreign
tax credit, not for months or a year but for a solid decade.

Tie cost of these two provisions, incidentally, has been estimated at
upwards of $65 million per year, depending on who else takes ad-
vantage of it. What kind of public policy is this? Are Mobil and
Natomas really hardship cases?

Section 806 of the bill is also unwarranted, in my view. At present,
shipbuilding companies can shelter their earnings from tax to the
extent that they plow them back into a capital construction fund.
'rhis shelter is the equivalent of a 17-percent investment tax credit. On
top of that, the shipbuilde w tt t ake the 10-percent investment
tax credit. This is nothing ore than at double dip, which would cost
the Treasury more than $20 million the first year, rising to $45 million
by 1981. Again, I've seen no evidence that tile shipbuilding corpora-
tions are welfare cases. If they are, we should consider separate legis-
lation for them. Relief for them does not in my view constitute tax
reform legislation.

Section 1025 is another unacceptable special interest provision.
The intended beneficiaries are the major grain traders, Cargill, lunge,
Cook, Continental, and so on. Under present law, if a. grain exporter
sets up a subsidiary in a foreign tax haven to sell foreign-grown
agricultural products, he must pay U.S. tax on earnings to the extent
that he pays no tax or a lesser tax overseas. Under section 1025, profits
from products grown overseas and marketed in a foreign tax haven
could escape U.S. taxation altogether, with a cost to the Treasury of
more than $15 million a year, and more as others begin to use the
loophole.

Obviously, this can't be defended as aiding U.S. agriculture. It
hurts American agriculture. Why? Because it gives a ('ompetitive
advantage to foreign products. From everything I read, the big grain
companies are not hardship cases.

I oppose most of these special interest provisions. I wanted to single
out some of the worst for special comment. I have identified others
in my floor statement of June 28, which I am including for the record.

The fact that the committee has scheduled the. hearings to give
some of these special interest amendments an airing is a welcome
sign. In future years, I hope you will provide for a full analysis of
all such amendments well in advance of floor action, with testimony
by proponents and opponents, Treasury comment and staff analysis
on the specific provisions proposed to be added in marku.

Mr. Chairman, in my view, a new tax expenditure should be tolerated
only as a last, resort, when there is an overriding public policy pIl.pnwe
thiat cannot be obtained as efficiently through a direct. subsidy. Thie
test should be rigorous. The social benefit clear and emphatic." Obvi-
ously in the cases I have discussed no social benefit, none, has been
the motivating force.

Finailv, Mr. Chairman, as you may recall, some years ago. I think
perhaps about 10 years ago, I was one of those who was instrumental
in offering a special tax amendment to favor a corporation in my
State and the chairman of that corporation was an old friend of
mine I knew for many years. Ile came to my office and asked mne to
help him draft legislation to help the American Motors. Corp. Amneri-
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can Motors by far is the biggest employer in the State of Wisconsin.
Hle was convinced, and some of his people were, that if he didn't get
this tax break they might literally have to go out of business which
would mean they would lose 28,000 jobs. I thought it was meritorious
not only from the standpoint of Wisconsin, and I had a special interest
here, bit from the standpoint of the company. This was a small firmbut it had 18 percent of all this country's automobile exports overseas.
Obviously we could have lost a lot of ]obs. So I pushed hard for that
lJrgislation. It 'was opposed as being a rip-off-for the big corporation,
American Motors,-a billion dollar corporation. It was opposed vigor-
ously by the Milwaukee Journal which is a fine newspaper in my
State. It was opposed by John Byrnes, the ranking Republican in
the 1-ouse. Many other people thought it was special interest. legis-
lation. but I sponsored that.

Now I tell that story because I think that this is exactly the position
that some members of the Finance Committee are in. I applaud them
when they go to bat for their constituents though the firn they may
favor may not find public favor among others who think it 'is not
equitable or just for the generality of taxpayers. I think it is a good
and healthy thing to have viewpoints presented vigorously on this
committee to represent a particular interest.

W\ hat. I am calling for is when that representation is given that
we should have, as Senator Bentsen said, full disclosure. We should
have a full record. We should know who the beneficiaries are, we
should know what the Treasury position is, we should know it in
advance, we ought to have a chance to have it exposed and discussed
so we have an understanding that will permit us to cone to a reason-
able conclusion. I think that in some of these cases we have simply
not had that opportunity with the provisions that were added on the
last. day of the hearing. That is why I ask for a change in your
procedures.

[The written statement of Hon. William Proxmire follows:)

STATEMENT BY SENATOR WILLIAM PRiOxMIRE

Mr. Chairman. first let me say that I owe you and the Committee an alohtgy.
My statement on the floor last month in which I criticized this Committee for
including in the pending tax legislation provisions that benefit specific flrms
may well have implied an attack on the Integrity of committee members. I
Intended nothing of the sort.

This Is not only one of the most powerful commnittees in the Senate. It is
not only one of the most expertly staffed committees. It is not only one of the
most Intelligently and persuasively manned and led, by-a chairman who knows
the tax code about as thoroughly as the Pope knows the Lord's Prayer. But-
and this may not have Ien clear in my statement last month-as far as I am
concerned every member of this committee Is thoroughly honest, and is con-
vinced that the provisions in this bill that he supports are right, Just and in
the public Interest.

- The difference is simply in how I regard what is right, what is Just, and
what is in the public interest.

There is one other profound difference, I vigorously disagree with the
procedures this committee has followed until this morning in considering pro.
visions in the bill that are primarily designed to benefit particular compnies.

If you want to tell me what's wrong with the procedures of the Senate Banking
Committee, I'll welcome the criticism. I may disagree with it. But I'm sure I
would find it constructive and useful.

In the same spirit. I suggest that the Senate Finance Counmittee may benefit
from adopting the provisions used by the Howse Ways and Means Committee
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with respect to sections of the bill that provide tax benefits to particular
concerns.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the Ways and Means Committee now has a
three member task force to screen all amendments to the Tax Code. Any special
interest bill with a significant revenue impact is referred to Treasury for com-
ment, and is the subject of a full and frank staff report. The Committee holds
hearings on these proposed amendments, to discuss the revenue loss, the real
author and beneficiary, and to give opponents an opportunity to testify.

Unfortunately, special interest bills are still processed in the traditional man-
ner in the Senate. They were not offered or analyzed far enough in advance to
permit a full hearing with opposition witnesses until today. And so we have a
long list of amendments, some possibly justified on their merits, some not,
bearing informally the names of their author and beneficiary-the Coca Cola
amendment, the Robert Hall amendment, the Natomas amendment, the IDS
amendment, the Texas Optical Company- amendment, the Hanna Mining Com-
pany amendment, and on down the list. It Is almost a corporate status symbol
to have your own special tax bill.

Most of these amendments are so surgically tailored for a particular bene-
ficiary that they might as well include the company's name or corporate logotype.
More disturbingly-some fifty of these provisions were quietly added on the
final day of Committee mark-up, last May 27. Some were the subject of Com-
mittee analysis, Treasury comment, and opposing testimony. Most were not,

I would submit, Mr. Chairman, that this entire process is embarrassing and
demeaning. Just as the founding fathers had the good sense to ban bills of
attainder or special legislation to punish a given Individual, we should have the
good sense not to pass bills of attainder In reverse. And that is what these provi-
sions are--special, private legislation to benefit a particular individual.

Apart from tile purported merits of specific cases, there must be a strong
presumption against all such narrow-interest tax legislation. When the average
Individual has a bad year in his business or makes a miscalculation in his per-
sonal finances, he simply does not have available as a remedy the opportunity to
hire a high priced tax lawyer or a well-connected lobbyist to fashion a private
raid on the Treasury. The average person simply suffers the consequences.
Narrow-interest tax legislation Is the worst kind of special privilege for the
well-connected and the well to do. And it undermines both the substances of
tax equity and public's confidence In tax equity, as well as the Integrity of the
legislative process.

The main purpose of my appearance today Is to urge you to Insure that In _the
future all such amendments be subject to full scrutiny, well In advance. It should
not be necessary for the public Interest groups to play detective at the last hour
In order to ferret out Just who is behind some of these provisions.

Occasionally, where Congress has unintentionally injured a particular class
of taxpayers, there Is no harm In having a full discussion. The remedy will
stand up on its merits. On the other hand, it is almost never justified for a
particular company or individual to quietly make an end run to Congress solely
to frustrate a ruling of the IRS or the tax court, or in order to reap a windfall.

The fifty or so narrow interest provisions contained In the bill before us run
the gamut from arguably defensible provisions to pure rip-offs. Let me focus on a
few of the worst :

Sections 802 and 803 of the bill would require the Treasury to pay companies,
beginning in 1984, an amount equal to unused Investment tax credits, and would
extend for two years investment and foreign tax credits that would otherwise
expire at the end of this year. This provision, incidentally, Is not quite as narrow
as some. It would benefit the Chrysler corporation and several airlines, in the
case of Section 803, and utilities as well as airlines in the case of Section 802.

My concern is less the worthiness of the Intended beneficiary than whether
there has been sufficient discussion of the merits of the underlying policy ques-
tion. The issue here is a very fundamental one. After a taxpayer has run out of
income to offset tax credits, should the Treasury start paying the taxpayer-
in a kind of negative corporate Income tax, which will cost other taxpayers half
a billion a year? I'm very skeptical about a negative income tax payment to indi-
vidual taxpayers-such a step-paying a non-taxpayer out of other taxpayer
funds--may or may not be a sound welfare policy. But to begin a corporate
welfare policy by a negative Income tax for corporations, certainly merits sepa-
rate consideration and should not be buried in an alleged tax reform bill.
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At least that provision involves a relatively broad question of tax policy.
Even less defensible are the provisions written for a single company, or written
to overturn a tax ruling, or written to benefit companies that are in no way
hardship cases.

Consider the Natomas amendment and the Mobil Oil amendment. In the 1075
Tax Reduction Act, Congress wisely provided that companies that ceased to
have an economic interest in foreign oil, that is companies which simply pur-
chased crude oil from foreign governments or government controlled companies,
could not define their payments as foreign taxes to shelter their profits from US
Income taxes. In a recent revenue ruling, the IRS rules that the Natomas Cor-
poration's gimmick to get around the 1975 law-a production sharing agreement
in Indonesia-would still fail to qualify for the desired tax credit, and that the
company would actually have to pay some tax in the United States.

In the case of Mobil l1, Mobil designed Section 1035 E of this bill as a private
grandfather clause giving Mobil's Iranian interests a ten year exemption from
the loophole which was closed in the 1975 Tax Reduction Act. Under the Mobil
amendment, any interest owned as of March 29, 1975, could continue to qualify
for the foreign tax credit for ten more years. Result: the bill would create the
fiction that Mobil owned the oil yielding property and based on that fiction permit
a foreign tax credit-not for months or a year but for a solid decade.

The cost of these two provisions, incidentally, has been estimated at iipwards
of $6 million per year, depending on who else takes advantage of it. What kind
of public policy is this? Are Mobil and Natomas really hardship cases?

Section 806 of the bill is also unwarranted, in my view. At present, shipbuild-
ing companies can shelter their earnings from tax to the extent that they plow
back into a capital construction fund. This shelter is the equivalent of a 17
percent investment tax credit. On top of that, the shipbuilders want to take the
10 percent investment tax credit. This is nothing more than a double dip, which
would cost the Treasury more than $20 million the first year, rising to $45 mil-
lion by 1981. Again, I've seen no evidence that the shipbuilding corporations
are welfare cases. If they are we should consider separate legislation for them.
Relief for them does not In my view constitute tax reform legislation.

Section 1025 Is another unacceptable special interest provision. The intended
beneficiaries are the major grain traders, Cargill, Bunge, Cook, Continental,
and so on. Under present law, if a great exporter sets up a subsidiary In a
foreign tax haven to sell foreign-grown agricultural products, he must pay US
tax on earnings to the extent that he pays no tax or a lesser tax overseas. Under
Section 1025, profits from products grown overseas and marketed In a foreign
tax haven could escape U.S. taxation altogether, with a cost to the Treasury of
more than $15 million a year, and more as others begin to use the loophole.

Obviously. this can't be defended as aiding U.S. agriculture. It hurts Amerl.
can agriculture. Why? Becatise it gives a competitive advantage to foreign
products. From everything I read, the big grain complnies are not hardship
cases.

I oppose most of these special interest provisions. I wanted to single out some
of the worst for special comment. I have identified others in mny floor state-
uent of June 29. which I an including for the record.

The fact that the Committee has scheduled these hearings to gire some of these
special interest ilmenlmnents an airing is a welcome sign. In future years. I
hope you will i wide for a full analysis of all such amendments well in ad-
vance of floor action, with testimony by proponents and opponents, Treasury
comment and staff analysis on the specific provisions proposed to be added in
ni rk-nD.

Mr. Chairman. in my view, a new tax expenditure should I* tolerated only as
a last resort, when there is an overriding mllic policy purpose that cannot be
obtained as efficiently through a direct subsidy. The test should be rigorous.
The social benefit clear nnd emphatic. Obviously in the cases I have discussed
no social benefit, none. has been the motivating force.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator. yon said in voul' statement that tle aver-
ago person simply suffers all ineonity and does nothing about it. I
don't think it. need be that way. MaRny times in draftuir these hills
we look at what we know, and based on the information that we have
available we do something. Then we find out that there were linill-
tended consequences that no one could have anticipated. Now when
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we undertake to undo those unintended consequences and to provide
relief for those cases that we could not have anticipated, we are some-
times charged with special interest legislation to help just a small
number of people.

In most cases I have no objection to saying that I have in mind a
particular person. In some cases I don't know whether we ought to do
it that way. I am willing to try, but I don't know if it is tie best
answer.

I have in mind one case, for example, where I had a modest amount
of success. There was a mail who was dying who had enormous medi-
cal expenses-around-the-clock nurses and blood transfusions to try
to keep the man alive. Ile was a very successful man, not in a big city,
but the pillar of his community. Those medical expenses were Vom-
pletely consuming all the estate that that man had actually built up
over a long and productive life.

I found that on other occasions Members of Congress have had an
amendment to say that, you could deduct those expenses. At that time
we had a limitation on how much you could deduct. It took a while but
I was successful in passing an amendment to remove the limitation.

Now other Members of Congress had tried to do the same things and
they dropped interest in the matter when they found that tleir con-
stituent (lied so it would not benefit him, just benefit some person in
the future who might find himself in the same unfortunate situation.
I don't know that it serves much purpose to say, "All right, here is
this gentleman, here is what his name is, here is what his expenses are,
here is what it would cost the Treasury."

In most cases where a particular person is interested I think it night
make a difference. I think in other cases we might. be better advised
simply to look at the principle and ask, "Is this rizht g?" I thiink it is
well to ask, "Ihow much do you think it. will cost 'to do it ?1" I don't
know whether it serves a purpose, particularly in comliassionate cases,
to identify the individual.

Senator Pnox.-mRE. I understand that viewpoint. Understand the
principle and precedent may be far mor important than the instant

neiciary, but it wold s om to me that it is lhelpful in some cases at
least., an(l it is hard to tell when those cas are. We know wlho the
principal beneficiary is, wlat the cost to Treasury is and so feltt1. In
many cases in this bill we don't know that. This nmy in some eaws
cause us fo (10 injustice.

The CHARMA. I think you 1o1ld agree that there is another side
where you have a compassionate case. Ile is really eing crueili,1 by
the tax law, he is not asking for charity. In a case like that it is not
desirable that we should have to identify that person. Perhaps we
should be able to say the type of situation we have in mind, for anyone
who finds himself in that'situation. I think he should be permitted to
deduct those medical expenses.

Senator ProxtiinE. That may be but I think in the overwhelming
majority of cases that no injustice is done by having public knowledge
and public (lis.ctssion. I have seen very few cases.

The ClI,111. I would sa', Senator, that I am willilig to try it
either way.

74-712-76-pt. 1-4
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If I might be permitted to repeat this story, there was a fellow who
waited to teach in a small town in Louisiana. The school board wanted
to know what his views were on a certain aspect of geogratphy:

Some people think the Earth is round and some think it is flat. We want to
know your views on that.

Gentlemen, I came prepared to teach It either way.
[Laughter.]
So far as I am concerned I would be happy to try any suggestion

that seems to have substantial merit and see how it works. I just wish
we could persuade the Senate to do the same and judge by the results,
because I know of no better way than trial and error to find out who
is riglit about some of these things.

Thank you for your statement.
Senator Talmadge.
Senator TALMAD0E. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. No questions.
The CIAMMAN. Senator Ribicoff.
Senator RiBicoFF. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Haskell.
Senator IIARKELI,. No. I don't have any quest ions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dole.
Senator DOL. I don't have any questions.
I agree with the statement of the Senator from Wisconsin. I think

there should be some change, in fact I have already recommended at
least a full reporting. We can go to the minutes ourselves and find out
what the facts are because they are offered sometimes very quickly for
distribution but it is difficult in a minute to have an accurate accounting
of what did transpire. Something from that standpoint is very helpful
and I think there may be some.

Senator Kennedy's suggestion was a third of these amendments be-
long in heaven, a third in hell, and a third in purgatory but he has not
identified where they should be so we are at a loss to know. He just
made a general statement in effect offering every amendment. I think
we should go to bat for our constituents like you do. not zet hit over the
head with a bat in the process if our cause is just.

I have no questions.
The CHAIRMANN. Senator IHathawav.
Senator HATHAwAY. No questions:
The CHIARMAX. Senator Hartke.
Senator HIRTR. No questions.
The CIIRMAN. Senator Gravel.
Senator GRAVEL. I agree that some change should he made, otherwise

we would not be getting hit over the head the way we are. by the press
for doing what we think is right. As soon as we cin dispose of this and
develop a system. then I think it is going to operate for our own pro-
tection.

The C TMN. Senator Fannin.
Senator FAXXIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Proxmire, I appreciate what you have stated as far as the

niain purpose of your appearance today and we cannot disagree with
that although I do feel that there is a great misunderstanding as far
as the depth of inquiry that has been made on many of these amend-
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mnents. I think to take a wide scope like Senator Kennedy did is abso-
lutely wrong. I think you have been very specific and I appreciate that
you have.

I know that some of these amendments which I authored, were cer-
tainly in order. Just because they pertain to petroleuni product they
are picked up as being improper and I just think that that is certainly
not the way that the good amendments have been treated. When t hey,
pick ip th name and apply it to an amendment without any relation-
ship, then I object strenuously to it. That is what has happened in many
of these 36 items that Senator Kennedy has submitted so I think you
will agree that to just take a brush and say that all of these are wrong
just, because they happen to be connected in one way or another with
the oil industry is not proper.

Senator PnoxRnE.. Senator Kennedy did indicate two things. Some
of these narrow tax provisions are probably good, some of them he
indicated were perhaps good and some bad. His problem is that he
just did not have the information to make this judginent and the var-
ious groups here who have been very diligent and anxious to make an
analvsis of each of these provisions" feel they don't have the informa-
tion. That is the problem.

Senator FA.vi. This little booklet prepared by the committee has
been available. I notice staff has this booklet.-If he had just taken the
time to go through this report, he could have had the information, lie
could also have inquired from the staff of those who introduced the
amendments under question.

Senator POXMIRE. Senator, if you or the members of the committee
would appreciate it. the New York Times reported this morning that
there are still tucked awav in the bill, written for a particular com-
pany or individuals, provisions that benefit firms and this infornia-
tion'they still cannot get entirely. What I am asking the chairman to do
is to provide a list the best he can, if he would, of all of the provisions
that may benefit the individuals, specific firms. I realize that is asking
a lot and I realize it will take some judgment.

Senator FANNIN. Did you make any effort to find out from the mein-
bers that you had stated who introduced these particular amendments
as to whait the reasoning was behind them or why they were intro-
d(iced? Did you make any effort at all I I know in my case, you at-
tributed one amendment to me. I had nothing whatever to do with it.
I don't know where you received your information but I think that
you could have received that information if you had contacted my
office. -

Senator PROXMIRE. I don't recall attributing to you, Senator Fan-
nin. or other particular members. What I have said here is we have a
number of provisions here which seem to be for special interests.

Senator FANNIN. Of course I cannot say the press was correct in
making your statement but your statement did have that implication.

Senator litox tRri. To the best of my knowledire, and my staff tells
me that that is their understanding, too, we didn't know. I didn't
know who introduced them. I didn't know who was the sponsor.

Senator F.N.IN. In that case the news reporter must have gone
beyond your statement without verifying their information.

Senator PROXMIRE. Ile may have found out.
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Senator FANNIN. I will accept your explanation but I know that
there have been instances where the claim was that you had submitted
that information.

Senator PROX tIRE. Yes, sir.
The ChAIR31AN,. Senator Curtis.
Senator Cunrs. Senator Proxmire, our economy is not simple. It

is complex. These tax bills are usually very large. The Ways and
Means Committee worked many, many months to finally agree on
some language. My experience has been the staff is under terriffic time
pressures. At any rate, they act. The bill has passed the House. It is
printed. Individual taxpayers or groups look at the bill and they
say, "If this bill is enacted, why did this language get in ?" In certain
industries it does not fit the overall objective that the Ways and Means
Committee had in mind. So these groups come to the Senate. They
point that out.

Suppose it passes all the tests of being reasonable. Somebody called
it up. he staff said, "Yes, this is good law, it is just, it is right, it is in
accord with accepted accounting practices." Is that a special interest
provision?

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, I am not sure, Senator Curtis, that I un-
derstand what, specifically-

Senator Cuiwns. Well, I don't think you know about taxes. I think
you could serve your State and Nation a great deal if you would quit
looking under the bed for the name of somebxly. Study the tax law,
examine the procedures that are laid out fully in the bill and in the
reports, and equip yourself so you could decide whether this is a just
and fair provision as a matter of tax policy.

Senator PROxMIRE. Senator Curtis, I understand that is your view
and you have expressed it vigorously. You may be right, but I could
not disagreee with you more. In some cases, as the Ch.airman has indi-
cated, the name of the beneficiary may or may not be relevant but in
some cases it is relevant. If a particular firm is anxious to get a tax
provision that is going to benefit them for millions or tens of millions.
of dollars if designed to benefit them to get it particularly, I think
we have a right to know and the public has a right to know.

Senator Cuirris.My question was quite simple.
Senator PRoX.nEv. . That happens over and over again.
Senator CU'TiS. My question was quite simple. The taxpayer says,

"What is done in the Hlouse bill treats me unfairly, therefore I would
like to have a. proposal to change the langna go" the best experts we
can gret say, "Yes, that is fair. that is right, th at is in accordance with
good accounting practices and good law" and it is done. Is that a
special privilege?

Senator lPnox.%trInE. It may or may not be. It may or may not be.
The best experts don't overwhelm me, they don't overwhelm you
either. Experts can be wrong, too. They can make their own jutdg-
ment on it. We have the responsibility for the votes, not the experts.
We cast the votes, we make the determination.

Senator Ci-RTis. I simply wonder if you believe that a tax proposal
should be judged on its justness and whether it is right and whether it
is good law.

Senator Pnoxitin.. Of course it should, Senator Curtis. Certainly.
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Senator Curis. What difference does it make who it benefits?
Should we have one rule of law for popular people and another rule
for unpopular people?

Senator PROXMTE. No. These things are very hard to evaluate in
an intangible generalized sense. When you see the specific impact
that a proposal has on a particular firm that may benefit from it, then
you are likely to get an insight and understanding. I think the Amer-
ican Motors case is a good example of that-

Senator Ct-ris. I am not talking about-
Senator PROX.1IRE. I think it was good to know that American

Motors benefited. I think it was desirable and necessary to know
whether we should vote for or against it.

Senator CenTns. There are additional arguments. Now it may have
been that the American Motors' proposal met those.

Senator PROXMI n. Senator Curtis, we don't operate in a vacuum.
You and I know these are applications whether It is just or not,
whet her it is right or not.

Senator Cu.ri s. I have asked a similar question that if an amend-
ment is offered in the second body that considers the tax bill that pre-
vents an injustice, is that special privilege legislation?

Senator PrIox.M R. I get your question now. It is a perfectly proper-
question. Let me see if I can answer.

Ti question is that it depends on what the facts are and what
the facts show. Part of-those facts are who benefits.

Senator Cr-RTis. I have been reading Your releases and speeches and
you have not been hampered by a lack of facts. [Laughter.-Senator PRoxmiinE. Senator, I am glad you read my- releases and
speeches.

The C1rAI1.3.A,-. Let's have order in the room. Our guests are here
not, to participate but to observe. Indirectly they do participate but
they should not participate while the hearing is going on.

Senator C!Ryms. That is all.
The ChAIr rAN. Senator Nelson.
Senator NETSoN. I just want to thank my colleague for a very fine

presentation. I think I have been to every major economic interest in
mv State for being on the wrong side anid yesterday afternoon after
long discussion with a very fine group representing appropriations in
my State I told them that after listening to all the proponents of the
various provisions of the tax code I come to the conclusion it is not the
most perfect tax code in the world, any time you want fo change one
there is an economic interest group who makes a very persuasive argu-
ment for leaving it like it is, no matter what you may think of it as a
loophole or not.

Senator ITARK.Lr, ,. Mr. Chairman, you passed on the question. I
wonder if I could get a little time just'to ask one thing.

Senator Proxmire brought up a good point-many good points.
Excuse me, Senator. T didn't mean to indicate it was only one. One of
the good points he brought up, we have certain allegations hero that
certain of the.% provisions benefit certain people and there is a sus-
picion that. possibly certain other provisions affect principally or
solely certain other specific people. I would like to reiterate Senator
Proxmire's request, Mr. Chairman, that the staff be asked to set forth a
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memorandum in writing as to all the provisions in particular which
they have reason to believe may be made to benefit a limited specified
group. I would like to make that request, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAnMN. Senator, I believe we have that for you already.
I believe the request has been made, and I suggest you check and
see what they have already.

Senator HASKELL. No, I think the letter that Senator Nelson and
Senator Hathaway and myself addressed requesting the information
dealt only with specific sections. If I am wrong, then obviously the
whole thing is covered. If I am right, why then we need to broaden
the request. So I don't know. It is a factual question.

The CRAIRMA. The information that you requested in your letter
is being obtained for you, and I think most of it is available now. I
would be glad to discuss the matter with you and see what else it is
you want. If we can get it. I will try to accommodate you.

Senator HASKELL,. Mr. Chairman, if the letter is not sufficiently
broad to cover the request, is it my understanding you have no objc-
tion to asking the staff to do whatever is necessary?

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I would like to see what it is that you want in
addition to what you have already requested.

Senator HASKRIL. I will repeat my question.
I would like the staff to put down in memorandum form the spe-

cific provision which they have in any way reason to believe would
benefit a limited one taxpayer. To the extent that this request in the
letter was not that broad, I would like to broaden the request.

The CTIAMnMA. After this meeting is over I suggest that you and I
meet with the staff and we will discuss the matter. I see no reason
why not, but I would like to see what the request is, what it is you are
asking for and the extent, to which we have it for you.

Senator PNOXMIRE. Senator Haskell, could I just follow up that
request by saying that what I am talking about is that all the bene-
fic.iaries of the , trrow interests provisions of the bill be identified.
That was mv suggestion.

Senator HASKrFLL. Yes.
Senator PrtoxM In. As fully as possible. I realize it is a matter

of judgment.
The ChARMAiN. That is going to be hard to do. Look at Senator

Kennedy; he starts out with the suggestion. on which I claim some
pride of authorship, that. the tax credit should be refundable, that if
the people cannot get the benefit out of it in the beginning that they get
the benefit at the end. That could affect every company in the country
and for that matter every individual.

It just takes a lot of doing when you take something that seeks
to extend a principle someone thinks is right and try to find who all
the people are who benefit. If we know a particular person came and
said, "I cannot take advantage of mv tax credit," I don't think that
it is fair to act as thonh he iq the only one who would benefit. In the
case of the refundable tax credit, that was just my own idea, nobody
suivested that to me. I guess you might say that betwen Senator
Nelson and myself. we are the'authors of the refundable tax credit
which started with the earned income credit. and if a person does
not earn enough monev to pay you on income tax you should at least
gie him back some of his social security tax.
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Senator PRoxmIRE. What I am talking about is just the narrow in-
terest provisions and just the two or three companies that are the
principal beneficiaries.

The CHArMAN. I understand. If it is a narrowly drawn provision,
who will benefit?

Senator PROxMMrE. Yes.
The CIIAUMAN. I will try to get that.
Senator Bentsen.
Senator BEN.,TSEN. No further comments.
The CHAIMAN. Senator Roth.
Senator Ror. Thank you very much, Senator. We appreciate your

statement here today and we will do the best we can to provide benefits.
All the advice that you have offered, and I am sure in good faith, we
will consider it in tle spirit it was intended.

The CHAIRMAN. Is Senator Gary Hart here?
Senator John Durkin?
Then we will call on the Honorable Charles Vanik, Representative

from Ohio.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES A. VANIK, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Mr. VANIK. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am here
to make recommendations to your committee on a procedural matter
which has been a great matter of discussion here this morning. I want
to tell you simply that our House Ways and Means Committee pro-
cedures are working better-not perfectly-but they are certainly
working better. I would say simply that legislative history crumbles
if there is no record of the markup procedures. I am encouraged by
the proposal you suggested, Mr. Chairman, that perhaps it is some-
thing you should try.

I want to point out that there are certain a1 '-antaoes to markup
reporting. If these proceedings are made a matter o7 stenographic
record, you can very often more easily and more readily check back
on the representations that are made during markup, particularly by
representatives of the Treasury concerning the revenue law.

Now, I will give you a case in point. When we dealt with the matter
of the DISC--:the Domestic International Sales Corp.-the Treasury
estimates of revenue loss I think were over 250 percent in error. You
have no way really to check back on representations of revenue loss
from a specific provision if the representations of the Treasury can't
later be challenged or checked.

Now I think certainly we ought to be able to have a record to which
we can refer to determine the accuracy of our estimators and to deter-
mine whether or not these people should be retained in their positions
or whether they should be changed. I think this is a very important
thing. I would also hope that the proceedings in conference be made
a matter of stenographic record and published. I don't know how the
House will react but I expect to offer a proposal on the House side to
instruct the conferees that there be a stenographic transcript of the
proceedings in conference. I don't think this would interfere with the
conference but it will merely make a record of what happened, what
was the legislative intent.
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In the area of legislative intent-in its most critical process of tax-
writing-we are kept entirely in the dark, particularly in all cases
with respect to conferences and in some cases with respect to com-
inittee proceedings in markup. Now markup records have not solved
all of the problems in the House Ways and Means Committee, but I
think we are making substantial progress. I commend that kind of
process to your attention.

I am here right now on a substantive problem that I see in the action
that your committee has taken. I am talking specifically about the so-
called Aramco amendment which was enacted in the conference in
the Tax Redfiction Act last year. This act passed the Congress on
March 29, 1975, just before and under the pressure of the Easter recess.
The Aramco amendment gave four of our largest multinational oil
companies a tax break worth $35 million a year. Now your committee
has recommended that this special provision be expanded to benefit a
handful of other multinational oil companies and result in a revenue
loss of over $90 million a year.

The first advantage, the $35 million loss related to dividends and
excluded all of the dividends, as you know, of Aramco from taxation.
Other corporations pay taxes on 15 percent of dividends received. In
the Aramco situation-we created a unique situation, strange and extra-
ordinar y to every part of taxation tinder our system, under which we
excluded all or 100 percent of the dividends received in this special
situation.

Now the. Tax Reduction Act contained a reform package designed to
achieve two objectives: first, to limit the amount 6f foreign tax credit
resulting from a rise in OPEC prices and, second, to impose some U.S.
tax on foreign income generated from oil production.

These objectives were thwarted, however, when the conference com-
mittee in March 1975 inserted a special provision to benefit the four
corporate owners of Aramco. These companies were allowed to t eat
their dividend income from Armaco as "oil-related income." That is
income the oil companies may shelter from U.S. tax with the use of
foreign tax credits which have been artificially inflated with OPEC's
manipulation of the posted price system. As a result, it is likely that
no U.S. tax can be collected on the profits Aramco distributes to its
owners.

As a member of that conference committee I have no recollection of
this matter ever being discussed. I have interrogated other members
and staff and have been unable to determine where this special pro-
vision for Arameo ever came up. I never left the conference for I mm-
ute and my hearing is acute and accurate.

Now your committee has taken one additional step. It has expanded
this loophole in order to benefit other U.S. multinational oil com-
panies. Specifically, the committee's amendment shelters from U.S.
tax "interest income" received by one domestic corporation from an-
other domestic corporation. This income arises when a U.S. oil com-
pany borrows capital from another U.S. oil company to conduct oil
operations abroad. Including interest income in the definition of oil
related income is simply an expansion of the Aramco loophole and will
lose the Treasury $90 million each year. This $90 million will be spread
over a small numbki of multinational companies.
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What concerns me, Mr. Chairman, is that we are developing in this
process a new category of corporate consortium which will have spe-
cial tax advantages over those and over and beyond those of all other
American corporations.

Mr. Chairman, we are seeing the birth and growth of another spe-
cial tax benefit. This loophole, like so many others in our tax laws, was
born in the secrecy of the conference committee. I urge the commit-
tee to reject both the Aramco amendment and its expansion to include
the $90 million loss here with respect to the expansion. It is time
these companies make at least a token contribution to this Govern-
ment which provides them with security and assistance worldwide.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your time to bring these lnatters of col-
cern to your committee's attention.

[The written statement of Hon. Charles A. Vanik follows:]

STATEMENT OF CONORESJMAN CIARLES A. VANIK OF OxIIO

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before your committee oii such -short
notice. My testimony will be brief.

Your committee's version of the Tax Reform Bill raises serious questions about
the so-called ARAMCO amendment which was enacted in the Tax Reduction Act
(P.L. 94-12). This Act passed the Congress on March 29, 1975. The ARAMCO
amendment gave four of our largest multi-national oil companies a tax break
worth $35 million a year. Now your committee has recommended that this .special
provision should be expanded to benefit a handful of other multi-national oil
companies. The revenue loss from this proposal is another $90 million a year.

The Tax Reduc"tion Act contained a reform package designed to achieve two
objectives: first, to limit the amount of foreign tax credits resulting from a rise
in OPEC prices; and, second, to impose some U.S. tax on foreign income generated
from oil production.

These objectives were thwarted, however, when the conference committee, in
March 1975, inserted a special provision to benefit the four corporate owners of
ARAMCO. These companies-Texaco, SoCal, Exxon, and Mobil-were allowed
to treat their dividend income from ARAMCO as "oil-related income." That is
income the oil companies may shelter from U.S. tax with the use of foreign
credits which have been artificially inflated with OPEC's manipulation of the
posted price system. As a result, it is likely that no U.S. tax can be collected
on the profits ARAMCO distributes to its owners.

As a member of that conference committee, I have no recollection of this mat-
ter ever being discussed. I have interrogated other members and staff and havo
been unable to determine where this special provision for ARAMCO ever came
up.

Now your committee has taken one additional step. It has exphand(l this
loophole in order to benefit other U.S. multi-national oil companies. Specifically,
the committee's amendment shelters from U.S. tax "interest income" received by
one domestic corporation from another domestic corporation. This Income arises
when a U.S. oil company borrows capital from another U.S. oil company to
conduct oil operations abroad. Including interest income in the definition of
oil-related income is simply an expansion of the ARAMCO loophole and will
lose the Treasury $90 million each year. This $90 million will be spread over
a small number of multi-national companies.

Mr. Chairman, we are seeing the birth and growth of another special tax
benefit. This loophole, like so many others in our tax laws, was born in the
secrecy of the conference committee. I urge the committee to reject both the
ARA3MCO Amendment and its expansion. It is time these companies make at
least a token contribution to this government which provides them with security
and assistance world-wide.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your time to bring these matters of concern to
the committee's attention.
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(From the Congressional Record. House of Representatives, Dec. 2, 19751

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE ON TAX BILL M1UST BE OPEN TO PUBLIC

(By Hon. Charles A. Vanik of Ohio)

Mr. VANiK. Mr. Speaker, during the coming week, the House will be debating
1I.R. 10612, the Tax Reform Act of 1975. After passage, the bill will go to the
Senate where at least some part of it is expected to be approved before the
end of the 1st session of the 94th Congress In particular, title IV of the bill
relating to the extension of individual and corporate income tax reductions-
some $15.5 billion worth of tax reductions-mut be enacted before December 31,
1975. Action within the month is needed in order to prevent a major increase in
tmiployee withholding rates, an action which would destroy any economic recov-
ery which may be underway.

Therefore, it appears that there will be a House-Senate conference committee
later this month to iron out the differences-which may be substantial-between
II.R. 10612 and any Senate passed bill.

If I am a conferee on the part of the Ways and Means Committee, I will move
that the conference be open to the public and that a stenographic record be kept
of its proceedings.

If I am not a conferee, I will move to instruct the House conferees to vote for
an open and recorded conference.

On November 6, the Senate adopted language in S. 5, the Government in the
Sunshine Act, to require open conferences. The language reads as follows:

Svc. 103. (a) CONER.ENCcE CommiTrms.-The Legislative Reorganization Act
of 1946 is amended by inserting after section 133C, as added by section 101(a) of
this Act, the following new section:

"OPEN CONFERENCE COMMITTEE MEETINGS

"SEc. 133D. Each conference committee between the Senate and the House of
Representatives shall be open to the public except when the managers of either
the Senate or the House of Representatives in open session determine, by a roll-
call vote of a majority of those managers present, that all or part of the
remainder of the meeting on the day of the vote shall be closed to the public.".

(b) Title I of the table of contents of the Legislative Reorganization Act
of 1946 is amended by inserting immediately below item 133C, as added by
section 101(c) of this Act, the following:

"133D. Open conference committee meetings.".
I am introducing this language as a separate bill in the House of Representa-

tives with additional language requiring the maintenance of an official transcript
of the proceedings of each and every conference:

An accurate stenograplc record shall be kept of each meeting of a Conference
Committee. whether open or closed to the public and shall be maintained In the
offices of the Committees of jurisdiction of the matter before the Conference
Committee. This record shall be available to the public at reasonable times and
places, unless declared an executive record by a rollcall vote of a majority of
those managers present. An executive record shall be available for inspection by
Members. together with their staffs.

Conference committees are really a third legislative body. The House can
pass a bill. and the Senate can pass another bill, and by the time a conference
committee gets through with it, you have another, entirely new bill. The final
product can look like a legislative Frankenstein-a final product that no one
recognizes and no one wants to claim. Because many of the most important
conferences resolve their work in the closing days of a Congress, the members
of the parent chambers have little or no opportunity to determine what exactly
happened and what they are voting on In approving the conference report. The
confusion which often accompanies a conference committee and the approval
of Its work leaves the system open to abuse-to the last minute insertion of new
laimninge or language that benefits a particular group or set of Individuals.

Open conferences and recordings of the debates and decisions In conferences
cnn help protect the public against these types of abuses.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE IN CONFERENCE ON TAX REDUCTION ACT

This spring, I had a personal experience with the type of problem I have Just
described. I was appointed on behalf of the House and the Ways and Means
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Committee to the conference on the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, which subse-
quently became Public Law 94-12,

Tie bill which passed the House did not touch the foreign tax credit provisions
of the Internal Revenue Code. The bill was amended on the Senate floor, how-
ever, to completely eliminat the foreign tax credit-FTC-for the oil companies.
Thus as the bill went to conference, there was wide latitude left to the con-
ferees : they could drop all reference- to changing the foreign tax credit-as in the
blouse version-they could eliminate the foreign tax credit-as in the Senate
version---or they could provide some modified foreign tax credit for oil and gas
production.

The conferees elected to provide a modification of the FTC which placed some,
limits on its use, but which did not go as far as the Senate in repealing its use
for the oil companies. .

Where did the language for the modification come from That was relatively
easy. During 1974, the Ways and Means Committee had spent months- and
months working on energy legislation and oil windfall profits proposals. On
April 30, 1974. the committee approved a bill, H.R. 14462, the Oil and Gas Energy
Tax Act of 1974. That bill contained a provision limiting the use of the FTC
by oil companies. However, for various reasons, this major piece of legislation
was not brought to the floor of the House. However, on November 21, 1974, a
larger bill containing both energy tax changes and individual tax relief was
reported from the committee. This bill, H.R. 17488, included language identical to
that in H.R. 14462 limiting the use of FTC by the oil companies. Unfortunately,
this bill also died in the closing days of the last Congress.

Since the Ways and Means Committee had twice approved language pro-
viding a formula for limiting the oilmen's use of FTC's, the conferees felt that at
least this proposal had some support and had been carefully worked out by the
legislative draftsmen. So the language from the bills of the 93d Congress was
lifted out and put in the '±'ax Reduction Act.-

The bill was brought to the floor under the most hectic of conditions. The
Easter recess was beginning and a large number of Members had made irrevoca-
ble commitments in their districts. A quorum was rapidly disappearing, so the
conference bill was brought to the floor with only 90 mimeod copies of the bill
available for distribution to the House Members. Under these conditions, care-
ful scrutiny of the final language was not possible.

But then several weeks later. Prof. J. Reid Hambrick, professor of law at
George Washington University and one of the Nation's experts on oil taxation
and foreign tax credits, asked me how certain language in section 907 had been
added to the bill.

Language for section 907 which deals with the FTC for oil had been drawn
from section 202 of H.R. 14462 and from an identical section 122 of H.R. 17488-
the two bills which had been approved by the Ways and Means Committee but
which had failed to pass he Congress in 1974. But as Professor Hambrlck
pointed out, there was "new" language in section 907 which had not been In-
cluded in either the House or Senate passed versions of the Tax Reduction Act
of 1975 and had not been Included in either of the 1974 bills.

Following is the present section 907(c) (3). I have capitalized the laninage
which was not included In either of the two bills voted on by Ways and-Means

in 1974:
"(3) Dividends, INTEREST. Partnership, Distribution, Etc.-The term 'for-

eign oil and gas extraction income' and the term 'foreign oil related income'
include-

"(A) dividends AND INTEREST from a foreign corporation in respect of
which taxes are deemed paid by t]Fe taxpayer under section 902.

"(B) DIVIDENDS FROM A DOMESTIC CORPORATION WHICH ARE
TREATED UNDER SECTION 861(a) (2) (A) AS INCOME FROM SOURCES
WITHOUT THE UNITED STATES.

"(C) amounts with respect to which taxes are deemed paid under section 960
(a), and

"(D) the taxpayer's distributive share of the income of partnerships.
to the extent such dividend. INTEREST, amounts, or distributive share is attrib-
uitable to foreign oil and gas extraction income, or to foreign oil related Income,
as the case may be; EXCEPT THAT INTEREST DESCRIBED IN SUBPARA-
GRAPH (A) AND DIVIDENDS DESCRIBED IN SUBPARAGRAPH (B)
SHALL NOT BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN COMPUTING FOREIGN OIL
AND GAS EXTRACTION INCOME BUT SHALL BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT
IN COMPUTING FOREIGN OIL-RELATED INCOME.
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What does the "new" language mean? According to the staff of the Joint Com-
mittee on Internal Revenue Taxation, it means about $3 million per year, prob.
ably most to ARAMCO-the giant consortium of oil companies operating in Saudi
Arabia. It appears to ensure that dividends from ARIAMCO to its parent com-
panies-Mobil, Standard of California. Exxon, and Texaco-will be counted as
foreign source-income. This will permit the use of FTCs to offset any U.S. tax
which might otherwise be levied against this dividend income.

Where did this "new" language come from? I have written to the members of
the conference committee asking if they could recall this special new sectim. No
conferee could recall such a section. Members of my staff have interviewed the
offices of the House and Senate legislative counsels. They do not know where
the language came from, and they do not recall any discussion of the provision
in conference.

This complex new language, fitting deftly into a difficult section of the tax
code, did not come from the Easter bunny. At this date, I believe that I may
never find out exactly how this "new" language and this paragraph of the tax
code was brought to life.

There Is no question that it is another tax loophole. I believe that if the full
Implications of the section had been understood in the conference or In the
House, it would have been rejected. But now it is in the code-and loopholes in
the code die hard. A month ago I moved In Ways and Means to strike thi. new
language. I lost by a vote of 17 to 19.

I believe that If the conference committee process were opened to the public
and a record of conference committee proceedings were maintained, that the
type of subversion of the legislative process demonstrated by section 907(c) (3)
would be made more difficult and the public's interest would he better Pro-
tected. A recorded conference is also necessary to provide a legislative history
which sets forth and explains the legislative purpose.

For these reasons, I believe we all must work to ensure that the next tax 1ill
conference is an open and recorded conference.

The CIIAM,3AN. Thank you very much, Mr. Vanik.
Mr. Vanik, your suggestions will certainly he considered along, with

the other side of the argument. I am all in favor of having both sides
of an argument when we vote on something.

Any questions. gentlemen ?
Senator DOLE.. What is the position of IRS and Trea.sury on this,

Charlie?
Mr. VANTK. Treasury's position is rather indefinite.
I have studied the transcript. This is one of the reasons tlhe transcript

is so important. The transcript merely deals with the revenue loss. I
think that the Treasury's position-

MAir. RUDKER. Our position is stated at page 21 of the memorandun
which we filed here this morning. I believe you have a copy.

Senator Doir.. Are you for it or against it?
Mr. VANIK. I am glad you asked the expert now. Let me rvfer to I)r.

Rudker.
Mr. RuDKER. It is a complicated item. What the Division do.; in

expanding the oil basket is to include interest income. Now the Treas-
ury basically feels that the oil basket which was brought. into being
by the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 is itself highly illogical and the
best thing to do would be to get rid of the oil basket and go back to
the Treasury's initial proposal for a 48 percent limitation on taxes
paid by oil companies that was credited but if the Senate, if the
House decides that they wish to repay the oil basket, then we cannot
see a distinction between dividend income and interest income and

we think that both should be included in the oil basket as oil related
income.

Senator FANNIN. Mr. Chairman, it says, " * object to this be-
cause it is considered within the inclusion of oil or gas industry from
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the domestic corporation, foreign sources." I think the deposition is
clear.

Mr. VANxIK. As I see it the Treasury position is based on whether
it should be logically included or excluded, but the fact of the matter
is that it is the combined loss on these two provisions, $125 million,
which is a rather substantial loss to the Treasury. We won't know if
that figure is accurate for at least 4 or 5 more years until we can really
calculate what the total cost of that language is going to be.

Senator DoLE. I would not disagree with your comments to the con-
ference committee but you were not suggesting to this committee that
we have not had that?

Mr. VAINIK. No, no. I merely hope that Senator Long's suggestion
that stenographic proceedings be kept a matter of record be extended to
the conference. eV would have a better idea as to the accountability
for the existence of a section after the Congress has acted in confer-
ence so that we can develop a legislative history as to what was the
reason, what was the purpose, what was the objective of the language
and what were the purported losses as estimated by Treasury.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Haskell.
Senator IAKE.. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Fannin.
Senator FANTNIN. Just one question. Is it proper to say that it is

unlikely that any U.S. tax can be collected on the profits ARAMCO
distributes to its own line? Would they pay dividend taxes on the divi-

dends to stockholders?
Mr. VAXIK. I have no idea, Senator. They pay dividends of course

to their stockholders. Many exclude them under the 85-percent rule.
It would be very, very difficult to ever find out whether there was any
tax paid subsequently down the line. My fear is that they have not.
They will not because-

Senator F.t,.ni. But you do not know that no U.S. tax can be col-
lected because it certainly can be collected if there are profits going
to the regular income and naturally they would and they would have
dividends paid some time or other. Those companies all pay dividends
and the Standard Oil Company of California, Exxon, and Mobil all
pay taxes.

Mr. VA-.IK. But the recipients have an 85-percent exclusion and
those in the ARAMCO consortium have a 100-percent exclusion. The
only way these dividends may be taxed is that which goes to individual
taxpayers, which is a very, very small trickle-down income.

Senator FANNIN. Well, if paid though you cannot say that no U.S.
tax can be collected on the profits because down the line they could be.

Mr. VANIK. Senator I just want to say that our committee has
really-and I don't believe the Senate Finance Committee has ever
really-looked at the tax returns of the American oil companies abroad.
We just don't do it, it has not been our practice. I would be very sur-
p~rised if there is now a substantial amount of taxes that are paid out
of the tremendous earnings that are generated through posted price
policies and other factors.

Senator FANNIN. Well, when we see their statements as to the
antount of income they have fromt foreign operations that is in their
statement that they do'have for tax purposes, then why wouldn't taxes
be down the line I
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Mr. VANrK. We don't see their statements. All we see are the reports
they make to the Securities and Exchange Coiniission and those are
not a complete or accurate source of information.

Senator FAN NIN. It is up to the Treasury then to see to that.
- Senator Cuwris. Were you a conferee on this bill ?

Mr. VANIK. Yes, I was a conferee.
Senator Curris. Were you the authority?
Mr. VANIK. Yes.
Senator Cuwris. Did you vote to a approve the conference report?
Mr. VANIK. I voted to approve the conference reg ort and I have no

recollection whatsoever of the ARAMCO section. I raised that ques-
tion I think 2 or 3 weeks after the conference. When I discovered this
provision I immediately wrote to every member of the Senate Finance
Committee, I wrote to every member of the I1ouse Ways and Means
Committee. I am certain I wrote to every conferee and asking if any
conferee could recall any discussion of the so-called ARAMCO amend-
ment. As a result of that. my House conferees substantially told me
they didn't recollect it. I hadno confirmation from any of the Senate
conferees concerning that provision.

Senator Cuirris. There were Members of the house who relied on
the fact that you signed a conference report

Mr. VANIK. Yes, and this is what terrifies me. the fact that I as a
conferee had no awareness of this provision and I sat. through that.
conference, as Chairman Long will report, without leaving the table
for 1 minute. I Wa13 very actively involved in the discussions that
took place in that conference and I simply am unable to recall a single
moment in which we discussed the extension to ARAMCO of a 100-
percent exclusion on its dividend income. At least if it was discussed,
it was not discussed in language that expressed it in a way that I could
understand it.

Senator Cui'ris. Did you check with the staff?
Mr. VANIK. I checked with the staff. I made complete comprehen-

sive checks with the staff. I was referred to statements that were made
on the conference report on the floor of the Hlouse but I sat through
those discussions and I didnt hear the word said. Under our rtiles
they don't have to be said but I didn't hear then said, and of course
I was not able to read them until the Congressional Record was printed
3 or 4 or 5 days afterward and it came out during the course of the
Easter recess.

The CHAIRMA.. Any questions, Senator HtaskellI
Senator HASKELJ. No questions.
The CHATRMAN. Senator Nelson.
Senator NwSow. No.
The CIIArMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Vanik.
The next witness will b the I-on. Fortney II. Stark, a U.S. Repre-

sentative from California.

STATEMENT OF HON. IORTNEY H. STARK, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. STARK. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
pleased to have this opportunity to appear before you today, not just
as a member of the Ways and Means Committee but as a witness op-
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posed to the many special interest provisions which are the subject
of this hearing.

While the House may give some more exposure to these types of
amendments, the Ways and Means Committee still is far from perfect.
You may recall the Ross Perot amendment which sneaked into the
Tax Reform Bill during our committee markup. After hearing the
discussion this morning by the distinguished Senators and my col-
league from Ohio I am convinced. as my children used to think, that
not a tooth fairn but. a tax fairy flits in and out of conferences and
de osits these little goodies when the rest of us are obviously asleep.£ would like to talk about one provision adopted on the infamous
day of May 27, and that is known as the IN1S amendmenL The IDS
amendment is not all that big a revenue loser-not to exceed $5 million
a year. But what I think was overlooked by you gentlemen on the
Finance Committee and was initially certainly overlooked by the mem-
bers of the House Wavs and Means Committee was that real devasta-
tion in the IDS amendment is not the $15 million a year, but the fact
that through the tax code we are aiding and abetting one of the most
unconscionable, shyster, financial rip-offs that exists in America to-
day. Several States-the State of California and the State of Wiscon-
sin included which have blue sky laws--won't allow these certificates
within their borders. They are sold at an interest rate of 3 percent.
The average American cannot get his investment back unless he holds
tliee certificates back 8 years.

Fifty percent of all the certificates sold by IDS are cnshed in l eto'e
maturfty and the people don't even get their principal back. It is a
great bonanza for the. salesman. If this IDS amendment stays in, I
submit that what the Senate Finance Committee. is doing is lifting a
rock out from under every unsavory financial representative in the
country to peddle certificates as a tax avoidance gimmick.

Senator DoLr. Where, did that amendment come from?
Mr. STARK. From the Senate Finance Committee and it was tried,

I might add, in the House Ways and Means Committee. It was de-
feated 18 to 12 and on reconsideration was defeated 20 to 14. I cite
this itst as an example of the importance of examination of these so-
called technical provisions. All the other provisions come into the tax
code and-

The CHAIRMAN. I am sure I must have voted for the amendment,
or not opposed it, but I just don't recognize it by the description.
[Lnughter.1

Mr. STARK. It is more specifically, Mr. Chairman, section 1307.
Senator PACKWOOD. Does it have an author?
Mr. STARK. Located in the State of Minnesota. FLamihter.l
I am not sure. Senator. In the House, it was offered by the Congress-

man from St. Paul, Mr. Karth. Again without a record of the pro-
eedings I only have to assume that, again, it was left on the table
during the markup session.

I would iust like to say that the result of both committees' actions
sneak for themselves. In" one tax reform bill we have now benefited
United Airlines. Chrvsler Corp.. Sun Oil Co., Mobil Oil Co.. Hanna
Mining Co., the Marriott Corp., Boise Cascade. Natomas and Tenneco.
Few of these corporations pay as high a tax rate as the poorest con-
stituent in my district.
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If anything attests to what is wrong with the way our tax laws are
written, it is a list of beneficiaries such as this. As in the case of IDS-
whose past and present Board of Directors includes names | ke Rich-
ard Nixon, Melvin Laird, Paul McCracken. Donald Kendall, former
Ways and Means ranking member John W. Byrnes-these companies
are the most influential in the country.

Senator IAN S FN. If there are any Democrats on fie list, would you
namo them?

Mr. STARK. I don't really believe there are, Senator Ilaiisn. I would
be glad to review the record. This Member of the House wants really
to go on the record as opposed to the continuation of the so-called "tax
reform" process for even 1 more day. The changes have to come from
this committee beginning right here in this room hopefully this sum-
iner before another bogus "Tax Reform" bill is pa-ed ly this Coh-
gress. It has to be (lone equally by the House and the Senate, and I sub-
mit this is the golden opportunity to take a step in the right direction.
These special interest provision-I call them "special giveways" ofbillions of dollars-can be removed from the bil before the eate
completes action so we can go into conference with something close to
"reform" legislation.

[The written statement of Hon. Fortney H. Stark follows:]

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE FORTNEY 11. STAxR, JIL

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am pleased to have this op-
portunity to appear before you today, not Just as a member of the Ways and
Means Committee, but as a witness opposed to the many special interest pro-
visions which are the subject of this hearing.

The Ilouse has obviously been far from perfect in keeping special interest
provisions out of Its own bills. You're all familiar with the "Ross Perot amend-
uient" which sneaked into the Ways and Means Committee Tax Reform bill late
one night, much to everyone's professed surprise. Fortunately, thanks to good
work by the press, we were able to reverse this giveaway on the House floor. Yet
the fact that this "Perot amendment" Is not an Isolated case attests to the need
for thorough review of all special interest loopholes and favors.

This entire process of special interest tax legislation, obviously, has its roots
in earlier days of secret and closed Committee meetings with little or no public
Input. When no outsiders, and certainly no members of the press even knew
what the tax-writing Commitees would be considering on a given day, public
accountability was not even imaginable. The provisions, carefully tailored to
the needs of the influential taxpayers, were simply included in complex tax bills,
and then signed into law before any outsiders could begin to figure out who was
being benefitted, or how they put their cases across to the Committees.

Many of us thought that those days were behind us. The new "sunshine" at-
mosphere has begun to have some results. The Ways and Means Committee, for
example, has a new procedure for considering its special interest bills, known as
Members Bills, or the so-called "technical" provisions. We hold hearings on the
bills at one time, receiving testimony from the proponents, as well as a staff and
Treasury analysis of each one. Then several weeks later, after the Committee
members, public interest groups and the press have had time to study carefully
the Impact of each bill, we have an open mark-up session. The bills are then
amended or voted up or down on the merits.

It was during this type of proceeding that the Ways and Means Committee
considered a bill for Investors I)iversifled Services, Inc. (1DB). It was defeated
outright in Committee, thus preventing it from even reaching the House floor.
The consensus was simply that the change IDS wanted wasn't merited. Since this
same provision, however, was added to this Commltee's bill on the infamous date
of May 27, I'd -like to go into some background on it to illustrate why we were
able to decide, through a careful study, that it didn't belong In the Tax Code:

First, these face-amount certificates are one of the biggest rip-offs in the
country. You must hold them for 8 years before you can get your principal back in
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full. Currently, one-half of all purchasers cash them in within 8 years, which
means they lose from 2.5% to 19% of their original investment. Then, even if
they are held to full-term, the interest is only S%---after 20 years! (information
from the Prospectus). One of the biggest selling points of them was their special
tax status: Unlike similar Investment plans offered by banks, the purchaser did
not have to pay taxes, annually, on the interest earned amortized over the full
term. That is the reason IDS came before us late last year.

Under IRS Regulations effective January 1, 1978, this tax-deferral feature
was to be denied. IDS wanted to overrule the proposed Regulation, contending
that without this tax deferral, they would be unable to continue their sales.
In fact, they suspended sales of these installment plan certificates when the
Regulations went into effect, and will resume only if this provision in your
bill becomes law. But look a little more closely at why the IRS took the position
they did in this Regulation, and at the nature of these installment plan cer-
tilficates. This summary of the legislative history gives a good indication:

Until 1954, "discount", or the interest on face-amount certificates, was treated
under the Code as capital gains. In 1954, this was changed to ordinary income
treatment under Section 1232. However, at the same time, a cross-reference
wvas added for the "special treatment of face-atuount certificates on retire-
mient" to Section 72, which deals with the 3-year averaging treatment upom
retirement. Regulations arising out of the 1954 Act were finally written in
1957, stating that the tax treatment of face-amount certificates was to be
governed by Section 72, as fr endowment contracts, and not by Section 1232,
covering "discount" interest. In 1984, the language of Section 72 on Income-
averaging was repealed, to be replaced by the new general averaging rules. But
the cross-reference from Section 1282 on face-amount certificates was not re-
pealed. No one is certain how ibis happened, and whether this was a deliberate
omission, or simple Inadvertente.

The question we face today arises out of what happened in the 1960 Act.
Language was included that ytor to require that bond holders must compute
(original discount annually, and pay taxes ratably over the life of the bond.
However, the language did not specifically refer to face-amount certificates, or
too the crossreference between Section 1232 and Section 72. Regulations on this
provision were issued in 1971, and did explicitly refer to bank discount cer-
tificates, which accordingly were withdrawn from the market. Again, no reference
was made to face-amounts. But in October, 1973, further Regulations specified
that the ratable inclusion rules were to apply to face-amount certificates.

The IRS twice postponed implementation of this Regulation to give IDS
(which has 95% of the market In these certificates) the chance to persuade
Congress to legislate the clarification of the 1969 Act they wanted, exempting
face-amounts from the new rule. Since no such bill was passed, IDS filed for
a declaratory judgment in November 1975, for the Regulations to be found
invalid. The District Court here in D.C. refused to issue such a declaratory
Judgement, thereby stating Its position that the government had reasonable
basis for its poeltion in the Regulations. In addition, the Court took the unusual
step of going even further, stating that It found the interpretation of the law
by the IRS to be correct, and that clearly IDS was covered by Section 1232,
the ratable inclusion rules on "discount".

It was at this point that the Ways and Means Committee took up the bill
for IDS, to overrule the Regulation. It was our consensus, based on the legls-
lative history alone, and the aspect of competition with banks, that there was
no justification for opposing the IRS. The fact that these certificates are also
as bad an investment as can be found anywhere was not central. But we de-
cided that IDS should not be given, In effect, a special tax advantage to peddle
them. The bill was defeated in the Ways and Means Committee 18-12, and then
again, 20-14.

I cite this case as a perfect example of the importance of careful examination
of these so-called "technical" provisions. Moreover. I cite it because in spite
of all our careful study of this bill, your Committee. following Its usual procedure,
simply slipped it in, as If the Ways and Means Committee had never devoted
the time and attention it did to this matter.

This is how all the other special interest provisions have filled the Tax Code.
But what Is different this time is that it no longer has to be done that way. We
in the Ways and Means Committee have begun to move away from Ibis thne-
honored tradition. While our new procedure is far from circumspect, It does

74-712--76--.-pt.l1-5
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have some semblance of public accountability. An infamous day such as May 27
would be lees likely under House procedures.

The result of this Committee's actions speaks for itself: Income Tax Reform
bill, you have benefitted the following taxpayers: United Airlines, Chrysler
Corporation, Sun Oil Company, Mobil Oil Comimuy, Hanna Mining Company,
the Marriott Corporation, Boise Cascade, and Tenneco, to name a few. The list

oeS on, numbering perhaps as many as 40 such well-heeled corporate taxpayers-
w of which pay as high a tax rate as my pmrest constituents. If anything

attests to What Is wrong with the way our tax laws are written, It Is a list of bene.
flelarles such as this. As in the caqe of II)S-whose past and present Board of
Directors includes names like Richard Nixon, Melvin Laird, Paul Me racken.
Donald Kendall, former Ways and Means Ranking Member John W. Byrnes-
these companies are the most influential in the country. They can afford the
most expensive lawyers and lobbyists, and have direct access to influential mem-

eors of Congress, such as this Committee, to plead their ease. Naturally, the Tax
ode is tipped in their favor, time and time again.
This Member of the House, and of the Ways and Means Committee, wants to

go on record as opposed to continuation of such a process for even one more day.
The Tax Code can no longer be the source of private relief for the wealthy few.

We have to stop providing subsidies for alrliles. insurance companies, oil com-
panies and anybody else with influence, and take this same revenue and distrib-
ute it where it Is needed-to the average taxpayer, for social services, educa-
tion, health care, and so on down the line. The changes have to come from this
Committee. beginning right here In this room. this .rummer, before another such
bogus "Tax Reform" bill is passed by this Congress. It has to be done equally
by the House and Senate. and, I submit, this Is the golden opportunity to take a
step in the right direction. These special interest provlsions-I call them "special
giveaways" of billions of dollars-can be removed from the bill before the Sen.
ate completes action, so we can go into Conference with something close to "re-
form" legislation.

Senator DOLE. I understand the author of this amendment has gone
fishing. [IAughter.1

Mr. STANK. I really don't know.
Senator BROCK. 'Would you describe the amendment again?

[Laughter.)
Mr. STARK. The amendment is known. Senator, as section 1307.
Senator B RWK. I was being facetious. I wanted to hear the harsh

words.
Senator PACKwooD. There is a record being made of this.
The CHAIRMAN. We will let you know who offered the amendment.
Mr. STARp. If I could repeat what Senator Proxmire said, it is cer-

tainly no mystery that the distinguished Senator from Minnesot4 more
than likely had an interest in representing one of the largest corpora-
tions in Minneapolis as one of the matters covered on the Ways and
Means side. Actually the revenue loss is a fly spec on the budget, it is
minuscule.

What is overlooked in it is the consumer feature. Malcolm Forbes,
for instance, editorialist, is against these kinds of certificates. I point
this out as an indication that our tax code can have implications far
beyond the mere revenue loss or gain and we ought to be very cautious
in seeing what is brought into us in these proceedings.

Thank you very much.
The CAIRNAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Stark.
Next we will hear from the Honorable Donald C. Alexander, Com-

missioner of Internal Revenue. I am pleased to have you again before
this committee, Mr. Commissioner. I think you perhaps share with me
the distinction of being subject to the most ad hominem, and I will be
pleased to have your views on this measure.



STATEXENT OF HON. DONALD 0. XANDE, C01XMINONER,
SUT NAL REVENwURVIC, DEPART OF THE TEZAUIT

Mr. ALEXANDE:R. All thins considered, I would prefer that neither
one of us share that honor. Have not enjo ed it, particularly, but you
mentioned this morning, Mr. Chairman, tiat none of us is perfect. 1
am surely not perfect. Tax administration is not perfect. We don't-
Walk on water; we are underwater part of the time. What I am wot
tied about are certain provisions of the bill and the schedule of the
bill. They may-put us a little deeper underwater.

Senator HASKELL. Could the Commissioner pull the mike a little
closer.

Mr. ALEXANDER. You didn't miss anything.[Laughter.]
Senator HASKELL. I am sure I (lid.
Mr. AIF.XA.XDF.R. I was surprised this morning to hear Senator Prox-

mire compare the Internal Revenue Code with the Lord's Prayer; itis a little longer than the Lord's Prayer' all things considered, and
perhaps not quite as easy to understand.

We are grateful to see this committee adopting some provisions
that Nvould simplify the Code. We are sorry to see this committee adopt-
ing some provisions that overturn a niunber of rulings we issued re-
cently and to reverse some audit determinations: but there is only one
I would like to discuss with you, section 1312 of the bill, which tells-
us that we cannot put out a new riding, which was upheld in a recent
suit in Federal court, to require reportiiig to us oil charged tips.

We have a real problem, Mr. Chairman, in connection with trying
to administer this law that you write up here, where you have a corn-
bination of transfers of cash and lack of records. that problem is
mademuch more difficult when the transfers of casi are substantial.

On pages 10 and 11 of my statement, Iihave some statistics, and we
think they are reliable. We talk about, the unaerse' of tip-relate
income. Taking a conservative estimate of tips at about 12 percent, we
find that we have over $4 billion paid annually in tips. We believe,
on the basis of information supplied by. among other things, the
National Restaurant Association. that, about 25 percent of that amount
is charged. We think, further, that this is a growing universe.

Those of you who saw the W&shington Post t his, morning, may ha~e
seen in the financial pages the recent increase in revenues of the Ameri.
can Express Co. and the increased earnings reported by this company..

We have had, as you would expect great. noncomplince io this
area. Our estimate of revenue loss is nearer $100 million thn the $,
million mentioned in the report of this committee, In reacling this
revenue estimate we have assumed only a 35-percent noncompliance
rate. Actually the audits that we have made show a higher nopcorm,
pliance: rate.

Thio is a situation for Gresham's law; particularly applicable here
The bd drives put the good-if one maitre d' is not. reporting tips,
another is less likely to. We would like to be able to cll upon ti whq
receive records Of tips in written form to make atsilable to t ae aw
administritiOp system a report of these charged tips. That is all we
are talking about with our new ruling. That would be neg*ted by
the enactment of section 1812.

9'..
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Administering the law is not easy, and adding 300 pages to the law
is not going to make it any easier for us; but, when we are denied
the opportunity to call reasonably upon those who have written records
to share information with us to try to correct an area of massive non-
compliance, we think that is going too far. We respectfully urge this
committee to reconsider section 1312 and drop it out of the bill.

There is one other problem that he have addressed, Mr. Chairman.
This morning a letter was delivered to you and to Chairman Ullman-
I hope it can made a part of the record of these proceedings--talking
about the effect on next years filing period of the delayed enactment
of a bill that has massive effects on a large number of people.

[The letter referred to above follows:]
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY,

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,
Washington, D.C., July 19, 1976.

Hon. RussEL B. LoGo,
,chairman, Committee on Finaince,
United States Senate,
II'ashington, D.C. -

IEAR MR. cuAnmAx: I want to bring to your attention some of the problems
-which the Internal Revenue Service is going to encounter as a result of the
apparent timetable being followed by the Congress in its consideration of the
Tax Reform Act of 1976 (H.R. 10012). The concerns of the Service in this area
fall Into two groups.

First, the timing of the legislation impacts upon the schedule which the
Service had established for the development, printing, and distribution of the
forms, schedules, instructions, and taxpayer publications. Second, the Service's
preparation for the processing of returns is most definitely affected by the timing
of the legislation.

As I am sure you recognize, the Service's tax form and publication program
is undoubtedly the largest and most logistically complex printing and dis-
tribution operation of any Federal agency. It involves the services of the Govern.
meant Printing Office, contracts with 100 commercial printers across the United
States, who will use 81 million pounds of paper, print 1% billion copies of
various "fiat" tax forms and instructional pamphlets for distribution through
approximately 80,000 outlets, and the printing, addressing, and mailing of five
different individual -"tax packages" to about 85 million taxpayers. The con.
tracting and arrangements for the tax package program, which is the largest
mail-out program in the United States, started in April The production of the
Imper for these packages is already underway.

Under the present contract arrangements, printing and distribution of the
tax packages Is currently programmed for a 90-day production period. To
change this time frame would require additional printers at increased costs.
Even to delay the schedules 10 to 20 days would require printers to reschedule
their production in a situation where they have scheduled their production
2 to 4 months ahead in a market that utilizes very costly equipment on an
around-the-clock basis.

Of course, the tax forms, instructions, and publications must be developed,
revised, and reviewed for technical adequacy, accuracy, and administrative
feasibility prior to their being released with an "O.K. to Print" to the printers.
To do this requires the concentrated work of highly experienced and professional
experts to make sure that the final set of forms and Instructions meet the needs
of the Service and the taxpaying public. The format and wording must be
meticulously done within the constraints of space limitations while, at the same
,time, conveying in nonlegal terminology, the technically correct meaning of
the law to taxpayers. Separate publications to assist taxpayers, e.g., "Your
Federal Income Tax," "Farmer's Tax Guide," etc. must also be updated to reflect
changes in the law. These publications contain filled-in copies of tax forms and
provide vital Information to taxpayers as well as to our own taxpayer service
assisters. Additionally, these taxpayer publications are used In Service training
programs as well as in training programs outside the Service. Any delay in
enactment will adversely affect the availability of these publications.

A second area of concern relates to the processing of tax returns, related
refunds and bills, and the demands to 1e met by our taxpayer service function.
These are by necessity carefully scheduled operations. We recent temporary
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help to supplement our regular work force so we can meet the anticipated
volume of inquiries and return filings made by taxpayers. A delay in passage
of this bill, with its many and varied provisions, means a severe compression
of our required pre-processing period preparations. More specifically, it wir-
involve significant additional expenditures in the areas of recruiting, training,.
systems development, and pre-operational testing. Testing is of special impor-
tance in this instance, because of the tremendous amount of change Involve&
in the bill.

The programmatic aspects of our return processing program will also en-
counter difficulty. Normally, we start our major developmental work over a
year in advance of a processing need of the following January. The intervening:
period Is filled with development of the computer program requirements by late
March; coordination and clarification of these requirements in April; concur-
rent with initial computer program development the handbooks for our field
office procedures are developed by mid-August; Systems Acceptability Testing
(SAT) takes place from mid-August to late December covering all facets of
our various computer programs and operational handbook procedures; and
during this SAT phase final refinements are made to our documentation so that
it can be ready for publication and distribution as an aid in pre-operational
training, etc.

With the major changes presented by this pending bill so late in the year,
the timetable I indicated is obviously destroyed. In addition, there are various
ripple effects for other processes which stem from the processing of our major
returns and especially with regard to a delay in finalizing what the return
package will look like.

By way of example, if the approval to print the final "1040" packages cannot
be given until late October or early November, this would result in not com-
pleting mailout to the taxpayers until mid- to late-January 1977 (as opposed
to the usual late December delivery). With late receipt of the forms design, our
computer programs would not be available until mid-January, on even an ac-
celerated schedule, as opposed to our normal September/October time frame.
Testing, which is so critical, would extend to late March 1977. This would mean
that in order to meet our processing demands, we would have to start production
with less than fully "shaken-down" computer programs. Such a process can
result in the type of erroneous output (e.g., erroneous refunds and tax bills)
which we have labored so hard to avoid and which has plagued other agencies
to the extent they have been the subject of much adverse criticism over the
past few months.

Notwithstanding the above, we are still faced with the need to process returns
on the type of schedule which the public has come to expect, and which is also
so vital to returning refunds into the economy. We estimate the late mailout will
result in a shift of 1,236,000 returns from January to February receipts. Because
of our delayed accesioning of temporary personnel normally brought on In
January, we would need 39 staff-years at about $871.000 to play "catch-up."
Even so, we estimate 74.000 refund checks involving $31 million would be
shifted from January to February issuances.

Delayed legislation will also cause problems for State tax administrators since
many income tax States base their tax forms and instructions on specific line
references to the Federal Forms 1040/1040A. A draft format of the Federal form
is normally provided to States for planning purposes around August 1 of each
year. Any significant departure from this schedule will obviously disrupt the
orderly preparation of State returns, instructions and related computer process-
Ing programs.

The Service's program and plans relating to tax forms printing and distribut-
tion and returns processing are geared to an "O.K. to Print Date" of September
17, 1976. If the progress of the pending legislation does not result In Its enact-
ment by September 1. we will have to take some steps to provide for a later
printing of Forms 1040/1040A and their related schedules. This process Is, of
course, not without additional costs, both financial and otherwise. For example,
a later dnte than September 1 will mean considerable disruption for forms print-
ing and distribution on returns processing procedures. The Form 1040 tax pack.
ages will bemailed later in January and "flat" copies of the forms and Instruc-
tions will not be available until late In January or February,

The scbedules which the Service hap, adopted not only recognize the ervice's
own requirements but those of taxpayers. who have demonstrated for many years
that they need their tax forms as earlv In January as practicable. For example,
in 1976, about 8.1 million taxpayers filed their tax returns by the end of Jau-
ary. Some filed their returns prior to January 81 to avoid having to make. pay.
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went of the fourth installment of estimated tax. Others, who need the cash, file
varly to get quick refunds. For example, through January 29, 1970, the Service
had made refunds of almost $300 million to about 7%M000 taxpayers on their 1975
returns. Experience indicates that roughly on"-tbird of Forms 1040/140A -are
filed in January and February, another one-third in March,'and the remaining
one-third in April, A delay In the availability of forms and related materials to
taxpayers will, of course, have a corresponding impact upon the processing of
returns by-the Service and will affect such matters as the mailing of refund
checks.

If legislation iP delayed beyond September 1, 1976, there will necessarily be
corresponding delays In forms development, printing and distribution schedules,
costs will be increased substantially, refunds will be delayed, and taxpayer com-
plaints will increase.

If the pending legislation Is finally approved by September 1. 1976. steps which
the Service now takes can reduce to a minimum the adverse effects upon tax
administration, although even with an enactment date at or about that time there
will certainly be some taxpayer inconvenience, additional costs and general delay
in returns processing. It the enactment date i8 any later than September 1, 1976,
the consequences upon all of these aspects of tax administration which I have
1een discussing could be dire. The later the enactment, the more serious and
costly the consequences. For example, if enactment Is postponed until late
September, the development and printing of our fqrms will be further put off
peiule with the result that the nialling and receipt of the Form 1040 packages
could not occur until early February.

With kind regards,
Sincerely,

DON'ALD C. ALEXANDER,
Commissioner.

Mfr. ALEXAXDER. WVe hav'e to have some time. to try to prepare forms,
correct them,,test them, prepare comp uter programs and to test them,
to teach our taxpayer service people how to respond to questions they
will receive on such things as the solar energy credit. We need that
time before the filing period commences; and the later the day of en-
actment, the more difficult it is for us to render to the American peo-
ple the quality of tax administration that they deserve.

So what can 'Ate do? We will do our best and we are doing our best
eightt now to anticipate what may happen, but We hope that the time-

table won't be materially deferred, Mr. Chairman, or, if it must be
deferred, that provisions affecting individual taxpayers might be made
effective next year rather than this year.

That is all f iave to say.
[fr. Alexander's prepared statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF DONALD C. ALEXANDER, COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE
SERVICE

In my appearance this morning it is my purpose to address the committee
solely as one who is responsible for the administration of the tax laws. My
concern In reviewing the provisions of I.R. 10612 that are referred to In the
'Senate Finance Committee presm release of July 8, 1978, has been to determine
the effect that some of these provisions may have on the ability of the Internal
Revenue Service to administer the tax laws effectively. I also waint to comment
opon the effect which the Congress timetable for Its consideration, of the
pending bill will have o the printing and distribution of our forms and pub-
lications and the processing of returns, refunds, and bills for unpaid taxes.

A number of provisions of the bill appear to be Inappropriate in light of their
likely effect on public confidence In tbe fairness of the tax laws. I am con-
cerned, also, by the fact that a number of prolsloii of the bill propose to
overrule by statute recent rulls of tbe Service. Although the Congress clearly
has the power to act as a final cop rt 61 appeals over the resolution of con-
troverses between the Internal fenue Service and taxpayers, a frequent
pattern of such action will cause the Congress to be deluged by application tor
lnch relief y those Ipersons Who have, or believe they hare,, the ability to
ihie, tielr sp dflt objtlve by etlilatie means, and imay result In tedued
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public confidence in the fairness and effectiveness of the tax system and Its
administration. I think, too, that It can be seriously questioned whether the
patchwork legislation which results from reversing specific rulings of the Serv-
ice results in the kind of broad legislative overview which Congress perhaps
should be giving questions of this sort. I certainly am concerned about the
effect which such specific legislative responses have upon the rulings process
specifically-and tax administration generally. Chief among the provisions of
the bill in this regard is section 1312 which would nullify Revenue Ruling
70-231 (despite the fact that the approach contained therein has been specifi-
cally found by the U.S. District Court to be consistent with existing laws)
with respect to employer reporting of tips paid by charge account customers.

The experience of the Service has confirmed the common sense conclusion
that In businesses conducted largely in cash and without basic accounting records
there is widespread underreporting of Income. One of the areas in which this
problem occurs is tip income of employees in service Industries, primarily
re.-taurants.

Failure to report income from tips is a chronic and persistent compliance
problem. Since the early sixties the Service has periodically directed special
efforts at the local level to detect and take corrective enforcement actions to
improve compliance with tip reporting requirements. The results of such en.
forcement actions have been disappointing in that repeat audits have revealed
that taxpayers receiving tips often revert to prior habits of nonreporting. Col-
hection of additional taxes from such taxpayers, who may have used the in-
come for living expenses, is costly. Obtaining onaiihnce with the tax laws
by those employees is complicated by the itinerant nature of many of the
individuals.

Few tip recipients maintain, adequate records for verification of taxable in-
come. To determine tip income it is necessary to obtain information from
third parties.

Therefore, enforcement actions have primarily been directed to identifying
entities employing individuals who receive tip income and obtaining information
on employees to determine omitted income. The reconstruction of income is a
difficult procedure which requires that a sample of different types of employees
(such as maitre d', waiters, bartenders, etc.) be audited in depth, that a ratio
of tips to income be established for the various sections of each restaurant, and
that the ratio be applied to gross sales made 4y all employees. Allowances must
also be made for tip s~litting practices. Varliition of auditing techniques are
employedd depending on the records maintained by restsiurants and tip recipients.
In some situations, average tips per hour is computed and applied to the hours
worked. Despite the difficulty in using this method of proof, the courts have
recognized the Service's problems In this area by almost unanimously supporting
the reconstruction of income in over 50 cases dating back to the early sixties.

In 1964, Congress addressed the problem of unreported tip income by enacting
section 6053 of the Internal Revenue Code. The basic thrust of section 0068 is to
reqire the employee to file monthly reports with his employer stating the amount
of tips received. The employer i then required to withhold income and FICA
taxes based on the amount reported.

The requirement of section 6053 has not. however, reduced materially the prob-
leut of ituderreporting of tips by service employees. In general, the problem is that
1n employee who iW willing to file an income tax return underreporting his tip

Income will not be reluctant to underreport his tip income-whether it be cash
tips or charged tips-on his monthly reports to his employer.

As a partial step toward reducing the problem of underreporting of tip income,
the Internal Revenue Service published a ruling tinder section 6041 of the Code
requiring that a person employing waiters, such as a restaurant owner, who
collected tip along with the price of a mel by reason of a charge purchase and
then paid the tip over to the employee, must report to the Internal Revenue
Service those charged tips of which the employer has a record, and which the
employee did not-report, as required, to the employer. The original ruling, Reve-
nue Ruling 75-400 was widely criticized by the industry and attacked In court
as invalid. In Naliotal Restaurant Association v. Simon (D.C.D.C. 1976), 76-1
I',TC Para 9311, the court specifically held that the ruling was not in conflict
with the provisions of the Code but was consistent therewith. However, because
of our sensitivity to the concerns of the industry, that ruling has been extensively
reconsidered within the Service.

The Service's recent modification of its 1975 Revenue Ruling (which resulted
in Revenue Riding 76-231) made every effort to be responsive to the concernil
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of both the restaurant owner and operator and the employee. The new Revenue
Ruling sets out very clearly the manner in which the employer will report
charged tips on the employee's Form W-2. This Is information which the
restaurant owner has-via the customer's- charge account slips-readily avail-
able. The new Revenue Ruling also provides for a postponed effective date-
January 1, 1977-for the new reporting procedures. This will give employers a
sufficient amount of time to make the necessary arrangements for the minor
bookkeeping procedures which will be involved in reporting the charged tip
income on the Form W-2. Insofar as the employee is concerned the modified
Revenue Ruling informs employees how they can, in instances where they engage
in tip splitting or pooling arrangements, explain the discrepancy between the
tip income shown on their W-2 and their net income after splitting or pooling.

Unlike cash tips theie is a paper record of charged tips. This record is on the
credit card charge slip which the restaurant owner receives when the customer
makes the charge. By requiring the restaurant owner-employer to report the
amount of the charged tip on the employee's Form W-2, the tax system is able
to take advantage of the fact that there is a written record of the amount paid as
a charged tip. If the employer does not report the full amount of the charged tips
received by an employee on the employee's Form W-2, the record of that payment
is lost to the tax administration. When the high level of noncompliance in the
tip income area is considered It seems extremely unwise not to take advantage
of this written record-especially in view of the fact that voluntary compliance
in this area will be encouraged by having these tips placed on the employer's
Form W-2. Further, by utilizing the record of the charged tip the Service is in
a position to obtain information from the employee concerning the identity of
the person with whom he or she split the tip-for example, the bus boy or wine
steward.

I think it Is Important for the Committee to have some appreciation of the
amount of tip income and probable revenue impact that is involved In this amend-
ment. Our statistical people have done a thorough analysis of the tip Income
area and have concluded (by applying a conservative 12 percent tipping rate
to a $86% billion tip related sales Income figure) that tip Income In the United
States amounted to $4.4 billion in 1975. Based on data obtained from the Na-
tional Restaurant Association and a certified public accounting firm specializ-
ing in restaurant accounts, we then determined that 25 percent of the tips paid
on sales of food and beverages were shown on credit cards. In this manner weestimated that $1.1 billion of tip income in 1975 was paid by credit card. If wl
assume, again conservatively, that the noncompliance In the tip Income area
is 35 percent, we are able to estimate that approximately $385 million In charged
tip income was unreported during 1975. Applying low effective tax rates to such
amounts, it can be conservatively estimated that the revenue loss attributable to
the failure to allow full Implementation of Revenue Ruling 76-231 would amount
to about $100 million.-

1 The Service does not have comprehensive statistics In this area. Some examples of
findings on trip reporting are Indicative of the overall problem :

(a) Examination of those receiving tips from one large key club revealed that the
employees reported $107.758 as both cash and charge tips. However. an analysis of
the club's records revealed that $370,247 bad been paid to the employees as their
share of the charge tips only.

(M) The examination of a hotel and country club revealed that the average charge
tip income underreported by 5.50 employees was $3.512 for 1978 and $4.A10 for 1974.

(c) The examination of a supper club recently revealed that waiters and waitresses
were reporting less than 5% of their share of gross food sales as tip income. However.
an analysis of charge sales revealed that tips received amounted to 18.8% on
charge sales.

(d) The following Is a quotation from one project report: "The overall results of
the project revealed that employees were reporting only 10% of their tip income
for Federal tax purposes. with the remaining 90% escaping taxation. The averace
annual understatement approximated $8.500 per employee. In some instances. em-
ployec% were reporting no tip income whatsoever. To our knowledge, all employees
audited realized that tips constituted taxable income. There were only a few isolated
Instances in which the employee kept a record of their tip Income. Many of the
taxpayers audited admitted they knowingly understated tip income. Their standard
Pxcuse for not reporting all tip income was that no one else does, so why should
there "

(e) A revenue agent during the audit of the corporation Income tax rpturn of a
well-known private club determined that employees were not renorting tips In full
to their employer. Tips charged on various charge cards were $45.000. Tips renortd
to the employer for the entire venr were $23.000. A total tip figure of $122.000
was computed by the agent based on a cnmb'nntinn of cash and charge sales.

(f) In the examination of one club the IRS found that the total tips disbursed
as reflected In the emnlover's records were $281,84. Total tips reported by em-
ployees amounted to $78.222 resulting In an underreporting of $203.412.
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Several other provisions of the Bill are similarly addressed to the reversal of
specific rulings or regulations, and are therefore subject to the same observations
which I have made. For example, section 1035(f) which would delay for five
years the effective date of Revenue Ruling 76-215 holding that certain amounts
denominated as taxes under production-sharing contracts entered into with an
agency of the government of Indonesia are royalties, and not taxes, and therefore
are not eligible for the foreign tax credit

Section 1305 of the Bill would authorize taxpayers to disregard Revenue Ruling
73-395 dealing with the accounting methods utilized by publishers. The published
revenue ruling provided that certain amounts expended in the publishing busi-
ness must be capitalized rather than deducted currenUy as expenses. Under the
bill, the Internal Revenue Service will be precluded from applying the traditional
capital expenditure/deductible expense principles which are applicable to other
taxpayers until such time as it promulgates new regulations.

There are other examples of Service ruling positions being overruled by this
Bill. Section 1322 of the bill would reverse Revenue Ruling 75-557 which
concluded that certain connection fees received by a public utility water com-
pany from its customers are taxable income to the utility and do not represent
contributions to capital of the utility. Some early cases decided by the
Board of Tax Appeals in the 1920's and 1930's had held that these connection
fees and other similar fees received by utilities were nontaxable contributions to
capital and the Internal Revenue Service acquiesced in these cases. In recent
years, however, the Supreme Court and other federal courts have adopted a more
realistic view of what is income and what constitutes a contribution to capital.
Because of this new authority, the Service reconsidered the old Board of Tax Ap-
peals cases and changed its position. This change in position was announced by
Revenue Ruling 75-57.

Section 2106 of the Bill would amend section 513 of the Code to exclude from
the definition of unrelated trade or business "qualified public entertainment ac-
tivities and "qualified convention and trade show activities." The proposed public
entertainment activity amendment would legislatively overturn Revenue Ruling
68-505, in which the Service ruled that an exempt county fair association that
conducts a horse racing meet with parimutuel betting is carrying on unrelated
trade or business.

With respect to trade shows, section 2106 of the Bill would also overrule the
holdings in Revenue Rulings 75-516 through 75-520. The changes proposed by this
section of the Bill tend to undermine the fundamental concept of the unrelated
business income tax provisions and lay the foundation for a piecemeal approach
to the tax's repeal.

In conclusion I would like to ask that the Committee give special attention to
the practical problem of translating changes in the Code into those actions which
the Service must take to administer the law.

As you know, the Tax Reform Act (H.R. 10612) is presently being debated In
the Senate. This massive Bill, if enacted, will have a major impact on the Service.
I would like to bring to your attention some of the problems which the Service
will encounter if the Bill is not enacted until fall but a number of its provisions
affecting individuals are made effective for calendar year 1976.

The timing of the legislation impacts heavily upon (a) the development, print-
ig, and distribution of the forms, schedules, instructions, and taxpayer publica.
tions; (b) the processing of tax returns; and (c) the rendering of taxlyer
service.

The Service's tax form and publication program involves the printing of 112
billion copies of various "flat" tax forms and instructional pamphlets for distri-
bution through 30,000 outlets, and the printing, addressing, and mailing of "tax
packages" to about 85 million taxpayers. Under present contract arrangements..
printing and distribution of the tax packages are currently programmed for a
00-day production period. To change this time frame would require additional
printers at increased costs.

Tax forms, instructions, and publications must, of course, be develold,
revised, and reviewed for technical adequacy, accuracy, and administrative
feasibility prior to their being released with an "O.K. to Print". The format
and working must be meticulously done to convey, in non-legal terminology, the
technically correct meaning of the law to taxpayers, within tight space limil-
tations. Separate publications to assist taxpayers, e.g., "Your Federal Income
Tax", "Farmers Tax Guide", etc., must, also be updated to reflect change- in
ttH6 law. Any delay in enactment of the bill will adversely affect the availability
of these publications.
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Our next areas of concern relate to the processing of tax returns, related
refunds and bills, and the demands to be met by our taxpayer service function.
These are by necessity carefully scheduled operations. We recruit and train
temporary help to supplement our regular work force so that we can meet the
anticipated volumes of inquiries and return filings made by taxpayers. A delay
In enactment means a severe compression of our required pre-filing period prep-
arations which will lead to significant additional expenditures for recruiting,
training, systems development, and pre-operational testing.

The schedules which the Service has adopted not only recognize the Service's
own requirements, but those of taxpayers. Experience indicates that roughly
one-third of Forms 1040/1040A are filed in January and February. Some tax.
payers file their returns prior to January 31 to avoid having to make payment of
the 4th installment of estimated tax. Others file early to get quick refunds. A
delay In the availability of forms and related materials to taxpayers will, of
course, have a corresponding impact upon the processing of returns by the Service
and will affect such matters as the prompt mailing of refund checks.

If the legislation is approved by September 1, we can minimize the problems
dilcussed above. However, even with an enactment date at or about that time,
there will certainly be some taxpayer inconvenience, additional costs and general
delay In returns processing. If the enactment date Is later than September 1, 1076,
the consequences upon all these aspects of tax administration which I have been
discussing could be dire. The later the enactment, the more serious and costly
the consequences.

The CHAIRMAN. I think I can go along with you in requiring that
the motels and hotels and restaurants make available to you all the
records that they do have. I have some difficulty requiring that they
'have to keep a lot of additional records with regard to taxes that they
themselves do not owe, taxes that someone else owes.

You know I supported your theory with regard to withholding
interest on dividends. Some of those who proclaimed themselves to be
reformers supported that as well, but you didn't get much help up the
Iine where you are sitting, and I didn't get as much help as I neded to
require withholding on dividends, but I hope that will come some day.

Mr. ALP XANDIFR. I hope so.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Senator Fannin.
Senator FANNIN. Mr. Chairman.
Ve have all talked about your kind of business-not this Govern-

ment alone but of business--and I think that what you presented to
us was a far cry from what is needed. In other words, you were p lacin
a greater burden and, in fact, you state that the amount involved 'is
much greater than we anticipate; then you make a blanket condemna-
t ion of every employee that is involved.

In other words, you are saying that they are going to steal. I think
that here we have a sufficient number of people who are being con-
demned as well as the large businessmen. You are saying that they are
crooks, Now you come along and say that people all the way down the
line are crooked, and when you make a blanket comment like that I
resent it. I don't think the people are dishonest.

In 1965 you could handle this matter on form 4070. I don't know
Why that has not ben sufficient. It is my understanding that there is
an equitable way of computing tips and that this is a requirement.
What is wrong with the form 4070?

M r. ALr.XANaDFR. It is not working very well, Senator Fannin. I don't
mean to condemn anyone. I think the kmerican taxpayer is doing a
fine job but, where we have large amounts of cash, where we have no
records, we do have noncompliance problems. On page 12 of my st4t4-
ment I give a number of examples. which show a much hiplher noar
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compliance rate, Senator Fannin, than those which we have assumed
in our revenue estimate.

Senator FANNIN. Mr. Commissioner, I think the comment you made
before the committee indicated that people were not giving this infor-
mation to employers. Certainly it can be required. The employer can be
required. He can dismiss an employee if he does not turn in the
required form 4070 or the form that you consider proper. If that form
is completed, then you do not have a problem, is that right?

Mr. ALEXANDElR. If the form is completed and completed accurately
and completed fully there is no problem, but there is a problem as
shown by the examples on page 12 of my statement. There is a major
problem.

Senator FANNI.N. But, I think that some examples you give perhaps
indicate carelessness on the part of the IRS, and I don't think that we
should blame either the employer or the employee for that negligence.

I know that we have discussed this before and I don't want to go
into it at length but I think that the procedure that we have followed
is fair and equitable to the Department and to the employer and
employee and that is the only objective that we had in adopting this
particular amendment.

Mr. ALEXANDR. Senator Fannin, the IRS can be blamed for many
things, and properly so, but I am not sure that we can be blamed for
correcting noncompliance of the type described in the examples on
page 12. We can be blamed for failure to correct noncompliance on
the part of all those who receive cash income which is recorded, but I
hope the IRS is never so big as to reach that magic state where there
is one revenue agent for each nonrevenue a gent taxpayer.

I hope the IRS resources are not sufficient in the future to have
massive audits of all the taxpayers in this country; and I think that
winless we have that, the alternative is to call for better-and, we think,
reasonable-reporting. We think it is very little additional burden on
the restaurant owner to give us the records that we ask for in the ruling
which would be overruled legislatively.

Senator FANNIN. If the restaurant owner does not comply with the
completion of that and the employer does not keep that record pro r-
lv, yes, you have a case; but it seems to me that if this is a procedure
that the IRS will follow and certainly hold the employer responsible
for getting those forms from the employee, then we eliminate a tre-
mendous amount of paperwork that is involved that is unnecessary.

It is that type of palperwork that we are trying to get away from
here inthe Congress and we are loading that onto the employee. You
should take into consideration the cost of it which will probably
amount to hundreds of millions of dollars to the employers. I just
think it is unfair; it is inequitable and it is unnecessary.

We have many small instances of ma and pa operations that have a
difficult time complying with all of your regulations whereas if they
just have to fill out the Form 4070 ana if this has been followed, I think
you agree that we would not have a problem.

So I think we should stand on that basis and I think it would be fair
and equitable to follow our original intent in this area.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions? Senator Pack-
wood.

Senator PACKWOOD. On page 15, Mr. Commissioner, you say:
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Section 2100 of the bill would amend section 513 of the code to exclude from
the definition of unrelated trade or business "qualified public entertainment
activities".

Then you say we are going to overturn Revenue Ruling 68-505.
Two questions: (1) The only court decision you have ever had as far

as it related to these county fairs, the Commission law for 1956 refuses
to appeal it and refuses to follow it and then that Revenue Ruling
68-505 went contrary to court decision. What do you suggest the com-mittee should (10? I genuinely think that vour interpretation is wrong,
and your interpretation is a revenue ruling and you are objecting to
our reversing it.

Mr. ALEXAN En. This committee is. of course, entitled to take anaction which it thinks is in the best interests of the tax system and
taxpayers. And, as I said, Internal Revenue surely is not perfect. We
think that this ruling is correct. We think that. it should be applied.
We think there is a tax problem of no sinall dimension here and we
do not favor the reversal of this revenue ruling.

Nevertheless, we fully respect th, right of this committee to r'evrse
this ruling or any other ruling if it so chooses.

Senator PACKWOOD. That is the only decision that. shares the coin-
mittee position and the IRS refuses to repeal the decision.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I am not sure about that, Senator. I have no reason
to disagree with what you said but I do not know, of my own knowl-
edge, whether that is the only case in point. I do know there are a
number of district court cases that follow and a number of district,
court cases that we don't and can't follow. Sometimes we don't appeal
a case because we have made an inadvertent stipulation of fact or we
cannot otherwise win the case on appeal: we loohk for another ease. and
try to establish a correct proposition of law. We try to do this fairly
and correctly. We don't always succeed, but we try.

Senator I ACHAVOOD. No other questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CH.AIRMAX. Senator Brock.
Senator BRiOCK. Mr. Alexander, you would have a proposed new

short form. Is that the result of the requirement of this committee and
this bill or is that something that you have recommended to us?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Senator Brock, you and I served on the Commis.ion,
on Federal Paperwork and it. has been trying, somewhat unsuccess-
fully, to reduce the paperwork imposed on the public.

This bill provides for some additions to what is already on that. form.
We are going to have to devise a way of coping with the problem of
the taxable income credit and the earned income credit, as the chair-
man mentioned a few minutes ago.

The Form 1040-A, which I was working on last night, is going to
present a more formidable pictuiv next year. And this year's form is
too complicated.

Senator BiocK. The sample short. form that will be requited by this
new modification of the law and hence the Commissioner has pro-
posed~I gave it to the staff of the Coi.mission on Paperwork and I
gave it to my own staff, all of whom have college degrees or more. The
rate of error on the paperwork was 63 percent and the rate of error on
my own staff was 65 percent, all using the same base calculation.

What it. says is that the average American citizen simply cannot
comply with the tax code if he does not understand it. And this is the
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short form, not the long form. There is something wrong when we
cannot even get a form-we call it a short form or simple form and the
average citizen can't fill it out.

Mr. ALEXAINDER. It is much too complicated, Senator Brock. We
think it is going to be wors-e next year.
- Senator BROCK. That is what I am talking about.

Mf[r. ALEXANDER. I think the statistics (to prove that your staff does
a better job than the Paperwork Commission. [Laughter.]

Senator BIocK. That is not saying a whole lot. I have a doggone
good staff of young people and I had a 55-percent rate.M- 3r. ALEXA,.DER. That is why we need some time to try to get a better
form for next year, to try to get an accurate form, to try to get good
computer programs and to try to teach our people who are going to
as ist in filling out. these forms how to do it correctly.

Senator BROCK. Thank you.
The CiIAR.,%1Nx. Are there any questions? Senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. 'Mr. Commissioner, is there any significant differ-

ence in the number of national taxpayers reporting this year than was
tho case a year ago I

Mr. ALEXANDER. Not very much, Senator Hansen except in one par-
ticular way: We did not get the earned income credit population that
wo expected to get and that both the congressional staffs and our ex-
lerts pre(licted we woulh get. The number of people predicted who
would be getting something back from the tax system even though
they had not paid any income tax was 3 million. We have received
only about 500,000, or perhaps even less returns, from those people
although we are trying to do our best to try to get them to come iii and
file.

Senator IIANsE. If I understand you, these are persons to whom
tho Treasury would owe a refund. Is that what you are implying !

Mr. ALE:XANDER. By reason of the refundable credit to which the
Chairman referred.

Senator lANSEx. And roughly about one out of six of those so far
have not. filed; is that what you are saying .

Mr. ALEF:XAXDER. That is about it. I don't have an exact figure for you
but that is my best guess. The figure is very much lower than what a
been predicted. We are doing our best to try to reach those people and
we are going to have another campaign to try to reach them. We think
the people are afraid of the system.

Senator hANsEN. Afraid of the system?
Mr. ALTXXAN-DER. Afraid of the tax system, yes.
Senator HA.xs..x. Insofar as the filing of returns voluntarily, you

see no appreciable difference this year? I mean for the last tax year
and the year before.

Mr. ALEXANDER. No; we received slightly less individual returns this
year than last year. but that. is because a number of people went off the
rolls as far as filing was concerned, so that is understandable. We had
more requests for extensions this year than last year; people had more
trouble coping with the returns, and that is also understandable; they
a re more complex.

Senator H.NSEN. But as you analyze these returns nationally, you
e no appreciale difference in the willingness or at. least an effort

being made to comply with the tax laws-
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Mr. ALEXANDER. No.
Senator HAKSEN [continuing]. By those persons who should file the

return this year or this last. year and the similar number of the corn-
parable group that would have been obliged to file a return the year
before; is that correct I

Mr. ALEXANDER. That is correct; we don't see any.
Senator HA Ns.N. Pardon?
MI[r. ALEXANDER. Your statement is correct; we don't see any tax

revolt. We think the numbers are substantially as expected. W e think
the only missing element is those entitled to this credit-those who
would be filing solely to obtain the credit.

Senator HANSEN. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions, gentlemen Sen-

ator Nelson.
Senator NELsoN. On the income question, are you saying that the

IRS ruling would require that the restaurant employer report to the
IRS that income received from tips through the charge account,
credit card route? Is that what you are talking about?

Mr. ALEXANDER. That is right.
Senator NELSON. What percentage of meals would be paid for by

that method now?
Air. ALEXANDER. About 25 percent.
Senator NELSON. And what is the total restaurant sales?
Mr. ALEXANDER. The total sales, subject to tips, of course, including

beauticians-a lot of people get tips--barbershops, et cetera, we think,
is over $36 million.

Senator NELSON. This would not apply to barbershops or that sort
of thing?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Not unless somebody puts them on the charge card,
and I think most people pay in cash, except possibly in hotel barber-
shops or fancy hair stylists.

.Senator NELSON. You are saying 25 percent of the restaurants' busi-
ness isp aid for by charge cards of some kind now?

Mr. ALEXANDER. That is right.
Senator NELSoN. And that would be what total dollar amount of

sales?
Mr. ALEXANDER. That would be a little bit over $1 billion in tips

now, taking ust tips rather than the aggregate.
Senator F"OsoN. In actual tips paid through the credit card route?
Mr. ALEXANDFA. Yes, in actual tips, and we computed those tips at

a 12-percent rate. We think that is pretty conservative because for
only 12 percent, you get at least a frown, unless you are tipped on the
way out.

Senator NI.soN. You are "ying that amounts to 25 percent of all
tips paid I

Mr. AEXANDER. Twenty-five percent of the tips charged would
equal about $1,100,000,000, according to our estimates, using a 12-
percent tip rate.

Senator NELsoN. My concern is also the paperwork question and
the imposition of additional paperwork upon the restaurateur. Your
rules would require, then, that the owner of the restaurant make out
a special withholding slip or slip of some kind telling the IRS that
this individual by name received through credit card payments x
dollars in tips during the year: is that what you are saying?
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Mr. ALEXAN-DRM We would require that the owner of the restaurant,
on the employee's W-2, indicate the excess of charged tips actually
paid by the employer over tips reported-by the employee. Under the
p resent system it is recognized that the restaurant owner does not
knows but for the employee telling him, what the employee has re-
ceived in cash. He does not go around and look under the plate to see
if there is a dollar bill for the waiter. So, therefore, the burden is
put on the employee to report cash tips to the employer and then the
employer to report to us.

As to charged tips, the situation is entirely different. There a ready-
made paper is created by the fact that a charge is made on the Amer-
ican Express card, or another card, or by simply writing on the
bill if one is at a hotel. So the paper is already there.

Now we *ould be requiring-and we thin this requirement is en-
tirely reasonable in comparison with the tax avoidance problem that
the American public has at present-the restaurant owner to keel)
track of these charged tips, and we don't think there is much of a
burden. Then the restaurant owner would report that to us at the
end of the year on the IV-2, a form already there, in box 7, a space
already there, and we don't think that is much of a burden. -

Looking at it from the standpoint of the paperwork burden, it is
necessary to see whether the addition of a paperwork requirement is
offset by substantial advantages in tax administration. We think this
particular burden is small an.ully meets that test.

Senator- N.soNr. Then what do you do with the waiter or the
waitress who receives the tip on the credit card, one in a day and five
in another day and the rest of the time is by cash I IRS gets this
information and a daily computerization or something has to be made
by the restaurant owner, identifying the individual, and then it goes
to IRS and then the IRS does what I

Mr. AL.XANDmE. The IRS-if we are given the funds-would match
or attempt to match the paper, the Wv-2 document, against what is
reported on the individual's income tax return. As I mentioned in
previous testimony before this committee, we match about 40 percent
of this paper document universe at this time. We would like to match
more than that and we intend to do it if we have the resources.

Senator NELSON. Then what about the complication of the waiter
or waitress sharing x percent, 15 percent for the busboy? What
do you do about that ?

Mr. ALEXANDRI. We provide in this ruling that I mentioned, revenue
rule 76-231, that the waiter or waitress should explain that on his or
her tax return.

Senator NrEIsoN. I am not clear on this. On cash tips does the IRS
make some kind of an assumption about how much the employee
receivedI

Mr. ALEXANDER. When we conduct an audit--the results of some of
these audits are discussed on page 12 of my statement-we go through
an elaborate and highly developed technique of checking in depth to
see what percentage of the gross receipts of the particular enterprise
is properly representative of the tip universe.

Now, we know that the tip universe is divided and the waiters and
the waitresses pay the busboy, some of it goes to the wine steward,
some of it goes to the maitre d', but we know much of it is not
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reported for tax purposes; and, for the integrity of the tax system as
a whole, we think it should be.

After going through this particular technique, we then apply the
results, discounting the results to arrive at a conservative figure that
we are rx-asonably sure will be upheld, which we apply to those that
we think have not fully reported.

Senator NUsoN. What do you do if some people say that the tips
that they show on their W-2 form-that they received x dollars
to charge accounts, then they simply say, we have received on an
average only 6-percent tips; that is all I got; people didn't like this.
What do you do about thatI

Mr. ALFXANDER. Well, we are frequently told about that and most
of the time nothing is done about it because most of the time we
dont audit most of this population or even a substantial percentage
of this population; but, in cases where we do audit, we correct.

Senator Nzlso.-. What do you do about the vast amount of recrea-
tion industry in the country where the students work in the summer-
time or at the ski resorts in winter, people who do 3 months of waiter
and waitress? Do you get all those people that work too and then
discover that they don't attach themselves to that obligation because
they only work almost? I see in the resort industry most of these
people and busboys, busgirls working there a 3-month period, they
sire back in school or something. What do you do with those?

'Mr. ALEXANDERI. Well, in these situations it would not make sense
to use our resources because these people probably are exempt from
the filing requirement in the first place, and exempt from tax lia-
1,1lity, they probably filed W-4E's and frequently they don't file
returns.

Senator NELsoN.. One more question. On the paperwork side have
you requested in your agency run throughout the real paperwork?
Take a restaurant that may have five waitresses and waiters and not
one that has a busboy, waters and waitresses, another one has some
big resorts and have a hundred and go through the motions of hav-
ing somebody fill out the form and inform you as to really how many
hours additional work you are adding to the present paperwork
burden. Have you done that?

Ir. ALEXAN.DF4I. We have not run such a test, Senator Nelson. We
have reviewed this new requirement from the standpoint of the paper-
wvork burden. We think it fully measutres up to the test that I de.ribed.
The advantages to tax administration far outweigh the additional
paperwork burden, which we believe would be minor and whicl we
think has not been correctly represented to this committee.

Senator NF.Lsow. I know nothing about it. I know my mail has bills
from small restaurant tours. This is just going to be another large
amount of people working and they don't want to see the Government
imposed on them and now this committee has forms which I might
say are horrendous. Every time you tell me you are going to give me
some more paperwork I am negative on it.

By the way, you promised us some time back that you were going to
submit to the committee specific provisions on the format which were
obligatory by the Congress which I think ought to be modified. We
have not received that.
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Mr. ALEXANzER. I sent that to Senator Bentsen-he specifically asked
for it, Senator Nelson. I did send that letter to him which I promised
at a prior session of this committee.

Senator NrasoN. In any event everybody around here are very sen-
sitive about the paperwork. I look at the paperwork and I must say it
is irrational the number of questions that are asked and the impositions
that are made on business people, particularly small businesspeople.
I would have to have a whole lot more convincing cases than I have
heard that IRS could require.

You came in here and said you got a cross section of 50 employers of
all sizes and here is the way they work it out and here is the hours it
cost and here is what it means to a restaurant with two or three people
and uses high school kids in little towns. I might look at it favorably
but I am going to be hkard to swing on any additional paperwork as far
as I am concerned.

Senator BROcK. Would the Senator yield I
Senator NmsoN. Yes.
Senator BRox. I just ask with all this revenue out there and all the

revenue to be gained, would you be willing for us to recompense the
small businesses for the expenses actually. incurred I

Mr. A xiamm w. This committee can, if it chooses, adopt that prin-
ciple. We don't think it is very good principle. We think that it might
encourage agencies to be wasteful and to impose paperwork burdens
on the public, rather than discourage agencies I am getting a strong
feeling of discouragement on the paperwork issue from Senator Nel-
son-I like that because that encourages me to go back and give further
encouragement to the people at Internal Revenue. Why do we need
that ? I ask, why on earth do we ask this question on this form ? If it is
not mandated by law or necessary to tax administration, out it goes.

That is what the bureaucrats need and that is what the agencies need
to do. That is the way to do the job rather than impose the cost of exces-
sive paperwork on the public. If the entire public picks up the tab to
reimburse a particular part of the public, the agency won't be dis-
couraged from imposing excessive requirements.

Senator BRocK. I agree with you but it does not work that way and
if it did we would not-have a problem. It won't be a cash drain on you.
The whole argument is out of balance.

The question the Senator is addressing, whether or not this is going
to so burden small people that they cannot comply, some of them will
be put out of business. I know the answer. I know what they fear and
I know what you are doing. You are telling the small restaurants out
here mi my State and throughout the country you enforce the tax code
for us because we don't have people or don't have the ability, one or the
other, but they are carrying the load and it is not their income. We do
that already.

How much of a burden are you going to put on the small business
people?Mr. ALzxANDE. They already have to compute the amount of the
tip income becau.m they have to pay it over to the employee. They
already have a paper record. This would require the employer to add
some figures together and subtract a figure from that. Now I question
whether that is a burden. Again, we think any burden is small in com-

'parison to the benefit to tax administration if we are not prevented
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from obtaining information, which we think we need to administer
your tax laws.

You discussed making a payment to the restaurant owner. We think
attaching this was not the best way to get rid of the paperwork burden
on the American public.

Senator BROCK. I don't think we are getting away from paperwork,
I think we are adding to it. In your little local food store you may
pay by cash; in east Tennessee in the Smokies it is almost all credit
card and you are really putting the burden of these people.

Mr. ALEXANDER. WVre are quite concerned about restaurants out in
Nevada and the compliance problems there, for example, the maitre
d's in some of these expensive restaurants.

Senator BROCK. You say if you eliminate the place that only had
three employees or four employees we might solve the problem.

Mr. ALEXANDER. That is not where our compliance problem is. The
problem is with the big establishment and the highly paid people in
the big establishments.

Senator BROCK. But they have got the income, they can handle it.
It is the small businesses you are going to kill. You are not going to
get any income.

Senator NELSoN. May I ask one more question. I must be missing
something.

If you have a waiter or waitress which is widely honored in the
minimum wage, the W-2 form is fine, isn't it?

Mr. ALEXA NDE Yes.
Senator NELsON. Since you have the W-2 form and three-quarters

of all the income is paid in cash, you have their name-why don't
you just go on that basis I What does it add to have tip income ? I mean
the charge tip.

Mr. ALEXANDEP. Because what is reported in the W-2 form does
aot in any way approximate the aggregate tip income, Senator Nelson.

Senator NELSON. I understand that but you say the tip was only 25
percent paid by charge, therefore three-quarters of it you don't have
any way so if you are going to check on it you have the W-2 form and
if they work the year around and then charge them that much on
their income tax-

Mr. ALEXANDER. To perform that task you need to have an intensive
audit. We do not have the resources, nor are we asking for these re-
sources, to try to do that in every case. The W-2 form with the present
Form 4070 is simply inadequate to give us what we need. If we can
take advantage of the paper record that is already there, a little addi.
tional paperwork with, perhaps, exempting smallentities of the kind
that Senator Brock is talking about, we think we will then not only
have a good record of what is charged but we will also have a standard
of comparison for what is not charged, which we don't have now.

Senator NELSO.. I might say my staff reminded me of a little case
that came into our office of four waitresses who were assessed 10-per-
cent gross receipts at a buffet, arbitrary assessment, saying that was
their tips. The waitresses said the two owners worked a substantial
part of the time working on the table themselves and made the com-
plaint to the IRS and the IRS refused to review the case. I think you
are getting into a whole big muddle of stuff that is going to cost you
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more than you are going to get unless if the big resorts, the big hotels
sets the standard like that. If you start tackling it in little restaurants
and in little places, I can't see it.

Senator HASKELL. If the Senator would yield.
If you amended your ruling, Commissioner, you might pick up acouple of votes.Mr. ALEXANDER. It seems to be that way. I got some very helpful

suggestions this morning and perhaps in order for us to have any
ru ing at all it might be advisable to amend section 1312 to permit us
to do that. We also need to supply to Senator Nelson a detailed analy-
sis of this paperwork burden and I intend to do that. I would like to be
permitted to do these two things.

Senator NElsoN. I think it would be helpful for the whole committee.
Senator BROCK. If you will draw up some language, I would be

delighted to offer it.
[The material referred to above follows:]
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Internal Revenue Service Department of the Treasury

Commissioner Washington. OC 20224

JUL 2 z lg7h

Honorable Russell B. Long
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

When I testified before the Senate Finance Comittee on January 20
concerning section 1312 (relating to reporting of tip income) of .H.R.
10612 there were a number of questions regarding the scope of the
record keeping burden that would be imposed upon employers as a
result of the procedures required by Revenue Ruling 76-231. Questions
from various Senators also indicated interest In the possibility of
the Service revising its procedures to exempt certain small businesses
from the proposed reporting requirement. It is to these two aspects
that I wish to address myself in this letter.

As a prelude to describing the really very small additional
computation which our procedures would Impose upon restaurant owners
and operators let me discuss, briefly, the existing requirements which
are imposed upon both employers and employees. The Service's Form
4070A is provided for the use of employes to keep a record for them-
sel.es of their tip receipts on a daily basis. This form, a copy of
which Is attached, contains a colun for recording cash tips received
directly from customers and a column for recording tips received on
charge receipts.

Form 4070, a copy of which is also attached, is presently used
by employees to report, on a monthly basis, to their employers the
amount of tips received. As you can see, this Form also provides
for separate reporting of cash tips and charged tips. The amounts
reported on the monthly Form 4070 by the employee to the employer
are, along with regular wages, subject to income tax and FICA tax
withholding by the employer.

These are the procedures that are nov required. As I indicated
in my testimony on July 20, there is considerable noncompliance in
the tip income area at the present time. This manifests itself in
employees not reporting, on the monthly Form 4070, the full amount
of their tip income--whether it be charged tip income or cash tip
income. In order to improve compliance in this area the Service
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seeks to take advantage of the paper record which exists, via the
customer's charge account slip, of the amount of charged tips paid
to restaurant-employees. This would simply involve requiring the
restaurant owner to determine the excess of the aggregate amount
of charged tips paid to an employee over the amount of charged tips
reported by an employee on the Form 4070. It is this excess
which the Service's recent Revenue Ruling would require the employers
to enter on Box 7 of the Form W-2-a Form (copy attached) which the
employer already uses and with which he is familiar. It is the
determination and the entry of this figure, and only this figure,
that would be additionally required of employers.

In a typical restaurant operation a petty cash slip, or some
other form of recordation is prepared showing the charged tips which
are paid over, generally on a daily basis, by the employer to the
employee, and for which the employee signs a receipt. The petty
charge slips or other forms of record are then totalled and the
aggregate posted to the appropriate account in the employer's books.
(This procedure is set out and recomended in the Uniform System of
Accounts for Restaurants, published by the National Restaurant
Association, see attached). To comply with the Service proposal, an
employer would simply be required to periodically, e.g., weekly or
monthly, total the petty cash slips, or other record, for each
individual employee for charged tips, and subtract from this the
total of the amount of charged tips reported by the employee on
Form 4070.

The key point in this discussion Is that while some minim= mount
of additional record keeping would be required, no new forms or records
would be required. The determination of the amount of charged tips
actuaLly paid by the restaurant to the employee is presently determin-
able--al that would be required is that the excess of that amount
over the amount reported by the employee be entered on records or
forms already used or required.

Let me turn now to the second point I wish to discuss-the
exemption of certain small businesses from this reporting require-
went. Pursuant to the suggestions made by Senator Nelson and Senator
Brock, and perhaps others, the Service will in its revision of the
Revenue Ruling, exempt certain small businesses from the charged tip
reporting requirement contained in the present Revenue Ruling.
Under the revised Revenue Ruling sn employer will be required to
comply with these reporting requirements only if, at anytime during
the preceding calendar year, it had more than ten employees.
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The Service contemplates that it would revise the Ruling to
include the exception for small businesses and to restate the
procedures involved in a manner in which they would be more
capable of easy understanding.

As I stated in my letter to you of March 1, 1976, it was
certainly never the Service's intention to impose undue or impossible
burdens on employers in requiring the reporting of charged tips on
each employee's Form W-2. In considering the provisions of section
1312 of H.R. 10612, I respectfully request that you and the other
members of the committee weigh, against the minimal additional
burden imposed on the employer, the undisputed faet that there is
significant noncompliance in the tip income area and the increase
in compliance which would result if restaurant employers undergo
this minor modification in their bookkeeping procedures.

With kind regards,

Sincerely,

D C. Axd
Donald C. Alexander

Enclosures
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sales separately from food and beverage sales and a separate column is
provided on this form to record them.

COLUMN 4-SALES TAXES
In many states and municipalities sales taxes are collected from the

customer and are accounted for separately, and for this reason a separate
column is provided for the taxes that are a part of daily sales.

If tax collections are kept separately, the total will be credited to a sales
tax account in the general ledger and amounts paid to the government will
be charged to this same clearing account.

Smaller restaurants, and some of the larger ones, often find it more prac-
tical to include these sales tax collections with sales and to charge the pay-
ments to the government to "administrative and general expense." Although
in exact accounting the inclusion of sales taxes in the sales may affect the
food cost and expense ratios, it is a matter of judgment and practical applica-
tion whether the distortion is significant enough to warrant a separate
accounting for these taxes collected.

CREDIT EXTENSION AND TIPS CHARGED
Restaurants are feeling the pressure of the demand for credit accounts,

and this type of sale has expanded widely in all lines of retail and consumer
sales in the past few years. The tremendous growth in popularity of the many
credit card agencies is good evidence of this trend.

Although sales of most smaller restaurant% are on a cash basis, there
has been a trend toward some charge sales and for that reason Form No. 1
includes one column (12) for the recording of the charge sales for the day and
one column (6), for recording the collections on charge sales previously made.
It is advisable, in the event the proprietor adopts the policy of extending
credit to his customers, that the details of these transactions should be noted
in a separate book or record.

The details of the charges and collections on charge accounts can then be
totaled daily for entry in the Sales and Cash Receipts Record-Form No. 1.

An example of this type of record is included on the reverse side of the
Daily Report-Form No. 4, included as an exhibit later in this section. The
record should at least include the date, the amount charged and the customer's
name. In a small restaurant it may not be necessary to send out bills for the
few charges made, but in the event it is necessary to do so there should be a
record of the customer's address and credit card number, if any.

The policy of alowing the customer to obtain meals on credit by sininf
his check also poses the problem of what to do when he adds-the amount of
a tip to the check, which has become the prevailing procedure. Usually these
tips are paid out of the cash drawer to the waiter or waitress, who signs a
tit -voucher as a receipt. This also makes it necessary in the daily records to
provide separate columns in which to record the amount of tips charged and
the tips paid. Form No. 1, therefore, provides columns (5) and (10), respec-
tively, for this purpose. These- two columns should balance daily unless one
of the servers forgets to cvllect. Since the ca;hier will ordinarily keep all
charge checks separate from the cash sales, the total amount of tips charged
can be transcribed from them as the charges are listed. In many of the larger
restaurants the cashier's sheets provide the data for compiling these records.
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Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you. We don't want to impose an additional
burden on the small business but we do want to administer the tax
laws effectively and also responsibly.

Senator HARTKE [presiding]. Any further questions?
The next witness is Mr. Fred Wertheimer, vice president-operations,

Common Cause. Jack Moskowitz is appearing with him as a lobbyist.

STATEMENT OF FRED WERTHEIMER, VICE PRESIDENT-OPERA-
TIONS, COMMON CAUSE, ACCOMPANIED BY JACK MOSKOWITZ,
LOBBYIST

Mr. WF HEIMFJ Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am accompanied by Jack Moskowitz who is Common Cause's prin-

cipal lobbyist on tax issues. This committee occupies a unique position
of public trust because of its jurisdiction and power over matters that
deeply affect the pocketbooks of every American. This trust places on
the committee a heavy responsibility to the Nation's taxpayers. This
responsibility is not being met.

For our tax system to work, taxpayers must believe it is fair and
equitable. Overwhelming voluntary compliance has been the hallmark
of the faith of American taxpayers in the fairness of the system. It
has distinguished Americans from taxpayers in other countries.

But in recent years there has been a dramatic change in attitude.
Many taxpayers no longer believe in the fairness of our tax system.
They view it instead as a vehicle for providing special advantages for
the wealthy and the influential. Every time a new tax reform bill
passes Congress it is enacted at the cost of public cynicism and public
disillusionment.

The American people today perceive a fundamental lack of integrity
in our taxing system, a grave danger for any democracy. This percep-
tion is well founded. There is a basic lack of integrity in the political
process that determines our tax system. The adding of dozens of spe-
cial interest amendments to the pending Senate tax bill-in the
evening after 2 weeks of exhausting markup session-without follow-
ing even the most elementary legislative procedures reinforced this
perception. So did the infamous Ross Perot case documented last year
through the investigative reporting of the Wall Street Journal.

We wish to discuss today some of the steps that can be taken to
correct the widespread view that the average taxpayer perpetually
stands at the end of the line, while special interests perpetually stand
first in line in determining this Nation's tax policies. These steps dealwith the role of money in politics; with undisclosed lobby activi-
ties- with secrecy and the unavailibity of relevant information, with
inaeqmuate committee procedures for making public policy; and, with
potential conflicts of interest by public ofllciali

We recognize and applaud the central role played by the chairman
of this committee in the creation of the new public financing system
for our Presidential elections. But the smne evils and dangers that led
to this historic Presidential reform apply at the congressional level as
well.

Ask American citizens if they believe that private campaign con-
tributions buy political influence and affect congressional decisions in
this country and they will respond with a resounding yes. Chairman
Long has described the dangers of money in politics as aptly as anyone.
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Ten years ago he said:
When you are talking in terms of large campaign contributions . . . the dis-

tinction between a campaign contribution and a bribe is almost a hair's line
difference.

Hearings on S. 3496, Amendment No. 732, S. 2006, S. 2965 and S.
3014 before the Senate Committee on Finance, 90th Cong., 2d sess. 78
(1966).

Nine years ago he said:
Insofar as--public financing-would result in long-term economies in Gov-

ernment it is the one approach that the favored few would want the least. Of
all expenditures by Government, this is the one which the robber barons will
oppose the most. The cost of financing a Presidential campaign is one expense
that they welcome. Investments in this area can often be viewed as monetary
bread cast upon the water to be returned 1,000 fold.

S. 4586 Cong. Rec., April 4,1967.
The absence of congressional public financing and the need to raise

large private sums to finance political campaigns has left its mark--
a large mark-on the Internal Revenue Code. It has also left an in-
delible black mark on Congress in the eyes of the public-a public
which believes that political favors are up for sale. Erasing this black
mark will only occur when we take Congress off the auction block
by providing for public financing of congressional elections.

In order to give some sense of the potential effect campaign con-
tributions could have on this powerful committee, as well as the poten-
tial appearance of influence they may have to the general public, I
would ike to introduce into the record an exhibit which accompanies
my testimony and which the committee has before it.

Senator HAwrKE. That will be included in the record.
[The exhibit follows:]
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CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SEVEN MEMBERS

OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE WHO RAN FOR

REELECTION IN 1974

Prepared by:
Common Cause Campaign Finance

Monitoring Project

@ 1976
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EXEC VP CU'4TIIEIfAL OIL
RET IWESTMNTS
PIRES JUNICS OF PLN SCP4
CPA
FRANC" OmER NCDONALDS
EXEC L SENOERC ASSOC
HOUSE MW FE
INVESTOR
INS
PRES YOUTMCAAFT INC
INVESrNEM TS
ATTY

oCCIPAr ION
A-7

Atj.T 1

Is 4O

I'v3.4

29 ' 3
2, ?3

A. 0J.2

" 3
:DJO

,,3

AUJJ

z'JJ

5I)3

2 9 ,)
19003

S4A



A'

COKTRIEUTIONS FRM INDIVIDUAL CONTRI BUTORS
CONTRASUTOR WITKI4N CANDIDATE

ST AC PTV CANDID DATE CUNTR IUTOR ADDRESS

CT 55 OEM OAIICOFFAAMA A KLEINSAM W
KOGOC.OBEAT 0
KOHN,BER tOARO L
KOR ANSANUEL J
KRAMEIR fARNCLO
KRANER,NORMAN N
KRAUSbILLIAN J
KRAVISRAYNOND P
KRETSCP,ANS W
KRIGEALfECNARC h
KRON.EIHRILTON S
UCHEL,TNCNAS H

LAfEd-RCLC N
LEHR fZ., JACOB
LENTZMEPVYN 0
LEVISyCN.SAMUEL
LEVYHARRY
LEVYvSAXq*EL J
L| NOWES,RGSERT E
LIST,MACRAS ALEAT A
LUBINOCMARLeS N
NACK,H b
AILPAkvJ L

NALKINPETER L
PASHNI K. JACK
SNA SLCWI ULSTER

MATH ES*,PETER
ACCOLOUI 0 CHARLES P

DCDONOMH, E MERRITT
SELTZER ,tEE
MERCEOEeHZCHOLAS J
HERKIN,NICHAEL J
MhISKOFF.hENRY N

REIYAN L
HUGAR, STEPHEN P
NABOIChECK#N AARON
NEIDITZ, HGSES J
OCMS1 ANV RALPH
VIRI SMAN*FLORENZ A
OURI SHAN #MANOELL J
PARKERI JACK
PEOENSENUILLIAM F
PERRYJACK A
PETAIE,NILTON J
PISAR, SAMUEL
PLISHERPPaUL
PLOTKIN* BENJAMIN L
POLLINA8E

CLEVELAND
BETHESDA
W HARTFORD
JENKINTOWN
NY
STANFORD
CLEVELAND
TULSA
NEWTOWN
RANCHO MIRAGE
WASH
EVENLY HILLS
sYR'AN
WASH

* HARTFORD
* HARTFORD
* IAM I BCH
WH-TE PLAINS
oETHESDA
B YRAM
CHICAGO
MASPETH
N Y
GRNWCH
W MARTFORO
GREAT NECK
NEW YORK
GREEN LCH
W HARTFORO
uREAT NECK
ST ANFORO
NEW YORK
NY
NEW BRITAIN
BOSTON
W HARTFORD
V HARTFORD
WASH
WASH
CHEVY CHASE
SOCA RATON
NEW HAVEN
FAIRFIELD
NY
PARIS
NORWALK
FAIRFIELO
WASH

OH
NO
CT
PA
NY
CT
OH
OK
CT
CA
OC
CA
CT
DC
CT
CT
FL
NY
NO
CT
IL
NY
NY
CT
CT
NY
NY
CT
CT
NY
CT
NY
NY
CT
NA
CT
CT
OC
DC
HO
FL
CT
CT
NY
FR
CT
CT
OC

01* 9 TREATS &ALLY MFG %;0
PRES C E SMITH NGMT INC
RET
AL 1ST
MPG 01ST OF HOSIERY
BUS EXEC
ATTY
ENGINEER
VP CONSOLIDATED CONTROL
RETIRED
PES N KRONIHEIM & CO
ATTY
PRES LEANER SHOPS
EXEC VP C SECT GIANT FPrOD INC
PRES MOSCOME 01S
INSJR

LNO DEVELOPER
CHIRh CELLU CRAFT INC
ATTY
CH sO ALBERT LIST FOUK aATIO.
RETIRED
BLOR INVESTOR
MAIL4AN BROS PRIVATE I.VEST
ATTY
EXEC NASHKIN TRUCKING
EXEC-IEST MPG CO
PHO IO APIER

EXEC XEROX CORP
INS C MCDONOUGH 9 SONS
EXEC TRIANGLE PAC FOREST PROD
GEN CONTRACTOR
V-Co B0 FRANKLIN NATL OK
RL EST
EXEC NOORE DRUG EXCH
EXEC STAR MARKET CO
EXEC STANDARD MATTRES. CO
PRES N J NEIOITL & CO
8UILOER 0 F C CO
INVESTOR I

CWAR OURISAN CHEV
ALTR
ARCHITECT PLANNER
BUS EXEC L ATTY PERRY OPTICAL
CMN PETRIE STORES
ATTY
RAOO RESEARCH
PRES FAIRFIELD LUMBER
CH 0 CAPITAL CENTRE

A-8
OCCUPATION LA4JIT I

'JO

'tJO

-P J4

5.JO

LOVJ3

031,* .)
4. r.,3

;'t)

J13

1.- .3
2, Co.D3

4@JJ%)

4, 5.)J

le.O
45-3

5.80

X-14

:i13

L~v 34
1.014O

5).13
Lu O00

5.43
.4

&,Q 34

0



CONTRIBUTIONS FROM INDIVIDUAL CONTRIbUTORS
CONTRIBUTOR WITHIN CANDIDATE

CEaITA1BLTOAI AODRESS '

CT 55 No oRIICMWOPlFARAMAN A " POSES.JACK I
PRATTOCECOGE 0 JR
PRESTONvMRS bILLIAN N
RAPKIN*JCSEPH I
RATNER*ALCERT B
RAVALESEvJOSEPN JR
REYNCLCS.EILEEN
RICN,RCSERT N
RIFKINCSINON N
ROBIKSCNO N
RODGERSCNARLES N
ROGOWLOUIS 8
BOSE9OAVlC
ROSEktiOMN N
ROSENSERGGERAL0
ROSENSTEIN*MR&MRS A J
ROSStCANIEL N
RUSENSTEIN.CNARLES

UOIN. SAMUEL
RYANMARTIN J
SAGARI&,J DANIEL
SAGAINPMILIP H
SALESKY.CO-ARLE S
SALONOkEONA
SALOMOA.JEAN K
SALONONoSIONEY JR
SAVITT.A 0
SCHAFLER.NORMAN I
SCtEUER.S N
SCHNELECNARO
SCHNIERoCHMLES
SEIDEMMEEMANUEL
SELTZER*NATHAN R
StEKETCFTtLEWIS S
SHIPLEY.ILLIAM M
SIEGELAUS,0NALD
SILVERtJULIUS'
SILVER 9ROSLYN
SILVERPAN.ERSERT R
SILVERNANLAWRENCE
SIMQNOqACK L
SINGER.HERIERT
SLAVITTIA 0
SNIT#.CNARLES E
SM|THTMOSERT N
SOFFER9JOUSPH
SOMNERoSIGMUID

ftETPR CTw RETnAr CkRIL
WlES TPORT1
BR IDGEWATER
LINCOLN
AIL.mAUEE
,EV myS

0l HARTFORO
NIGHLANO PK
STANFORD
feY
PI TTSBUJRGH
NEW CANAAN
W HARTFORD
N Y
SUCK COUNTY
WESTPORT
CANAAN
WASH
W HARTFORD
SCARSDALE
NY
BR IDGE PORT
WOODSR IOGE
bR IDGEPORT
E NORWALK
STAMFORO
ST LOUIS
ST LOUIS
NORWALK
N Y
N V
WESTPORT
SIMSBURY
JAMAICA EST
MELROSE PK
W HARTFORD
CLEVELANO
WESTPORT
SYRA04
bYRAN
RED BANK
bETMESOA
PLM SCH
STANFORD
NORWALK
WA SHt
BETHESDA
BOCA RATON
GREAT NECK

CT
CT
MA
WI
ON
CT
IL
CT
NY
PA
CT
CT
NY
PA
CT
CT
OC
CT
NY
NY
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
No
nO
CT
NY
NY
CT
CT
NY
PA
CT
ON
CT
CT
CT
NJ
nO
FL
CT
CT
dc
ND
FL
NY

NETAGRIC SUNNY VALLEY FA&'
HOMN2MAKER
ATTY
EXEC VP FOREST CITY MATERIALS
EXEC IOOSTEN EXP
NSWF
RL EST OEV
ATTY PAUL WEISS RIFKIN) GARRIS
bUS CONS
VPV c3NEC CORP
EXEC BIRKIN MFG CO
RET
PHYSICIAN
EXEC VPICONDEC C3RP
4GNG DIR CANOON RLTY
ATTY
METAL SCRAP OLR CNTR 1TL CO
aET
CH So RUDIN MGT CO
RET
ATT V
CH VCA GqEENWICH
PRESS KDCC DIV/hCA
NSEUF
NSWF
INS EXEC
LAWYER
PRES CONOEC CORP
INVEST
ATTY
PRES C SCHNIER ENTP
SEldOW INC
RL EST SELTZER OR
PRES A C CORP
CH bO MAIN LINE CLEVELNO INC,
PRIVATE INVEST/xTS
ATTY SAPERSTEIN 3ARNETT SOLONO
hSWF
CH FNC COrIN HELMS.EY SPEAR INC
RL EST SLS LEWISA.SILVfftNAN INC
RET
ATTY
LA YE&
CH SO CHASE SNITM SLOG CORP
PRES C SMITH SLOG CORP
RL EST
INVEST BLOR

#1 LY

rA hMnil OCCUPAT ION

A-Q

AJd I

19:iJ3
,JJ

).)

Is*

1003)1 JO-.'33

1Ji

It

Z,i .:)

It , J3
; j
2,.3

lot 321,- .3

; '3

1, 00.)

S000

cc

cv m m'ql, v



COkTRiUTIONS PROM KINDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS
CONTRIBUTOR WITHIN CANDIDATE

CONTRIB..TOR ADDRESS

CT SS M* RIBI6COPFfASRANAM A

TOTAL FQR CADIODATE-

SOMNENBiRGIENJAMIN
SP AftIR.NY1lUV L
STE 1NBERG AL A
STIRLIGAUOREY NSTERN.MA2
STICHIRVING f -
SUI SMXAN. EDAR
SUISXAkJCH A
SU S/#R4KIChAEL
SUISN.RICHARO
SULIVANJCOiN L
SULZINBGER .NRS ABT0M N
T0! I vORTGN
TIOP.ELI
TITLE;PELVIN V
TOLLALBERT A
ISERNANCHAIN .
VIA SINDEREN.ALPRED M
WARSkAib. ELMER C
WASSERPANLEW at
wEILtFRANK A
WEINBE6,9LAWRENCE
VeISSANOGEORGE MRS
WELLS JAY

ITZLEIteIRNJANIN
IENeLAWAMEC A

WIENAE L
WILLIAMS.HAROLC N
sOLFSGk. PRANCES
WOLF SO&eLYNN A"S
TOISANS. MLMRS BERTRAM
ZI1RINSKYMRAIRRS RICHARD

NE.l YORK
HARTSOALE
LONG ISLAND
MALIBU
NY
U HARTFORD
1 HARTFORD
W HARTFORD
W HARTFORD
HARTFORD
NEW BRITAIN
STANFORD
N Y
CORA16 GABLE
W HARTFORD
BOCA RATON
BETHESDA
WOODBRIOGE
SALE RIVER
BEVERLY HILLS
MiT KISCO
BEVERLY HILLS
RYE
SCARSDALE
NY
Wi4STPORT
WESTPORT
BEVERLY HILLS
MIAMI BSC
MIAMI BEACH
U HARTFORD
LAWRENCE

NY
NY
N6Y
CA
Ny
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
NY
FL
CT
FL
NO
CT
NJ
CA
NY
CA
NY
NY
NY
CT
CT
CA
FL
FL
CT
NY

RET
ATTT
CONVERTER ACKER & JAGLIA INC
OIR CORP SEC AWIARIAS *AVEL
EXEC HARTZ MOUNTAIN PIT FOODS
BUILDER DEVELOPEA
EXEC SUISMAN & UIJMUSNTISAL
ExeC SUISRAN IuENTH&L
PRES SUISPAN & IUNIENAL
EXEC SUISNAN 9 @LUMSSTAL
RETIRED
RETIRi
V CHA NATL KINNEY CORP
CM AIR FLORIDA INC'
INS
RL EST
PRES N4ATL SOUVEAiA CNTq
PRES S N ENG TEL CO
ExeC TENN!C,
EXEC NCA
CH FIN COR PAIhL WEiBEr INC
CM 80 LAAWlN ORLUP
HSEloF
PtES WELLS NATL SERV CORP
STK6KR HARDY & COl
ATTY
NGE.F
DEAN GRA) SCH MGMT ICLA
HSVF:

CH sD CONI- SPlRIG CO
OWNER GRACIE so lSP

A

ST RC PTY CANDIOAfE OCCUPATION
A-10

MudiT T

3wO0Z.ao

& 0w-4

ai

low00

3,tAv~d

lo,-:2

3.1 0

"0v3

Levp.),2
10 4.4

Leffia

5.w
.d3194w

3 0#13
&94.,,4

30"eo



A

CG&8ISEUTSCKS FMN SPECIAL INTEIEST GROUPS
COTAI*TOR WITNIN CANOISAT-

A-11

ALIA L~T 14/ IIIIRST
*. -mp~o .... * --

CT S Oea

Sw-TVIAL

SLO-TOT&L
TOTALOTON

S4o-TOTM.

54*461L

41ISCPMKALmN A ' 5ISVINGS ShAlERS SAVINGS GAILIGS NON-PARTISAM PLC
CIA. ASAlL CO~ CAM 9PLOVEES CIVIC ESPIONSISILITY C'

Pa ALL dusIsEss cm.
AM MUSI' wilt "So ANNPAC AMAIRICAM MRNSING OM ED & P.

MO LL MLTM COM. --
UiC VMES hUCKLAVESS ACTION CO
CLECTRIC9 bc#lKAS saw.' 1e04 COPe
LAIMRES LASORE PUL LEAGUE
CPEaT 115 NGIfieRS ENGINEERS PEC
PAINTEIS POLITICAL ACTION TOGETHER PL Co I

STEE&*CRAAS INATI UNITED STEELU"KERS OF AIMICA PAF 4
SlViCE 1XV+LCV1I5 Sit uOPE PE VOL (1TIIUTI0tS cI
RAILNAV CLEARS RAILAV CLERAS I@4 LEAGUE

Oft A4L LA4* COIS -
R "A NISCLLMEOus CO. --CONN.

NATIMIAL CCWGESSICUL LEVEL OEMSATIC SENSATORI AL CAMSPAIGN CONK
FM ALL 0in 11TC C O -

C"i0T IS -

m

04

IATIP"l

I A

WM sr * 3 fluA WS

ZS

0zoo
14o

Soo
2wo20.)w

Soo

t**00

z.'0o

t0
7,000
7,4 00

al"Slw ,



INELSGNGAYLCRC IPETRI,
IDEI/INCUMNBENT 5REP/Ci
1uENERAL ELECT ICi IKFG: IEENERAI
I WNOGPPCSEs) I LOST
I 7407CC VCTES 461.a3) I 429,
PRIMARY ELECTION INFO: kPRIMAR
I WGN/U/%FPGSED WON/i
I AIi-NMSR- 8"-ANCUNT AVER -~--|'-NR-

THOAS E
ALL ENGER
L ELECTION INFO. A
/OPPOSED
3,7 VOTES 05.631
Y ELECTION INFU:
OPPOSED

--A/CUNT

-12

AVER ----

TQTAL FUNCS AVAILABLE

CASH Uh HANO - OEINNING

INDIVIDUAL
CCNTRIoUTIL iS-30O0 ANC OVER:

IN STATE
CUT OF bTATE

CLDHITTEE CI.NTkIOUTIL.NS:

INTEREST CCGMITTEES
PILLTILAL. PARTY CONMITTEES

LGAmS RECEIVED
LOANS REPAIC

NET LCANS GUTSTANCING

TOTAL EXPENDITbAES

CASH Ok HAND - ENDING

2549,1C2 I

• 1

38,14, I

17 11,0tCC :47 4.jd
8 4,9$5 624 2.05

51 7396i2 1,444 40.91i

540 65,372 1,taC7 25.71
1 0,20 9,25C 3.21

O C C .01
0 O C .01
0 0 c .01

247,5!1 I

7tA-C I

83,43C

0

20 18,151 90 41.8

9 9,132 1,015 LC.9
11 9to1i 80 IC.8

3 5957c 1,867 6.7

0
5,57C 1,857 *.7

0 0 .0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

.0

.0

.0

809590

3,569

IF

ELECTION CANCICATES



A'

CONTI t ICNS FROM INODIVIOUAL. CONTRI SUTORS
C,OhTRISUTOR lilTHIN CANDIDATE

CAJIDATE CCNTRISMTOA ADDRESS

Vi s OCR wLSonGAVLORD

TOTAL POR CANDIDATE -.

&ATILL.GIRALD A
BIRSTEIN *JOSEPN I
&LOCK,8I0EAT S
bRIENRAft. AGOET
GROGANGISELA MWd GAJC OM~
CARL EYDAVID
COLSURNGEIRALD I
FIRGiSON .FMMSIS I
FEtRRYCARCL S
PERRYTb H
GEcHTyCAVID,
HNS,, LCUISNOVI VGeJOhk
KARL ot.X
KCSL ,IER8ERT H
KOPS, PLOVO
LEPpiraz.Rumo a
NARKIjWLL A III
MURPHY904ARLIES H aR
NASH. MCLC
PUTZIER RAYNOND
WERNlEA MATT
WILLIAMSJ 0
WIMHAPJAMIES C

MAOISON
MILWAU EE
MILWAUKEE
CHICAGO
GREEN. SAY
GREEN SAY
MADISON
MILWAUKEE
M ILMAUKEE
SCARSDALE
SCARSDALE
MILWAUKEE
NELLEN
C1CI*%iATt
MI tLAUEE
HILWAUKEE
WASH
MILWAUKEE
WAUSAU
EL DORADO
MILWAUKEE
RACZNE
SMEOTGA*
WAS"
MACON

Wl
mi
wl
IL
Wl
wI
WI
WI
wi
my
NY
WI
WI
ON
Wlyl

DC
Wl

Af
WI

OC
MS

EXEC AM D SLOG
ATTY
EXEC R S BLOCK ADV INC
VP CHICACO & Mtw RAILROAD
TRAVEL AGT KELLOGG TRAVfL AWCY
EXEC CITIZENS SECURITIES
FXEC INLAND STEEL
PRES JA$-PAK CO
PIES IRTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIE
PHILA14THA
FOUNDAT ION DIR US FOUNDATION
PaOP*mmHTE MANOR LIOPMR STORE
PT No.E SECY U S SENATE
EXEC FEDEATED DEPT STORES
EXEC MGIC
PIES KOHL FO00 STORES
ATTY
EXEC LEPPIN ELECTRIC CO
WILLIAM b ARK & ASSOC

IES SIAPHY OIL CO
ATTY
ERIC PRECISION FLEXMOL INC
PUSLSHE S ITOYGAN PIESS
ATTY
EXEC PABST BREWING CO

SI AC PTY OCCUPATION
A-13

NOUT 7

0u

5%j
QO0

SOU500

S0

1,000

!j

* 5.33P

5P0
Soo

5-W

15,9 S



C&TalIUTICS FIROM SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
CON IRSIMo ITHIN CANOIOATE A-14

ST AC PTY 1ANOIATE AFfILIAT uw INTEREST
RE61$?ERID N~ am.:

VI 55 CAN *NSCM9GAVLDRO CALIFORNIA AGRICLI.4l 1 CON ON AGRICILTURaL POLICY ICA$
SU4OTAL FOR AL AGRICULTURAL CaI. -

CREDIT U&ZCR NATL ISSN 4CUNAJI CREDIT UNION LEGISLATIVE ACTION COUNCIL
MORTGAGE *MKIERS NORPAC INORTGAGE BANElRS PACI
CARING ICUSTRY CANNERS PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMN
KRAUSE MILLING CCHFANV EAST WISCONSIN CLUB 4NILHAUKEE)
SURLIN61CTI KCTNERN INC -A JRLINGTCN %URTNEN OFF VCL GOO GcT
CHICAGC £ NCTINESTIEN R CO NOMTH IESTERN OFFICERS TIUST ACCOUNT

ICAGOC NILbAUK & ST PAUL M MILWAUKEE OFFICERS TRUST ACCOUNT
IOATING DIFBATION COUNCIL GOATING INFORNATIGN CUNCIL PAC
TCB4CC FGCICTS HERS TObACCO PEOPLES PUBLIC AFFAIRS CSAO-TWAl. FOR ALL GUSINESS COIN. -
AP MEDICAL ASSN-CC EXEC PHYSICIANS CGMM FOR GOOD GOVT OCI.
AN NEOICAL ASSN bISConSIN WISCONSIN PHYSICIANS PAC CNISPACJ
AN OPTCMITRIC ASSN OPTONETRIC PAC
AN PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSN AMERICAN PYS THERAPY CONG ACTION C
AN POOSAIt AISSN PODIATRY PAC

SW-TOTAL POR AL NEALTN COe --
UF L LIC WATLI AFL CIO COPE POL CONTAI1UTIONS COMIN

L CIC hISCZSIh WISCONSIN STAT* Ark CIO CP
ILOING 9 CCNSTPUCTICN DEPT PEF OF TilE IUILDIN6 & CONSTBUCTICG TRAD

CARPENTERS CARPENTERS LEGISLATIVE INFROVIENNT COW
ILICTMICAL bCINgES 41IE I5,w COPE
LAGWREAS LAGORERS POL LEAGUE
OPERATE Il EAGINEERS ENGINEERS PEC
POSTAL UCRAIRS L.ITICAL FUND COMM OF AN POSTAL WORKER
STATE CCLN!T £ UN EMPLOYEES PEOPLE IPUSLIC EMPLOYEES ORGANIZED)
CLCT&NAsG NWOAtAS IATLJ AMALaAATiD POLITICAL EDUCATION CONS
GARMNOT bhOffAS LACIES ILGiU CAMPAIgN CON
MACHINISTS MACHINISTS NON PARTISAN POL LEAGUE£MPL
ST&ELUWCA9RS INATLI UNITED STEIL uCR RS OF AMERICA PAP OPA
UNITED AmLTC hCMRS 1N UN V-CAP
HOTtL 4 SESTAAIT &MPLOYEES H £ RE & 6B1. COPE
INATCUTT [as ICOPE

RETAIL CLEGAS ACTIVE &ALLOT CLUB
SlIC ECNPL.LYEES SEIU COPE P0L CONTRIBUTIONS COI
RAILWAY CLERKS RAILWAY CLRAKS POL LEAGUE
RAILWAY LARCA EiKCILTIvES ASSN RAILWAY LASOl ELCUTkVIES ASSM POL LEGU
IT1SPLUTATICJ Uhic UTI TRANSPORTATION P0L E=0C LEAGUE
TEinSTIRS IKCIPEWOENT UNION DRIVE CENICRATIC REPUNLICAN INOEPENOI
COHMAUNICATICu. hORNED CWA COPE
GRAPHIC ARTS UNICh GRAPtIC ARTS INTL UNION COPES41+101L FOR ALL LAOIR CIm*.
NATL RURAL EICTI CCP ASSN ACREIACTI.. CCJN FOR RURAL ELECTRIFICATI
NATL kURSL ECLICTS 4CP MISC WISCONSIN ACRE

S"I-TOTAL FOR ALL MISCALLUNOUS CO. -
iAT1xAC CCNGRgSSIChAL LEVEL CENOCEATIC SENATORIAL CAMPAIGN CORN

SU-TOTAL FOR ALL DEMOCRATIC COm. ---
TOTAL FCA CAOIOATE IS -

'II

&04504. iSO
AISO459

SaloS"
14"

$otio

500)

500
SOO

2.00"
Zs140

TOW

1000

I.S.O

2.500

oo

Z+am400

2.00

400

Me, J74c

1oo

40so

stit"
500"I

RIGISED "meJ~ I~l IIIOIIIll



&LtGT16h CANGJuATES

I
I
I

.~t I
*1

I

GRAVELIXAE ILEwIS9C R A-]
OEM/INCUMbENT I REP/CHALLENGER
GENitAAL ELECTICh |NFU=: IfENERAL ELECTION INF=O:

MCN/OPPCSED I LOST/UPPOStG
54,361 VOTES (58.341 i 489914 VOTES 441.74)

PRIMARY ELECT ICP Ilh-0: iPRIMARY ELECTION INFO:
oN/cPPCSED " WaI4/OPPOSEO

I AI

-14M5R s-AN~~a~~RT A~eR -- iI-N~- $AC#TAE

TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE' '

CASH UN hAND - OtGINNING

INIjVIDUA.
• tULTRIbk#TIWNS-S500 ANG OVEfs

I

I
£
I
I
I

IN STATE
CUaT OF STATE

ITTEZ (hlTIBUTIGh$:

ItTFiEST COMII TTEES I
P"iLITICAt. PARTY COMMITTEES I

S RECEIVED B
S kEPAIC
itT LCANS CUT$TAktING

iL EXPENDITURES

&I "ND - 5IN

4a5,441

2,ECO

1
- 157,tO 1,29s 3 .1 I

L03 13330 19295 27.511
74 152,6i4 iC€i 21.41

73 147,5i4 2,C21 3C,41
I 5,1CO SIOL 1.A,I

I
0
1

1,CCO

0
,GCcO

46si.3CC

33oCCC

1 COCC
1,C

I
.21
.01
.21

86

44
36

310,274

C

L.43,295 1955U *3.0

80,0*5 1,668 2b.
53,30 1,401 17.

17 41,5b0 3,6s 1.d

1 oi 2.5L 2,04 04.o
4 35,000 8,750 11.3

2

6,90C
1,400
5.50C

2,.Q00
1,400
d,9750

2.
.5es

I t

15

ufh1t

,L,&,,,e

TG|TA

iI
I
I
I
I

CAJON

35- Wcl
525CASt



CONTRUT I ONS FRON INO V IDUAL CONTRIBUTORS
CONTRIBUTOA WITHIN CANDIDATE

CONTRIBUTOR At f cA*omti
-w u 008 MV.UAkR AMOL0,JARES R

BALOWIA, li8
BAM0IEIUGENE A
SASSPIRAY R
*ECA#K&W*NTH
BELFERARTHUI
iERGERLEG V
SERGTNEIL
URNSTfINJOSEP N
fIRC),ElVeRETT B
BQ.D ROLASA
ALO4MN0RICHARO L
CARS Q .NRPAUL
CLIFFOND1PATRICr J
DAME PNAX39tLL
DAVISLOUIS F
c0omSj A

lNE SSCHAL ERS 0
ELLIS, Ll
ElRICSO KfGALORIS A
FlRRTIn H
FZSCMEAVRICMARO
PISCE.R, ICHARO W
FLIEMIN', BC
FOSTIERP.WLLIAN C
FULLIRv, C
GAGECCKE L
GAUTREU4,GEZON, € Vto 0

GLASSELLALFREDO C JA
GOTTSTEIMNPBANII J
G IFFINW A
GAOSSM"AN Sm
GUFFETROT
GUMNERSONLESLIE R
HAINESoAOBERT a
HANO JAKEE L .
MARDESTYIC HOWARD
HEARINNOBiERT N
MNNILLYEONUNkC P
HISS Y LiON
HEYSERESTILL JA
HINC.EI. KEN
NI TCHCOCK, M.RE0

URMPHRftJOE A
IVIERC&ERT i
JANSENOENRY
JONESA V

I 4' 4

ST IC "T CANDIDATE

A-16

LA JOLLA CA
HOUSTON TX
LOS ANGELES CA
FT HORTH TX
SEATTLE WA
NEW YORK NY
OLD HESTBURY NT
FAIRBANKS AK
PROVIDENCE RI
ST THOMAS VL
DALLAS TX
SN BER"ARDINO CA
HINSOALE IL
NEW YORK NY
NY NY
LA CA
DOONERS GROVE IL
SEATTLE WA
NEW YORK NY
SCOTTSDALE AZ
SCARSDALE NY
ANCHORAGE AR
ANCHORAGE AK
ANCHORAGE AA
WASH DC,
b6ENO OR
DECATUR yx
NETAIRIE LA
GRAND RAPIDS NI
HQUSTON TX
ANCHORAGE AR
HOUSTON tX
PENIX AZ

-DALLAS TX
FAIRBANKS AK
GARY IN
DALLAS TX
GREENWICH CT
JACKSON "S
NANHASSET NY
NEW YORK NY
DALLAS TX
ANCHORAGE AR
LOS ANGELES CA
DALLAS TX
SAN FRANCISCO CA
IYNOEN WA
ALBANY TX

CONTAI IUTOlt

PROP URIv Of CALIF A
CH 00, ALASKA INfIRSTATE 29 &
ATT?' via
OIL OVEiR 33
PRES CENRAL CGNST CO X,IJo
CN So SeLco PETRO CORP l,430
PIES ALASKA INTL AIRLI'%ES
ADVERTISING EXEC IJO
ATTY IRCH OE JCN 9 IARRELLY 9,,,J
IN0eP OPlfR iJ
liOp OPEl. 2,0,3
EXEC aDV CONST CO
BANKERRET
EXEC ARCO
PiES GREAT LAKES DOR*O a OC= .,eil
OUDLET 4 EKNESS AACmITZCTS L,0.4 ,

RI ST $ #JO
EXK OR DJB FOUPOATIC.1 1%4
CO OWNER *l "L
CaNIf DICC FISCHSR 5VA Lo:14 •
EXEC VP IYA IAD!O 543
PATTON ODGS I *LOW#ATTYS zoajo
RIET .
INDEP OVE1R 9U43
#IS WILLIAMS NC WILLIAMS 5.%3
AUTO DEALER 0j
PTNR GLASSELL PRODUCING CO 1. i!J
J 6 GOTTSTEIN 4 0,O
PRES DANIEL INOWTRIES
PIS THE GROSS#" CO
EIXEC DRILLING C-
Oe4iR POLARIS IKST J.C0QO
EXEC J N FOSTER INC, 5.4
INOEP OPrE .t00
EXEC VP OIL CO CONTUL OIL SaJ
Ch CO EXEC ZST NATL ft
ATTY MOBILE OIL CO ,JJ

IPS HESS OIL tO ,gt.JD
INDEP OPER b J3
NGR ALASKA AGGR.AT C.) a.)
NOTION PICTUIE PkOO .O)
INDEP OPER W3
PIRS GUILD WINERIES 9 3IST Sio
PlIS LINDEN TRANSPORT CO INC iz
INDoP OPERA



CONTRIe.1ICNS FROM INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUT(AS
.ONTRIOUTOR WITHIN CANDIDATE

CONTRIBUTOR ADDRESS

AL D55 CGRAVELPHIKE KAZISo EARL
KENNY.JCHN E
KRAAERoCLARENCE F
LUITZLA.RENCE
LUCAS.FMIILIP 6
LTNCNJOSEPH A
NAGUIRE. CARY
HAR1 *Nt
MARTIN,ALVIN R MACRIRS
ACCOLLUI. W
MCEACHdRNvRO8ERT 0
MCKAY. WOY
IERRIGANvEOWAO L
MIKLAUTSCHeTONAS J
MITCHELLGEORGE P
MITCHELLwJQUNNY
MONCRIEFW A
NO REPCLLY L
MURRELL.JCHN
PARKS.kE IL
PARTENJ I
PASCHENIJACK N
PAULEY EOWIN W
PAULUCCIJENO F
PERO ft
;ICKENSqJCtN T
PICKENS*R h
PICKENSOui C
PICKENSVIR L
PITTS9L FRANK
PITTS*SHELSY 0
POLLAEGCERIC W
POITARELLI&MICHAEL E
RAGAN*WILLIA/ F
RAYMNC. CAN
RIFEN 0
ROSEN900SERT A
ROSSLEONARO
ROSSETTIANTHNONY J
RUDI NLEbIS
RUDMANlt 8
RUSSELLeXAOELINE
SANTUCCIOCARLO V
SCIILENSKER*JOHN A
SCHN ITZER.KENETH
SHEINDM, .STANLEY K
ShUiSHAN. LOUIS G
SI NTON.RCSERT

NY NT
NORTHBROOK IL
SITKA AK
GAA.wT PK IL
HOUSTON TX
LIVONIA MI
DALLAS TX
DALLAS TX
HOUSTON TX
.OUSTON TX
SEATTLE WA
LNCIORAGE AK
WASH DC
FAIRBANKS AK
HOUSTON TX
HOUSTON TX
FT WOTH TX
DALLAS TX
DALL&S TX
HOUSTON TX
hOUSTON TX
NORTHBROOK IL
LA CA
DULUTH NM
DALLAS TX
DALLAS TX
DALLAS TX
DALLAS Tx
DALLAS TX
DALLAS TX
DALLAS TX
NEW YORK NY
GLENVIEW IL
POTOMAC No
HOLLAND IL
FT WORTH TX
JAMAICA EST NV
LOS ANGELES CA
NORTHBROOK IL
N Y NY
DALLAS TX
S FRAN CA
NORTHFIELO IL
RICHARDSON TX
HOUSTON TX
LOS ANGELES CA
NEW ORLEANS LA
SAN FRANCISCO CA

EARL KAZIS ASSOC
CONTR KEN ft COkST CO
EXEC AK LIMBER L PULP
EXEC LOITZ BROS COFIST C-

EXEC J 0 CONTR INC
PRES MAGUIRE OIL CO
INeP OPA HARR CO
CORP EXEC
VP TENNECO
PRES GENE.AUL COST CO
OWNERS MWAC4ANT
ATTY SMATHERS KERRIGAN & HERLO
PHA M CIST C LAND 0EV
PRES MITCMELL ENERGY Z DEV COR
PRtS OIL&GAS IkVMSTMEIN.S INC
IPDEP OP1 _
IOEP OPEA
PJ.OEP UPPER
iNUEP OPEK

OIL OPE KATOR
EXEC PASCHEN CO$%TR
PRESS PAULEY PETY CO,
CH 60 JEN Inc
cM46 ELC.TKONIC DATA : SYSTEMS
INDEP OPERA
INDEP OPC.A
INOEP OPER
INOEP OPEl
INOCP OPE4RPI TT,. ENER Y
INDCP OP.R
CONSULT
CONTR PONTARELLI 4 SOPS INC
ATTY RAGM 9 MNA N
CdNTR DAN RAYO:.9) C N.T CO
INOEP OPER
INVEST
PRES ROSSCO INC
COUNT, ROSSETTI CCNTRACING CO
VP KUOIN mmG
IIOEP OPER
mWF ,
EXEC SANTUCCI CC4ST CO
DRILLING CONTRACTOR
PRES CENTARY DEV CO
INVEST BROKER
ATTY SHUSHAN MEYER JAC46SON
STOCKBROKER DEA. wITTE. CO

11 47

2)

ST AC PTY CANOIOAIE OCCUPAT ION

A-17
A.D j T

. o
,.0j

3,0

.)

O
1. 3

3.. J4

.0

Z,3
3-:.i

3.- .JJ

a, .. 9,)

.. )

".-3

. ,'3

* )0

a,.., .

-. ,3
.-'9)



CONTRIBUTIONS FUO INII0VIOUAL CONTRIBUTORS
CONTRIBUTOR WITHIN CANDIDATE

CONTRIBUTOR AO0DRSS

&K 55 IR INK .AVEL.AIE

TOTAL FOR CANDIDATE -

SLAYRAER.0 RONALD
SPIT14.ELIX T
STAI |t RICHARO
STEPME ASJO1 A
SWANORiUSSILL
TAIMPKE 9F*ED
TMOASE C
THM AStRAX L
TOWNSENOtCMAtLES b
VANCE CAVES 9 ROBERTS
VANCEIJ DUANE
WAKSI IEL09GtAY NARCS
WALk REALLY 0
MALL ISTe Zft GEORGE

dAROv DELIERT
VARD *JERRY J
WASSERNAN.Lrt A
WESSTER.hi C
WEIIaIEUG. LAlENCE
WEINGARTEN JOAN
vERaY. DOALD
W1ITE.JON S
WHMTMOtEvAALPN I JR
wILENTZ. AVID T
WILLIANSJ 0
VAPIOL INSK.RU CAEL
ZEIR O 1

ANCHORAGE AK
PALO ALTO CA
ANCHORAGE AK
SANTA IARSRA CA
ANCHORAGE AX.
ANCHORAGE AR
ELSA TX
DALLAS TX
FAIRANKS AK
SEATTLE WA
SEATTLE WA
HOUSTON TX
JUNEAU AK
SEATTLE WA
HOUTaN TX
ANCHORAGE AA
BEVERLY HILLS CA
ANCHORAGE AK
BEVERLY HILLS CA
HOUSTON TX
HILLSSORDUGN CA
WASH OC
ANCHORAGE AK
PERTH AMBOY NJ
WASHINGTON DC
PARtIS FRANCE
DOWRS GROVE IL

CONTRACT3 VCI GIt COkR &.(so ,
950

PACIFIC INC "0
PRES EXCEL LINEAL CO.'
OWhNR TOPPERS OIL CORP L.V 1.
VP MODERN CONSTIR 5.
RANCHER29V
ItOEP P.R OIL lta
PHYSICS I %O"4
ATtYS AT LAW a.+o
ATXY DAVIES a ROBERTS
ACCTS 51ja
SWISTRE RK 0 1LI O OIL S .HO0E

SR VP 64OdIh OT .) 
PRS K . d CO
CH 6D MCA UNIVEAAL CITY A.,
W" WEBSTER iNtC 1
CM LARWIN REALTY
MSWF * Z. 0
wIRvER REALTY
ATTY
BANKER AK STATE BANK
PRT.'at WILENTZ G.OANd SPITZER 40.)
ATTYWILLIA/S & KING lquoo
BICLOCIST :0
CONI S A MEALY CO "o

•I S. ,,'l

ST aC PTY CANONIDATE OCCUPAY-1006

A-18

AN*)JaT I



A

€C0TAISUTICNS FOM SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
CONTRIBUTOR NZT|Ni CANDIDATE

S ac Ply CANDIDATE APFILIAT ION/INIEREST
REGISTERED HAME

AR 55 DIN 6GRAVEL.NIKE ASSOC MILK PRODUCERS INC
SUS-TOTAL FOR ALL AGAICULTIRAL CONP6 '-

an

SJ-TOTAL FOR ALL BUSINESS CamS.

SU&-TOTAL FOR ALL HEALTH COMN.

KENNfCCTT CCPPER CORP
CONSOLIDATED NATURAL GAS (wve
EAST ONIC GAS CO
HGUSTON NATURAL GAS CORP
NATURAL GAS RETAILERS
N A OF d0VACCASTERS
h A Uf HCNE IUILCERS
GENERAL ILICTIC CO
SEATTLE FI#ST NtAIL OANK
SAVINGS 4 LCAN LEAGUE
SAVINGS & LOAN LEAGUE CALIF
NARAt cE )AOIVkS
SAVINGS EAN, nS
SEs.UkRTIES INDUSTRY
PAINE hetbtR
CANING INCOLST Y
DcL MOATL CORP
FOGO lIoLSTR
FPUEST PMCUCTS INCUSTRY
WE ERHAECSIP ClU INTERESTS
Nt A UP LIFE UNDEAltITERS
buRLINUTCM NG*.THmkN INC -RR
SOUTHERN RAILWA SYSTEM
SOUTHERN RAILWAY SYSTEM
k A OF REALTORS
TIUCRIK.4 INDUSTRY
I0ATING INPOfMTIUh COUNCIL

AN MEDICAL ASSk-C EXEC
AN NU SIg N0Nk ASSM
AN OPTCMETRIC ASSN
AN PhyrsICAL THERAPY ASSN
AN POD IATRY ASSN
FEDERATICN OF AN HCSPITALS

AFL CIC 4NTLb
AFL C14 6ASPINGTON
DOILERNAKERS
4UIL0IkG & CCNSTUCTIOi DEPT
CARPENTERS
ELECTRICAL WORKERS IE11m
|IRCN WCRNENS
LAGOREOS
GPERATIG ENGINEERS
OPERATING ENGINEERS bASN

TAPE ICQMN FOR ThOROUGH AlfRI POL EOUCI)

KENECOTT EXECUTIVES CTIZENSmIP ASNM
CONSOLIOATED EXECS VOL NON-PART POL FUND
EAST 0910 IOAS EOP VOL GOUoD OVT ASSN
POLITICAL SUPPORT ASSN t1X)
GAS EMPLOYEES PEC
NATL CiFERlEtCt FUR SUPPORT OF6 FREE SfO
SUILOEPS POL CAMPAIGN LUMM
NON PARTISANd POL COMP' (NEd YOLK)
FiNkT ASSOCIArES NATIONAL IwASHIkGTON)
SAVINGS ASSN POL ELECTu 4S CUMM ISAPECI
CEN.RY LUo IVASAOENA
MUAPAC (1M4jATIPA , SANAk4! PAC
SAVINGS ANIIKEkS h(,-PA.i bAN PAC
SECURTItS INUUIKY CAMPAIGN COAA
PAIN mEaI 1k FUND F, i, ttTTER GEJVT
CANNERS PUbLIC AFFAIRS .,JMA
DtL MONrE vA. NOUN-PARK WOOo GOVT COM
F%.D it/&USTkY WJf GLVT Cli;M
FUki.ST PKNO4U lS POL C(,M
NANS(A FUND
LIFE UNOERWRITERS PAL 4LUPACA
8URLINhCTJN NUKITHERN CFF VOL GOOD GOVT
SbUTHEkN RAILbAY G 00 GOVT FUND
SUuIHERN RAILWAY TAX ELIGIbLt GGF
REAL ESTATE PAC
TRUCK (.PERATOkS NON-PAATISAN CUN4H
BOATING INFUOMATIIkN COUNCIL PAC

PHYSICIANS COMM FOR G000 GOVT 1DCI
ANHEPAC AMERICAN NURSINGf HOME ED & PAC
OPTOMETRIC PAC
AMERICAN PHYS THERAPY CONG ACTION CONN
PODIATRY PAC
FED PAC

AFL CIO COPE P0L CONTRIBUTIONS COMN
VASNINGTON STATE COPE
LEGISLATIVE EDUC ACTION PROGRAM (LEAP)
PEf OF TfHE BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION TRAD
CARPEhTERS LEGISLATIVE IMPROVEMENT COMM
Ibfw COPE
IRON WORKERS POL ACTION LEAGUE
LABORtAS POL LEA(.UE

lNpINEEkS PEL
LOCAL 02 VOL POL FUND (SEATTLLt

-4

0

100
100
10%)

400
703

A4

5#1034; i)

4000)50
S,'.'

to 7jj
20 541LS£ 0

59001

03
20O)

.00

510

25.)

I uO

100

,SO.)
7 OOJ

200

1100i

10000
2 .501

19001

I-,

R EGI .fl"l IWD Mdmi



CONTRIBUTIONS FROM SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
CONTiBUTOR WITHIN CANDIDATE

ST C PTy -CANDIDATE AFFILIATIIN/11tIREST £101 STORED NAM

A55 0"M OGAVIERIMIE

SW-TOTAL FOR ALL LAMOR C0N.

5UB-TOTAL FOR ALL NISCGLLMIOUS

SUR-TOTAL FOl ALL DEMOCRATIC CO
TOTAL FOR CAIOAT11 IS -

PAINTERS -

PLUMBERS & PIPPIITTMS
PIE P IGATIRS
GOVERN MNT EMPLOYEES tAilE
POSTAL bCRKEAS
STATE COUTY I RUN EMPLOYEES
GARMENT NORKERS LACIES
MACHINISTS
PULP Bp PAPERNILL NCRKIRS
SHEIT EITAL WORKERS
STEELWORKERS INATLI
UNITED- AUTI WORKERS IND
MARl E E&GINEERSI
SEAFARERS
HOTEL & RESTAMJUT EMPLOYES
REATCUTT IRS
RETAIL CLERKS
FIREMEN £ CILEIS
MAINTENA&E OP WAY EMPLOYEES
RAILiTAY CLERMS
TRANSPCAT UCRERS ITbUI
TRANSPORTAT ION UNION LUTUA
TEAXASTEIS INCEPENDIr UNION
TeISTEAS IN ALASKA
COMMUN ICAT ICN WORKERS
GRAPHIC ARTS UNION

NATL EDUCATION ASSN
hATL RURAL ELICTI COOP ASSN

CNANG. -
NATIONAL CGNGRESSIONAL LEVEL

POLITICAL ACTION TOGETHER POL CON JPAT)
U A POLITICAL EDUCATION COMM
FIRE FIGHTERS COPe
COHN ON IDIRAL EMPLOYEE POL EDUCATION
POLITICAL FUNO COHN OF An POSTAL WORKER
PEOPLE (PUBLIC EMPLOYES ORGANIZED
ILGWU CAMPAIGN COHN
MACHINISTS NON PARTISAN POL LAEAGUEIMNPL
UNITED PAPER WORKER$ INTL UNION
POLITICAL ACTION LEAGUE SHEET METAL
UNITED STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA PAP APA)
UAW V-CAP
NE&A POL ACTION FUND
SEAFARERS POL ACTIVITY DONATION
H & a I SU COPe
ANCOVE
ACTIVE BALLOT CLUB
FIREMEN G OILER POL LEAGUE
MAINTENANCE OF WAY P3L LEAGUE
RAILWAY CLERKS POL LEAGUE
TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION POL CONTR3b CON
TRANSPORTATION POL EDUC LEAGUE
DRIVE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLICAN INOiPENDI
ALASKA DRIVE VOLUNTARY COM
CKA COPE
GRAPHIC ARTS INTL UNION COPE

NATL EDUCATION ASSN PAC (NIA PAC
ACREIACTION CON FOR RURAL ELECTRIIiCATI
PATTON BOGS & BLOW 4LA SINNNNIWINNMIN

DEMOCRATIC SENATORIAL CAMPAIGN CONN

4'

A-20

04

100
L0

40)
Loa"

50
Lbo J!")

114
*00

B.,000

31.000

15040
700

250000

504

2000
19000
7*00

5 aLOO)
5.100
1.000

5,00

14J.3, -d4

3.O00
1. o00
1 * 00

A 1,lOO



it

IRUYvWILLIAM R
IDEA/C hALL EtGE&
GENERAL ELECT ICt' INKCF3

LUSTIPPOSEC
390,451 VOTES 94V019)

PRIMARY EJ.ELTICN INF(J:

LLL#0b
l RE P/I6NCU'DEi4T
GENERAL ELtCTIUN INFO:
I mN/OPP4$ ED
i 4U, 9d3 VJTES I
4PkIM AY ELECTION INFV:

I CN/LPPCSE) I WON/I

I-/MbR- S-ANCLNT AVcR -A-j-h'aK-
--------------------------------- --------------------..------I---------- -----I --

I
T|jTAL FUNCS AVAILABLE 789, -4 I

CASH #A HAND -' aEbINNING I 0 I

INCAVID4JAL 11
C#tiTtblbJTUluNS-*50U ANtC GVc: 515 143, 3t' 1,147 . 2

IN STATE 11 104 1ko iCis 9 16.01

L.T ur NTATE | 1 17,3(0 84 172
I 92

WNITTEE LLNTRAlhoTIGNS: 76 15l'1 2 I%.vt rI

IhTEkEST CUJMMITTEES I
PuLITIL&L PARTY COlhI|TcES I

75
1

10
1

LLsNS RCtIlVci;
LAJANS kEPAIc

NET LLAMS QuTSTANCINq|

TLTA5 EXPEhNITUAES

CASh W, h AM - ENDING

142,S14 1,91
L,20C0 1.,aU0C

IC,¢CCC
iC, G0C

110,cco
0

IIC, CCC

636,9s7

IC,7S4

16.1I

13.kD1
.01

1.I .l

A-21

3v-AH4CUNT AVtR -A--

1,P104,672

11094c

258,214 sa .

17,08 9O4 15.5175,078 C,1*J 7.1
83,136

152,655 1,olZ 13.3

82,555 87U
da 82v,555 87t)3 7n.f.nn f 3,372

1 10,0C 10,O00
1 1U,00C 10,(iu

6.'

.9

.0

1,110, Oi'.

C

fF

ELELTIO4 CANCICATES

jr 1

4OPPUSED

so.f9s)

0 00



A1 A

CoITRIBUTICNS POM RIOIVIOUAL CONTRlaUTORS
C0TIOGUTO WITNIB CAvIOoAT

St Ac MY CANIDATE COMrazsOmOA LOMSS

I-

KS 55 AlP 14F .0E. AMEC*MlE.A I.
A NLAIEEOMC J
AOA~Rjfh AOE.tOA099, M0 AMS

ADONSvCft S C C
AOAM1S9 ObMO C

40d3Se JOHN P
*OISOICSR

AMSCUTZ PNILR P c

ANTOIELLI.t P JA
MAUTNUOT M.35R&S JAMES C
ATNA.RMVIN I
AUSTINMtUM 1S RA W
BSMR TTP 0JOS & HMLIN

ALIESOCAM ,,

WICHITA
WI GNI TA
ATCWISON
MLINGTOM
1CLEAhI
TOPEKA
TOPEK
WICHITA
TOPEKA
ofIVet
MASNIM&TON
MULLE ILLE
SHAWNEIE MISS
s KaIO,

TULSA
LOGAN

KS
KS
KS
VA
VA
Ks
KS
KS
KS
CO
OC
KS
KS
KS
OR
KS

A L AISCOOUMB INC
OWNER REALTOR
PUS XCHAVG! NATL BK , TST CO
CIPUTT 011K 0 9I RSm&A SI VA
OMIR ILIP MURSIMG CI.I
CO OdNR AOMS IJSINESS FOMS
CO OwNaE AOAMS bosINI& PORMS
OIL PROOVUCR
CUSTRACTORt B 1 ANMORSO CO
PatS Te ANSCUTIZ CORP
PES PARKING MGCM INC
OmUS LSIUTINOT ORUG CO
AST
OWNER AUSTIN PiMAL HM1
AIEd CHBRICAL,
Mo "AftSIN TRUST PUNO

A

A-22

OCCUPAIIW AM.AT I

:00OLV So

TJ

504
L500

53)

5 0
.500

I. )JO

CCPAI ION



CON" SOUT IONSA H FR IDi1vIOAL CONTRIBUTORS
CINTRIUTCR WITHIN CANDIDATE

CGNTRIIUTOR A"OESS

KS 55 ReP 0DOLE ,06
ARI iNUACL T

AUtRePAL, S LYLE
SEACoPAR IAIA

EACHt moSs
*LACNNtA,,JEAR?
SEAIImCRIE ,ut~ JRl
SeCKEALAVEIN
@ffCminMS OLIVE a
GILLIS H

sue",NoseAT a

SICAKELL966EE
a1G.,ERIOR&UAS P CALVIN
S AeNCAE.ILTCN N
ALOCK9.IEAAY
8LODGTTJ@% Is JA
SOYc.FSANm ja
IWO.CCILL
iIUEmollEalS EUGENE

IAMECT LL 0, LGCYC C
SRaMeN.GM? L HAM

gROM*.TOAS C
UCE.9GEORGE H

BS MENS? A
MADIm's TGUNSESO
"eTOS@CeCIL

STCEKiNCOWARO III
SUTCNEAl d KEEN
CADY.NECHS WINSLOW

CARL5O&vLONY T
CARPENTEN.fOMUND 4
CARtScuOAvIO W
CASSChTDEN L
CLM RI, ARLtY
C I.VREOSYON N NRs
CLEVENGE ETHOMS P
CLINTONELAMOR F
CLINTONS P
COFFEYJCN% N
come he itChERo S
COLIE.EVGMETT S
COLENAN. CLARtENCE
COASNA . SUON
COLLSJCmu C

KANSAS CITY KS
NEMP S TI,
HARPER KS
HAYS KS
may's KS
HATS K S
ST PAUL KS
WICHITA KS
RUSSELL KS
WICHITA KS
KANSAS CITY NC
SIl wYN i L
WICHITA KS
DAYTON 0N
PITTSBURG KS
GARDEN CIT Y as
LI3eRAL Ks
KANSAS CITY no
GRAND RAPIDS I
MORAN KS
PHILLIPSUAG KS
TOPEKA KS
JUACTION CITY KS
PRAIRIE VLGE KS
SALINA KS
KANSAS CITY NO
WICHITA AS
TOPEKA AS
kASHINGTON OC
G EAT sEN KS
PHILADELPHIA PA
PILAOELPHIA PA
SHONIENE HiSS KS
LAKE C04ARLES LA
EVANSTON IL
WILMINGTON oE
KANSAS CITY KS
TOPEKA KS
OVtRLANO PEAK AS
WICHITA AS
TOPEKA KS
WICHITA KS
dICHITA KS
ALERAORIA VA
ROCK ILLE No
WIC ITA KS
WICHITA KS
WICHITA KS
LUf SPtINGS nO

PARTNER LG SARCUSANO SONS 19000
PRES L T SARRINGER L C..u
FARMER SO
HOUSEWIFE 1.000
PIES PAOUCERS GAS EQUITIES 1044.
PRTNA MEOSHO VLY ELECTRIC CO >00
11NV 5)1

FARN*ER bs
Coq#' SRD BEECH AIRCRA'T CORP 1,,v.O
COQPTRLR AISS INTERIL CORP kou)J

PITMN OIKAR OIL CO loov .
V CNN L M WRRY L CO JO
SEF. EMPLOYED
PHYSICIAN !00
PfES 15 NATL UANK 1.0,
PAES H L R BLOCK i0.03
RiET -5
FARM R . . ,3
PUSL I SNER
CONSULTANT QUALITY OIL CO
INVESTS jupCTIC:% C TY
VP YeLLCW FREIG-T SYST-NS INC J3
CONTaAC TOR ___

GCN GOU. .AURICE L "(...N TRUST 19033
PRES ALADDIN PETOS.EUS CO 4,14
C0 50 CAPITOL FEU SAVINGS4LOaN :,JO
VP CAPCO INC 1,1.3
OIL PROOUCEt PIZKRELL %AILLIl% 2ji
INVcSTOR bUTChI- L S1:..,E1 >1.
INVESTOR JTCHE.. 4 SI-.6E0 .1
PIES WIND STAT1liNS INL p
ATTY ,J3
PRES TEL L DATA SYS IlL
ATTY 1'))
ATTY
SEC TREAS CASSO% CQNST CO INC 33

kGA CO MNX DEPT OWIEN4 ALTY CO #,

P~iS 1ST MATL IA OF TOPEKA t.JJ
HSup 9 ftji
OIL OPIA SUTTON PL 19J)a
ATT HALLAESTILLHAROMI..K.ETAL I.I3
PRIES kILLC0 -...
V CH @RO UNION kATL bAKp 4ja

V ComED SO VNiON .ATLI N K
CMHAft of d~A COLENAN Ca .)3
PUES W)PER? MFG CO o

I' A

ST aC PTY CANDIDATE

A
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COATRIUT IONS PAM INDYIVIAUA CONTRIBUTORS
COltSISUTOR WITHIN CIATIE

CONTAISUTOR ADDRESS

K S SPAP 0EOloo CCLE1.11 NA, SSlY S

CRAWFOID.HOWC I
CXAYCLOUO L
CRAY.CLOUC L JR
CULP.C H
DAUV*&R II~eCIDSIY 16.510

OATVO N P
DI SLE STIPHEN
DUPONT ,SEYT0LS
ElYSlAPTll K JR
E OKTCN.I0M41IRS A K
EIsulE.JoNN C
ELLSITHArOSERT P
eVANS, S DIAN SIR
EVALY.J'O S
FAIR.OCAE JR
PAIRF OCVCE
PAI.LI *P.LOYO L
FALLE?,NARCSS L C
PALSTAC.WILLIAM
FARN, S Jim MO
#ASKIEVPAUL
FEGAN, OEIRt J
PFElI.IJAMES E
PINK.oa£NS H INRD
FIRST NATIONAL SANK
FIRST NATIONAL SANK
FOWARTTJOSuP P AR
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PODIA TRY PAC
ORAL SURGERY PAC (OSPACS 4
PIE PAC
OPTICIANS COM ON POL EUCATION

CON ON 1 . 3 SNLOMEE POL EOUCATIOS

LOUISIANA EOUCATIOAL GRO~P
ACKEIACTION COIN FOR RURAL ELECTRIPICAII
KANSAS ACE

COMRAT IVE GROUP

NTL REPUBLICAN SENATORIAL CONM
*E000LJICAN CAWAIGN CDMM

SUb-TOTAL FOB ALL

SuiTOTAL POR ALL

S'Tal FOR ALL

ISQ-TOTA DO ALL

Sub-TOTAL Fo ALL
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IROBERTS.tETTY tPACKsiGCD ,RObERT b A-31
I DE/CtvALLXNGEA IREP/INCUMaENT
I(|ENERAL ELECTRIC. IhFO: I GENEkAL ELECTION INFO:
I LOST/C-PPOSEC I UNOPPOSED
I 32095S1 VCTES (44.2ii 1, 4,90,984 VOTES (54.94J

ELECTION CANDICATES PRIMARY ELECT14h INFO: iPRIMAAY ELECTION INFO:
I /OTHER I wON/UhOPPJSEuI I
I-NMBR- S-ANCLtT AVER -- S--I-Nns- $-AMOUNT AVER -- A--

TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE Q 824 345.485I I
CASH Ght AND - ,EcINIiG I C | 21,2761 I

I I
LNUIVICUAL |
LCTATRLUTI4.NS-4500 ANC UVEAS | 4 8t4].1 ,O.3 1C.-I o 58,O00 635 lo.4I I

lft STATE I 3 .dl3 .9.1s 4.1 .1 7 26930C 765 6o.
CUT OF STATE I 986CO 1,533 5.61 -i 26SOG 919 o.2i I

CO)MITTEE CLONTRIBuTICNS I 28 5OiC, '1 87 6C.71i @ 99.032 19572 Za.7I I
XNTEREST CCOMITTEES I 4 42.95i 1,575 51.61 6 @8,032 1,97 1S.7
POLITICAL PARTY CWHAITTEES 1 795CC 1SOC . 1L sl4000 31,000 9.0

I I
i I

LIANS AECEIvEC i C C C .01 0 0 0 .0LLANS RtPAIC I 0 0 C .uI 0 0 0 .0
NET L(IANS (UTSTANOIN I I' 0 0 C .01 0 0 0 .0I I

*I i
TGTAL EXPENDITURES I 60,Ii3 I 2339004

I ICAS$1. ON hAND - tNiNh)tG I 2.cl1C l ,I,8
i I



CONYRIeUTIONS MOf INDIVIDUAL CONTRISUT rAs
CCNTRZBUTOR WITHIN CANDIDATE

CCNTRI&LTOR
A RSSOCCUPAT ION Alt -T I

0R 55 REP OPACKMMCOOAiARAT h ADAMS,CHARLES P
SENN11NGA E
&lEYtS,*SANN
S0EEARSA C
COLLINS. RAIBETH b
COUGLIN.RCtERT A
CIJPGXT ,AEY$C.OS
ELLISCON ,a
FAUST.JOHN A J.
FIWNIELSTEINJAAES
FOGELSCN.JAMES H
PQOOSNSCNFORN-AEefy II

FRONKoWILLIAM J
GILHGRERC.ERT w
GRAY.JCqk 0
HANEStPEYTGN
NTES, EOHU&O
HELLEg.HAPLO W
bI-LL9PHILIP S
MQFFMANC 9
t1OFPMAR*, aURUS
kULTNILS
h4R4TWP N

JACOOSELI S
JCHNS449EVERETT P
JOIXSR LEE
JOHNSCK, SAMUEL S
AtLLSR,IRA C
KILKENkY.bILLI AN H
KOGO0t9OEfRT P"
LUFKIN*DA& o
MALAKEY..ERUERT
NAYEPJAET C
MCCALL,. C
ll.CCL INTOCKBEATR1ICE
MCDONALO JR,ELLICE
MCO~.&AL09OSA H

CGA%, FOSTER G
RINOICk.eEANARC
MWMETTEV H
NEbSIG It ,DE
CLIN.J,1N~ M
PEROTH ROSS
POLLACKpLESTER
RANS89AXDLL M
ROCKEFELLEAZAVIC MRS
ROCKEPILLIRvJOHN 0-i1

PORTLAhD

PHILMATI4
VA COUVER
PORTLAND
Coos SAY
WILMINGTON
POaTLANO
PORTLAND
NEW YORK
NY
DO ARSORN
D0ARSORN
PORTLAND
NEW YORK
PORTLAND
PORTLAND
PORTLAND
MCKINNVILLEo
LAKE OSwAGC
LA GRANDE
PORTLAND
EUGENE
PORTLAND
N Y
RIDDLE
PORTLAND
REOP.O40
PORTLA.ND
PORTLANO
wASH
PALIRIE CITY
POKTLANO
SEATTLE
POATLANO
LONG ISLAkO
GREENVLE
GaEENVLE
EVANSTON

aONX
* S.1THPIELO

PORTLAND
ST LOUIS
DALLAS
NEW YORK
NY
-N Y

NEd YORK CITY

OR
UT
OR
WA
GaOR

DEOR
OR

NY
NY
MI

Ck
NY
OR
OR
OR
OR
Oft
OR
Olt
OR
OR
OY
OR
OR
OR
Oft
OR

OC
OR
OR
WA
CR
NY
DE0!OE

IL
NY
VA
OR
nO
TX
NY
NY
NY
bY

RET
PRES AMALGAMATED SUGAR CC
SAMUEL OPERATOR
REY
RET
SAWMILL OPERATOR
CONSULTANT DUPONT INDUST
TREAS TEKTRONIX INC ST3CK
ATTY
NY LAW JOURNAL
ATTY WACHTELL, LIPTONtR#SENAKAT
CHN 0R POLICY . FOO MTR CD
CHI'.4 wo FCRO MOTOR CO
EXEC OYSTER .O
PRES C.QTR FOa WAR-PEACIk STU&IE
EXEC OKARK IND
EXEC PAYLESS OR*U CO'
RET
REGIONAL REP OP AiU
EXEC W.YSTER CC
SAt.MILL CPERAT,
XEC FOREST SANC CO

PROPERTY EVELOPHENT
CH 0 LA PACIFY CORP
PRI IHY
OWNER C C D LUMbER CO
ATTY GSKRL ST CF OaeGr
LJKdE RMAN
CfIO obESTERN SALES CO
EXEC OYSTER CO
RL EST EXEC
CA4% CONALOSCN LUPKIN JtrRETTE
LUMBER bUS OWNER

CHNN MCCALL OIL. CO

RET PERSONAL IN'ESTMENTS
RET PERSONAL INVESTMEftTS
NOt CUMN AMER HOSP SUFO CORP
ATTY bACHTELL*LIPTONJ.JSfEk9KAT
V H MONEITE CO
PRES R 14 WADE & CO
aET EXEC
C ,G ELECTRONIC DATA SYSTEMS
VP LOEWS CORP
ATTY

INVESTOR

IF I

ST AC PTY
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COATRIOUTICNS FROM INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS
CONTRIBUTOR WITHIN CANDIDATE

CCNTRlBLTOR ADDRESS

OR 55 REP 4,PAC CO,0lGERT M

TOTAL FOR CANOIOATE --

SELIGSCN,CMARLES
SmiT,.CHARLES E
SNiTHCELFGRD N
SNITH9IOeERT H
SOONE*FPEC
SOUThERCALVIN N
SOUTHEAieSPAULOINGPKINSET
STONE.CON&AD t 6 LASKER
SWIGER19CHRISTiNE
SWIGERT.ERNEST G
TANKERSLEYvbEZY
TMIECECLIFFCRO S
TISCHvLAVRENCE A
TZSC".FRESTON a
VINCENTCAVE
WALKERTCYNUS
NALKERGECNGE
WALLACE.DEWITT
WEYERMCEUSER,FAEC K
WILEY.STAh
WILLIAPS.NAL.PH E

NEW YORK
WASN
NCRM! NVILLE
WA SN
ROSEBURG
PORTLAND
PORTLANO
NEd YORK*
PORTLAND
POR TLANO
TUSCON
LK OSWEGO
N Y
N Y
PH1 LOATH
POATL ANO
NORTH &END
NT KISCO
ST PAUL
PORTLAND
POTLAx*

bY
OC
OR
DC
OR
OR
OR
NY
OR
OR
AZGR
NY
NY
OIL
Cox
OR
NY
PIN
OR
OR

RL EST EXEC C E SMITH CO
REAL ESTATE
AL EST EXEC
SAWMILL OPERATOR
ATTY
ATTY FIRA
NY STOCK EXCH STOCK BROKER
HSWF
CH S0 HYSTER CO
45wF

CORP PEAS NGR uSTRN KRAFT CORP
PRES LOEUS CORP
CH 80 LOEWS CORP -
LUMNER CO
AOVISOA POPE C TALBOT CORP
LCGGING CONTRACTOR
RET PUS
RET
REALTOR
INVESTMENTS

I ~

ST RC PTY CANOIDATE
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COTAISUTICNS IRON SPECIAL INTEREST GOUPS
CGTRAhjOTOA WITHIN CANOIATE

ST AC PT? CANDIDATE AFFILIATIONWINTEEST A-34
REGISTERED "AME %ma

Oa 55 aP *PACKWrOO.O aT u

SUb-TOTAL Fr ALL AGRitCULTUA.

SU-TOL FOR ALL SuSINISS CON

PIC ANIICA CaIRatmN INC
M NATL CATTLIEN*S ASSI
KATL CCU.CIL OF FARPER, COOPS

CON.* -
"GNES AIRCRAFT CO
h A OF MNUFLTURIRS (NAN)
KE9INCCTT CCePR CCRP
CALh CCfP
NATUAL GAS AFTAILERS
h A &dXUACCASTIRS
bATL COG0| TELEVISION ASSN
US IfN*7LPthC&rT TL60-ChE ASSN
ASSOC Lk&EAL COhTrACTORS
CGNSIRLCTIC4 tsCUIPEoKT I&OUS
h A OF NCMI tUILCEPS
UTAh lbTRKATIAGUL. INC
CIEkAL k&ICTuIC CO
A&kklC€ k DA&A |%G

SAVIkbS 6 LCD'. A..AUL
L LG& 1U INStiftO SAVINGS ASSN
%tmT.AGE IARN*ER$
SAVINGS *AhKkS
ERRILL LYJC)
CA..z6 ihPCLSTAY
COCA CCLA CCPPANT
OIL NOMl CLOeP
FOCO INOLSItR
KSIC UJoC
FOMST PFOCLCT$ INCUSTRY
GEGGIA-PACIfPC CORP
ICUNtTAlIt flR LURElR CO
hEYELNlAsalS CO INTERESTS
AN TL 1PrIlt ASSN
&ATL RESTAURANT ASSL
INCIPE16OENT INSUPAKCE AGENTS
hw A OF LIF9 4NkOIlkWITERS
SMITH 9LIkI £ FRENCk
Ouf.R4llGTCh bORTHERA ITC -,
SGUTME04 PACIFIC CC
SO10ThEN RAILWAY SYSTEM
UmIO PACIFIC COOP
k A OF AL"TCKS
kATL ALTC CIALIRS AISS
TRUCK&14 IUCLST&T
N 4,1TCX SNIPPIRS AIIM

AM 1,CIIIV Cp 1XIC4ITIVU
TCACCC PRCCCTI oi"

6. -N~

ADEPT (ACRI 6 DAIRY IDUC POL TRUSTS
CATTLENIES ACTION LEGISLATIVE FUWOfCALF)
PACE 6POL ACTION FOR COOP EFFECTIVENESS

HRA"Gc ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP FUND
61" .4SS INDUSTRY PAC LeIPAC)

.MECOfrl EXECUTIVES CITILeNShAP ASSN
OLIN EAECUTIVIS VOL Nub-PMT P6L FUND
GAS IL,.1OYES PEG
NATL CCNI4ltE Fu. SU*PRT OF FREE SAO
MATL CA"I TELEVISIC. ASSN PA.
CINPAC 4Cq.6om .A.T iIt.S PACI

NS FTLA AC.TI IaLLEUv mASH$
STmUCT .l.!LN PAL

WUILUENS POL CAMPAIGN LORN
1V#4 CWiN FUR NESPLMOSI4Lf IJvT INO-PMR)
MON PAkTISAN PUL GCU04 Ihca YORAJ
SAIdPAC AbA"uIlu4 PRGFSSI o PACJ
SAVI6S AN P$S .UL ELECTIONS CORR ASAPE A
NATL. LEA6U,4 PAC
NONPAC 1NUNNAiGE bANAIRS PACI
SAVINGS &ANKEaS NON-4ARTISAN PAC
EFFECTIVE GOVT ASSN
CANNERS PUBLIC AFFAIRS CON
NON-PARTISAN CORR PUN FOR 4GOVT (GAJ
DEL NAMTI VOL hO-PART GGCO GOVT CORN
POW INDOUSTRY GuOO GOVT CORN4
FOaEST MPROUCTS
FUkEST PRODUCTS PO. CORN
G-P EMPLOYEES FUNO LOREGONi
P1.1NTAIN FIR POL CORP
HMSUk FUND
AMERICAN HUrEL AUTIL PAC (AUSPACS
UESTAURATEURS PAC
ANERICAN INSURANCE NINS PAC INIIPACI
LIFE UNDMEuRITERS PAC ILUPACI
SAF V.LVNTARY NWl-PARTISON PO FUNO
IWALINGI'Oh NORTHERN GFF VCL GOOD GGVT
SUNSET ACTION' ComN
SOUT'LALN RAILWAY TAX ELIGIBLE GGF
FUND FOR EFPFCTIvE GOVT (NfW YORK)
&CAL ESTAT& PAC
COR OF AUTO RETAILERS (CAR)
TRUCK OPERATORS hON-PARTISAN COA
CUMI URGANIEO FG TRAOIN OF COTTON
EFFECT VE GJVT GAUUP IWASIITON OCS
TObACCO PEOPLES PUBLIC AFFAIRS CORN
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COTSUIIC4S "ON SPECIAL ITEREST GROUPS
CCNTRIDuTOl WITHIN CANDIDATE

ST AC PTT CANDIDATE AFFILl*T ZONIIENEST REGI STEREO %AHE

03 55 map SPAC~bOO900011I =lAN okIt ASSH IPIA
.Am NOICAL ASSNk IIATL
An MEDICAL ASSN-CC laeK
an NASCSL aSS. caicon
AN NUASIU" %.CN ASSI)A N OPTCHETPIC ASSN
AN iT1FA . Th"PAY *SSN
a PUoIIAw ASIN
AN SOCIETY CP CRAL SURGEONS
FECERAIACU CF M HGSPITALS
CPTICIANS ASSh OF An

54m-TOTAL FOR ALL NALT" COWS. --
ce'EtAaYT ENC |kIkE&&SI EAIN& NGIE ItiS

SEjAFA*I1BsS-T[OTAL FOR ALL LAOOR CCM*l ONAIL &CUCAIZCI. ASIA OECGON

EiVIAONENTAL/CO&SERVAT ICU
S4U-TOT&L FGA ALL *IhCILLANCOUS CONN. -

NAl IONAL" CC*IG0eSSIChA&LEVGL
$40-TOTAL FOR ALL I1PUL ICAN COM. -

IrAL FOR CA'OSOATE IS

AMERICAI& DENSTAL PAC LADPAC)
AmERICAN JWOICAL PAC 4ANPACI
PHYSICIANS CO FOR GO00 GOVT (OCI
CAENON MEDICAL PAC
A PAC AMERICAN NURSING ONE 10 E PAC
OPIMETRIC PAC
AMERICAN pr¥S T1*RAPY CON; ACTION COW
PDIATRY PAC
RURAL SURGERY PAC JCPACI
FED PAC
OPTICIANS CUM ON Pot EDUCATION

LSC.Ites PEC
NEbA POL ACTION FUND
SEAFAPEIRS POL ACTIVITY DONATION

PEOPLE FOR IMPROVEMENT OF DUCATIONPIEI
LEAGUe Of CASERVATICA VOTERS

NAIL BEAUS.ICA. SENATORIAL COS
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ILWGt.eUSSELL t
IOEN/INCMBSET A-36
GENERAL ELECT ICk IhFC:
I MON/UKCFPGSEC
1 434,643 VOTES (*.$3j

tLECTIOh CANDIDATES IPAIMARY ELECT ICK IUiF0:
I WkOft/PPGSEO

1-"NdR- S-ANCLkT AVER -- I--
- -------- -- --- 4 ------------------ - -

TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE 5569*t1

CASH Oh IANO - OE61,NiNG 6049t7

IftVIDUAL
L ,/T&ouT|uNS-$SO0 ANC OVEF: 1 9C 91,904 1.011 16.41

II-
If. STATE I 6s 70,5S9 4942.2 12.71 0
CUT Of STATE I ,1 2094Z5 972 3.71

CUNMITTEE CGhTktbuTILNS: 1 49 759SCO 1954S 13.61

IhINTLEST CL;MITTEES 48 7UgC0 19477 1,.7I
FILITIL.AL PARTY CAiNNITTEES I1 SCCc !9OOC .91

LOANS RECEIVED 1 75CCO 759OOC l.ob
LLANS REPALb 1 75CCO 590C 13.51

NET LLANS UUTSTMACING 0 0 C .01

TOTAL EXPENDITURES .498017,4

CASH &A hAhO - ENDING r 57,96



CO ATIlIWTIONS FROM INOIVIDAL CSTAIGISTYOS
CONTIRIITOR WITHIN CANDIDATE

CCNTkIAUTOt AOOESS

LA 55 0EN eLNG.AUSSELL f AL@/ifTOum LcuS
AnA BmI c TauSt CO
ANEi 69 9 TtST CO
AMOESCxMRS 0 M
ASH.NAMY AASH.N Nt

AATONqHCALES A Sit
LEAKIMSOAE WILLIAM a I1

BOLIS, ILLIAM A
.tOS1itA.AmIT • JR

RADV,PATICK W

UKHALTieD F A
l tuwa. IGGAT K
CAMPJON C
CANOIESV OTTOCMI WOJOSEP14 C

CANSO DEAWOCO J
CORCCAAN, THOMAS 9
CUSI MA€o.CIALeS V
OANGELC.SALVATCRIE J
OAVISyCHARLES b
CAY.CR JAMES 0
OIAAEVJ S I 1
OEITC1o.t J
DlEFENTHAL, EI)OUA L
OEflinHALJAMES itOUFAtEN,IRKMOT J
EATON, L b AR
FERGUSCNJ V It
FORTCIAkL ES F
FUt AETXMiILYN A
FOSLEJ a J

oFRANXS .JOHN
PREEMAM.M N SRt
FUEkSL ETV EaselRa J
GAUTREUXOC N
GUZZ INC.AIEALD
N*RTZNM EICMIN
IEORT.NILLIAM 0
JAMfS,T 0
d HIONl I F

JONESJAPES
JOMS. TI EOORE L
KYLE 9J a
LA VIG&E.KIRK a
LANOS .JULIS P
LAM TN vi

IATON RUGE LA
TlATO ROUGE LA

ATON ME LA
SHREVEPORT LA
SUAPSICE FL
EUNICE LA
LAFAYETTE LA
MIoLAND TX
RAYVIU.E LA
METAIRIE LA
HOUSTON TX
HOUSTON TX
nONROE LA
SHRIyIPAT LA
LAKE CHARLES LA
DES ALLEMANOS LA
METAIRIE LA
1ON1OE LA
WAS0iGITON DC
HEtAlllE LA
METAIRIE LA
WINNETKA IL
kEW ORLEANS LA
NEW ORLEANS LA
SATON ROME LA
NEW ORLEANS LA
N1d ORLEANS LA
NETAIIE LA
&ATON ROUGE LA
NEW ORLEANS LA
IIATON ROM LA
MORGAN CITY LA
SHREVEPORT LA
SHRIVEPORT LA
NEW ORLEANS LA
HOUSTON YX
METAIRIE LA
MOAGAN CITY LA
NEW ORLEANS LA
CHICAGO IL
AUSTON LA
NEW ORLEANS LA
NEw ORLEANS LA

ATOk ROUGI LA
SERWICK LA
SHREVEPORT LA
I ATON ROUGE LA
S4LPHUR LA

RET IAD-ATT?

ANDERSON OIL 9 AS
ATTT
PRESIDENT
OIL 4 GAS OPERATOR
iftOIPENOENT OIL OPfERATOR
ATTVIVARK HOLIES NOINGER MALLACK
AVONOALE SHIPYA4S InC
BRdOCO OIL 9 GAS CO
CHa 0 SKOUM 9 SOOT INC
IN0oP CONSULTIkG EN
PUtS a K BUTCEt &*ASSOC INC
ATTY
OTTO CANDIES INC
JoS CANIZMtO INTEREST
EXEC VP IANCROFT BAG CO
ATTY
EfJITAIBE PETRO CORP
ALBERT 4 WIEGMAN% INC ORES
ATTY HOPK INS #SUTTER OE% .ULRO
nO
J OILANEY CO INC
DIV CalPT SOUTHLAND CORP
VP SOjT EN SCRAP NATEMIAL-
SOUTHERN SCRAP KATERIAI.
CONSULTANT
PRIES L 0 EATON CO
ATTY
SlOGEN DEVIL INC PRIS
HOUSEWIFE
PRES FALCO INC
PRIS FRANKS PETROLEUM CO
Ch SO LA COCA CCLA ROTTLIkG CO
Pads BROWN & ROOT INC,
PAIS iLLIAMS NOCILLIAPS CO
AGENT NV LIFE INSURANCE CO
AVONOALE SHIPYARDS INC
SK VP HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP
VP T L JAMES 9 CO
PUS CENTRAL GULF LINES INC

IST NATL dK OF CONEIRCZ
ATTY
J U KYLE J 6 ASSOC
KLM CORP
ATTY
FARMS R RANCHER

)F A1

ST RC PTY CmIOAI OCCUPATION
A-37
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CONTEIIIEUTIO.S FROM INDIVIDUAL CONTRIIMTR
CCNTAIGUTOA WITHIN CAN IDATE

CCNTRI aUTOA ADO4ESS

LA 55 OIA *LON.RISSEL.L S

UTM. P= CANOOATE --

LANITCNsW a
LEGLANCJULES 8 111
LELANCtmCGER J
LENL EITNEGEO ii
LEVYAITNUN SR
LLOYOvb It JR
LOG.HNEREOITm J
LONGGLSSELL S
NARSii..hk 0
"~Eklmsemaldly

ERRICGIN. EO0MC L
MERRIGD.L Mt ENCE A
NIJALIS.G S S

NOLAkOgUILLIS k
aUaSoJ CL1FORD
PATOUTeCNARLES A
PELT IE69MAHVEY
P111IMN.G ALLEN JR
PEEZ.8uG6.ST Jt
PEIOT'$ R
PlT1IA1 *Ch LES t
PLAI SAXE .KIP
DOllELLqTNCNlAS J

GAN biLL IAN F
"T.JOSEP Ni Ji

RtEIO.JCS |PW E[

*O&RO TSON.0AUSTIN 6
llliERTSG~tCORZ.. J
tOUSSELwLCUS J

.SAIAtFOAlIC T
SCNWMDTZCARL J
SfNRT.C TRICON
SIaLEY.ew I-Mi
STONI.JAMIES H
STRI09AROaL t.
STREA01,iia 0 0
TlERIOT.9OLTy J

J'GRpSCaeb H Ji
WIALAM9N b
UALSH.*LAERT A
UESTIRCOK.O 0
VNIT ENEA0.JONE C
WOaOS. VIRM W

SULPHUR LA
BATON ROUGE LA
&ATON ROUGE LA
COVIkGTON LA
METAIRIE LA
HOUSTON TX
HOUSTON IX
&ATON R OUGE
GAINESVILLE V
SAIiCK LA
CHEVY CHASE No
NEW CALEANS LA
SHREVEPORT LA
NEW OR.EAkS LA
LK CHARLES LA
"ATON ROUGE LA
LAFAYETTE LA
TNIROOAUX LA
SATON ROUGE LA
NEW OAL EAS LA
DALLAS TX
NEI ORLEANS LA
GO..DEf NEADOW LA
EUNICE LA
POTOMAC no
NEd OALEANS LA
HOUSTON TX
SHREVEPORT LA
HOUSTON TX
NEw ORLfEANS LA
SAT(^ ROUGE LA,
NO0STON TX
NEW ORLEANS LA
GREEiSOUIG LA
CINCINNATI ON
LAKE CHARLES LA
NEW ORLEANS LA
GOI.Ek MEADOW LA
HOUSTON TX
ALEXANORIA) LA
YONKERS Ny
NONA DE LA
ESSEx FELLS NJ
METAIRIE LA

FARMER & RAV4CNeR
ATTY CORPORATE ONE
ATTY
RET IRi ED
PRESS ARTHUR LEVY GOAT SERV INC
OIL 4 GAS REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS
U S SENATOR
LIVESTOCK &AfEfDR AL EsT
J E VtLE JR a ASSOC
ATTY
k ,JF New ORLEANS 9 TOUST CO
FARME RS SEAFOOD
CamS ING L .ER w C P'.SES4CO
VP POhELL .LJONEP CO
PFES t C" 0 AMNE *KRT:UST CO
GULF COAST SANK Ci 9O
ATTY
DIV a4G SOUTH O CORI
ARCHI TECT
tLECTRONOIC DATA SYSTE4S CCRP
PITTAI COST CC
RIP PLAISA0CIE CL,%TRACT."aS
PRES POLL OIL CO
RAAM, 9 MASON ATTY

EIES & OWmER RAZLT CEO
1
ER

Tt UERIOR OIL CO
SKq TOM AS CROWl IMOUSUklES

GUINTAJA PETRO CO
Rep PETRO CORP
EXEC ELECTRICAL CONT C,;
If.EtcO OIL CO

ATTY
ATTY
PEES STONE OIL CORP
CRAY ESTATE
OPA MATHLDA STREAN Z .TEA INC
NOLTY J THERIOT INC
PFRS4C. EX..C S4NIAN OIL&GAS CO
WALKER OEER DAIRIES
NATL ALTY COM INC
OME* STANDARD EnlTEEP INC
GOLDIAN SACHS 4 CO
RIO-LA GAS CO

A' Al

ST AC pry CANIOATE
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Mr. WERTHEIx . The exhibit sets forth campaign finance informa-
tion, derived from the Federal campaign finance disclosure reports,
for the seven members of this committee wh6 raised money an ran
for election in 1974. The exhibit provides for each Senator summary
financial information regarding campaign contributions and expendi-
tures, a list of each individual contributor who gave $00 or more
including the contributor's indentification as listed on the Federai
reports, and a list of each special interest group contribution to the
candidate.

A review of these documents reveals that individuals and groups
with substantial economic interests have provided the political lifeline
for the various members of this committee. While similar findings
no doubt hold true for other Senate committees, the fact remains
that this committee has an almost unmatched congressional power
to grant or withhold direct economic benefits to private interests.

We have only been able to do a limited analysis in the time
available to prepare for this hearing and would like to give a few
examples of how this political money might impact.

The seven members of the committee who ran in 1974 received
approximately $3,129,000 during the period from September 1, 1978,
to December 31, 1974. Approximately 45 percent of that total came
in contributions from larger individual givers-$0 or more-and
interest groups. Listed below are the figures for each Senator:

Pmet of

hel cstrll~utlou,

a Cf =) 411 bV Vrft

RCOW"::..............31, i~n 51.60 244,255 7

sea 3.21 254,214nNo ................................ 32. 151024
olr..............................3,21.33........80.4 1

To~l ronopb ......................... 3,14 30 8K....... O 249 8

- During the 1974 elections Common Cause categorized individual
givers of i$ or more by economic background, based on the infor-
mation set forth on the Federal disclosure reports. Looking at these
categories, as well as the affiliation of 1974 interest group giverM, we
have come up with the following overall analysis for the seven Sena-
tors involved in 1974 races.

Economic identifications for individuals were based solely on the
information revealed by the Federal disclosure reports and were
made only on the basis of an interest clearly identified on the report.
Further research would no doubt result in substantial increases in the
amounts stated.
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Interest: Amunst
Labor - $253, 501
Oil - 211,492
Medical 96,987
Real estate ....- - 64,698
Financial institutions ................- 57,465
Forest products ....- 80,800
Insurance - 27, 596
Securities -- 2-, 450
Ross Perot ............- 21,000
Washington, D.O., attorneys ------------------------------ 20,174

2 In addition, Senator Betseun, who also raised substantial funds In 1974, received
$184,954 from ol.related donors.

• The seven Senators analyzed included Senators Dole, Gravel, Long,
Nelson, Packwood, RIbicoff, and Talmadge. Not each Senator received
contributions from all of these interests nor were the contributions
evenly divided among the Senators. This analysis is not intended to
do more than provide one example of the way in which economic
pressures can build upon members of this committee.

Of course, we realize that a number of these contributions may
have been made without regard to any interest in the legislative
activities of the Senate Finance Committee or of its members. How-
ever, it is only rational to assume that many large contributions are
made because of the financial interest the contributors have in the
committee's work.

An analysis of names of the District of Columbia attorneys who
contributed, for example, revealed such Washington lawyer-lobbyists
as J. D. Williams, William C. Foster, and Edward L Merrigan. Mr.
Foster is himself a member of the only Washington law firm with its
own political action committee--Patton, Boggs & Blow. The firm's
committee has also made a series of contributions to members of the
Senate Finance Committee. These lawyers are regularly in contact
with commit-tee members on tax matters and have-been identified as
representing interests that benefit from amendments to the tax bill.
We would like to insert in the record at this point, Mr. Chairman, a
copy of articles that appeared ii the New York Times on today and
Monday, July 19, 1976, that deals with this matter.

[The articles follow:]
[Prom the New York Times, July 20, 19761

TAX BMWs PAss IN 8WATS WrU CowM"rsM UwwowNr

(By Eileen Shanahan and based on reporting by her and David E. Rosenbaum)

W'ASfIoTON, July 19-Senator Lloyd Bentsen is responsible for Inserting
Into the current tax bill at least 10 provisions that benefit Just a few companies
each. Precisely how many Bentsen proposals the bill contains in not easily
determined.

The Senator, a Texas Democrat, would not say, when asked, for fear he wouldforget one.Further the Senate Finance Committee does not have useable records. Although

a relatively new Senate rule requires committees to keep minutes of all their
meetings, it says nothing about having the minutes transcribed-and the Yinance
Committee's have not been.

Fienator Benten's activities in connection with the current tax bill are not
strikingly different from those of many other Financo Committee members. But
what is known about them Illustrates a couple of key points about the way the
nation's tax laws are written.
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The first is that tax bills have become so massive, the procedures under which
they are written are so haphazard and the safeguards surrounding the process
are so few and ineffective that no one, not even the senators most responsible,
knows what is in them.

The second point Is that those with a tax problem they want solved by legisla-
tion have a tremendous advantage if they are constituents of a member of the
Finance Committee or can find a way to present themselves as constituents.

For example, Senator Bentsen was the sponsor of a provision in the tax bill that
is generally known around the Finance Committee as the "Britannica Amend-
ment" because the Encyclopedia Britannica is thought to be the largest bene-
fllary. The provision would overturn, by legislation, a recent unfavorable ruling
by the Internal Revenue Service dealing with the way book publishers deduct
some of their costs on their tax returns.

Senator Bentoen does not call the provision the "Britannica Amendment," how-
ever. He said h. 2rat heard about the desire of some book publishers for legisla-
tion overturning the ruling from Frank Bennack, executive vice president of the
Hearst Corporation, wh6 works and lives in New York City.

From 196? to 1974, Mr. Bennack was the publisher of the Ban Antonio Light,
a Hearst newspaper. Thus, according to Mr. Bennack, when a Hearst corporation
tax lawyer discovered that the adverse I.R.S. ruling would apply to Hearst's
Popular Mechanics Encyclopedia, he went to Mr. Bendack and asked if he knew
Senator Bentsen.

Mr. Bennack did, and although he described the Impact of the ruling on the
Hearst organization's taxes as "not a big thing," he want to Washington and
explained the problem to the Senator.

Representatives of the Encyclopedia Britannica came to see him only after he
had already talked to Mr. Bennack, according to Senator Bentsen. He said his
memory was "hazy" as to whether he had actually put the amendment before
the committee before seeing the Britannica people.

NOSPITAS PXZMMT CASE

Present and potential operators of the nation's hospitals that operate for profit
also had the good fortune, or possibly the foresightedness, to have a basis for
claiming they were constituents of Senator Bentsen.

They wanted a change In the tax law that would increase the maximum
amount of taxfree bonds that could be issued to finance hospital construction. -

They made their case to Senator Bentsen, he said, through Dr. John Bradley,
of San Antonio, the president of their trade association, the Federation of
American Hospitals, and the Senator sponsored their proposal The federation
also contributed at least $1,000 to the Senator's Presidential and senatorial
compalgns.

So It goes too, through the long list of narrow-Interest provisions sponsored by
other senators. Many can claim that those they were helping were in one way or
another, constituents. For example, the bill contains a provision sponsored by
Senator Vance Hartke, Democrat of Indiana, which would overturn by legisla-
tion a Tax Court case that was lost by the H. R. Robertson Company, which has
a branch In Indiana.

Defenders of narrow-interest tax legislation make several arguments In its
defense.

First, they say, much of it is Justified to aid companies and occasionally Indi-
viduals who get caught in the complexities of the tax laws in freakish ways and
suffer hardships that no one intended. This argument is widely accepted.

In addition, advocates of narrow Interest legislation say that ample safe.
guards exist in the Congressional procedures to prohibit the enactment of un-
Just and unwise legislation. Principally, they argue that narrow-Interest provi-
sions receive ample examination In either the House Ways and Means Commit-
tee or the Senate Finance Committee, or both.-

They argue further that narrow-interest provisions can seldom attain enact-
ment If they are opposed either by the Administration or by the staff of the Con-
gresional Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, which is widely
credited with competence and integrity.

333UTTJALS TO ASSNSTIONN

These latter arguments are disputed by a great many people familar with the
processes of tax legislation. There are a number of specific case histories of



narrow-interest provisions in the current tax bill that rebut one or more of these
assertions.

There are, for example, several dozen provisions in the Finance Committee bill
that have, no counterpart in the House Bill and most were hot even carefully
described, let alone debated, before they were approved by the committee. When
there was any debate, it was often confined to one or two questions by a single
senator.

There is no other area of legislation in which Congress deals with so many
different issues in a single bill.

What distinguishes the narrow-interest provisions from other, broader pro-
visions that are also in the bill, such as an extension of the 1975 tax cut, is that
they were adopted not only without discussion but also without most Finance
Committee members even knowing what they were voting for.

There is some indication that the senators themselves cannot always hear what
little is being said. In the few seats in the committee room that are reserved
for the public, and at the press table, It is Impossible more often than not to hear
enough to understand what is going on.

Ralph Nader's Tax Reform Research Group and Tax Analysts and Advocates,
the two tax-reform organizations that sepahtely monitored every minute of thd
Finance Committee's proceedings on the current bill are still unable, weeks after
the end of the committee's deliberations, to answer such basic questions as who
sponsored each provision of the bill. The reason was that they could not hear
and there were no available committee records.

Nor, despite weeks of effort by reform-minded members of the Senate, the
outside reform groups, the press and others, have all the beneficiaries of the
narrow-interest provisions of the bill been identified.

BRAWNO THIS W3ZX

* In the face of criticism of the narrow-interest provisions, the Finance Com-
mittee chairman, Senator Russell B. Long of Louisiana, has scheduled some
additional hearings for this week. But fewer than half the provisions of the bill
are to be covered by the hearings and they are exclusively the ones that have
been denounced by two Democratic Senators, Edward M. Kennedy of Massa-
chusetts and William Proxmire of Wisconsin, and ones in which the beneficiaries
have been publicly Identified.

Administration opposition, a supposed barrier to enactment of unwise narrow-
interest legislation, does not always work. Both the Treasury Department and
the Federal Energy Administration fought a special tax credit for recyclers of
used materials on the ground that it would cost the Government considerable
revenue and do little to conserve either raw materials or energy.

But the committee chose to believe the contrary assertions of the recyclers and
their supporters, which included some city government officials who are worried
about solid-waste disposal, and the provision wound up in the bill.The Treasury is also vigorously opposed to a provision in the bill, sponsored
by Mr. Long, that would extend the investment tax credit to shipbuilders who
are already paying no taxes on profits that they plow back Into ship construction.

The history of this provision In the Finance Committee illustrates something
else about the safeguards that are supposed to surround the process*oft tax legis-
lation.

Although Laurence N. Woodworth, the staff director of the Joint committee,
was asked to describe the provision to the committee, he was not asked his
opinion of it by any member. There is reason, based on opinions he has given in
the past on analogous legislation, to think that he might have opposed the new tax
benefit for shipbuilders, but he almost never volunteers opinions.

No one can remember his having volunteered an adverse opinion.on a provision
sponsored by the committee chairman.

In this instance, Senator Long was a passionate advocate of the provision,
because, he said, large tax subsidies are necessary If the United States is to
have a strong merchant marine. Shipbuilding is also a big business in Louisiana.

Dr. Woodworth's opinions on tax legislation, when sought, are given so much
weight by the committee that both senators and lobbyists typically try to get
clearance from him and his staff before offering their proposals.

But sometimes senators or lobbyists, inadvertently or otherwise, clear one
version of a proposal with the joint committee staff and then offer a somewhat
different on&
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An extreme case of this type occurred this year, which involved one of Wash-
ngton's most successful tax lobbyists and most open-handed campaign contrib-

utors, J. D. Williams, and Senator Mike Gravel, Democrat of Alaska.
Mr. Williams went to Senator Gravel, with a proposal for legislation that

would overturn a revenue service ruling that the nonrefundable hookup charges
Imposed by some water and sewer utilities constituted regular income to the
companies and was taxable as such.

According to Senator Gravel, he told Mr. Williams to check with some utility
companies in Alaska and find out whether they had any interest in the pro-
vision, and Mr. Williams reported back that "it benefited my people in Alaska."

C Senator Gravel then decided that Mr. Williams' proposal "was eminently
proper."

Mr. Williams next cleared the proposal with the joint committee staff, which
offered no objection because the I.R.S. ruling had, in fact, disallowed a long-
established (though not very logically defensible) practice of some water and
sewer utilities of recording the one-time hookup charges as a non-taxable
return of capital, rather than as Income. 40

Between the time that Dr. Woodworth approved the proposal and the time
it was actually presented In committee, electric and telephone utilities that had
always reported hookup charges as taxable income got wind of the amendment,
and, working through another committee member, Herman E. Talmadge of
Georgia, asked to be included.

They were added to the Gravel proposal-but no one told Dr. Woodworth or
any member of his staff.

As Senator Gravel presented the proposal to the committee, it sounded to
Dr. Woodworth Just like the original proposal, limited to water and sewer com-
panies, that he had approved.

go he told the committee that the revenue loss to the Treasury would be no
more than $10 million a year and that he had no objection. The Committee voted
to include the provision in the tax bill.

It was only later, back in his office, that Dr. Woodworth read the exact words
of thbq amendment Senator Gravel had submitted and saw that telephone and
electric utilities had been added.

That meant an annual revenue loss to the Treasury estimated at $100 million,
and theodifference was so great that Dr, Woodworth went back to the commit-
tee the next morning, said he had misunderstood the proposal, and suggested
that the committee reconsider and limit the change to water and sewer com-
panies. It did so.

CHANOS AJT APPROVAL

Dr. Woodworth will not confirm It, but others familiar with tax legislation
say it is not unusual for tax lobbyists to make changes in their proposals after
they have been cleared by the Joint committee staff. If the differences are not
too great, the staff may accept them without complaint--or It may change them
back. It all depends on how bad they think the changes are, how much is in
writing, whether they think the sponsoring senator will notice, and other factors.

Those who view themselves aq tax reformers, and who view their task as one
of making the nation's tax laws fairer, are discouraged over the contents of
the current bill, even though it does contain some provisions they -regard as
good. One reason for the discouragement the number of provisions It contains
that partly undo recent tax reform achievements.

The current tax bill contains a large number of exceptions to these tighten.
Ings of the law, all of which, according to their sponsors, cover operations that
were not really meant to be covered by the 1975 changes. Some of the exceptions
are quite broad, potentially affecting many American companies with overseas
subsidiaries.

Others, such as the proposal sponsored by Senator Bentsen to make an excep.
tion for shipping companies whose sole business is servIcing offshore oil-drilling
rigs in foreign waters, potentially affect only a handful of companies.

DONOS TO LONG AD=)

Senator Long, as he readily concedes, also had some constituents who were
interested in this provision. He said, "I don't want to call their names," but one
company that appears certain to benefit Is Arthur Levy Boat Service of Morgan
City, La. Levy family members and employees of the company gave at least one
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of the largest such group contributions for a campaign In which Senator Long
had no serious opposition.

Finally, there Is the case of an exception to the foreign tax provisions sponsored
by Senator Long that apparently will benefit no one-a case of where the
haphazard procedures of the ,Senate Finance Committee simply misfired.

The intended beneficiary was a company called Southern Scrap Material,
headed by Stanley Diefenthal, an old friend of Senator Long's whom he de-
scribed, when asked about the case as "a nice fella, a very successful businessman
in New Orleans." Members of the Diefenthal family and employees of the com-
pany contributed $2,400 to Senator Long's 1974 campaign.

The exception was drafted by the Joint committee staff in the most detailed
possible way so that it would fit no company except Southern Scrap Materials.

Unfortunately, In describing his company's operations to Senator Long, Mr.
Diefenthal left out a key fact, and the exception, as drafted, does not except
him--or any other company as far as anyone knows.

Senator Long said he would move to drop the amendment, unless some other
company turns up that would be affected by It. In such a case, he said, he would
keep the amendment, "because the principle s right."

DIFFERKCE IN HOUSE

Such a blunder probably could not have occurred in the House Ways and Means
Committee, which used to write narrow-Interest legislation the same way as the
Senate Finance Committee but this year adopted more careful procedures.

First, of all, the measures can never be scribbled on the back of an envelope,
introduced and approved all In the same day, as they are In Senate Finance.
They must be presented sufficiently In advance so that the Joint committee staff
can prepare a written description, Identify the beneficiaries, If possible, and make
an estimate of the potential revenue loss to the Treasury. Then, hearings must be
called on the specific proposals, at which outside parties can testify.

The House procedure does not mean that none of the narrow-nterest bills get
through.

This past year, for example, 22 such bills reached the hearing stage. The tax
reform research group opposed six of them. The committee refused to approve
only four.

It Is not clear whether the Finance Committee will adopt similar procedures.

(From the New York Times, July 19, 1976J

TAx BazCxS FOB THE Fzw HINoz ON Acczes To Powma

Knowitg Someone in Key Post or Hiring Influential Lowyer or Lobbyist Helps
WUh Preferental Legilation

(By David E. Rosenbaum and based on reporting by him and Eileen Shanahan)

WASHINGTON, July 18-4'hls year, four well-to-do California business execu-
tives wanted a special provision In the tax law, one that would apparently bene-
fit no one but them.They retained a Los Angeles lawyer, John H. Hall, who, as Deputy Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy from 1972 to 1974, had worked closely
with Congress in drafing tax measures.

Using the Washington connections he had made as a Government official,
Mr. Hall went to Senator Carl T. Curtis of Nebraska, the ranking Republican of
the Senate Finance Committee, which has Jurisdiction over tax legislation in the
Senate.

Senator Curtis arranged for the preferential language the businessman wanted
to be written into the tax bill that is pending before the Senate.

Although the entire Finance Committee adopted the Curtis amendment, no
other senator knew the identities of the beneficiaries or understood the details
of the amendment.

The incident illustrates two important points about the way Congress writes
the nation's tax laws.

The first is that every big tax bill contains a number of narrowly drawn pro-
visions such as the Curtis amendment that are designed to benefit a small num-
ber of people or companies. Senator Edward M. Kennedy, Democrat of Massa.
chusEtts, calls them "one-eyed, bearded, man-with-a-limp" provisions.
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The second point is that the ability of people to have such preferential lan.
guage written into a tax bill depends largely on their knowing sbuteone in an
influential position or being able to hire a lawyer or lobbyists who have access
to power.

Although there is no evidence that campaign contributors Influenced the Cur-
tis amendment, an examination of public records shows that large campaign
contributors and constituents of well-placed senators frequently have a sizable
advantage in obtaining the necessary access.

The Tax Reform Research Group, a public affairs lobby associated with Ralph
Nader, has identified more than three dozen narrow-interest sectors in the 1,586-
page tax bill approved last month by the Finance Committee.

The measure was debated for two weeks by the full Senate before Congress
recessed for the Fourth of July and the Democratic National Convention. It
will be taken up again when the Senate reconvenes tomorrow.

The special preference sections are only part of an important bill that, among
its many broadly applicable provisions, would extend the 1975 antirecession tax
cuts, liberalize estate tax laws and place limitations in the use ot some tax
shelters.

Defenders of narrowly drawn tax legislation argue that such provisions are
necessary to rectify hardships in the law that were not intended. They contend
that there are safeguards to prevent enactment of unjustified legislation

But the procedure by which such special preferences are written into tax hills
by the committee-which means more often than not that they become la*-
has been sharply challenged this year by Congressional critics and some senators
who do not serve on the committee.

SCANDAL AND DISORACE

Senator Kennedy declared on the Senate floor late last month, "The method
by which these special interest provisions make their way into tax legislation
is a scandal and a disgrace, an embarrassment to the Finance Committee and
every member of the Senate."

Stung by such criticism, Senator Russell B. Long, Democrat of Louisiana, who
is the Finance Committee chairman, took the extraordinary step of calling three
days of special public hearings on the narrow provisions in the bill, beginning
Tuesday.

It is highly unusual for a committee to reopen its bearing-on a bill after floor
debate has begun.

The official announcement of the new hearings said Senator Long has "noted
that concern has been expressed as to whether certain of the provisions approved
by the committee were the-subject of sufficient public hearings and discussion."

Experts who have followed the work of Congres for years believe that the
hearings will be little more than cosmetic. They expect that most of the narrow
provisions in the bill will be retained, passed by the Senate and eventually
enacted, and that many will not even be reconsidered.

Some of the preferential sections are arguably meritorious. They would pro-
vide relief for persons and companies that would otherwise be unfairly dam-
aged by quirks in the tax law.

Other special preferences have been questioned by tax analysts on the ground
that they cost the Treasury revenue while serving no worthy purpose.

Justifiable or not, the special proylsions have much in common. Nearly all of
them benefit 'well-connected persons, companies or industries. The causes are
pressed with members of the Finance Committee by influential lobbyists or law.
yers. Most were not challenged by anyone within the Finance Committee.

The provision involving the four California business executives, Mr. Hall and
Senator Curtis found its way into the bill In the followng manner.

-OUB PANEL V'_
The businemmen-James L. Walker, Stanley L. Timmins, William . Balen

and Russell A. Kendall, all o fters In the Davis WaUfer Oorporation Los An-
geles--learned sometime in' early _14 that they &0uld save tazeq by Oreatlg
foreign trusts for their children. By May 1074, the paper work nec6ary. to Vre-
ate the trt was well under way.

me4ncdentally, on May 21o 1974, the House Ways and Means Qommlttee voted
to plug the partCUlat sectton Involvin foreign trusts tht they were ung.
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The-House committee decided to make the effective date of the change that
very day to prevent people from rushing In under the wire, as they might have
done if the effective date were set in the future.

According to Mr. Hall, the former Treasury official, word of the Ways and
Means Committee action did not reach California for more than a week. He said
that was because the daily tax report of the Bureau of National Affairs, on which
lawyers rely for developments in tax law, did not report the action until May 29.

Some time between May 21 and May 29, work on the trusts for the four busi-
nessmen was completed, but, under the House bill, the men would not have been
eligible for the tax break that was the reason for setting up the trusts.

The 1974 tax bill died at the end of the 93d Congress without becoming law. It
was revived last year, however, and the bill passed then by the House retained the
May 21 deadline for its change in the foreign trust rule.

E3PLOYED HALL

The businessmen then employed Mr. Hall to try to straighten the matter out
before the measure cleared the Senate.

Mr. Hall said that he came to Washington and talked with Howard J. Silver.
stone, the staff member of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation
who was handling that particular aspect of the bilL Mr. Hall acknowledged that
his Washington connections enabled him to determine the right staff member to
see.

Mr. Silverstone, according to Mr. Hal, said It would be reasonable to push the
effective date back eight days to May 29 in view of the delay in reporting.

Mr. Hall said that he then talked to Senator Curtis and Donald Moorehead,
chief minority counsel of the- Senate Finance Committee. Asked why he chose
Mr. Curtis rather than some other senator, Mr. Hall replied:"I knew Senator Curtis from when I was in Washington. I could have chosen
any senator, I suppose, but I'd worked with Senator Curtis on the pension reform
bill and other matters. I would have gone to a California senator if there'd been
one on the Finance Committee, biut there wasn't one."

NO ONZ ASK=D

In any event, Mr. Curtis arranged for the date to be changed to May 29 in the
Finance Committee bill. No one on the committee asked Mr. Curtis who the
beneficiaries were or why he wanted the change.

There is no evidence that campaign contributions Influenced Mr. Ourtls. Rec-
ords for 1972, the last time he ran for office, are incomplete.

But The New York Times turned up a number of instances in which members
of the Finance Committee sponsored special privilege tax provisions in which
large contributors had an interest

To take one example, Senator Mike Gravel, Democrat of Ala a, is the chief
sponsor of language that would give special tax advantages to the recycling in-
dustry. The members of two trade associations-the Institute of Scrap Iron and
Steel and the National Association of Recycling Industries-would be the prin-
cipal beneficiaries of the provision.

The Washington lobbyist for the Institute of Scrap Iron and Steel Is Thomas
H. Boggs, Jr. He has contributed at least $1,150 to Mr. Gravel since 197. His law
partner, William C. Foster, donated at least $2,060 during that time.

Edward J. Merrigan is the lobbyist for the National Association of Recycling
Industries and has been the most active lobbyist for the cause of recyclers. He
gave at least $8500 to Mr. Gravel's 1974 Senate campaign, some of which was
donated after the election.

3Mr. Gravel, in an interview, said that he had not been influenced by the contri.
butions, Rather, he said, his interest in giving an advantage to recycling "pre-
dated" that of Mr. Boggs and Mr. Merrigan and was founded on his desire as a
conservationist to preserve virgin timber in Alaska.

The Treasury Department opposes the amendment on the ground that it could
eventually cost the Government as much as $80 million a year in tax revenue.
Environmentalist organizations also oppose the amendment, saying that It would
be useless for conservation purposes.

Mr. Gravel said that both the Treasury and the professional environmentalists
were "misguided."

The Alaska Senator acknowledged, however, that he was often swayed by
lobbyists In his work on the Finance Committee.

"Usually, I first meet lobbyists at social functions," he said. "Then, you
meet them too at fund-raisers. My relationship with Merrigan Is close as can be.
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You get guys like that whom you trust and who never come around with dog,
and you generally help them."

CLIENTS NOT NAMED

Mr. Gravel said that he often did not even ask lobbyists to identify their
clients.

"If the issue is a broad one, I don't care who their clients are if it is a good
cause," he said. "If the issue is very esoteric and would benefit only one group
or a few people, then I would turn around and say, 'Whom are you working
for?'"

Campaign contributions, he said were a way a lobbyist could assure "con-
tact" with him. He explained:

"All campaign support guarantees is access. I would pick up the telephone
for a supporter before I would pick it up for someone else. But that's the end
of my commitment. I have no obligation to help them, but I feel I have an
obligation to listen to their problems."

Most members of the Finance Committee who were interviewed said that they
saw their work on the committee as providing one more way they could be
of special service to their constituents.

Senator Gravel said that helping a constituent obtain legitimate relief was
"little different from helping someone get their Social Security -check or V.A.
payment."

Senator Robert Dole, Republican of Kansas, offered nine amendments to
the tax bill in the Finance Committee. All would help constituents or special
friends.

For example, Mr. Dole proposed a section that would give a tax advantage to
private railroads that used concrete ties. There are only two such lines in the
country, the Kansas City Southern Railroad and the Florida East Coast
Railroad.

The Florida line is represented by Mr. Merrigan's law firm, of which former
Senator George A. Smathers of Florida is senior partner.

With no Florida Senator on the Finance Committee, the firm appealed to the
Kansas City Southern, which, according to Mr. Dole, operates In his state and
persuaded him to offer the amendment that would help the two lines.

Senator Dole and his legislative aide, Kim Wells, were extraordinary open In
explaining to The Times their procedure for dealing with requests for special
interest tax relief.

They estimated that more than 80 interests approached them this year seek-
ing special tax legislation. Normally, they said, if no constituent interest was in-
volved, they turned down the request. If a constituent was involved, they said,
they checked with the staff experts of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue

Taxation and with the Treasury. If there were no objections from either, they
agreed to introduce the requested, amendment.

Mr. Wells recalled one Instauce this year in which "a friend and a campaign
contributor" went to the office with a proposal.

"We wrote Treasury. We got through the motions for a constitutent. But when
Treasury opposed it, we dropped it," he said.

Asked whether contributors received-special attention, Mr. Dole replied, "You
have to be honest and say, 'Sure' If some guy has helped you in a campaign, it
doesn't hurt him at all."

P3OCEDUZE DEEN DF

Some members of the FinanreOmfe, including Senator. Long, the chair-
man, defended the procedure4 for including special preference legislation in
tax bills.

Mr. Long said that he was Inot the least bit embarrassed to support anything
for my constituents if I think It's right."

As for the influence of lobbyists and contributors, he declared, "The Constitu-
tion protects the right of citizens to petition the Government for redress of
grievances."

Other committee members, Including Senators Dole and Lloyd Bentsen, Demo-
crat of Texas, said they hoped to alter the committee's procedures so that nar-
row provisions would receive more scrutiny.

Senator Robert W. Packwood Republican of Oregon, counted himself in the
latter group. Most of the provisions that are adopted by the Finance Committee
are justifiable, he said. What worried him, he added, was that "there may be 1,000
others that are meritorious that nobody ever hears about" because the potential
beneficiaries do not have the right connections or the money to hire a well-
connected lobbyist.
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Mr. WxrTHEIMER. We have a series of recommendations which we
believe would improve the process by which the committee conducts its
affairs and set the stage for the American public being willing to ac-
cept the results regardless of who benefits much more because they will
have an understanding that the process is taking place out in the open
and that everyone has had an opportunity to get their viewpoint across
and everyone has been able to know what is going on.

Let me just summarize some of our recommendations.
We recommend that this committee immediately initiate a system

to require members of the committee and the committee staff to lqt all
communications concerning matters pending before the committee
and to make these logs available to the public or. a timely basis.

There is a series of rules that can be adopted, to greatly improve
the process. Some of which have already been mentioned today: (a)
full and timely disclosure of the Senate sponsors, beneficiaries, pro-
jected revenue loss or gain, and justification for each tax amendment
or special tax bill; (b) record votes by individual member on bills and
on each substantive amendment; (c) open conference meetings on all
tax and other legislative matters within the committee's jurisiction;
(d) transcripts of open meetings being made available to the public on
a timely basis ; (e) all amended bills to show clearly the matters added
since the previous print and (f) advance notices and the oppc~unity
for public hearings on all private or special tax bills and amendients

The jurisdiction of the Senate Finance Committee cover the entire
economic landscape, not just with regard to tax matters, but also in
dealing with health, welfare, trade, and other issues. The existing pro-
visions to protect against potential conflicts of interest by Members of
the Senate and their staffs are totally inadequate. A system of public
disclosure by Government officials of sources of income, assets and
other holdings as well as gi fts is the key to dealing with potential con-
flict-of-interest problems. The Senate has recognized this by passing
comprehensive public financial disclosure legalation three times m
the last 4 years. The House has been a bottleneck on this.

We urge the committee to implement the basic provisions of S. 495
immediately by adopting the rules which would require comprehen-
sive disclosure. We also believe the committee should establish pro-
cedures from members and staff to refrain from voting or taking part
in deliberations on matters in which they have a personal interest of
more than a de minimis amount.

We believe that adoption of the proposals we have recommended
would start the committee on the path to restoring public trust in the
integrity of the tax system. It would assure that a comprehensive
record is developed for Senators, the media, and the public to make
judgments regarding tax proposals and preferences considered and rec-
ommended by the Senate Finance Comittee. It would also begin the
process of convincing -the American people that the tax system is de-
signed to serve the public interest, not the various special interests who
can exercise the most pressure and undue influence over legislators.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mosxowrrz. I have no comments.
Senator HARTEL Thank you, Mr. Wertheimer.
Senator Nelson.
Senator NziLoN. No.
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Senator HArTKL. Senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. No questions.
Senator IIAsKzU.. You refrain from working on anything you have

other than the de minimis interest. I don't think f agree with that. In
the first place, what is de minimis? In the second place, it is awfully
subjective.

If you have your financial statement out in the open, it seems to me
people can draw their own conclusion I Do you think that might be a
better way of going about it ?

Mr. WErriEMmi. I think putting a financial statement out in the
open certainly does create the opportunity for the public to make a
judgment ana draw their own conclusions. We think in a case of a
committee such as this which exercises such enormous influence over
the tax system and in view of the public perception of the state of the
tax system in this country and the public's distrust of the methods by
which decisions are made and in the light of the need to really take
steps to do something about it, that this committee could go further.

Senator HASKZU. I would hate to have to judge when I had a de
minimis financial interest.

Mr. W r iuMm. Our ultimate view is, Senator, that we would like
to see increased salaries of both the Senate and the House Members in
conjunction with the barring of any outside income or any outside
holdings; then I think we could basically eliminate the conflict of
intent.

Senator BRocK. Could you bar income ?
Mr. Wr ri~ i .Outside earned income.
Senator Baocx. How about interest, dividends?
Mr. WFwrHMER That would be more difficult, Senator Brock

[laughter]. I suppose that might be asking too much. You could cer-
tainty ask elected officials to take that step particularly if you were
prepared to compensate them in a manner that fully Justified the lack
of any need for outside sources but it might be that this kind of ap-
proach would have to be limited to-

Senator T-AsKma. Would the gentleman yield?
You are not seriously considering anybody to be elected giving away

anyhin, they own, are you?
Mr. WP, wmririzL No; I am not, Senator, but I am proposing that

they take every possible step to assure the American people that they
are not involved or that there is not any appearance of involvement of
outside ' -- o-11PI interest affecting the decisions they make for the
American people.

Senator NFAsow. I don't happen to own any stocks or bonds or any
interest ;-t nrlr,'business, anything like that. Everythin, I own is a
house anc n1 piece of property. You suggested that beyond the Finance
Committee von should not vote on something if you have interest that
is more ' .,- ",e mininis. Mine would always be deminimis.

Mr. WRTt!E1nMR. You should not have ay problem supriorting
this.

Senator \ r%8o. Well, I do have a problem supporting, it. Why
would yoi say that the vote of the Finance Committee memer was
more ir , "vif than the vote of some of those mu 1 "- "-ores out
on the fl,,o,, of the Senate whose holdings are vast en iu-1" .n ""t they

7i4 .... . -- pt. 1 - 10
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have interest through stock in all kinds of businesses? Are you going
to say that they should not vote either?

Mr. WErFHrIMER. Well, if the concept spread following the adop-
tion of the Finance Committee, we are for it,

Senator NELSON. You say an elected official who is well heeled and
has stock in rails and anything-you name a wealthy family and re-
port you have got something, $100 million or more. If they have moe
than a de minimus interest, t.iey should not vote ?

Mr. WVER3THEIME. Yes. If they have specific interests and specific
legislative matters on the floor, we think they should disqualify
themselves.

The House has a rule now which requires any Member of the House
in theory to disqualify themselves from voting on the floor on matters
that they have a personal or pecuniary interest in. That rule in prac-
tice has not had much application because the interpretation of it has
been that the ultimate decision is up to the Member of the body.

Senator NiqsoN. I just think that that position is so indefensible
that 'I would like to pursue it and maybe I can understand it a little
more.

Are you saying that if a wealthy person had, say, $20 million and,
let's say, he didn't invest it in stocks, he put it in mutuals and mutual
now is investing data so that we have investments in every economic
interest in the country and he has $20 million worth it is more than do
minimis, that he should not vote on an issue that comes up? Are you
presuming that he is going to be dishonest because he is a multimillion-
aire who has stock in the corporation affected or are you going to say
his constituents are deprived of his vote or are you going to say he is
not allowed to serve because he is a man of means#

Mr. WmrHFxMR. I am arguing that a system should be devised
which, in effect, eliminates Members of the Congrss from voting on
matters in which they have a significant personal interest.

If, for example, a Member of the Congress owns millions of dollars
of stock in an automobile company-

Senator NELSON. Let's backup. Take my case. He has $50 million in
mutual stocks. Mutual is investing without him making the decision
in every major industry in this country.

You eliminate him from voting on the tax bill on any issue that
affects him?

Senator BROCK. He would have no vote.
Senator NzLsoN. Of course he would not.
Mr. WEruIkMER. It might also be that he should-
Senator NEtsoN. Isn't it adequate for public officials to disclose what

they own ? People don't live in a vacuum. I wish I had something sub-
stantial to disclose but I don't.

Isn't it adequate that they disclose to their constituents whether they
are adequately representing them I I don't see how you can do it any
other way.

Mr. WEfIEIMER. I don't want to understate the importance of dis'
closure because we as an organization have argued that that is an im-
portant reform.

Senator NELsON. I am conceding that, but isn't that adequate I
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Mr. WErmTi, m. I do not think so, Senator. I think the rules could
be devised to go further and to eliminate the opportunity for voting
on matters that the Member of the body had a specific interest in.

Senator HASKELL. Would the Sefator yield I
Senator NElsoN. Yes.
Senator HASKLL. I am having the same difficulty Senator Nelson is.

Everything we vote on we have an interest in. We own a house,
mortgage rates. If this is an official position of your organization, well,
all I can say is you have a lot of missionary work to do. [Laughter.]

Mr. WFJrriI:!xFj1 We will take another look at it., Senator.
Senator ITASKEL . How can you figure out what is de minirnus or

mavbe. as the Senator from Tennessee says, maybe just not vote?
Mr. WvwrimiErIER. I do believe de mnimus is not a concept fwe in-

vented, it is a concept that is fairly'well-known in the law.
Senator HASKELI. But every time we go over to vote, we do not try a

lawsuit.
Mr. W rRTIEMErn. I do believe that ground rules can be established

which would not prohibit or not restrict Miembers of the body from
representing their constituency while at the same time take them out
of a position on voting for things which provide them with direct spe-
cific benefit.

As I say, the House has had rules along these lines, although they
have not been implemented for many years.

Senator HASKFLI. That may be .o.
Mr. WYERTMER. There has not been too much desire to implement.
Senator NrLSO.N. I come from the largest dairy, State in the Union.

Let's suppose we elect,--and we have historically-a dairy farmer witli
100 cows and we have got a dairy support program and' 90 percent
paiity. Do you think he ought to have 100 and can't get above 80 but
in fact that dairy SUPrt program would be of substantial benefit to
this elected official, this Congressman I

He believes in it. Are you going to say that he can't represent his
constituents and vote for it ?

Mr. WFrrnEIMER. If the result would be to provide him with a
direct financial benefit.

Senator N,1sox. Of course, that is what it is. He gets a higher price
for his milk. You are going to say then the dairy farmers are deprived
of their representation even though it is considered by them and their
majority in Congress to be meritorious. 'You are going to deprive him
of his vote. That is a silly position, I think you ought to review it.

Mr. WFxErtrim,,R. Senator, I will review it. [Laughter.] I will re-
view it but .1 would not want to leave a wrong impression here regard-
ing our position. It is possible to establish rules which will eliminate
thek impression that Members of the Conrss are voting to benefit
themselves in specific matters. Issues of this kind are pending before
the Iouse Ethics Committee today.

The difference between de mininius and totality leaves plenty of
room for negotiation and consideration. There are clear ut cases. Hard
cases always make difficult law.

I do believe, and I believe the committee should be cognizant of the
effect that it has on the public. When people who hold public office are
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in a position of voting for legislation, particularly in the tax area,
which, also has the result of giving them personal financial benefits-

Senator BROOK. I understand what you are saying. If I may inter-
ject. Let me just ask you a question. -

There are some Members of the House and I think some who have
taken whatever incentives there are, whether large or small, and put
them in a trust. Does that eliminate the potential conflict?

Mr. WnrrnmEix. That is a difficult question, Senator Brock.
Senator BROOK. Why?
Mr. Wzwnigwix. Because the question facing the Senate today in

S. 495 is whether or not. a blind trust should be considered an adequate
safeguard for purposes of public financial disclosure legislation. It
would seem to me that for purposes of the question you rais-dis-
qualification from voting--if there was a blind trust protection could
exist. But if in fact in order to achieve an adequate financial disclosure
law, you believe that blind trusts should not be allowed, then the blind
trust concept cannot be used as a means of dealing with disqualification
from voting.

Senator BRO. But you know, the way the blind trust is drawn, if
it is drawn legally, it must in fact be blind and it must. be totally super-

.vised without any knowledge or consent of the basic element.
Now I don't see how in that circumstance you can-
Mr. WER ctaE rnIR. One question really depends on what went into

the blind trust. If the blind trust consisted of a substantial share, most
of the blind trust was placed in holdings of one company, then you
would have a fairly good sense of what was in it.

Senator Bnoo. You would have to make an assumption.
Mr. Wrruzz-vii. Yes. If you had a much broader portfolio, then

the description youi describe would be more appropriate.
Senator HARTN1.1. senator Fannin, any questionsV
Senator FANilN. Senator, I am sorry. I was not here but from what

I heard I just wondered if you would like to have the Congress a body
of have-nots or both in means as well as expertise ? Is that the idea that
you have?

Mr. Wmrinvxx. No, Senator.
Senator FANNIW. Do you feel that because a man was an expert, for

instance, in the petroleum field that he should not be qualified to vote
on any measures pertaining to the petroleum industry f

Mr. Wxr .zixu. No, I didn't say that, Senator.
Senator FANNIN. Well, if he has interest in the petroleum industry,

should he be disqualified to vote ?
Mr. WzEmrzxzR. I think as we have stated here in terms of tax

matters and the matters that come before this committee that a Senator
should disqualify himself from voting on a matter that would be of
specific benefit to that Senator.

Senator BRooK. Maybe we should call Kennedy and give him equaltime.
Senator FANNIN. If that theory is carried through, then many of the

Members could not vote on certain measures. But aren't we accountable
to our constituency I Aren't they the ones that make that determination
of whether or not we are handling their business properly?

Mr. Wzarnzm. In part, yes. They are the ones that make the de-
cision, but in terms of your question of accountability I don't think
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you are presently accountable under the rules that have been operating
today. That is one of the reasons that we think steps have to be taken
to provide much more of a public record so that we can judge what
precisely is going on.

If people don't know, then the concept of accountability is a shallow
one.

Senator FANNIX. I am often referred to by the press as an oil State
Senator but we don't have any oil in my State. I wish I could fall into
that qualification, I wish they could discover some oil in Arizona. My
constituency knows how I vote as far as the measure is concerned,
they return me to the Congress after knowing that because that was an
issue in the campaign that I had last time and I don't hestiate at all
to speak out on this issue.

I have a great interest in the petroleum industry but I don't hesitate
at all to vote. I feel I have more knowledge about it. I vote mor, in-
telligently and I feel it is a great attribute to have men in the Congress
that are qualified. I can't understand how Common Cause can criticize
a Ierson because of his expertise.

Mr. WFrrFjEJMER. Senator, we are not talking about expelise, we
are talking about the capacity for personal financial benefit.

Senator FANXIN. It has been brought out by Senator Nelson that
anything we do would affect us one way or another. I think you are
describing some impractical solutions to what I would not consider,
but I just think it would be very narrow and impractical to abide by
your request.

Senator BRocK. You have been pretty well picked on, Mr. Weit-
helmer.

Let me ask a question. Senator Nelson was saying, I think, what
he would do. If the people know what. you do, then we achieve that
basis and that is what I think we are reaching for.

Mr. WEIFIEIMER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator NEIso.. If you are talking about, financial disclosure, when

vou have a dairy farmer who can't be down here voting for his dairy
farmers on a support program I think you have. a standard that can-

not be conceivably complied within a democratic country.
Senator IIArKF.. Mr. Wertheinmer. isn't the fundamental prollem

rallyv-that you are groping with here-the question that. you really
would prefer public financing, as contrasted to private financing, for
political cainpaigns for Members of Congress?

Mr. Wertheimer. That is one part of it, Senator lIartke.
Senator H,~rKE. ,. And practically all of this discussion would be-

come a non sequitur if you had public financing?
Mr. WVERTiEIMER. Well, a substantial part of it would. That would

still leave questions dealing with procedures that take Wlace and the
manner in which the public and other Senators and the media can
determine what decisions are being made and what is involved in
those decisions with respect in this case to tax matters.

So there are a series of suggestions we have made and that others
have made this morning which we think would improve the capacity
for this committee and for the Congress to start to convince the Ameri-
can people that they have a fair tax system. The American people
certainly, to my view, do not seem to believe that today.

Senator HARKE. Thank you.
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Senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Wertheimer, you said earlier you thought

one of the ways to do away with some of the evils in the present, system
would be to raise the salaries of Members of the Congress. Where do
you think those salaries should beI

Mr. WEMRTEIMF.R. Two points, Senator. I don't have a specific
figure but my statement about increased salaries of Congress went
hand-in-hand with the capacity to bar and eliminate outside income
and outside holdings in a sufficient fashion so that the public could
accept, as they don't accept today, salaries commensurate with the
job that Members of Congrefs have to do.

Senator HANSEN. Well, you have been critical of the way things are
running now. Is that as specific as you can be on that point, that this
simply should be raised I

Mr. WmritEinER. Yes, that is as specific as I can be. I would like
to point out that we are not talking about raises in the abstract, it is
in the context of dealing with the other kinds of problems that we have
described today:

Senator HANSEN. I suspect a good many people in this country have
voted for a particular candidate in public office because he may have
been in the business they wer in. I would think that you could think
of any number of Members of Congress who would identify with one
group or another and if your concept were to be implemented and on
those issues which might directly benefit that Member of Congress,
he would be required to withhold his vote.

Would you not then be denying his constituents who happened to
be associated with him in the same line of endeavor or business the
right to be represented on that issue ?

Mr. W EWrnimIMxR. I think it would be the Member of Congress who
would be denying the constituents in light of those holdings, but if
the Member of Congress decided he would want to have those holdings,
then it would be the decision of the Member of Congess.

Senator HANSF.N. I happen to be a cattleman which in these past few
years has not been a particularly lucrative form of business to be in.
i one time was piesi dent of the State livestock association. I am cer-
tain that some. of my constituents found some reason to support me
based upon their belief that if I were acting in my own self-interest
I would be at the same time taking steps which might be protective of
their interests. -

That would violate the concept that you think I should employ in
voting, if I understood you correctly.

Mr. WVrTEIMER. No. What is at stake here, Senator, is the ques-
tion of the capacity for personal gain out of public and professional
duties. That is the problem that is trying to be dealt with-Your ex-
pertise or knowledge is not a problem, it is your financial holdings as a
rancher or as a cattleman that becomes a &problem.

Senator HANs.N. Let's say I am voting on a tariff. Or it happens
that the cattle industry has been damaged with price supports and I
have been one who believes we ou/ht not to have our product, price
supported. That is, to take the dairy business which I don't happen
to be in, it at various times, as you know, has been price supported-
supports on milk and cheese.
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Two ways: one, tariffs against the importation of cheese. Say if I
were in the dairy business, should I not vote on an issue that would
involve those two areas I AV

Mr. WI'H'IMmi. It would depend, as we state here, on the size of
your holdings and the amount of benefit that the vote would be to you,
Senator.

Senator HANSEN. You are really not answering my question except-
ing to say that unless I were to determine that it was greater than a

S de minimus interest then I should not vote.
Mr. WErrrEMER. As I say, I think ground rules could be set. If

this body was interested in doing it-which would provide guidelines,
to answer your question-if you were a dairyman or a cattleman who
had a cattle farm worth $5 million and you were involved in a vote-

Senator HANsEN. Say it was worth $500,000. Now go ahead with
your statement.

Mr. WRrmEIMFJ.. Worth $500,000 and you were involved in a vote
which would double the value of your property, then I think the con-
cept we are talking about would be very valid.

Senator HANSEN. I would say that if there was a way to double the
value of my property on one vote, I would have to admit that I would
likely vote aye. (LAughter)

Mr. WEwrimrnER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator HARTKE. Thank you, Mr. Wertheimer.
The situation is this. We have heard eight witnesses, there are 12

more to be heard. I am prepared to go ahead and do my part. The Re-
publican policy committee started at 12 :30 p.m. And the tax bill goes
on the floor at 1 p.m. Do you object to me continuing hearing some
of these people?

Mr. Thomas J. Reese. legislative director, Taxation With Represen-
tat ion, accompanied by Mr. Michael McIntyre.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS 1. REESE, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR, TAXA-
TION WITH REPRESENTATION, ACCOMPANIED BY THOMAS F.
FIELD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Mr. RzimE. Senator H artke, I would like to thank you for being
the only Senator to stay here to hear the testimony of one of the two

Fiblic interest taxpayers' lobbies that has been involved in this legis-ltion.
My name is Thomas Reese and I am legislative director of Taxation

Withi Representation. a public intemst taxpayers' lobby with more
than 14,000 members throughout the United States.

My testimony will be organized around four points: (1) Obstacles
to public interest, testimony at. hearings: (2) the need for analysis
of narrow interest provisions by the staffs of the Treasury andthe
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation which would include
public disclosure of the beneficiaries and the dollar amount which
the provision is worth to the intended beneficiary; (3) the need for
revenue raising reforms to balance the revenue loss of the provisions;
and (4) an analvis of some of the provisions.

One of the Taxation With Representation's principal purposes is
to sponsor public interest testimony regarding ending tax legisla-
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tion. Public interest testimony is inherently more difficult to produce
than is special interest testimony. Special interests in-many cases are
the actual draftsmen of the bills or amendments on which the com-
mittee is holding hearings, so those special interests are intimately
familiar with very nuance of the proposed legislation, long before
hearings are announced.

In contrast, public interest groups face a series of obstacles in pre-
paring themselves to present helpful testimony to the tax writing com-
mittees of Congress.

First, public interest witiesses are forced to play detective in fer-
reting out the special interest measures that are buried in the technical
language of a tax bill. These measures are hidden in narrowly defined
exemptions, exceptions, changes in effective dates, transition periods
and overrulings of IRS and Tax Court decisions.

The job of preparing public interest testimony also includes ob-
taining copies of the pertinent legislation, committee reports, Treas-
ury bill reports, and other documents; locating competent experts
who are willing to speak out in the public interest; contacting them
by mail or phone* and subsequently printing and distributing their
testimony. All of these steps are time consuming.

In addition, since public interest groups must rely primarily on
unpaid experts, the witnesses testifying under their auspices must set
aside. time from teaching or other duties to do the research needed to
present testimony that is professionally sound. Ag in, time Ls needle(,
since the demandIs of ones normal job cannot always be sot aside on
short notice.

For all these reasons, the time schedule set forth in the committee's
July 8 press announcement is completely unrealistic, at least as far
as public interest groups are concerned. Only the special interests
already familiar with their own proposals can prepare testimony
on-such short notice.

These hearings must necessarily be viewed as a one-sided oppor-
tunity-which grants special interests a further chance to rehearse
prepared arguments without granting a realistic hearing to individ-
uals and groups seeking to represent the public interest.

The need for amjile time for the preparation of testimony is espe-
cially important when large numbers of provisions are considered
simultaneously. It is simply unrealistic to expect professional public
interest testimony to be forthcoming on short notice with respect to 73
amendments.

Under these circumstances, public interest groups will be justified
in regarding the committee's announcement of July 9 as simply "win-
dow dressing."

Is this merely a hearing to give the opportunity to stand up on the
floor of the Senate and say we have held hearings?

The obstacles to public'interest testimony require the adoption of
procedures similar to those adopted by the Ways and Means Committee
or dealing with miscellaneous bills.

The criteria used by Ihe screening committee in determining whether
a bill should be included in the special hearings on miscellaneous bills
are outlined on page 4 of my testimony. I will note two of the points
which they considered.
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First of all, the bill must not involve a significant reveniii16ssGen.
erally that meant not more than $5 million per year.

Secondly, the bill must not involve a broad structural or major
administrative change in the tax laws.

In addition, an important part of the Ways and Means Committee
procedure is an analysis of the miscellaneous tax bills by the staff of
the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation. This analysis
described current law, the problem the bill was trying to solve, an
explanation of the bill, the effective (late, especially pointing out when
it was retroactive legislation, the revenue effect, the beneficiaries, and
the position of the executive departments.

The joint committee analysis of miscellaneous bills was made avail-
able prior to the public hearings. The analysis that has just been done
bv the joint committee is still not available to the public, although
I believe it was just handed out to members of the committee and the
staff just an hour ago.

Unless such analysis and similar analysis by the Treasury is avail-
able prior to the public hearings, there is no way that serious public
interest testimony can be offered.

Public interest groups are forced to spend most of their time trying
to find special provisions in the tax bill rather than in preparing testi-
mony. Even now we fear that we have not uncovered half of the
special interest positions in the bill.

Under such circumstances, we are frequently forced to oppose nar-
row interest provisions because sufficient evidence is not available to
show that they are benign.

T strongly recommend that the Finance Committee adopt procedures
similar to the Ways and 'Means Committee's procedures for dealing
with miscellaneous and technical tax matters.

I also urge that the committee give serious consideration to adoption
of the practice of the Judiciary Committee and naming the title of
the bill, the person or firm being granted relief. Casting special relief
in this form would also promote simplification of the Internal Revenue
Code since it would no longer be necessary to disguise special relief
bills as amendments to that code. There are enough special interest
provisions in this tax reform bill to make it necessary for Congress
10 years from now to pass another deadwood bill repealing them all.

.Most of the provisions before the committee lose revenue. That loss
will have to be made up by ordinary taxpayers or by increased deficits
unless the committee recommends reforms which will raise an equal
amount of revenue.

In keeping with the spirit of the budget resolution, the committee
should recommend revenue raising reforms to balance the revenue loss
from these provisions. Unless there is tax reform to offset the revenue
loss of narrow interest legislation, it is difficult to justify such legisla.
tion to the American taxpayer because their taxes will be higher as a
result. of this legislation. The American taxpayer will have to pick up
the tab for the benefits given to a very few.

Furthermore, these tax matters should not be included in a tax-
reform bill, they should be dealt with separately when there is time
to give them the attention they deserve. In fact, many of the provision
under consideration today d not become effective until after Decem-
ber 31, 1976. There is no reason to enact these measures now.
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If the committee adopts the procedures similar to the procedures
adopted by the Ways and Means Committee, it will protect itself from
being accused of slipping through tax provisions without adequate
consideration.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, r have attached to my testimony 12 more
pages of analysis of the provisions set forth in the July 8 press release.
I ask that this material and other written material I have submitted
be printed in the record following my testimony but I will not take the
committee's time, since there are only two Senators here, to go through
all of this material.

If anyone on the committee has any questions on this, I or Mr. Field
will be happy to try and answer your questions.

Thank you.
[The material referred to follows:]

TESTIMONY BY THOMAS J. RE~sE LEoISLATIVE DiRECTOR, TALXATION WITH!
REPRESENTATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Thomas J. Reese,
and I am legislative director of Taxation With Representation, a public interest
taxpayers' lobby with more than 14,000 members throughout the United States.
My testimony will be organized around four points:

1. Obstacles to public interest testimony at hearings.
2. The need for analysis of narrow interest provisions by the staffs of the

Treasury and the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation which would
Include public disclosure of the beneficiaries and the dollar amount which the
provision is worth to the intended beneficiary.

3. The need for revenue raising reforms to balance the revenue loss of the
provisions, and

4. An analysis of some of the provisions.
Obstacles to public interest testimony

One of Taxation With Representation's principal purposes is to sponsor public
interest testimony regarding pending tax legislation. Public Interest testimony Is
Inherently more difficult to produce than is special Interest testimony. Special
interests in many cases are the actual draftsmen of the bills or amendments
on which the Committee is holding hearings, so those special interests are Inti-
mately familiar with every nuance of the proposed legislation, long before hear-
Ings are announced.

In contrast, public interest groups face a series of obstacles In preparing
themselves to present helpful testimony to the tax writing committees of Con.
gress. First, public Interest witnesses are forced to play detective in ferreting
out the special interest measures that are buried in the technical language of a
tax bill. These measures are hidden in narrowly defined exemptions. exceptions.,
changes in effective dates, transition periods and overrulings of IRS and Tax
Court decisions.

The Job of preparing public Interest testimony also includes obtaining copies
of the pertinent legislation, committee reports, Treasury bill reports, and other
documents; locating competent experts who are willing to speak out In the public
interest; contacting them by mail or phone; and subsequently printing and dis-
tributing their testimony. All of these steps are time consuming.

In addition, since public interest groups must rely primarily on unpaid experts,
the witnesses testifying under their auspices must set aside time from teach-
ing or other duties to do the research needed to present testimony that is pro.
fessionally sound. Again, time is needed, since the demands of one's normal Job
cannot always be set aside on short notice.

WFor all these reasons, the time schedule set forth in the Committee's July
9th press announcement is completely unrealistic, at least as far as public In-
terest groups are concerned. Only the special interests already familiar with their
own proposals can prepare testimony on such short notice. These hearings must
necessarily be viewed as a one-sided opportunity-which grants special Inter-
ests a further opportunity to rehearse prepared arguments without granting a
realistic hearing to Individuals and groups seeking to represent the public
interest.
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The need for ample time for the preparation of testimony ia especially Im-
portant when la, e numbers of provisions ar considered simultaneously. It Is
simply unreqjsftc to expect professional public interest testimony to be forth-
coming on sort notice with respect to 62 amendments Under these circum-
stainces public interest groups will be Justified in regarding the Committee's an-
not cement of July 9th as simply "window dressing."
Need for analysis by the Joint Committee and Treasury

The obstacles to public interest testimony require the adoption of procedures
simila to those adopted by the Ways and Means Committee for dealing with
mIscellaneous bills. (See Ways and Means Committee Public Hearing on Mis-
cellaneous Minor Tax Bills, December 10, 1975.) An important part of the Ways
alio Means procedure Is an analysis of the miscellaneous tax bills by the staff
of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation. This analysis described
current law, the problem the bill was trying to solve, an explanation of the bill,
the effective date, the revenue effect, the beneficiaries, and .he position of the
executive departments.

The Joint Committee pamphlets analyzing the miscellaneous bills were made
available prior to the public hearings. The Treasury Department analysis of
similar provisions should also be made available prior to the hearings. Unless
such analysis by the Treasury and the Joint Committee is available prior to the
public hearings, there Is no way that serious public interest testimony cqn be
offered. Public interest groups are forced to spend most of their timE- trying
to find the special interest provisions in the tax bill rather than in preparing
testimony. Under such circumstances we are sometimes forced to oppose narrow
Interest provisions because sufficient evidence is not available to show that they
are benign. Even now we suspect that we have not uncovered half of the spe-
cial interest provisions in H.R. 10612.

Besides providing Joint Committee analysis of the legislation prior to the
hearings, I also urge the committee to give serious consideration to adoption
of the practice of the Judiciary Committee in naming In the title of the bill the
person or firm being granted relief. Casting special relief in this form would also
promote simplification of the Internal Revenue Code, since it would no longer
be necessary to disguise special relief bills as amendments to that Code. There
are enough special interest provisions In this tax bill to make it necessary for
Congress 10 years from now to pass another deadwood bill.
Revtenue gains to balance revenue losses

Most of the provisions before the committee lose revenue. That loss will have
to be made up by ordinary taxpayers unless the committee recommends reforms
which will raise an equal amount of money. In keeping with the spirit of the
budget resolution, the committee should recommend revenue raising reforms
to balance the revenue losses from these provisions. Unless there is tax reform
to offset the revenue loss of narrow interest legislation. It is difficult to Justify
such legislation to the American taxpayer whose taxes will be higher, be.
cause he must pick up the tab for benefits given to a few.
Recommended procedures

Earlier this year the Ways and Means Comnmittee adopted procedures for
dealing with miscellaneous bills. The bills submitted by members of the com-
mittee were reviewed by a special screening committee of committee members
in order to determine whether the bills met the criteria of being technical or
minor bills. The criteria used by the screening committee it determining whether
a bill should be included in the special hearing on miscellaneous bills were:

1. The bill must not Involve a significant revenue loss (generally, not more
than $5 million full year effect; outside limit would be $15 to $20 million).

2. The bill must not involve a broad structural or major administrative change
In the tax laws.

3. The bill must not have been included as a provision in the Tax Reform
13111 (II.R. 10612).

4. The bill must not have been referred to a study committee during the con-
sideration of the Tax Reform Bill (H.R. 10612).

5. The bill must not deal with an area specifically listed for consideration In
phase. II.

In connection with the hearing, the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation was directed to prepare a description of the bills, to Indicate
whether any of the bills are retroactive, and to name any particular taxpayer
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to which the bill might Ie directed to the extent of the staff's Infornmtion. (Ways
and Means Committee Public Hearing on Miscellaneous Minor fftx Bills, Decem-
ber 10, 1975, I-ge vii.)

I strongly recommend that the Finance Committee adopt similar procedures
for dealing with miscellaneous and technical tax matters. In addition, revenue
raising measures should be adopted simultaneously so that the cost is not borne
by the average taxpayer, nor cause an increase in the deficit. These tax matters
should not be included in a tax reform bill. They should be dealt with sepa-
rately when there is time to give them the attention they deserve.

Furthermore, many of the provisions under consideration today do not become
,ffective until after December 31, 1976. There is no reason to enact these meas-

ures now. If such procedures are adopted by the Finance Committee, it will
protect itself from being accused of slipping through tax provisions without
•lteqluate consideration.

ANALYSIS OF PROVISIONS

Rcfundable investment credits
Beginning in 1984, the Treasury Department will pay companies an amount

ep'qal to the value of unused investment credits. Unused credits are those which
cannot be exhausted under the current provision for carrying them three years
backward or seven years forward. The provision, which has general applicability,
wits sought mainly by the airlines and the utilities. The amendment will cost
between $300 million and $500 million in 1984. We oppose this provision unless
the revenue loss is recouped by reducing the investment tax credit or by closing
some corporate tax loopholes. (Section 802 of the bill; page 177 of the report.)
Expiring credits

Investment and foreign tax credits which would otherwise expire at the end
of 1976 would be extended for another two years. The amendment, sponsored
by Vance Ilartke, D-Ind., would aid the airline industry (investment tax credits)
and Chrysler Corp. (foreign tax credits). The Treasury Department opposes
the amendment, on the ground it disproportionately favors transportation. Tile
provision would cost $14 million in fiscal 1977 and $30 million in fiscal 1978.

Section 803 of the bill; page 196 of the report). Currently the investment credit
can be carried backward three years or carried forward seven years. If a com.
pany cannot make enough profits during this time to use its credits, it is not the
responsibility of the Federal Government to bail them out.
8hlpbuilding credit

This amendment, added at the request of Finance Committee Chairman Rur+
s4-11 B. Long, D-La.. would permit the investment tax credit for Rpending on
ships built with tax-deferred funds. The Treasury Department. which opposes
ihe amendment, estimates that the tax deferral currently available Is equivalent

to an investment tax credit of 17% and the 10% investment tax credit would
ie added to that. The revenue loss is estimated at $21 million in fiscal 1977,
rising to $45 million by 1981.

Among the beneficiaries would be oil companies. which have extensive shipping
fleets; banks, which can build ships and lease them; and steel companies, which
use the ships for the movement of ore on the Great Lakes. In the case of the
oil companies and the steel firms, the sabotage laws already require that Amerl-
(an-built ships be used on the principal routes involved, so the additional Incen-
tive of the investment tax credit Is totally unnecessary as a spur to ship con-
struction. Furthermore, the provision would, in effect, grant the investment
.redit for the investment of tax money owed to the U.S. government. (Section
-06 of the bill: page 196 of the report). For more information see testimony of
Thomas F. Field on this issue which follows my testimony.
Inestetcnts in U.S. property

Under present law. when a United States corporation reinvests the earnings of
a foreign subsidiary in property loUated in the U.S.. this is considered a renatria-
tion of foreign earnings and triggers the U.S. corporate income tax. The loIll rete-
flnes what will be considered investment in U.,S,. property to allow a seclnl retra-
active exception for Superior Oil-Co.. which invested earnings In an oil rig on the
U.S. continental shelf. Congress in 1969 had defined UY.S. investment to ichlude
the continental shelf. In addition, there is another special exemption designed to
aid Pyramid Ventures Corp. of Louisiana. (Section 1021 of the bill; page 225 of
the report). We see no reason to make it easier to defer paying taxes on earnings
of foreign subsidiaries.
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Shipping proyfts
The Finance Committee tightened up the taxation of shipping profits but made

four exclusions: two would aid the Hall Corp. Shipping Ltd., owned by the Frank
A. Augsbury Jr. family of Ogdensburg, N.Y.

The first exception to aid Hall would exempt from the tightening provision
Income from shipping between two or more points within the country In which a
foreign shipping subsidiary to iicorporated and registered. The second exception
favoring Hall is that, it a company has virtually all its assets in foreign shipping
operations, repayments of uns, .'1oa would be treated as reinve.stment In
shipping operators and, thus, e=empt from taxation.

Another exception is for two unidentified small corporations from JA)uslanna

and Texas that registered their oil rig servicing vessels under the lan"I nipIai
flag. The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 would tax such operations.

A final exception is for the Diefenthal Corp., a Louisiana scrap company, which
ships scrap to Japan and uses a Panamanian charter to avoid U.S. taxes. The
exception Includes a corporation which owns no vessel and doesn't manufacture,
grow or mine any commodity. (Section 1025 of the bill; page 230 of the report).
Since we do not support deferral, we see no reason to allow it in these special
cases.
Agricultural products

The provision would exclude from the tax haven rules income from all fartiu
products grown outside the U.S. This would give such goods a competitive price
advantage and benefits such major agricultural exporters as Continental Grain.
Btuge, Cook, Garnac and Louis Dreyfus. The revenue loss is estimated at $17
million In fiscal 1977 and $15 million a year after that. (Section 1205 of the bill:
page 282 of the report). Again, since we do not support deferral, we see no reason
to allow it In these cases.
Per country repeal ewempt"o*t

The finance Committee agreed with the House to repeal the per country limi-
tation and place all taxpayers on the overall methoi of calculating the foreign
tax credit. The effective date was for all tax years beginning after December 31,
1975. The committee approved a three-year transition rule that specifically bene-
fits, among others, Freeport Sulphur Corp.

A similar postponement of per country limitation repeal and new los recap-
ture rules was included at the request of PPG Industries, though the amendment
was tighter than the House v use bill also had the Freeport Sulphur
provision. (Section 1031 of e bill; page 238 of the report.) We prefer putting
all taxpayers on the per country method of calculating the foreign tax credit but
It Congress wants everyore on the overall basis, then It should apply to everyone
without exception.
Foreign oil and gas income

The bill provided a special carryback rule to permit oil companies to use excess
foreign tax credits that could not he used because of limitations contained in the
Tax Reduction Act of 1975. The proposal included in the House bill, was designed
to benefit Natomas Corp., a San Francisco-based oil company, and would cost an
estimated $8 million in fiscal 1977 and $10 million in fiscal 1978. (, etlrm 1035(a)
of the bill; page 246 of the report.) There is no Justification for these excess
foreign tax credits In the first place and therefore no need to allow a carr.yback.

* The bill also provided a special transitional rule for recapture of losses ti;
lienefit the Sun Oil Co. This will cost $21 million in fiscal 1977 and $0 million in
fiscal 1978. The tax money would be recouped in later years. (Section 1035(b) of
the bill; page 247 of the report.) There Is no reason to give Sun Oil a special
break unavailable to others.

Oil related income
Special definitions of oil-related income were approved to benefit Tenneco, Inc.,

in its liquidation of a Canadian subsidiary and 1. U. International, a Phila-
delphia conglomerate which apparently wants to consolidate certain gas utility
income with its non-oil income so that foreign tax credits may be applied to
such income. The cost would be about $5 million or less in each case. (Section
-1035(c) of the bill; page 250 of the report). This will allow Tenneco to use
excess oil tax credits to shelter from taxes income from non oil sources and
I. U. International.
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Iranian consortium
An amendment bt Sen. Clifford P. Hansen, R-Wyo., at the request of Mobil

Oil Corp.. would grant a blanket 10-year exemption to Mobil and other mem-
hers of the Iranian consortium from the provisions of the law which bar the

use of the foreign tax credit on income from oil properties in which the com-
ponies do not have an "economic interest." The amendment, opposed by Treasury,
would cost an estimated $40 million a year or a total of $400 million over the
entire period of the exemption. (For discussion of the question, see article by
Michael McIntyre.) (Section 1035(e) of the bill; page 251 of the report). The
payments to foreign countries are really royalties not income taxes. They should
therefore be deductible not creditable.
Off production sharing

An amendment by Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas, would reverse for five years
an Internal Revenue Service ruling (Rev. Rul. 76-215) which denied the foreign
tax credit in the case of certain production sharing agreements. The amend-
ment, designed to benefit primarily Natonas Co., a San Franclsco-based oil
firm, would cost about $25 million a year for five years. (For analysis of the
issue, see article by Michael McIntyre.) (Section 1035(f) of the bill; page 253
of the report)

The oil firms have been busy trying to persuade Indonesia, the principal oil
producing country making use of production sharing agreements, to renegotiate
them In a form that would pass muster with the IR. The Service July 14 issued
a press release setting the criteria that would have to be met In order to qualify
for the foreign tax credit when the foreign government owns the minerals

being extracted. The IRS has determined that these payments do not qualify
for foreign tax credits. There is no reason to overrule the IRS determination.
H. H. Robertson Co.

The Finance Committee approved an amendment by Sen. Vance Hartke, D-Ind.,
to reverse a Tax Court decision (59 T.C. 53) against H. H. Robertson Co., a
Pittsburgh-based multinational building products firm with a plant in Indiana.
The amendment would change the law for all taxpayers but it provides retro-
active relief for Robertson. At issue in the Robertson case is whether or not
the company owes tax on about $1.5 million of income. (Section 1042(c) (3) of the
bill; page 270 of the report)

The Robertson amendment is a private relief bill because it is intentionally
designed to retroactively change the tax effect of a liquidating dividend received
by H. H. Robertson Co. in 1965. The bill would also change the method of
computing earnings and profits for other companies in subsequent years.

Whether the correct method of computing earnings and profits ought to be
changed Is a complex tax question. Under current law, a dividend of appreciated
property from a foreign subsidiary is taxable in full to the recipient, but it
reduces the earnings kud profits of tihe foreign corporation by the company's
basis in the assets. This rule is generally necessary to prevent repatriation of
corporate profits tax-free or at capital gains rates.

The alleged defect in the rule-the subject of the Robertson amendment-
occurs when a company which has paid a dividend in appreciated property
subsequently liquidates. On liquidation, the domestic parent company is taxable
on the fair market value of the liquidating dividend, to the extent of the earn-
ings and profits of the company. Since the earnings and profits account was lot
reduced by the fair market value of the prior dividend, the sum of the portion
of the liquidating distribution treated as a dividend and the prior dividend can
exceed the historical earnings and profits of the foreign subsidiary.

That is what haipened to Robertson. Its U.K. subsidiary imd a dividend hi
1964 of appreciated property valued at $1.9 million and then liquidated In 1965.
The subsidiary's cost basis in the distributed stock was relatively snmll ($250,-
000), making for only a small reduction in historical earnings and profits.

The liquidating distribution was held taxable by 1115 up to the balance in
the earnings and profits account ($2.9 million). That determination was upheld
by the Tax Court (59 T.C. 58) and the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third
Circuit. Robertson was thus taxed on all of its subsidiary's earnings and profits
plus an Increment representing unrealized capital appreciation. This total,
nevertheless, was less than the fair market value of the distributions.

Counsel for Robertson characterizes the above treatment as "double taxation."
That characterization Is misleading, since Robertson was taxed only once on the
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receipt of property from its subsidiary. All that occurred was that Robertson was
denied the privilege of deferring tax on its unrealized gains.

The best. argument for changing the current computation of earnings and profits
is that the Robertson-type situation is unusual. In most situations, the sum of the
distributions treated as a dividend will not exceed the sum of the historical earn.
ings and profits. However, the Robertson treatment Is correct in theory, and if the
law is to be changed, It should be done so as to make the Robertson result the
general rule. Since the objective of the Robertson amendment is to provide special
relief to a single company, however, it seems proper to focus on the retroactive
aspects of the bill and not become enmeshed in the merits or demerits of par-

s ticular methods of computing earnings and profits.
Canadian mining subsidiaries

The Finance Committee approved an amendment permitting consolidation of
Western Hemisphere Trade Corporations with non-WHTCs, a move prohibited
by the new foreign tax credit rules in the bill. The amendment was designed
specifically to aid the Hanna Mining Co. in merging two Canadian mining sub-
sidiarles. Such a merger would be permitted only if 95% of the gross income is
derived from mining in a country contiguous to the United States. (Section 1052
(b) of the bill; page 284 of the report). Such exceptions to the general tax credit
rules are unjustified.
Political party debt#

The Finance Committee narrowed an amendment contained in the House ver-
sion which permits business deductions for bona fide bad debts to political parties.
The committee version is effective for debts Incurred after December 31, 1975,
whereas the House version permitted deductions for bad debts incurred after
January -1, 1975, and for years before that for which either an assessment or
refund would still be possible. The Finance Committee version would eliminate
the individual who sought the change in the first place, Charles Guggenheim, who
incurred bad debts during some recent Democratic campaigns. It would benefit a
major Republican campaign official, Henry Deirdorf. (Section 1804 of the bill;
page 401 of the report). Since in general we do not support retroactive relief, we
support the Finance Committee changes.
Prepublication costs

The Finance Committee approved an amendment in the House version which
would reverse an Internal Revenue Service ruling (Rev. Rul. 73-395) that re-
quired publishers to capitalize over the life of a book the expenses relating to re-
search. The publishers have been seeking to deduct the expenses over one year.
Treasury opposes the amendment, which was designed primarily to benefit En.
cylopaedia Britannica, which incurs most of its revision cost in research. (Sec-
tion 1305 of the bill; page 403 of the report). We support the Treasury in
opposing this provision. Exceptions should not be made to general accounting
principles.
Face amount certificates

The Finance Committee approved an amendment by Sen. Walter F. Mondale,
D-Minn., to aid Minnesota-based Investors Diversified Services. The amendment
would specify that, contrary to Internal Revenue Service regulations, it is not
required that holders of face amount certificates include in their gross income
the value of the discount on a ratable basis over the life of the certificate.
An identical measure was defeated by the House Ways and Means Committee
in March. The amendment, opposed by the Treasury, would cst about $5 million
annually in lost revenue. (Section 1307 of the bill; page 407 of the report). Tax
deferral is the main advantage of face amount certificates. Investment decisions
should be guided by the market and not tax gimmicks.
Coca-Cola Iranch ise

An amendment by Sen. Herman E. Talmadge, D.Ga., would exempt Income
front a Voce-O4a franchise from being treatted as personal holding tHUIXmnay
income. This means it will be taxed at the 48% corporate rate instead of TO%.
The amendment is retroactive to 1904. (Section 1308 of the bill; page 409 of the
report). There is no good reason for such an exemption.
Tczas Optical Co.

The Finance Committee approved a retroactive transitional rule tQ permit
capital gains treatment i the case of the transfer of a professional practice.
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The amendment, offered on behalf of the Texas Optical Co., is an exception to
the committee's action extending the general rule denying capital gains treat-
ment to the transfer of a franchise to situations involving a partnership. (Sec-
tion 1811 or the bill; page 414 of the report). There is no legitimate reason
for this retroactive exemption.
Tip income

The Finance Committee approved an amendment by Sen. Paul J. Fannin, R-
Aria., to ease reporting requirements for tip income. The amendment was sought
by American Express, Marriott Corp. and restaurant workers unions. The change
would cost less than $5 million annually in lost taxes due to unreported Income.
(Section 1312 of the bill; page 416 of the report). We support the IRS in
opposing this amendment.
Peroentsa depletion

The Finance Committee approved several changes in the rules relating to
repeal of percentage depletion on oil and gas, enacted in the Tax Reduction Act
of 1975. Thbe basic amendment was offered by Sen. Bob )ole, R-Kan. The coin-
mittee restored the percentage depletion allowance for integrated companies if
their retail saler' are $5 million a year or less. Another provision restored the
allowance for an independent oil producer who owns six gas stations In Israel.
Another provision would retain percentage depletion in the case of certain
trusts. The amendment would cost $18 million In fiscal 1977. (Section 1317 of
the bill; page 424 of the report). Since we support complete repeal of percentage
depletion on oil and gas, we see no reason to make It easier for companies to
retain it.
State barge taxation

The Finance Committee approved an amendment by Chairman Russell B.
Long, D-La., that would reverse a Louisiana district court decision and prohibit
the state to levy an ad valorem property tax on vessels using navigable waters
in interstate commerce. The Supreme Court of both Louisiana and the United
States refused to review the case. The amendment was Introduced at the request
of Sen. James Eastland, D-Miss. A major campaign contributor of Eastland owns
a shipping company In Greenville, Miss., that would benefit from the amendment.
Some experts believe the Louisiana action to tax the out-of-state vessels is
illegal under federal law. (Section 1821 of the bill; page 43.3 of the report). At
present we have no position on this amendment.
Utaitleie cAare

The Finance Committee approved an amendment by Sen. Mike, Gravel,
D-Alaska, that would reverse an Internal Revenue Service ruling (Rev. Rul.
75-57) and permit sewer and water utilities to exclude from gross income pay-
ments In cash or naterlal made by customers in return for utility hookups. An
earlier version wt uld have included all utilities and we fear that these tax-
payers will lobby in fhe future to widen the scope of the amendment. The amend-
ment would cost $18 million In fiscal 1977 and could rise to $100 million If all
utilities are Included. Treasury is opposed to the change. (Rection 1322 of the
bill; page 484 of the report). This provision would be a bad precedent and pro-
vide a way of making payments to utilities that would not be taxed.
Life asd o alti, consolidation

A Finance Committee amendment to permit consolidated returns for life and
casualty operations has sparked considerable controversy among technical ex-
perts. The amendment will permit tax savings from a property company's losses
to be taken Into account earlier by the affiliated group In computing its statutory
surplus and this should increase the capacity of those companies to write
insurance.

Proponents, Including the Treasury Department, believe it will give uniform
treatment to life and non-life companies who have casualty affiliates. They argue
that the amendment preserves the procedures for determining taxable Income
used by each type of Insurance company but permits life insurance companies to
enjoy the same loss offset advantages enjoyed by non-life parents of casualty
companies. Since the amount of loss which can be taken Into effect In any one
year Is limited to the lesser of 50% of the taxable Income of the life company or
50% of the sum of losses for the current year and prior years, there will be little
opportunity for excessive tax reductions.
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Opponents, including the American Mutual Insurance Alliance, a trade associa-
tion of more than 100 mutual fire and casualty insurers, contend the change
will further reduce life insurers' taxable income which, under current law, is
only 50% of actual taxable income. That taxable income is still usually greater
then 50% of the casualty losses, so under the limitations, life companies will most
probably be limited to deducting 50% of the casualty 1Isses. This limitation, oppo-
nents claim, will not limit a life company's advantage, however, because a tarry-
over provision in the amendment would, In effect, allow absorption of 97% of
the casualty company's losses at the end of five years. They argue that the change
will hurt independent casualty insurers who don't have large parents to absorb
their losses. The provision will cost $25 million it fiscal 1978, and $40 million by
1981. (Section 1508 of the bill: page 454 of the report ). Since the provision will
not be effective until 1978, there is no reason to rush it through without more
study.
Pollution control equipment

Sen. Clifford P. Hansen, R-Wyo., sponsored an amendment to make new poilu-
tion control equipment installed in facilities eligible for five-year amortization.
In addition, it will be eligible for two-thirds of the 10% investment tax credit.
This amendment continues a trend toward more generous treatment of companies
forced by federal laws and regulations to install pollution control equipment,
particularly in the extraction and paper industries. There is no reason why tax-
payers should subsidize polluters. The cost of pollution control should be borne
by the polluters and those who buy their products. (Section 1313 of the bill, page
417 in the Committee Report).
Private hospital bonds

Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas, sponsored a provision to raise the small Issue
exemption on industrial revenue bonds to $20 million from $5 million if the bonds
are issued by state or local governments for the construction of hospitals. Gen-
erally, revenue bonds are prohibited by the tax laws, but there are exemptions
for certain purposes (not-including hospitals) and for issues of less than $5
million. The amendment was sought by the Federation of American Hospitals
which includes the Humana Corp. of Louisville, Ky., owner of 60 hospitals
throughout the United States. We oppose industrial development bonds because
they compete with municipalities in the tax exempt market and because they pro-
vide a method of escaping taxes for the very rich.
Amortization of track accounts

Currently, original track and ties are capitalized and no depreciation is
allowed. When the original track and ties are replaced with track and ties
of like quality, the cost (material and labor) can be deducted -as current
expense. If the replacement is made with material of a higher quality, for
example cement ties, the Increased value (betterment) must be capitalized.

The House version of the Tax Reform Act permitted current expensing of
all replacements of existing ties (not track). The Finance Committee voted
to retain current treatment of ties but to make track replacement eligible
for 10-year amortization, compared with a normal life of about 40 years.
We oppose both the House and Senate provisions giving further tax breaks
to railroads. (Section 1701 of the bill, page 480-48.5 of the C0minittee Report).
Subchapter 8 corporal on

An amendment offered by Sen. Harry F. Byrd, D-Ind-Va., would encourage
regular corporations to become Subchapter S corporations to secure sub-
stantial tax savings for their shareholders.

Under present law, all corporations are allowed accelerated depreciation
deductions. But, cash distributions in excess of the corporation's taxable in-
come may result in ordinary income treatment to the shareholders because a
double benefit of accelerated depreciation is disallowed. The Byrd proposal
would mean that if a Subchapter S Corporation has a rr'serve of previously
taxed income, certain cash distributions that exceed taxable income would be
tax free.

The proposed amendment would encourage regular corporations which have
a deficit of accumulated earnings and profits and which have large amounts
of accelerated depreciation, to become Subehapter 8 Corporations. The Sub-
chapter 8 corporations would then make cash distributions in their first year
of operation which would be tax free to the shareholders. We oppose this
amendment.

74-712--T6--pt. 1-11
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Effective date on new grantor trust rule
People presently put their investments in foreign trusts because such trusts

do not pay any United States income taxes. The bill would remedy this by
taxing the grantor on the income of the trust. The effective date of the House
bill Is May 21, 1974, in order to catch eleventh hour tax avoiders who rushed to
set up such trusts once they beard that the House Ways and Means Committee
was considering this provision. The Senate Committee changed the effective
date to May 29, 1974, despite the fact that the Ways and Means Committee
decision was made during an open hearing. There is no reason to allow this
loophole to exist one hour more than necessary. (Section 1013 of the bill1
page 215 of the Committee Report).
Tar-haven fnsuramie earnings

The American International Group Inc., a U.S. Insurance corporation, sought
this exclusion for its Bermuda operation. Cost: $11 million in fiscal year 1977;
$10 million yearly thereafter. The excluded earnings are those which must be
set aside and reinvested to meet capital and legal reserve requirements a* if
(hypothetically) the more stringent U.S. requirements applied in the foreign
country. We do not support any exceptions to tax haven rules since we support
complete elimination of deferral. (Section 1023 of the bill, page 229 of the
Committee Report).
Portfolio investments in U.8. of foreiger#

General principles of International taxation give the first right to tax to
the country where the Income Is generated. American Investments abroad are
taxed, foreign investments in the U.S. should also be taxed unless treaty agree-
ments provide otherwise. (Section 1041, page 258 of the Committee Report).
(See testimony of Professor Peggy Musgrave attached).
Contiguous country branches of domestic dnsuranwe comaties

Under present law a domestic mutual life Insurance company pays taxes on
Its worldwide taxable income, receiving a credit for foreign taxes paid. Because
taxes Imposed by the United States exceed those of Canada, the Insurance
industry has tried to get a special exception for their Canadian branches. This
amendment frees profits of Canadian branches from United States taxes, as
long as the profits are not repatriated to the United StateL Mutual insurance
companies use the separate branch accounting system whereby premiums and
policyholder dividend rates are based upon the separate mortality and earnings
experience of the Canadian branch. Therefore, these specially treated profits
benefit only Canadian policyholders and may not be used to provide benefits
for U.S. policyholders. The major insurance companies requested this tax
preferen,.e. The revenue losses will be $4 million in 197T and $8 million annually
thereafter. (Section 1048 of the bill and page 271 of the Committee Report).
Since we do not support deferral, we do not support this provision making it
easier for a company to defer Its taxes.
Amortization of railroad grading and tunel bores

Railroads since 1909 have wen allowed to amortize railroad grading and
tunnel bores. They now want to e allowed to write off pre-1O09 investments.
This Is retroactive legislation which will have no Incentive effect. Railroads
have received almost every conceivable tax break and Congress should not
give them another which will not solve the fundamental problems of the
railroads.
Energy.rclOard prorlasionp

I testilled earlier on thtc energy bill, J.IB. 080, from which some of the energy-
related provisions were taken. I have attached to my testimony a copy of my
earlier statement. In general we oPlmsel all of the energy related provislonn. A
tax reform bill is not a place for new inefficient and ineffective subsidies. In
connection with these provisions, we suggest more reliance on the free market
Ine.hanisill and less governinmit interference in the form of price controls, quotas,
and tax gimmicks. We strongly support the testimony of Environmental Action in
O(lposing tile recycling tax credit. We also strongly oppose the residential inula.
tion credit which will cost $3 10 million per year and only save about 0.38 million
barrels of oli a year.
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Swap funds 
Taxation With Representation supports repeal of the swap fund loophole, but

we oppose grapdfathering In any existing funds. Those who go out of their way
to find loopholes In the Tax Code should not be protected from remedial legisla-
tion. (See my testimony before the Ways and Means Committee, March 29, 1976,
attached).
Other provisions

In the time available to prepare testimony for this hearing, it was impossible
to analyze all the provisions. Nor could we do an adequate job on those we did
analyze, especially with the limited information available. While the bill lan-
guage and the bill report were available for most of the provisions, they fre-
quently hid rather than revealed what was happening and who would benefit. For
the amendments adopted on June 4 and June 11 there was no bill report or
language. As a result, the analysis given In this testimony is not definitive. It
Is subject to modlfica~ion when additional information becomes available.
Additional material ior the record

Mr. Chairman, I also request that the following material be printed following
my statement In the record:

(1) Testimony by Thomas F. Field-on Untaxed Maritime Construction Funds
and the Investment Credit.

(2) Testimony of Thomas J. Resse on Exchange Funds, H.R. 11920.
(3) Letter of Thomas J. Resse of June 9, 1976 on Withholding Tax on For-

eign Investors together with testimony of Professor Musgrave.
(4) Statement by Taxation With Representation on Provisions Which Should

Be Deleted from the Tax Reform Bill, H.R. 10612.
(5) Statement of Thomas J. Reese on the Energy Bill, H.R. 6860.
(6) Article by Michael J. McIntyre on Taxing International Oil Profits.

TESTIMOxY BY Tuo3EAs F. Fw, Exircumvs Dnmma, TAXATION WITH
REPRESENTATION

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT

The Ways and Means Committee is considering whether to extend the 10 per-
cent investment tax credit to ships built with so-called "tax deferred capital
construction funds." These funds, which are authorized by the Merchant Marine
Act of 1970, permit merchant shippers to postpone Indefinitely any payment of
federal tax on their earnings. The result is substantially similar, in most cases,
to outright tax exemption.

The proposal now before Ways and Means would enlarge the tax shelter poss-
bilitles inherent In existing law, by granting the investment credit to firms
making use of tax deferred reserve funds. The principal beneficiaries of the
proposal will be the U.S. oil firms now preparing to produce oil in Alaska, major
U.S. banks, and the larger U.S. steel producers.

Significantly, most of the beneficiaries of the investment credit proposal are
already prolected from foreign competition by the sabotagee laws" whlh re-
quire that the Alaska, Great Lakes, and coastwise trades be conducted in U.S.
vessels manned by U.S. crews. Accordingly, the investment credit prqwsal will
not result In any significant amount of additional ahlp construction in U.S. yards,
or additional employment in the maritime trades. And since foreign competition
is already excluded by law, there are no balance of payments arguments in
favor of the proposal.

The attached analysis indicates that the tax deferred capital congtrnctlion fund
mechanism, as presently constituted, already provIdes substantial opliortuml-
ties for tax avoidance. The figures- set forth In the statement's appendix Indl-
cate that use of the construction fund mechanism in connection with a single $w
million tanker for the Alaska trade can result In undiscounted revenue losses
over the life of the ship that come to more than $78 million. The analysis argues
that further Increases in these revenue losses, through allowance of the inivest-
ment credit, are unjustified.

The analysis also argues that the proposal to grant the Investment credit to
ships built with untaxed funds violates basic tax law principles, and will ell-
courage tax shelter operations. The analysis concludes that the pendhLg invest-
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meant credit proposal constitutes "thoroughly bad legislation" which should be
rejected by the Ways and Means Committee.

UNTAXED CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION FUtNDS AND TIlE INVESTMENT C EDIT

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for this opportunity
to testify on the eligibility of maritime capital construction fund withdrawals
for the investment tax credit. For many years, the Internal Revenue Service has
ruld that no investment Credit could be claimed with respect to withdrawals of
these tax deferred funds.' This rule results from the sound Congressional deci-
sion to compute the investment credit in terms of an asset's cost basis for depre-
ciation purposes. Ships built with untaxed construction fund withdrawals lack
a basis for depreciation, and as a consequence they are not eligible for the in-
vestment credit. The question before this (ommittee is whether the existing
Congressional decision with respect to computation of the investment credit
should now be changed.
Who will benefit?

As I will outline in a moment, I think that the proposal to grant an investment
credit to untaxed construction fund withdrawals is wrong in principle. But be-
fore getting into the merits of this proposal, the Committee should first examine
very carefully who the major beneficiaries of this proposal will be. In order of
apparent importance, they are (a) the U.S. oil firms now preparing to produce
oil in Alaska, (b) major banks, which have Invested the so-called "black box
technique of financing" to take advantage of tax deferred maritime funds, and
(c) the major steel companies, which operate large fleets on the Great Lakes
to transport their iron ore, coal, and limestone. These industries are not now
paying federal corporate taxes at anything like the statutory 48% rate. Indeed,
the effective rate of tax for the nation's commercial banks last year was only
2%. The basic question before this Committee is whether the already low effective
rates for these firms will be reduced still further.

A parade of witnesses before this and other Congressional committees has
repeatedly trumpeted the claimed need for extension of the investment credit to
ships built with tax deferred reserve funds. It has been argued that Jobs are at
stake, that national security is involved, and that the U.S. balance of payments
will be affected by this decision. I want to tell you, as unequivocally am I know
how, that these are not the central issues, and that those who advance these
arguments are being used as mere cat paws by the oil and banking interests that
will be the real beneficiaries of the investment credit proposal now before you.
Background: The 1970 Merchant Marine Act Amendments

A word of background is needed to see why this is so. When the Ways and
Means Committee failed in 1970 to review the tax provisions of the Merchant
Marine Act that became law in that year, tax benefits were distributed by the
maritime committees with wild abandon, and with little consideration of the
possible consequences. Perhaps the most important change was to extend to a
far more numerous class of shipowners the tax deferral benefits that had previ-
ously been available to only a handful of directly subsidized firms engaged in
foreign trade. Among the new beneficiaries were oil firms preparing to move
petroleum from Alaska to the West Coast, and steel producers operating ships
on the Great Lakes. The extent to which they and their financial backers have
taken advantage of these new privileges is indicated by the Maritime Adminis-
tration's list of holders of capital construction fund accounts, which I request
be inserted in the record following this testimony.

The principal new benefit granted to these firms by the 1970 legislation was
the privilege of depositing shipping earnings, without payment of U.S. tax, in a
so-called capital construction fund. So long as those earnings remain in the fund,
or are invested in ships, no federal tax is due. In practice, this amounts to long-
term deferral of tax, and simple arithmetic shows that long-term deferral comes
very close to outright tax exemption.'

RFeveouw Ruling 67-895. 1967-2 Co. Bull. 11 to declaratory of prior IRS practice as
set forth In clovimi agreements between the IRa and U.S. flag shippers.

Sb'or example, I no n. sue twenty year deferral and a 1996 d unt rate--both reason.
able assumptions in ght of ainqs prectlee and the known behavior of thoue shipe
who have had ta-eferrvd funds since 188--the cost of tax deferral on earnings UP
million comes to 141 million at present rates of tax. This Is Just $700,000 les than the
cost of outright tax exemption for those earnin.
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Big oil and the new tax benefits
For example, thanks to the 1970 legislation, oil firms may now avoid payment

of any tax on the earnings of their coastwise tankers, and as you know, a
substantial amount of petroleum is transported in tankers from the Gulf Coast
to Middle Atlantic ports. Similarly, they can avoid payment of U.S. tax on what
they earn transporting oil in the noncontiguous trade with Alaska, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico, and other U.S. territories and possessions. Similarly, they can
avoid payment of tax on their earnings in the foreign trade. And they can avoid
payment of tax on the dividends and interest earned by the tax deferred earnings
in their construction funds.

Furthermore, they can nicely regulate just how much in "earnings" their
shipping operations realize, since there are substantial opportunities to shift
income and deductions between shipping operations and other segments of an
integrated business. Theoretically, the Internal Revenue Service could restrict
these opportunities through use. of the powers granted by Section 482 of the
Internal Revenue Code, but it bs been notably unsuccessful in applying that
Code section to shipping income.

The extraordinary tax benefits Just described are obviously of interest to
petroleum firms that are contemplating major investments in tanker fleets
designed to move petroleum from Valdez, Alaska, where the Alaska Pipeline
ends, to the West Coast of the United States and to Hawaii. As things now stand,
those tanker fleets will be built with money that has never paid tax, and the
earnings from the ocean transport of Alaskan oil will not result in any U.S. tax
for decades to come, if ever.

Long-term tax deferral amounting to virtual tax exemption is not the end of
the story, however. Ships are depreciable assets, and by using accelerated
depreciation and the Asset Depreciation Range (ADR) System introduced in
1971, it is now possible to bunch most of the depreciation deductions for ships
into the first few years of a vessel's life. As a result, new capital investments in
shipping can now generate tax free income on the one hand, if ship earnings
are deposited in a capital construction fund, and large depreciation deductions
on the other. The opportunity for tax avoidance and tax minimization operations
under these circumstances is obvious. These opportunities are spelled out In
more detail in Appendix A, attached, and in Tables 1-4 that are part of that
Appendix. As that Appendix indicates, a single $50 million tanker can produce
more titan $78 million in revenue losses.

Now the Ways and Means Committee is being asked to put the icing on this
already richly decorated cake by granting the investment credit to ships built
with earnings withdrawn, tax free, from tax-deferred construction funds. Since
the earnings of these tax free investments will themselves be tax free, at the
option of the shipper, the opportunities to shelter oil company refining and
marketing income from tax will be even further increased, since the investment
credit can be used to reduce the taxes otherwise payable on those non-shipping

operations.
What I have just said about the ability of large oil firms to take advantage of

tax deferred construction funds, thanks to the 1970 tax amendments to the
Merchant Marine Act, also applies to the case of banks, public utilities, and
others who engage In "leasing operations" for tax shelter purposes. It also
applies to a somewhat lesser extent to steel producers that can use tax benefits
earned with respect to their Great Lakes fleets to shelter from tax the Income
from the production and marketing of steel products. It applies to wallboard
and plaster producers who use shipm to transport gypsum from mine to plant.
This list of tax avoiders could he extended considerably, as is shown by the
Maritime Administration roster that I am submitting for the record.
Cabotage and ta.r benefits: A rich brew

The list of public subsidies for the maritime Industry seems almost endless,
and this is not the place to discuss them all.' But one other major benefit must
ie mentioned: the protection given to our "coasting trade" and noncontiguouss
trade" by the cabotage laws.' As things stand, no foreign vessel may transport

£ For an exellent eomprehen'ivp divenslon of th4,xp bpnefltt. x" Rread Upon the Watere:
Federal Aids to the Waritime Industries, Gerald R. Jantcher. The Drookings Institution.
Washington. D.C. 19T5.

* Spe 46 U...C. (1970 edition) Kos. 88.1 and 987. Additional sabotage restrictions are
contained In 46 U.R.C. (1970 edition) Rees. 11, 251, 289. 292. and 316.
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oil from Alaska to the West Coast of the U.S. That "noncontiguous trade" is
reserved exclusively for U.S. vessels and U.S. crews. Nor may any but a U.S.
vessel transport Iron ore, coal, or limestone from one U.S. port to another on the
Great Lakes. Again, foreign competition is absolutely excluded.

What this means is that the invest ent credit proposal now before this Com-
mittee will not result in any significant additional employment ot U.S. sailors,
or in the construction of additional U.S. ships for use in transporting oil from
Alaska to the West Coast. The capacity of the Alaska Pipeline is largely fixed by
the diameter of the pipe now being laid. Tax subsidies will not increase the size
of that pipe, and without such an increase the number of ships and sailors
needed to lift Alaskan oil from Valdez will necessarily remain relatively fixed.
Similarly, the likelihood that tax subsidies will increase the amount of iron
ore, coal, and limestone shipped in the Great Lakes is slight. The volume of
such shipments is fixed by industrial requirements and by the general level of the
economy, and so the investment credit proposal is not going to have any sig-
nificant effect on the numbers of U.S. ships and sailors employed in moving iron
ore from ]uluth to ports such as Cleveland and Chicako.

The cabotage laws and the existing tax benefits for merchant shippers, taken
together, are already a rich brew. If this Committee now decides to add the
investment credit to the list of available tax benefits, the overall effect will be
intoxicating indeed, especially for those who are well positioned to engage in
tax shelter operations. Unfortunately, ordinary taxpayers will have to pay the
bill.
What in the world are we trying to accomplishl

As with any proposal to grant new tax benefits, responsible legislators should
ask what we are seeking to achieve through enactment of the proposed subsidy.
Unfortunately, our goals in the case of tax subsidies for the merchant marine
are almost totally muddled. At most, we hear vague talk about the need for
Jobs in the merchant marine, about national defense, and about our balance of
payments.

These considerations are totally inapplicable in the principal situations in
which the proposed investment credit legislation would apply. As outlined above,
the cabotage laws already reserve our coasting trade, our noncontiguous trade,
and most of the Great Lakes trade for U.S. built vessels manned by U.S. citizens.
Nothing that you can do through the tax system will significantly increase
employment or ship construction for those trades.

As for national defense, I think it is sufficient to point out that this question
was thoroughly debated during the discussion of the merits of a trans-Canada
pipeline, as opposed to a trans-Alaska pipeline. The possibility that tankers
plying the West Coast might be attacked in wartime was not thought important
enough to warrant selection of the trans-Canada route. As for the Great Lakes
trade, I think it is sufficient to point out that those lakes have been demilitarized
for more than a century, and that war with Canada does not seem imminent. -

Finally, balance of payments considerations obviously have no applicability
when we are dealing with a situation in which the earnings are exclusively
domestic--as is the case with our coasting, noncontiguous, and Great Lakes
trades, which involve the great bulk of the earnings and taxes here at stake.

Even when we turn to the world scene, and consider the relatively few U.S.
vessels that engage in foreign trade, our goals are muddled. The Department of
Defense has repeatedly pointed out that it expects to have little use for these
vessels in the event of a major war-when large troop transport aircraft and
vessels capable of unloading over the beach will probably be needed-or even bi
a limited war such as Vietnam. And the best that can be said for the shippers'
balance of payments argument is that the leading expert In this field concludes
"that balance of payments considerations do not argue forcefully for public
assistance to the merchant marine." 5

One is therefore forced to conclude, first, that rational support for granting
the Investment credit to IT.S. shippers engaged in foreign trade (who are also the
recipients of massive direct operating subsidies) is tenuous at best, and, second,
that there is no rational support at all for the proposal to grant the investment
credit to vessels engaged In the domestic commerce protected bi the cabotage
laws.

I Jantacher. Op. Cit., p. 109.
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The data blackout and the effects of the proposed subsidy
Responsible consideration of the investment tax credit proposal also requires

us to ask whether the credit will be an efficient means of producing added jobs,
more ships, or some other desired goal. The muddle surrounding our goals in
granting maritime subsidies obviously makes consideration of this question
difficult.

But an even more serious problem relates to the data blackout imposed by the
Maritime Administration on information needed to evaluate the efficiency of
existing or proposed tax subsidies. To illustrate what I am talking about, I
would like to insert In the record at the conclusion of my testimony an article
and chart appearing in this week's Tax Notes magazine. That article chron-
icles the efforts made by Tax Notes to obtain tax data with respect to 12 U.S.
shipping firms-data of the sort that is filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission as a matter of routine by substantially all other major U.S. firms.
As you will see, the article concludes that the Maritime Administration, the
Commerce Department, and the Interstate Commerce Commission "care little
If at all about the public's right to information about firms supported with the
public's money."

Under these circumstances, it is obviously impossible to evaluate whether the
proposed investment credit for merchant shippers is an efficient way of achiev-
ing some unspecified goal, or a boondoggle designed to help oil firms and bank-
ers to shelter their profits from tax. I strongly recommend that this Commit-
tee refuse to consider further tax benefits for shippers unless and until the
Maritime Administration establishes a system of public access to tax data
with respect to shippers and holders of tax-deferred construction funds that
is at least as comprehensive as that established by the Securities and Exchange
Commission with respect to tax data filed by most other major firms.

Under present circumstances, the most that can be said about the effects
of our maritime tax subsidies is that "No empirical studies have been made
that disclose what the effect [of tax subsidies on maritime investment) has
actually been..." In short, we have no idea what we have or have not accom-
plished through these subsidies. The goals of these tax subsidy programs are
unclear, and their effects are unknown. That, in my view, is a very strong
argument for ending them.
A response to claims of supporters of the credit

In addition to policy claims relating to jobs, national defense and our bal-
ance of payments, supporters of the investment credit proposal have also ad-
vanced three other arguments, to which some response should be made.

The first of these is the claim that extension of the investment credit to ships
financed through capital construction funds would stimulate the construction of
ships In U.S. yards. But, as pointed out above, the principal beneficiaries of the
investment credit proposal are already required by the cabotage laws to con-
struct their vessels in U.S. yards and to man them with U.S. citizens. The pro-
posal will do virtually nothing to stimulate increased construction in their case.
And in the case of U.S. ships on foreign routes, the number of ships built is al-
most totally dependent on the level of direct construction and operating sub-
sidles that Congress authories, since such ships typically cost twice as much
to build in the U.S. as In foreign yards, and twice as much to operate as their
foreign competitors. Under these circumstances, it is the massive existing pro-
gram of direct federal subsidies that will determine the level of ship constrxc-
tion, not a marginal tax subsidy.

Second, the shippers contend that Congress did not have an opportunity to
consider Investment credit questions when it enacted the Merchant Marine Act
amendments of 1970, because the credit had been temporarily repealed tile prior
year, and that the failure to allow the credit to shippers was therefore mere
inadvertence. But I specifically pointed out the investment credit matter to both
the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee and the Senate Subcom-
mittee on Merchant Marine during my 1970 tetimony before both those com-
mittees regarding the tax aspects of tlbe Merchant Marine Act amendments, as is
indicated by my written statement at that time, a copy of which I would like to
submit for publication in the record following this testimony.

Finally, it is claimed that foreign governments give tax concessions to their
shippers, and that we should do the same. This Gresham's law of taxation

* Jantseher, Op. Cit., p. 67.
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obviously has no applicability to the principal beneficiaries of the investment
credit proposal, who are protected from foreign competition by our cabotage laws.
And in the case of U.S. flag shippers who do engage in foreign trade, this argu-
ment overlooks the hundreds of millions of dollars of direct subsidies that they
receive each year, to make up the difference between their operating costs and
those of foreign ships. In any event, this argument really proves too much, since
tile major flag of convenience countries do not impose a corporate Income tax.
Hence, if this argument were to be accepted, the logical conseqtience would be
complete abolition of the U.S. corporate income tax, at least as it applies to
shipping firms. Deferral comes close to abolition already, but I see no reason for
outright forgiveness, just because that is what the Panamanians or Hiondurans do.
Tax law objections to the intvcstmeat credit proposal

What I have said up to this point relates to policy matters. I would now like to
mention the legal objections, inherent In the tax law, to the proposal to grant the
Investment credit to ships built with tax deferred money.

First, this proposal would violate the basic tax principle that a receipt is
not to be recognized for tax purposes until it has first been taken into income.'
That Is why tax exempt organizations may not claim the investment credit;
since they pay no tax, they do not get the benefits accorded to those who do.
Capital construction funds are tax exempt for as long as they choose to be. For
that reason alone, they should be denied the investment tax credit.

Second, this proposal would break the highly important link between the tax
"basis" for an asset computed for depreciation purses and the investment
credit that can be claimed with respect to that asset. Once this tie is broken,
major revenue losses must be expected, since there will then be no principle by
which to resist demand. from pipeline firms, railroads, barge operators, ant
others who compete with coastal shippers, and who will similarly want to claim
tax credits with respect to costs that are not part of an asset's tax basis. This
is why Congress has always resisted demands to "unhitch" the investment credit
from the tax basis for an asset, because that step would make all sorts of non-
depreciable property potentially eligible for the tax credit, and there would be
no principle on which to resist those demands.

Furthermore, breaking the link between the investment credit and basis for
depreciation purposes will make the audit problems of the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice even more formidable than at present. For the first time. an asset will have
two different tax bases: one for depreciation purposes and the other for invest-
ment credit purposes. That will make an already difficult audit job even harder.
Encouraging tax shelter operat fone

As outlined above, existing law is already encouraging banks and other tax
shelter operators to move into the maritime area. The prospect of realizing tax
free income, on the one hand, while harvesting depreciation deductions and an
investment credit to shelter income earned elsewhere is always enticing, as this
Committee well knows. If the investment credit proposal becomes law, some
firms will use the credit to shelter non-shipping Income, such as the profits from
oil refining and marketing, and some will shelter shipping Income that they de-
cide not to plow back Into new vessels. Due to this second factor, allowance of
the proposed Investment credit to shippers may actually result in less. not more.
Investment in vessels, because a given amount of shipping Investment will re-
sult In a larger tax shelter than is now the case under existing law. Thus a
smaller investment will be needed to eliminate any given amount of Income tax.

As I mentioned earlier. banks seem likely to enter these tax shelter operations
In a more and more substantial way. through use of the "black box techninue
of finacting". In substance. this involves placement of a fixed amount of capital
in a construction fund. use of that canitial to build a ship which iN then chartered.
f.e. leased) to an operator. use of the investment credit and accelerated depre-
elation deductions on the leased vessel to shelter other hank Income. and deferral
of tax on vessel earnin., through ue of the capital cnnstruetinn fund mpehoinism.
At the coneltion of the vessel's useful life. or before. the hank withdraws Itq

Anpital contribution to the construction fund. which It can do tax free. since
returns of canitnl are not taxable. It then ws thp tax free earnings In the
construction fund to build Its next ship. qnd the earnin" of that new ship cnn
nl'o be tax deferred. Sinee ships frequently last as long as 20 years. the net

T Sep, for example. Reaction V1l2 of the Internal Revonue Code.

-p
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result is such long term deferral of tax that there is little practical difference
between this system of tax deferral and outright tax exemption.*
The proposed "oompromie"

Supporters of the investment credit proposal, perhaps sensing the weakness of
their case for additional tax subsidies, have recently begun to advance a pro-
posed "compromise", under which the investment credit couhl be claimed with
respect to that portion of a tax-deferred construction fund withdrawal that
would have remained in the shipper's hands If lie had chosen to pay tax on that
sum. I oppose this compromise as strongly as I do the basic Investment credit
proposal, for several reasons.

First, this so-called compromise violates basic tax law principles-just ag clearly
as does the broader Investment credit proposal Second, and even more important,
this compromise is just as open to manipulation by tax shelter operators as is
the basic proposal. The magnitude of their manipulations will perhaps be smaller
If the so-called "compromise" is adopted, but the basic problem of tax avoidance
will be the same. Finally, the policy arguments for permitting the investment
credit under the compromise proposal are just as baseless as in the case of the
broader proposal.

In short, both the proposed "compromise" and the basic Investment credit
proposal are bad, and for the same reasons. Surely this Committee has recently
learned how hard it is to restrict tax shelters, once they are opened. That is why
I urge you not to permit a compromise that is so loaded with possibilities for
tax avoidance.
Conclusion

The investment credit proposal now under consideration by this Committee
will confer its principal benefits on oil producers, batiks, and steel firms, which
are already paying federal tax at low effective rates. The proposal is not struc-
tured to encourage ship construction or the creation of additional jobs. Instead,
the goals of the proposed subsidy are undefined, and its effects are unkown. It
is clear, however, that the proposal will substantially encourage the formation
of tax shelters based on the capital construction fund mechanism. In addition,
the proposal violatess basic principles of tax law, and is likely tolead to large and
increasing revenue losses.

If the U.S. merchant marine actually needs more government help, the way to
provide It is through direct appropriations, which can be reviewed annually by
the Executive Branch and Congress to insure that the direct subsidy's benefits are
commensurate with its costs. In contrast, tax subsidies go on and on, without
effective review, long after any need for them has disappeared. Moreover, the
use of tax subsidies will necessarily confer special benefits on selected individuals
and firms, thus decreasing both tax equity and public confidence in the fairness
of the tax system. This is why the tax system should be used primarily to raise
revenue; we should rely on direct appropriations when public subsidies seem
justified.

For all these reasons, I regard the pending investment credit proposal as thor-
oughly bad legislation, and I urge this Cominittee to reject it.

Appendix: "Use of Capital Construction Funds for Tax Avoidance Purposes"
Submissions for the record:

1. Maritime Administration's "List of Companies with a Capital Construc-
tion Fund"

2. "Shipper's 1Pax Burden: A Sea of Doubt", Tax Notes, December 15,
1975 (with appended chart)

3. "Why Tax Deferred Reserve Funds Are the Wrong Solution to the
Problems Facing the United states Merchant Marine" by Thomas F. Field
(testimony regarding S. 3287, 91st Congress)

APPENDIx A

USE or CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION FUNDS FOR TAX AVOIDANCE PURPOSES

Analysis of the capital construction fund mechanism, as presently constituted,
indicates substantial opportunities for tax avoidance. These opportunities are

4 For further Information on tax shelter operations under the Merchant Marine Act of
1970 " W. Fl. Seaxo. "Investing in Shtppt: Amendments to Merchant Marine Act Open up
New Tax Shelter". 37 Journal of Taxation 306 (November 1972) and Gordon T. Stine.
"Ship and Equipment Leasing as a Tax Shelter", 31 N.Y.U. Inst. Fed. Tax. 755, at
770-775.
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summarized in Tables 1-4. As they indicate, use of the construction fund mecha-
nism In connection with a single $50 million tanker can result In undiscounted
revenue losses over the life of the ship that come to more than $78 million.

Because these tax avoidance techniques are so attractive, It is likely that they
will be used by substantially all the banks, oil companies, and other firms that
are now preparing to build tankers for use in the Alaska oil trade. Most of
these firms have both liquid corporate assets that are now yielding taxable In-
come and a need to build ships to move oil from Valdez, Alaska, where the Alaska
pipeline ends, to the West Coast of the United States. The capital construction
fund mechanism enables them to shelter from tax the income on substantial
amounts of corporate assets, and thus permits them to build their tanker fleets
with essentially tax exempt Income.

Similar tax avoidance techniques are also available in the case of ore carriers
engaged in the Great Lakes trade. As in the Alaska trade, ships operating be-
tween U.S. ports on the Great Lakes must be built in U.S. yards and manned
by U.S. sailors. Accordingly, these ships are also eligible to make use of tax-de-
ferred capital construction funds.

The three principal tax avoidance techniques available to shippers are detailed
in Tables 2 through 4. Table 2 shows how the excess depreciation charges geni-
erated in the early years of a vessel's life can be-used to reduce nonshipping in-
cOie.

Table 3 shows how the technique of depositing income producing assets in a
capital construction fund can be used to shield from tax the income produced
by those assets. Table 3 involves deposits in a capital construction fund of assets
equal to the depreciation charges on a vessel. The earnings on those assets are
then redeposited tax free in the fund for use in building future ships, and the
assets themselves are eventually withdrawn, tax free, to discharge the ship
mortgage on the vessel in question.

Finally, Table 4 shovs the revenue losses that result when shipping income
that would otherwise be subject to tax Is deposited in a capital construction
fund.
conservativee assumptions used

Tables 1 through 4 have been constructed on the basis of conservative assump-
tions about vessel earnings, depreciation charges, asset earnings, and interest
rater. Less conservative assumptions would have produced substantially larger
revenue losses. Hence, the $78.7 million loss shown in Table 1 must be regarded as
a minimum figure.

Tables 1 through 4 are particularly designed to sketch the situation of a typical
oil firm or bank holding subsidiary which has income producing assets and which
wishes to build a tanker to serve the Alaska oil trade. The assets in question are
assumed to be yielding a return of 10 percent before tax (i.e. about the current
rate for corporate bonds). If higher yield assets are deposited, the revenue loss
would be correspondingly larger.

Tables 1-4 also assume that the tanker in question will cost $50 million, sub-
stantially all of which is to be borrowed at 10 percent interest, giving a ship mort-
gage in return. In addition, they assume that the ship's annual net earnings be-
fore depreciation and Interest charges will be $7.5 million (i.e. a 15 percent rate
of return on investment), that depreciation will be calculated by the double de-
clining balance method, (leaving an unrecovered basis of $6.5 million at the end
of 20 years), and that the corporate tax rate is 50 percent.

Finally, the tables assume that the investor is determined by the Maritime
Administration to be otherwise qualified to open a capital construction fund.
Basic construction fund rules

Two basic Merchant Marine Act rules are crucial to the operation of the pro-
posed tax avoidance mechanism. The first ru!e limits the amount of the deposits
that a shipper can make In a tax-deferred capital construction fund. These de-
posits are limited to: (a) taxable vessel earnings, if any, (b) depreciation on
the agreement vessel, (c) net proceeds, If any, from the sale of the vessel, and
(d) earnings on the reserve fund Itself. The second rule relates to the order or
priority in which withdrawals may be made from the reserve fund, and provides
that withdrawals must come first from "capital account"--e.g. from deposits of
capital assets equivalent to the depreciaton, charges on an agreement vessel.
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These two rules, taken together, mean that substantial amounts of income pro-
duclng assets can be put into a capital construction fund, that the subsequent
earnings on those assets can be allowed to accumulate tax free, and that the orig-
inal capital investment can later be withdrawn tax free, to pay off the ship mort-
gage relating to an agreement vessel. The earnings produced by those assets will
then remain untaxed in the fund to build additional ships.

The operation of these basic rules is illustrated in Table 8. Column 2 of that
Table shows the deposit in a construction fun-d-ofcome producing assets equiva-
lent to the depreciation charges on an agreement vessel, and column 3 shows the
deposit in that fund of the earnings on those assets and on previously deposited
earnings. In obedience to the ordering or priority rule, column 4 of Table 8 shows
the withdrawal of capital from the construction fund, tax free, to discharge the
ship mortgage used to finance the tanker in question. Finally, column 6 of that
Table shows the revenue losses as earnings build up, tax free, in the capital con-
struction fund.

Table 4 Illustrates in column 3 the way in which net shipping earnings can be
deposited, tax free, in a Construction reserve fund. Column 4 of that Table illus-
trates the resulting revenue losses.
Effect of relationship of borrower and lender

One important aspect of Table 3 is contrary to usual business practice relating
to ship mortgages. In the typical case in which lender and shipowner are unre-
lated, the lender will demand prompt repayment of principal. But Table 1 as-
sumes that the lender is another division of the same oil firm, or the bank owned
by the holding company whose subsidiary is building the tanker, and that rapid
repayment of principal is less important in a case in which the "lender" and
"borrower" are really the left and right hands of the same corporate entity. Under
these circumstances, tax minimization and tax avoidance motives argue for
postponement of repayment of the principal of a ship mortgage for as long as
possible, so that income producing assets can remain, tax free, in a capital con-
struction fund as long as possible. Deferral of repayment of debt is an important
key to making fullest possible Use of the tax deferral opportunities provided by
construction funds. In Table 3, payment of the ship mortgage in question Is
postponed until the last five years of the useful life of the vessel. Theoretically,
of course, payment could be postponed until the very last year of a vessel's life,
and under those circumstances the tax losses shown in Table I would be even
greater.
Summary of tax aroidance possibilities

In brief summary, the tax avoidance possibilities shown in the attached tables
involve:

a. Exrcesa Depreciation. Interest charges combined with excess depreciation
generated in the early years of a vessel's useful life by use of accelerated depre-
ciation methods can produce artificial-osses which, in turn, can be used to offset
nonshipping Income from refining, marketing, banking, or other activities. Table
2 shows how this process works in the case of a typical tanker costing $50 million.
The revenue loss as shown in Table 2 comes to $4.3 million, all of it in the first
seven years of the vessel's life.

b. Tax Deferral on Asset Earnings. As shown in Table S. income producing
assets can be deposited in tax deferred reserve funds in amounts equivalent to the
depreciation charges on the vessel in question. Column 2 of Table 3 shows these
annual deposits. Thereafter. the earnings on these assets and previously deposited
earnings can be redeposited, tax free, as shown in Column 3 of that Table. Later,
the original capital contributions can be withdrawn, without tax, to pay off the
ship mortgage. as shown in Column 4. The remaining earnings shown in C4olumn 5
are then available to build new ships. Note that these tax deferred earnings
are more than twice as large as the $50 million originally Invested. The revenue
losses resulting from long-term deferral of tax on these funds are shown in
Column 6. Those losses total $154.3 millIon.

c. Ta. Deferral on Ship Earnings. Table 4 shows the revenue losses resulting
from deferral of tax on net vessel eamings after payment of interest and deprecia-
tion charge. As shown In Column 2, net earnings are negative in the first seven
years of the life of the vessel in question, thus producing the tax shelters
posslbilities detailed earlier In Table-2. But starting in the eighth year, earnings
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appear that would normally be subject to income tax. If these earnings are
placed in a capital construction fund as shown in Column 3 of Table 4, tax will
be deferred indefinitely, thus producing the revenue losses shown in Column 4
of Table 4.

d. lMvestment Credit. If the investment credit were to be granted to ships built
with tax deferred reserve funds, an additional $5 million would have to be added
to the other revenue losses shown in Table 1, thus raising the total revenue loss
to $78.7 million.
TABLE L.--SHuitary of rerenuc losses on a tanker costing $50 mile' n, where a

capital construction fund mechanism is fittlized to defer taz papm cnts
Millions

1. Decrease in federal revenue caused by application of artificial losses to
reduce nonshipping income' .------------------------------- $4.30

2. Decrease in federal revenue caused by deferral of tax on earnings of
income producing assets which are deposited in a capital construction
fund in an amount equal to depreciation charges on an agreement
vessel ----------------------------------------------- . 35

3. Dearease in federal revenue caused by deferral of tax on net shipping
earnings, after interest and depreciation, through deposit in a capital
construction fund --------------------------------------- 1. 0W5

4. Decrease In federal revenue attributable to proposed investment credit. 5. 00

Total revenue losses - ------------------------------------- 7 70
Fee table 2 for details.
See table 8 for details.

Q See table 4 for details.

TABLE 2.--COMPUTATION OF REVENUE LOSS RESULTING FROM ATTRIBUTION TO IIONSHIPPING INCOME OF
ARTIFICIAL LOSSES CREATED BY ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION

Tax loss
attdbutable

to e of
artificial

IS to
Gross I ntered on reduce
mwe constructon Depredation Artificial flanhipplntYear earningp loan charges loss lno=

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1......................... 7.5 5 5.0 2.5 1.25
2......................... 7.5 5 4.5 2.0 1.00
3......................... 7.5 5 4.1 1.6 .80
4 ......................... 7.5 5 3.6 1.1 .555 ......................... 7.5 5 3.3 .8 .40
6 ......................... 7.5 5 2.9 .4 .20
7 ......................... 7.5 5 2.7 .2 .10
8 ......................... 7.5 S 2.3 ................................
9 ......................... 7.5 S 2.2 ................................
0........................ 7.5 5 1.9 ................................
S.................5 S 1.7 .........71......................

12 ....................... . 7.S S .5 ................................
13 .......... 5 .4 ........75......................
14.................. 7.5 5 1.3 ...............................15.7.5 . ........75......................
16.................. 7.5 4 1.0 ........................
17 ........................ 7.5 3 .9 ................................
18 ................. 2 8 ........72......................
19 ........................ 7.5 1 .7 ................................
20..7................ .6 ................................

Toa..l.......... 150. 0 85 43.S .6 4.30
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TABLE 3.--COMPUTATION OF REVENUE LOSS CAUSED BY DEPOSIT IN CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION FUND OF (A)
INCOME PRODUCING ASSETS EQUIVALENT TO DEPRECIATION CHARGES ON AGREEMENT VESSEL, AND (B) THE
EARNINGS PRODUCED BY SUCH ASSETS

CCF deposits RdeOA of
of Incom prioye Total previous Tax loss
peoda srilng on Nontaab deposiatsets atdbvtable tost touas pre payments out ald redeposi deferral of

to d tioin deositassets o Itlst! earnings tax on
cure" on and earnings. ot thereon Is. deposit
aremet as sMown dishare shp eriis prior year

Year vese in col. 5 mt 2 + 3, Io 4 earnings

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1..... .................... .. .5.0 ------------------------- - ................
2... ................ 4.5 0.5................ 10.0 0.25
3 ......................... 4.1 1. ................ 15.1 .504 ... ...................... L.6 1. . ................ 20. 2 .75
5 ... ...................... &.3 2.0 ................ 2.5 1.0

6 .................. 9 L ............... 30.9 1.25
7 ....--------------------- 2.7 3. ................ 36.6 1.50

S2.3 3.6 ................ 42.5 1.00
, ........................ 2.2 42................. 41., 2.10
to ......................... .4 ................. 7 2.45
11 20 ................ 63.0L so
12 ....................... I.S 6.3 ................. 70.8 3.15
13 ......................... 1.4 1.1 ................ 79.3 3.55
14 ......................... 1.3 79................. . 88.5 3.95
15 ......................... 1.1 8 ................ 981.4 4.40
16 ......................... 1.0 . (10.0) 1.2 4.90
17 .......................... .1 9.9 (1.0) 100.C 4.95
iI...........................1 10.0 (i0.0) 100.8 . 00
1.. ............... 7 10.0 (10.0 101. 5.00
20........................ .6 10.1 (3.51 112.2 .05

Told .......... 43.5 I. 7 (4. 5) l. 2 54.35

TABLE 4.-COMPUTATION OF REVENUE LOSS CAUSED BY DEPOSIT IN CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION FUND OF NET
VESSEL EARNINGS AFTER INTEREST AND DEPRECIATION

Tax loss
Net vend e d net atrbutale to

awning after vse sum deferra o tax
nterest anod mieneet on dePROiWYea deebe ad depreciation . mets p

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1 ........ ......... 5......... .......... .........2 ................................................... ....................................
3 ........................................................... . ... . . .. .. ......5 .............................................. (P[ :::::::::::::::::::
$ ................................................... ....................................
6........................................ ... (4........................I.................................................................................
7.................................. . ...--.-... .. 1................................................. 0 .10
I........... :: ................. $2222::22:. .20

1.0 1.0 .553............ ........................... .... .. 1.2 .055
14 1.4 .70

4.7 4.7 2.

Totl.....................21.5 31 15.L05
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STATF.tENT Or THoMAS J. Rrsz, IAOXSLATrVE DrUcTron, BEroS. TnlE WAYS
AN'D MEANS CoumITrf, REGANDINO XXCHA.NGE FUNDS, H.B. 11920, MARCH 2),
1976

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Thomas J. I-ese,
and I am legislative director of Taxation With Representation, a public Interest
taxpayers' lobby.

I wish to strongly support it.R. 11920, a bill to terminate the use of exchange
funds as a means of escaping income taxes on realized capital gains. I wish to
commend the chairman and the other coS.lnsors of the bill for their vigilance
lit quickly closing this loophole before it got out of control.

Exchange funds are not a new idea. They first came into existence in l1Nl
to provide a means whereby very wealthy Investors could "swap" shares they
held In individual companies for shares of an exchange fund without incurring
a capital gains tax. Some investors have stocks which have greatly appreciated
in value. If these stocks were sold, they would have to pay a capitol gains tax.
In order to avoid the capital gains tax, the investor could swap his stock for
shares in an exchange fund which would have diversified holdings. For example,
an individual who bought stock for $10,000 might now find that it is worth
$110,000. If he sold this stock, he might have to pay a capital gains tax of over
$25.000, depending on his tax bracket. An exchange fund-would permit him
to trade his stock for shares Iln a mutual fund and avoid paying the tax. lIle
would thus have more money to invest in the fund than if he had sold his stock
first.

In 1960, Congress quite properly closed this loophole by making such trans-
actions a taxable event. Congress, however, closed this loophole only for corporate
exchange funds, and not for partnerships. In 1966, no one thought it would he
possible to set up an exchange fund as a partnership. We are currently faced with
this problem again, thanks to the ingenuity of Vance, Sanders & Company, Inc.,
and changes in the California partnership laws. H.R. 11920 will close the
exchange fund loophole for partnerships. The bill will also apply the same re-
strictions to certain reorgalizations, such as where mutual funds issue their
shares to acquire all of the stock or assets of family-held personal holding co o-
panies. We support these provisions.

No grandfathering.-Taxation With Representation opposes watering down
this legislation by grandfatbering In the Vance, Sanders Exchange F1m. and any
other funds. Orandfathering is not necessary. No investors will be subject to a
retroactive tax as a result of this legislation. Although investors have deposited
their stocks, no transfers have taken place. The Investors can withdraw their
stocks from deposit without any liability and without paying any tax. They
will be no worse off after the withdrawl than they were before the deposit. In
fact most of them will be better off since the stock market went up after they
made their deposits. As a result, grandfathering is not necessary to protect the
investors.

What about the costs of setting up the exchange fund? It has been argued
that over $500,000 has been spent by Vance, Sanders, the broker.dealers, and the
depositors in setting up their exchange fund. If the committee Is sympathetic to
their problem, I suggest it grant them and other funds assistance through a
private relief bill. To grandfather in these funds would cost the Treasury many
times the costs incurred by these people. Granfathering Is, therefore, a highly
inefficient form of relief, even if you think relief might be justified.

I would argue, however, that no relief is necessary. Many people make bad
judgments every day about how to spend their money In order to make more
money. When bad judgments are made money is lost. Such losses are deductible
under the Income tax laws. Vnrece, Sanders and others made a tad decision in
thinking that Congress would let then get away with a new type of exchange
fund. If Congress bared out everyone.who made a bad business decision, there
would be no money left In the Treasury.

It has been further argued that these decisions were made in good faith. I do
not contest that. But if I in good faith leave my house in the morning without an
umbrella because the sky is blue and the weatherman says it is going to be clear,
that does not mean that nature Is bound not to rain on me on my way home in
the evening. In good faith I made a mistake, in good faith I get wet.

Battle Vanoe Sanders.-Perbaps I can make my point with a short story.
Once upon a time there was a little boy named Vance Sanders. His mother used
to bake cookies which she put in a jar on a high shelf where Vance could not
reach it. One day Vance climbed up on a chair and ate all the cookies in the jar.
His mother was very upset and told him never again to climb up on a chair to
take cookies out of the Jar.
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Vance was very sad about this state of affairs because he loved cookies. HIe
sat on the floor of the kitchen looking up at the cookie jar, day after day, trying
to figure out how to get the cookies. Finally, he gave up and went next door and
explained his problem to his friend, Johnny Tax Lawyer. Johnny told him that
he would show him how to get the cookies if Vance would pay hin with some
candy. After Vance gave him the candy, Johnny explained that there was a
difference between a chair and a ladder. Vance's mother had said that he could
not use a chair to get at the cookles, but she bad not said anything abut a
lidder. Vance knew, however, that his father, California, did not allow him to
bring the ladder into the house. go he first went to his father and got permission
to bring the ladder Into the kitchen. Vance was a very careful boy, he also
went to see his -old soft hearted Uncle Saim to ask him if going after cookies
with a ladder was different from going after cookies with a chair. Uncle Sam,
who Vance's mother frequently accused of spoiling the child, said yes. Uncle

am said his mother's instructions only applied to climbing up on chairs, and
did not apply to climbing up on ladders.

So Vance got the ladder out of the garage and with much effort lie hauled it
into the kitchen. lie climbed up on the ladder, piut his hand in the cookie jar,
grabbed a cookie, and guess who should walk Im but mother. "Vance," she says,
'You put that cookie back In the Jar." And Vance replies, "But mother, you are
changing the rules on me. You said I could not climb up on a chair to take cookies
out of the Jar. You did not say anything about using a ladder. Uncle Sam said
it was alright. And besides, I already paid Johnny for telling me how to do it,
and I slnt so munch time and energy bringing this ladder into the kitchen, so
you should at least let me have the cookies this time. After all, I acted in good
faith."

Now, how do you think the mother answered her son? Did she say. "0 Vance,
you are such an ingenious little devil. Since you learned the difference between
a chair and a ladder, I guess I will let you have the cookies this time, but don't
ever climb up on a chair or a ladder to get cookies." I think that if the mother
said that, Fle would be considered rather permissive. In addition she would be
unfair to her other children who stayed away from the cookie jar. She would
also set a bad precedent. Vance and the other children would realize that If
they could find a way around their mother's latest Instructions they would be
able to get the cookies. Johnny Tax Lawyer might, for example, suggest that
next time they stand on a table to get at the cookie jar. And unless the mother
takes a firm stand, this could go on forever.

The parable explafted.-The exchange fund legislation puts the Ways and
Means Committee in a position similar to the mother in my story. The hand is in
the cookie jar, but the Treasury has not yet lost any money. If the Committee
wishes to reward people who go out of their way to find loopholes in the tax
code, then there should be a grandfather clause. If the Committee wishes to
encourage people In the future to look for new loopholes, then there should be
a grandfather clause. If the Committee wishes to reward those people who
create extra work for this Committee, Its staff, and the Congress, then there
should be a grandfather clause. This Committee worked very hard last fall to
close loopholes, and I do not think yon want to reward the very people who
create more work for ;'ou.

Advance public oomuutatimo.-Finally, this Committee like the mother in my
story, needs to have a long talk with soft hearted Uncle 8am, who personifies the
Treasury and the IRS in my saga about little Vance Sanders. Those who argue
for grandfathering existing funds say that taxpayers would lose confidence in
the IRS ruling pro(ss if Congress reverses a ruling issued to a particular firm.
(n the contrary, the confidence of the American taxpayer in the ruling process
has already been compromised, as much as it can be, by the issuance of the
Vance Sanders ruling. Corrective legislation will certainly not weaken public
confidence further.

To overturn this IRS ruling will not destroy confidence in the rule making
process; rather it will restore It. Since when Is Congress bound by decisions of
the executive which are made in secret without consultation with Congress or
the public?

The ruling in this case is further evidence that secret rulings, issued without
advance public consultation, can often set dangerous precedents. For who can
argue that this ruling woWAd have been issued in its present form if there had
been an advance hearing On It? The same members of this Committee who have
cosponsored this regislatlon could have objcted In advance, If pubHe comment
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on thi ruling had been permitted, perhaps making legislation necessary--or at
least giving adequate time for Congress to prepare corrective legislation if that
were needed.

Cmnnluioto..-Mr. Chairman, I hope that the Committee votes out this legis-
lation in the same form In which you have proposed It. If this legislation is
enacted an It stands, it will send a message to all the little boys, and big boys,
in this country that they should not spend all of their time trying to figure out
how to rahl the federal cookie Jar. And if they nevertheless are successful in
flndhig a way to get at the cookies, this bill lets them know that this Committee
will act with dispatch to make sure their cookie crumbles before it can be
eaten.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

TAXATION WITH REPRESENTATION
AND THE TAX AcTrOrN CAMPAIGN,

WashingoN, D.C., June 9,1976.
Re keep the U.S. withholding tax on foreign investors

DlERa SENATOR: Existing U.S. law requires nonresident aliens and foreign
corporations to pay a withholding tax of 30% on the dividends and interest they
earn in the United States. In most cases, this is the only tax that foreigners pay
on their U.S. earnings, since their home countries either levy no income tax in
dividends and interest (in the case of most OPEC countries) or al'ow credits
for the U.S. taxes already paid.

The Senate Finance Committee, as part of the tax "reform" bill, has voted to
iprmanently exempt nonresident aliens and foreign corporations from the U.S.
tax on bank interest payments, at a cost of $110 million annually, qnd to elimi-
nate the U.S. tax on all other forms of interest payments, at a cost of $2-0 million
more. The ostensible purpose is to attract foreign investment.

But foreign investment Is already flooding Into the United States. S-- the recent
press clippings on the other side of this sheet. Investment opportunities are good
here, and foreigners know that this is one of the few countrieQ In the world
where their Investments are safe from expropriation. If the Sennte Finance
Committee has Its way, foreign Investors will enjoy the blessings of t' " American
system without helping to pay for those benefits.

This may make foreign investors happy, but ordinary American to ayers will
have to shoulder an additional $180 million tax burden each year. -o make up)
for the taxes that Arab sheiks and others will escape under the Ser" &e Finan'e
Committee proposaL That proposal amounts to a foreign aid progro, which will
turn the U.S. into a haven for foreign tax avoiders. We see no reas'' why ordi-"
nary Americans should shoulder a heavier tax burden for that puri %

Enclosed you will find a statement by Professor Peggy B. Musgrave which
outlines why the existing 30% withholding tax should be retained. Professor
Musgrave teaches economics at Northeastern University in Bosto t. and Is a
leading authority on international tax matters.

I hope that you will find the enclosed statement to be interesting rfsading and
that you will vote to retain the withholding tax on foreign investors.

Best regards,
THOMAS J. Rrysa,

LegUslative Dfrotor.

(From the Wall street Journal)
TuAsURY FINDS FOR xI HowtNifo rN 1975 or U.S. BMoo8 AND Bolpe

INCRAM 28 PuczNT

(By a Wall Street Journal Staff Reporter)
WAsfrw eo.-Foreign portfolio holding of U.S. stocks on, ', IQ totaled

$86 billion at the end of last year, 28% higher than a year earlier a Treasury
study said.

The rising stock market's Inflating effect on the value of for '-n holdings
caused a big part of the Increase, but foreigners also had net pureh"'es of U.S.
stocks amounting to $4.4 billion In 1975, the study conclude.

Gerald L. Parsky, assistant treasury secretary for internat'o-o -ffqrs, dis-
closed the new data in testimony before a Senate Commeree P,,,'nm,,Ittee. Mr.
Parky reiterated the Treasury's stance that the U.S. has little to totr tnd indeed
much to gain from increased foreign portfolio investment here.
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Portfolio investment Includes holdings of stocks, corporate bonds, Treasury
bonds and notes and certain other debt securities; it excludes such short-term
Investments as those in Treasury bills. However, purchases of stock by one who
owns more than 10% of a company are considered "direct" rather than "portfolio"
investments.

METHOD OF COMPUTATION

Congress ordered the Treasury's report In 1974. Although reports on foreign
investment flows had been compiled regularly prior to then, there hadn't been a
count of overall investment holdings since 1941. Estimates of holdings in the
interim were computed using the data on investment flows and the 1941 figures
on holdings.

The new study, Mr. Parsky disclosed yesterday, is based on questionnaires
returned by 10,000 U.S. companies and gives holdings as of Dec. 81, 1974. The
1975 figure is computed from the 1974 data on holdings and the estimated 19T5
Investment flows.

According to the study, foreign portfolio holdings at the end of 1974 totaled
$67.1 billion. The estimate from the 1941 data had put them at $58.6 billion. The
$67.1 billion, however, was well below the $80 billion to $85 billion the Treasury
estimated last October in a report to Congress based on a preliminary reading of
the fresh numbers. At a news conference after his appearance before the com-
mittee, Mr. Parsky avoided explaining the discrepancy, but a Treasury official
said later that "computer programing problems" were responsible.

Of the $67.1 billion, $24.7 billion was in stocks, Mr. Parsky said. A year later,
foreigners held $37.2 billion of stocks in U.S. companies, with the increase
reflecting $4.4 billion in net new purchases and an $8.1 billion jump in market
value.

IV COUNTRIES DOMINATE

About 75% of the 1974 total of $24.7 billion was held in five countries-
Switzerland, Great Britain, Canada, the Netherlands and France. Some of the
Swiss holdings however, probably were in bank accounts for residents of other
nations, the Treasury said. There were Just 828 U.S. companies in which com-
bined foreign holdings totaled more than 10% of the outstanding stock.

The Commerce Department, which was charged by Congress with conducting
a companion study of foreign direct investment In the U.S., said its final report
will be ready "in a few days." It will come in two volumes with seven volumes
of appendices-2,500 pages in all, the department said.

Two Commerce Department officials appeared before the subcommittee to
share a few tidbits from the report They said that at the end of 1974 foreign
direct investment here totaled $265 billion, and they estimated that by the end
of 1975 the figure was $5.1 billion higher.

"Nearly 80% of the total investment position--l billion-consisted of foreign
equity investment in incorporated U.S. affiliates," testified Milton Berger and
George R. Kruer, the Commerce Department official. "Outstanding net loans to
incorporated affiliates were $4.4 billion. The remaining $1.1 billion was invest-
ment in unincorporated affiliates."

[From the New York times . May 5, 19761
U.S. STcx AaROAD TOTALS $37.2 BiLLON

(By Edwin I. Dale, Jr.)

WASHoroN, May 3.-Foreign holdings of United States stocks amounted to
$37.2 billion at the end of last year, roughly 5 percent of the value of publicly
traded stocks, a major new Treasury study disclosed today.

Of the total, $2.17 billion was owned by residents or governments of the Middle
East oil exporting countries, held in diversified portfolio. New stocks purchases
in the United States by these countries amounted to $1.44 billion last year, a big
Jump from the year before but only a small part of their total investablee sur-
plus" from oil earnings of an estimated $42 billion In 1975.

The new survey of foreign stock ownership was the first since 1941. Based on
some 10.000 reporting forms sent to United States corporations, brokerage firms,
banks and others, it actually covered the year 1974, with the figures from 1975
estimated on the basis of regular reports on stock transactions and the rise in
stock market prices.

74-712-7T6--pt. 1- 12
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The new survey put foreign stock ownership at the end of 1074 at $24.7 billion,
well above the $18 billion figure estimated earlier. The increase to $37.2 billion
at the end of 1975 reflected one-third new foreign stock purchases and two-thirds
the rise in stock prices.

In addition to stocks, foreigners held Treasury securities, corporate bonds and
other long-term private debt in their portfolios amounting to $48.8 billion at the
end of last year. But the great bulk of this was In two categories--investment of
monetary reserves held in dollars by foreign central banks and foreign holdings of
"Eurobonds" issued by United States corporations under the now-defunct Govern-
ment balance-of-payments programs of the 1960's and early 1970's.

TIiM report says that apart from these categories, "foreign interest in United
States corporate bonds has never been significant," though the Middle- Eastern
countries purchased about $1.4 billion of bonds last year in an effort to lengthen
the maturity of their holdings.

INVESTMENT WELCOME

In presenting the results of the new survey to a Senate Commerce subcommit-
tee, Gerald L. Parsky, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, said, 'The study has
reinforced our view that foreign investment is beneficial to our economy and that
we should continue to welcome it."

lie added: "The more participation we have in our capital market, the more
efficient it is in serving the needs of our economy for investment capital. The
participation of foreign investors serves this purpose, just as that of American
investors does, and distinctions made on the basis of the nationality of investors
have no economic rationale."

As for the members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, Mr.
Parsky said that "they are cautious and conservative Investors" and "they all
are following diversified investment objectives similar to any institutional
investor."

"ThV are almost entirely portfolio investors and none of them have a desire
to acquire or control a major United States company," he said.

(From the Journal of Commerce]

OVERSEAS INVETMENT IN U.S. RisEs

FOREIGN PORTFOLIO 1IOI.DINGS SOAR IN '75 TO OVER $100 BILLION

(Journal of Commerce staff)

WASHINOTO.-Foreign investment in the United States last year topped $100
billion for the first time, reports by the Treasury and Commerce Departnwnts
indicated Monday.

The two agencies told Congress that they favor changes in the law-partic-
ularly the removal of withholding taxes on dividend and interest payments to
foreigners--that would further encourage foreign investors.

Testifying before a Senate commerce subcommittee, the two departments
revealed that at the end of 1974 foreign portfolio investments in the U.S.-mainly
securities holdings--totaled $67 billion, and foreign "direct" investment was $26.5
billion.

")irect" investment refers to the ownership, indirect or direct, of 10 per cent
or more of the voting securities of a corporation-or an equivalent interest in an
unincorporated business.

Treasury further disclosed that by the end of last year foreign portfolio hold-
Ings had soared to $86 billion, largely because of record foreign purchases of U.S.
stocks and a sharp Increase in stock values.

The Commerce Department did not provide a similar 1975 estimate for direct
Investment, but it was thought to be at least somewhat higher than the $2&15
billion of a year earlier.

Both the Commerce and Treasury Investment reports followed comprehensive
"benchmark" surveys of foreign investment in this country-the first since the
1940s. The new surveys were ordered by Congress In 1974, reflecting fears that
foreigners "buy up" U.S. industry and real estate.

The two agencies, however, found that foreign investment Is "beneficial" to the
U.S. and that there is no reason for concern over Arab "takeovers" although
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Treasury said, oil nation purchases of U.S. stocks rose markedly last year, to $1.5
billion.

Altogether, Treasury reported, members of the Organization of Petroleuw
Exporting Countries (OPEC) made $5.7 billion in U.S. portfolio investments last
year, spread among government bonds and notes, corporate bonds and long-term
certificates of deposits, besides stocks.

By the end of 1975, OPEC's portfolio of U.S. stocks and corporate bonds totaled
$4.3 billion, against all such holdings by foreigners of $48.3 billion. West Euro-
pean nations still accounted for the great bulk of the foreign portfolio Investment
in U.S. companies-- $33 billion, according to the Treasury.
OPEC, Investments

"Direct" U.S. investments by OPFC nations, said the Commerce Department,
totaled $1.8 billion at the end of 1974. The oil nations, particularly Venezuela,
Iran, Kuwait and Suadi Arabia, are diretly invested in 83 U.S. affiliates, but the
only large holding is by Saudi Arabia in the Arabian-American Oil Co. (Aramco),
a Commerce official said.

Nearly two-thirds of all foreign direct investment apparently is in West Eu-
ropean hands-particularly Britain, Netherlands, Switzerland and Germany-
while Canada has 20 percent, Commerce disclosed. The $26.5 billion, it said, wa.s
distributed chiefly among manufacturing (31 percent), oil (24 percent), and fi-
nance, insurance and real estate (23 percent).

Foreign firms, Commerce said, own about 13 percent of total U.S. oil refinery
capacity, but no more than 6 percent of the output of any broadly defined U.S.
manufacturing industry. Foreign banks own about 7 percent of total U.S . com-
mercial bank assets, while foreign-controlled insurance firms take in 6 percent
of the premium income of all insurance companies in the U.S.

The Commerce Department indicated, however, that it was unable to get as
clear a picture of foreign investment in U.S. farmland and other real estate. While
it found that "for the nation as a whole" there is no "strong factual basis for
concern," it urged that foreign real estate investments be probed further.

Foreign compwinies, through U.S. affiliates, employ over one million persona in
this country and account for over one-fourth of U.S. foreign trade. Commerce re-
vealed. Assets of the affiliate totaled $174 billion at year-end 1974.

The $20.5 billion in foreign investment Commerce reported was higher than
what would have been expected from past reports. That was partly due to Com-
merce for the first time including foreign ownership of less than 25 percent of a
U.S. company as "direct" Investment and a closer look at foreign subsidiary firms
in the U.S.

Treasury's $67 billion portfolio Investment total was about $12 billion lower
than the estimate announced last October for year-end 1974, but still up sharply
from figures of earlier years The $67 billion included $25 billion in stocks, $16
billion in corporate bonds and other private debt and nearly $26 billion in U.S.
Government bonds and notes.

By the end of 1975, the portfolio mix comprised $37 billion in stocks, $29 billion
in treastiry bonds and notes, $11 billion in corportae bonds, and $&8.3 billion in
other instruments, Treasury said.

About three-fourths of the stock holdings involved five countries--Switzerland.
Britain. Canada, the Netherlands and France.. But, Treasury noted, more than
halt of the actual holders could not be identified, since the stocks were in the
names of foreign brokers and nominees.

Still, said Treasury assistant Secretary Gerald Parsky, as long as U.S. seu-
rity is protected and investors abide by U.S. laws, "we should not object to
whether (the owner) is from the U.S., France or Abu Dhabi."

[From the Chlcago Tribune]

FOREIGNERS FiND U.S. FINE FOR INVESTING

(By Bill Neikirk)
W'ASHiIoTo.-Foregn investors, fearing political instability and economic

crisis in their own countries, are turning to the United States in droves for a
place to stash their money.

The U.S. stock market is the prime beneficiary of the rapidly growing shift of
foreign capital, for it is increasingly being regarded worldwide as a safer place
to Invest, the Treasury Department said Monday.
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The growth figures for foreign portfolio investments In the last year surprised
even the Treasury's experts.

- The department said foreign investment in the U.S. at the end of 1975 totaled
$86 billion, with $17 billion of this invested in the stock market The 1974 total
was $67 billion. Most of the growth took place In foreign stock ownership.

Treasury officials gave a variety of reasons for the increase but ranked political
troubles In many European countries as a major impetus.

Increased Communist Influence in some European countries, mainly Italy, Is a
factor in the trend they said.

Many European investors see the United States as offering more profit poten-
tial and less risk of nationalization than other major countries. Gerald I. Par-
sky, Treasury assistant secretary for trade affairs said.

Parsky said foreign holdings In U.S. stocks in 1975 were heavily concentrated
In a few countries-with Switzerland, the United Kingdom and Canada account-
Ing for nearly 60 per cent of the total. These three countries, plus the Netherlands
and France represented about 75 per cent.

But those figures are misleading. More than half of the holdings were in the
names of intermediaries--brokers, banks, and Individuals, holding them for some-
one else.

For example, nearly 90 per cent of the U.S. holdings In Switzerland, famed for
Its secret bank accounts, were on behalf of owners in other countries. Thus it is
impossible to get a true picture of country-by-country ownership.

The figures showed that all the oil-producing nations, after having kept most
of their newly won riches in bank accounts in 1974, put large amounts into the
stock market and other Investments in 1975.

Parsky said the oil producing countries made $5.7 billion in 1975 Investments,
-then purchased $1 billion in portfolio investmentsIn January and February of this
.year.

"We believe that the oil-producing countries will place an Increasing proportion
,wt their investments in longer-term debt and equity instruments," he said.

Parsky said the trend is nothing for Americans to worry about, for U.S. cor-
*porations need money to expand, and foreign investors represent a legitimate
*source.

"As long as our. national security is protected, and as long as the company Is
willing to abide by our laws and compete in our marketplace, we should not ob-
jet as to whether its owner is from the United States, or France, or Abu Dhabi,"
he said.

The value of foreign-held investments is equal to about 5 per cent of the
value of all publicly-traded securities in the U.S., the Treasury said.

Other reasons foreign investors gave for putting their money in the U.S. were
expectations of long-term capital gains; the large cash-flush money markets;
close regulation and organization of U.S. stock markets; greater range of invest-
ment choices; sale-hustling by U.S. stock dealers; and greater efficiency of
American markets.

KEEP THE VITIIHOLDIso TAx ON FowoN INxvSTORS

(By Peggy B. Musgrave)

Last year, the Treasury Department proposed eliminating the withholding
tax on dividends and Interest paid to foreign investors. In my opinion, there
are a number of reasons why the Treasury's proposal should be rejected:

1. it Is a widely accepted principle in International taxation that the country
of source of income should be allowed a reasonable tax share of income arising
in its borders but accruing to foreign Investors. In fairness to its own resident
taxpayers who must ultimately make up the revenue loss, the United States
should not surrender this legitimate claim. This is particularly the case for
Interest income on which the withholding tax is the only tax collected.

2. The withholding tax has customarily been modified under the terms of
U.S. tax treaties with other countries and has proved to be a key factor in the
U.S. treaty negotiating position. Without the tax, the position of the U.S. in
bargaining for reciprocal tax concessions In future tax treaties is likely to be
severely undermined and the incentive to conclude further tax treaties to be
weakened.

& The principal beneficiaries of the withholding exemption would be private
portfolio Investors from those countries with which the U.S. has no tax treaty,
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such as the oil-producing countries and the less-developed countries of Latip
America and elsewhere. The exemption would put the U.S. in a position of being
a "tax haven" to these investors and of encouraging capital flight from the
less-developed countries. In this connection, it is noteworthy that when the U.S.
was recently in process of- negotiating a tax treaty with one such developing
country, the latter requested the U.S. not to reduce or eliminate its withholding
tax for fear of encouraging capital outflow from its own borders.

4. Those portfolio investors resident in countries with well-developed in-
come taxes are usually able to credit the U.S. withholding tax against the
income tax in their own countries, thus completely or very largely offsetting any
extra burden occasioned by the tax. In such cases, removal of the withholding
tax would simply result in a transfer of revenue from the U.S. to foreign
treasuries, without much effect on the investor's tax burden. It is only for
investors from countries with weak or non-existent income taxes that removal
of the withholding tax would represent a substantial reduction in their overall
tax burden. But it is doubtful whether the U.S. taxpayer should be asked to
assume the revenue cost of the withholding tax exemption for those foreign
investors from countries which either do not tax them at all or, if they do so,
do not provide the customary foreign tax credit.

5. Arguments made on behalf of the exemption largely run in terms of the
need to make portfolio investment in the U.S. more attractive to foreigners, and
particularly that financed by petro-dollars. As noted before, the withholding
tax does not add to net liabilities and thus presents no deterrent where the
investor receives a credit in his own country, but there are situations (e.g.
with regard to petro-dollars) where such is not the case. While dropping the
withholding tax might attract additional funds, there has been no solid evidence
presented as to how much additional investment might be expected In return for
a loss of nearly $2 billion In tax revenue over the next five years. Retaliation
by other capital-importing countries via competing tax concessions must be
allowed for, in which case the gains are likely to be modest. In view of the
rapidly rising Inflow of foreign capital to the United States in recent years,
the withholding tax would not appear to have been a significant deterrent.
Furthermore, the economic case for further increasing such an inflow of funds,
much of which is potentially volatile in nature, is not a convincing one.

6. The Treasury has argued that a number of other countries now offer an
exemption to interest payments made to non-resident investors and that the
U.S. should therefore follow suit. It should be noted, however, that most of these
countries are small countries with limited capital markets, investments in
which can in no way compare in attractiveness with investment in the U.S.
Furthermore, their interest exemptions are usually hedged with special condi-
tions and are not extended to dividends as in the case with the Treasury
proposaL

7. The United States removed the Interest Equalization Tax and other re-
straints on Its own capital outflow on the ground that In a regime of flexible
exchange rates such constraints were no longer needed for balance of payments
reasons. Consistency requires similar reasoning to be applied '--j foreign port-
folio inflow to the U.S., thus leading to the conclusion that tax concessions to
attract such inflow are no longer required under a flexible exchange rate system.
Furthermore, it would seem to be a misuse of the tax system to give tax con-
cessions to capital inflow at the same time as tax preferences are available to
U.S. investment made abroad.

& Finally, and in my view most importantly, the exemption is likely to add
further fuel to what is developing as a growing world-wide tax competition
for international capital. In the process, the equity and integrity of income
taxes in many countries of the world are being undermined and the tax collected
on investment income (particularly the corporation tax) is undergoing rapid
attrition. The United States played a large part in this tax competition when
it introduced DISC, a tax concession which was followed by retaliatory tax
Incentives to domestic investment in a number of other countries. The United
States should exert leadership in this area to head off what may prove to be a
continuous and self-defeating cycle of tax concessions to international capital.
Adoption of the withholding exemption cutanthe-wong direction and is likely
to induce other capital-importing countries -to tip in the same direction.

9. The Treasury has argued that the proposed withholding tax exemption
is desirable because there already exist several other instances in which the
withholding tax does not apply or can be avoided. The argument is not without
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substance since equal treatment is desirable, but as in all matters of tax re-
form there are two directions In which the law can move. One is to aim at a
more comprehensive tax base and to resist further exemptions, while the other
is to equalize by abolishing taxation. In this case, it would seem that mainte-
nance of the withholding tax and reconsideration of the other exemptions is the
preferable and more responsible direction to take.

PROVISIONS WiiicH SHOULD BE DELETED FROM TH1E TAx REFORM BILL, H.R. 10612

Taxation With Representation supports the tax reform package being offered
by Senators Nelson, Kennedy, Haskell, Hathaway and others. In fact, we would
prefer to go even farther, by ending the privilege of deferring U.S. tax on the
earnings of wholly-owned foreign subsidiaries, and by repealing the domestic
International sales corporation (DISC) tax subsidy for U.S. exports.

T.txation With Representation also opposes the very costly "committee
amendments" proposed by the Senate Finance Committee.

In addition, there are numerous provisions in the tax "reform" bill which
open up new loopholes in the tax code. We ask the Senate to strike these provi-
sions from the bill. In particular, we urge that the following provisions be
dropped from the bill:

302. Maximum tax rate. Revenue loss: $49 million in fiscal 1977, $333 million
In 1978. and $577 million in 1981.

07. Moving expenses. Revenue loss: $10 million In fiscal 1977, $67 million in
1978. and $90 million in 1981.

604. Legislators travel expenses away from home. Revenue loss: In excess
of $1 million annually.

802. Refunds of unutilized investment tax credits. Revenue loss: $300-$500
million in '984 and following years.

803. Expiring investment and foreign tax credits. Revenue loss: $14 million
in fiscal 1977 and $30 million in 1978.

804. Additional 2-percent investment tax credit for employee stock ownership
plans (ESOPs) and other changes. Revenue loss: $235 million in fiscal 1977,
$584 million in 1978, and $917 million In 1981.

W05. Investment credit In the case of movies and television fAlms. Revenue
loss: $54 million in 1977, and $5 million a year thereafter.

806. Investment credit in the case of vessels constructed from funds withdrawn
from the capital construction fund. Revenue loss: $21 million in fiscal 1977, $23
million in 1978, and $45 million In 1981. The Treasury Department has esti-
mated that the revenue loss could be as high as $100 million a year.

807. Net operating loss carryover election. Revenue loss begins In 1982. It
will Ie substantial.

901. Changes in the corporate tax rates and increases in the surtax exemp-
tion. Revenue loss: $1,676 million in fiscal 1977, $2,221 million in 1978, $2,771
in 1981.

1021. Investment in U.S. property by controlled foreign- corporations. Revenue
loss: small.

1023. Exclusion from subpart F of certain earnings of Insurance companies.
Revenue loss: $11 million in fiscal 1977, and $10 million per year thereafter.

1024. Shipping profits of foreign corporations. Revenue loss: less than $5
million annually, all going to a few firms.

1025. Limitation on definition of foreign base company sales income in the
case of certlan agricultural products. Revenue loss: $17 million in fiscal 1977.
$15 million in 1978, and $15'million In fiscal 1981, all revenue going to a few
finns.

1035. Foreign oil and gas extraction Income. Revenue loss: $141 million in
fiscal 1977, $188 million In 1978.

1037. Third tier foreign tax credit under subpart F. Revenue loss: $4 million
In fiscal 1977. $10 million in fiscal 1978 and $10 million in fiscal 1981.

1041. Exclusion from gross income and from gross estate of portfolio Invest-
ments in the U.S. of nonresident aliens and foreign corporations. Revenue loss:
$7. million in fiscal 1977. $137 million in 1978. and $183 million In 1981.

1042(c) (3). H. H. Robertson amendment. Revenue loss: $800,000.
1043. Contiguous Country branches of domestic insurance companies. Revenue

loss: $4 million In fiscal 1977 and $8 million thereafter. Prudential Life, Metro-
politan Life, and Occidental Insurance tire the main beneficiaries.
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1044. Transition rule for bond, etc. losses of foreign banks. Revenue loss: less
than $5 million. Royal Bank of Canada is the beneficiary.

1305. Prepublication expenses. Revenue loss: unknown, but could be sub-
stantial.

1306. Exemption from taxation of interest on bonds issued to finance certain
student loans. Revenue loss: less than $5 million annually.

1307. Treatment of face-amount certificates. Revenue loss: Up to $5 million
a year, almost all to Investors Diversified Services.

1308. Income from lease of intangible property as personal holding company
income. Small, but all to "incorporated pocketbooks".

1309. Work incentive (WIN) and federal welfare recipient employment Incen-
tive tax credits. Revenue loss: $3 million in fiscal 1977, $7 million in 1978, and
$17 million in 1981.

1310. Excise tax on parts for light-duty trucks. Revenue loss: $3 million
annually.

1311. Certain franchise transfers. Texas State Optical benefits.
1312. Clarification of an employer's duty to keep records and to report tips.

Revenue loss: up to $5 million annually.
1313. Treatment of certain pollution control facilities. Revenue loss: $52

million in fiscal 1977, $75 million in 1978, $199 million in 1981.
1317. Rules relating to limitations on percentage depletion for oil and gas

wells. $18 million in 1977: $10 million a year thereafter.
1319. Exclusion of income from certain cancellation of indebtedness under

student loan programs. Revenue loss: small.
1320. Simultaneous liquidation of parent and subsidiary corporations. Revenue

loss: small but concimtrated on a few firms.
1322. Contributions to capital or regulated public utilities in aid of construc-

tion. Revenue loss: $13 million in FY 1977, $11 million in 1978 and thereafter.
1324. Deduction for cost of- removing architectural and transportation barriers

for handicapped and elderly persons. Revenue loss: $11 million in FY 1977,
$10 million in 1978.

1325. Distortion of Statistics of Income to Benefit Tax Avoiders.
1401. Capital loss carryover for regulated investment companies. Revenue

loss: $12 million in FY 1977, $21 million in 1978, and $51 million in 1981.
Title 15. Pension and Insurance Taxation. Revenue loss: $12 million in fiscal

1977, $51 million in 1978, $83 million in 1979.
Title 16. Real Estate Investment Trusts. Loss said to be small.
Title 17. Railroad provisions. These tax breaks will benefit profitable roads

only. The firms most needing help will get none. Revenue loss: $56 million in
fiscal 1977; $120 million in 1978; and $143 million in 198L

Title 20. Energy related provisions. These are special interest provisions
masquerading as conservation measures. Revenue loss: $268 million in fiscal 1977,
$490 million in 1978; $565 million In 1979.

The fact that a provision is not mentioned above does not mean that it is sup-
ported by Taxation With Representation. The purpose of this document is to
list the worst of the special interest provisions In the so-called tax reform bill,
to assist in focusing attention on them.

If you wish, we will be glad to supply you with a more detailed explanation
of the reasons for our opposition to the sections of the tax "reform" bill that are
listed above. For further information, call Thomas J. Reese, TWR's legislative
director at (202) 337-5530. We look forward to being of service to you.

STATEMENT By TaOM[AS J. Ru.,si, LEISLATIVE DIRECTOR, TAXATION WITH
REPRESENTATION. REGARDING TIlE ENERGY 1ILL, II.R. 6860

Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee. My name Is Thomas J. Reese,
and I am Legislative I)ireetor of Taxation With Representation, a public interest
taxpayers' lobby with almost 18.000 members.

The Senate Finance Committee plans to take up the Energy Bill (H.R. 6860)
at the same time as the tax reform bill. We have already furnished our comments
on the reform bill to the Committee. The following additional comments relate to
the Energy Bill.

I. THOROUGHLY BAD LEGISLATION

As it stands, the Energy Bill contains two main sets of proposals. First, there
are energy conservation measures that are, in themselves, of dubious worth. In
connection with these provisions, we suggest more reliance on the free market
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mechanism and less government interference in the form of price controls, quotas,
and tax gimmicks.

Second, the Energy Bill contains a hodgepodge of thoroughly ill advised and
highly objectionable tax provisions, some of which are more or less thinly dis-
guised as energy conservation measures. Included In this objectionable category
are:

1. The repeal of the exise tax on radial tires (Section 222).
2. The proposed tax credit for insulation of residences (Section 231).
3. The proposed tax credit for solar energy equipment (Section 232).
4. The proposed tax credit for the purchase of electric cars (Section 233).
5. The five-year amortization for railroad equipment (Section 422).
6. The five-year amortization for railroad rolling stock (Section 423).
7. The special investment credit for solar energy equipment and insulation

(Section 431).
In short, whether the Energy Bill Is looked at from the standpoint of energy

conservation, or as a tax measure, It constitutes thoroughly bad legislation. We
recommend that It be set aside, and that it be allowed to die a quiet death at the
end of this Congress.

II. A DISCUSSION OF THE BILL'S TAX PROVISIONS

Set forth below are the reasons for our objections to each of the listed tax
provisions of the Energy Bill:

1. Excise Tax on Radial Tires (Seo. fIN).-This provision would give a special
tax advantage to one segment of the tire industry at the expense of others. Dis-
crimination of this sort between one firm and another is hard to justify. Further-
more, the revenue cost of the radial tire proposal-which is estimated at $75
million afnually-seems far greater than the possible energy savings can justify.
Finally, it Is Important to remember that the excise tax on tires is intended as
a user charge to defray the cost of building the nation's highways. The radial
tire proposal would breach that principle by allowing radial tire owners to use
the highways even though they have not paid their fair share of the coat.

2. Insulation of Residences (Sec. 231).--Thls is a politically appealing but
utterly misguided attempt to encourage Individuals to insulate their homes. It
Is structured so that those who least need help will get government aid, and
those who most need assistance in installing insulation will get no' government
help at all. This upside-down irrationality results from use of the tax system,
rather than direct appropriations, to achieve an important national goal.

The persons who most need help in insulating their homes are those too poor
to pay income tax. Moreover, they are the individuals who suffer most from the
effects of high energy prices. This proposal will give them no help at all, while
conferring substantial help on wealthier individuals earning large incomes. At
a minimum, the credit should be made refundable, so that the poor will benefit too.

In general, however, we feel that direct appropriations are a far better
means of encouraging home insulation, if government intervention is felt to be
necessary. When direct appropriations are used, the costs of a program can be
carefully controlled, unlike the costs of a tax credit, and aid can be directed
to the areas of greatest need. Moreover, use of the appropriations route will
encourage more careful scrutiny of both costs and likely benefits. At present,
It seems that the possible benefits of this proposal. estimated at a saving of
100,000 barrels per day of oil in 1977, does not justify the huge revenue loss which
Is involved: $260 million annually.

3. Solar Energy Credit (Sec. 232).-This provision Is a woolly-minded attempt
to "do good" by providing encouragement for the development of solar energy.
The revenue loss through 1978 is expected to be minimal, only because no one
expects this provision to, have any effect before that date. From 1979 on, however.
the revenue loss will grow, because more solar energy equipment is expected to
come into use at that time.

Thus, the proposed credit will be useless during the Important developmental
stages of solar energy technology, but it will constitute a fiscal time bomb with
respect to future tax revenues. A direct appropriation for controlled funding
of solar energy research makes far more sense than providing open-ended tax
credits which can cause serious trouble In the future, but which will be of little
or no immediate help In solving our energy problems.

4. Electric Car Credit (Sec. 283).-A tax credit for electric cars makes about
as much sense as a tax credit for breathing. Electric cars are being sold as fast
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as they can be built. A tax credit will simply allow the producers and sellers of
these vehicles to raise their prices by approximately the amount of the credit.
Moreover, these cars are less energy efficient than cars powered by Internal
combustion. This provision is therefore a recipe for energy waste and tax
windfalls. /

5. Five Year Amortization of Railroad Signals, Yards, etc. (Sec. 422).-This
provision has nothing to do with energy conservation. It grants further tax
breaks to profitable banks and railroads that don't need help, while doing nothing
for bankrupt railroads that do. Under the proposal, new signals, traffic controls,
classification yards, loading and unloading facilities, and tracks will become
eligible for rapid amortization. The firms that would benefit from this provision
already enjoy both accelerated depreciation and the 10 percent investment credit;
that should be enough. Those railroads that need help to stay in operation would
not be aided by this provision. Only banks--which pay almost no federal taxes
now--Wll be able to take real advantage of this provision through their leasing
operations. At a minimum, we recommend that the benefits of this provision
be denied to corporate lessors. including banks and other financial institutions.

6. Five Year Amortization of Railroad Rolling Stock (Sec. 423).-As with
Section 422, poverty-stricken railroads, which pay no taxes because they have
no profits, will not benefit from the provision. Instead, the beneficiaries will be
banks and financial institutions, which have enough tax loopholes already--so
many, in fact, that the largest commercial banks now pay federal tax at an
effective rate of only 2%, far below the tax rates paid by ordinary wage earners.
If Congress wishes to aid railroads, it should do so through the appropriations
process, not through new tax loopholes.

7. Investment Credit for Solar Energy Structutres and Insulation (Sec. 481.)-
Buildings and similar structures already get favorable treatment under the tax
code. in the form of accelea ted depreciation and other benefits. For that reason,
Congress has not extended the 10 percent investment credit to buildings. This
proposal would breach that precedent, and thereby open the way to huge poten-
tial revenue losses. But there Is no need to incur this serious risk, because the
high price of fuel will encourage all the business use of Insulation that is needed.
Creating tax breaks will only lead to installation of more insulation and solar
energy equipment than can be justified economically.

I!. ROY C OM" ATIOX AND (ONVEBS8ON---IITLE III AND IV

In general, Taxation With Representation opposes trust funds. Including trust
funds for energy purposes, such as the fund that would be established by Section
311-314 of the Energy Bill. Trust funds tend to lock Congress and the government
into supporting programs that no longer have high priority. If a program is im-
portant, Congress should appropriate money for it annually out of general
revenues. Tying money up in trust funds is an admission that Congress cannot
be trusted to make intelligent decisions about national priorities. We believe that
Congress should be free to determine how federal revenues should be spent, and
that It should not tie Its hands through use of a trust fund for energy purposes.

Taxation With Representation does not support the proposed excise tax on
business use of petroleum and petroleum products as set forth In Section 4ll of
the bill. This provision might have made sense when the bill also included
a gasoline tax. but it makes no sense to discriminate against the use of petroleum
for business as opposed to non-business purposes.

We also oppose rapid amortization of certain energy use property, as proposed
in Section 421 of the bill. In opposing this section. the Treasury Department
hArs testified that the provision will encourage onl.v an insignificant amount of
conversion to coal of facilities that currently use oil or gas. To waste taxpayers'
money on ineffective tax incentives is just as bad as wasting money on planes that
don't fly or public assistance programs that fail to serve real needs.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, it energy conservation and development measures are needed,
they should be funded through direct appropriations, not tax gimmicks. so that
the coats and results of the programs can he regularly reviewed. As the Man-
hattan Project and the Moon Program demonstrate, research projects funded
through direct appropriations show results, and outlays are promptly cut when
the project has achieved its objectives. In contrast, programs funded through
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the tax system go on and on, and there is never any review of the results or any
end to the costs.

In general, we believe that the Congress should leave incentive and subsidy
programs to those committees of the House that are in a position to authorize
and appropriate funds for those programs. Expenditures authorized in that
way will be automatically reviewed each year to evaluate their effectiveness ;
there Is no corresponding review of tax incentives. That is one reason why tax
incentives are inherently wasteful.

TAXING INTERNATIONAL OIL PROFITS: TINKERING VERSUS BASIC CIIANE

(By Michael J. McIntyre)

Debate over the proper treatment of the oil industry has accompanied every
major tax bill enacted over the past 60 years. Several proposed Senate amend-
ments to the Tax Reform Act (H.R. 10612) have received that debate for 1976.

The current debate centers on the effect on the foreign tax credit of the new
relationships developing between the oil rich states and the international oil
companies. Historically, most payments by the oil companies to the foreign gov-
ernments have been cast in the form of income tax payments. This character-
ization of the payments has been challenged by public interest advocates but
has been acceded to generally by the Internal Revenue Service and Congress.

Two recent events, however, have signaled a change in position by the IRS
and Congress. As part of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, Congress eliminated
the credit for certain payments made in respect to oil in which the producing
company had no ,economic interest." The second event was the publishing this
spring by the IRS of a revenue ruling (Rev. Rul. 76-215) holding that a con-
tractor under a production sharing contract with Indonesia could not take a
foreign tax credit with respect to oil retained by the Indonesian government.
Amendments proposed by the Senate Finance Committee would at least teni-
porarily reverse these decisions.

INDONESIAN PRODUCTION SHARING RULING

The amendment to reverse Revenue Ruling 76-215 is narrowly drawn to cover
production sharing contracts entered into before April 8, 1976, the day the Serv-
ice first announced its intention to deny foreign tax credits in the Indonesian
case. (See Tax Notes, April 19, page 9.) The credit, moreover, will only be al-
lowed for the next five years and will not be allowed to generate excess tax
credits to offset taxes on other income.

The economic impact of the amendment is uncertian. If the IRS is correct In
its legal analysis supporting the ruling, the impact of the amendment would
be great, reversing current law to provide a retroactive tax break for Natomas
Co. and other companies directly affected by the ruling.

If the IRS Is incorrect in its analysis, the amendment serves no purpose
and Its impact therefore, would be minimal. Tax experts, however, believe that
the IRS can present a substantial case in support of its position.

The long-term Impact of the amendment, though, depends on how vigorously
IRS would pursue new forms of production contracts which would be developed
by the oil companies if Rev. Rul. 76-215 is allowed to stand. If IRS blocks the
credit for all reasonable alternatives to production sharing agreements the eco-
nomic impact will be very substantial-perhaps involving hundred of millions
of dollars. No reliable estimates of the revenue possibilities have been prepared.

A fear of tax reform groups is that approval of the production sharing amend-
ment will discourage IRS from issuing rulings in clearly analogous situations.
Because of the willingness of many foreign governments to cooperate with the oil
companies In shifting the burden of payments to the U.S. Treasury, the oil
companies have considerable flexibility in redesigning the form of their contracts.

IRANIAN "ECONOMIC INTEREST" AMENDMENT

The second amendment would postpone for 10 years the impact of Section
901(f) of the I~nternal Revenue code on certain oil lenses In effect as of March
29, 1975. Section 901 (f) prohibits a foreign tax credit with respect to taxes
paid in connection with the purchase or sale of oil if (1) the purchase or sale
price is artificial and (2) the taxpayer had no "economic interest" in the oil
purchased or sold.
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No one is clear what the term "economic interest" means in this context.
The language was introduced into the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 by the con-
ferees without substantial debate or analysis. It was intended to prevent, among
other possible abuses, an oil company from purchasing oil nominally at a dis-
count and then returning that discount by way of a nominal "income" tax. An
oil company with a significant equity interest in the oil purchased or sold would
clearly have an economic interest. A company whose first contact with the oil
was at the time of purchase or sale would 'not have an economic interest. The
status of the many complex relationships between the foreign governments and
the oil companies which fall between these poles is unsettled.

The amendment was pushed vigorously by Mobil Oil ('o. in order to save the
credit for payments made by ft consortium of American companies under a con-
tract with Iran. Treasury and the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxa-
tion estimate the revenue loss from the amendment nt $40 million annually. rhe
estimate assumes that the consortium does not have an "economic Interest" in,
the Iranian oil. ('The revenue effect Is zero for companies with an ecMnomic
interest.) The estimate also assumes that no other major contracts are, or will
1 e, affected by the amendment. If future contract renegotiations among foreign
governments and oil companies compel the companies to accept changes which
deprive them of an economic interest In the oil, then the current estimate may
be substantially low. No evidence has been produced, however, to suggest that
such changes are in the offing. (See Tax Notes, June 21, page 0; June 14, page 5.)

POLICY CHOICES

The Finance Committee report (S. Rept. 94-938) characterizes tihe production
sharing amendment and the economic interest amendments as mere transitional
rules to prevent undue hardship to particular companies. The report, and the
supporters of the amendments, argue that the changes do not raise basic questions
about the proper treatment of the oil industry. They contend that little revenue Is
involved and that the major,impact of the amendments is to clarify the law
and prevent litigation of Issues wbich would ultimately lie resolved in favor of
the oil industry.

Opponents of the amendments argue that substantial tax policy Issues are
involved. They contend that the IRS ruling and the economic interest test are
both designed to prevent the oil companies from taking a tax credit for the cost
of goods sold. They claim that payments made for oil owned by foreign govern-
ments are no different than payments made to the U.S. government for timber
on public lands or for stamps at the post office. Only the strange history of the oil
companies' relationships with foreign governments distinguishes these payments.
The critics concede, nevertheless, that this argument is equally applicable to
many other payments which are currently accepted by IRS as creditable taxes.

In addition, opponents are unhappy with (1) the retroactive feature of the
amendments, (2) their intrusion into the proper functioning of the IRS and (8)
their narrow, special interest character. They fear, moreover, that the revenue
estimates may be wildly low, (lue to the unstable character of present oil con-
cession agreements.

CONCLUSIONS

The difficulty in fashioning sensible rules for the taxation of the international
oil companies stems from the flexibility of thp companies to adjust the form of
their legal relationships without significant change in economic substance. The
chief interest of the foreign governments is in receiving a fixed amount on the
sale of their oil. They do have some interest In form-nationalistic impulses have
recently required that the government be east as the "owners" of the oil and
perhaps also of the major production facilities. But they have consistently shown
a willingness, within limits, to cast the payments made to them in a way most
likely to result In a foreign tax credit for the international oil companies. Only
a comprehensive set of new tax rules approved by Congress is likely to have a
long term Impact on the U.,S. tax liabilIty of the oil companies.

.Mot observers assume that Congre.s is unwilling and unable at this time
to seriously reevaluate the basic tax rules affecting the oil Industry. The choice,
therefore. Is between a change which gives retroactive, relief to a few companies
and postponement of any action until Congress is ready to carefully reconsider
the ground rules for taxing international oil companies.
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Senator IIARTKE. I don't have any questions.
The chairman has returned. I would observe, Mr. Chairman, that

the Republicans are having their Policy Committee meeting. My
understanding is that the tax bill is supposed to be on the floor. I
would think that most of the witesses would not prefer to just sub-
mit their testimony to one or two of us. I am prepared to stay if ou
want to go alea1, whatever you want to do, but I think it wouhbe
better to try to figure out something else-I don't know what that is.

The CHAIRMAN. We have to meet when the Senate is in session, and
there is nothing new about having a small number of Senators to
take testimony.

I can only tell a witness what Lyndon Johnson once said to me. lie
said, "Well, I can get somebody to come and answer when his name is
called but I can't make him stay here to hear your speech."

If people have some good information, we have able staff assistants
who hear it as well as the Senators. We have a room full of people,
many of whom cone from Senators' offices and explain to their bosses
what they hear. We have this testinmoney we want to take down in
writing, every word that is said, so that everybody who wants to can
know what is said inside this room. 1 think that is fine, and we will do
the best we can.

I will do the best I can to make myself available to help hear people
and I will do the best I can to see that the views conveyed insi de this
room are made available and considered by everybody else. But I can-
not make them be present to hear the statement.

Senator HAmrrKF:. Whatever you want to do. You are the Chairman.
[Laughter.] I am Iust here.

The CHAIMAN. Does that complete your statement, sir?
Mr. RxwsE. I would appreciate, Mr. Chairman, if you could clarify

something for me on the purpose of these hearings. Is there going to
be a markup following them ? It is unclear to me why these hearings
are being called.

The CIA1tmAN. I would propose that. the committee should consider
everything that has been said at these hearing. Fiakly, there is an
amendment or two that we agreed to that I would like to ask be recon-
sidered. I voted against sonic of these amendments the way it is now.
W1o will see what the Senate wants to do.

My. impression is that right here on this committee you would be
rised how much unanimity we reach when we communicate. W hen

each man understands the other's argument, usually we manage to
have the best of both.

have you completed you r statement?
Mr. REESE. So them is going to be a miarkup after this hearing?
ThM CliAIMAN. WVhat I would propose to do is consider every Sena-

tor's suggestion. We can vote on them. If we think it is a good idea, we
will keep it; if not,-we will drop it.

Senator HAR'rKE. Mr. Robert M. Brandon, director, Puiblic Citizen
Tax Reform Research Group, accompanied by Mr. William Pietz.

Mr. BRANDON. Let me say at the outset, Senator Hartke, that I agree
with your suggestion that the hearings adjourm temporarily. We would
like to express our disagreement with what was just said by the
Chairman.
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It is difficult for me to understand how the committee can function
taking testimony from witnesses when the tax bill is about to come up
on the floor. We think the problem here is the fact that this committee
is trying to *am what should be several weeks of hearings on numerous
pieces of legislation into 3 days.

That is really the basic problem.
The ('HAIRMAN. I will be willing to consider your view on taxes and

I will do the best I can to see that your views are considered. Now f
regret that I cannot be you. If I could be you, I might consider doing
that Lut there are a lot of good people I would like to be if I could.
I find the good Lord made me to be me. I (1o the job the best way I

see it.
Now I want vour views available. You asked to be heard, didn't yo ?
Mr. Pi'-"rz. We would like the committee to hear our views.
The CHAIRMAN. I will tell you what Lyndon Johnson said. "I could

get somebody to come into this room but I cannot make them stay
here."I

I will do the best I can to see to it that everything you say is con-
sidered. That is the best I can do for you.

Mr. B.A.iox. We just don't feel with all the testimony that is going
to be taken--the reason that we are all here today is that too much of
what weitt into this tax bill has not been considered carefully and we
are here today to try to make some suggestions as to how it can be con-
sidered carefully and then some suggestions on specific provisions and
we don't feel we can do that adequately with members and other spon-
sors. of these provisions not here.

I think we would just as soon submit our statement for the record
and assume it will not be read, which it will not be by most people

The CHAIRMAN. V ell, I think a lot more of you than that. I believe
that the Senators, especially those who tend to agree with you, will
read your statement.

Mr. Bm.-%DoN. That will not hell). I think we need to talk to the
members of this committee who probably do not agree with our gen-
eral criticism about procedures, and the procedures are what is really
important here.

f think this really points out the problem.
We have hearings now where a pamphlet describing what is going on

has just been distributed. Before we have had an opportunity we are
being asked to comment on provisions when we don't know all the
facts and circumstances. We are being asked to address the committee
when most of the Senators are not here, and not because they don't
choose to be here but because there is a specific obligation for them to
be somewhere else.

I wish the scheduling could be arranged-
The CHAIRMAN. I tell you often in the conduct of hearings we have

only a few Senators present.
Sir. Pirrz. But none of those hearings were conducted during the

very debate on the tax bill itself. I personally attended all those
hearings and I know the schedule that was followed.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, what difference does it make where a fellow
is if he is not here to hear you I What difference does it make whether
he is making a speech back in his home State or talking to somebody
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in the State Department or talking to the President in the White
House?

Mr. Pirmr. By definition he can't be here to hear. Now in the other
hearings that was not the case.

The CHAIRMAN. Other commitments are not keeping me away.
Anyone that wants to be here can be here.

Mr. Purz. The very thrust of the objections raised by Proxmire
Kennedy, and other members of the public was the procedures, and
one of the-aspects of the procedures found glaringly deficient was the
haste of those procedures and we are now typifying that haste.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, it seems to me that you have had plenty of
time to talk about everything except what you want to talk about.

M. PirTz. What we came to talk about is the process, we did not
come to discuss the merits of the specific items of legislation since we
happen to be one of the few groups in the country that is in any posi-
tion to know even what those items were.

The committee disseminated a press release that named certain see.
tions of the bill and gave no clue whatever as to what was under dis-
cussion. We have been contacted repeatedly by dozens of the public
interest groups across the country and by the news media around the
country begging us to tell them what was the subject of these hearings.

In fact, many private business interests have asked us to tell them
what was the subject of these hearings. The public just has not had
adequate notice of the agenda of these hearings.

Mr. BRANDON. We don't feel the burden should be placed on us to
try to ferret out what sections of the bill are being referred to.Now we are in a position to do some of that because we followed
these markups closely but there are people all over the country that
have not been able to do that.

The CHARMAN. Well, now if you want to come back at the end of
the hearing, I will try to schedule you agein. Would you like to do
thatI

Mr. BRmAxwo. Well, we would appreciate not having to testify at a
tifie when we know members of the committee necessarily have to be
absent. We ourselves 'have been interested in the tax reform bill that
is up on the floor now.

The CHAIRMANf. Then why don't you go over there? [Laughter.]
I will try to schedule you again when we get to the end of the hear-
ings. Does that, make you happier?

Mr. Pnr, z. There are numerous other glaring deficiencies in the pro-
cedure. Mr. Chairman, that prevent-

The CITAnTMAN. Do you want to be heard now or some other time?
That. is all I want to know.

Mr. BRANDON. If we could be rescheduled at the end of the hearings
that would be fine because we feel we have something important to say
to the committee.

The CHAIRMIAN. I am sure you have. Then come back at the end of
the hearings. We will let you know and we will schedule you at a
subsequent date. I hope we have a better crowd. Those are influential
people back there.

Mr. BRnANor. We know that.
Mr. Pxrrz. May I make a statement, Mr. Chairman? We believe

there may be some hope by holding this type of hearing without ade-
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Zbate notice or this type of booklet prior thereto, that it may be pos-sble to disseminate a statement that the bill has thus been the subject
of proper deliberation and when objections are raised to these narrow
special interest amendments on the floor it might be contended that
this hearing has cured any deficiencies and we would like to state for
the record our contrary points.

The CtAmAN. I don't know of anything perfect on this side o'
heaven but we will schedule you to come back and make your statement
at the end of the hearing. OKI

Mr. Pm'rz. Thank you.
Mr. BRAmoN. Fine.
The CHAIRMAN. We will hear Mr. A. Blakenan Early, Environ-

mental Action Group, accompanied by Mr. Leonard Lee Lane, Public
Interest Economic Center.

Mr. EARLY. Good afternoon.
Mr. Lane was unable to come so I will make the presentation.
I would like to say that I share the sentiments of Mr. Brandon in

terms of engaging in any kind of dialog with the committee.
The CmAImAN. Woukd you like to come back some other timeI
Mr. EARLY. I would appreciate that.
The CHAIRMAN. Fine. We will schedule you later on and we will

excuse vou now.
Now'Mr. K. Martin Worthy, Hamel, Park, McCable & Saunders.

STATEMENT OF K. MARTIN WORTHY, HAMEL, PARK, McCABE &
SAUNDFS

Mr. Woirrnr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am K. Martin Worthy with the law firm of Hamel, Park, McCabe

& Satndeps, Washington, D.C. I appear on behalf of Freda R.
Caspersn in opposition to part of the foreign trust provisions of
H.R. 10612.

These provisions would, first of all, eliminate an advantage now
enjoyed by U.S. beneficiaries of foreign trusts over beneficiaries of
domestic trusts with respect to capital gains, and, by adding an interest
charge to the tax imposed under the throwback rules eliminate any
advantage that such beneficiaries may presently enjoy from any defer-
ral of tax on accumulated income of a foreign trust.

We have no objection to these changes in existing law.
Second, in addition, as a substitute for a tax on beneficiaries, the bill

would tax every U.S. grantor hereafter on the income of any foreign
situs trust having any U.S. beneficiary, even though the grantor has
retained no control or possible interest in thie trust. It is to this latter
proposal, and specifically the effective date thereof, that we take
strong exception.

Under present law, as described in the committee report, if property
is transferred into trust, foreign or domestic, the grantor will continue
to be taxed on the income of such trust if-but only if-he has re-
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tained some income or reversionary interest, some degree of control,
or some power of revocation over the trust.

Section 1013(a) would, however, as previously noted, tax every
U.S. grantor on any income of a foreign situs trust having any U.S.
beneficiary, even though the settler has retained no tuch control or
possible interest in the trust. It would tax the grantor on any income
earned after December 31, 1976, by such a foreign trust created at any
time after May 29,1974.

May 29, 1974, is the date in the 93d. Congress on which the House
Ways and Means Committee announced that the committee had arrived
at a "tentative decision" to make a similar change in the law. A. recom-
mendation to that effect was subsequently made by the committee, but
no action was taken thereon thereafter by either House of such 93d
Congress.

More than 18 months ago, in December 1974, Mrs. Caspersen made
an irrevocable transfer of what had been her property to a foreign
situs trust with U.S. beneficiaries. Under that trust she transferred
such property for all time, beyond recall, reserving to herself no
control, dominion or right of direction whatsoever, and retaining no
interest, present or future, vested or contingent, in the property trans-
ferred or in the income therefrom.

A significant U.S. gift tax was paid in 1974 on account of such
transfer and a 30-percent withholding tax on dividends paid to the
trust by U.S. corporations is currently being withheld.

I believe that the attempt iA section 1013 (a) to tax income earned
in the future from property in which the grantor has retained no
interest or control whatever is patently unconstitutional.

In Hoeper v. Ta. Commission of Wiscomin, 284 U.S. 206, 52 S. Ct.
120, 76 1& ed. 248 (1931) the State of Wisconsin attempted to fix the
rate of tax on a husband by reference to the separate income of his
wife. In overturning such tax, the U.S. Supreme Court stated the
legal principle involved very succinctly:

We have no doubt that, because of the fundamental conceptions which
underlie our system, any attempt by a state to measure the tax on one person's
property or income by reference to the property or Income of another Is contrary
to due process of law as guaranteed by the 14th Amendment. That which Is not
in fact the taxpayer's income cannot be made such by calling it income.

In later overturning a Federal tax on property which had formerly
belonged to a decedent, in leiner v. Donnan, 2 5 U.S. 312, 52 S. Ct.
358, 76 L. ed. 772 (1932), the Court said, at page 327:

* * * there Is imposed the burden of a tax, measured in part by property
which comprises no part of the estate, to which the estate is in no way related,
and from which the estate now derives no benefit of any description. Plainly, this
is to measure the tax on A's property by imputing to It in part the value of
the property of B, a result which both the Schlesinger and Hoeper Cases
condemn as arbitrary atid a denial of due process of law.

Mrs. Caspersen is now powerless either to revoke the trust or to
require that any of the trust income be used to discharge the tax
liability which would be imposed on her under section 1013(a).

The revenue should in any event be fully protected by the provisions
of the bill, to which I have previously referred, in sections 1013 (c) and
1014 requiring the U.S. income tax ultimately be paid, together with
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interest, by the beneficiaries on the full amount of income of a foreign
trust.

Anid by applying such provisions of sections 1013(c) and 1014
instead of 1013 (a) ,the burden of the tax would then be borne by those
who receive the benefit of such income, which seems only fair.

It seems to me to be fundamental that every citizen in arranging his
affairs should be able to rely on the law as it exists at the time and not
on what some few Members of Congress, however able or well inten-
tioned, believe the law ultimately should be.

See note, 84 Harvard Law Review 436, 1970, at p. 443, and New
York State Bar Association, Report of the Committee on Tax Policy
and Retroactivity of Tax Legislation, July 31,1975, at p. 10.

Congress sometimes makes a tax "retroactive" to the beginning of
the year, see Cooper v. United Stae8, 280 U.S. 409, 50 S. Ct. 164, 4 L.
ed. 516 (1929), but rarely if ever does it make a tax retroactive to a
prior Congress. Even when it makes a tax retroactive to the beginning
of the year, I know of no instance where it has successfully made a tax
applicable to someone other than the taxpayer who earned the income
subject to the tax.

As said by Judge Learned Hand in Frew v. Bowerm, 12 F. 2d 625
(2d Cir. 1926), and repeated by the Supreme Court in the Donnan
case:

Such a law (would be] far more capricious than merely retroactive taxes.
Those do indeed impose unexpected burdens, but at least they distribute them
in accordance with the taxpayer's wealth. But this section distributes them in
accordance with another's wealth; that is a far more grievous injustice.

Senator TAum)oz presidingn I hate to interrupt you. Your time
is up. Your entire statement will be inserted in the record. You made
a very able statement. I regret I didn't get to hear it all but the portion
that you made was very able and I compliment you, sir.

Thank you very much.
Mr. WoirrHy. Thank you.
[The statement referred to follows:]

STATIEMENT Or K. MARTIN WoRay

My name is K. Martin Worthy. I am a member of the law firm of Hamel, Park,
McCabe and Saunders of Washington, D.C.

I appear here today on behalf of Freda R. Caspersen in opposition to part of
the foreign trust provisions (Sections 1018-1015) of H.R. 10012.

These provisions would basically do two things: (1) They would eliminate an
advantage now enjoyed by U.S. beneficiaries of foreign trusts over beneficiaries
of domestic trusts with respect to capital gains, and, by adding an interest
charge to the tax imposed under the throwback rules, eliminate any advantage
that such beneficiaries may presently enjoy from any deferral of tax on accumu-
lated Income of a foreign trust. We have no objection to these changes in existing
law. (2) In addition, as a substitute for a tax on the beneficiaries, the bill would
tax 'every United States grantor hereafter on the income of any foreign sits
trust having any United States beneficiary, even though the grantor has retained
no dominion, control or possible interest in the trust. It is to this latter proposal,
and specifically the effective date thereof, that we take strong exception.

Under present law, as described in the Committee report, if property is trans.
ferred into trust (foreign or domestic), the grantor will continue to be taxed on
the income of such trust if-but only if-he has retained some Income or rever-
sionary interest, some degree of control, or some power of revocation over the
trust.

Section 1018(a) would, however, as previously noted, tax every United States
grantor on the income of a foreign situs trust having any United States bene-
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ficiary, even though the settler has retained no such dominion, control or possible
Interest in the trust. It would tax the grantor on any income earned after Decem-
ber 31, 1976, by such a foreign trust created pt any time after May 29, 1974.
May 29, 1974, Is the date in the 93d Congress on which the House Ways and
Means Committee announced that the Committee had arrived at a "tentative
decision" to make a similar change in the law. A recommendation to that effect
was subsequently made by the Committee, but no action was taken thereon
thereafter by either House of such 93d Congress.

More than eighteen months ago, in December 1974, Mrs. Caspersen made an
irrevocable transfer of what had been her property to a foreign situs trust with
United States beneficiaries. Under that trust she transferred such property for
all time, beyond recall, reserving to herself no control, dominion, or right of
direction whatsoever, and retaining no interest, present or future, vested or
contingent, in the property transferred or in the income therefrom. A significant
U.S. Gift Tax was paid in 1974 on account of such tansfer and a 80% withholding
tax on dividends paid to the trust by U.S. corporations is currently being with-
held.

I believe that the attempt in Section 1013(a) to tax income earned in the
future from property in which the grantor has retained no interest or control
whatever is patently unconstitutional.

In Hoeper v. Tax Commi<sot of Wiscrotin. 284 U.S. 206, 52 S. Ct. 120, 76 .
ed. 248 (1931), the State of Wisconsin attempted to fix the rate of tax on a
husband by reference to the separate income of his wife. In overturning such
tax, the United States Supreme Court stated the legal principle involved very
succinctly:

We have no doubt that, because of the fundamental conceptions which
underlie our system, any attempt by a state to measure the tax on one per-
son's property or income by reference to the property or income of another
is contrary to due process of law as guaranteed by the 14th Amendment.
That which is not in fact the taxpayer's income cannot be made such by
calling it income.

The Supreme Court later said that what is prohibited to the State by the
Fourteenth Amendment is prohibited to the Federal Government by the Fifth
Amendment. In overturning a Federal tax on property which had formerly be-
longed to a decedent, in Heiner v. Donnan, 285 U.S. 12 52 S.Ct. 358, 76 L. ed. 772
41932), the Court said (at page 327) :

... there is imposed the burden of tax, measured in part by property which
comprises no part of the estate, to which the estate is in no way related, and
from which the estate derives no benefit of any description. Plainly. this is to
measure the tax on A's property by imputing to it in part the value of the
property of B, a result which both the Schlesinger and Hoeper cases con-
demn as arbitrary and a denial of due process of law. Such an exaction Is
not taxation but spoliation. "It is not taxation that government should take
from one the profits and gains of another. That Is taxation which compels
one to pay for the support of the government from his oWn-gains and of his
own property." United States v. Baltimore 4 0. R. Co., 17 Wall. 322, 326, 21
L. ed. 597, 599.

Mrs. Caspersen is now powerless either to revoke the trust or to require that
any of the trust income be used to discharge the tax liability which would be Im-
ised on her under Section 1018(a). The trust property and income are forever
beyond her reach. She has no way of even compelling the trustee to provide her
with information as to the amount of the income on which Section 1013(a) would
require her to pay tax.

The revenue would in any event be fully protected by the provisions of the
Bill, to which I have previously referred, in Sections 1018(c) and 1014 re.
quiring the U nited States Income Tax ultimately be paid, together with Interest.
by the. beneficiaries on the full amount of income of a foreign trust. And by
applying such provisions of Sections 1013(c) and 1014 Instead of 1013(a), the
burden of the tax would then be borne by those who receive the benefit of such
income and not by one who has completely deprived herself of any Interest or
control therein.

It seems to me to be fundamental that every citizen In arranging his affairs
should be able to rely on the law as it exists at the time and not on what some
few members of Congress, however able or well Intentioned believe the law
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should be. See Note, 84 Harvard Law Review 436 (1970) at p. 443, and New
York State Bar Association, Report of the Committee on Tax Policy and Retro-
activity of Tax Legislation (July 31, 1975) at p. 10. Congress sometimes makes
a tax "retroactive" to the beginning of the year (see Cooper v. U.S., 280 U.S.
4019, 50414. Ct. 164, 74 L. ed. 516 (1929)), but rarely if ever does it make a tax
retroactive to a prior Congress. Even wNhen it makes a tax retroactive to the
beginning of the year, I know of no Instance where it has successfully made a tax
applicable to someone other than the taxpayer who earned the income subject to
tie tax. As said by Judge Learned Hand in Frew v. Bowcr8, 12 F. 2d 625 (2d Cir
1926), and repeated by the Supreme Court In the Don nan case "such a law [would
be] far more capricious than merely retroactive taxes. Those do indeed impose
unexpected burdens, but at least they distribute them In accordance with the
taxpayer's wealth. But this section distributes them in accordance with another's
wealth ; that is a far more grievous injustice."

If a tax can be imposed now on income earned in 1977 and later years from
property completely given away by the taxpayer in 1974, then there is no reason
why a tax cannot be imposed for the first time in 1976 or 1977 on the income of
property which a taxpayer transferred to a grandchild In 1964, gave to a sick
brother for his support in 1944, or even donated to charity in 1924. I find that
unthinkable, and surely not only the constitutional principles to which I have
referred but the basic sense of fairness of the Congress will prevent It from
doing so.

I submit that N 1013(a) should be eliminated, or that, at the very least, it
should be made inapplicable to income from property transferred into trust
long before the current legislation.

Senator TALMADME. Thank you very much.
The next witness is Mr. Robert Le, president, Bellefonte Insur-

ance Co.
Mr. Lee had to leave the committee room. His entire statement

will be inserted in the record.
[The statement referred to follows:]

STATEMENT OF ROBERT C. LE, Pu iEwr, BELuroN rE INSURANCE COMPANY,
RELATING TO SOURCE OF UNDERWRITING INCOME

Bellefonte Insurance Company is a corporation chartered in the State of Ken-
tucky licensed to underwrite multiple lines of insurance and reinsurance in that
state as well as various other states. It Is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Armco
Steel Corporation with principal offices in Middletown, Ohio.

Bellefonte Is opposed to the amendments to Sec. 1036 underwriting Income
which amend sections 861(a) and 862(a) relating to the source of income rules.
'These amendments would change an established position of the Internal Reve-
nue Service that the source of income is to be determined on the basis of where
the incidents of the transaction which produce the income occur, and substitute
therefore a now provision which would determine the source of income on the
basis of whether it was derived from the Insurance of U.S. risks or non-U.S.
risks.

The statement of the reasons for change outlined in the Senate Committee
report refer to a limited situation in which such an amendment may be desirable.
However, the amendment would have other, more far-reaching effects which were
apparently not contemplated in the formulation of the amendment.

In the case of Belefnnte Insurance Company, It would impose double taxation
on a sizeable portion of its business. This Is because Bellefonte is, in addition
to its operations in the United States, licensed to operate in the United King.
dora, Belgium, Hollhnd. Spain and Greece. In the case of Its underwriting opera-
tions in London, which are primarily reinsurance, it writes a sizeable volume of
business in which about 65% of the premiums are paid in U.S. dollars and
35% In non-l'.S. dollars.

This branch operation, which permits Bellefonte to participate in the large
international insurance and reinsurance market centered In London, is con.
ducted entirely in London where the incidents of the transaction which produce
the income occur. Under these circumstances, Bellefonte's operation in London
are subject to United Kingdom income tax. While Bellefonte, as a U.S. cor.
poration is also subject to U.S. taxation on the whole of its operation, as respects
:that portion of its business carried on in London which is considered by the Inter-
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nal Revenue Service to be foreign source income, it can take credit against its
U.S. tax liability for the taxes paid to the United Kingdom (up to a maximum
of 48%).

If the source of income rule is amended, Bellefonte would then be denied
credit for the taxes it must pay to the United Kingdom with the result that it
would pay 100% tax on this business (52% to the United Kingdom and 48%
to the United States), which would destroy the branch operation in London.

The amendment would also provide a perplexing problem in that it is often
difficult, if not impossible, to identify where the specific risk is located, particu-
larly in the cases of marine and aviation business or whole account reinsurance
of a company's total book of business.

Because of the necessity of spreading the huge risks associated with com.
merce and catastrophes among a broad cross-section of insurers or reinsurers
as possible, insurance is an international business. Even the eastern countries
find it necessary to participate in the international reinsurance market. It is a
complex business that has been developing for a large number of years with much
tradition attached to it. Under these circumstances, Bellefonte urges that any
amendment to the source of income rule as affects underwriting be eliminated
from this current legislation and considered for future legislation at a date
when it can be considered in more detail and with participation of a larger
cross-section of the industry.

SUMMARY or PUNCIPAL POINTS IN THE STATEMENT or ROBERT C. LEE, PRESIDENT
OF BELLEFONTE INSURANCE COMPANY, BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITEI.:
JULY 20, 1976

1. The proposed change in the. source of underwriting Income (Bill Section
1036) would have far reaching effects that were not previously contemplated.

2. If the proposed source rules are adopted, it could result in double taxation
of a sizable portion of Bellefonte Insurance Company's business.

3. The location of specific risks can be difficult to determine, particularly In
the case of marine, aviation and reinsurance business.

4. Bill Section 1036 should be eliminated from the pending Tax Reform Act
and deferred until such time that it can be studied by a larger cross-section of
the industry.

Senator TALMADoE. Next, Daniel M. Moenich, president, Apex Inter-
national Alloys, Inc., on behalf of the Aluminum Recycling Associa-
tion.

Ms. Lipso-.. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Moenich, due to unforeseen circum-
stances, could not be here this morning I am Janice Li'Ipson, assistant
director of the Aluminum Recycling Association, and with your per-
mission I will proceed.

Senator TALMADGE. Yes.

STATEMENT OF JANICE LIPSON, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
ALUMINUM RECYCLING ASSOCIATION

Ms. Lipsox. We are opposed to the tax credit to our industry anl,.
therefore, we support Amendment No. 1931 of Senator Taft to exclude
aluminum base wrap from the credit.

I know you are very short on time and, therefore. I will read a rief
executive summary and submit our full statement for the record.

Senator TALMADGE. Without objection, that will be (lone.
[The statement referred to follows:]

TESTIMONY OV ALUMINUM RECYCLINo ASSOCIATION BY DANIEL 11. MOENICIE,
PRMSZNT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The proposed recycling tax credit does not expand the aluminum recycling
Industry's market for Its product and, therefore, does not expand the need for
additional aluminum scrap.
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There is excess aluminum recycling capacity to produce to meet the demand
for product.

There is capacity to process all aluminum scrap generated by municipal waste
systems.

'Should the proposed aluminum recycling tax credit induce primary aluininui
proolncers to enter the recycling industry, they wou!d have the dual advantage
t the tax credit and depletion allowancesa thereby defeating one of the bill's

major objectives, i.e., to equalize the benefits to prinmary and secondary industries.
In the fourth year of the tax credit-after the base period phase out-the alu.

minum recycling industry at present levels of scrap consumption and average
scrap prices would receive a tax credit equal to 7% of Its gross annual sales
dollars.

Primary aluminum alloy Is neither the equivalent of, nor substitutable for, nor
interchangeable with recycled aluminum alloy.

Current demand for aluminum scrap by priimiary, recycling and fabricating
(self-recyclers) plants applies the greatest possible pressure upon scrap collec-
tors and brokers to bring available scrap back Into the industrial stream.

The demand of the aluminum recyclers' customers-the casting indutry-
dictates the amount of aluminum scrap required by our industry each year.
Monies made available through a tax credit result only in enabling aluminum
recyclers to bid increasingly higher prices for scrap thereby inflating the price
of recycled ingot.

The aluminum recycling Industry has demonstrated a constant capability,
willingness and motivation to expand scrap producing capacity without govern-
ment incentive. Within the past eight months, aluminum recycling production
capacity has increased 8% including the entrance of twelve new companies into
the industry.

For all the foregoing reasons. the proposed recycling tax credit wlll not result
in either the use of more aluminum scrap or the development of additional net
scrap recycling capacity.

My name is Daniel M. Moenich. I am President of Apex International Alloys,
Inc., Des Plaines, Illinois and I am President of the Aluminum Recycling
Association.

By its title and by its long history of operation in recycling aluminum, obvi-
ously ARA is strongly in favor of the concept of recycling. We are, however, op-
l)osed to the application of a recycling tax credit to our indus--try as proposed inII.R. 10612 and therefore support Amendment No. 1931 of Senator Taft to exclude
aluminum base scrap from the tax credit.

In it finite world concerned about steadily diminishing mineral reserves, there
is great value in prolonging the useful life of materials. Minerals, and much of
the energy used to refine them, can often be preserved for reuse by recycling. This
process, the major concern of the member companies of the Aluminum Recycling
Association, has been practiced by some of them for over seventy years.

Aluminum is too useful and too valuable not to be kept In use. Aluminum re-
eyvuling today is an international industry, with metal and scrap traded daily in
world markets. Recycled aluminum produced by U.S. firms to strict specifications
fol. tlie castings processes goes into automobiles, heavy equipment, photo and
optical equipment, electrical devices, major home appliances, and hundreds of
other products for consumer or industrial use.

Tie first company to recycle aluminum was founded In 1904, a scant 16 years
after the first commercial production of primary aluminum In 1888. Today there
are almost 100 aluminum re..yc!lng plants spread through the country in virtu-
ally every industrial center dedicated to reusing aluminum scrap In producing
metal for further use in commercial, industrial and consumer products.

Annual sales of the industry are between $600,000,000 and $700000,00. Alumt.-
num recycling is recognized as an important source of metal and metal tech-
nology separate and distinct from the primary aluminum Industry. The alumni-
num recycling industry has steadily Increased capacity and production since it
began n.

To emphasize the long history of the industry we have attached as Exhibit A
a year-by-year list of aluminum recycled from scrap from 1913 (the year records
were first kept for our industry) through 1975. In those 62 years, more than 42
billion six hundred ninety thousand pounds of recycled aluminum have been
produced from scrap.

Our industry was begun 71 years ago by men of vision who found a market
for a product made from aluminum scrap.
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Over the past seven decades, the aluminum recycling Industry has become
highly sophisticated in its production processes and in the methods by whicl it
has utilized scrap purchased from primary producers, other fabricating processes,
and from scrap yards and brokers. During all these many years we have provided
specification aluminum alloy for the castings industry. With very minor excep-
tions, primary aluminum producers do not provide alloy for the castings industry.
Indeed aluminum alloy is not substitutable for nor interchangable with recycled
aluminum alloy because primary alloy is not made to meet castings specification..
There is little product' or market competition between the primary and the re-
cycling aluminum industries. Therefore, the proposed amendment cannot provide
tax equity between the two industries.

It has been stated that a goal of the recycling tax credit is to "create a situa-
tion of equity between virgin natural resources and recyclable material" by
granting users of recyclable material a tax credit equal to one half of the percent-
age of depletion allowances given to competing virgin natural resources. We find
a great fallacy and a great contradiction in this proposition as it applies to
aluminum base scrap because it would enable primary producers who today use
increasing amounts of scrap for their operations to avail themselves not only of
depletion allowances but also of a recycling tax credit.

It has been said by the President's Council on Environmental Quality in its
1975 report to Congress at page 93: "In the long run, increased recycling will de-
pend upon a committment by the major firms in the paper industry, for example,
to use wastepaper day to day rather than only when virgin fiber is unavailable.
For them to do so, a fundamental shift in the economics of recycling is necessary."

Mr. Chairman, members of the Senate Finance Committee, this may well be
true for the paper industry and we have no base of knowledge from which to
challenge it. nor do we wish to challenge it. However, it is not true of aluminum
recycling. The existing fundamentals in the economics of recycling aluminum
for the past seven decades has resulted in a strong, healthy and growing recycling
industry that provides over 20 percent of this country's aluminum each year.

If it is the intent of the tax credit to encourage recycling and conserve energy
and natural resources, as applied to aluminum it is simply throwing tax money at
a problem that does not exist in our industry. It is a costly and misdirected
approach.

The demand for aluminum scrap for our industry is based entirely upon demand
placed upon us by the casting industry for specification alloy to produce consumer
components. The casting industry in turn responds to demand from the automo-
bile, heavy equipment, home appliance, photo and electrical and manmy other
industries.

When the economy is strong, this demand is high and so are our requirement.
for scrap. When the economy weakens, the reverse is true and we use less scrap.
Unwanted monies freed by tax credits are a disrxiptive intrusion into the eco-
nomics of an established industry. We believe government should not force an
industry to deal with an external infusion of money it neither wants nor can
readily absorb within the framework of its demand.supply cycles.

For example, at our current rate of production and scrap usage and using cur-
rent average scrap prices, the recycling tax credit for our industry in the year
following phase out of the base period could amount to $49.500,000. (Over 7 per-
cent of the Industry's gross sales income). Pumping this kind of mriney into the
scrap stream, demand for which is defined by customer need%, can result only in
increased prices for sci'ap as recycling companies bid against each other to obtain
scrap for their furnaces.

Within the past 18 months the capacity of our industry to recycle alumtim
has grown from an annual capability of 1.9 billion pounds to over 2.25 billion
pounds. This has come about without a tax incentive and because of the strength
of the economics of our industry. And from our knowledge of the Industry, there
are companies today expanding capacity of existing plants and planning to con-
struct plants as new entrants to the industry. This is a natural, normal and
thoroughly acceptable phenomenon of our competitive industrial society.

It has been said: "The cities and Rtateq must find ready stable markets for all
the recyclable metals, paper and glass they will be recovering from garbage."
With this we agree and we are a part of that stable market for aluminum base
scrap today, and we need no tax incentive readily and economically to process
such scrap. Perhaps It is the requirement of cities and States to be helped to
generate usable scrap or perhaps it is the need of the scrap gatherers and distribu-
tors for an incentive to obtain more scrap. It is not our need and without reserva-
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tion we reject a recycling tax credit as misplaced In Its application to recycling
companies that produce specification a minum-ngot from aluminum base scrap
and alloying materials.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, our Association represents over
80% of this country's capacity to produce recycled ingot sold in the market-
place. We do not beg the questions either of the conservation of increasingly
scarce raw materials nor the conservation of diminishing energy. We have prac-
ticed the conservation and reuse of commodities and energy since the beginning
of this century. We have heard no arguments, seen no figures, no mathematical
nor economic formula that convinces us that a recycling tax credit aq it Is
proposed in H.R. 10612 either will expand the amount of aluminum base scrap
available or increase the use of aluminum base scrap and we strongly urge the
Senate Finance Committee and the Senate to exempt aluminum base scrap from
the proposed tax credit by supporting Mr. Taft's amendment.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our arguments.

Recycled aluminum from 8crap
Pound#
9, 308, 000
9, 044. 0Q%

17, 000,°000
30,600,000
32, 200,000
30, 100,000
37, 382, 000
31,000,000
17,800,000
32,580,000
42, 600,000
54,000,000
8 000, 000

88,400,000
92, 400, 000
95,600,000
98, 80,000
77, 200, 000
60,000,000
48, 000, 000
67,000,000
92, 800, 000

102, 800, 000
103,000,000
125,120,000

77, 600, 000
107,894,000
160,724,000
213,714,000
392,000,000
628,000,000
650,000,000
596,000,000

Year :
1946

.1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1958
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1.962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

Pounds
556,000, 000
690,000, 000
574,000,000
362, 000,000
486, 000, 000
594, 000, 0M
608,000,000
730,000,000
626,000,000
828, 000, 000
856,000.000
880,000,000
708,000,000
898, 000, 000
876000, 000
970,000,000

1,164,000,000
1, 308,000,000
1,414, 000,000
1, 658, 000, 000
1, 774, 000, 000
1, 756, 000, 000
1,944,000,000
2,300,000,000
2,000,000, 000
2,100,000,000
2, 252, 000, 000
2, 470,000,000
2,564,000,000
2,364,000,000

Year:
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1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
19.8
19"29
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945

Sources: "Secondary Aluminum," R. J. Anderson (1931), Bureau of Mines, Aluminum
Association BDC, Department of Commerce.

MIs. LirsoN.The proposed recycling tax credit does not exl)and the
aluminum recycling industry's 'market for its product and, therefore,
does not expand the need for additional aluminum scrap.,

There is excess aluminum recycling capacity to produce to meet the
demand for product.

There is capacity to process all aluminum scrap generated by inumc-
ipal waste systems.

Should the proposed aluminum r-ecycling tax credit induce primary
aluminum producers to enter the recycling industry, they would have
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the dual advantage of the tax credit, and the depletion allowances
t hereby defeating one of the bill's major objectives, i.e., to equalize the
benefits to primary and secondary industries.

In the fourth year of the tax credit-after the base period phase-
out-the aluminum recycling industry at present levels of scrap con-
sumption and average scrap prices would receive a tax credit equal
to 7 percent of its gross annual sales dollars.

Primary aluminum alloy is neither the equivalent of, nor substi-
tutable for, nor interchangeable with recycled aluminum alloy.

Current demand for aluminum scrap "by primary, recycling and
fabricating (self-recyclers) plants applies the greatest possible pres-
sur. upon scral) collectors and brokers to bring available scrap back
into the industrial stream.
. The demand of the aluminum recyclers' customers-the. casting
inidustry-dictates the amount of aluminum scrap required by our
industry each year. Moneys made available through a tax credit
result oniy in enabling aluminum recyclers to bid increasingly higher
prices for scrap thereby inflating the price of recycled ingot.

The aluminum recycling industry has demonstrated a constant cap-
ability, willingness and motivation to expand scrap producing capac-
ity without Government incentives. Within the past 8 months, alumi-
num. recycling production capacity has increased 8 percent including
the entrance of 12 new companies into the industry.

For all the foregoing reasons, the proposed recycling tax credit will
not result in either the use of more aluminum scrap or the develop-
imient of additional net scrap recycling capacity.

Mr. Chairman, our association represents over 80 percent of this
country's capacity to produce recycled ingots sold in the marketplace.
We do not beg the question, either the conservation of increasingly
scarce raw materials nor the conservation of diminishing energy.

We have practiced the conservation and reuse of commodities and
energy since the beginning of this century. We have heard no argu-
ment and have seen no figures, no economic formula that convinces
us that a recycling tax credit either will expand the amount of alumi-
num-base scrap available or increase the use of aluminum-base scrap.

W~e strongly urge the Senate Finance Committee and the Senate to
exemi)t aluminum-base scrap from the proposed tax credit by support-
ii M r. Taft's amendment.

I thank you for the opportunity to present our arguments.
Senator Tm.r.r.*tAD. Thank you very much for the hlcidity of your

remarks and brevity.
Mr. T. Scribner Allen, assistant vice president, National Oil Jobbers

Council.
Your full statement will be inserted in the record and you may

summarize.

STATEMENT OF J. SCRIBNER ALLEN, ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL OIL JOBBERS COUNCIL

MN[r. AL. Thank you, Senator.
I am Scribner Allen and I represent the National Oil Jobbers

Council.
Since, our affiliation and membership are outlined in the statement

which we have submitted for the record, I will-not repeat it here.
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Our purpose in testifying is to recommend striking the provision
for a heat pump tax credit contained in title 20 because it will be an
incentive for much greater energy demand rather than a conservation
measure.

Our reasons can be summarized as follows: A heat pump is also an
air-conditioner which will increase energy use. A tax incentive is.
superfluous because the heat pump is already less expensive than a
conventional heating-cooling system.

Since thoheat pump is currently selling at an annual rate of 175,00a
units, there is absolutely no need for such an incentive. The claimed
deficiencies of the heat pump are more than defeated by the produc-
tion and distribution losses of electric utility systems. This provision
would also increase energy consumption in the summer by subsidizing
a device with cooling capability. This increase is coincident with most
utility summer peak which raises the specter of brown-outs or
black-outs.

The increased capacity necessary to accommodate the increased peak
will aggravate the capital requirements with which electric utilities
already have problems.

The most conservative data we have accumulated indicates a revenue
loss the first year of more. than $19 million. The Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation has estimated a revenue loss of $70 million.
For that reason it is impossible to understand the committee report
which estimated only $3 million.

The reliability record of the heat pump since the nid-1950s does not
instill confidence. The effect of the problems encountered is to raise its
operating costs appreciably.
. The low-income consumer derives little, if any, benefit both because
of his low tax bracket and because the cost of a heat pump even after
the tax credit is generally beyond his means.

The provision is discriminatoryy, it provides a subsidy for heat
pumps to the exclusion of presently available competing and more
efficient heating systems.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. I would be happy to an-
swer any questions you may have.

Senator TALMADOE. Thank you very much for your testimony, sir.
[The statement of Mr. Allen follows:]

TESTIMONY BY J. S. ALLEN, NATIONAL OIL JOBBERS COUNCIL

.Hy name is Scribner Allen, I am representing the National Oil Jobbers Coun-
cil. Since our affiliation and membership are outlined in the statement which we
have submitted for the record, I will not repeat it here.

Our purpose in testifying is to recommend striking the provision for a heat
pump tax credit because-ft will be an incentive for much greater energy demand
rather than a conservation measure.

Our reasons can be summarized as follows:
(1) A heat pump is also an air-conditioner which will increase energy

use.
(2) A tax incentive is superfluous because it is already less expensive than

a conventional heating/cooling system. Since the heat pump is currently
selling at an annual rate of 175,000 units, there is absolutely no need for such
an incentive.

(3) The claimed efficlencies of the heat pump are more than negated by
the production and distribution losses of electric utility systems.

(4) This provision would also increase energy consumption in the summer
by subsidizing a device with cooling capability. This increase Is coincident
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with most electric utility's summer peak which raises the specter of brown-
outs or blackouts.

(5) The increased capacity necessary to accommodate the increased peak
will aggravate the capital requiremenst with which electric utilities already
have problems.

(6) The most conservative data we have accumulated indicates a revenue
loss the first year of more than $19 million. The Joint Committee on Inter-
nal Revenue Taxation has estimated a revenue loss of $70 million. For that
reason, it is impossible to understand the Conmittee report which estimated
$3 million.

(7) The reliability record of the heat pump since the mid-1950's does not
instill confidence. The effect of the problems encountered is to raise its op-
erating cost appreciably.

(8) The low-income consumer derives little if any benefit both because of
his low tax bracket and because the cost of a heat pump, even after the tax
credit, Is generally beyond his means.

(9) The provision is discriminatory. It provides a subsidy for heat pumps
to the exclusion of presently available, competing and more efficient heat-
ing systems.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. I will be glad to answer any ques-
tio s my remarks may have raised.

STATEMENT OF TILE NATIONAL OIL JOBBERS COUNCIL

The National Oil Jobbers Council is a federation of 42 state and regional trade
associations representing thousands of independent small business petroleum
markets. Members include gasoline and diesel fuel wholesalers, commissioned
distributors of gasoline, gasoline reseller-retailers and a large number of retail
fuel oil dealers-. Members also wholesale or retail many other petroleum products,
including kerosene, LP gas, aviation fuels and motor oils as well as residuel fuel
oil. Together our members market approximately 75 percent of the home heating
oil% and 25 percent of the gasoline sold in America under either their own pri-
vate brand or the trademark of their supplier.

The Tax Reform Act of 1975 (H.R. 10612) contain.; a provision for a refund-
able tax credit on a portion of the cost of installing a Heat Pump in existing
residences. NOJC believes that this provision will not only fall to encourage
energy conservation, it will actually become an incentive for much greater energy
demand. For this reason and those listed below, we therefore respectfully re-
quest that this provision be striken from the Act.

The Heat Pump mandates the use of air-conditioning since it i an inherent
capability of the equipment. This provision, therefore, instead of its avowed
purpose, conservation, is actually promoting the additional use of energy for
cooling.

An incentive already exists for the Heat Pump FInce it i.- less expensive than
a combined air-conditioning and oil or gas heat system. The heat pump is not
a new or inovative device and since they are being sold at an annual rate of
175,000 units, a tax incentive is superfluous.

The high losses (frequently acknowledged by Edison Electric Institute) in-
herent in the generation, transmission and distribution of electricity more than
use up the energy conserved by the claimed efficiencies of the Heat Pump. Con-
soqquently only/ when compared to electric resistance heat, can a Heat Pump be
a viable conservation alternative. But, when compared to oil or gas heat, a heat
pump uses more of our resource energy.

The promotion of a system with cooling capability will add to electric utilities'
summer lond. Since most electric utilities now have a summer peak. additional
generating capacity will be required. Once Installed, the utility has an economic
neecessity to promote the use of the added capacity; i.e., more energy consumed,
no t conserved.

The result of this provision not only increases demands on our energy reourves,
Wut also increases the electric utilities' capital requirements with which they
airady have problems.

The Ileat Pump tax refund represents an appreciable revenue loss to the
Federal Treasmry. It was reported by the Bureau of National Affairs (BNA)
that the staff of the Joint Committee om Internal Revenue Taxation has esti-
mated this to be $70 million the first year and ultimately $200 million annually.
An analysis accompanying our written statement Indicates that the most con-
servative estimate would be $19 million the first year. We find it, therefore,
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difficult to understand why the Committee report only anticipates a $3 million
revenue loss the first year.

By subsidizing the installatiorof the Heat Pump. the consumer is ill-advisedly
bving encouraged to invest in a system which has historically high operating and
maintenance costs and unproven reliability. Both the National Bureau of Stand-
ards and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory have issued reports supporting this
reservation. Actual experience indicates that the problems encountered increase
energy use to a startling degree.

The heneflts of this provision do not accrue to low-income tax-payers. The In-
s.tallation cost of a IHeat Pump dictates that even with the tax incentive, only
hih-middle income taxpayers can afford to consider such an installation.

The provision is discriminatory since it subsidizes the installation of Heat
Pllnips to the exclusion of presently available competing heating systems or
equipment with greater conservation potential. This appears to lie a return to the
all-electric economy, a Project Independence philosophy which has been examined
Aimi ! found wanting.

Thank you for the opportunity to offer this statement to the Committee.
Attachments.

Annalysis of heat pump revenue loss

Repaeenient market:
Oil fired residential furance (NOFI) ------------------------- 400,000
Gas fired residential furnaces (AGA) ------------------------ 500, 00
Electric fired residential furnaces (Clark) 3 ---------- 250, 000

Total, residential furances ------------------------------- 1,150,000
Heat pump replacement installation cost:

Minimum -------------------------------------------------- $2, 130
Maximum -------------------------------------------------- 6,400

I NOPI-National Oil Fuel Institute.
2AGA-Atnerican Gas Association.
• Clark-Authored article. "Heat Pumps . . ." March 1976, Air-conditioning and Re.

frigeration Business, Page 34.
Tax credit equals 20 percent times $1,000 plus 12.5 percent times $1,130 equals

$341.
$3 million (Committee Report) divided by $341 equals 8.797 units. A market

penetration of less than 1 percent which is patently ridiculous with a tax credit
incentive.

Also, the 8,797 units represents only 5 percent of the 175,000 Heat Pumps
which were installed in 1975 without a tax credit.

If penetration were only 5 percent of replacement market it would represent
revenue loss of $19 plus million () $341/unit) In 1977 alone.

If penetration reaches 50 percent the revenue loss would reach $175 million
annually, and with a tax credit, 50 percent penetration is not unlikely in the sec-
ond or third year.

If the above "maximum" cost is used, a revenue loss as high as $503 million
could be reached.

TAXATION AND FINANCE

TAX REFORM : INCREASE INSURANCE OF DEPOSITS, REDUCE INCENTIVES FOR DEBT FINANC-
INO, WALLICTI SAYS

Tax legislation should try to remove the tax ais I,,ward debt aod against
equity, Federal Reserve Board Member Henry C. Wallich told a conference in
New York City last week.

Another needed reform Is a substantial increase in deposit insurance, Wallich
tolid the "Conference on Financial Crises" of the Salomon Brothers Center for
the IStudy of Financial Institutions of New York University.

lIterest should he taxed at the same rate as dividends, and the total revenue
fronm the corporate income tax should be held steady, he said.

Insurance of deposits should be increased, probably not to 100 percent, but far
beyond the present $40,000 limit, he also said.

"The historical loss experience, even including U.S. National Bank in San
Diego and Franklin (National Bank), indicates that it would cost little to raise
the level of insurance even up to 100 percent," Wallich said. "Doing so, in addi-
tion to providing insurance, would also help minimize liquidity problems such as
arose in the case of the Franklin National Bank, where a rapid runoff of CDs
forced the Federal Reserve to substitute its credit for that of large depositors."
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Wallich added that full deposit Insurance could eliminate the discipline now
exerted over banks by the market place. He said insurance should not substitute
for a continued effort by banks to improve their capital positions.

TAX REFORM: SENATE FINANCE VOTES $225 TAX CREDIT FOR INSULATING HOMES

The Senate Finance Committee voted today to give taxpayers a tax credit of
up to $225 for the cost of insulating their homes.

It also agreed to provide a tax break on purchases of a host of energy-related
equipment, including solar and geothermal units and heat pumps installed in
homes. In addition, the panel voted to repeal the excise tax on buses and bus
parts-a levy which now raises $12 million a year for the Highway Trust Fund.

The proposals, which would cost the Treasury about $410 million next year
and increasingly more thereafter, were added to a House-passed tax reform bill
(H.R. 10612) which the committee is rewriting. They were previously approved
by Finance during considerations of a now-obsolete energy tax bill (HR 6860).

The committee rejected, almost without debate, provisions of the House tax
revision bill to change treatment of gains from the sale of stock and other capital
Investments. These would have permitted an individual to deduct more capital
losses against ordinary income, but doubled the period an asset must be held to
qualify for long-term capital gains treatment. Chairman Russell B. Long (D-La)
suggested that the proposals be dropped to give the Senate more "bargaining
chips" in a later conference with the House.

The panel agreed to a $10 million House plan to give mutual funds the three-
year carryback, five-year carryforward now allowed corporations. Regulated
investment companies are not currently permitted any carryback.

It added a provision to give businesses the option of an eight-year carryforward
In lieu of the present three-year carryback and five-year carryforward. There
would be no revenue loss to the Treasury until 198*2, when staff estimates a $175
million decline.

In other action, the committee agreed to give utilities a 12-percent investment
tax credit provided they pass on the extra tax benefits to workers. The plan,
pushed by Long, would allow a 2-percent investment credit in addition to the
10-percent write-off normally permitted on purchases of plant and equipment if
a utility makes certain contributions to an Employee Stock Ownership Plan
(SOP).

The panel voted last week to make an 11-percent investment tax credit avail-
able to any firm which contributes an amount equal to the extra percentage point
to an ESOP period. The special break for utilities would bring to $280 million
the cost next year of using a bigger investment credit to entice corporations to
set up ESOPs-Long's pet project.

Also adopted was an amendment by Sen. Harry Byrd (I-Va) to deny foreign
tax breaks to corporations which bribe foreign officials.
Jfn.dation Tax Credit

A homeowner would be allowed a 30-percent tax credit on the first $750 he
spends to insulate his home. To help persons too poor to owe any income tax. the
credit would be refundable. Staff estimates this would reduce tax revenues $300
million a year.

Businesses would be provided a 10-percent Investment credit on insulation
installed in existing structures at an annual cost to the Treasury of $20-$25
million.

The- House, In Its energy tax bill, approved a 30-percent credit on up to $500 in
home Insulating expenses. But this break would be reduced by tile cost of any
Insulation improvements made by a prior owner.

As another Incentive to geothernal energy, the panel voted to make develop-
ment costs eligible for the intangible drilling write-off and percentage depletion
allowance now provided for oil and gas. Staff estimates the revenue loss at $15
million. In addition, a 20-percent investment credit would be allowed on solar
and geothermal equipment through 1990, and a 10-percent break through 19,Z5.

Also voted by the panel was a 12-percent investment credit for energy-related
equipment. most of which is Involved In coal mining. This would cost $30 million
next year, but Increase to $100 million annually.
Utility ESOPs

Under present law, which the committee already voted to make permament,
any firm can take an extra 1 percent tax credit provided It contributes an
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amount equal to the additional benefits to an ESOP. The committee agreed today
to provide another 1 percentage point credit to an electric utility or local gas
distribution firm if the company and its workers each agree to contribute addi-
tional amounts equal to the 1 percent.

The extra 1-percent tax credit for utilities would cost the Treasury $80 million
next year and $270 million after five years.

The additional two percentage points of credit would not be subject to the
50-percent-of-incon'-tax linit of the investment credit, but the total 12-percent
credit could not exceed 100 percent of income tax.

JULY 19, 1970.
Re The Tax Reform Act 1975 (H.R. 10612).
Bulletin: 281.
Subject: Heat pump.

The attached contains a description of the heat pump and how it operates in
simple terms.

More importantly-beginning on Page 3 it points out the reservations, cau-
tions, and special service considerations which the owner/operators have found
necessary to produce In a manual for their industry.

HEAT PUMP PERFORMANCE

Over the past several years much discussion has surrounded the use of the
heat pump. Its promotion and use has had its ups and downs as witnesed by
the actions of major manufacturers, utility companies, and builders. The follow-
Ing analysis treats the development of the heat pump, Its operation and associ-
ated problems, maintenance tips, and what'the property manager should look for
when assuming properties that utilize heat pumps.

THE HEAT PUMP--AN OVERVIEW

A heat pump provides both heating and cooling from one basic machine. It
has been called a "reverse-cycle" air conditioner in that the flow of refrigerant
is reversed in winter to add heat to the room, instead of extracting heat as is
done in summer. The key advantage Is that it transfers some of the heat Instead of
generating it, thereby reducing the cost of energy required during the winter. For
summer operation it operates similarly to an ordinary direct-expansion (DX)
air conditioner.

The most common type of heat pump is the "air-to-air," in which the refriger-
ant in a heat exchanger absorbs heat from one body of air and, after being proc-
'essed through the system, ejects it to another body of air. (Less common types
use water as a heat-transfer medium instead of air, but these are restricted
geographically hy the availability of suitable well water or are used in very
large specially designed systems.) A brief review of the air conditioning cycle
<Fig. 1) and an explanation of the "reverse cycle" follows.10 wo SCTIO
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When a liquid refrigerant changes to a gas (evaporates), it must absorb heat
from the air, and this is what happens in the room coil of an air conditioner.
Liquid refrigerant passes through a thin capillary tube (or an expansion valve)
into the room coil; in entering this larger area a sharp reduction of pIressure
permits the liquid to expand quickly, thereby evaporating into a gas. A. it
(toes, it requires heat, and that heat is taken from the room air which is passing
over the outside of the coil.

The compressor creates suction, drawing in the warmed gas: at this point
pressure is added to help the refrigerant continue on its cycle. The compressed
gas, containing heat from the room and from the compressor, goes through the
outdoor coil where it is chilled by the outside air and condenses again into a
liquid.

Heat Pump Operation
During the summer the heat pump operates like an air conditioner, but in

winter, by reversing the flow of refrigerant, heat can be absorbed from outdoor.
and sent into the occupied space (Fig. 2). The essential concept is the the refrig-
erant evaporating in the outdoor coil can absorb heat from the cold outside air,
if the refrigerant is colder than the air. The amount of heat the refrigerant can
absorb will depend of course on the temperature difference while it is being
evaporated in the outdoor coil. That heat, plus the heat added by the coi-
pressor, is then sent to the indoor coil where it is picked up by the room air.

REV. VALVE
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FIGURE 2.-lleat punip-Winter cycle

A basic ineasure of operating economy is the amount of watts required to
pirxoluce the necessary Btu's of heating or cooling, called the "energy etfliciency
ratio." urgingg the summer a heat pumpl has a slightly lower EEIt than its
eluivalent air conditioner because of the additional cmnlxments involved, but
tl,ere can be aq)reciable savings during the whiter if a substantial amount of
leat can he picked up from outdoors. It is for this rea'im that standard 'tjitimt
ratings of the Air-('onditioning and Refrigeration Institute are la.sed on 45 degree
(outside air temperature.

A random cheek of 60 unitary heat puimiips, both self-c,,ntained an; "split"
types, shows efficlents (if performance for winter ranging from 1.7 to 3.1, with
most. of thein in the 2.2 to 2.0 range. This indl(dtes that a heat lmop will provide
alout 21 X tu's or he.t for eatch litu of electricity purchased, or about S% Btu's
f )r each watt, at 45 degrees outside temperature. This compares with 3.4 Btu's
per watt, obtained with ordinary electric resistance heating. Elect c utility com-
panies are often eager to promote heat pumps in order to avoid complaints of
high heating bills during winter.

This advantage in efficiency can best be appreciated by examining the table
below, abstracted from a relport of the Western Massiichusetts Electric Company.
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Type of electric heating system utilization residential and small commercial:
Efficiency (percent)1  Utiliatfon

e]fftcfrnC! I

percentn t)
Electric heat pumps ------------------------------------ 4-1 5
Electric resistance baseboard ------------------------------ 90-100
Electric furnace ---------------------------------------- 74- 84
Electric glass panels ------------------------------------ 6- 79
Electric heating wires ----------------------------------- 79- 90

I These efficiency factors are being applied by several utility companies in estimating
operating costs, and the accuracy of their equation has been reported to be within ' percent.
"A pplica tions" Ratings

Since' the 45-degree base is not widely applicable, the manufacturers of heat
pumps are permitted to list reduced output ratings down to 20 degrees outside
temperature. However, this shows a disproportionate drop in operating efficiency.
the coefficient of performance dropping as low at 1.1. and the modal value drop-
ping from 2.5 at 45 degrees to 1.4 at 20 degrees. Thus, for one unit having a
standard heating rating of 48,000 Btu's, the "al)plitcntions" rating at 20 degrees
drops down to 27,000. This reduction of efficiency is by no means a constant, vary-
ing with the manufacturer and model.

The essential disadvantage of the heat pump in winter is its inverse output to
the heating requirements: the colder the outside temperature and the more
heating required. the lower the capability and efficiency of the heat pump. To
overcome this deficiency heat pumps with an auxiliary electric resistance coil
(strip heater) can be provided to operate at predetermined outside temperatures
and provide the necessary additional heat. This, however, defeats part -of the
advantage of the heat pump cycle and increases the cost of operation. It is
therefore advisable for the specifier to determine the output of the refrigerant
cycle at the winer temperature for the area, to ensure that at least 60% of the
design requirements will be met without the operation of the strip heater.

Reliability
Much excitement was generated by the intrf1uction in the early 1950's of the

heat pump, and it seemed to be the answer for low-cost electric heat. In fact, in
1960 a key utility company spokesman announced at a national convention that
"The electric utilities are committed to heat pumps " Yet it wfis Just the previous
year, in September 1959, that the United States Air Force announced It was halt-
ing purchases of heat pumps for government-owned housing. This decision was
based on the excessive failures encountered with 9,000 heat pumps Installed in
homes at three bases in Mississippi, Arkansas, and North Carolina. In addition
to finding that operating costs for energy were excessively high (in one area ex-
actly double the cost predicted by the utility company) it was found that coM-
pressors were failing and being replaced at the rate of 2,500 per year, with each
replacement costing the government $200 to $400.

With similar difficulties arising in Navy housing as well, the U.S. Department
of Defense in March 1965 banned such equipment and issued the following direc-
tive: "Packaged air to-air heat pumps shall not be used in any personnel living
space, an(l no heat pump of any type shall he used in family quarters." When
presumured by industry representatives about this order, Defense officials assured
tliemn it was Intended as a "moratorium" until the industry had eliminated the
problhmns.

The essential problem was that the equipment required excessive main-
tenance-"almost could not ihe inaintalneMd"---and suitable training programs for
service men weOre not available. Manufacturers reported that maintenance costs
should normally not exceed $12 per year per unit; however, when bids were re-
quested for such service, the lowest bid was $85.
Failure Causes

Compressor failures were repeatedly cited, and knowledgeable engineers felt
tho compressor was being assigned a function for which it was not suited. One of
the serious causes of compressor failure is the lack of lubrication occurring when
slugs of liquid refrigerant return to the compressor and "degreasw" its moving
parts. This can happen in winter when the outdoor evaporator coil is unable to
extract sufficient heat from the air to effect full evaporation of the refrigerant.

A recent solution is the use of ovPrsized "cans" which humse the ormneIlc com-
pressor. This would permit excess refrigerant to be stored, with little chance for
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the liquid to reach the suction outlet at the top. It is claimed that this design
would eliminate the need for "crankcase heaters" which many other Bianufac-
turers now feel are essential.

Another problem, which may have been solved, is that of the high-temperature
cut-off for the compressor motor. Instead of depending on one surface-mounted
thermostat, there is a treud toward more positive motor protection by increasing
the number of internal thermostats and applying them at critical locations.

Another problem aspect is the defrost cycle. During winter the low tempera-
tures at the outdoor evaporator coil cause frost to form which reduces its capacity
.or actually prevents the unit from functioning. After a review of field tests of 400
heat pumps for at least three years, a report in April 1972 stated that "a depend-
able defrosting system is vital to heat pump operation."

To overcome this problem, it is essential that the unit be defrosted automati-
cally several times each day, but this In itself creates a shock to the system.
Not only does the reversing valve turn around, but most of the components stid-
lenly change their function from hot to cold and vice versa, setting up tempera-

ture and pressure stresses which are not easily avoidable in moderate-cost
-equipment.

The defrost controller itself is sometimes at fault, both in accuracy of perform-
.ance and in reliability. A timer is usually incorporated for this purpose, recycling
the equipment at preset intervals. But considering the varying indoor and out-

,door conditions which the equipment must satisfy, there is now some sentment
in the industry in favor of devices reacting to the actual surface temperatures
of the outdoor coil. Putting such a thermostat in series with the timer can pre-
-vent unnecessary recycling, while putting it in parallel will ensure defrosting
should the thermostate element or location prove unreliable.
Working Under Stress

Diagramatically the heat pump may resemble an ordinary room air conditioner,
but the operation of the former Is much more demanding. The ASHRAE Guide
(handbook for comfort engineers) points out that heat pumps operate up to five
times more hours than an air conditioner and urges engineers to take special care
in selecting the proper components. Proper installation also plays a major role
n system reliability. In addition to the stresses of the defrosting cycle and tile

.additional burden of longer operation, there are further stress problems related
to climate conditions. One study found that the stresses on the heat pump in
northern climates were seven times as great as those in southern areas. However,
there is a converse to the problem when outdoor temperatures exceed 65 degrees
and some heating is desired (such as in motels). Having excessive capacity under
this condition, the compressor pumps the refrigerant at a much higher rate,
thereby increasing the stresses on the motor. Other factors which normally cause
high stress conditions are contaminants in the refrigerant, voltage fluctuations,
and cold starts of equipment when outdoor temperatures are low.
Supplementary Heaters

It is generally felt that the heat pump cycle should satisfy at least 60% of the
design winter load with the remaining 40% provided by supplementary strip
heaters. However. the division point is necessarily determined by the tempera-
ture zone. For colder areas the Electric Comfort Conditioning Journal recom-
mends that strip heaters be sized for 100% of the heating load. plis a 15% safety
factor, as a precaution against heat pump failure. This can, however, result in
excessive operating costs. Unless reliable indoor-outdoor thermostats are utsed(.
with a manually adjustable two-stage indoor control, straight resistance beating
is being used too frequently with resultant higher costs. In some Instances, the
refrigeration cycle had cut out on safety control and all heat was being furnished
by the resistance heaters, which no one was aware of until the electric bills
cam in.

Tho outdoor thermostat should lie set to cut out above 35 degrees to prevent
the strip heater from operating unnecessarily, except during the defrost cycle.
(During defrost, while hot refrigerant goes to the outdoor coil, the strip heater
must take over to provide room heating.) A high limit device for sensing the out-
let supply air to the duct system should be set at less than 200 degrees. Mechani-
cal clock sequencers have been employed in some makes to perform these func-
tions, hut Itt is now felt they should only be used in conjunction with thermostats.
It Is possible that new solid-state controls will overcome the reliabilly gap.
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InstallatoA and Maintenance
Accurate sizing of equipment and ducts can-be critical in a heat pump installa-

tion. insufficient return of room air can put a heavier burden on the equipment
and detract from Its performance. Oversizing the cooling capacity in order to
provide additional heating capacity will result In short cycling during summer,
causing inadequate humidity control and spotty cooling temperatures; it will also
result in discomfort and higher operating costs.

Even the location of the air ducts in the house can have a major effect on
operating costs. In six identical houses adjacent to each other, it was found that
three with ducts in the attic used 37% more electricity than the three with ducts
in the crawl space.

Routine maintenance and trouble-shooting become more complicated with this
type of equipment, and recharging the refrigerant can be critical. While recharg-
ing of ordinary air conditioners can be controlled through use of pressure gauges,
the amount of refrigerant used in a heat pump must be carefully weighed. Other-
wise the accumulator can be over-filled and will almost certainly send a slug of
liquid refrigera nt to the compressor.

Accurate control of temperature in all phases of operation is essential; all con-
trols should be checked out before physically installing the heat pump. In one
instance, an engineer discovered a motel installation in which controls were uni-
formly erratic from room to roofm, indicating a basic factory fault rather than
mishandling by guests.
Service Training

Utility companies have strongly urged increased training for installers and
service men. Poor system layout or installation often results in continuing service
prollems. Installers have been urged to provide five-year service contracts. Such
service contracts can be quite beneficial to the owner, especially if priced at the
time installation bids are being made.

The installing contractor should visit the customer after the installation has
been completed and explain all phases of the heat pump's operation. Unfor-
tunately, such communication often does not get down to the operating person-
nel and does not take the place of specially trained service mechanics who under-
stand the nature of heat pumps.
Operating Costs

Many users of heat pumps are well pleased with their performance, both in
comfort and cost. An installing contractor in Georgia, who specializes in this
work and services his installations, has found that service costs for residential
and small commercial equipment between two and five years old average about
$47 per unit per year. Equipment over five years old shows an average service cost
of $170 per unit annually, with some units running as high as $226.

Although such increases in service problems should be expected as the unit be-
comes older, it may be surprising that the energy usage also increases as the years
go by. This was highlighted in a study made by a consulting engineer who for
ten years carefully observed and recorded the performance of the heat pump in
his own home in Gainesville, Florida. He is favorable towards the use of heat
pumps, but the accurate metering he performed on his own unit revealed a 50%
increase in electrical usage as indicated by the historical comparison below:

Kilowatt-hours per square feet per 1,000 degree days
Kiloiwatt-hour.

1960 to 1961 ------------------------------------ 2.69
1969 to 1970 ----------------------------------------------

Maintenance costs bare averaged $100 per year during this ten-year period In
addition to initial warranty service. Three compressors, the fan motor, and a
variety of controls and accessories have had to be replaced.
New Improvements

The Edison Electric Institute, representing the major electric utility companies,
felt that the heat pump represented a major potential outlet for electric heat at
moderate cost. However, when it became aware of the multitudinous problems, it
commissioned two leading manufacturers to develop a more reliable product. In
1963 Westinghouse initiated work to develop a three-ton prototype for residential
use. which was successfully completed in 1966.

Two hundred of the "second generation" heat pumps have been field-tested
In 57 utility territories, thoroughly observed and instrumented, and by the end

74-712-76-pt. 1-14
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of 1971 the operating statistics were published. These statistics indicated signifi-
cant gains had been made in reliability and performances.

Much knowledge has been gained concerning the causes of earlier failures, and
many improvements have been incorporated in the new designs. However, the
inherent problems of internal stress related to high or low outdoor temperature
still have not been thoroughly satisfied, according to the Better Heating-Cooling
Council. Typical air conditioners are designed to work within a low-stress range
of internal pressure ratios, but this has not yet been fully worked out for the heat
pump.

A recent innovation, the use of a different refrigerant, seems to have ame-
liorated some of the problems, and a favorable report has been issued ,oliceriing
its advantages in reducing compressor failures. However. among those who coop-
erated in the study, there are differences of opinion as to the benefits of the refrig-
erant (R-502).
Betilder's Experience

Based on the testimony of builders it appears that problems with the heat
pump cannot be limited only to the north.

Statistics from the Dallas area tend to confirm this specific reaction. During
the ten-year period of 1957-1966 heat pnps accounted for 60% of the electric
heat sales in that area according to the electric utility company. They now report
that heat pumps accounted for less than 1% of their sales in 1971.

It is also interesting to compare that local trend with the national picture, as
revealed by data of the Edison Electric Institute which are based on reports from

-utility companies on apartment house installations. There were 175 electric hieat
installations in apartment houses nationwide during the 1966-1968 interval and
only 12 or abo-lit 7% of these projects used heat pumps. These data seem to indi-
cate a greater reluctance on the part of apartment house builders to use heat
pumps as opposed to builders of single family units.

MAINTENANCE TIPS FOR HIEAT PUMP SYSTEMS

When contrast servicing is required. qualifications and references must be
carefully checked. When staff. mechanics are used, they should be given specialize4
training for the particular brand. Service manuals should be obtained for all
new mechanics, and they should lie specifically cautioned about potential damages.

Trouble-shooting and repairs should follow procedures outlined Iby the Refrig-
eration Service Engineers Society. When motor hurnout occurs, the procedures
listed in the ASIRAE Guide should followed scrupulously.

Air Flow
Reduced flow of the inside air over the coil in winter increases system op-

erating prevzsnre and temperature and -may lead to burnout of the compressor.
Reduced flow of air over the outside coil in winter will increase frequoney

of defrost cycles. Reduced flow of inside air in summer carl cause, the humility
from the room to freeze on the surfaces of the cooling coll, quickly accelerating
further freeze-up and eventually causing damage to the compressor.

Tip.--Coll. should be inspected frequently to ensure they are not cln.,ged with
lint or dirt. Air filters should be cleaned or replaced at regular intervals to pro-
vide protection for the coils.
Stress and Vibration

A i.mic1l ston-stnrt operation can eause great stress internally. particularly
(nrine repeated-defrost cycles Feveral times a day. It can naso create excessive
Intermittent vibration of the comprexmr. straining the tubing connectionq.-

Tip.-A 3-to-5 minute time delay control sholfrl he installed after consultation
with the manufacturer. Supporting mounts and springs can be replaced with
stronger ones if necessary.

3Mfilure in Pqj/trtm,
Sihrht amounts of water vapor entrained in the refrigerant can freeze up at

certain critical points. losingg blockage throughout the system and severe. par-
m-hopt dnmpr,,. As little as 25 parts per million of moisture in the refrigerant
can cause trouble.

Tip.-Usp "super-sen'itive" moisture indicators for testing beat plimm.. RO--
pairs to refrigerant tubing should be made only with sealed tubing, prefera)bl.
filled with nitrogen. Dessicant driers, usually combined with the line filter,.
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should be replaced every time the tubing Is opened. In addition to normal de-
hydration procedures, it is good practice, after several weeks tof operation, to
replace the drier with a new one to ensure nioisture-frec operation.

Overh eated Motor8
Excessive temperatures In the motorwindings inny not harm the motor Im-

mediately, but frequently they cau ctuse it chemical breakdown of refrigerant
and oil, creating sludge and acids. These in turn gum up and corrode the com-
pressor's pistons and valves.

Tip.-A variety of operating conditions can cause the motor to overheat. It is
therefore essential that thermostat cutouts, preferahly placed in the motor wind-
Ings and other sensitive spots. lie included in the hermetically-sea led unit. Cheek
with the manufacturer to determine if such protection has been Installed.

ROLE OF THE PROPERTY NMANAOER

A review of the effieiu(.y advantages of heat ililp. , and an evaluation of their
pot,,ntlal operating problems wild indicate to the property manager that spe-
cial attention should be devoted to sui e(uipulent when taking over a new
property. A factual, alhovv-biozrd discussion should be held with the manufac-
turer's engineer to dehtermini, the specifics of pot ential service problems. The
manufacturer should rvolmimid suitable Ioal service organizat ions, and bids
should be taken for full service. [hia should initially be arranged for a one-year
period mitil conclusions can be drawn on the competence of the service people,
after which a five-year contract may perhaps be in order.

Arrangements should lie made with the product manufacturer for a plannedd
trainiing program with operating pers,,nnul, covering normal operation and minor
trouble-shooting, with particular emphasis, on detecting abnormal conditions.
In addition. accurate rec(,rds should he kept on service e:ills and costs relating
to individual units,. and any substantial drains in cash flow should be brought
to the att(-ntion of owners.

Senator T.JJMPOE. The next witness is Mr. John J. ('outney, Linen
Supply Asociation of Al1\erica.

You may insert your full statement in the record and summarize it.

STATEMENT OF JOHN 3. CONTNEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, LINEN
SUPPLY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, ACCOMPANIED DY JOHN 1.
CONNORS, FEDERAL NATIONAL LINEN SERVICE, BOSTON, MASS.;
ELLEN V. SANGER; AND STEVEN JOHN FELLMAN, LEGAL COUN-
SEL, WASHINGTON

Ir. CoN'rNY.Y. Thank you, MNr. Chairman.
This afternoon I am accompanied by three others: the president of

our association, ,o1hn 1. 1nors front Federal National Linen Servive
in Boston. Mas.: Ellen V. mid 1 l lteven John
Fellunmn, our legal course! for oiui Office here in W'asbington, J).C.

Senator T.%LUmAFrMr Dteli glite( to have all of you alpear.
,If)'. CONTNy. Thank von. Senator.
We sincerely appreciate this opportunity to give )publihe comment on

section 2509 of the bill wiich would give s'pevial tax treatment to hos-
pitol e ooperative hauiilries under section 510(e) of tle Internal Rev-
nue Code.

We R1v ol))o.,, to this a fenhinent. The Senate rejected a similar
amendment in 1967 and again in 1969.

We represent linen supply coiuI)anics-that is, laumdris who reit
linens" to a Wide Varietv of hidependent users. We. rel)resent 90 percent
of the volule don, in the 1 .S. indust r. MVany of our co panes seek
the hospital linen as a si gniicant grox:ti1 industry. We are concerned
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with this amendment because this is a special interest amendment
which is unjustified. It would give special tax treatment to central
laundries who cannot compete in the marketplace without it.

Full details of comparative existing costs between hospital coopera-
tive laundries and linen supply services and commercial laundry serv-o
ices are available in our written comments which accompanies our
statement.

Central laundry costs are higher tlian the charges our members make
to hospitals for the same services. We do laundry and linen supply
service for hospitals and we service more hospitals and central
laundries.

We, as an industry, are an energy efficient cycling industry in the
major and many minor commuities n the United States.

We have 15 laundry plants that operate, for example, in the State
of Georgia and Atlanta, Ga., is the head of our main largest member,
National Linen Service.

We offer exactly the same service to hospitals as central laundries
do but tax exemption should not be given to a group of central laun-
dries when they would use this exemption in direct competition with
our member companies who offer the same service at less money and
still pay taxes.

We are not asking for a special tax treatment. All we want is equal
treatment so that we can compete in the marketplace on an equitable
basis. There simply is no economic justification for this amendment. In
fact, if enacted, it would increase health care costs.
' We have been successful as an industry in reducing health care. costs

by reducing laundry costs. We do a better and a lower cost job than
do central laundries. All we want is to retain the right to compete fairly
in the marketplace, to give our hospital customers the best service
and to offer them the ver lowest possible costs.

We thank you very much for this opportunity to appear before you
and hear our testimony.

Senator TmL.iADGE. -Thank you very much for a lucid and precise
statement. I know the Atlanta linen people extremely well. They are
long-time friends of mine and they- do an outstanding job.

[The statement of Mr. Contney follows:]

(STATEMENT OF THE LINEN SUPPLY AssocIATION OF AMERICA)*

SUMMARY

1. The- proposed amendment was rejected by the Senate before because less,
expewive commercial services were available. These services are still available.

2. Members of Linen Supply Association of America presently serve more than
10% of hospitals.

''3. Entitv',3 serving tax exempt institutions do not themselves necessarily
deserve tax exempt status.

4. Clear benefits accrue from central laundry services as provided by com-
mercial linen suppliers:

A. No Federal funding;
B: No long term contracts;
C. Hospitals may change suppliers if needs not fulfilled;
D. Linen suppliers pay taxes--hospitals do not; and
E. Prices lower than most central hospital laundries.

5. Proposed amendment would delete tax revenue and increase health care
costs.
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STATEMENT

The Linen Supply Association of America strongly opposes the shared services
for hospitals amendment reported by the Senate Finallce Committee to Ht.
10612 as this amendment applies to laundry services. The proposed amendment
will permt hospitals to obtain tax exempt status for cooperative laundries.
This amendment sponsored by the American Hospital Association was rejected
by the Senate the last time this issue was raised on the basis of clear and sub-
stantial evidence indicating that commercial textile laundry services provided
cheaper and more efficient services than can be obtained from cooperative laun-
dries and that commercial services are available in all areas of the country.

The Linen Supply Associatibn of America is a trade association consisting of
over 1,000 plants in the United States. It is estimated that members of LSAA
account for a sales volume of over $1 billion annually and employ over 60,000
persons. At the present time according to the 1975 "Special Survey on Selected
Hospital Topics"' prepared by the American Hospital Association, over 10 per-
cent of the hospitals reported are served by linen rental service.

The American Hospital Association wishes to establish tax exempt status for
shared services as applied to cooperative hospital laundries. It has long been a
well established principle that entities providing services to tax exempt organi-
zations do not therefore necessarily qualify as tax exempt. The amendment con-
cerning shared services of hospital laundries is a case of a special interest group
asking for a tax preference when none Is justified. As consumers the members
of the Linen Supply Association of America are well aware of the fact that
hospital and health care costs are rising and we are more thani sympathetic to
any argument that Justifies the needs to keep these costs down. However, In
the case of the ame-hdment with which we are concerned, we can show that an
increase in the number of cooperative hospital laundries will increase the cost
of health care to our nation by not only increasing the cost of laundry services
but by also depriving the government of the taxes paid by limon supply com-
panies and their employees. Cooperative hospital laundries will require federal
capital fncding. Private linen supply companies provide their own capital
funding. The American Hospital Association recognizes the concept of the effi-
(cicies of large laundry facilities serving more than one institution. In its state-
ment to tho Committee on Finance, the American Hospital Association said "The
benefits health care institutions derive from an efficiently managed central lam-
dry include the avoidance of capital expenditiures fo" unec,1esry dnp!i.ation
of facilities, the freeing of space for other use in each hotpitnl that does not have
to maintain Its own laundry, reduced ioperating cost,; through the g.r'eater effi-
ciency of a large laundry as compared to smaller individual hospital laundries,
and improved sanitation and quality control. Relieving hospital officials from
responsibility for operation of a laundry, which Is a Job more appropriate to
business, trained personnel that large .central laundries can afford to employ also
leave hospital officials more time to devote to patient care."

Although the above quotation was offered in support of the shared services cou-
cept for central laundries, it applies even more aptly to the tyle of service that
numbers of ,S-AA cie offer anmd do offer to such hospitals. We offer the exact
same benefi- that cooperative hospitals laundries do. and at the same time
provide our own capital for investment. We permit hospitals to leave and switch
services from one supplier to another in the event service does not meet their
needs. We pay taxes but hospitals (10 not. last and perhaps most -4gnifleant, we
offer all this at a price that Is sulbstantially below the price at which most cen-
tral hoqpital lnmdries have been able to provide service in the past.

We have provided the Committee with full details as to cost as included In our
position paper of June 17. 1976. a copy of which is attached.

The last time the Senat, eollsidere( this ib9u. it was decided not to Include
laundry services under the shared services for hospitals concept. To change posi-
tion now, in light of the evideloe presented by LSA, and without the opl-itu-
nity fora full hearing in this Issue is a travesty on justice. As our federal budget
continues, to Increase , id the costs of health care services bpeonir. astrononi.al,
it is the job of the Congress to avold unwarranted and unjustified deletion.s from
the tax base and to avoid further increasing hospital costs. We have clearly
shown that the proposed amendment is unwarranted and unjustified on both the
above bases. Ws ask that the shared service amendment as applying to laundry
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services and on textile rental services be deleted from the all-inclusive Committee
amend men ts.

JOIN J. CONTNEY,
Executire Director, Linen Supply Association of America.

COUNIIIAN, CASEY & LooIs,
June 17, 1976.

LINEN 8UPPLY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA-POSITION PAPER IN OPPOSITION TO
SENATE FINANCE' COMMITTEE

Committee Amendne,it to the Tax Reforyi Act (II.R. 10612) relat-
ing to tax treatment of laundry services by hospitals under Section
501 (e) of the Internal Revenue Code.

In 196, Congress enacted legislation that gave tax exempt status to certain
cooperative hospital service organizations. This concept was Ilcorporated into
the Internal Revenue ('ode as Section 501 (e). At that time, the Cigress spe-

(lilcaily determined! that it was in the best lntere,4ts of the Nation to exclude
cooperative laundry ventures from the 501 (e) exemnptin. (Conference Committee
Report No. 1533. 90th Congress, 2nd Se.ssion, Section 109 (1.64)).

The Senate Finance committeeee has reported a Committee .Aziendment, which
would now include laundry ser% ices under Sectio:n 501 (e). This amendment
coers an Is.sue whil.h wfls publicly debated in 19;8 and has not inio raised
publicly at any time in the (,onsideration of the present tax legislation.

The attached pwition piper clearly shows ti[at there is no justification in
changing Section 501(e) with regard to laundry services. It is inconvelvable that
the Senate would dleterinine to rever,e its previous opinion without giving inter-
ested parties an oplmrtillty to present test lniny at a hearing open to thie public.
The amendment contained in the Senate Finance Committee Aniendinetits is the
direct result of lobbying activities of the American Iliospital Association which
provided the Committee inorrect factual data. We urge that you olpp)se the
amendments to hroadmn Section 501(ep) with regard to laundry services.

For more Information contact Ellen Saenger, Legal Assistant, Counthan, C(asey
& Loomis. or Steven J. Fellnan. ('ounIlhan. Casey & Loomis, 1000 Co nnecticut
Avenue, Washington, ).C. 20036. (202) 296-5&SO.

LNEN SUPPLY A SSOCITION OF AMERICA,
Miami lcach, June 17, 1976.

LINEN SUPPLY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA-1PO.ITION ON TAX REFORM ACT OF 1976
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMITFER AMF.NDM ENTS

The Linen Supply Association of Aiferiell 1i (I~j)P)pd to the Senato Finance
Committee anenlment to the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (II.R. 10612) which
would allow hospital laundries to be considered "shared services" annf exempt
from payment of income taxes under Section 501(e) of the Internal Revenue
Code.

WIlY has Congress not invited the linen supply and laundry industries to appear
at public hearings and present testimony on the joint hospital laundry issue?
Why does Congress now consider an issue twice before defeated without holding
hearings? With hospital cost rising, WIlY does Congress want to create Joint
hospital laundries. constructd from Federal fmids find operated with tax
exempt dollars when utilization of linen supply or connmerical laundry services
would he more economical ?

We ask tile Senate to delete this amendment in the hill as passed by the Senate
Finance Conuittee. This same solution was adopted Iy the Senate lnminittee on
Labor and Piuhile Welfare in rejecting a similar proposed anendnient to the
Partnership for Health Alnendulents of 1967 ( Senate Report No. 72J. 90th Con-
gress., First Sssion. p. 19: November 4, 1967) and again in the Revenue and
Expenditure Control Act of 1OMS.

Our specific reasons for requesting the deletion of the proposed amendment
follows:

1. Existing cooperative laundry services have been shown to be more
expensive when compared with the cost of outside-the-hospital laundry and
linen services provided by linen supply companies.
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2. The Intent of the Congress should not be to continue to sponsor these
institutions whose activities result In higher costs for hospital care when
the same services can be provided at less cost by tax-paying, for-profit
commercial companies.

3. The hospital community itself recognizes this and criticizes hospital
management in general to be inadequate as regards productivity when
compared to private industry. They also criticize hospital cooperative launi-
dries, in particular, for poor service and high costs, especially the high
cost of debt service because of high central laundry construction costs.

4. For-profit linen supply companies who pay taxes offer lower total
per patient day cost. for laundry and linn services than exiting central
hospital cooperative laundrT establishments.

5. Linen supply companies and other outside-the-hospital commercial
laundries have served a substantial percentage of hospitals economically
and well for many years in a very stable customer/supplier relationship.

6. Combined use of linen supply services when compared with existing
hospital central cooperative laundry establishments could save hospitals
and their health care customers an estimated additional 5 to 10% of their

-present laundry/linen service costs, resulting in an annual savings of from
$42,500,000 to $85,000,000 per year in medical expenses.

1. Existing cooperative laundry services hare bcc shown to be more crpcnsire
tchcn cornpared with the cost of outtside-thc-hospital laundry .aid linen
services provided by linen supply companies

A survey conducted In 1975 of sixteen hospital laundry eoopratives by
Michael Broadbent. a hospital laundry consuittant, revealed that linen service
costs per patient (lay in these cooperatives ranged up to $4.45 and averaged
$2.91. Tie same survey noted that linen suppliers majoring in hospital rental
averaged a per patient day linen service cost of $2.13. More significantly, the
costliest linen supplier was $2.28 per pat ient day, a far cry from the high
$4.45 cost of one cooperative laundry.
2. The Intcnt of the Congress should not be to copitinue to sponsor these institu-

tions whose activities result in higher costs for hospital care when the
same services can be provided at less cost by ta.rpaying, for-profit corn-
inercial companies

The proposed Senate bill which would exempt hospital cooperatives from
federal taxes Is Inimical to both hospitals and linen suppliers of the United
States. It would act contrary to the very purpose for which the bill Is in-
tended-that of reducing the cost per patient day which Is so necessary for
the health care Industry in the United States.

The Linen Supply Association of America and its member companies feel
that the proposed tax examption will allow an unfair advantage to accrue to
cooperative laundries and severely hamper the efforts of linen suppliers to
provide a more efficient and economical alternative linen service.
3. The hospital community itself recognizes and criticizes hospital management

in general to be inadequate as regards productivity then coinpared to
private industry. They also criticize hospital cooperative laundries, in par-
ticular, for poor service and high costs, especially the high cost of debt
service because of high central laundry construction costs

Mr. Allen 0. lerkimer. Jr., Co-Chairmain nf thp hospitals Financial Manage-
ment Panel In its 1973 report to the National Commission on Productivity said
that the first external prohlemn of hospitals is the "general lack of competitive,
risk-oriented atmosphere created by the marketplace." The statistical devices
for measuring hospital productivity are not always adequate, as the Hospital
Financial 'Mamiagenient Panel noted. Yet it is essential that this vital industry
knows what results it Is producing and continually seeks ways to improve its
productivity. But to further reduce the competition by encouraging the use
of hospital laundry cooperatives which have not proved to lessen costs would be
a severe blow to the attempt to Increase hospital productivity in this most vital
area.

Although there has been a certain trend towards creating or Joining central
laundries, there has been a parallel growth of complaints and dissatisfaction
with their operations and service. Hospital administrators wavering on laun-
dry decisions are justifiably concerned. According to Wilbur Stevens, Director
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of Central Services, Mercy Hospital, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, writing In the
December 1975 issue of Hospital Financial Management.

The tendency to consider and document laundry and linen service as
one function and the resulting tendency to lane all problems relating to
linen on the laundry are at the root of the dissatisfaction with central
laundries . . ; these ideas tend to obscure the real problem-usage.

This Is the heart of the real problem with cooperative laundries. It is tle
Internal savings effected by proper use of textiles which is the second half of
the laundry system providing lower costs per patient day. -

Linen suppliers, constantly pressured by the free enterprise system of com-
petition and cost savings requirements, have developed and refined the syteni
in order to provide the most economical laundry processing and linen service
costs to hospitals throughout the United States.

It is the position of the Linen Supply Association of America that the growth
of the central or cooperative laundry has also been slowed by its inability to
provide this dual service-linen service as well as laundry service. The proc-
essing of laundry is relatively routine, while the management of the linen
service within the hospital is a more complex and sophisticateed affair.

The hospital served by a linen supplier has, in effect. an additional expert
on the hospital staff. The linen suloplier has a vc.ted interest in assisting the
hospital administrator to effect internal savings.

A typical central laundry makes the mistake of contracting with member
hospitals to provide a specified quantity of linen at a specified price per pound.
Central laundries, however, only control the cost of processing. The cost of
replacing linen is out of their control. This results In inadequate budgets to
replace linen, complaints and general dissatisfaction. According to Mr. Stevens
and. again, quoting from the December 1975 issue of Hospital Financial
Management:

The central laundry has no control over how linen is used in a hospital.
It may provide linen service as well as laundry service. It may have tile
responsibility for purchasing linen in volume for its members. But it can
do nothing to control how that linen is used (or abused) after it Is de-
livered to the member institution.

Another major item of significnnce contributing to the skyrocketing cost of
cooperative laundries is the cost of debt service. In an address before the Amer-
ican Hospital Association Convention in August of 1975 . another well-known
hospital consultant. David Giancola, reported that "a major cost of centrals is
debt service, which in some centrals can run as high its 6 to 8 a pound. At
this rate it actually exceeds labor costs."

Clearly, the central hospital cooperative laundry concept has not proven
to be cost effective. Rather, it Is extremely costly when compared- with the
same or better service provided by taxpaying, private enterprise linen sill)ly
companies.

In an article entitled, "Priorities for a National lHealth Policy," written in
the May 29. 1976 issue of the National Journal, Nelson A. Rockefeller, Vice
President of the United States wrote:

A major contributor to the rising cost of heath care has been the (,con-
struction of unnecessary facilities. and the purchase of expensive eqllip-
ment Which duplicates that already available in a community. I recoin-
mend strict application of the provisions of the hlealth Planning Act, aimtl
at reducing the construction of unnecessary health facilities and the dupli-
cation of expensive equipment

.Extending tax exempt status to hospital laundry operations would further
encourage unnecessary and uneconomical hospital laundry construction under
the mistaken belief that they iviomld save money. In fact. this construction would
duplicate existing commercial laundry and linen supply facilities available in
the community.
4. For-profit linen supply company ICr who pay taxes offcr lower total per patient

day costs for laundry and linen 8errice, than existing central hospital ro-
operati'e laundry establish men ts

The Broadbent survey previously mentioned sampled linen mipplers as well
as the sixteen hospital cooperative laundries and reported significantly lower
per patient day costs when compared with those same hospital cooperative
laundries.

LSAA surveyed member companies In 1975 to determine among other facts,
cost per patient day. All costs reported range from 55# to $3.30 per patient
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day. The middle 50% of members reporting reported costs ranging from $1.23
to $2.64 per patient day with a median of $1.75 per patient day.

In contrast, a recent survey o hospital cooperative laundries conducted for
Community Hospital Services by Ken Davis in May, 1975, of 27 central laun-
dries, showed a cost per pound range of from 10.210 to 26.40f. At an average
usage of from 12.27 to 17.09 pounds per patient day (as reported by the
American Hospital Association in its 1975 survey of 1,831 hospitals), per
patient day costs of the reporting hospitals served by these cooperative laun-
dries could range from $1.25 to $4.51 per patient day. The middle 50% of the
hospital cooperative laundries' reported costs are from 15.50 to 19.410 per
pound. Again, at an average usage of 12.27 to 17.09 pounds, costs to serve mem-
bier hospitals could range for $1.90 to $3.32 per patient day. With an average
cost of 17.59 per pound and an average usage of 14.68 pounds per patient day,
estimated average costs to hospitals served by cooperative laundries could be
$2.58 per patient day compared with a median cost of -$1.75 per patient day
for linen supply.
5. Lineet supply companies and other otitside-the-hospital commerlal lain-

dries have served a substantial pereentae of hospitals economicalliy anod
wcell for many years in a very stable custoner/slupplier relationship

At the present time, according to the American Hospital Association 1975
survey of hospitals in the United States, only 1C, of 6,22.3 hospitals reporting
were served by laundry cooperatives while 40.6% were served by outside-the-
hospital commercial and linen supply sources. The balance of hospitals were
served by hospital in-house laundries or n combination of the above services.

A removal of taxable status from the 10% of cooperatives and the ability to
solicit and serve other facilities, many of whom-may be present customers of
linen suppliers, would be a substantial detriment to our industry. More than 200
of the plants operated by members of the Linen Supply Association of America
are In hospital rental and many have been engaged in this field for forty years
or more. They have had remarkably stable relationships with their hospital
customers over the years because of the fine service and the lower costs offered
to these hospital customers.
6. Combined une of linen. supply ervt'ircR when compared with existing hospital

central cooperative laundry establishments cotd save hospitals and their
health care customers an estimated additi'mal 5 to 10 percent of their present
laundry/linen service costs, resulting in an annual savings of fromn $4 ,500,000
to $85,000,000 per year in medical vvprnscs

According to the American Ilospital Association 1975 edition of Hospital Sta-
tistics, hospital expenditures lit 1974 totaled $41,406.000,000 or 2.06% of the (iross
National Product. In 1974, the 7,174 hospitals it the United States had 1.0-13,000
beds with an average daily census of $1,107,000 patients. Using a conservative
figtire of $2 a day for laundry and linen expense, the annual cost of laundry and
linen expense for all hospitals in 1974 was $851,000,000.

Studies have been made of the cost of laundry and linen per patient day in
central laundries as compared to linen rental. It appears that a savings of 5 to
10% of the $851,000,000 can be achieved annually where linen rental is used.
This is a savings of $42,500,000 to $,%5,000.00) it year-a major item of signilfl-
cnnce, especially at a time of soaring inedical costs.

For lowest possibI, patient costs, it is essential that laundries for hospital
linment services function In a free enterprise environment. It Is only in that
ctimpetitive environinent that internal barriers to low productivity will be dis-
solved and that pressures for profit and performance will result in the best
patient care at the most reasonable per patient day cost.

Background

As background, the LiIen Stijijily Association of America is a voluntary trade
associattiti with 1.053 inember plants in the United States.

According to the U.S. Census of Business in 1972, the linen supply Industry con.
sisted of 1,314 establishments, employing N15,6242 people.

Members of our association account for more than 90% of the one billion-plus
dollars annual sales of our Industry; and employ over 60,000 persons. In 1075,
linen suppliers had an estimated sales volume of over-one billion dollars, proc-
essed over 4 billion pounds of textiles, paid employees about $4,40 million in
wages, used about $44 million in laundering supplies, purchased about $250
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million of new textiles, spent about $37 million on machinery, equipment, and
buildings, supplied customers with over 7 billion pieces of linen and operated
over 22000 vehicles.-All segments of the textile rental industry have a total sales
volume of about 1.9 billion dollars a year.

Member companies rent hygienically ('leaned textile items to millions of cus-
tomers In commerce. industry and the professions. Hospitals. nursing homes,
doctors' and dentists' offices. medical and dental clinics, schools and other im-
portant human needs Institutions as well as restaurants, hotels, food process-
ing companies, retail stores, etc., are major customers of most linen supply
companies.

The Linen Supply industry (SIC 7213)
Has great value to the economy as is clearly evidenced by its record of

continuous growth.
Recycles its products thereb1y helping to maintain a proper ecological hal-

lance.
Is energy effi'lent. Use of our industry's services helps reduce our nation's

energy expenditures.

Senator TATAMA..DcE. Next is M lr. Thomas A. 3Melfe. executive I-ice
president, U.S. Trust Co., and chairman, Taxation Committee of the
Trust Division of the American Bankers Association.

Your full statement will be inserted in the record and you may
summari ze.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS A. MELFE, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
U.S. TRUST CO., AND CHAIRMAN, TAXATION COMMITTEE OF THE
TRUST DIVISION OF THE AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION

M r. 'm~tx. I am accompanied by-a former chairman of our commit-
tee and a tax lawyer expert.

I restrict, my comments to the subject of generation-skipping trusts.
The American Banker-s Association believes the treatment of genera-
tion-skipping trusts cannot. be considered separatelv.

On June 11, 1976. votir committee with little discussion, decided to
recommend an amfen(lent to It.R. 10612 a(opting tie policy embodied
in section 7 of I.R. 12966, which is entitled "Tie Estate and Gift Tax
Reform Act of 1976."

That section 7 would add a new chapter 13 to the 19.4 Internal Rev-
enue. Code captioned "Tax on Certain Generation-Skipping Trams-
fers." Chapter 13 Would tax transfers from trusts to grandchildren of
the grantor or persons in the same generation as such grandchildren
and after a 10-year period the tax would also he.applied to preexisting
trusts; that is to say, trusts created prior to April 30, 1976.

The ABA believes that this action by your committee was ill-
adviskd. Ilighly controversial and complex sul)jects should not be dealt
with in this manner without adequate hearings.

Since the Finance Committee decision. the Committee on Wavs and
Means has modified and restricte(l its original section 7 in significant
respects. The two most important changes have been to exclude from
the application of chapter 13 transfers to grandchildren of the grantor
and trusts created before April 30, 1976.

Now why should a transfer to a grandchild be exempt. from the
chapter 13 tax? Because the law should not interfere with normal pat-
terns of disposing of property among a person's family, these patterns
having been developed over a period of several years.

These patterns include the use of a family trust or trusts which pro-
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vide flexibility and enable the disposition of property to be altered to
accommodate changes in circumstances.

It is unwise to penalize the trust disposition to a person's family in
the form of a chapter 13 tax when outright distributions to the family
would escape this tax.

To aid your committee in reviewing its action, we have prepared
a memorandum analyzing section 7 of the Ullman bill with particular
attention to the policy issues and to technical problems which it pre-
sents. A copy of the memorandum is filed with my statement.

Senator TALMADGE. Without objection, it will be inserted in the
record.

Mr. MELF,. Thank you, Senator.
The major policy decisions discussed in our memorandum are as

follows:
Should chapter 13 tax have a more significant impact on the mod-

erately wealthy than it, does on the very wealthy? And should it en-
courage unnatural estate plans to avoid the tax?

Second : Should it. apply to preexisting trusts?
Third: Should it create a penalty for a trust disposition in the sense

that property tax under that chapter is treated unfavorably for in-
come tax lurposes, estate tax deductions and other purposes when
compared with property subject to it?

Senator TALMAnGE. I regret to interrupt you, but your time has ex-
pired. Your entire statement will be inserted in the record.

This is something I have heard about from my people in Georgia,
and it is hoped the committee would look into that.

Thank you.
Mr. MET yF. Thank you, Senator. We appreciate the opportunity to

present our "AJews.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Melfe follows:]

STATEMENT OF THOMAs A. MIELFE ON BEHALF OF TInE AMERICAN BANKERS_
ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
My name is Thomas A. Melfe. I am the Chairman of the Taxation Committee

of the T'ltt Division of the American Bankers Association and an Executive
Vico President of United States Trust Company of New York. I am accompanied
by J. II. lHtala. Jr., Senior Vice President of Cleveland Trust Company, a former
Chairman of the Taxation Committee.

The American Bankers Association is an association composed of about 14,000
banks or some 960% of the banks in the country. Approximately 4,000 of the
banks exercise fiduciary powers serving their customers as trustees and execu-
tors. Thus, the Association is keenly interested i any changes in the tax laws
affOting trust. 111(1 estates.

The list of the subjects to be considered at these hearings include generation-
skipping trusts. The ATBA believes the treatment of generation-sklppng trlsts
ca nnot le considered separately from the treat ment of generation-skipping trans-
fers which are not Ili trust. 'T"his point is most important in developing 11n ap-
pronch to the taxation of trusts which is sonsilde and does not encourage un-
natural estate lii:ns for reasons wlihh will le discussed. The action which your
committee has taken on generation-skipping deals only with generation-skip-
ping trusts.

The taxation of trusts is a technical and complex matter and geneation-skip-
ping is the most difficult of all trust subjects;. The ABA, in Its 1973 testimony be-
fore the House Committee on Ways and Means, suggested what was then a new
approach to the problem of generation-skipping transfers. During the bearings
before the sae Committee earlier this year, the ABA renewed Its earlier ree
ommendatiollwhich Is discussed at pages 19-22 and 28 in a Commentary on
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Proposed Tax Reform Affecting Trusts and Estates filed with this statement. The
theory underlying the ABA approach is that it Is not necessary to determine at
the time of a transfer to a trust that a particular generation may be skipped. It Is
only necessary to apply the tax when the generation is actually skipped. This
,approach is desirable because it does not conflict with the trend towards flexible
trust dispositions.

On May 24, 1976, Al Ullman, Chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means,
introduced H.R. 13966 titled the "Estate and Gift Tax Reform Act of 1976" antd
shortly thereafter the Committee commenced mark-up on this bill. Section 7 of
the bill would add a new Chapter 13 captioned "Tax on Certain Generation-
Skipping Transfers" to the 1954 Code. The Chapter 13 tax is patterned after the
approach suggested by the ABA. but with two important exceptions-transfers
fromt trusts to grandehildrtn of the grantor or persons in the same generation as
such grandchildren would be subject to tax and, after a ten year period, the tax
would be applicable to "pre-existing" trusts, !rusts created prior to April 30, 1976.
These two changes are highly controversial. Section 7 contains other controver-
sial provisions. For example, if a trust were created for a grandchild of the
grantwr and the grantor's attorney who was 13 years younger thaTi the grantor
acted as trustee and had discretionary powers over either In'i6e or principal,
the trust property would be subjected to tax when tihe attorney ceased to act as
trustee. This result goes far beyond what Is commonly considered as a generation-
skipping transfer.

On June 11, 1076 your Committee, with little discussion, decided to recom-
mend an amendment to H.R. 10612 adopting the policy embodied in section 7
of the Ullman lUl. The ABA believes that this action was ill-advised. Highly
controversial and complex Lubjects should not be dealt with in this manner
without adequate hearings.

Since the Finance Committee decision, the Committee on Ways and Means
has modified and restricted section 7 in significant respects. Tile two most im-
portant changes have Wen to exclude from the application of Chapter 13 (1)
transfers to grandchildren of the grantor and (2) trusts created before April 30,
1976. Why should a transfer to a grandchild be ('xempt from the Chapter 13
tax? Because the law should not Interfere with normal patterns of disposing
of property among a person's "family" which have developed. These patterns
include the use of a family trust, or trusts which provide flexibility and
enable the disposition of property to acconmnodate changes in circumstances.
A-trust is no more than a single fund in which beneficiaries have interests
which relate to their rtquirements. It is miwise to penalize a trust disposition
to a person's "familly" in the form of a Chapter 13 tax when outright disposi-
tionus to the "family" escape this tax.

To aid your Committee in reviewing its action we have prepared a memo-
randum analyzing section 7 of the Ulhman bill, with particular attention to
the policy issues and technical problems which it presents. A copy of the
memorandum is filed wth this statement.

The major policy decisions in the memorandum are:
1. Should the Chmpter 13 tax have a more significant impact on the

moderately wealthy than It does on the %-cry wealthy and should it encourage
unnatural estate plans to avoid the tax?

2. Should Chapter 13 apply to "pre-existing' trusts?
3. Should the Chapter 13 tax create a "penalty" for a trust disposition

in the sense that property taxed under that Chapter is treated unfavorably
for msis, estate dt-duidCioi aid other purposes when compared with property
subjected to the estate tax ?

4. Should Chapter 13 Impose a tax upon the death of a trustee who hap-
pens to he in a generation below the grantor and has no beneficial interest
in the trust?

5. Should Chapter 13 apply to "transfers" by non-resident aliens, thus
dliscou raging the use of U.S. trustees?

6. Should Chapter 13 apply when there Is an unusual order of deaths, viz.,
a child predeceases a parent or a grandchild predeceases a child?

7. Should the amount of time Chapter 13 tax have no relationship to the
extent of a beneficiary's interest in the trust ?

8. Should the purchase of an annuity for a child be made more advan-
tageous than the creation of a trust for a child in terms of the Chapter 13
tax?

A
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Section 7 answers each of these questions in the affirmative. We believe each
of these questions in the affirmative. We believe each should be answered In
the negative.

We feel confident that after you have read the memorandum your Committee
will agree that It cannot support section 7 of the Ullman bill In the form It was
in at the time you decided to approve it. We also believe that after careful
consideration your Committee wil not agree with the manner in which major
policy issues are resolved in the section.

The ABA urges your Committee to modify its approval of section 7 of the Ull-
man bill. As previously mentioned, we suggested a generation-skipping approach
to the Committee on Ways and Means. This approach reflected more than five
years of careful consideration of a complex subject. Our approach Is preferable
to any eitherr one that has been suggested. Its impact would not be so hard as
section 7 of the Ullinan bill. but would be broader than the approach recom-
mended by the American Law Institute after years of study by a group headed
by Professor A. James Casner of Harvard Law School, who acted as reporter.
There are those who may that the Impact of our proposal is not substantial.
We disagree. Where the wealth Involved is considerable, the Impact will not be
minor. The effect of the ABA approach, in the context of a trust for descendants
of the grantor, would be to shorten the period during which truth property
may be kept outside of the transfer tax base from as much as 100 years to a
period not to exceed the life or lives of children of the grantor.

One of the concerns expressed by interested individuals and groups is that
the complexity of the proposed legislation is such that It will not be understood
or be able to lie applied by general practitioners. We have revised our draft
statute in an effort to shorten the language and simplify the concept. In doing
so, we have adopted material from :eetion 7 of the Ullman bill. The revision
of our "estate tax" generation-skipping provision to be Inserted in Chapter 11
is filed with this statement. The result is a draft statute with the operative
provisions expressed In only 5l pages. The revision is much easier to understand
than section 7 of the Ullman bill. Simplicity is a virtue. The "gift tax" generation-
skliping provision to lie Inserted in Chapter 12 is essentially the same as our
estate tax provision, except for a reference to taxable distributions as well as
to taxable terminations. The location of these provisions In Chapters 11 and 12
rather than In a new Chapter 13 eliminates many of the problems of section 7.

In conclusion, we recommend to your committeee the approach contained In
the revision of our "estate tax" generation-skipping provision filed with this
statement. If your Committee does not approve this approach, .we urge changes
lie made in section 7 of the Ullwan Bill which would (1) create an exception
for a distribution to a grandchild of the grantor. (2) make Chapter 13 Inappli-
cable to all pre-existing trusts and (3) change other parts of section 7 as #4ug.
gested in our memorandum to reverse Its policy and cure its technical defects.
If your Committee rejects the ABA approach and modification of section 7 in
the manner indicated, we believe the section should be eliminated from your
Committee's amendments becaug,, the problems involved with It are serious
and make its enactment undesinthle.

Senator TAIrFiAD,. The next witness is Arthur Peter, Jr., on behalf
of the American College of Probate Counsel.

Mr. Peter. you may insert your full statement in the record and
summarize it, sir.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR PETER, JR., AMERICAN COLLEGE OF
PROBATE COUNSEL

Mr. Pyr:nT. Thank you. Senator.
I appreciate the oppOltunity to appear for the American College of

Probate Counsel, n group of more than 1,700 probate lawyers from
every State of the Union.

We have appended to our statement , technical commentary on the
generation-skippling provisions and the lmhan bill and I wil not go
over them at this time.
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I have several points I would like to make. We in the college field

feel it is very important to defer action on the skipping until hearings
can be held on the technical language involved.

As an example, Senator, the Ullman bill contains 17 pages and the
clean bill, H.R. 14571, contains 21 pages to put into legislative language
the concept of a generation-skipping tax on generation-skipping
trusts.

We fear that if this is enacted in its present form without adequate
hearings we may have some of the very same problems that have oc-
curre4 in the past when congress has acted hastily on very technical
tax legislation, and one illustration of that would be the trust on the
format of 1969.

Another reason we would seek deferral of the consideration of gen-
eration skipping at this time until there are hearings is that many of
us in American College seriously question whether there is a need for
this legislation. It has been our experience that most clients do not
want a long-term trust that goes out to the. length to rule against per-
petlities but are only interested in their children and graldchildren.

So we don't think there has been the burden. We feel the burden is
on the proponents of this to show the clear abuse of the statute, the
revenue laws, and we don't feel that abuse has been shown.

If there is to be such legislation in this session then we certainly feel
it is very important to have an exception on the generation-skilpping
provisions for a distribution from a trust to a grandchild because this
is certainly part, of the normal family disposition.

We note that the American Law Institute, the American Bankers
Association and our group, all of which deal in an extended manner
with the establishment of trusts and their operation, all would approve
of this exception.

Turning to the effective date provision, we feel it is very important
to exclude from the operation of this legislation irrevocable trusts in
existence before April 30, 1976. and we note that the House Ways and
Means Committee did amend the Ullman bill to provide for this. We
think it, is also important that a person under a Simall disability have
an opportunity to amend the trust executed by him when he does re-
cover his mental compentency.

This again wasput in by tlie Waysq and Means Committee which pro-
vided for this by an amendment to the lilman bill.

Finally, we come to a point that we think is very significant, that
there should be an excel)tion for an irrevocable trust and 1976 in the
case of before .January 1, 1972. where there has been no subsequent
revocation or amendment affecting the ceneration skipping trust.

Unfortunately, the Ways and 'Means Committee amendment would
not allow this exception if there was any kind of amendment of the
will or trust.

Now the trouble with that, Senator, is the practical problem. If there
is an executor who has died or a trustee or an individual is no longer
qualified or a bank has merged or a bank is disqualified or thrown out
of existence, any of those require just out of good housekeeping the
opportunty to amend the will or trust as the case may be. This is the
housekeeping thing as it should be allowed.
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We feel in the case of the generation-skipping trust there is no
reason not to allow a codicil of the will to change a bequest or a legacy
that has no effect on the generation-ski pping trust division.

Suppose the dependent wants to have a legacy for some relative. Why
should he not have the opportunity to do that and not give up the
protection that would otherwise be afforded to him.

That concludes our testimony and I would like to have our testimony
made part of the record.

Senator TAL3ADGL Without objection, the entire statement will be
inserted.

Thank you for your contribution.
[rhe full statement of Mr. Peter follows:]

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR PETER, JR., ON BEHALF OF TUE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF
PROBATE COUNSEL

This Statement has been prepared by a duly constituted Committee ' of the
American College of Probate Counsel, a group of more than 1,700 probate lawyers
from all over the United States, and Is being made under the direction of its
President (William P. Cautwell, Esquire) and its President-Elect (J. Nicholas
Shriver, Esquire).

There is appended to this Statement copies of pages 30-37 of the technical com-
mentary on II.R. 13966 (the Ulhman bill revising estate and gift tax laws) which
this Committee of the American College of Probate Counsel submitted to Dr.
Laurence N. Woodworth and Mr. John M. Martin by letter dated June 1, 1976.
Such pages contain our Committoe's comments on Section 7 of H.R. 13966, pro-
viding for a tax on generation-skiplping trusts.

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS IN STATEMENT

1. Many in the American College of Probate Counsel are opposed to a transfer
tax on generation-skipping trusts on the ground that the avowed abuse requiring
such legislation, namely, the avoidance of a transfer tax for a hundred years or
more by means of a long-term trust extending over many generations, does not
in fact occur frequently enough to justify burdening the Internal Revenue Code
with the necessarily extremely complicated legislation required to impose such
a tax.

1 2. If there Is to be a transfer tax on generation-skipping trusts, a substantial
majority of the American College of Probate Counsel strongly believe thpre should
be:

(a) an exception for a distribution from such a trust to a grandchild of
the Grantor, so that this normal type of family tru.4 disposition, providing
for life estates for the children and remainder to the grandchildren of the
Grantor, is not discouraged.

(b) the holder of only a "naked" (non-beneficial) power to control the
disposition of trust Income or corpus should not come within the definition
of a "Wneficlary", for the effect of such a provision is to repeal that portion
of Sections 2041 and 2514 exempting such powers of appointment from estate
and gift tax, and to treat most powers as taxable general powers of
appointment.

(c) The effective date provisions should:
(1) except all irrevocable trusts, whether inter vivos or testamentary,

in existence on April 30, 1976, but only to the extent the transfer is not
made out of corpus added to the trust after that date;

(ii) except revocable trusts and wills in existence on April 30, 1976,
in tihe case of a decedent dyitig before January 1, 1982, where there has
been no subsequent revocation or amendment affecting the generation-
skipping trusts ; mid

(III) in the case of a decedent who was under a mental disability to
change the disposition of his property on April 30, 1976, except any

The Committee members are listed on the last page of this Statement.
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revocable trust or will executed by him on or before such date for a
period of 2 years after the date on which he first regains his mental
competency.

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

1. Many in the American College of Probate Counsel are opposed to a transfer
tax on generation-skipping trusts on the ground that the avowed abuse requiring
such legislation, namely the avoidance of a transfer tax for a hundred years or
more by means of a longe-terin trust extending over many generations, does not
in fact occur frequently enough to justify burdening the Internal Revenue Code
with the necessarily extremely complicated legislation required to impose such
a tax.

It has been the experience of most lawyers In the American College of Pro-
bate Counsel that their clients are very seldom interested in providing for ;In
inter vivos or testamentary trust extending beyond their grandchildren even after
they have been made aware of estate tax benefits arising from the extension of
the period of the trust to the outer limits allowed by the Rule Against Perpetu-
ities. Many of us feel that the proponents of a generation-skipping transfer tax
have the burden of establishing the substantial usage of long-term trusts to avoid
estate tax In order to Justify Insertion of the extremely complicated generation-
skipping tax legislation into the Code, and that this burden has not been met.
We note in this connection that the favorable estate tax treatment of-generation-
skipping trusts has been part of the fabric of our estate and gift tax laws for
many years, and a reversal of such favorable treatment should not be undertaken
in the absence of clear proof of abuse of such provisions.

2. If there is to be a transfer tax on generation-skipping trusts, a substantial
majority of the American College of Probate Counsel strongly believe that there
should be an exception for a distribution from a trust to a grandchild of the
Grantor, so that the normal type of family trust disposition, providing for life
estates for the children and remainder to the grandchildren of the Grantor, is
not discouraged.

In this connection, It is significant that both the American Law Institute and
the American Bankers Association are on record in support of either the same or
a more liberal exception to the imposition of a tax on a generation-skipping
trust. Thus, the 1968 recommendation of the American Law Institute states that
no such tax should be imposed on a transfer under which final distribution by
the trust is required to be made no later than the death of a person or persons
one generation below the transferor, or in the same generation or in a higher
generation than the transferor. This recommendation is more liberal than the
1972 American Bankers Association proposal, excepting trust distributions to
grandchildren, which the American College of Probate Counsel here supports,
since it would permit a distribution to be made to generations below the grand-
children of a Grantor or outside of the Grantor's family. Thus the three nation-
wide professional groups most clearly identified with the establishment and
operation of trusts have unanimously supported this exception.

Two other reasons for supporting such an exception for trust distributions to
grandchildren should be noted. It would seem grossly unfair to tax stich a dis-
tribution so long as outright distributions to grandchildren are not subjected to
a generation-skipping tax, and we are not aware that any major professional
group has supported a transfpr tax fn thp lattpr In.tane. F'urtbhrnore, it iN
notable that generation-skipping tax legislation which does not provide an excep-
tion for trust distributions to grandchildren in effect fivors the family of more
affluent Grantors who can afford to skip their children as life beneficiaries of a
trust for their grandchildren or to provide a separate trust for each generation
as compared with the less wealthy families whose Grantor must provide some
financial support for his children, as well as his grandchildren, In the same tru4t.

Finally, It is notable that while H.R. 13966. the Ullman bill, did not provide
for an exception for a trust distribution to a grandchild, yet In Its final mark-up
session on such bill, the House Ways and Means Committee voted favorably on
an amendment providing such an exception.

.3. If there is to be a transfer tax on generation-skipping trusts, a substantial
majority of the American College of Probate Counsel strongly believe that the
holder of only a "naked" (non-beneficial) power to control the disposition of
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trust income or corpus should not come within the definition of a "beneficiary",
for the effect of such a provision is to repeal that portion of Sections 2041 and
2514 exempting suclh powers of appointment from estate and gift tax, and to
treat most powers as taxable general powers of appointment.

Pursuant to Section 2613(c) (3) and Section 2613fd) of H.R. 13966, a person
who received no beneficial interest in the trust would be treated as a "beneficiary"
for purposes of a generation-skipping tax if lie had any control over the disposi-
tion of income or corpus. The effect of this "naked power" provision is that a
generation-skipping tax would be imposed where a Grantor sets up a trust for
his grandchildren and names one of his sons as trustees either in the event that
the son should die while the trust is In existence or the trust terminates while
such son is acting as trustee. Such a "naked power" provision would obviously
discourage a Grantor from appointing members of his family as trustees of trusts
for his descendants, and the American College of Probate Counsel feels that
this would be a most unfortunate result.

We are glad to note that the House Ways and Means Committee adopted an
amendment eliminating the "naked power" concept from H.R. 13966.

4. If there Is to be a transfer tax on generation-skipping trusts, a clear majority
of the Americ n College of Probate Counsel believe that the effective date pro-
visions should except all irrevocable trusts, whether inter vivos or testamentary.
in existence on April 30, 1976, but only to the extent the transfer is not made out
of corpus added to the trust after that date. It is too obvious to require extende(t
discussion that it would be most inequitable to impose this tax on trusts which
were established in the past without having to take into account such a tax and
which are now incapable of amendment. While Section 7 of II.R. 13966 provided
only a limited moratorium from the generation-skipping tax for such an irre.
ocable trust, the Ways and Means Committee has voted favorably on an amend-
ment to such bill incorporating the effective date provision for irrevocable trusts
wh ich the American College supports.

5. The American College of Probate Counsel further believes that the effective
date provision for a tax on generation-skippi ng trusts should make an exception
for revocable trusts and wills in existence on April 30, 1976, in the case of a
decedent dying before January 1, 1982, where there has been no subsequent revo-
cation or amendment affecting the generation-skipping trusts. Thus, we feel that
It is imperative that such an exception permit mere procedural, "housekeeping"
modifications in wills and trusts such as may be required for the substitution
of executors or trustees caused by the death of an individual or the failure of
a bank or the merger of a imnk named as fiduciaries in the original trust instru-
ment. It should also permit substantive amendments of such a will which do not
affect the generation-skipping trusts. Unfortunately, the House Ways and Means
Committee amendment of H.R. 13966, while containing most of the provisions
desired by the American College of Probate Counsel with respect to revocable
trust,; and wills existing on April 30, 1976, doo% not permit any kind of modifica-
tion in such trust instrument, and such failire will lead to most unfortunate
results in some instances. It would be hoped that this glaring omission could be
rectified either in Committee or on the floor of the House or Senate Il the event
that a tax on generation-skipping trusts is enacted into law.

6. The American College of Prolmte Counsel further favored an effective date
provision which would make an exception for a revocable trust or will in exist-
ence on April 30, 1976 in the event that the decedent was under a mental dis.
ability to change the disposition of his property on such date. Fortunately, the
House Ways and Means Committee amendment of H.R. 13966 does provide for
such an exception for a period of two years after the date on which such a
decedent first regains his mental competency.

The American College of Probate Counsel appreciates the opportunity to appear
before the Senate Finance Committee and make known its views on the taxation
of generation-skipping trusts, and It offers its services in any way it may be help-
ful to such Committee.

The Estate and Gift Tax Reform Committee of the American College of Pro-
bate Counsel consists of the following lawyers:

Frank S. Berall, Chairman, of Hartford, Connecticut; Luther J. Avery, of San
Francisco, California; Joseph Kartiganer, of New York, New York: Arthur Peter.
Jr.. of Washington, D.C.; Raymond A. Relster, of Minneapolis, Minnesota; and
B. Frederick Velikanje, of Yakima, Washington.

74-712-76--pt. 1-15
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TAX ON CERTAIN GENERATION-SKIPPING TRANSFERS

Section 2602(e) (2), page 97
The exception for the unused portion of basic credit refers Just to the unified

credit under section 2010(a) (1) which is only allowable against the estate
tax. The exception must be expanded to provide the credit under section 2505(a)
against the gift tax in the case of an inter vivos transfer.

Section 2603(a) (1) (A), page 98
The statutory language states In part "the trustee shall be personally liable for

such tax."
Such language leaves it ambiguous as to whether a trustee in office before or

after the taxable transfer would be personally liable for the tax even though it
is presumably intended only that the trustee in office at the time of the taxable
transfer be personally liable for the tax.

While such ambiguity could be cured by the Regulations, it would be better
to modify the statutory language to read "each trustee in office at the time of
the transfer shall be personally liable or such tax."

There would seem to be no counterpart to a "trustee" which could be Inserted
in the statutory language to cover personal liability in the situation of a "genera-
tion-skiiping trust equivalent".

Section 2603(a) (2), page 98
While this subparagraph provides for the Secretary or his delegate to supply

rates of tax to the trustee, there are no statutory provisions with respect to the
mechanics of ol)taining such information. While such ipechanics can certainly
be worked out under the Regulations, there may be a real virtfie in provl(liing by
statute both a procedure and a time frame for the Secretary or his delegate to
supply such rates to the trustee rather than leaving this entirely to the Regila-
tions. Section 2204 provides a good precedent for setting forth such procedure and
time frame by statutory language.

Section 2603(b), page 99
This paragraph which provides a lien on transferred property for the amount

of the Section 2601 tax, should be enlarged to provide for the divestment of such
lien in the case of a purchaser or holder of a security interest. See Section 6324
(a) (2) of the Code.

Section 2611(c), pages 99-101
Under the statutory language it would appear that a person who is a successor

to a lineal descendant by virtue of the assignment to him of such a descendant's
Interest would fall under subparagraph (5). It would seem desirable to lisert a
niew subparagraph prior to (5) to assign to such a person the generation of the
lineal descendant from whom he received his interest.

Subparagraph (7) provides in substance that if "another entity" is a bene-
ficiary of the trust, then each individual having a beneficial interest in such other
entity is to be treated as a beneficiary of the trust. Such a far-reaching pro-
vision adds a great deal of complexity and uncertainty to the record-keeping of
the trustee, since the individuals holding these Indirect beneficial interests in the
trust will be constantly changing.

Section 2612(a), page 102

Paragraph (a) deals with the "deemed transferor" with respect to a transfer
to "any individual". It is unclear who would be the "deemed transferor" with
respect to a transfer to a trust, partnership, corporation or other entity, unless
It is intended that the word "inlividual" include an individual having a bene-
ficial intere.-t in such entity at the time of transfers. The meaning of the term
"individual" for the purposes of Section 2612(a) should be clarified by the statute
to avoid confusion.

Subparagraph (1) refers to a parent having a closer "affnlty" to the grantor.
Tl word "affinity" is so broad and amorphous that iu many instances each
lnarent may be said to have a closer affinity to the grantor than the other parent
depending on the criteria which are used. This term needs further refinement.

Subparmgraph (2) provides that under a specified circumstance the youngest
of the ancestors of the transferee is to be treated as the deemedd transferor".
It would seem more logical to refer to the eldest of such ancestors.
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Seeton 2613(a) (1), page 103
This statutory provision refers to "distributable net income". Since such term

is indigenous to a trust, it makes it uncertain what comparable teri should

be applied for purposes of a generation-skipping trust equivalent. Therefore it

would be better to use a general accounting term such as "current income"

which may be applied to both trusts and other entities. In any event, the phrase
"of that trust" should be inserted at the close of Section 2613 (a) (1), as was done

in Section 2613(b) (1).

.Seotion 2613(b) (4), page 105
This subparagraph provides in substance that on the termination of a power

-the property transferred is to be determined immediately before the termina-

tion of the power even though this date may be many years before the (late when

the termination of several powers is deemed to occur pursuant to paragraph

(2), and on the latter date it may be difficult to determine and value the assets

-which were held immediately prior to the termination of each power. Under

these circumstances it may be far more practical to have the determination

of both the property subject to the power and the time of the termination of the

power on the same date (when the last termination occurs) where paragraph (2)

is applicable.
It may be advisable to insert a new subparagraph after subparagraph (5), to

provide that the value of proper fy-passing on a taxable termination Is to be re-

duced by an amount equal to the value of any consideration received by the bene-

ficiary by reason of any assignment causing the termination. This is to take

,care of the situation where a beneficiary sells his income interest for cash. There

should also be a reduction for the value at time of termination of any income

interest then outstanding in such property of any person other than the descend-

ant of the beneficiary. The American Bankers Association proposal contains both

of these provisions.

Section 2613(c) (3), page 107

This provision defines "beneficiary" to mean any person who has an interest

or power in the trust. It would appear desirable to exclude from such definition

a person who is a successor to a beneficlary by means of an assignment, whether

for a consideration or not. This point was also made in the American Bankers

Association proposal.

Scetion 2614(a), page 108
This provision in substance allows a disclaimer of an interest or a power in a

trust 12 months after the date the trust becomes irrevocable where there has

been no distribution from the trust or the exercise of a power. It would appear

essential to also allow a disclaimer by beneficiaries of irrevocable trusts which

were in existence on the (late when H.R. 13966 becomes law if such disclaimer is

uimde within 12 months after the issuance of final Regulations under H.R. 1396.

An extended period of time will be necessary since our experience with the Tax

Reform Act of 1969 provisions relating to charitable remainder trusts shows that

it takes a long time for word of the new law to become known and for state legis-
latures and courts to act once tie Regulations are issued which may take several
years.

Section 2621 (a) (1), page 109
This subparagraph in effect provides that if the deemed transferor is dead.

then all provisions of the Code applicable to the estate tax except Section 6166

and Section 2032 A are applicable to the tax under Section 2601. This "blanket

application" of provisions to Chapter 13 and Section 2601 appears far too broad.

Thus, for example, it is notable that this would seem to allow an extension of

time to pay this tax under Section 6161 where there is undie hardship (rea-

sonable cause under II.R. 13966). Such provision would presumably also allow

for an election by the executor to obtain a quick audit of the estate tax return
wnd a discharge from personal liability under Section 220 since such Section
relates to the tax under Section 2001. Accordingly. Setion 2621 (a) (1) should

1,e amended to make clear that Chapter 11 is applicable except to the extent

inconsistent with the provisions of Chapter 13.
Section 2621 (a) (2) presumably faces the same kind of problem.
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Section 7 (c) (2), page 112
A very strong argument can be made that the Section 2601 tax should not be

applied to any transfer from -the pre-May 1, 1976 corpus of any irrevocable trust
existing on that date. (The Tax Reform Act of 1969 provides a precedent for
including in the definition of an "Irrevocable trust" either a revocable inter
vivos trust or a trust under a will where the grantor is mentally incompetent.)
At a minimum, the 10 year moratorium in subparagraph (2) of the bill should
be extended to 25 years, constituting one generation, for such a transfer.

In view of our experience under the Tax Reform Act of 1969 as to charitable
trusts, the effective date for application of the generation-skipping provisions of
H.R. 13966 to all transfers should be deferred for at least two years to allow
time for the amendment of outstanding wills and revocable trusts, and there
should be a 10 year moratorium for transfers from trusts under such wills and
trusts where the grantor died during the two year period.

In any event, there should be a liberalization of the bill's exception in the case
of a decedent dying before January 1. 1977 with respect to a will or revocable
trust in existence on May 1, 1976, which was not amended or revoked at any
time after that date. A codicil to the will or an amendment to the revocable
trust which merely changes the fiduciaries (as, for instance, required by death
or merger) or makes some minor clerical change should be [permitted. Therefore,
we suggest that the statutory language be changed to provide "and was not
amended by a dispositive provision or revoked at any time after that date."

It is very difficult to know what exceptions to the April ,30, 1976 effective date
in paragraph (c) are intended to apply in the case of a trust equivalent pursuant
to the statutory language in the last paragraph of (c) on page 112 of the bill,
but it probably is very difficult to draft meaningful language. This is another
reason to exempt all pre-existing arrangements from the Section 2601 tax.

The above technical comments with respect to Chapter 13 are not to be con-
sidered as an approval of its provisions by the American College of Probate
Counsel. The College is opposed to generation-skipping trust legislation becauseP
the remedy is far worse than the problem, and it takes the posltio.t that if there
iR such legislation, then it should except a transfer in trust which vests af.so-
lately in a grandchild of the grantor no later.than the death of his last living
child. Such an exception would permit the usual type of family trust to con-
tinue to exist without the penalty of a generation-skipping tax.

Senator TALMAX;E. The. next. witness is Mr. Peter L. Faler, chair-
man of the tax section, New York State Bar Association. Mr. Faber,
your entire statement will be inserted in the record. You may sum-
marize it, sir.

[The statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF TAX SECTION OF THE NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION

This Statement is submitted to the Senate Finance Committee pursuant to the
opportunity afforded in its Press Release dated J uily 8. 1971.

On June 11, 1976, the Senate Finance .ommittee tentatively approved a pro-
posal to tax certain so-called generation-skipping trust transfers. The announce-
ment of the proposal described it only In very general terms. It appears to be
consistent with Section 7 of itR. 14115, introduced on June 1, 1976 by lon. Al
Ullman, Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee ("Ullman BIU").
Since June 11, however, the Ullman Bill has been extensively and fundamentally
revised in mark-up sessions by the Ways and Means Committee.

Because tihe text of a Senate Finance Committee bill on generation-skipping
is. not available, this Statement cannot deal with specific, concrete problems
thereunder. On the other hand, we see no useful purpose in discussing provision
by provision the text of Ways and Means Committee Print dated Jnnp .0. 1976.
which. with" the addition of the so-called Landrum amendment exempting trans-
fers to grandchildren from the tax. purports to contain all the mark-up session
amendments. We feel that the fundamental revisions made by the mark-up
changes necessitate rethinking of the Ullman Bill's entire approach to enpratinn-
skipping and that the Bill must be rewritten rather than simply marked up.
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We respectfully urge the Senate Finance Committee In the strongest terms
to do the necessary rethinking, to come to grips with the difficult and competing
policy problems involved, and to define carefully the objectives It would seek to
attain through generation-skipping tax legislation. The following specific ques-
tions need answering:

1. Should the generation-skipping tax be limited in application to skipping
through trusts and like arrangements?

2. Should generation-skipping to grandchildren through trusts and like
arrangements be permitted without tax?

3. Do the complexities involved warrant imposition of the tax at the
skipped generation level?

We find the complexity of the Ullman Bill to be its most distressing feature.
We members of this Subcommittee who have assumed primary responsibility
for preparing this Statement have spent many hours separately and in concert
studying the Ullinan Bill's generation-skipping provisions. We have scores of
years of combined experience dealing with trust, estate and tax matters. Despite
sur long experience and diligent study, we can only say that we think the
language of the Bill accomplishes most of what we think Its draftsmen in-
tended but we are not sure. The terms used in the Bill are unfamiliar in trust
and tax law and stand for concepts that are highly complex and difficult to
grasp fully. A "deemed transferor" need have no interest whatever in the
trust property. Yet the trust property will be subjected to tax as if lhe had com-
plete dominion of it. The "transfer" to be taxed as if the deemed transferor
transferred the trust property Is usually not a transfer at all but a termination
of some Interest or power (which may be insignificant) in the trust property of
a person who may be unrelated to the creator of the trust, the deemed transferor
or the ultimate transferee. Some terminations are taxable, some are not, and
some of the taxable ones are deemed to occur at other times than they actually
do occur. There are also deemed transfers and deemed transferees. The term
"transferee" Is, in fact, nowhere defined. Understanding these concepts and how
they would operate In a myriad of possible trust settings requires a thorough and
detailed familiarity with trust and property law, particularly future interests.
and an unusual degree of expertise in gift and estate taxation and the income
taxation of trusts.

While we admire the erudition. Ingenuity and drafting skill of the writers of
the Ullman Bill, we are appalled by the amount of study that would be required
of the bar throughout the United States and of the Internal Revenue Service
to comprehend It. Indeed, so complex and intricate is the Bill that we doubt
whether it could generally be understol and enforced, if enacted. Experience
since 1948 and 1969 with the far simpler marital deduction and charitable re-
mainder provisions demonstrates the injustices and administrative difficulties
that result from legislating above the heads of the average testator and his
counsel.

The undue specificity of the mark-up exceptions to the general application of
the generation-skipping tax provisions of the Ulimnan Bill is also most disturbing.
The Italicized words in the two following provisions are pure tax traps:

Section 2013. . .. (b) . . . (1) . . . Such term ["taxaliie terminnation"J
does not Include a termination of the Interest or power of any person who
at no timc ha. had anything other than a future interest or future power
(or both) in the trust ...

Section 2613. . . . (e) Limited Power to Appoint Among Lineal Descend-
ants of Grantor Not Taken Into Account In Certain Cases.- For purposes
of this chapter, if any individual--

(1) does not have any present or future interest in the trust, and
(2) does not have ay present or future power in the trust other than

a power to dispose of the corpus of the trust or the Income therefrom
to a beneficiary or a class of beneficiaries who are lineal descendants of
the grantor assigned to a generation younger than the generation assign-
ment of such individual,

then such individual shall be treated as not having any power in the trust.
The entire exception contained in SectioH 2613(b) (7) is far too) narrowly

drawn. its pur)ose is to exempt from tax the death of a child of the grantor
before the grantor's widow's death, but the draft touches only a handful of
such cases:

(7) Certain discretionary trusts to distribute income to spouse and chil-
dren of grantor.-The term "available termination" does not Include the
termination of an interest of a child of the grantor where--
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(A) the only interest of the child in the trust Is as a permissible-
recipient of income under a power exercisable by an unrelated party,

(B) the spouse of the grantor of the trust is a permissible recipient
of income under the same power,

(C) during the life of the grantor's spouse and children, only these-
individuals are permissible recipients of income from the trust, and

(I)) all children of the grantor who were permissible recipients of
income under the power predeceased the grantor's spouse.

The specificity or the mark-up exceptions makes them inoperative if powers
exercisable In favor of charity are present.

The "qualified disclaimer" concept in Section 2518 is also so limited as to be
entirely inadequate. It requires that the disclaimer be made within nine months
after the day on which the transfer creating the interest in the disclaiming
person Is created. It thereby requires that interests be disclaimed while they
are remotely and improbably contingent. It does not even provide for lack of
knowledge of the transfer -in question by the person entitled to disclaim or
for his infancy or incompetency. Current case law holding that a reasonable time
for d1sclalimlng starts to run when prior interests terminate is practical and
fair and should he retained. We see no justification for a "qualified disclaimer"
definition in the Bill.

The failure of the Bill after mark-up sessions to specify what property Is to
bear the burden of the new tax must be rectified. We believe that many existing
wills contain allocation provisions that might case the proposed tax to be
paid from the testator's personal estate rather than from the trust property.

On the positive side, we particularly commend the removal in the mark-up,
Sessions of all retroactive features of the Uliman Bill's generation-skipping
tax provisions. Applying this new tax to existing dispositions which may not
now be changed would contravene basic principles of fairness.

Relationship of this Statement to House of Delegates' Resolution
Calling for Reasonable Time to Studv and Report Back to Congress
concerning Generation-Shipping Provisions.

On June 19. 1976, the House of Delegates of the New York State Bar Associa-
tion. representing its 23.000 members, unanimously urged the Congress to take-
final action respecting the Ullman Bill, and particularly Its generation-skipping
provisions, without affording to the organized bar of the United States, and'
in particular, the New York State Bar Association and Its Sections having special
competence in the fields of law affected thereby, reasonable time to study and'
report back to the congress s concerning them. (Copy of Resolution annexed).
The Ilose of Delegates is Justly concerned that the Impact of this complex
and revolutionary legislation on New York property dispositions, for which
the New York bar Is responsible, be made clear and precise.

''his Statement has necessarily been prepared in great haste. It is not exhaus-
tire lut summary In nature, and has not had the benefit of the detailed study,
consideration and endorsement normally given by the entire .50 member Exeeutive.
Committee of the Tax Section to it, work products. Not only for this reason.
but also and particularly Lcause the text of a Senate Finance Committee 1111
is not yet available, the opportunity to submit this Statement should not 1-e
deemel to satisfy the Houise of l)elegates' request for reasonable time to Stud.
and report back concerning the entire subject matter of the Ullman Bill prior
to final action thereon.

Respectfully submitted,
Ih:wwTr A. CO'NVAY.

Chairman,
MARY-KATIWFRUVE BELL,
PRISTINENE BEISIAR,
PAITL 51EADERS.

A xi.. I MT,'wK.
NATIIANIF, WINTHIROP,

Generation-Skipping Stubeotnmittee
of Committee on Estate and Gift Taxes.

NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION RESOLU'TIox ADOPTED UNANIMOUSLY
BY HOUSE oF D.LEOATES, JUNE 19, 1976

Whereas "The Estate and Gift. Tax Reform Bill of 1976" (II.R. 130M) was in-
troduced in the House of Representatives by Chairman Al Ullman of the Ways
and Means Committee on May 24,4976; and
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Whereas (1) the provisions of H.R. 139066 are detailed and complex; (2) they
would effect revolutionary changes in the estate and gift tax law, treating of such
diverse subjects as a unified transfer tax system, unrealized appreciatioln at death
and new taxes on generation-skipping transfers; and (3) they make the new
generation-skipping taxes applicable at progressive rates reaching 70% not only
to existing wills and future transfers but also to many thousands of presently
effective property dispositions governed by the laws of the State of New York;
and

Whereas the New York bar Is responsible to the public for the proper prepara-
tion of wills and other instruments disposing of property under New York law
and Is justly concerned that the impact on New York property dispositions of
federal tax legislation having such far reaching effects as H.R. 13966 be clear and
precise; and

Whereas the text of 11.R. 13906 did not become generally available for study
by members of this Association until early in June 1976, and the sections of this
Association having particular competence in the areas of law affected by it have
not had sufficient time to study its provisions in depth and consider and report
their conclusions and recommendations to the Congress: and

Whereas this House of Delegates, representing the 25,000 members of the New
York State Bar Association. is deeply coiicerned at the pree.ilitous and unwar-
ranted haste with which H.R. 1396 is being considered by Congress. and by the
failure of either the House Ways and Means Committee or the Senate Finance
Committee to hold public hearings with respect to Its provisions or otherwise
afford the public an opportunity to be heard concerning them; be it

Rcolvel, therefore, That the New York State Bar Association hereby calls
upon the House of Representatives and the Senate to take no final action approv-
Ing I.R. 1396, and particularly the so-called generation-skipping tax provisions
contained in section 7 thereof, without due deliberation after affording to the
organized bar of the United States, and this Association and its Sections in par-
ticular, and other segments of the public affected thereby, reasonable time to
study and report back to the Congress concerning it; and be it further. Resolved. That the Ex.ecutive Director of this Association is hereby directed
to send a copy of this Resolution to each memlr of the Congress of the United
States.

NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION TAX SECTION

COMMENTS ON HR. 10612 AS REPORTED TO THE SENATE, SKErlON 701
ACCUMULATION TRUSTS

A. Problem Addresed by the Bill
The stated objectives of the amendment are to simplify the complicated pro-

visions requiring the throwbacli of distributions of accumulated trust Income to
the years of accumulation, to make them more equitable, and to c.ireumscribe cer-
tain areas of tax avoidance. S. Rep. No. 94-938, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 5, 15, 170-1.
B. Provisions unchanged in Senate I'inanec Committee bill

The following provisions in the Bill as relHmrted to the Sente are identical to
those in the bill as lmSsed by the House:

(1) Changing the base to which throwback ilcome is added from the bene-
ficlary's gross Income to his taxable income.

(2) Eliminating. except as to tax-exempt interest, the treailnent of throw-
back Income as having the same character in the hands of tlu beneficiary as
in the hands of the trust.

(3) Eliminating the so-called exact method as one of two alternative meth-
ods of making throwback computations. -

(4) Revising the remaining method, the so-ealled shortcut method, by
taking as the base for a 3-year average not the 3 preceding years, but the 3
out of the 5 preceding years left after eliminating the 2 years in which the
beneficiary had the highest and lowest taxable income.

(5) Abolishing the refund, or credit against other taxes, which a benefi-
ciary Is entitled to receive under present law when his tax on an accumula-
tion distribution is less than the tax previously paid by the trust.

(6) Providing that a beneficiary receiving accumulation distributions from
three or more trusts attributable to the same taxable year loses any credit
against his tax on the throwbacks for taxes paid by the "third" trust, except
where the aggregate accumulation distributions from the "third" trust for
such year are less than $1,000.
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(7) Eliminating application of the unlimited throwback rule to distrlbu-
tions of income accumulated before the beneficiary attains age 21, except for
distributions from more than two trusts attributable to the same year.

(8) Repealing the capital gains throwback rule.
(9) Eliminating treatment as accumulation distributions of distributions

which do not exceed trust accounting income.
C. Provision changed in Senate Fiance Committee bill

The House bill enacted a new 1 644 of the Internal Revenue Code converting
any gain realized on unrealized appreciation in property transferred to the trust
into short-term gain if the property Is sold within two years after transfer to the
trust. The Senate bill substitutes a revised I 644 under which the trust's tax on
such gain will equal the additional tax the transferor would have paid had the
gain been included in his gross income for his taxable year in which the trust
sold the property, it he is alive at the time of such sale. An interest factor is
added to the trust's tax if the sale takes place in a trust taxable year ending
before that of the transferor, requiring a one-year postponement of the reporting
of the gain by the trust. The Senate bill also solves a number of technical prob-
lenis present iii the House bill, but It fails to close a significant loophole arising
from the availability of put options,
D. Tax seetion comnmnts

(1) The Tax Section approves the changes described in BD1). (3), (4), (8),
and (9) above as consistent with the stated (i)jectlves of tile bill.

(2) The Section approves the elimination of throwback treatment of pre-age
21 accumulations described in (7) above. However, the Section disapproves
as without rational basis the exception for distributions front more than two
trusts. No Justification appears in the Committee Repoirt. Once the principle is
accepted that accmimulations during minority do not represent an abuse reoluiring
application of the throwback rule, it Is arbitrary and discriminatory to subject
a ieneficlary to throwback treatment merely because income was accumulated
during his minority in more than two trusts (all of which may have been created
by different grantors for legitimate non-tax reasons). Accordingly, the Section
recomnniends that the words "(other than subsection (c) thereof, relating to mill-
tiple triists)" be stricken from 1 '001 (b) of the bill.

(3) The Section believes that the multiple trust rule descrlll in B6) above
is unduly broad in the light of its objectives. and should lie limited to trusts
created by the same person for the same beneficiary, treating husband and wife
as one grantor. The Section also recommends that the de mininils amount be
increased to $2,000 per annum as providing more realistic relief to beneficiaries
of smaller trusts. Accordingly, the Section recommends the following amendments
to 1667 of the ('ode as amended by § 701 (a) (1) of the hill:

(a) In §667(c) (1), insert the following words after the word "trusts":
"created by the same grantor (treating husband and wife as one grantor)".

(b) lit 1 667(c) (2), change the figure $1,000" to "$2,000".
(4) The S-ction disapproves tht changes described in B(2) and (5) above

as contrary to the stated objective of making the income tax more equitable.
(a) The bill's elimination of the character rules (except for tax-exempt inter-

est) means that all throwback income will lie treated as undifferentiated ordi-
nary il'uemie even though the income accumulated by the trust was of a type sub-
ject to sl cial treatment, such as capital gains (when classified as trust account-
Ing income), or foreign source income eligible for a foreign tax credit. This
change will produce highly ineq|uitable results not Justified b.r the simplification
sought to be accomplished. In no event should the change be applied retroactively
to income accumulated before enactment of the flew law In good faith reliance
on its retention of the same character when later distributed to beneficiaries.
Accordingly, the Section recommends that the words ", with respect to any tax-
exempt interest to which section 103 applies," be stricken from § 667(a) of the
('ode as attended by 1701(a) (1) of the bill. In the alternative, 1667(a) should
be amended to add the following provision:

"At the election of the beneficiary, the limitation to tax-exempt interest of the
application of section 662(b) shall not apply to amounts attributable to undis-
triliuted net Income for taxable years of the trust ending on or prior to the
(late of enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1976."

1(b) The Section believes that it is inequitable to deny a beneficiary a refund,
or credit against other taxes, if his computations on an accumulation distribu-
tion in a particular year produce a lower tax than the tax paid previously by
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the trust, given that it most years the beneficiary will have to pay taxes on
accumulation distributions it addition to those previously paid by the trust.
Accordingly, the Section reconiiends that the words "or a beneficiary of such
trust" be stricken from J 666(e), as added by 1 701 (a) (2) of the bill.

(5) Tile Section regards tile Senate Finance Coinmittee version of § 644 as
a significant improvement over the corresponding provision in the bill as passed
by the House. Imposing a tax on sales by the trust within two years of transfer
at the transferor's bracket directly counteracts the abuse pereeived in a trans-
feror's effort to benefit from the difference in the tax brackets between the trust
and himself, as compared with the House bill's arbitrary doubling of the rate of
tax layable by the trust. The senate version also solves the problems of traus-
fers from trust to trust, of limitation of the special treatment. to unrealized
apreclation existing at the time of transfer to the trust, and of effective date
which were present. in the House bill. The Senate ill contains a provision
extending the two-year period to tie closing of a short sale in order to prevent
circumvention of the two-year period through short sales during such period.
However, the bill leaves a signilleant loophole by failing to apply a similar rule
to put options acquired by the trust ring the two-year period, since they have
the same economic effect as short sales. Accordingly, the Section reconimends
that 1644(d), as added by § 701(e) (1) of the bill. Ie amended to add the same
wording as now appears in the last sentence of § 1233(h) of the ('ode.

Tie Senate version of § 644 will create difficult administrative problems where
tre trustee does not have sufficient Information about the transferor to compute
the tax at is bracket, as the Committee report ret-o.gnizes. S.Rep. No. 14-93S at
174. The Section remains doubtful that the magnitude of the alleged abuse § 644
seeks to counteract justifies the additional complexity intrAlhcd(4 by tile new
provision. Nevertheless, if the Congress i. convinced that there is :uffieently
widespread abuse in transfers in trust of appreciated prolrty in order to shift
the tax on the gin to the trumsts lower rate structure, the Section believes that
the legislative solution of the Senate bill Is far more, consistent with the bill's
basic objective of improving the equity of the income tax than the House version.

COMMENTS ON H.R. 10612, t3ECTIONS 1501. 1503, IRA CONTRIBUTIONS BY
PLAN PARTICIPANTS

Problem addressed by the bill
Employees larticipating in qualified p1ans may not make deductible contrl-

butioms to an individual retirement account (IRA). even though the value of
their contributions or benefits under the qualified plan may be nominal.

Approach of House bill
Section 1.502 of the House bill permits such employees. to deduct contributions

to an IRA tn an amount equal to the difference between the $1,500--15 percent
of co>mpensatlon limitation on IRA deductions,. and the value of their contribu-
tions or benefits under the qualified plan. This privilege is not extended to par-
tielpants in government plans. The Ifouse bill also partially ameliorates the
impact of IRA penalty taxes which in many cases operate as traps for the
unwary.
Approach of ,citatc bill

Section 1; )3 of the Senate bill rejects the House ProlIoslil for budgetary reasons
but provides that the House proposal, If adopted. is to be (Oxtended to govern-
ment plan participants. Section 1561 of thi Spnte bill proposes to permit an
employee to make contributions to an IRA on behalf of a non-working spouse,
subject to a $2,000 ceiling for all IRA contributions.
2'axr section conntnts

The Section believes that the proposal to permit contributions on behalf of
a non-working sluiise is sensille. Tile ('omnmnit tee also apllroves the principle of
tile original House proposal (and its extension to government plan participants),
although it finds the mechanics of that proposal unduly complicated in requiring
an individual computation of the value of each employee's participation In a
defined benefit plan, and in gearing the deduction to the current year's contribu-
tions under a qualified plan, rather than to a prior year. The Committee believes
that a simplified approach to valuing participation in a defined benefit plan is
desirable, and that the "contribution period" in teh Senate bill should he length-
ened. Finally, the Committee believes that the elimination of the traps for the
unwary contained In the present IRA provisions is desirable, irrespective of what
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other changes may be made. Section 1-502 of the House bill has been discussed
in more detail in a report prepared by the Section's Committee on Employee
Benefits, a copy of which can be obtained from Peter L. Faber, 700 Midtown
Tower, Rochester, New York 14604.

COMMENTS ON 1I.R. 10612, SECTION 1502, MINIMUM KO1GH PLANS

Problem addressed by the bill
EIIISA amended the Internal Revenue Code to waive the usual Keogh plan

deduction limitation (15% of earned income) for (ontrlbutions of up to $750 of
earned ineone. However, section 415 of the Code makes the benefits of this
waiver not fully available to employees earning less than $3,000 a year, while
the benefit of the waiver is available to highly compensated employees (such as
corporate directors wit hout limitation.

Approach of House bill
The louse liill cotained no provision on this subject.

Apprwoah of Senate bill
Section 1502 of the Senate 1ili1 allows a deductlon for contrihutlons to a

Keogh phlan of up, to $750 a year of earned income, witlotut regard to the limita-
tionjs of ('lde seclion 415. however, this provision is not available to employees
with adjusted gross incoJn in excess of $15,000.

Ta, *c'liolt eonlulent.,
'le Section Ielieves that § 1502 carries out the intent of the original provision

iuthoirizinig sni:ill Keogh plans, both in eliminating tie present restriction on Its
use iy individuals warning Ie, s than A1,000. ad by rstrilctiog :va hibhility of
lie device to imidi'ihlials whose adjusted gross inoine does not except $15.000.

STATEMENT OF PETER L. FABER, CHAIRMAN, TAX SECTION, NEW
YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION

Mrr. F.xm:t. ['hank vo. tMr. (Oiiairman. MIv name is Peter L. Faber.
I alit a .irthi('r ill tle Ro.lies('e law il t n of lla ter. sNcrest a1d

nimery in New York. I .il the chairmani of the tax section of tlie-New
Yovk State lHa Assoc nation.

I too afii goi ig to spwak on thl impllosition of tax on generation-
skipphing trzisfer. Lot me begin ly stating tlhe tax se,.tion's strog
objeIvtiol to tlie failiurev to place the other estate alad (rift tax lrol)sals
on tihe n:uevnl' fol' tllest hearihlgs. Mr. ('ha il-'liuli, these rlOposals would
stand the existing estate alll gift tax on its ear. they woul I completely
restructure it. ald woild lha'e a revolutionary impact oi tie Jlh1('ess
byv which )rpe'rty' is tralisferred f"o generation to 'ratioii* 'I'h.ey
would lave social'and economlic inl)lications going far beyond those of
Ilost tax I)ills. amiol the suggestion that they are less deserving of the
conminiittelk's time available for public hearings thani t-he plrol)osal to
allow an investnemitt, credit for solar-powerel win(dirills just boggles
the JIinld.

M1r. (-- irma n, the. sm-ftion is deeply ('onvernued that. the Senate may
act, on estate and .geer.tion-skil)ping I i aisfer proposal without having
all i lh,1luate opl)rt)0 ily to ,.olsidler its lolivy' il till icat ions anfi study
specific statutory language. The concepts involved in generation skip-
ping are coiple'X awl the language in which they iuistlt necessarily t6
expiressed is more co plex still. For the Senate to enact legislation oil
this imporlrtant sil)jew't without studying it, carefully beforehand would
be iiresplonsible and unworthy of suc.h a distinguished body.

IUnfort natelv, you ha'e jivst receive( a generation skii)l)i ng bill. It
was handed out in this rooni an 11our or so ago. My written statement
illustrates so i of the problems in the area by referring to the Ullman
bill its originally pIresented to the house Ways and Mleans Connittee.

Although we have not. had much time to study this bill, our review
has disclosed serious technical problems. Whiile it is not miy purpose
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loday to present a comprehensive technical analysis of the bill, my
written statement, and my supplementary statement delivered this
morning, point out a mnulbr of technical diliculties and illustrate
the generation skipping as a complex area.

I Imight. add that I have reviewed briefly the connittee print of the
Senate version of generation skipping, and the samte difficulties as
pointed oit in my Written Atatetitent appear to he in this version.

For example, the bill nowhere states who pays the generation-
skipping tax, !mr does it 4tate who signs the tax return, nor for that
matter what kind of tax ret urn is required. In fact, a possible inter-
pretatioll is that at parent of the younger generation I)efeiciary would
have, to pay the tax )lit of his owii 'ssets, evenl though le hiitisk'lf is not
a l),nefieiary of the trust. 'lle .ll)licat ion to second life estates or terms
of years is umelar. 'l1w tax paid on generation skipping transfer is a
self-skipping gneration-skip)ing transfer under the I!. and this
could lead to indefinite tax and transfers extending ad inlinitluim.

Tliere are miore Irol)leIlms we have dlete'ctedl, allid evident ly mm .ore we
have not. Although we bring mtnunmy years of' exp"riel('e t( ftle prob-
'Itlll, the lill coit:itiS VieWi. conceplil.tl ietl - inologoy that aro not easily
mtastered. "':ere is a new language , in i his bill that is un!Familfiar to u.,
Itild that. votl 1wb 1ii nit'aitiliar t4) y)lI Whenfll irst Ad.I't it. 'I'l1ecS are
not ]u mere t(,chi)ical difli.ultis. t hey give rise to a I tasic ('(}|i' l O) olir
part as to whither this lvcri.slationl will wo'rk. Will it dlo what it in-
I vi1(5to (o1? If it ohics, will it neverthi'les"s have ,nlvl'rinl( .ile ets ?
We olt, know teie answers to t.1ese (lutsi lots, I.r (ilairtail ; (0 you ?
Al will yohavllae time to fitol o01t ?

Additionally, there are mliany iipol)ortalnt )olicy (hcisiolms Ihat have
to !h, umale.

''liie (unortt.N. it!routinatol, tim e has exI)ired. .r. Falter. Your
,entire statement will be' in,:erted in the record, and I coil)plilment you
Oil voie expertise ill this area.

Mr. F. ABE. Thank you, Mr. airmanma.
Ie ('il.tiM. Your expert i iil it i lis very volihx .billewt.
Mr. FA i Eii. Thlnlk yoeI , hope yO 1 will go slow and consider this

subject.
ihe (I[ii.MAN. Thank i-on. The next witness is Mr. George Ihatch,

]KI'TV, Salt Lake (City, I':lh.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE C. EATCH, VICE PRESIDENT, THE
STANDARD CORP., OGDEN, UTAH

M'r. I[.vr('iI. '[r. (lhairmimin, I have Irelared a statement. which I
have sulinitted for the i'ev'orl.

Tile WiAl M. Without objection, it will be inserted in the record
in full. Mr. I latch, and you may stiiarize it, sir.

[The statelnelit follows :]
TESTIMONY OF GEORGE C. HATCH, VI(E-PRES-lII.NT, TIe .TANDIARIl CORP.,

OGDEN, UTAln

My name Is George C. Hatch. I am Vice-President of The standardd Corporation
of Ogden. Utah, which han operated the Ogden Standard Exnminer newspaper
,since 1892, and KUTV television station, Salt Lake City, Utah, sine 19)0.
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The standardrd Corporation was founded by my wife's grandfather, and, today,
the stock of the corporation is owned entirely by lineal descendants of the founder.
T7:he stock is owned by or for the benefit of twelve grandchildren of the founder
(the third generation) and some thirty-five great-grandchildren (the fourth
generation). Of the voting stock, 43% is owned by individuals and 57% is owned
by irrevocable trusts-soie tinder wills and some created during life for tile
benefit of the third and subsequent generations. These trusts bear dates such as
1953, 1954, 1955, 1963, 1965, etc.-all the way to 1976. These trusts were created
for the purpose of preserving the local family ownership of the newspaper and
broadcasting station and preventing diffusion of control as succeeding genera-
tions increase in numbers. The family desired to preserve tile local editorial voice
of the newspaper and' television station and prevent their sale to a national chain
with overwhelming emphasis on a bottom-line net income and bland editorial
policy.

I am here today to express deep concern that the worthy objectives of preserva-
tion of family farms and businesses in other sections of the bill may be defeated
by the provisions proposed for a tax on generation-skipping transfers. The trusts
that hold a majority of the stock in our family corporations, like many others
across the country, made no provision for accumulating income to pay a transfer
tax when a beneficiary's interest terminates. The beneficiaries of the income from
the trusts are not the ultimate beneficiaries in the distribution of the corpus.

I understand that the House Ways & Means Cmnmittee has reconsidered tle
original provisions of 11t-13966 and voted to exempt from its provisions pre-
vionsly-created irrevocable trusts. I strongly urge this exemption that would pre-
serve the purposes of trusts previously established. If the transfer tax were
passed in its original form. a trustee of an established trust directed by the
grantor to preserve the family business and stock, and instructed to distribute
all income as earned, woull be it a hopeless dilemma. He would have to seek
relief from his state legislature to changee the law of trusts of his state; or lie
would have to seek relief from Congress, to repeal the tax you are now considering
enacting.

In addition to supporting the amendment to exempt prior established trusts, I
would support the proposal of the Ways & Means Committee to provide a ole-
generation exemption in future irrevocable trusts to permit a grantor giving a
spouse or children lifetime income and to exempt the application of the transfer
tax in the distribution of the corpus to the grandchildren. This proposal would
permit the founding grantor to provide for the payment of gift or estate tax on
the family farm or business and to leave te property to his grandchildren intact.
If the trust transfer tax is not so amended, a family business or farm would be
subject in a trust to a transfer tax on the death of the children of the grantor,
and this would require the sale of the family business or farm in one generation.

There is a strong increase in the percentage of newspapers and television
stations owned by national chains directly attributable to the inability of found-rs
of these local communications media to pass on local ownership to their heirs, and
still pay large estate taxes. The family trust is the last means of preservation of
such local ownership and control.

Either the legislation should be amended with a one generation-skipping ex-
emption, as proposed by the House Ways & Means Committee, or an exemption
from a tax on generation-skipping transfers should he made for family farms
and family corporations that will preserve local ownership. These are the cate-
gories that vou recognize as worthy of consiloratlon for relief-in the proposal
for favorable valuation, additional credit against the estate tax, and extensions
of time for payment of estate tax. My suggestion for an exemption from a tax on
generation-skipping transfers for trusts that own family farms and family operat-
Ing businesses recognizes that the trusts holding these assets have a non-tax
social purpose that trusts holding diversified liquid assets do not. Strengthening
of antitrust laws and regulation of large national and international conglomerates
will be of no avail if family enterprises cannot afford transfer taxes without tile
sale of family businesses and farms to such large corporations. Concentration
of economic power Is a serious long-range problem in our society.

At the very least. it considering radical changes in estate and gift tax laws,
the effective date should be well In advance of the date of enactment, so that
the professional people and businessmen who must deal with the new law have
time to adjust to it. For example, millions of wills drafted over the last twenty
years will require review and amendment If some of the proposed changes become
law.
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There Is presently a trend in state legislatures for streamlining probate proce-
dures through adoption of the Uniform Probate Code. The trend has been pro-
moted by consumer groups. Utah enacted the Uniform Probate Code in early 1975,
but used ai effective date of -July 1, 1977. By this means, the people who deal with
tie new law-lawyers, accountants, trust officers, businessmen-have time to
adjust to the new procedures in an orderly fashion. Another example of advance
effective dates and time to adjust was the adoption by forty-nine states of the
Uniform Commercial Code, which provided for various advance effective dates
from about six months to about two years.

I contrast this to what has been proposed here in the Congress-radical changes
in the estate and gift tax laws with retroactive effective dates in some important
instances. I contrast also the gains in simplification and savings in cost that the
Uniform Probate Code is designe(I to accomplish with the losses in simplification
and increased costs that the proposed legisltaion, if not designed to invoke, will
inevitably cause.

If, ultimately, you decide that a tax on generation-skipping transfers serves a
valid purpose and is worth the complexity, cmts, and delay In administering es-
tates that will company it, I would, in summary, urge consideration of two
limitations:

1. The proposed trausfer tax should not be retroactive. Application of the
tax to presently-existing irrevocable trusts would upset bona fide plans long
ago embarked on, and would encourage the concentration of property in large
publicly-traded corporations. Certainly, the tax laws of the nation should not
encourage bigness when the antitrust laws discourage it.

2. As to future generation-skipping trusts, I would propose permitting the
skipping of one generation or, in the alternative, exempting those trusts
which hold as their principal asset family farms and family-held operat-
Ing businesses. Without such an exemption in the generation-skipping trust
transfer tax legislation, the relief given to farmers and closely-held busi-
nesses in one area of the new legislation Is dissipated in another area.

I thank you for the opportunity to testify.
Mr. HAT('H. Our concern is the family-operated business, majority

stock of which is owned by irrevocable trust. It has been the effect on
the business of the proposed generation-skipping transfer tax. Since
the original bill which I commented on in my testimony on arrival
here today, I received a copy of the committees report ol the amend-
nients that have been proposed as to existing irrevocable trusts and
future trusts. I certainly agree that, modification is necessary so that
transfers can be made to grandchildren, and so that existing trusts can
comply with the new law.

After reviewing the proposed amendments, my remaining concern
would be whether under State law and under the terms of trusts, tile
povisions proposed covering existing irrevocable trusts actually could

carried out, because trustees (1o not presently have, the power to
change the beneficiaries an( to pay the transfer taxes. So I would rec-
oinmeird that the language which the Ways and Means Committee has
adopted as to existing irrevocable trusts he considered, and I have pre-
pared a summary o w how that lamngiage would alntend tile proposed
language.

The CrAIR-MAN. That is included in the record.
,Mr. IATCII. Similarly, the Senate language states that, it was in-

tended to exempt. the trust. that went, directly to grandchildren. and
that there would be no gift tax in such an event.. In the same case.
we believe that the language of the amendment considered and passed
by the House Ways and Means Committee is clearer in those provisions
and there is some (Ioubt in tile proposed Senate amendment whether
it would in fact exempt such grants from a gift tax. So I have also pre-
pared proposed language to conform-
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The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, that will be inserted in the,
record and made available to the staff.

['rhe document referred to follows:]
Amendment of Committee Print of .July 20, 1976 2202 dealing with eertalm

generation skipping ; tr-ansfer as follows:
1. Page 3j, line 14, after the words. "such transfer" add "is to a grandchild of'

the grantor of the trugt or"
V. Page 49, line 14, after the words "such transfer" add "is to a grandchild of

the grantor of the trust or"
3. Bt,ginning at page 54, line 15. delete lines 15 through 21 on Page 54 and lines

1 through 17 on page 55, and substitute In lieu thereof the following:
"(2) Excmvriovs.- 'he aiendients made by this section shall not apply to-

any gen(ration-skipping tran ,sfer-
(A) Uzider a trust \whil was irrevocable on April 30. 1976, lint only to,

the extent that the transfer is not made out of corpus added to the trust
after April 30, 1976, or

(B) In the ease of a decedent dying before January 1. 19%92. pursuant to
a will (or revocable trust) which was In existence on May 1, 1976, and was
not amended or revoked at any time after that date.

For purposs of subparagraph (B), if the de:,edent on Aprif 30, 1976, was under
a men dislpility to change the di.,position of his property, the period set forth
Il such subparagraph shall not expire befo'e the late which is 2 years after the
date on which ie first regains lis cci nttence to di.sp)se of such property."

Mr. IATCii. Thank you very much.
The CIIAIIIMA:. Thank you. Mr. Match.
The Chair recognizes the distinguishedd Senator fiom Utah.
Smator Moss. Than k you. "Mr. Chairman. I had hoped to come here.

in time to introduce Mr. Hatch who has just, testified briefly. I simply
wanted to identify him tis one of our outstanding citizens of the State,
not only the identification that appears in the statement, but lie is'
chairman of the board of the University of Utah. and has filled many
positions in an amount of substance. and I might add is a good
)emocrat. which pleases 111v heart and I therefore wvold ask the comn-

nmittee to give great. attention to the point that he brings. up. But lie hns
eflaine(1 it to me. and it seenis to me to be very reasonable, one that
certainly I would like to adopt as far as my position as Senator is,
concerlned.

Tit Cimr .Nr,\N. lie made an outstanding statement. I might say to
the Senator from Utah, and I am sure the committee will give thorough
consideration to his recommendation. It does affect the trust retroac-
tively. and that is something the committee tries to avoid doing. Thank
you, Mr. Hatch, and thank you Senator Moss.

This completes the list of witne.,ses scheduled for today. The commit-
tee will stand in recess tintil 8 a.m. tomorrow morning.

[W ereupon, at 2:53 p.m. the committee adjou'nt.t, to reconvcnic at
8 a.m. on July 21, 1976.]

N



CERTAIN COMMITTEE AMENDMENTS TO H.R. 10612

WEDNESDAY JULY 21, 1976

17.8. SVXATE44
C03z'rrr'EE ON.x F INANCE.

!W|.,irhton, D.C.
The committee met at 8 a.m.. pllrsialnt to recess. il rolli 2221. ])irk.

sen Senate O)liVe buildingg, Ilion. Russell B. Long (cairalman of the
committee) presiding.

Present: Senators iLon..g. Talmadge. I[iartke. Ilarry F. Byrd. Jr.,
Nelson,, Gravel. Bentsen. Ilathaway, I laskeli, ('itis. Faniin, Ilansell,])ole. and Packwood.

The chairmann . The hearing will con to order.
I want to announce for the lenetit of Mr. Ilranon anl Mri. Earlv,

who indicated they would like to testify when we had more Senato s
present, that I am going to call them when we have more Senators in
the room. It is now 2 hours earlier than we usually call our committee
meeting, and there will he other Selators showing up as we go along.
I will seek to accommodate tlmo'e two fine gentlemewn bv calling then
when we have as much attendance as I think we are likely to have here
today.

I will call the first, witness. Mr. IHoward M\. Benedict of Arent, Fox,
Kintler. llotkin anod Kahn. special tax counsel.

We are happy to have you. We will be pleased to know your views.

STATEMENT OF HOWARD M. BENEDICT, CHAIRMAN OF THE NA.
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS ECONOMICS AND RESEARCH
COMMITTEE

Mr. BKNEDICT. Mr. Chainan, my name is IHIoward M. Benedict.
I have been in real estate u1siless in general active' practice in New

aven, (,oln.. for over 28 yvls. I serve as real estate colm issio(ner ill
the State of Connecticut. I have served as vice chairman of the Federal
"l'axation Subcommittee of tie National Assoviati on of Realtors and
chairman of the Associations' Mortgage and Finance Subcommittee.
I serve presently as chairman of tile Economics and Research ('()l it-
tee of tie National Association of RealtorS.

I am accompanied this morning by (b il Thurm. our staff levr'slative
eollsli and Mr. Stepleln Botlzinm of tilme fitm of Arent. 4'ox. K initner.
Plotkin and Kalm and Kem Karin who (liml.ts our (elartment of
e('cOiomIIy an(1 resea'cl.

We represent 700 real estate boards throutmimut the T nited States.
5O State associations and al)l)roximatelN 500.000 people actively en-
gaged in the real estate business throughout the United States. The

(227)
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National Association of Realtors is the largest trade association in-
volved in real estate; it includes persons involved in mortgage bank.
ing, home building, and commercial and industrial real estate as well.
WVe appear today to urge you to reconsider and hopefully to reject the
Haskell-Kennedy amendment which was approved by the Senate on
June 22. This amendment places an "at risk" limitation on real estate
limited partnerships.

This provision, if allowed to become part of the law, will have a very
severe adverse effect on the already depressed real estate industry. Our
industry, Mr. Chairman, right now has over 17 percent unemployment
throughout the United States against 7.2 percent for the country as a
whole.

In previous testimony before the committee we have tried to explain
that real estate development, including multifamily construction, was
the first segment of our national economy

The CHAIRMAN1. Would you mind repeating how much unemploy-
ment you have in the industry?

Mr. BENEDICT. Seventeen percent unemployment in the construction
industry and 7.2 percent is the overall United States.

The CHAIRMAN. So there is 2 times as nuch unemployment in your
industry as there is in others?

Mr. BE.NE.DICT. There is indeed.
The CHM PA. Thank you.
Mr. BENEDI( r. iks a matter of fact, in my area, New Haven, Conn.,

seven out of the nine major contracting firms in the, last 5 years are
either bankrupt or out of business and no longer available in case we
have to have an expanding business.

The CIAIRMAN. I hope you will look Senator Ribicoff up. I know he
is busy elsewhere, but I hope you look him up and explain that to him.

Mr. BENEDICT. Mr. Ribicoff was in Connecticut last week, and I am
sorry he is not here this morning.

The CIAIRMAN. He is ill town.
Mr. BENEDI-r. His legislative aide will do nicely.
The CHAIRM-AN. For the benefit of all the peol;le who testify before

a committee and complain that all the Senators are not there, I sug-
gest you track them down, just pad on down the hall and rap on every-
body's door, or call them off the Senate floor. If I was not satisfied
with a provision, that is what I would do, and I '.-u)ild urge you to do
likewise, to look at who is not there to hear your statement and to look
him up. If Muhammad won't come to the mountain, the mountain may
have to go to Muhammad. [Laughter.]

Mr. BENEDICT. Senator, I appreciate your advice and I will look lip
Senator Ribicoff during the (lay while I am here.

In previous testimony before the committee we have tried to explain
that real estate development, including family construction, was the
first segment of our national economy to enter the recession and it is
one of the last to come out of it.

It. is difficult to talk about economic recovery for the country Without
regard to the severe economic l)roblemis thai beset the real estate in-
dustry today.

Ie appreciate the wis(lom of your committee in rejecting the house
limitation on artificial loss provisions. It indicates the Senate's aware-
ness of the many problems which beset the real estate industry.
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However, there are significant numbers of other negative, adverse
l)rovisions which are ill I.R. 10612, including investment interest
expense, particularly the long-term interest expense of a limited )art-
nership ill the add-on minimum tax which will have an adverse effect
on our industry. A -$ I

Ahlhourh this committee rejected the "at risk" provision for the real
Ch-Aate industry, the Senate pIade tl tax bill eveill lore comlplicated
and financially destructive by adopting a general provision, the Has-
kell-Kennedy aneidient. which is, in fact, an "at risk" linlitation on
real estate liliited plartnersliips. :an l this should e reconsidered and
rejected.

The limited partnership IS 01( 01' the iajor ,(oInlpetitive uses that we
ha ye of Cofllpetillg for el ity fillids to Inil(1 real estate anl to build
housing in tile ULited tates. If this is lCli(l to is wve will Ie at a
severe conpetitive disadvantage.

'he rule is so harmful to the real estate industry Ilhat the Ilouse
Ways and Means Coinittee rejected it. the I louse of Rel)resentatives
reJected it, this committee rejected it, the 'reastiry and the a(lihinis-
t ratioll are opposed to it. We believe that. it is a serious mistake for the
Senate to so drastically change the current tax law by imposing tlis
di.scriminatory I imitation on real es-tate investment.

We respectfully request that the comninittee take all appropriate
action to cause the Senate to rever-se its action on this provision an(l

to reject the "at risk" rule for real estate.
[Mr. Benedict's prepared statinient follows:]

SUM.MARY OF STATEMENT OF HOWARD M. BENKEICT ON BEHALF OF TIE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF IEALTORS

A more adequate supply of housing plus needed balance of commercial and
Industrial real estate is vital to the social and economic health of our country.
Investment in real estate is an important part of our comletitive ecoimnly.
Recent changes in the tax law, in addition to the threat of certain current tax
revision proposals, have adversely affected the real estate industry auid the
nation's economy.

The amendment offered by Senators Itaskell and Kennedy which applies an
"at risk" limitation to limited partnerships, including real estatae limited
partnerships, has made the Tax Reform Act of 1976, I1.R. 10612, extremely comn-
lillcated and financially destructive to the real estate industry. This amendment
will eliminate an Important source of equity eapital-particularly for new
rental housing projects which rely heavily on limited partnershil)s for equity
financing.

"We respectfully request the members of this listigiguished Committee on
Finance to urge their fellow Senators to reconsithdr and reject this drastic "at
risk" limitation.

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, members of this distinguished Committee, my name Is Howard
M. Benedict and I.ain engaged in the real estate business in New Haven, Con-
micticut. I have previously served as Real Estate Commissioner of the State of

Connecticut, Vice Chairman of the Federal Taxation Subcommittee of the Na-
tional Association of Realtors, and Chairman of the Realtors Mortgnge Finance
Sulbcommittee. I presently serve as Chairman of the Economics and Research
Committee of the National Association of Realtors. I am accompanied by Albert
E. Abrahams, Staff Vice President, Government Affairs, National Association of
Realtors and by Gil Thurm, Staff Legislative Counsel and I)irector of Tax Pro-
grains for the National Association of Realtors Government Affairs 1)epiartmtent.
We alI)reclate this oppolrtunitv to testify on behalf of the Association.

The National Association of Realtors Is comprised of ia)re than 1.7(X) local
hoards of Realtors and 50 State Associations. The combined nienmbershlip of tie
Association is api)roxinately 500.000 persons actively engaged in sales, brokerage,

74--712-76-pt. 1-16
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management and appraisal of residential, commercial, Industrial, and farm real
estate. The activities of our membership involve all aspects of the real estate
industry, such as mortgage banking, home building, and commercial and indus-
trial real estate development. The National Association of Realtors has the largest
membership of any association in the United States concerned with all facets of
the real estate industry.

TIE COMPETITIVE NATURE OF AN INVESTMENT IN BUILDINGS AND OTHER IMPROVED

REAL ESTATE

Investors In real estate recognize that their caliltal investment Is materially
less liquid than most other investments. The sale of real estate at a fair price
usually requires negotiation over an extended time period. This factor, when
added to such other factors as local taxes, Increasingly stringent Pnvironmenta!
considerations, local zoning regulation, and maintenance, financing and carrying
costs, and escalating utility costs, usually makes real estate competitive, with
other investments only when the return on the real estate investment. if It is
successful, can be anticipated to be larger than a successful investment In other,
more liquid investment activities.

The traditional Federal tax provisions applicable to real estate have had the
effect of permitting real estate investment to remain competitive despite tile
inherent risks and costs in real estate investments. Unfortunately, adverse tax
treatment during the past decade, especially in the Tax Reform Act of 1969,
greatly reduced the competitive position of the real estate industry at a time
when private sector investment In real estate was of crucial importance to the
welfare of the country as a whole. Further, persistent threats of imposition of
drastic and discriminatory adverse tax provisions such as the limitation on
accounting losses (LAL), has had and continues to have, a dampening effect on
real estate investment.

We appreciate the wisdom of the members of the Senate Finance Committee
and the Senate as a whole in rejecting the LAL proposal. This Indicates the
Senate's awareness of the many problems which beset the real estate industry.
However, there are a significant number of other negative and adverse provisions
already In the proposed Tax Reform Act of 1976, H.R. 10612. For example, iln-
clusion. of investment interest expenses and, particularly, long-term interest ex-
penses of a limited partner. in the add-on minimum tax no doubt will have an
adverse impact on the already depressed real estate industry. Further. although
this Committee rejected an "at risk" provision for the real estate industry, tile
Senate has made the tax bill even more complicated and financially destructive
by adopting a general provision (the so-called Haskell-Kennedy amendment)
which Is in fact an "at risk" limitation on real estate limited partnerships. This
drastic "at risk" limitation is more fully discussed below.

The real estate industry needs strong private sector Investment In order to
continue to provide the single and multi-family housing, commercial iuldings,
industrial complexes, and shopping center complexes that are required for the
continued growth and maintenance of our high standard of living.

The adverse actions mentioned above already have reduced the competitive
position of real estate.-If the Federal tax system is again chanced to adversely
affect the capital requirements of the real estate industry, the consequent dis-
couragement to new real estate investment will inevitably cause a decrease in
the supply of improved real property, an increase in rental rates, and a deferral
of proper timely maintenance of our country's buildings. This conclusion is in-
e.calble-for if real estate is to lose Investment capital to other segments (if
the economy, it must either decrease the supply of houses and buildings or must
regain Its flow -f capital through an increased rate of return from higher rents,
thereby hurting the very people who can afford it least.

"AT RISK" LIMITATION ON REATFSTkTF I.I.MITFD PARTNFRSIIIPS

On June 22. 1976. the Senate adopted an almemilment by -Senatirs llaslpll and
Kennedy to a pply an "at risk" rule to limited partnei-ships. Including real estate
limited partnerships. For all practical purposes, this harsh amendment would
substantially reduce (and perhaps even eliminate) time usle of limited partner-
ships as an investment vehicle for real estate projects. The consequence, otf this
would lbe the elimination of an important source of equity calpital-partle-ularly
for new rental housing projects which rely heavily (on limited lartnerships for
equity financing.
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The "at risk" rule is so harmful for the real estate industry that the House
Ways and Means Committee rejected It. The House of RepresentatIves rejected
it. The Senate Finance Committee rejected It. The Treasury Department and the
Administration are opposed to it. We believe It is a serious mistake for the Sen-
ate to so drastically change the current tax law by imposing this discriminatory
limitation on real estate investment. We respectfully request this Cominittee to
take all appropriate action to cause the Senate to reverse its action on this
provision and to reject this "at risk" rule for real estate.

Under current law, when none of the partners of a limited partnership is per-
sonally obligated on a partnership debt, a limited partner is allowed to include a
portion of the nonrecourse (non-personal) liabilities of a limited partnership in
the basis of his limited partnership interest. This places the limited partner III
the same position as a joint owner of property not held in partnership form, and
enables the limited partner to deduct the amount of his distributive share of
loartnership expenses in the same manner as the joint owner of property may
deduct his share of the expenses of operating a property. Like individual owners,
many limited partnerships hold and operate depreciable real estate constructed
or purchased with nonrecourse loans secured by the depreclabl- property.

This partnership basis rule (which the Haskell-Kennedy amendment would
revoke) is derived from Code Section 752(c) and the Income Tax Regulations
pronmulgated thereunder. These provisions r(-flect the basic principle of r,nc v.
('omiissioncr, 331 V.S. 1 (10947) where the U.S. Supreme Court stated: "We are
no more concerned with whether the mortgagor is. strictly speaking, a deltor on
the mortgage than we are with whether the benefit to him is, strictly speaking, it
receipt of money or property. We are rather concerned with the reality that an
owner of property. mortgaged at a figure les,; than that at which the property
will sell, must and will treat the conditions of the mortgage exactly as if they
were his personal obligations (331 U.S. 14)."

To the same effect is Treasury Regulations Section 1. 163-1 (b) which holds
that the owner of property is entitled to an interest deduction on a mortgage on
his property, even though he is not personally liable for the mortgage, since In
reality the mortgnige on his property is his debt.

Whether a mortgage is recourse or nonrecourse, that is, with or without per-
sonal liability on the mortgagor, the owner of the property (hiclaiding a limited
ltartnership) has a continuing obligation to make payments on the mortgage.
Failure to (1o this will certainly cause his equity to e foreclosed upon and lost.
This is what the Supreme Court was talking about when it stated in the 'ralne
case that as long as tile value of the property exceeds the related debt, the
owner "will treat the conditions of tile mortgage exactly as if they were his
personal obligations". That. is, he will pay the mortgage to preserve his equity
(cash investment) in the property, and this will be done regardless of whether

or not he is personally liable on the mortgage.
The pro'~osed change in the basis rule for limited partners would discriminate

against real estate as an investment for the general lblil. It would prIwovide a
greater tax benefit for the wenlthiy, who can invest directly, and thereby dis-
criminate against the small Investor who must invest through some form of group
ownership because lie lacks the resources to buy the property directly.

Aside front the effect of not pennitting a limited partner to deduct his full
share pf partnership loses, the "at risk" rule for limited ipartnerships will hav
another serious unintended adverse tax effect. That is. to the extent that a limited
partner receives partnership cash flow, even though there Is no limited lartner-
sh1ip taxable income, any such partnership cash distributions will bt, fully taxalpe
to the limited partner if they exceed his equity investment in the partnership.
This effect doesn't even occur in the Cozzmiittee's "at risk" provisions found in
'.e.tion 202 of the 13111. For this reason alone. the "at risk" rule should be
rever.el.

In terms of financing, investment real estate is significantly different from in-
vestuient in other areas of the economy. In a real estate investment there is a
large tangible value to the real estate property supporting the amount of the
nmortgnge. Further, the investor will have placed perhaps 20% down it hard
c.ash, which is a sizablle outlay and which provides the Impetus to avoid fore-
closure. These factors are not as significant in non-real estate investments where
nomirecourse financing Is usually found and often not supported by real value.
Therefore, there is an appropriate distinction between other investments and real
estate for purposes of this "at risk" rule.
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Furthermore, since the taxpayer who iurchases property bw obtaining a
mortgage secured by that property can normally be expected to satisfy the pay-
netits on the mortgage (whether or not the taxpayer is personally liable for tile
mortgage), he will have the same equity cost for the property as the taxpayer
who does not finance the property. Financing property (whether on a recourse or
nonrecourse basis) does not create a loophole hut is merely one of the many
factors which an owner may use in causing construction and Improving the value
of a community. It should not be the subject of adverse tax legislation. Indeed,
as noted above, the "at risk" provision would tend to force out of the real estate
industry the thousands of small and mihle-hiwome property owners who niust
rely oii mortgage financing. The long-term result would be to place real estate
ownership in tile hands of :s relatively few large corporations and wealthy fani-
lile,, who can make direct cash investments.

This ('onimittee may be concerned with so-called shelter or gimmick arrange-
ments where investments are sought on the basis of quiek tax benefits rather
liw n the lisi( economic feasilliity of the proJe.t. The Committee should take Into

account the fact thnt the economic's of the marketplae--even without the usual
.ilninistrative action of the Internal Revenue Service---has slimlfleantly cur-
tailed and will 11ltima tely eli iinate mlost of tie "gitimmick" arrangeniwnts. Addi-
tionally. so far as tile unsophisticated investor is concerned, the danger of his
being enticed Into these losing situations has leen and is being met by regultory
.tuthorithes. such as the Securities and Exchmanige ('omnisslon (SW{') and state
switrity eonimbissionprs. who have amorf- effective mean4 of affording uch pro-
te.tion tIan can lie found in the tax system.

Again. we seriously question the need for any further adverse tax treatment.
su-h as the "at risk" rule. for the real estate industry. Present law Imposes the
minimum tax on real estate excess accelerated depreciation. Also, in some Cases.
under present law there are significant limitations on the deduction of interest
expense. The Committee's proposals (which have already been accepted by the
Senate) would Include construction period interest as a new Item of tax prefer-
ene, as well as investment interest and all interested allocated to a limited
partner even though the partnership activity might otherwise be treated as a
trade or business and not as an investment. To further add to this "at risk"
provision would in substance he a triple attack on the real estate Industry this
'ommittee and the Senate should not have a part In hitting an industry already

down.
In sum. we respctfully request that the members of this distinguished Com-

mittee urge their fellow Senators to reconsider and reject the drastic "at risk"
limitation on real estate limited partnerships.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our views.
T'P CIAIRM.x. 'l 1:i1k Vol very i'11i, !fnl,1!,'ll.

I know you peoplee have been criticized when you go olit and talk
to Senators. and vou ae acellsed of lobbying. lit the Bill of Rights
does flore than protect tie right of the freedom of the press: it p~ro-
tects the right of freedom of religion, freedom of speech, and it specifl-
cally says that the Congress shall pass no law to prevent citizens from
organizing and seeking redress of their grievances. That is what the
Boston Tea Party was all alboilt--ieople wer'e being treated unfairly
fintd tie Parliamieint turned a deaf ear to them amd it called on Amnerica
to he a free count re.

Now, your people are provided mider the Const itttion. wit Ithe right
og go tel) Iwople when youi thiik you are being treated mnfairlv. I (Jlont

care whhemr the E'ening Star likes it or not or the New York Times
likes it. or not ; vol are proteted ,lin(er the ('onstit utiol 111id Iiive
every'% right to tallk to the lvople who represent you. --

'lU' senators who Vot(i to clobber l0r industry lave told lil t hat
they have not heard from a single person in their'States. If n1 have
some people in those States who are involved ani who are getting the
w-orst of it. veaust- of this. they better talk to their Senators.

Somelbodyv called fie and toldl me that this just absolutely destroys
tle equipment leasing inltiust ry. I sa i(l
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Well, I feel sorry for you people. You inust have corns on the seat of your pants
from Just sitting there while somebody else tries to look after your business for
you.

Now. if your people talk to those Senators. especially from their
States. I think you are going to see a different result.

Mr. Bxranc-r. Senator, we are very anxious to talk to them, because
I was always taught as a youngster you don't hit a man when he is
(olwn. This "at i, ITC rule at the moment is absolutely going to devas-
tate an industry that is down on its knees right now: It cannot absorb
any" more of this threat of legislation.

The CIl[AitMAx. I don't kiow of a single Sentor-I guess I know
of one or two--whose principles go so far that he won't even talk to
his own constituents, but those people have a high political mortality
rate. [Laughter.]

I rge you, both for thwir good as well as for yours, to talk to those
People -wio air supposed to I, representing you 'here because I believe
that they would be more considerate of your problem if they heard
from vou.

Are there any further questions, gent lenen ? Senator Packwood.
Senator P'ACKWOOD. No questions.
'Th10 CHAIRIMAN. Senator Talmadge.
Senator TA I3ADC.E. No questions.
The cI [AIIMAN. Senator Curtis.
Senator Cuirris. I will be very brief. You ask us to reconsider. You

were satisfied with what the Finance Committee did on this, were vol
not?

Mr. BEx'E),1m(. You rejected LAI, and we were pleased at, that.
Senator Cuit-ms. But what you ar complaining about is the Kennedy

anendmnent oil t le floor?
Mr. Bl.,u)i('T. Tile, llaskell-Kennedv amendment.
Senator cuiri',is. lie I laskell-Kenne(Iv amendment. 'he rollcall on

that. is found on page S. 10110-
N\fr. B:NE-u'tmr. Forty-eigit to forty-four.
Senator C'w s.' - Of tlhe Congressional Record of June 2'2. 1976.
Now, if vou want a reconsideration of this. your forum is these 49

Senators who voted against you. How many huve youcalled on?
Mr. h :.sErnDi(. Mr". Curtis, we have written to tll of them and we

hav'o asked our peol)le throughout the United States to write them in
quantity over this amendment and to visit with them also.

Senator ('um' is. I mever want to judge what is in anybody's i1i(1
nd heart blut I am sure that tlere are 111anv Senators whoe vote against

jobs, vote against the interests of our eeono'my, because tiley are misled
1 y a lot, of this demagoguery and falsehood and one-tlhird lies that are
puldished aboit. the actions of this eoiiiliittee and about our tax law.
and it. takes someone wN1ho is involved, who knows wat the facts are.
to vet, them straight.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator IANSEN. Mr. Chairman.
The CIrIAmr..%N. Go ahead.
Senator IANSE:N. Mr. Benedict. there has been a proposal before

ti Congress, an earlier one, that was vetoed that would provide, some.
$6 billion for. Iubllie works jol)s. Tlat has been cut back to about .54 bil-
lion. Would that be a better way of providing jobs for people ill the
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;State of Connecticut than to have the private sector be able to expand
and provide these jobs?

Mr. BENEDItMT. Senator Hansen, I am a firm believer that the private
sector is a more efficient way of doing it and any time we can give some
form of help and get the private sector tq do it, it will put people
back to work faster and more efficiently than the public sector.

Senator ]ANsEN. Thank vou. I have no more questions.
Mi. BEXE-DrCT. This particular provision will do nothing but lower

housing production. It, will raise unemployment. and it will increase
rents. I should have all the members of tid trade union sitting with
me here todav because they are the ones who will be hurt, the most
when there is'no eqluit ,y capital to build and all of the people are con-
t inuing to be laid off and. then they stand in unemployment compensa-
lion lines and then the public sector has to pay for that.

Senator IAxsE. Do you think they would rather be working build-
ing homes than to take that course?

Mr. BENENC'r. People would always be rat her gainfully occlupied in
the private sector than be on the public dole. yes, sir.

Senator HANSEN. Thank vou, Mr. Chairman.
The CII.\1uIMAAN. I want to just tell You that I an pleased to have

your statement an(l I am pleased that the committee at this early hour
is well represented. I regret that although the TV cameras were here
representing all three networks and the pre.Qs table was so crowded
with standing room only yesterday, we have only one person represent-
ing the whole press to hear you people testify on behalf of the National
Associat ion of Realtors. That is too bad but it may be, that that one soul,
one little lady. can get the word to the rest of them [laughter]. That
would seem to indicate how little interest there is on behalf of our fine
liberal fraternity in the press when someone comes up to plead the
cause of Alerican business.

Thank you very much.
Mr. BPNx :nrc'r. Mr. Chairman, my prollem is-
The CUA1IMA.. And American jobs for that matter.
Thank you.
Senator HATHAWAY. Mr. Chairman.
I am glad to hear you say you are all in favor of the private sector

creating the jobs and not. th'e public sector hut it is a little bit con-
tradictory because you are all in favor of getting all tile tax breaks you
can from the public sector in order to create these jobs. I was one of
the sponsors of the amendment that you are criticizing hnd this amend-
ment. would not have been necessary if it were not for these artificial
front-end deductions that you are able. to get. for your industry which
the other taxpayers have to pay for. If you want to eliminate all of
those, I will be glad to sponsor that amendment for you and really
make this a private sector without any public help in ihe economy.

M r. BI.NEDTW. Senator, I can live a lot. better with that, than I can
with what I am getting. The reason we have the public focus on tax
shelters right now is because we failed to build enough good housing
for vour central city people and they, burned the cities. 'We had to have
the 2 36 program anil the F ItA low-cost housing.

The 236 program was never real estate, it was a financing vehicle. It
provided income limited to 6 percent, certainly no appreciation and so
it passed through tremendous amounts of tax shelter to encourage the
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private sector to come in. When the private sector catine in it got its
hands slapped and was accused of using the public dole. Sir, I submit
that that was a Government program designed by the Government and
it was not an economic real estate program.

Senator IATIHAWAY. I don't know of any real estate people who are
coin)laining about the housing program. Maybe they are complaining
about sonm details that they are not getting enough l)ublic money for
their puldic housing progi'ams. I never heard of knocking down a
farmer's home because of a few other very heay Governent subsidies
for your industry.

lr. BE.ErDicT. I think there are areas where the public and private
sector responsibly can cooperate. I think to the extent that the private
sector is able to produce housing it will produce it substantially at less
cost than when the public sector is asked to do this.

When I testified before the House Ways and Means Committee in
1969 it was pointed out that the cost of a 2-36 project was about $12.000
a unit and yet the cost to tle Government was $18.000. Martha Grifitls
asked me specifically why a 50-percent increase had to be because the
public sector was involved in the building. I think this is the area that,
if private, enterprise can be freed up from any of tl restrictions and
artificial loss we can (10 the 01). blut the constant, threat of tax reform.
which is a sword over our head all the time, forces us to build into
rental rates enough extra margin to take care of the worst things that
can happen.

If we were not threatened with tax reform all the time and could
make business decisions which often have to be made 5, 6, 7 years in
advance, we will lower the rates to homeowners and we will produce
better housing at. lower cost. Just give us a chance.

Senator HATHTAWAY. Are you saving we can take all the public money
out of the housing industry "

Mr. BN.D I.Dcr. No, sir.
Senator AThIAWAY. Including the tax breaks, you would be better

off?
Mr. BN,-%,,DIcr. I don't know what all these big tax breaks are.
Senator IATHAWAY. Well, if it were not for the front-end deduction,

you would not have the shelter.
Nr. BENEDICT. We do not have the reduction. I have a copy of Eco-

nomic. Indicators which is i)repareI for the Joint Economic Committee
bv the Council of Economic Advisors. That, is the Bible, so to speak,
ohi what, is happening in indicators and housing has had the outstand-
ing record because these very tax breaks that you referred to are pased
through directly in the forms of lower rent.

A specific example is between 1967 and 1969. The inflation rate in
the United States was 9.8 percent. On average, rents only went up 5.7-
only 58 percent of the overall cost.. When the tax bill was passed in 1969
and became effective in 1970 and we reduced accelerated depreciation
sharplv, our rental rates went up 13 percent versus the economy of 17
j)ercent which meant we went from 58 percent lip to almost 80 percent
because these benefits were taken away and then after we had some
stability in the market in the last 3 years we have had an average, of
10.5 percent increase in rents which'was only 50 percent of the CPI
increase..
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I submit to you. Senator, that these tax benefits that are believed to
inure to the developers back pocket gets passed on through to the
renter. In his competitive posit ion the real estate owner passes them
through in lower rent increases and the public is indeed the beneficiary
of tliese tax benefits. They dont rest in these developments. They en-
able him to have a home and have lower rents and your statistics hlere
will prove that point, very clearly.

Senator IATIHAWAY. I would rather delCte the tax break and let the
chips fall where they may and we will have taxpayers who might IpV
more rent but less taxes. I am not so sure that your figures are exactly
right because we have had testinionv indicating that. it has increasedl
as a result of these tax breaks with people who are in these develop-
ments ,ellina their tax break to somebody who is not. in the business :,)
that. lie. could make whe deduction or the deferr'al deduction against his
ineome and deferral of taxes.

1Mr. BFxEDICwr. Senator, that i( exnetlv" what is referred to in the
FIT.. 236 program. There wias. a piublic sale of tax shelters. There was
not all economic piece of real estate. 'T'ierP i. t10 way the priivate sector
built, that. Tiat was built with tiie tax shelter in mind and we Lot
llalned for it. I wish we honestly had never lheiard of the program other
than for the poor people wio tire entitled to decent housing in 'the
country becluse the peoIple who bourliht tie program an(l built tle
housing so that we eliminated the pI'olblems are. now being blamed for
the \'ery good they did for oir economy.

You sacrificed very little il giving them some tax breaks but vol
stopped the b'ifrning our cities because of the terrible conditions tliat
people lived under beeaiise theyr were not geltinsi decent housing. I
think that is a terribly small price to pay to eliminate the unrest that
we had oil all the television for almost 5 years.

SetrllalIi" II.\'r i . 'ell, it w'as th price we hav,. to pay to (in it.
I would rather sov, it lone by a diireet al!pro)riation rather thall
irorigh the baek door because in ,ertain instances people d1o need to

be siihsidized ill alnlilost ever v indilstry that Voil can think of blit we are
lilichi letter off if thev are on top of the table were we ('an se, tleill
and we know how inich iuonev is lPii .tr ;'t rat her than acros-s, tlie
loard and cgivingu it to people wo don't ,leedl it. and that is tie bi,e.
1llmoun0111it-O'ing in the hack door exenditlrvq.

M Jr. I \'. il Blt wheli we kill ol]. im,'e1tive to bilil(1 ail wv, (lo't
have tile ho, silg. it is the lpol people liat ieed jol,. tile\ lieed file-
toi'i(.q to work in. t liee(,l new llachiiievY. they need ('(','ent hoill i!.
"l'liev nre tile ones thitl ire lirl t. not flie wealhliv peoilo.

Senator ITAT I .AWxv, We canl WV rov\'id, I h.at by dIirectcf a!p oi'lIIit )i
ratlier thaln through the tax shlter.

'Pie CHAIRMAN, senator l)ole.
Senator Dot.l. No quest ions.
The CmiimlNli.\- . I woid like vol t1) vx'l)ilid ill-'oil oyll auinwpr to

Senator Uathlawi*y's quesiion :lmt the S ilafol' nii!ht w:illt to provide
SOmP rhlital information b t I liink ill( ,'rcor' riiLrhlt j o .oNw ho ll.
O()uioivlv from all that wmlt Ii of iiiforimtinon vol ave there "out (ian1
better donil tl '1r ari'lllit nnd lie eaill btter diollmenlt his ani<d
1l10 l'r-tcord will show both anld I will see t hat tli record couta in! thj. iat
in I f o,,- 1,q f iOn.

Mv. ll:\'u:,r,"r. SeiitTi'. T o-)n nlooieiitn il witl vour statistics.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, I Just suggest because of our limited time you
expand on your answer and the Senator can supplement. his statement.
I would like him to expand on his, too, so that both sides can be pre-
sented and people can have both sides and decide for themselves
with whom they agree.

Mr. BENEDICT. I appreciate your offer and I will supply that for the
record.

'The CI11i 31tN. Tlhiank you ve ry much, gentlemen, for a fine
statement..As m h as I enjoy participating in thlis, I am going to limit myself

hereafter and try to limit everybody else.
Mr. BEN.sE'DIcT. Thank you.
[Material supplied by Senator Hatlaway and supplemental state-

nuent of Mr. Benedict follows:]
I)EPARTMENT OF TIlE TREASURY,
Washington, D.C., Augusit 10, 1976.

11011. WVILiIAM I). IIA'r)[AWAY,
'.. Senate,

Washingtont, D.C.
I)FAR SENATOR IIATITAWAY: In resp-ne to your request, I am providing A sum-

mary of our analyst. of the change In rental housing prices which would result
from application of the House version of IAT,.

When fully phased in, LAIL would apply directly to only about 7 percent of
tot i! private construction, including about 28 percent of multifamily residential
construction. No more than 15 percent of presently allowable deductions for these
p'ropertles would be deferred in any one year, even If all present financing and
tccointing practices were continued.

Treasury staff estimates that deferral of these deductions would Increase the
('gt of providing private rental housing by less than one-half of one percent. Aver-
age rentals would eventually flse to cover this increased cost and the total
amount of housing demand would be smaller by about the same proportion.

These market adjustments would take place over several years and imply no
vece.sary change in overall employment, since an unchanging monetary and

tisval policy Is assumed.
Sincerely -.ours,

CHARLS M. WAinKeR.

[1973 Ways and Means hearinig.I

1)EVEI.oPrR ATTACKS LOomOrKiS FOR BUILDING INDUSTRY

Amid the stream of special Intorest representatives who appeared bfore the
Wvs an Means Committee to atrgue for the continuatlon of their own lonloles.
there was one unanticlatrd anti very significant appearance by a wealthy real
etatv dovelo)per from (olmnhiis. Ohio. George 11. )effTet is president of the Deffet
(Companips, one of the fifty largest apartment builders In the country, with op-ra-
tions in qix states. Ills testimony eauscd quite a stir in the committee room when
he denounpd the real estate loopholes as unfair, wasteful and inefficient.

The fact iN that the tax subsiheq that pervade the Internal Revenue Code are
ui ially unfair. wasteful and inefthilent. They encourage investment in Indu.tries
not be(amuse they are the most prodluetive but becau.we they offer the best tax
,hlters. The !1,sne of the tax code to provide inefntlves- to Industry results In a
misallocation of resour ,s and eneourangement of a flabby economy. Mr. Deffet
explained this effect on the housing Industry bit the argument eou!d he inde
in other areas as well. Excerpts from his testimony follow:

It i-; my personal opinion that present real estate tax incentlve.sI really prefer
to call them tax shelter loophmles-perpetuate a totally unfair form of taxation.
Indeed. they are perveraionq of the progressive tax system.

The shelter gimmicks related to our indutry promote. in my jiddgement. waste
and Inefficiency. They do not ald measurnhly to tho stock of low and moderate,
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income housing-an explicit social goal of Congress when it passed the Tax Re-
form Act of 1969.

Rapid depreciation and favorable capital gains are, as you know, the major
elements of real estate "tax shelter." I believe these elements are not -necessary
for sustained, high levels of construction activity. I am convinced these tax loop-
holes indirectly aid fragmentation and irrationality in our industry. I contend
they stimulate and support artificial competition while inhibiting technological
advancement. These effects, ultimately, deny consumers superior housing products
at lowest possible costs.

Let me describe for this committee just how some of this waste occurs. If
builders are to produce low and moderate income rental housing through pres-
ently suspended 236 programs, one must obtain his profit through a syndication
of wealthy investors. Their goals are to avoid payment of Income tax-not the
goals of creating better housing. The developer receives his profit by selling "tax
losses"to others. The wealthy investors, who can certainly use the tax write offs,
purchase the "losses." In this sense, the syndication vehicle and investor limited
partners are totally superfluous, parasitic participants in the development process.

In addition, use of the tax system means a developer must absorb a substantial
"selling" expense--often many thousands of dollars-in order to realize his coin-
pensation. These costs have nothing to do with creation of housing. But tax
shelter dynamics also spur incentives in another way; to build expensively.

This follows simply because amounts a developer can earn are, primari-ly, a
function of tax benefits converted to cash through syndication. The most imlpor-
tant factors in such arrangements are deductions for depreiation. In turn, the
size of depreciation deductions are governed by the total amount spent in con-
structing the units.

Accordingly, it's to the developer's advantage to build the most expensive struc-
tures he can .

This entire concept was well summarized in a study of tax incentives for 236
rehab programs. The study indicated that: "Tax shelters typically related to
some form of accelerated depreciation concentrates benefits to investors iII early
years of ownership. This way of making available subsidies, does not provide an
incentive for the supply of adequate housing services over the long term . . . our
overall conclusion is that rehabilitation incentives operating as an independent
program, will generally be elected by taxpayers only under circumstances that
will benefit relatively few tenants, living in better neighborhoods, within a niar-
row range of incomes, close to the maximum eligible under the lnceiitive."

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF HOWARD M. BENEDICT. REALTOR FROst NEw HAVEN,
CONNECTICUT, ON BEHALF OF TlE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS

The notion that real estate tax incentives belong to developers and investors
is not evidenced by available economic statistics. These statistics indicate that
to a great extent real estate tax benefits are passed on to the renters of apart-
mPnts in the form of lower rents. This is easily seen by simply reviewing the
government publication, Economic Indicators, prepared for the Joint Economic
Committee by the Council of Economic Advisers, January, 1976V

If the rental index is calculated in the three-year period from 1967 to 1969
(before the Tax Reform Act of 1969), it only increased 58 percent as much as

I See the following table:

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX-PERCENT INCREASES

Rental increoso
ai a percent

of increase
All Items Rent in all items

l~ 7-9---................................................... -.- 5.7
1970-7 ................................................... 7.7 8 3 109
1973-75 ................................................... 21.1 10.5 50
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the increase in the consumer price index for that same period. During the 1970
to 1972 period, following the reduction in tax incentives for real estate made by
the Tax Reform of 1969, rents rose 8 percent faster than the price Index. Then,
during the 1973 to 1975 period of double-digit inflation, the real estate rental
index increased only half as fast as the rise in the consumer price index. Rents
during this period helped reduce inflation by dramatically resisting the na-
tional trend. Indeed, the Federal tax incentives passed on to the renter in the
form of lower rental increases have had a dampening effect on the inflation
spiral. Attached is a graph indicating the relationship of the rental index to the
total consumer price index.

Une, employment in the construction industry nationally is 17 percent-about
two and one-half tines'the U.S. average. Instead of the construction industry
being productively employed and paying its fair share of the Federal income
tax burden, it is drawing unemployment compensation at public expense.

The ill-considered Haskell-Kennedy amendment which imposes an "at risk"
rule on capital attraction for housing and related construction built by persons
operating in limited partnership form will lower housing production, raise still
further our present construction unemployment above 17% and, Just as in the
1970 to 1972 period, raise the housing cost for millions of Americans who can
least afford higher rents.

When an industry has been so badly battered and hurt as construction has
in the last two years, it needs help, not another cruel blow and most
lueinploynment.

PRICES

CONSUMER PRICES

In December, the consumer price index -rose 0.4 percent (0.5 percent season-
ally adjusted). Food prices rose 0.5 percent (0.3 percent seasonally adjusted.
Nonfood commodity prices increased 0.1 percent (0.3 percent seasonally adjusted)
and services prices rose 0.6 percent.
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11967 1001

Commodities

Services
Commodities less food

Services
All All com- Non- All less

Period items modities Food All Durable durable services Rent rent

1967 ----- ----- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1968 ------------- 104. 2 103.7 103.6 103. 7 103. 1 104. 1 105. 2 102.4 105. 7
1969.----- 109.8 108.4 108.9 108.1 107.0 108.8 112.5 105.7 113.8
1970 ............ 116.3 113.5 114.9 112.5 111.8 - 113.1 121.6 110.1 123.7
1971 ------------- 121.3 117.4 118.4 116.8 116.5 117.0 128.4 115.2 130.8
1972 ------------ 125.3 120.9 123.5 119.4 118.9 119.8 133.3 119.2 135.9
1973 ------------ 133.1 129.9 141.4 123.5 121.9 124.8 139.1 124.3 141.8
1974-------------147.7 145.5 161.7 136.6 130.6 140.9 152.1 130.6 156.0
1975-.---------- 161.2 158.4 175.4 149.1 145.5 151.7 166.6 137.3 171.9
1974:

November-_ 154.3 152.0 167.8 143.3 138.0 147.2 158. 7 133.1 163.3
December ---- 155.4 153.0 169.7 143.9 138.8 147.7 160.1 133.7 164.8

1975:
January ------ 156.1 153.4 170.9 143.9 130.3 147.2 161.3 134.5 166.2
February.---- 157.2 154.4 171.6 144.9 140.3 148.2 102.6 135.1 167.5
March ------- 157.8 155.0 171.3 146.0 142.1 148.8 163.2 135.5 168.3
April -------- 158.6 155.7 171.2 147.2 143.6 149.8 164.1 13t. 169.2
May --------- 159.3 156.5 171.8 148.1 144.8 150.5 164.5 13E.. 4 169.6
June ......... 160.6 157.9 174.4 148.9 145.8 151.2 165.7 136.9 170.9
July --------- 162.3 160.1 178.6 149.9 146.9 152.2 166.6 137.3 171.9
August ------- 162.8 160. 4 178. 1 150.7 147.5 153.0 167.4 138.0 172.7
September.-. 163.6 160.8 177.8 151.4 148. 2 153.8 169. 1 138.4 174.6
October ...... 164.6 161. 7 179.0 152.2 148.9 154.6 170. 1 139. 3 175.7
November-... 165.6 162.2 179.8 152.6 149.2 155.1 172.0 139.9 177.7
Deember.... 166.3 162.7 108.7 152.8 149.3 155.4 173.1 140.6 179.0

Source: Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The CnAu'I1V. AX. Next we will lear from a very fine l)ublic-spirited
citizen who impressed m,1e some years ago as the king of the Louisiana
Mardi (Gras ball here in Washington. lie is better known for his ac-
tivity in the housing area. iHe is Mr. George 1W. DeFranceaux, chair-

mmani of tihe National Corporation for housing Partner.9ships. tIe is one
of our Louisiana boys who made good and I would like to say I al]
S 111 V we had to lose him.

We are happy to have you lere, Mr. DeFranceaux.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE W. DEFRANCEAUX, CHAIRMAN,
NATIONAL CORPORATION FOR HOUSING PARTNERSHIPS

Mr. I)EFlANCEAux. Thank you. I appreciate your getting up so
early this morning.

INtr. chairman , I amn George W17. 1)eFranceaux, chairman of the
board of the Nat ional Corporation for Housing Partnerships. I am ap-
peariig to(lay oi )ehalf of the Ad Ioc Coalition for Low andi Moder-
ate Invoimoe liousimig. With mIIe is Bruce S. Lane, counsel to the
coalition.

'lhe A( ov Coalition represents individuals and organizations
fr'oimt all parts of the country who are engaged in providing decent
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housing for low and moderate income families. The coalition includes
the Council of State Housing Agencies, which represents nearly all of
the 35 States that have enacted State housing programs, the National
Leased Housing Association and the National Housing Rehabilitation
Association. The National corporation for Housing Partnerships is
also a member. This organization is a private corporation established,
at the direction of Congress in the H~ousing and Urban Development
Act of 1968, "to encourage maximum participation by private investors
in programs and projects to provide low and moderate incomehousing."

Pursuant to Section 236 of the National Housing Act, Section 8 of
the United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended in 1974, the See-
tion 515 Farmers IIome Loan program. ali(l similar State housing leg-
islation, over 650000 nmultifamily dwelling units have been built since
1968 for low and moderate income American families. As we have
stated in previous testimony before this conmittee, tax benefits, by
design of Congress, are the essential means of encouraging the private
sector to develop, construct, and market this housing.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development stated in a
recent memorandum by Secretary Carla Hills to the House Ways and
Means Committee: "The fact is that builders will not build subsidized
projects unless they are able to sell the project to investors. And the
fact is that investors will not purchase subsAlized apartment projects
unless their investment produces the substantial tax advantage avail-
able under current law."

In other words, without tax incentives it would be impossible to
raise the equity capital necessary to l)roduce low and moderate income
housing.

Today, I would like to express our objection to tle Ilaskell-Kennedy
amendment which was adopted by tie Senate on June 22, 1976. That
amendment would limit the deductions of a limited partner to the
amount that he has invested in a limited partnership, plhs any amount
that he is obligated to invest under the partnership) agreement.

The Haskell-Kennedy aiien(lment, does not contain an exemption
for limited partnerships which are forniwd prior to January 1, 1982
and which construct or rehabilitate low income housing. however, the
definition of low income housing in the anen(lnent, is based on Sec-
tion 1039(b) of the Internal Revenue Code. That definition fails to
include section 8 housing, any State assisted housing programs, or the
Section 515 Farmers Home Loan program. At the present time, these
are the principal ol)erating programs. Thus. the exception is meaning-
less for most practical purposes.

This is inconsistent with the act ion tflat tle Senate has taken with
respect to the minimum tax provisions. There the Senate has voted to
exempt as tax preference items construction period interest and excess
investment interest attributable to all low income housing, including
section 8, State assisted housing, and section 515 farmers home loan
program housing, if such housing is underway by January 1, 1982. In
so doing., the Senate recognized that, for better or worse, the present
tax benefits are necessary until Congress can establish substitute incen-
tive programs for low income housing. The Haskell-Kennedy amend-
ment would nearly eliminate the tax benefits produced for investors
by those low and moderate income housing programs which are pres-
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ently operational. Consequently, if Haskell-Kennedy is adopted in its
present form, virtually no one will invest insectioi 8, State assisted
and other low and Inoderate income housing, and little or no such lious-ing will hbe built.

Accordingly, we urge the Senate to amend the Haskell-Kennedy pro-
vision to bring section 8, State assisted housing and section 515
farmers litme loan projects within the exemption. That would be
consistent with the exemption presently provided under the minimum
tax. It is our understanding that. Senator laskell would agree to such
anII amendment.

Even if the exemption is amended to include all low income housing
projects. we respectfully submit that the Haskell-Kennedy amendment
is nonetheless ill-advised and unnecessary. This is true first because
the amendment would still not exempt moderate income housing and
second because the producers of low income housing and of other res-
idential real estate do not exist in separate worlds.

IIousing financed with a mortgage insured under Section 221(d) (4)
of the National Housing Act is one example of the type of moderate
income housing that would be adversely affected by the Haskell-Ken-
nedy amendment if it were to become law. Assuming that the low in-
coiie housing exemption in the Ilaskell-Kennedy provision is amended
to be consistent with the exemption under th6-iiinimuni tax provisions,
section 221(d) (4) housing and other moderate income housing would
still be fully subject to the limitations ol deductions by limited part-
ners. If so: it will no doubt significantly curtail building activity
financed under section 2-21 (d) (4), a program which, on the other hand,
Congress and IITI) have, strongly encouraged through the recently
concluded $3 billion GNMA tandem program, which, in effect, pro-
vides the builder with a 717) percent mortgage.

Moreover, the Ilaskell-Kei nnedy amendment will seriously affect and
reduce the production of all residential housing, and it is often the
producers of non-low income residential housing who build the best
low income housing. We do not want to see them out of business. The
Senate has already adopted significant changes affecting real estate.
The effect of these chafiges with respect, to the minimum tax provisions
and depreciation recal)ture may be to seriously wound the industry,
an(l in aniv event they are more than adequate to deal with any abuses
that may now exist in the real estate area of the tax law.

We strongly urge the Senate to reconsider and reverse its prior doci-
sion adopting the Ilaskell-Kennedy amendment. However, if the Sen-
ate fails to take that action, we urge that the provision be amended to
exempt section 8 housing, State assisted housing and the section 515
farmers home loan program.

Thank you.
The (II\eMAN. Mr. De.Franceaux, I am going to defer my questions.

I hope I have a chance to ask them of you personally before the day
is out. I hope to move the hearing along.

Any questions ?
Thank you very much. I would like to ask you about some aspects of

this matter later today, after the hearing is concluded.
Mr'. Dn Fi.%,c xx. Thank voii.
The Chr. .\X. Let me call the next witness. 'Mr. Al Walsh, pre.si-

dent, of the National Realty' Committee.
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STATEMENT OF ALBERT A. WALSH, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
REALTY COMMITTEE

Mlr. y,.LSH. Thank you very uich, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Albert A. Walsh. I an appearing today as president of

the 'ational Realty Committee, a nonprofit business league of owners
an(l developers of all types of real estate throughout the United States.
I am accompanied by Alan .J. B. Aronsohn, Esq.. our tax counsel.

At. the outset. M.r. Chairman. I woulI d like to comnend your state-
ment at, tile opening of these hearings yesterday, particularly-

Tho (UlIA-nx[.\. .kt me ask all of vou, because we are going to start
calling time at 5 minutes on witnesses, not to botiler telling us who you1
are and what yomr backgrollnd is or even to comm lnd tile committee.
[Laughter] Just ,get. riit (lown to summa Pizing your statement. IVe
will read the statement.

MJr. W,\Lsn. Well, let me just say it simply.. I agree with your state-
ment of yesterday, Senator.

Ihs real l)l'ol)lem, Mr. (Chaiirmllan. witll, tlie I lask(,ll-KeliWe(lv amenl-
ment is not in the amendment alone. it, is tile combination of this pr)-
posed change in the tax law together with other changes which have
alrea(ly been adopte(l 'by the Senate which l)roluces extraordinarily
severe consequences for the real estate inllistr'. As all the members
of this committee know, the Senate has already determined to treat
construction period interest as a tax preference iiem, both for purposes
of a substantially more onerous add-on minimum tax and for purposes
of the preference offset in determining income subjet to the benefits
of the maximum tax on earned income.

In addition, the Senate has adopted t proposed rule treating-a
limited partner's interest in a partnership trade or business as an in-
vestment for purposes of the excess investment interest preference.
I'hus, long term mortgage interest becomes potentially a tax prefer-
encAh item which has the effect of converting all losses incurred bv a
limited partner, including even losses resulting from straight line de-
preciation, into tax preference items: again for purposes of both the
new, more severe minimum tax and the minimum tax on earned in-
come.

What. is the practical result of these lianges. pIarticularlv after the
Jiaskell-Kennedy amendment is a((led as an a(litional disincentive to
construct ion ?

A taxpayer willing to risk mnoney in a speculative construction proj-
ect is first told that he will probably be subject to an extra 15 percent
tax on anv deduction for interest during the construction period and
that he will lose any benefits lie might otherwise be. entitled to under
the maximum tax on earned income to the extent of such interest
deductions. The total tax impact of such deductions could therefore
be an additional 35 percent tax.

If he is still willing to invest in a speculative venture despite these
tax detriments. he must then be advised that if lie attempts to limit
his liability by investing as a. limited partner. any loss incurred by
th(, partnerhip after completion of the construction of the building
attributable to the payment of interest on the permanent mortgage
may )e excess investment. subject to another 15 percent tax and a similar
adverse effect on the taxpayer's right to secure the benefits of the maxi-
mum tax on earned income.
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The HIaskell-Kennedy amendment. by imposing a further overall
limit on the deductions to which a limited partner will be entitled, with-
out regard to the legitimacy of those deductions or whether or not
they are already "tax prefereneee items" subject to tie minimum tax,
simply a((ls a lnal, compelling disincentive to investment in specuila-
tive construction projects by limited partners.

I might point out, Mr. Chairman, that the combination of the
IIaskell-Kennedy amendment, which puts a limit on all limited partner
deductions anl the excess investment interest, be it. long term mortgage
interest tax preference. is tile particularly o erouis part. First you have
a limit on how many de(luctions you can take, and if von are allowed
to take any deductions under that limit, mortgage interest, is going
to 1)e one of those deductions. a very substantial reductionn in most real
estate ventures, and you are going to get your minimum tax on that. So
it is the 0o)llilua.i(ioll "1 Il,,St' I \(O which f t liik W..S l1o initenlet bY t le
Senate.

These two things lmppeened at two different times which is partic-
iilarly devastating and I think illogrical and unnecvessary. I might also
lpoinl out. as ti ( hai Ian knows, one of tihe probtemis with that ex-
cess interest tax preference is that it. applies to mortgage interest on
a transaction that may have been consummated 2 or 3 or 5 years ago
and so it has a punitive retroactive effect.

I might also point out, Mr. Chairman, that the Haskell-Kennedy
amendment, per se. affects very much more. than so-called tax sheIter
vehicles. It affects most specifically the small )uilder trying to get in to
attract, a few investors into a small development. project.

It is clear that, eventually the ial estate market will adjust to any
level of new rents required to accommodate tax disincentives to real
estate construction. However, it. is also clear that current rental
markets in the I nited States will uot presentlv aSorl-) the silbstal -
tial rental increases which will be required to attract investment capital
into new construction un(ler the tax burdens iml)ose(l upon such
a,'tivity bv the Senate bill.

It. is also tried that in time corporate investment in real estate would
l)robably replace the. private investment lost under the Tiaskell-Ken-
nedy amendment, but. experience has shown that it will (10 so les eAil-
ciently at higher cost. and I for one at. least believe that. that is not a
(lesinbl)le change for this country.

Durin,r any period in which the cost of new construction increases
m1ore rapidly than the ability of the market to absorb the rental pre-
nium such new construction requires, there. will be a substantial re-
,!u,'tion in construction activity an( a substantial increase ill construe-
tion inllustre unemplovment.

We Are currently witnessinr such a period, the effects of whilih will
he sn b'stant-iallv exacerbated if the Senate bill. with the Iaskell-Ken-
newlv amendment, becomes law. Across the Nation. construction trades
unemployment is currently running 17 to 27 percent. with as much as
40 vne-cent unr"Ilovnent in some of our older urban areas.

1'sinf the "Tax Impact Model" which he created for the National
Realty Comnnittee. Dr. Norman B. Tire. a well-regardled Washington
,emolimst. estimates that the Senate bill with the Hlaskill-Kennedy
amendment wonlI actually increase unemployment within tie coli-
st ruction and real estate inilhstries ly 540.000 to 890.000 jobs. Further-
more. insta,1 of raising .. 50 million in additional Federal tax revenues,

74 712--7#1-- pt. 1-17
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the amendment would actually reduce Federal tax revenues from the
real estate industry by $6-$9 billion.

Now perhaps over time some of these losses will be offset elsewhere
in the economy as the "reformers" claim; but this hardly seems the
time to take this kind of a gamble with an industry that is just begin-
ning to recover from the throes of its biggest slunp since the thirties.

The CHAIRMAN. I have to call time on you, Mr. Walsh. I have read
your statement and I think the other Senators have read your state-
ment. It is a good statement and I will try to see to it that all Senators
(h) c ii(lerl it.

[The written statement of Albert A. Walsh follows:]
SUM MARY OF NATIONAL IEA[,TY COMMITTEE, I C. STATEMENT

Ti Natiotial Realty Cu;innitlee. In('. opposes the Ilaskell-Keitedy Anmendient
'icli wiiild adIli a ntew sulsectiol (ct ) to Iateral Revenue Code Section 752 on

the following grounds:
El I)uring the current period of de(clining real estate construction and sii.

sta tai 111,illovymenii y lit among (oust ruction workers. increasing tax disincel-
lives to real estate investment is unwise and counterproductive.

(2) In today's market. the real estate industry reqilres increasing amounts
of equity eaital investment, much of which is reasonably olbtainalle only from
limited partner investors.

13) imiting a limited partner's right to currently deduct lprtnership 'loss'
ilt sulistantlally (leter litmiitedt partnership investments In real estate, Iwrteu-

larly lit view of time treatment of ioth construction period interest and a limited
partmer's share of po.4,t-constr'letion ]porlod -'excess investment interest" as tax
preference items.

14 The Ilaskeli-Kennpiy Amendient, together with tim other Investment
disincentives In the Senate bill, will increase real estate unemployment by at least

540.0(X) jobs.
(5) 'ie I[askell-Kentledy Amendment Is unnecessary to deter large scale

syn(licati on oif "tax shelter" invs.t meats. A logic(al soltition would be to limit the
eligible number of iarticipants in such a partnership.

(6) At the very hast, Congress should give serimis cotisideration to "phasing
In" the various tax changes taffectig real estate investment in order to iimitiniize
imnimdiate adverse economic effects.

STATEMEN? OF NATIOxAL. I{F.a1T" ('o.M nITIEE. INC.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee.
My name is Albert A. Walsh and I ait appearing today w President of the

National Realty ('ommitee. Inc., a iout-ji)roitit lItsliniss iiigmt, of owners tlitml
(evelolers of all tylj-s of real estat, throtihout the 'inmlted States. I ant accoma-
panied Iy Ala .1. 13. Aronsohn. Esq.. NR("s tax eonnnsel.

We aip reciate this oip)orttuity to testify in oaipositlion to the Ilaskell-Kentnedy
Atmiendiment to lIlt 1012 which vould, for all practical ptrl)ses. eliminate" the
use of Ilmitd Ipartiterslihls as an investment vehicle for real estate projects
and. tht,, etit off all Itliortant sourcee of eq uity capital. lparticularly for new
rental housing which relies heavily on limited lprtNerships for tqulty financing.
This. ill turn. would have, tme effect of sui sta tially exa'erattng the current dp-
lires.,'d condition of the construction industry, would delay economic recovery
and re-employment In that Iidustry and, in fact, vould create further con-
stnitctioniustry unemloymnt tnt a coicoitant reduction in Federal tax
revenues from the real estate industry.

The, fill imptct of the Ilaskell-Kennedy Amendinenit cannot lie Rscertained by
viewing this proposed change alone. It Is thite( combi ttioi of this proliosed change
together with others already adopted by the Senate which produces extraor-
dinarily severe consequences.

The Senate has already determined to treat construction period interest as a
tax preference item, both for purposes of a substantially more on erous add-oii
minimum tax and for purposes of the preference offset in determining income
subject to lilt- bneflts of the maximum tax on (arned income.

In addition, the Senate has adopted a proposed rule treating a lititted part-
ner's interest in a partnership trade or lIusiess as a! itvestimit for hmurl)ses
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of the excess investment interest preference. Thus, long termn mortgage interest
becomes potentially a tax preference item, which has the effect of converting all
losses incurred by a limited partner, including even losses resulting from straight
line depreciation, Into tax preference items; again for purposes of both the
new, more severe minimum tax and tile maximum tax on earned income.

What is the practical result of these changes, particularly after the laskell-
Keinnedy Aenditiment is added as an additional disincentive to construction?

A taxpayer willing' to risk money in a speculative construction project is
first. told that he will prohalbly lie subject to ani extra 15% tax on any deduction
for inti-rest during the construction l'rid and that lie will lose any benefits lie
might otlerwise be entitled to under the maximum tax on earned income to
the extent of such interest deductions. Thi total tax impact of such deductions
cold t hrefore e ani additinal 35% tax.

If he is still willing to Invest ili a sikcn'ativv' venture despite these tax dt ri-
m1 is. lie must then lie advised Ilirt If lie attempts to limit his liability by Invest-
lg as a limited partner, ally loss incurred boy flie partnership after completion
of the ,ostruction of the limilding ttrilmtahle to tihe payment of interest on
th Im'rim neit mortgage lmay lie excess investinent interest sutljtct to another
15% tax and it similar adverse effect (on the taxpmyer's right to secure the bene-
fits (of Ile muaximlumn tax on earned income.

TILe severity of these results is acenttiated Iy the fact that tile taxlpaYer
has albso'tely no control over them. WVhih a taxpayer does h:ve tile option to
capitalize construction period interest rather than deduct it Immediately, no suel
option is granted with reslpect toi interest payalile under a permanent mortgage.
Therefore,. where, for example, a taxpayer invests in a new project which produces
loses after completion of construction as a result of rental receipts being In-
sufficient to cover mortgage interest, taxes, operating expenses and straight-line
depreciation, such losses, when Incurred by a limited partner, may be treated
as tax preference items and the taxpayer will not have tihe option to defer tile
deduction of such losses in lieu (if paying the 15% tax. In addition, Itf a tax-
payer exercises the option to capitalize construction interest, capitalization of
such interest will create potentially greater future operating losses subject to
treatment as tax preferences under the "excess investment interest" rules ap-
pliicable to limited partners under the Senate Bill.

''he combiination of adverse treatment (of cmistruction period Interest and
adverse treatment of post-construction period losses will obviously deter invest-
nput in aly construction projects other than those Involving minimum risk and

exceptionally high rewards.
The lilaskell-Kennedy Anendnent. lIy imnliosing a further overall limit on the

deductions to which a limited partner will i entitled, without regard to the
legitimacy of those deductions or whet her or nout they are already "tax preference
items" subject to tile miinum tax. simply atddi a final. compellingg disincentive
to investment in speculative construction priJects by limited partners. lender the
llaskell-Keninedy Amendmnvitt. an investing limited partner will lie denied the cur-
rent deductibility of certain losses which. under present law. cushion time risks of
sl"sulative Investment, particularly when projects are less successful than
anticipated. Many real estate projects currently In financial trouble, and the
snlje.t of "work outs" with banks and REITs, will not be able to successfully
reorganize if the Haskell-Kennedy Amendment is retained.

It is clear that eventually the real estate market will adjust to any level of new
rents to accommodate tax disincentives to real estate construction. However, it is
also clear that current rental markets in the United States will not presently
absorb the substantial rental Increases which will be required to attract Invest-
ment capital into new construction under the tax burdens imposed upon such
activity by the Senate 1111. Unlike many other short-lived commodities traded
in the economic market-place, new rental buildings, whether residential, com-
mercial or industrial, must compete with available space In older structures.
New buildings can command a premium rental rate by virtue of newness but
there are limits on the size of such premium which cannot he effectively exceeded.
During any period in which the cost of new construction Increases mot,( rapidly
than the ability of the market to absorb the rental premium such new con-
struction requires, there will be a substantial reduction in construction activity
andi a substantial Increase In construction industry unemployment.

We are currently witnessing such a period, the effects of which will be sub-
stantally exacerbated If the Senate Bill, with the Jlaskell-Kennedy Amendment,
becomes law. Across the nation, construction trades unemployment Is currently
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running 19-20 percent, with as much as 40 percent unemployment in some of our
older, urban areas.

Using the "Tax Impact Model" which he created for the National Realty Coln-
mittee. Dr. Norman B. Ture, a well-regarded Washington economist, estimates
that the Senate bill with the lHaskell-Keunmldy Amendment woul actually in-
crease unemployment within the construction and real estate industries by
540,000 to 890,000 jobs. Furthermore, Instead of raising $50 million in additional
federal tax revenues, the Amendmnent would actually redifte federal tax revenues
from the real estate In dustry by $6-9 billion.

Admittedly, l)r. Ture's estinmtes are not infallilde but they are based on three
years of research, the most relialle and up-to-date data available and the use of
extremely conservative assumption. For exaimlfe, in estimating tile effect of tile
llnskel-Kemlly Amendment I)r. Ture assumed that limited partnerships tac-
count for ofily 1,5-33MA percent of all real es-tate partnerships.

Perhaps. over time, some of these losses will Ie offset elsuwherc in the econ,1ny
as the "reformers" clahn but th is hardly seems the t ine to take this kind of a
gamble with an Industry that is Just beginning to remove from the throes of its
Ilggest slmnp since tile '30's.

The real estate indu,4ry requires outside investment from limited lprtne.s
particularly during ieriols. such as the pre,:ent. when lending Institutions are
decreasing the proliortion of debt capital which is avail:i ite for construction
projects and increasing the rates of Interest cliarged. At the very nioment when
tim economy reqlulres additional equity investment In th, real estate Industry
in order to make up for declining debt Investment and to reduce unemployment.
time Senate Is proposing a Bill which contains tax credits for recycling waste paper
but offers the real estate industry a package of substantial tax disincentives.

We respectfully submit that this is a most Inappropriate time for adoption of
tax legislation which would further discourage real estate Investment. We be-
lieve that the Hlaskell-Kennedy Amendnent is an unnecessary addition to the
Senate Bill. If. as S(enator Kennedy stated during the debate on the Senate floor
on June 22nd. "what we are really Interested in is the large syndineation which
may involve twelve hundred to fifteen hundred limited partners" it surely Is not
inecessary to throw the baby out with tile bath water. If sound tax policy re-
quires that use of the limited partnership entity lie curtailed, the logical solution
would be reasonably to circumscribe tile eligible number of participants in such
a partnership.

In aiy event, we believe that Congress should give serious consideration to
chasing in the changes reflected In the various proposals diseused in this state-

memit over a period of time so that the economies (if the ihidustry can adjust to
the new rules with less detrimental effects upon overall activity and employment.

The Cm1AIJU.AN. Any questions?
Thank you very mnuch. sir. I want the genth, man to know that some-

times you may n4 think you got your point across but occasionally"
people w ell Pt the point wlien it is iead to then on the Senate floor'.

'l]a k wou.

Mr. W'A J It. Thank you very much.
Thel CIIAIR1AN . Next we call Mr. Leonard Silverstein, tax counsel,

National Association of Home Builders.

STATEMENT OF LEONARD L. SILVERSTEIN, TAX COUNSEL,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS

Mr. Si i% EsTr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
coin in ittee.

1 am accompanied today by Nathaniel II. Rogg on behalf of the
National As'sociation of lome Biiders. Dr. Rogg, as you well know,
is tile executive vice )resi(lent and Dennis O'Toole is the associate
legislative counsel.

NAI11 is tile trade association of the homebuilding industry with
a membershipp of over 79,000 firms and individuals engaged in the
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construction of homes, apartments, and commercial l)rol)ert ies through-
out, the United States.

We are here today to express unequivocal opposition to the home-
luilding industry's "at risk" limitation of the JIaskell-Kenned.
amendment.

Now the opposition of NAIIB is not. based on the view that the tax
laws as applied to real estate work perfectly. We il)prciate. and I do
especially, that. sole. anomalies (1o exist and that correction as part
of a tax reform program which deals comprehensively with palrtiler-
sii)s inay well he in order.

NAHI also )as consistelntly and todahy cotit ii lls to S l)j)Olt the
Jpin(ciple that, every American c!hould pay his fair slha, re of taxes, either
directly, as a percentage of taxalle income or through the al)lication
of tie minimum tax rules.

Our opposition notw%'it lstaIndii.r tile I laskell ahIellinient is based
on these two factors. From an economic standpoint-voi h heard about
this earlier and I)r. Rogz,.., is full ' equipped to lispuss this-the amend-
rullt will severely retard the housing inldlstrvs I)eeiiningt ,cov'ery
fmomii tle 1975 recession.

F4rom a tax structural standpoint. tle lHaskell andlment. we be-
lieve to he a patchwori alpproa,.h to tile V(-v complex prol)lem of the
proper measurement of taxable income f.'om real estate construction
and operation.

Now consider fist the Taskell amneu(lnent in light (of the evere
recessioli facing the lhousing industry. 'This subjel.t has been (leveloped
toIlay. I would point out simply that outr national survey indicates the
lmtional vacancy rate of only 5'.-4 percent attributable principally to
I Ie lack of new rental limisii,; units. Among the resources to meet that
va'ancv and to meet tile nee( s are the tax laws. whether or not they are
perfect.

Ifousing is the countrv's largest u.ser of borrowed funds. On the
other hand. it. is tle one idrlustry which is most vulnerable to cvclical
0,01u0fiuui' tlitmt-ii:uti s 1 it ha ' r ht -I g(ah4:ites-(it-lIilt v inl utet ,in"f Voin-
polt itl1l the finll.Icia Im l etlc.

The liousing inulllst ' is always severely liited. U like the stock
Iulilau 't. hlier' is iv sto c. e:titltige for the" -,Illall Vmllilif ,m, ilihlr
who mIlakes iup the great iulk not onlv of our membership blit tle
housing inlustry ill tle counti-r moilav. Tax inducelelilis, provided by
realty rt .lemli j. coit-rilbite atrial to eq~iuit atal. If ths
resorrce, is strippd away. favorable alternatives from the private sec-
tor i.st, not only be availahh' ut in place and functioning. This is not
tile case today and the laskell anendlnent in conjunction with the
othVer provisions of the tax hill Which other witnesses have alluded to
would eradi,.ate the indlist rv's ac'e.,s to noninstitutional private equity
investors. The amendment, therefore. comes at precisely tile wrong
timie in housing history.

(otusider the specific's of tile amelindient. By eliminating (le(luctious
to the agglregate of cash an(d recourlse obligations, depreciation, an(d
other deductions attributabh to borrowed funds in excess of that
amount are precluded. Suc'h deduct ions are available. if at a.l at some
later date, in tle partnership history: for example. if and when tile
l)roperty is sold. Tle economic inducement to a potential investor isseverely and perhaps, we believe, fatally reduced.
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At the same time, no comparable constraints are placed upon a sole
proprietor who acquires the building, nor upon a general partnership.
The exception to the Htaskell amendment for subsidized housing be-
fore 1982 is internally inconsistent. If the objective of the legislation
is to eliminate structural aberrations in the tax law affecting real
estate, the amendment should be applied to all categories of real
estate-reaching a result which would be even more devastating eco-
nomically. Under the Iaskell amendment, however, all that occurs is
that tax shelter inducements are skewed in the direction of subsidized
housing, thus depriving other forms of housing from this equity capi-
tal resource. If deductions in excess of investment are an improper
application of the tax laws, then from the standpoint of the investor,
that impropriety is, in fact, still available. To the extent that the
Iaskell amendment is directed at large heavily promoted real estate

syndications, remedies already exist under the code-taxing such en-
tities as corporations, for example.

NAIIB therefore suggests that tie real estate taxation problem-
traditionally at. least-be approached through the minimum tax. All
taxpayers should have opportunity and inducements to invest in any
forn of real estate-with the tax laws available to cushion bo1th tle
economic risk and the lack of liquidity-as a recognized tax expendi-
ture--until such time as more adequate equity and debt support of the
housing market appears.

[The written statement of Leonard rL Silverstein follows:]

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION oF HoM.E B'ILF.4,

SUM MARY

NAI|B opposes the At Risk Limitation for limitedd Partners Amendment hased
upon two factors: (1) From an economic stan(IpolIt, It will severely retard the
housing Industry's recovery from the 1975 recession: and (2) From a tax struc-
tural standpoint, the Amendment is a patchwork approach to the complex prob-
len of the proper measurement of taxalple income from real estate construction
and operation.

My name Is Ieonard L. Silverstein. I am a partner in the firm of Silverstein
and Mullens in Washington, D.C. and appear this morning in my capacity as Tax
Counsel to the National Association of 11ome Builders. I am accompanied by
Nathaniel H. Rogg, Executive Vice President of the NAIIB.

The National Association of Home Builders is the trade asoclation of the
home building industry with a membership totaling over 79,000 firms and indi-
viduals engaged in the construction of homes, apartments and commercial proper-
ties throughout the United States.

We appear today to express the home building Industry's unequivocal opposition
to the At Risk Limitation for Limited Partners adopted as a floor amenidmiment to
H.R. 10612.

Our opposition is not based upon the view that the tax laws as applied to
real estate work perfectly. We appreciate that some anomalies do exist and that
correction as part of a tax reform program which deals comprehensively with
partnerships may well be in order.

NAHB has consistently, and today continues to support the principle that
every American should pay his fair share of taxes---either directly as a per-
centage of taxable income or through the application of the minimum tax rules.

Our opposition to the Haskell amendment is based upon two factors:
(1) From an economic standpoint, it will severely retard the housing lmIdistry's

recovery from the 1975 recession.
(2) From a tax structural standpoint, the Haskell amendment is a patchwork

approach to the complex problem of the proper measurement of taxable income
from real estate construction and operation.

First, consider the Ilaskell amendment In light of the very severe economics
which continue to face the housing industry. In 1975, housing production was
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at the country's lowest level since the conclusion of World War II. Today,
although single family housing starts have moderately increased, multiple hous-
ing starts remain, on a national basis, at unacceptably low levels. This occurs
at a time when household formations are at record levels due both to tlhe arrival
of the postwar baby population and the swelling ranks of the elderly. Both
categories of persons, together with the general population, need-but are not
receiving-adequate housing accommodations.

Today there is a national vacancy rate of only 5.4 percent, attributable to the
lack of new rental units. Thus, national needs for housing exceed current
resources to satisfy those needs. Among those resources are inducements, whether
or not technically perfect, which are currently provided by the tax laws.

Housing is the country's largest user of borrowed funds. It is, on the other
hand, the one industry which Is most vulnerable to cyclical economic fluctua-
tions. It has the greatest difficulty in meeting competition in the financial mar-
ketplace for available debt 1 and equal capital. The industry's access to the private
equity marketplace has always been severely limited. Unlike the stock market,
there is no stock exchange for the small volume builder, who makes up the great
bulk. not only of the NAIIB membership, but of the housing industry in the
country today. Tax inducements, provided by realty partnerships, contribute
materially to their equity capital. If this resource Is stripped away. favorable
alternatives must not only be available, but in place and functioning. This is
not the case today, and the laskell amendment, in conjunction with other pro-
visions of the tax bill. would therefore eradicate the housing industry's access
to non-institutional private equity investors. The amendment, therefore, comes
at precisely the wrong time in housing history.

rime ('ommnittee's attention is next directed to the specifics of the amendment.
By limiting deductions to the aggregate of cash and recourse obligations. de-
jireciation and other deductions attributable to borrowed funds in excess of
that amount are precluded. Much deductions are available, if at all, at some
later (late in the partnership history: for example, if and wlwn the property Is
sold. The economic inducement to a potential investor is, therefore, sevi-rely, if
not fatally, reduced. At the same time. no comparable constraints are placed
upon a sole proprietor who acquires the building, nor upon a general partner.
sldl). Additionally, the exception to the laskell amendment for subsidized
li using in tax policy terms is Internally inconsistent. If the obje(.tive of thl
legislation is to eliminate structural aberrations in the tax law affecting real
,state. the amendment should be applied to all categories of real estatc-
reaching a result which would be even more devastating economically. Under the
lHaskell amendment, however, all that occurs is that tax shelter inducements
are skewed in the direction of subsidized housing, thus depriving other forms
of housing from this equity capital resource. If deductions in excess of invest-
ment are an improper application of the tax laws, then from the standpoint of-
tie investor, that impropriety is, in fact, still available. To the extent that the
laskell amendment is directed at large heavily promoted real estate syndications,
remedies already e.xist under the Code-taxing such entities as corporations,
for example.

NATIB suggests that the real estate taxation problem-transitionally at least-
be approached through the minimum tax. All taxpayers should have opportunity
and inducements to invest in any form of real estate--with the tax laws avail-
able to cushion both the economic risk and the lack of liquidity-as a recognized
tax expenditure--until such time as more adequate equity and debt support of
the housing market appears.

The ChAIR.MA.. Thank you very much.
Any questions?
Thank you very much. sir.
Mr. SILVTRSTEIx. Thank you.

ISince the end of World War II. the housing market has been one of the largest 1isers
of borrowed funds In the American economy. Between 1947 and 1971 the total net
Imblie and private debt outstandlniz in the 'nited States rose from $415.7 billion to

1.9906.4 hillion-Ran increase of $1.590.7 billion, or 380 percent. During this same period.
residential mortgage debt outstanding on nonfarm properties rose from $34.8 billion to
$374.6 billion-an increase of $330.8 billion, or 976 percent. By comparison, private
corporate debt outstanding Increased by 6810 percent during this same period as it rose
from $109.9 billion to $527.3 billion. Overall. the increase In nonfarm residential mortgage
debt accounted for 21 percent of the Increase in total outstanding net debt.
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Tile CHAI.-rMAN. Next we will call Mr. Paul Ignatius, president, Air
transport Association of America.

STATEMENT OF PAUL R. IGNATIUS, PRESIDENT, AIR TRANSPORT
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

Mh. h;x.t:S. Mr. (fiairiln and lmelbers of the , omnlittee, I want
to discuss four provisions of tl! , pending tax bill whicll make tle
investment tax creuit 11ore elt''ective for capital foriiation. I am ac-
conipanied by l)r. (llarls Walker, president of ('hars Walker As-
soviates and former l )eputv Secretary of tile 'lreasury, who has had
a great deal of experience Axith the investment tax credit.

'llw airline industry is a. capital-iltellsiv'- idustviv wlicl over tle
1)eriod of the next, several \vearls I estiiluate that lore than $20 billion
will he needed to meet increasing transportation demands vitl quieter.
more fuel efficient aircraft. 'e ability of the airlines to raise the
necessary capital is linlited because of generally inadequate earnills
in recent years. Ihese poor earnings were principally caused by fu
labor. and other costs vwllicli os' 0 more rapidly than colpen.sat ill air
adijst nets and by turn aroullds in the Nati(;n's economy in 1970ad
1974.

As a result it is very (lifiw'ult for the airlines to raise equity capital.
Banks and other lending institutions are increasingly reluctant to
lend money for aircraft purchases if perceived earnings fall far short
of the needed amount. Accordingly. the airlines have tightened their
belts to reduce costs in every appropriate way. In addition. they have
advocated changes in the investment credit law that would help them
get on with the job of providing what I think is uiniversally conceded
to be the world's best air transl)ortation system, but more is at stake.

U.S. leadership in the world of aviation is in jeopardy because of
the limited ability of the U.S. airlines to initiate programs
for new technology aircraft. These programs physically begin with
orders from JT.S. airlines with substantial follow on orders from for-
eign airlines. In terms of U.S. export sales, commercial aircraft have
traditionally ranked in the top categories. It would be a tragedy. I
think, if we lost our world leadership in this important area. Changes
in the investment credit law will help to prevent this from occurring.

Now the four things I want to talk about. begin with refundabilityv.
During hearings in both the House and the Senate the airlines recom-
mended full refundability of earnin,s )y exliiring tax credits as pro-
vided by Senator Stevenson's bill. S. 30,90.

The committee de.ided. after hearintr witnesses from government
and industry, to limit the refundabilitv concept to future investments
only with refundability at the end of the 7-year carryover period.
Treasury Secretary Simon. for oxamnle, advocated this approach.

The main points I want to make at this time are:
First: The provision was included in the tax bill after extensive

testimony.
Second: It would be availabltrto all mualifving taxpayers, large or

§niall. and not. just the one group such as the airlines.
Third: There would be no revenue impact, for 7 years-that is. not

until 1984.
The committee staff has estimated that the total revnue impact in

1994 for all taxpayer,-s would be in the rnnge of from $30O million to
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$500 million. We estimate that the airline portion of this total would
not exceed $25 million.

Section 803 of the bill provides for a 2-year extension of the carry-
overperiod for credits which would otherwise expire in. 1976. This
provision would apply to all businesses supported by the airlines
but we recommend that it be broadened to extend to 1978 credits that
would otherwise expire in 1977.

The two other changes we want to talk about-first there is a pro-
vision, for the railroads that woull permit first-in-first-out applica-
tion of investment credits and increased utilization of investi-ient
credits in a single tax year. The committee adopted these provisions
in view of the investment needs of the railroad industry and its gen-
erally poor earnings record.

For similar reasons the Congress in 1975 authorized increased in-
vestment cre(lit utilization for the Il)lic utility indust 'y. The rail-
roa(l problem is described on page 486 of tie (co1mmittee report and
it is almost idelltical to tht' ilille 1)roblel. Accordingly, the airlines
strongly supl)ort amendment 1906i offered by Senator Curtis tliat
would extend to the airlines the two provisions provided by the rail-
roads.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
[The written statement of Paul R. Ignatiius follows:]

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF PAUL R. IGNATIUS, PRESIDENT, AIR TRANSPORT
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

1. This statement supplements our testimony of March 31, 1976, concerning
airline industry capital formation problems. We support Sections 802 and 803,
which apply to all taxpayers, large or small, and not to any single industry or
group. We also urge approval of Amendment No. 1906.

2. A combination of large investments and low earnings have resulted in air-
line inability to utilize substantial amounts of investment credits.

3. Airlines earlier advocated refundability of previously earned, but unlsed
and expiring credits as provided for in S. 3080 (Senator Stevenson).

4. After extensive public hearings, the Committee, however, approved in 'ee-
tion 802 refundability of future generated credits for all taxpayers beginning in
1)84. Revenue impact attributable to the airlines in 1984 would not exceed $25
million.

5. Section 802 assures that every taxpayer making qualified investment will
receive credit and provides greater incentive for future investment.

0I. Section 803 provides two-year general extension of credits which otherwise
would expire in 1976. Credits which otherwise might expire in 1977 also should
be extended.

7. Airline capital formation probh'zns are similar to those of public utilities
and railroads (is described on page 486 of Committee Report). The FIFO and
credit utilization provisions of Section 1701 applicable to the railroads should
lie extended to the airlines as provided for in Amendment No. 1906, offered by
Senator Curtis.

8. U.S. world leadership in commercial aircraft sales is threatened by in-
ability of U.S. airlines to order hew technology aircraft because of capital
formation difficulty.

My name Is Paul R. Ignatius. I am President of the Air Tran-)ort Association
of America which represents virtually all of the scheduled airlines of the
United States. We appreciate this opportunity to comment further on certain
provisions of H.R. 10612 on which the Committee has invited testimony, par-
ticularly those relating to capital formation and the utilization of investment
credit.

We strongly support Sections 802 and 803 of the Committee reported tax bill,
which provide for a refundable investment credit and a two-year extension of
the carry-over period for investment credits which otherwise would expire In
1976. We also urge approval of Amendment No. 19006, which extends to the
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airlines the first-in-first-out and increased credit utilization provisions contained
in Section 1701 of the bill.

Tie hearing record on capital formation and the utilization of investment tax
credit in tioth the Senate and the House is very extensive. We, among others.
testified in public hearings before both the Ways and Means Committee and
the Senate Finance Committee concerning the serious capital formation probe.
lems of the airline industry, and how those problems could be alleviated through
changes to the investment tax credit law. Specifically, we advocated adoption
of pending bills providing for the refundability of investment credits which may
expire because of the inability of the taxpayer to utilize them.

REFUNDABLE INVESTMENT CREDIT

In our appearance before this Committee on March 31, 1976, we urged your
favorable consideration of the provisions of Senator Stevenson's bill, S. 3080,
which provided for the refundability to any taxpayer of previously earned, but
unused and expiring investment credits. This proposal would have provided
capital for necessary investments in new technology aircraft. Tihe Committee,
however, adopted provisions for the refundability of future earned credits. a
principle endorsed by Treasury Secretary Simon when he appeared before the
Committee on April 13, 1976.

As approved by the Committee, Section 802. of H.R. 10612 provides for the
future refundability of credits, beginning 7 years hence, if earnings do not
permit their full utilization before that time. The airlines fully sul)POrt this
provision of the bill. It provides an incentive for future investment and assures
equitable treatment for all investors in new plant and equipment, since they
would receive the benefit of the investment credit through tax off-sets or refund-
ability. The benefis of this provision would be available to all taxpayers, large
or small, corporate, partnership, or individual proprietorship, who make invest.
ments which qualify.

The Committee Report accompanying H.R. 10612 points out that the provision
in Section 802. would have no revenue impact for the next 7 years. Whether it
would have any revenue impact after that period would depend on a multitude
of events and circumstances over the next 7 years which no one, of course, can
now foresee with precision. For example, in making an estimate, assumptions
have to be. made as to the level of qualified investment in 1976, as well as cor-
porate profits and taxes for each of the next 7 years. Based upon such assunip-
tions, the Committee report estimates on page 178 that the revenue impact of
Section 802 for all taxpayers would be $300-$500 million.

It has been suggested In several recent statements that Section 802 would pri-
marily benefit the airlines. This is not the case. As stated earlier, this Section
would apply to all taxpayers, and the Committee's $300-$500 million revenue
impact estimate was based in the availability of this provision to all such tax-
payers. As a matter of fact, we estimate that the maximum amount that would
be refunded to the airlines in 1984 will not exceed $25 million.

The Committee decided, after hearing several witnesses on the subject, to
provide for future refundability in order to equalize the incentives for invest-
ment by both profitable and unprofitable companies. It was recognized that un-
profitable companies needed this incentive more than profitable companies. It
was also recognized that present law Is inequitable since It has the effect of requir-
ing unprofitable companies to pay more than a profitable company does for
the same piece of equipment.

The airlines are faced with the need to replace their aircraft with less noisy,
more fuel-efficient planes. They have very heavy capital requirements. How-
ever. because of their generally poor earnings record, the airlines are limited
In their ability to raise new outside capital, Manv representatives of the In-
vestment community have stated that they will not lend the airline industry sub-
stantial amounts of long-term capital. With the current earnings record, equity
capital Is not available. Yet, there exists an urgent need for capital to accom-
plish essential fleet modernization and expansion to meet the accelerating de-
mand for air transportation.

It Is for these reasons that we have advocated the principle of refundability.
Section 802 would help assure that the investment incentive, which formed the
basis of the credit, will not be lost. Only in this way can the investment credit
law assure equal treatment to all who make new investments.
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TWO-YEAR EXTENSION

We also fully support Section 803 of 1I.R. 10612, which provides for a two-
year extension of the carryover period for credits which otherwise would expire
in 1976. This provision would apply to all businesses, not just the airlines. It
would provide a temporary solution to the problem of expiring investment tax
credits, and is similar to the three-year extension of the carryover period enacted
in 1971 (P.L. 92-178) with respect to investment tax credits earned prior to
1971.

Tie Committee's report on J1.11-10612 stated that this two-year extension
would ". . . make-it possible to use these credits against income generated in
these two additional years. In addition, this will provide time in the next two
years to see whether any other relief needs to) be provided in these cases."

We support Section 803 and urge that credits otherwise expiring in 1977 also
be extended to 1978.

AMENDMENT NO. 1006

Amendment No. 1906, offered by Senator Curtis, recognizes that the serious
proI)lems facing the railroads and public utilities also confront the airlines.
This amendment vould extend to the airlines two provisions which the Com-
mittee hIs approved for the railroads in Section 1701 of II.R. 10612 to meet a
virtually identical problem. These provisions relate to (1) first-in-first-out utili-
zation of the credit, and (2) a temporary increase in the utilization of credits
against tax liability.

The Committee described the railroad problem necessitating the change con-
teniplated by Section 1701 on page 486 of its report as follows:

"Railroads have been investing heavily in equipment and facilities during the
xast several years in order to expand the ability of the railroad system to

handle an increasing volume of traffic and to modernize the system through
replacement of obsolete and obsolescent equipment and facilities. Additional ex-
pansion of the railroad system also is needed to connect new and reopened coal
mines with principal railroad routes as reliance on coal as a fuel and energy
sm ree increases relative to other sources, Railroad equipment and facilities
tend to 1w capital intensive and long-lived.

"In contrast with the growth in investment requirements, earnings of railroad
companies have been relatively small. Because the limitations on the amount
of investment credit that may be claimed in a given year are expressed in terms
of a percentage of tax liability, the low earnings has left railroad companies
with substantial amounts of unused investment credits which soon will expire.
The railroads also face the prospect that future investment credits earned on
the installation of new equipment and facilities will accrue faster than profits
and tax liabilities grow. As a result, railroads may continue to lose unused in-
vestment credits at the end of the carryforward period even though the invest-

iment was undertaken in anticipation of reducing future tax liabilities to the
full extent of the credits they earned.

"The Committee's decision to relieve all taxpayers of the problem of unused
credits by making them refundable In the future does not provide any taxpayer
relief currently or in the future before 19,4. The decision to allow two additional
years (1977 and 1978) to carryforward for credits that expire at the end of
1976 would not be helpful to the railroads because present investment plans
through 1978 will generate enough credits for most railroads to virtually use
up the full amount of the limitation against current tax liability."

The airline situation Is substantially the same as that described in the above
quotation from the Committee Report. In short, the airlines:

1. Have heavy investment in essential equipment;
2. Face additional expansion to meet growth;
3. Have relatively low earnings;
4. Have substantial amounts of unused credits which will expire soon;
5. Will have future investment credits accruing faster than growth in profits

and tax liabilities;
6. Anticipate continued losses of credits; and
7. Believe that relief offered by Sections 802 and 803 may be of minimum

help in the near-term future.
Accordingly. like the railroads, the airlines need the additional measures con-

tained in Section 1701 to more fully utilize the investment credit. Sound public
policy and simple tax equity would suggest that these two essential, regulated
transportation industries be treated similarly.
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The investment credit law originally required that a taxpayer utilize his
currently generated credits before any credit carryover could be used. This
requirement resulted in large accumulations of unused credits. Because of the
problem, in 1971, Congress provided firet-in.first-out utilization of credits gener-
ated prior to 1971. The Senate Finance Committee, as well as the House Ways
and Means Committee, in proposing this provision, stated:

"The desire of taxpayers to use these credit carryovers as quickly as possible
(to avoid losing them) could significantly dampen the stimulative effect of
restoring the investment credit."

However, Congress left unchanged the requirement that credits generated
after 1970 be used after currently generated credits. Unless this requirement is
changed, the airlines will be faced in future years with the potential situation
where, by making an investment and generating additional credits, they will
lose previously generated credits which expire. Unless a taxpayer has some
assurance that lie will ultimately receive a benefit from both his existing and
new investment credits, he is unlikely to make the investment that will generate
new credits. Application of the first-in-fir8t-out provision to the airlines will
provide Increased assurance that the credits they have earned can be utilized
without destroying their incentive for future investment.

Moreover, tnder present law, a taxpayer is allowed to offset a maximum of
50 percent of his tax liability with investment credit. In 1975, because of an
anticipated problem with Investment stimulus in the regulated public utility
industry, Congress authorized the utilities to increase their utilization of credit
to 100 percent of tax liability for two years, declining gradually tV 50 percent
at the end of 5 years.

Section 1701 extends this investment stimulus to the railroads, and Amend-
ment No. 19W would extend it to the airlines. Extension to the airlines of the
increased utilization provision would provide the airlines with resources to
assist in acquiring new aircraft. The stimulative effect of this additional
capital investment, and the jobs created. would be felt throughout the economy.
Accordingly, we strongly urge approval of Amendment No. 1906.

U.R. LEADERSHIP IN WORLD AIR TRANSPORT SALES IS THREATENED

There Is _more at stake in the capital formation Issue than the immediate
needs of the U.S. airlines. U.S. leadership In the world of aviation is in jeopardy
because of the limited ability of the U.S. airlines to place orders for new tech-
nology aircraft. U.S. aircraft manufacturers have consistently obtained over
11 percent of the total free world commercial airplane market. U.S. aircraft
sales have traditionally been among the leading exports of the United States.
However, other nations now seek a major share of the world's commercial
airplane market. Recent European aircraft manufacturer successes, encouraged
by aggressive government assistance. are beginning to erode the U.S. position.
It would he a tragedy if the U.S. lost its world leadership in this Important
a rea.

Iistortcally. it has been the initial orders (if one or more TT.S. airlines which
have launched new airplane manufacturing programs In this country. Orders
from other U.S. airlines and from foreign airlin(,s have then followed. Put,
while the allines of the United States face the need in the next decade to acquire
more than $20 billion worth of new aircraft, they simply do not have the financial
resources to place these essential initial orders. Attached to my statement
(Attachment A) are charts and tables prepared by The Boeing Company which
llustrate thi. corions threat to U.S. aircraft manufaeturinz leadership.

For all of these reasons, we reaffirm our support of Sections 802 and 803 of
11.11. 10r,12, and urge approval of Amendment No. 1906.
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ATTACHMENT A

TAHLES FROM THE BOEING COMPANY PRESENTATION ON "IMPORTANCE OF ADEQUATE
L.S. AIRLINE EARNINGS TO CONTINUED WORLD LEADE:41IP BY U.S. COMMERCIAL
AMICRAFT MANUFACTURERS"

Commercial Aircraft Contribution to the
Balance of Trade

-- Export balance
8 merchandise trade

4 Export balancecommercial jet ,,

Dollars aircraft and spares
(billions) 0 " = " :

1960 1962 1964 1966 1968 1970 1976

497

1974
.8I 1972

Source: Department of Commerce end AIA

../
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World Commercial Aircralt Annual Deliveries
(1975 Constant Dollars)
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World Commercial Jet Transport Market
($46 Billion Total Open Market Through 1985 In Constant 1975 Dollars)

U.S. airlines
N Non-U.S. airlines

Product Assumption

Category Market Cufrfnt Future

737.200 737 derivative
Shari SY 3 billion DC.9-30 SO 0C.9 derivative
tange 7475 ?X?

SAC iII Mercure 200

727.200
A300 7X?

Medium £23 1 billion DC.10-t0 OC.X.200
rarge L-t t A3006-10

747

707
DC.l0-30 40 77derivativ

Long £13 billion 747-t00 200 7£?
range 747SP 74? derivative

Concorde A300 Cormim ve

747 F CFrebghtee 2 0 billion oC.IOC it

$41 0 billion
Totali

Role of U.S. Carriers in licking Off New
Airplane and Derivative Programs

Boeing products

Type Model Initial customers

707 -120 Pan Am
-320 Pan Am/lAir France/Sabena
-720 United

727 -100 Eastern/United
-200 American/Northeast

737 -100 Lufthansa
-200 United

747 -100 Pan Am

-200 Northwest
SP Pan Am

Other U.S. manufacturers

Type Model Initial customers

DC-8 Std United/Pan Am
-61 Eastern/United
-63 KH

DC-9 -10 Delta
-30 Delta
-50 |Swissairl

DC-10 -10 American/United
-30 K
-40 Northwest

L-1011 . -1 Eastern/TWA
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Impact of Current Market Situation
Who Is going to provide new medium range aircraft for U.S. and world
market for next 20 years?

Primary considerations

* Foreign airlines Will continue to provide major portion of all sales opportunities for
several years.

* Continued access to major foreign markets probably requires U.S. manufacturers'
involvement with foreign Industry.

* Many foreign carriers are partially or wholly owned by governments.
* Government policies transcend airline Interests.

" Lack of U.S. sales also causing U.S. manufacturers to seek foreign Industry
involvement to bear some portion of now aircraft development risks.

" French/German A-300 program rcpiesents major threat to U.S. manufacturers'
dominance of medium range market.

Conclusions

0 U.S. Trunk earnings are key to continued U.S. dominance of world
commercial aircraft market.

* U.S. Trunks unable to undertake required replacement program or
kick-off new airplane program.

0 Continued operation of older, inefficient aircraft will delay public
environmental improvement and seriously Impact airline efficiency.

9 Lack of U.S. sales will erode U.S. manufacturing leadership and
capability, decreasing employment base and positive balance of
payments contribution.
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The CAIRMAN. I want to address a question to Mr. Charles Walker.
You served as the man under the previous administration who would
sit in this room and tell us what you thought, whether tax provisions
could be afforded or whether they could not be afforded or what you
thought about their merits, so you ought to be an expert on this.

The refundable tax credit proposed by this committee, everyone
agrees, cannot cost the Treasury 1 red copper cent for 7 years be-
cause it would be 7 years before anybody could claim a benefit under
it, is tlat correct?

Mr. WALKER. That is correct, sir.
The CJIARMAN. All right. Now is it not likely that during this 7

years it will make the Government a great deal of money because it
improves the ability of every company to borrow money because as
it. stands now you don't know whether you are going to get the invest-
ment tax credit or not ? If you know you can rely on getting it, you
can borrow money from a bank or an insurance company against
something that is due to you in the future. Is that correct or notV

Mr. WALKER. That is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAIN. Now let me ask you. Is is likely then that as a result

of doing this we will improve the capacity of companies who are
iving a hard time making it to borrow money and do the essential
things that those companies are expected to do with the result that
we can put more people to work generate more income and in doing
so generate more assets for the government I

Mr. WALKIR. I don't think there is any doubt about it, Mr. Chair-
man. It would create jobs, it would create economic growth, it would
generate income and profits and in return that will come back to the
Government. Nothing would suit the companies better than to earn
enough money in this period so that there would not be any refunding
of credits on down the road.

The CHAIRMAN. So during the next 7 years it can't do anything
but make money for the Government, is tfhat correct?

Mr. W'ALKER.That is my theory.
The CAIn ,x. Thank you very much.
Any further questions?
Thank you very much for your fine statement.
Mr. I,-N-ATIrS. Thank you.
Senator lATHAWAY' . Mr. Chairman. before the witness leaves I

would like to state that I have an amendment pending on the floor
to remove both 802. and 803 because I think the extensions are justi-
tied. I don't see any sense in rewarding the companies that can't make
a profit over that period of time.

The Clm.... Well, we are certainly happy to have the Senator's
view for the record. I would never want the record to fail to reflect
the views of the junior Senator from Maine who is one of the valued
members of our committee and% who is as right as he can be when it
gets down to fishing boats. [Laughter.]

Senator HATHAWAY. As long as they help Louisiana fishing boats
as well as Maine.

The ChIRMAN.. We Will next hear from Mr. Brian O'Keefe. assist-
ant volsporate comptroller, Chrysler Corp.

74-712--76--pt. 1 -- 1-1q
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STATEMENT OF BRIAN T. O'KEEFE, ASSISTANT CORPORATE
COMPTROLLER, CHRYSLER CORP.

Mr. O'KEEi.-:. At the outset I would like to clear up soine of the
confusion which has lieen created about tiny so-called benefit to
('hrysler through a provision which has been approved by this comn-
mittee. It has been reported that ('hrysler will benefit fromn the coni-
in ittees expiring investment tax credit provision, which, if adopted,
will cost the Trea.sury $44 million in 1977 and 1978.

This is not true. ('hrysler has no unused investment tax credits
which expire before 1980. Not one dime of this $44i million will benefit
(Chrysler Corp.

dirysler does Sup)port a technical (change which would apply to an
ainendnent to the tax law which has been approved by tile committee
extending the period of use for certain foreign tax crdits. Sptecilically,
Chrysler has sought an amendmnent to I .R. 10 12 which wouhl (xtefl(l
the period in which 1972 foreign tax credits may be utilized and
would make possible the use of such carry-forward credits before
any n,,w credits generated in 1976 through 1978.

The facts in support of the proposed amendment are as follows:
First, in a period in which the creation of jobs is of paramount mi-

)ortanee to the Nation, this amendment represents a jobs bill in the
best sense. To remain fully competitive in the U.S. automotive mar-
ket, Chrysler has begun a multi-billion-dollar investment in new,
more-fue)l-efficient models for introduction over the next, several years.
Those investments create jobs for American workers.

If this amendment becomes law. Chrysler will initate plans in-
mediately to repatriate up to $100 million of foreign-source income as
a vital part of that new investment.

Second, this amendment creates equity out of inequity. Because of
the severe economic recession which tfie Nation has lust endured,
Chrysler was unable to claim foreign-tax credits in the same manner
as companies which were less seriously hurt. This amendment would
correct that. discriminatory situation.

Briefly stated, Chrysler generated foreign-tax credits in 1972 from
repatriated foreign earnings. Subsequent recession losses in 1974 and
1975 were required to be cA rried back to 1972, thereby displacing the
1972 foreign-tax credits and forcing them to be carried forward. Un-
less utilizedp, these displaced credits will e..pi'e at the end of 1977.

Under current law these older credits ctn be used in later years only
if substantial amounts of new foreign-source inome are repatriated.
Even then any new credits which are generated must be used first,
thereby again (lisplacing the older credits.

The proposed amendment would enable us to use these 1972 credits
prior to any new credits in the next few yeats. This would equalize
the. treatment of foreign-tax credits with that of expiring investment-
tax credits.

Third, while this amendment would result in the immediate repatria-
tion of foreign-source income, the current drain on the United States
Treasury insofar as Chrysler is concerned would be zero. Any cost to
the Treasury would come after 1978 and would be more than offset by
the jobs created as a result of the earlier repatriation.
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Finally, the proposed amendnnt provides a needed stimulus to T.S.
ell pl content through investment fromn credits already earned by the
taxpaying company. Favorable action by the Senate will insure that
foreign-source income is made available as soon as possible to finance
investment in new jobs for American workers.

I'le committee has already recognized these facts in its own report
accompanying the tax reform bill:

duringg 1970-71 and 1974-75 the economy suffered two serious recessions
Nonetheless, is order to remain couiietitive domesticevlly and intermtionally,
many firms in these Indnstrles have continued to invest in uew lilant and equip-
ment it the U.S. and maintain their overseas bui-Iness operations. In some eases,
funds have been brought back from overseas to support domestic operations.
Ikwtever, where domestic operations have sublequently worsened and create
net operating loszesu these losses have often eliminated the domestic income in
the earlier years and resulted In carry-forwards previously absorbed tax credits.
The committee Ns concerned that the expiration of the carry-forward period for
both of the. , credits may adversely affect the domestic investment programs of
U.S. firms, and, as such. linimct adversely on the long run structure of capital
formation li the economy.

The C iimI i. .. Any questions, gentlemen?
Thank you very much., sir.
Mr. o'Klia-F. Thank you.
The Ciln.%I t: X. Inidentally, the staff in its pamphlet prepared for

the committee has stated, as did the witness:
While representatives of that company have indicated Interest in thils pro-

vision, it is not clear that In its present form this provision would benefit this
company."

So whoever apparently found out Chrysler was going to get a big
windfall out of the amendment is badly in error.

Next we will call Mr. Ernest S. Christian, ,Jr., special tax comisel,
American Maritime Association, accompanied by r. James J. Reyn-
olds, president, American Institute of 2Merchant Shipping. I am
l)leased to see you gentlemen before our committee. I thought that in
1970 we had made a fine, contribution toward the reestablishment of the
American merchant marine and I regret that through unintended
error in drafting ,other tax laws all the advantage of that was neutral-
ized by subsequent legislation so it didn't work out the way it was
intended.

I am happy to have your statement, gentlemen.

STATEMENT OF ERNEST S. CHRISTIAN, JR., SPECIAL TAX COUN-
SET., AMERICAN MARITIME ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
JAMES Z. REYNOLDS, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
MERCHANT SHIPPING

M. C1lis'rix. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am appearing on hiehdaf of the American Maritime Administration

and Mr. Reynolds who is accompanying me is the president of the
American Institute of Merchant Shlippi ig.

We are here to strongly support action 806 of the committee's bill
which clarifies that the investment tax credit is indeed applicable to
I.S. merchant ships that are constructed with capital construction
funds under the Merchant Marine Act of 1970 which I think is clearly
the intent ion of the Congress.
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There are 20 organizations representing all segments of labor and
management in the shipbuilding and ship operating industries in the
fishing trades and the ocean trades.

l'his is not a new matter. There has been public testimony previously
this ycar before this committee. There has ieen public testimony before
the Ways and Means Committee late last year. Indeed, this same
anienduient to clarify as to the investment tax credit as applies to these
ships wIas adopted by the Senate Commerce Committee last year and in
fact. passed by the, Senate.

U.S.-flag merchant ships should not be the only item of machinery
or equipment for transportation facilities that is excluded from invest-
ment credit. Congress clearly did not intend that they be excluded. Con-
gress in fact never considered excluding these ships from the invest-
ment, tax credit.

The purpose of section 806 in the committee's bill is merely to clarify
that they. like all other equipment, are eligible for the credit. The ap-
p)lication of the crelit has been frustrated over the last 5 years by dis-
lptte involving a statutory interpretation between the Treasury De.
apartment and the Commerce Department. The effect on the industry
has been substantial both in terms of frustrating the policy and pur-
pose of the Merchant Marine Act and indeed of frustrating the purpose
of the investment-tax credit.

The 17.S. merchant fleet faces tremendous capital requirements over
the next several years which are estimated by the Government to be in
the area of $7.5 billion. A 10-year shipbuilding program was initiated
in 1970 and set forth certain incentives to help accomplish that result.
One of those was the capital construction fund under the Merchant
Marine Act. That is simply another way of taking accelerated deprecia-
tion or recovering the cost of capital investment in ships which is di-
rectly comparable to other methods of depreciation which are available
by definition for every other kind of property that reeives investment
creld it.

There i% no more reason for excluding these ship. Mr. Chairman,
from the investment tax credit than there is for excluding railroad
cars, airplanes. trucks or any of the many, many thousands of other
items of property that a ev -

The CIJMA.. I am sorry, your time has expired. Let me just assure
you thot I understand this problem.

Mr. C hRlSTIAN. I know you do.
The C)1HR.!AIRA. And ihe staff understands this problem. Warren

Magmison, the chairman of the Commerce Committee understands
thiis problem anl you can be sure that the people who understand what
you are saying here are the people who are going to explain this. I am
confident we are going to win because we are right about this and
you are going to win because you are right

Mr. ChnIsTiA. Thank you, Mr. Chaimnan.
The CITAlRMAN. Any further questions, gent lemen ?
[The written statement of Ernest S. Christian follows:]
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STATEMENT OF ERNEST S. CHRISTIAN, JL, ON BEHALF OF TH AMacAN MARITIME
ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT

Twenty organizations representing all segments of labor and management
in the shipbuilding and ship operating industries In the ocean trades, Great
Lakes and the fisheries strongly support section 806 of -the Committee's Bill to
eliminate an unintended obstacle to investment in U.S. flag vessels. Section
806 clarifies that the investment tax credit is available for vessels built ill the
United States with withdrawals from capital construction funds established
under the Merchant Marine Act of 1970.

This same matter was earlier the subject of public testimony before the
Senate Committee on Finance on March 31, 1976, and Wefore the House Ways
and Means Committee on December 15, 1975. It was also earlier unanimously
approved by the Senate Commerce-Committee (S. 1542) and passed by the
Senate on April 26, 1975.

I. SUPPORT OFELIGIMILITY OF 811PS BUILT OR PURCIIASED WITH CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION
FUNDS FOR TIlE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

1. U.S. flag merchant ships constructed in U.S. Ahipyards should not be
singled out as the only item of machinery, equipment and transportation facilities
excluded from the investment tax credit: a reduction in capital cost designed to
apply across the broad spectrum of the economy.

2. In fact, such ships properly are eligible for the credit the same as aircraft
and railroad cars. Congress ne,.'?r even considered excluding them and did not
intend that they be denied the credit. Thus, section 806 is not some new or special
extension of the basic investment tax credit.

3. Indeed, the purpose of section 806 is to clarify present law and settle a
longstanding dispute between the Departments of Treasury and Commerce over
the interpretation of-a statutory technicality which has frustrated the avail-
ability of the credit for ships.

4. The U.S. merchant fleet faces tremendous capital requirements over the
next several years, estimated by the Government to total $7.6 billion.

5. A 10-year shipbuilding program initiated in 1970 set forth certain incentives
to encourage ivestment because the Congress recognized that a viable U.S.
merchant fleet Is essential to meet national defense and economic needs, and
that incentives for a private fleet are far less costly than maintaining a
government-owned fleet.

6. One of the primary incentives enacted in 1970 was the Capital Construe-
tion Fund (CCF). The CCF is a form of cost recovery, much like depreciation,
pursuant to which the vessel owner or operator enters into an agreement with the
Secretary of Commerce to establish reserve funds out of shipping income to build
or purchase agreed-upon ships. The CCF does not provide a double cost recovery
since it is in lieu of, and a substitute for, depreciation.

7. The investment tax credit was intended to be a 10 percent reduction in
capital cost. It applies to the full cost of property even through accelerated
depreciation that cost Is also fully deducted against income (and the tax basis
of property reduced to zero) within a relatively short time.

8. Since the capital construction fund is merely another method of accelerated
depreciation and since the investment tax credit applies to all other machinery,
equipment and transportation facilities subject to accelerated depreciation, there
Is no reason why it should neit he equally applicable to U.S. flag merchant
ships.

9. Uncertainty almut the availability of the Investment credit for CCF-built
ships discourages investment in U.S. ships and puts U.S. flag merchant ships
at a relative disadvantage compared with other capital goods. This clearly
frustrates the national policy of encouraging investment in I'.S. ships and
negates the CCF incentive which w&as pessed by the Senate in 1970 by a
record vote of 68 to 1.

10. Denial of the credit has the additional effect of exporting jobs. CCF-bullt
ships discourages investment in U.S. ships and puts U.S. flag merchant ships
44-man-years per $1 million of contracts, one of the highests in all manufacturing,
and also employs a very high percentage of minority workers. Further, seven out
of ten major shipyards are located in chronically high unemployment areas and
provide jobs where most needed.
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11. Earlier in this Congress, the Senate passed maritime legislation (S. 1542-)--
amnending the CCF to clarify that the Investment credit is not to be denied.
Because of a jurisdictional question in the House, the matter was deleted in
conference, although the House conferees unanimously stated they supported
the provision on the merits. The Conference Report (11. Rept. No. 94-59J) on
the Maritime Appropriation Authorization Act of 1975, adopted by the House
and Senate, makes clear that these U.S. flag merchant ships were not intended
to lose the benefits of the investment tax credit. The Chairman and other mem-
bers of the Jousq Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries introduced
H.R. 10551 which would clarify that the credit should be allowed for taxable
years beginning after 1969 which coincides with the effective date of the Mer-
chant Marine Act of 1970.

Ui. REBUTTAL OF ARGUMENTS THAT MAY BE 'MADE AGAINST ALLOWING THE
INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

Thomas F. Field, Executive Director, Taxation With Representation, has cir-
culated arguments and testified against allowing the investment tax credit for
these ships.

1. The arguments basically are arguments against the CCF under the 1970
Act, but that Is not the subject of debate. The arguments now being used against
the capital construction fund were raised by the identical witness In 1970, care-
fully considered, and overwhelmingly rejected.
"This authority [capital construction fund] will do more than any other provi-
sion of this bill to build shilps in United States shipyards to be operated under
the American flag." (S. Rept. No. 91-1980).

2. The example (likely to be used) of a $78 million "revenue loss" from a
single $50 million tanker Is wrong. In fact, there is ultimately a $69 million tax
liability in the transaction described which falls to take account of amendments
in the 1970 Act.

3. Tihe principal beneficiaries are not banks, oil companies and Integrated steel
companies. Of 96 capital construction funds, only 10 have been established by
such companies.

4. Moreover, no matter who owns them, the CCF and the credit would he
available only for U.S. flag merchant ships constructed in U.S. shipyards.

5. Arguments that the "cabotage" laws protect certain U.S. shipping trades
from foreign competition Is irrelevant. The question is whether the capital costs
of U.S. ships are to be increased relative to other transportation equipment and
capital goods. Vast amounts of other property receive similar benefits or protec-
tion from tariffs, licenses, etc., but all that property Is also eligible for the
investment tax credit.

6. The argument that the CCF is a substitute and that ships do not need the
credit is wrong. The pre-credit after tax cost of a ship under CCF using i typical
financing pattern is about 60 percent compared to a pre-credit after-tax cost of
a railroad car of 65 percent under ADR depreciation. In addition, until 19S2
a railroad car gets a 12 percent credit under provisions of the Bill. There is a
10 percent credit under present law for railroad cars. Since railroad cars get
a 10 to 12 percent credit, why should U.S. flag merchant ships constructed in
U.Sq. shipyards get a zero investment tax credit.

7. The argument that the CC' iq a "tax exemption" is wrong. All property
eligible for the investment tax credit is depreciable which means the full cost
is deducted against income. Deduction of the cost under the (CF method of
depreiation is no more a "tax exemption" than deduction of the coat of an air-
plane under another lnethod of depreciation.

STATEMENT OF ERNEST S. CIhRISTIAN, JR., ON BEHALF OF TIIE AMIERICAN
MARITIME ASSOCIATION

This statement is submitted on behalf of the American Maritime Association
for which I am special tax counsel.

,The Americani Maritime Association consists of 37 companies operating 104
American flag shilis in the foreign and domestic commerce of the United States.

We strongly support section 800 of II.R. 10612 as added by the Henate Com-
mittee on Finance to clarify that the investment tax credit is allowed for invest-
ments in U.S. flag fishing and merchant ships constructed or acquired with
withdrawals from capital construction funds under the -Merchant Marine Act
of 1970.
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This legislation is broadly supported throughout the fishing and merchant
shipping industries, including employee unions. Specifically supporting the legis-
lation are the following groups: American Institute of Merchant Shipping;
American Maritime Association; International Longshoremen's Association; In-
ternational Protein Corporation; Labor-Management Maritime Committee; Lake
Carriers Association; Marine Engineers Benefl al Association, AFL-CIO; Marl-
time Trades Department, AFL-CIO; Matson Navigation Company; Moore-McCor-
mack Resources, Inc.; National Fish Meal and Oil Association; National Ocean
Industries Association; Offshore Marine Services Association; Seacoast Product,
Inc.; Seafarer's International Union; Sea-Land Service, Inc.; Shipbuilders Coun-
cil of America; Standard Products Company, Inc.; Transportation Institute;
Wallace Menhaden Products, Inc.: and Zapata Corp.

In order to avoid unduly enlarging an already extended record, this statement
will partly incorporate by reference previous testimony which explains the policy
of the Merchant Marine Act of 1970 to encourage private investment in the Ameri-
can merchant marine, and which explains why allowing the investment tax credit
for the ships is not.only fully consistent with, but required by, the policy of the
investment tax credit in the Internal Revenue Code. See statements of James It.
Barker before the Senate Committee on Finance on March 31, 1976, and before
the House Committee on Ways and Means on December 15, 1975. See also, state-
Lnents of Ernest S. Christian, Jr., before the Senate Committee on Finance on
March 31, 1976, and before the House Committee on Ways and Means on Decem-
ber 15, 1975.

Thus, this statement will first merely summarize the maritime and tax policies
supporting allowance of the investment credit. Secondly, this statement rebuts
in detail arguments that have been made by an opponent of allowing the invest-
mant tax credit for U.S. flag merchant ships. These arguments that are rebutted
are contained in testimony before the House Committee on Ways and Means,
December 15, 1975, by Mr. Thomas F. Field, Executive Director, Taxation With
Representation, which included an Appendix consisting of Tables 1-4 entitled
"Ise of Capital Construction Funds for Tax Avoidance Purposes". Copies of
this testimony were stbmintted to members of the Senate with a letter from Vr.
Thomas Reese, Legislative Director, Taxation With Representation, dated June
21, 1976, and it is understood that the substance of this prior testimony also will
be submitted for the record of these hearings of the Senate Committee on Finance.

The following summation of the reasons for allowing the investment tax credit
for ships and the following clear rebuttal of all arguments against allowing the
investment tax credit, lead inescapably to the conclusion that the Committee's
decision as reflected in section 806 of H.R. 10612 is correct.

GENERAL POLICY IN SUPPORT OF ALLOWING THE CREDIT

A viable U.S. flag merchant fleet is essential to meet national defense needs,
and inentives for a private fleet are far le.s costly than maintaining a govern-
ment-owned fleet. This is the only case where the commercial market is expected
to provide the cal,ital, and to construct and operate the defense facility.

The U.S. merchant fleet faces tremendous capital requirements over the next
several years, estimated by the government to total $7.6 billion. A 10-year ship-
building program was initiated in 1970 and set forth certain incentives to encour.
age investment.

One of the primary incentives enacted in 1970 was the Capital Construction
Fund. The capital construction fund is a form of cost recovery, much like deprecia-
tion, pursuant to which the vessel owner or operator enters into an agreement with
the Secretary of Commerce to establish reserve funds out of shipping Income to
build or purchase agreed-upon ships. The capital construction fund was i-dopted
in 1970 with only two dissenting votes and is recognized by Congress as essential
to shipbuilding in the United States: "This authority (capital construction fund]
will do more than any other provision of this bill to build ships In United States
shipyards to be operated under the American flag". (S. Rept. No. 91-1080).

The investment tax credit is another incentive for high-cost U.S. shipbuilding
which is relatively modest compared to tax and other incentives provided by most
other maritime nations.1

ISweden (depreciation deductions'in excess of cost. and tax.deferred reserves) ; United
Kingdom (immediate write-off of cost of new ship) ; West Germany (30 percent first- year
depreciation, progress payments, tnx-deferred reserve and 50 percent credit against tax on
Income from foreign trade) : Japan (25 percent flrot-year depreciation of new ships, tax
'eferrtd reserves, and credit against tax from foreign trade). S. Rept. No. 04-00, 94th
Cong. 1st Seas.
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The capital construction fund was not intended to be, and should not be, a
substitute for the Investment tax credit which is available for all other machin-
ery, equipment and transportation facilities and is designed to be applied as
broadly as possible throughout the economy to have its intended effect. U.S. flag
merchant ships constructed in U.S. shipyards should not be the only significant
items of machinery, equipment and transportation facilities excluded from the
Investment credit Denial of the investment tax credit puts these ships at a
relative disadvantage in attracting investment capital.

Denial of the Investment tax credit also negates the intended effect of the
capital construction fund which was passed by the Senate in 1970 by a record
vote of 68 to 1.

Denial of the credit has the additional effect of exporting jobs. The shipbuild-
ing industry employs 44 man-years per $1 million of contracts, one of the highest
levels in all manufacturing, and also employs a very high percentage of minority
workers. Further, seven out of ten major shipyards are located in chronically
high unemployment areas and provide jobs where most needed.

Allowance of the investment tax credit for ships constructed with capital
construction funds is not a new or a novel idea. It is in fact fundamental to
both the Merchant Marine Act of 1970 and the Internal Revenue Code. Likewise,
arguments that are made against allowing the investment tax credit are not new
or different arguments that require special consideration again. All such argu-
ments are in fact arguments against the capital construction fund, were made
by the same witnesses in 1970, and were overwhelmingly rejected by the Congress.

It is also clear that Congress did not even consider excluding ships from the
investment tax credit and did not intend that such ships be excluded from the
investment tax credit, although for the last 5 years the allowance of the credit
has been frustrated by a dispute between the Departments of Commerce and
Treasury over a technical Interpretation of statutory language. The Conference
Report (H. Rept. No. 94-529) on the Maritime Appropriation Authorization Act
of 1975, adopted by the House and Senate, makes clear that these U.S. flag
merchant ships were not intended to lose the benefits of the investment tax
credit.

Indeed, the Internal Revenue Service has settled at least one case in litigation
and allowed the investment tax credit on a 50/50 basis. Properly interpreted, the
credit is allowed under present law and the amendment in section 806 should
be considered as a clarification of present law. It was for that reason that H.R.
10551 introduced by the Chairman and other members of the House Committee
on Merchant Marine and Fisheries would provide that the credit should be
allowed for taxable years beginning after 1969 which coincides with the effective
date of the Merchant Marine Act of 1970. The investment tax credit was not
reinstated until 1971 which would, of course, be the first year of application.
Section 806 of H.R. 10612 only applies to taxable years after 1975 and does not
provide clarification for prior years.

TAX ANALYSIS AND POLICY IN SUPPORT OF ALoOWING THE CREDIT

A. Operation of capital construction fund
The capital construction fund is a method of cost recovery for U.S. merchant

ships constructed in U.S. shipyards that is similar to accelerated methods of
depreciation in the Code. A shipowner may either deduct the cost in accordance
with an accelerated depreciation schedule or make a tax-deductible deposit of
income from ships in a capital construction fund under the supervision of the
Secretary of Commerce.

These deposits provide a cash reserve with which to replace the ship or
acquire an additional ship. When the accumulated funds are withdrawn and
invested in a replacement ship, the "tax basis" of that ship is reduced to the
extent paid for out of the capital construction fund. As a result of that reduction
in tax basis, depreciation deductions on the ship in the future are smaller. just
as depreciation deductions are smaller after accelerated depreciation is taken
and the tax basis is reduced.

In both cases, the result is a deferral of tax that must be repaid by smaller
deductions and greater tax payments in the future. The major differences are
as follows:

(a) The amount taken as a deduction under the capital construction fund
method must actually be set aside in a fund for a replacement vessel; whereas
in the case of depreciation deductions there is no such requirement.
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(b) Capital construction fund deductions may be taken only against shipping
i ICOille.

(r) The rate of cost recovery may in some cases be more rapid under the
capital construction fund method, but the rate of cost recovery is generally
irrelevant to the application of the investment tax credit. Larger differences in
the rate of cost recovery may result by application of the ADR sysetm of
dlepreciation.
13. Thc ini vestment tax credit

The investment tax credit was intended to be a 10 percent reduction in capital
cost. It applies to the full cost of property even though through accelerated
depreciation that cost is also fully deducted against income (and the tax basis
of property reduced to zero) within a relatively short time.

Since the capital construction fund is merely another method of accelerated
depreciation and since the investment tax credit applies to all other machinery,

iquipmient and transportation facilities subject to accelerated depreciation, there
is no reason why It should not be equally applicable to U.S. flag merchant ships.

Clearly, these ships are property of the category to which the investment tax
credit was intended to apply. Ships constructed in the U.S. meet the policy
criteria underlying the credit: to offset higher capital costs and thereby help
redress competitive advantages of foreign trading partners; and to stimulate
employment in this country. In addition, merchant ships have declined in
number to the point of causing the Department of Defense, "the greatest con-
cern". See testimony of Deputy Assistant Secretary, John J. Bennett, before
the House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, June 5, 1975.

The revenue cost is small and ships are the only property ever singled out
and required particularly to justify receiving the credit: a reduction in capital
cost designed to apply across the broad spectrum of the economy and which Is
it vnilalble to all other property without such particular justification. Vast amounts
of property eligible for the credit also receive other governmental benefits-
through tariffs, licenses, etc.-but those benefits have never been sought to be
negated by denying the investment tax credit. Obviously, that would be illogical
and self defeating. Only in the case of ships has this occurred.
('. ('ainparison of relative capital costs

Having in mind that all property eligible for the investment credit Is allowed
accelerated depreciation and that ships are merely allowed the similar CCF
deduction in lieu of depreciation, comparisons of pre-credit "after tax" costs are
instructive. The full cost is deducted In all cases (by depreciation or by CCF
deposits In the case of ships).

Comparative pre-credit after-tax costs of railroad cars under ADR accelerated
depreciation and of a ship financed under a typical pattern using a capital
construction fund are as follows: Expressed as ' percentage of actual cost-
Railroad ear, 65 percent and Ship, 60 percent.

The railroad car is allowed an additional 10 percent investment credit; and
under section 703 of H.R. 10612 the railroad car would until 1982 be allowed a
12 percent investment credit.

If ships constructed with capital construction funds are denied the investment
tax credit, the after-tax cost will be substantially greater than for railroad cars.
If. as provided in section 806 of H.R. 10612, the credit is not denied to ships,
their after-tax costs would be about the same as railroad cars.

Certainly no bias should be created against construction of U.S. flag merchant
ships In U.S. shipyards. If any basis is created, it should be in favor of, not
agnint, the vital U.S. flag merchant fleet.

REBUTTAL OF ARGUMENTS AOAINb6 ALLOWING THE CREDIT

This rebuttal is addressed to testimony by one witness, Mr. Thomas F. Field,
Executive Director, Taxation With Representation, before the House Committee
on Ways and Means which included an Appendix consisting of Tables 1-4 entitled
"Use of Capital Construction Funds for Tax Avoidance".

' The Phip It sRumed to be puchaged for a 25 percent down Tmyment and financed mnder
n 20-., nr mortgage with level annual principal payments, and the entire cost I nald for
hv esnitaI constr,wtion funds that are depisitM In the same year that ench of the nay-
rno,,ts nre made. If the ship wer paid for In a lump sum with an amount depnsited in a
',,nd the prp-eredit after-tax cost would be 52 percent. but thin Is not a realistic 8-sumn-
tinn or ,,nrontntivP of the manner in which the CCF is permitted to operate tinder the
supervison of the Secretary of Commerce.
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A. Summary
The principal points ought to be made by the witness are (I) to try to

illustrate by Tables 1-4 of the Appendix that investment of $50 million in a
tanker results In a $78.70 million "revenue loss", (it) that the principal bene-
ficiaries of capital construction funds are banks and Integrated oil and steel
companies, and (iii) that the credit is not needed since "cabotage" laws protect
some shipping trades from foreign competition.

All these assertions are patently incorrect.
First, the witness' Appendix entitled "Use of Capital Construction Fund' for

Tax Avoidance Purposes", is devoted entirely to analyzing a situation In which
the eligibility of capital construction fund-built ships for the investment tax
credit is not even an Issue. The ship was not acquired with capital construction
funds and the investment tax credit clearly is applicable even without clarifica-
tion of existing law.

The example in the witness' Appendix also misrepresents the application of
the capital construction fund. It fails to take into account amendments in the
Merchant Marine Act of 1970 and is wrong in its assertion that purcia:c of a )50
million tanker results in a "revenue loss" of $78.70 million. In fact, at the end
of the transaction described, there is a tax liability of at least $69.4 million pay-
able immediately along with interest upon a non-qualified withdrawal from the
fund or thereafter upon reduction in the basis of ships.'

Second, it is argued that the principal beneficiaries of the capital construction
fund-and the investment tax credit-would be banks and integrated steel and
oil companies that also own ships. These repeated clainis remain unsubstantiated.
Of the 96 existing funds, only 10 have been established by such companies. The
overwhelming percentage of capital construction funds are established by ship-
ping companies and shipping companies are the primary beneficiaries of tho
program. Furthermore, the purpose of the capital construction fund is to en.
courage private Investment in U.S. shipbuilding to modernize and revitalize the
American merchant fleet to serve our national needs. The benefit to the nation
from such investment exists regardless of the identity of the investor.

Deposits in a capital construction fund can only be made to purchase or con.
struct ships and the tax deduction can be taken only against income from ships.
The investment tax credit also would be allowed for investment in ships. The
credit could be taken against income either from ships or from some other source,
but the effect is only to reduce the capital cost of ships, not some other property.

Third, the argument that the "cabotage" laws protect certain U.S. ships from
foreign competition, in some trades Is irrelevant. The question is whether the
capital costs of U.S. ships are to be increased relative to other transportation
equipment and capital goods. Other types of capital investment are protected
by tariffs and otherwise, but all these other Investments are eligible for the
Investment tax credit.

Such extraneous and incorrect arguments should not divert attention from the
fact that allowance of the investment tax credit for U.S. flag merchant shlps at
modest reverie cost is not only consistent with existing law, it Is compelled by
basic principles of tax and maritime policy.

The attached Exhibit to this statement reviews and rebut~s in detail all the gen-
eral arguments as well as the examples in Tables 1-4 of the Appendix to the
witness' testimony before the House Committee on Ways and Means.

ExIIT TO STATEMENT OF ERNEST S. CHRISTIAN, JR.

This Exhibit (onis ts of a detailedl rebuttal of arguments made against al-
lowing the investment tax (.redit in testimony on I)ecember 15, 1975, before the
louse Committee on Ways and Means, by Mr. Thomas F. Field. Executive
] )j rector, Ta xat ion With Representation.

- This hasle error 14 In addition to others. The mo.tt-serlous are (1) thnt ncilmilnt(l
dle'p ltq of the magnitude Indicated would not be permitted for a one-shl, fleet: and (1i)
that hoth the Interest and principal scheduleR are distorted and do not reflect the liahility
or the related lender on the interest Income (actual and imputed). It sho:nld also he unrle-
sinod that dnpreeiatlnn of capital investment iR eharaeter ized as an ":,rtiflcinl lnag" and
that $5 million of the "revenue loss" Is the Investment tax credit. All these errors are
dliscIssed in detail hereinafter In this statement.
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I. RuFBurAL OF GENERAL OBJECTIONS TO ALLOWING THE CREDIT

The witness' asserted that the capital construction fund is an indefinite
deferral of tax amounting to a tax "exemption"; that because of the capital
construction fund the investment tax credit Is an unneeded additional benefit;
that integrated companies that also own ships would somehow avoid section
482 and other fundamental principles of the Internal Revenue Code and "con-
vert" their other income into shipping income eligible for deposit ; that allowance
of the credit is conceptually Inconsistent because there would be a break in
"the highly important link" between "basis" for depreciation and "basis" for
investment credit : and that there would bw formidable administrative difficulties.

None of thes objections is correct or warrants denial of the investment tax
credit.

1. Deferral of tax is fundamental to both accelerated depreciation and the
calltal cons ructill fund method of cost recovery. In reality, there Is In every
industry (not just merchant shipping) some limited degree of continuing de-
ferral depending on the rate of growth in capital investment, but that is in-
ierent in all forms of cost recovery and cannot in any case be considered incon-
sistent with the investment tax credit.

A ship is no more "tax-exempt" because Its cost is deducted through the
capital construction fund, than a railroad car is "tax-exempt" because its cost
is deducted through depreciation. In fact, taking into account fhe discount rate
and the respective rates of cost recovery for each, the "after-tax" cost of a
railroad car under AI)R Is 65 percent and the "after-tax" cost of a ship (with
a 20-year mortgage) under the capital construction fund is typically in the range
of about 60 percent.

2. The investment tax credit was enacted as an additional reduction in
capital costs, thereby to increase investment in productive capacity, create jobs,
and enhance the economic growth overall. It is vital to maintenance of a U.S.
merchant fleet and to employment in U.S. shipyards. Accordingly, the legislation
is supported by both labor and management throughout the merchant shipping
industry.

It is well know that the U.S. fleet, built in U.S. shipyards and operated under
17.S. flag with American seamen, must compete with lower construction costs
in foreign shipyards, with other investment incentives for foreign construction,
and with substantial income tax advantages offered by other countries to ships
of their registy.1

It cannot be denied that the allowance of the investment tax credit will reduce
the impact of such foreign competitive advantages and increase construction of
U.S. merchant ships in American shipyards.

3. The assertion that section 482 of the Cole is ineffective and integrated com-
panies convert manufacturing, etc. income into shipping income eligible for
deposit in a fund, simply has no foundation in fact.

4. Regs. 1.4 1-3(c) expressly provides that for purposes of the investment
tax credit "the basis of property would generally be its cost (see section 1012),
unreduced by . . . any other adjustment to basis, such as that for depreciation."
The cost of thee merchant ships includes the amount paid for out of the
capital construction fund. certainly y the part of the cost paid with a deductible
deposit in a capital construction fund (accompanied by an offsetting reduction
in basis) is no less a part of the ship's cost than the amount deducted as delre-
.iation also with a offsetting reduction in ba.isi. The full amount of cost
is the ship's basis for investment tax credit purlmses "uireduced by . . . any
other adjustment to basis" (such as the reduction required by the Merchant
Marine Act of 1970).

Moreover, purstinnt to the provision of section 4.4(d) of the ('1P where the
lo,Asor of tlmr new section 3X property elects to treat the lessee as the purIhaser,
the lessee Is entitled to the, Investment tax credit which is based not on the tax
1,asls of the azset, but on the fair mnar-ket value of the property.

5. Tie (Code already embodies the concept of basis and adjusted hasis. The
ndiust,, basl" (wlich Is basis reduetd Iy depreci:tion) and the hasR,; for in-
v,-'il,,,t tax rerodilt ruirlm ¢ ' are lever the -,ipme nfter the date the property 1s
plaef-d 4l st-rvlee. The ildditioIal 2Pi lwroent flrt-year d((preclatinn allvwance
unilor section 179 of the Code reduces the basis of property for depreciation

.Nearlv all nther mnritlme nations provide Ptnbtantlipl Inentires for 0Jipntnc' 1,R- n
(lpnr-tlion deductinns In P%:cept of eoqt. and tax-deferred rverve 1 Untted Kinvrm
(limmeslinte write-off of cart of new ship) - Wes.t Germany tR4 percent first-voar de'ri,.el-i-
tI,)n. progre.a Iavmentp. tnx-deferred reaerve arl ISO percent ngalm. t tnx on tnen -'e fnr
frrolen trndei) Japan (25 percent firt-year dpreciation of new shipi. tax dferreI
resvrv,'s, nad credit against tax from foreign trade).
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purposes as of the date placed In service, but "ot for investment tax c.'edit
purposes. Also, the Treasury has urged that legislation be adopted to allow the
investment tax credit on the full basis of property, but to reduce the basis of
the property for depreciation purposes by the amount of the investment tax
credit. No administrative problems result.

11. REBUTTAL OF TABLES AND ANALYSIS IN APPENDIX

A. Fujidamental error in appendix
The Appendix to the witness' testimony entitled "Use of Capital Construc-

tion Funds for Tax Avoidance Purposes", purports to show a revenue loss of
$78.70 million from investment in a single $50 million tanker and attributes that
effect primarily to the capital construction fund under the Merchant Marine
Act of 1970. In fact, at the end of the transaction described there is a tax liability
of at least $69.4 million.

The false proposition is sought to be illustrated by three Tables (Tables 2,
3 and 4) which taken together (I) present an unrealistic picture of the way
in which ships are financed and the way the capital construction fund operates;
and (ii) ignore the effect of amendments in the Merchant Marine Act of 1970
that designated the statutory "order" of withdrawals from the fund.

The basic structure and operative principle of the capital construction fund
method of cost recovery is as follows: a tax deduction is taken when income
is deposited in the fund, but that deduction is later recaptured either by (I)
reducing the basis and future depreciation of a ship when a qualified withdrawal
is later made for further investment in shipping; or by (ii) taxing as ordinary
income (with interest) a nonqualified withdrawal.

There is only a deferral of tax and by the time the cycle is complete, the
total tax paid is the same whether cost is recovered by the capital construction
fund method, by accelerated depreciation or by straightline depreciation. (See
Tables 2(a) and 2(b) )

Typically-having in mind the way ships are financed-deposits of income
are made in the fund and then withdrawn to pay the mortgage on that ship or
to make the downpayment and mortgage payments on some other ship; so that
subsequent to each deductible deposit there is one or a series of reductions in
basis of ships that result in lesser depreciation deductions.

The examples in Tables 2-4 of the Appendix reverse this typical pattern, in
an attempt to show extreme tax results. First, Table 2 shows a ship purchased
with borrowed funds not withdrawn from a capital construction fund. Accel-
erated depreciation is taken which produces losses through the seventh year
where the Table stops, although positive taxable Income in produced beginning In
the eighth year. Then, Table 3 shows that the annual depreciation charges are
deposited in the "capital account" of a fund and that the income of the capital
account is also redeposited. Thereafter, Tables 4 and 3, respectively, show that
(1) beginning in the eighth year when positive taxable income is produced, that
income Is deposited in the fund and deducted; and (Ii) beginning in the six-
teenth year amounts are withdrawn from the "capital account" to pay off the
mortgage.

The point of the illustration is supposed to be that the taxpayer has "beat
the system" first by taking large accelerated depreciation deductions through
the seventh year, and then when the ship starts to produce positive taxable in.
comlle In the eighth year, by making offsetting deductible deposits of that in-
co me in a fund. Tables 2 and 4. (The mortgage Is paid beginning in the six-
teenth year by withdrawals from the capital account which do not reduce basis
or otherwise Tesult in taxable income. Table 3.)

The fundamental error in the Illustration is that In the Merchant Marine
Act of 1970 it was expressly provided that withdrawals would be deemed first
to he made out of the capital account. This was done to assure recapture Into
oJrdinary income of the income previously deposited into the fund. It might
otherwise be possible first to withdraw from the ordinary income and pay the
mortgage in years 16-20 after the basis of the ship had already been reduceX
nearly to zero by depreciation.

Under the Merchant Marine Act of 1970, since the mortgage was deemed
lmid out of the capital account, the taxpayer, In the example set forth In the
Tables 2-4, Is left with $138.8 million (i.e. $108.7 of earnings on total previously
deposited assets and redeposited earnings thereon, and $30.1 of deposited net
ship earnings after interest and depreciation) In the ordinary income account
which under the agreement with the Secretary of Commerce would either have
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to le withdrawn and taxed or withdrawn and applied to reduce the basis of a ship
which will have the same effect. The tax liability Is $69.4 million.

The example In the Appendix is simply wrong.
B. Specific defioiencies and errors in tables

1. The situation described where an Investor would keel) $142.3 million "tied
up" in a capital construction fund is unrealistic. Section 607(a) provides that
the Secretary of Commerce may enter into a capital construction fund agreement
which will provide for deposits Into the fund of amounts agreed upon as necessary
and appropriate to provide funds for a specific shipbuilding program.

2. The regulations require that the program specify the types and number of
vessels to be constructed, the estimated costs, the estimated completion dates,
where the vessels will be constructed, and other such data. Regulation 390.7(e)
(2) provides a maximum level of deposit. Deposits are permitted only to the extent
necessary to accomplish the approved shipbuilding program, and deposits in
excess of what Is necessary to complete the approved program are not permitted.
Accordingly, if the example assumes a one vessel fleet, deposits In excess of $50
million would be prohibited. If additional vessels are assumed, the example is
wrong in that it does not take into account the reductions in tax basis which will
result from subsequent required withdrawals.

3. Even if a taxpayer were permitted to accumulate In the capital construction
fund $142.3 million, which Is the accumulation In the example, there would be no
incentive to do so. Section 607(c) and Regulation 390.8 regulate the investments
permitted with fund assets. Since safety of investments is essential, the invest-
ments are required to be conservative In nature.

4. No lender would allow the borrower to defer for 16 years the repayment oi"
the principal on the debt as the example assumes. Interest, paid to the related
lender, as the example assumes, would be taxable income to the related lender
(the parent corporation) thus offsetting any benefit.

5. In a real situation where (I) the cash deposited In the capital conqtrnctirn
fund for any given year is the cash flow generated from the taxpayer's operations
which is equal to the gross ship earnings less the interest on mortgage, (ii) the
ship mortgage Is paid in 10 annual payments, and (iii) interest on borrowings
and available funds accrues and is paid at 10 percent rate, there would be no
tax-free accumulation related to deposit deductions. Deposits and interest earned
thereon are insufficient to meet debt payments.
0. Correct tax result of purchase of $50 million tanker using the capital con.8truc-

tion fund
In reality the cash that a taxpayer deposits In the capital construction fund for

any given year is the cash flow generated from the taxpayer's operations which
is equal to the gross ship earnings lecs the Interest on the mortgage. This is be-
cause the cash flow is less than the amount of depreciation charges that could be
deposited in the fund. The ship mortgage Is paid In ten annual payments and
interest on borrowings and available funds accrues and is paid at 10 percent rate.
The following Illustration is predicated upon these realistic premises and shows
that there would be no tax-free accumulations related to deposit deductions, since
deposits and interest earned thereon are Insufficient to meet debt payments.

Table 2.-Appendix Illustrates depreciation. It also alleges that interest charges
combined with depreciation In the early years of a vessel's useful life create an
"artificial loss".

These deductions are no more artificial with a ship than with all other property
which receives the Investment tax credit.

The Table, however, Is predicated upon the assumption that the firm using
such system of accelerated depreciation has non-shipping income. Tax losses de-
rived from the use of this method of depreciation would then be used to offset
such income. However, if the Interest paid on the construction funds borrowed Is
artificially Inflated by a delay In the payment of the principal, such Interest would
be taxable income in the hands of the lenders. Thus, it will offset the benefits
derived by the parent from the use of such method of accelerated depreciation.
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ILLUSTRATION OF CORRECT TAX RESULT OF PURCHASE OF $50,000,000 TANKER

Deposit
ceiling for
deprecia-

ton
Vear charges

Revenue Intarest
frcm on

operation mortgage

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1 ............
2 ..............
3 ..............
4 ..............
5 ..............
6 ..............
7 ............
8 .............
9 .............
10 .............
12 ...........

13 .............
14 .............
15 ...........
16 ...........
17 .............
18 .............
19 ...........
20 .............

5.0
4.5
4.1
3.6
3.3
2.9
2.7
2.3
2.2
2.0
2.7
3.5
1.4
1.3
1.1
1.0
.9
.8
.7
.6

7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7:5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5

5.00
4.75
4.50
4.25
4.00
3.75
3.50
3.25
3.00
2.75
2.50
2.25
2.00
1.75
1.50
1.25
1.60
.75
.50
.25

:5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
6.00
3.25
5.50
5.75
6.00
6.25
6.50
6.75
7.00
7.25

2.50 ..........
2.75 ..........
3.00 0.02
3.25 .08
3.30 .36
2.90 .26
2.70 .52
2.30 .58
2.20 .AO
2.00 .41
3.70 .40
3.50 .36
2.40 .32
1.30 .24
1.10 .13
1.00 ..........
.90 ..........
.80.......--
.70 .........
.60 ..........

2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.54
2.50
2.45
1.00
.90
.80
.70
.60

0 0
.25 0
.77 .03

1.6 .04
2.56 .08
3.22 .33
3.74 .3S
3.32 .39
4.02 .20
3.93 .ko
3.53 .20
3.15 .18
2.31 .16
1.25 .12

.......... .07

Total.... 43.5 150.0 52.5 97.5 30.0 3.48 41.48 ............

D. Analysis of table 2
TABLE 2.-APPENDIX

Tax loss
attributable to use

of artificial
Interest on loss to reduce

Gross vessel construction Depreciation Artificial nonshipping
Year earnings loan charges loss income

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1 ...................... 7.5 5.0 5.0 2.5 1.25
2 ...................... 7.5 5.0 4.5 2.0 1.00
3 ...................... 7.5 5.0 4.1 L6 .80
4 ...................... 7.5 5.0 3.6 1.1 .55
5 ...................... 7.5 - 5.0 3.3 .8 .40
6 ...................... 7.5 5.0 2.9 .4 .20
7 ...................... 7.5 5.0 2.7 .2 .10
8 ...................... 7.5 5.0 2.3 ..................................
9 ...................... 7.5 5.0 2.2 ..................................
0 ...................... 7.5 5.0 1.9 ..................................

IL ...................... 7.5 5.0 1.7 ..................................
12 ...................... 7.5 5.0 1.5 ..................................
13 ...................... 7.5 5.0 1.4 ........................ ........
14 ...................... 7.5 5.0 1.3 ..................................
15 ...................... 7.5 5.0 1.1 .................................
16 ...................... 7.5 4.0 1.0 ..................................
17 ...................... 7.5 3.0 .9 ..................................
18 ...................... 7.5 2.0 .8 ..................................
19 ...................... 7.5 1.0 .7 ..................................
20 ...................... 7.5 ................ 6 ..................................

Total ............. 150. 0 85. 0 43.5 8. 6 4.30

Table 2 shows depreciation deduction taken without the use of the capital con-
struction fund method of tax recovery. The effect of the use of accelerated de-
preciation is that any acceleration of depreciation reduces the basis of an asset.
Beginning in the eighth year that additional deduction is recaptured.

Early accelerated depreciation increases taxable income after the eighth year.
Thus, Income, as shown on column (5) of Table 2(a) and taxes, as shown on col-
umn (6) of Table 2(a), are increased as a result of prior depreciation.

In fact, all Table 2 shows is that the same deferral of tax achieved by the
capital construction fund method of cost recovery is Inherent In all accelerated
depreciation.

Cash flew
from

opera-
tions

(3-4)

Deposit
in year

(lesser of
2 or 5)

Releposit
of prior

years'
earnings

P yments
on ship

mortgage

Tax
deferral
attribut.

able to
deposit

1331ance
in fund
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TABLE 2(a).-TAX CONSEQUENCES AFTER 8TH YEAR OF ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION

Income which
Gross Interest on is increased

vessel construction Depreciation by prior
Year earnings loan charges depreciation Taxes

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

8 .....----------------------- 7.5 5 2.3 .02 0.1
9 ..... .................... - 7.5 5 2.2 .3 .15
10-------------------------75 5 1.9 .6 .3
1!1..... ...................- 7.5 5 1.7 .8 .4
12 ......................... 7.5 5 1.5 1.0 5
13 ...... ................. - 7.5 5 1.4 1.1 .55
14 ---------------------- 7.5 5 1.3 1.2 .6
15 ......................... 7.5 5 1.1 1.4 .8
16 ...... .................. 7.5 4 1.0 2.5 1.25
17 ......................... 7.5 3 .9 3.6 1.8
18 ------------------------- 7.5 2 .8 4.7 2.3
19 ------------------------- 7.5 1 .7 5.8 2.9
20 ......................... 7.5 ................. 6 6.9 3.4

Total ---------------- 150.0 85 43.5 29.1 15.05

The purpose of Table 2(b) is to show that in a 20 year period the tax result
of using early accelerated depreciation or straight line depreciation is the
same.

TABLE 2(b).-TAX RESULT IN CASE OF STRAIGHT LINE DEPRECIATION

Gross vessel Depreciation
Year earnings Interest charges Income Taxes

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

I ......................... 7.5 5 2.5 ...............................
2 ......................... 7.5 5 2.5 ......................
3......................... 7.5 5 2.5 ................................
4 ......................... 7.5 5 L 5 ................................
5 ......................... 7.5 5 2.5 ................................
6 ......................... 7.5 5 2.5 ................................
7......................... 7.5 5 2.5 ...............................
8.. 7.5 5 25 ................................
9 ......................... 7.5 5 2.5 ................................
10 ......................... 7.5 5 2.5 ................................
It --....................... 7.5 5 2.5 ...............................
12 ....................... 7.5 5 2.5 ......................
13 ......................... 7.5 5 2.5 ................................
14 ....................... 7.5 5 2.5 ...............................
15 ......................... 7.5 5 2.5 ............................
16 ......................... 7.0 4 2.0 1.5 0.75
17 ......................... 7.0 3 1.0 3.5 1.75
18 ......................... 7.0 2 1.0 4.5 2.25
19 ......................... 7.0 1 1.0 5.5 2.75
20........................ 7.0 ................ 1.0 6.5 3.25

Total............................... 85 43.5 21.5 10.75

B. Analfeie of table 4
Table 4 is combined In the Appendix with Table 2 in an attempt to show that

an indefinite tax deferral is created when net earnings which are negative in
the first seven years because of the use of accelerated depreciation, at the begin.
ning of the eighth year are placed In a capital construction fund.
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TABLE 4.-APPENDIX

Deposited net Tax loss attribut-
Net vessel earn- vessel earnings able to deferral of

ings after interest, after interest tax on deposited
Year and depreciation and depreciation net earnings

(1) (2) (3) (4)

................................................... (2.5 ............ ........................2....................................................
3 .......................................................................
4 ................................................... .........
5 ................................................... . ........................6 ............................................... (.4)........................

............................................. (2)........................
.................................................... 2 0.2 0.10

9 ................................................... .3 .3 .1510 ................................................... .6 .6 .30
11 ................................................... .8 .8 .40
12 ................................................... . 1.0 1.0 .60
13 .................................................. 1.1 1.1 .55
14 .................................................. 1.2 1.2 .6015............................................... 1.4 1.4 .70
16............................................... 2.5 2.5 1.25
17 ................................................... 3.6 3.6 1.80
18 ................................................... 4.7 4.7 2.35
19 ................................................... 5.8 5.8 2.90
20 ................................................... 6.9 6.9 3.45

Total .......................................... 21.5 30.1 15.05

However, the $30.1 million of ordinary income previously deducted when de-
posited in the capital construction fund will be taxed when withdrawn or after
investment in a ship the tax basis of which is reduced by $30.1 million.
F. Analysis of table 8

TABLE 3.-APPENDIX

CCF deposits of
income producing

assets equal to
depreciationcflarges on

agreement vessel

(2)
Year

(1)

Redeposit of prior
year earnings on

total previous
deposits, assets,
and earnings, as

shown i n col. 5

(3)

Nontaxable pay.
Iments out of

capital accounts
to discharge

ship mortgage

(4)

Total previous
deposits, assets,
and redeposits,

earnings thereon,
i.e. 2+3, less 4

(5)

................
2................
3 ................
4 ................
5 ..............
6......... ......
7................
................

9 ................
............

11........... :.
12 ...............
13 ...............
14 ...............
15 ...............
16 ...............
17 ...............
18 ...... ........
19 ...............
20 ......... .....

Total ......

5.0
4.5
4.1
3.6
3.3
2.9
2.7
2.3
2.2
1.0
1.7
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.1
1.0
.9
.8
.7
.6

43.5

.................... ...............
0.5 ..................
1.0 ..................
1.5 ..................
2.0 ..................
2.5 ..................
3.0 ..................
3.6 ..................
4.2 ..................
4.0 ..................5.6 ..................
6.3 ..................
7.1 ..................
7.9 ..................
8.8 ..................
9.8 (10.0)
9.9 (10.0)

10.0 (10.0)
10.0 (10. 0)
10.1 (3.5)

108.7 (43.5)

Table 3 ignores the real effect of the amendments introduced by the Merchant
Marine Act of 1970 providing that withdrawals are deemed first to be made out
of the capital account. Since the mortgage would be paid out of the capital ac-
count, the taxpayer would then be left with $108.7 million in his ordinary in-
come account which, together with the $30.1 million of operating earnings (See
Table 4), would either have to be withdrawn and taxed (with interest) or applied
to reduce the basis of a ship which will have the same effect.

Tax loss
attributable to
deferral of tax
on redeposits,

prior year
earnings

(6)

5.0
10.0
15.1
20.2
25.5
30.9
36.6
42.5
48.9
55.7
G3.0
70.8
79.3
88.5
98.4
99.2

100.0
100.8
101.5
112.2

.... .° ..... ... . ;0.25
.50
.75

1.00
1.25
1.50
1.80
2.10
2.45
2.80
3.15
3.55
3.95
4.40
4.90
4.90
5.00
5.00
5.05

112.2 . 54.35
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Table 3 also overlooks a cash flow problem. Column (2) of the Table is based
upon the assumption that "the capital construction fund deposit of incone-pro-
ducing assets equal to depreciation charges on agreement vessel" Is equal, in the
first year, to $50.0 million, however, in Table 2 the amount of cash in the hands
of the taxpayer is only $2.6, i.e., the difference between the gross vessel earnings
and the interest on construction costs. As shown in the Illustration of Correct
Tax Result of Purchase of $50 Million Tanker, supra, in a real situation a tax-
payer would deposit in the capital construction fund only the cash generated
from its shipping operations.

APPENDIX A.-USE OF CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION FUNDS FOR TAX AVOIDANCE PURPOsi:s

Analysis of the capital construction fund mechanism, as presently constituted,
indicates substantial opportunities for tax avoidance. These opportunities are
summarized in Tables 1-4. As they indicate, use of the construction fund mecha-
nism in connection with a single $50 million tanker can result In undiscounted
revenue losses over the life of the ship -that come to more than $78 million.

Because these tax avoidance techniques are so attractive, it is likely that they
will be used by substantially all the banks, oil companies, and other firms that are
now preparing to build tankers for use in the Alaska oil trade. Most of these firms
have both liquid corporate assets that are now yielding taxable income and a
need to build ships to move oil from Valdez, Alaska, where the Alaska pipeline
ends, to the West Coast of the United States. The capital construction fund
mechanism enables them to shelter from tax the income on substantial amounts
of corporate assets, and thus permits them to build their tanker fleets with es-
sentially tax exempt income.

Similar tax avoidance techniques are also available In the case of ore carriers
engaged in the Great Lakes trade. As In the Alaska trade, ships operating be-
tween U.S. ports on the Great Lakes must be built in U.S. yards and manned
by U.S. sailors. Accordingly, these ships are also eligible to make use.of tax-
deferred capital construction funds.

The three principal tax avoidance techniques available to shippers are detailed
in Tables 2 through 4. Table 2 shows how the excess depreciation charges gen-
erated in the early years of a vessel's life can be used to reduce nonshipping
income.

'fable 3 shows how the technique of depositing income producing assets in a
capital construction fund can be used to shield from tax the income produced by
those assets. Table 3 involves deposits in a capital construction fund of assets
equal to the depreciation charges on a vessel. The earnings on those assets are
then redeposited tax free in the fund for use in building future ships, and the as-
sets themselves are eventually withdrawn, tax free, to discharge the ship mort-
gage on the vessel In question.

Finally, Table 4 shows the revenue losses that reult when shipping income
that would otherwise be subject to tax is deposited in a capital construction fund.

CONSERVATIVE ASSUMPTIONS USED

Tables 1 through 4 have been constructed on the basis of conservative assump-
tions about vessel earnings, depreciation charges, asset. earnings, and interest
rates. Iess conservative assumptions would have produced substantially larger
revenue losses. Hence, the $78.7 million loss shown in Table 1 must be regarded
as a minimum figure.

Tables 1 through 4 are particularly designed to sketch the situation of a typical
oil firm or bank holding subsidiary which has income producing assets and which
wishes to build a tanker to serve the Alaska oil trade. The assets in question are
assumed to be yielding a return of 10 percent before tax (i.e. about the current
rate for corporate bonds). If higher yield assets are deposited, the revenue loss
would be correspondingly larger.

Tables 1-4 also assume that the tanker in question will cost $50 million, sub-
stantially all of which is to be borrowed at 10 percent interest, giving a ship
mortgage In return. In addition, they assume that the ship's annual net earnings
before depreciation and interest charges will be $7.5 million (i.e. a 15 percent
rate of return on investment), that depreciation will be calculated by the double
declining balance method, (leaving an unrecovered basis of $6.5 million at the
end of 20 years), and that the corporate tax rate is 50 percent.

Finally, the tables assume that the investor is determined by the Maritime
Administration to be otherwise qualified to open a capital construction fund.

74-712-76----pt. 1- 19
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BASIC CON8TRUcrION FUND RULES

Two basic Merchant Marine Act rules are crucial to the operation of the pro-
posed tax avoidance mechanism. The first rule limits the amount of the de-
posits that a shipper can make in a tax-deferred capital con,-truction fund. Those
deposits are limited to: (a) taxable vessel earnings, if any, (b) depreciation on the
agreement vessel, (c) net proceeds, if any, from the sale of the vessel, and (d)
earnings on the reserve fund itself. The second rule relates to the order or priority
in which withdrawals may be made from the reserve fund, and provides that
withdrawals must come first from "capital account"--e.g., from deposits of capital
assets equivalent to the depreciation charges on an agreement vessel. These
two rules, taken together, mean that substantial amounts of income producing
assets can be put into a capital construction fund, that the subsequent earnings
on those assets can be allowed to accumulate tax free, and that the original capital
investment can later be withdrawn tax free, to pay off the ship mortgage relating
to an agreement vessel. The earnings produced by those assets will then remain
untaxed in the fund to build additional ships.

The Qperation of these basic rules is illustrated in Table 3. Column 2 of that
Table shows the deposit in a construction fund of income producing assets equiv-
alent to the depreciation charges on an agreement vessel, and column 3 shows
the deposit in that fund of the earnings on those assets and on previously de-
posited earnings.

TABLE 1.-Summary of revenue losses on a tanker costing $50 million, where a
capital construction fund mechanism is ut ilized to defer tax payments

Millions
1. Decrease in federal revenue caused by application of artificial losses to

reduce nonshipping income (See Table 2 for details) ------------- $4.30
2. Decrease in federal revenue caused by deferral of tax on earnings of

Income producing assets which are deposited In a capital construction
fund in an amount equal to depreciation charges on an agreement
vessel (See Table 3 for details) ----------------------------- 54.35

3. Decrease In federal revenue caused by deferral of tax on net shipping
earnings, after interest and depreciation, through deposit in a capi-
tal construction fund (See Table 4 for details) ----------------- 15.05

4. Decrease in federal revenue attributable to proposed investment credit- 5. 00

Total revenue losses ----------------------------------- 78. 70

TABLE 2.-COMPUTATION OF REVENUE LOSS RESULTING FROM ATTRIBUTION TO NONSHIPPING INCOME OF
ARTIFICIAL LOSSES CREATED BY ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION

Tax loss ttribut-able to use of
Interest on artificial loss to

Gross vessel construdion Depreciation Artificial reduce nonship.
Year earnings loan chrles loss ping income

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1 ........................ 7.5 5 5.0 2.5 1.25
2 ........................ 7.5 5 4.5 2.0 1.00
3 ........................ 7.5 5 4.1 1.6 .80
4 ........................ 7.5 5 3.6 1.1 .55
5 ........................ 7.5 5 3.3 .8 .40
6 ........................ 7.5 $ 2.9 .4 .20
7 ........................ 7.5 5 2.7 .2 .10
8 ........................ 7.5 5 2.3 ..................................
9 ........................ 7.5 5 2.2 ..................................
10 ....................... 7.5 5 1.9 ..................................
I1 ....................... 7.5 5 1.7
12 ....................... 7.5 5 1.5 .......................
13 ....................... 7.5 5 1.4 ..................................
14 ....................... 7.5 6 1.3 ..................................
is ....................... 7.5 5 1.1 ..................................
16 ....................... 7.5 4 1.0 ..................................
17 ....................... 7.5 3 .9 ..................................
18 ....................... 7.5 2 .8 ..................................
19 ....................... 7.5 I .7 .................................
20 ....................... 7.5 ................. 6 ..................................

Total .............. 150.0 85.0 43.5 8.6 4.30
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TABLE 3.-COMPUTATION OF REVENUE LOSS CAUSED BY DEPOSIT IN CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION FUND OF (A)
INCOME PRODUCING ASSETS EQUIVALENT TO DEPRECIATION CHARGES ON AGREEMENT VESSEL, AND (B) THE
EARNINGS PRODUCED BY SUCH ASSETS

CCF deposits of Redeposit of prior Tax loss
income producing year earnings on Nontaxable pay- Total previous attributable to

assets equal to total previous ments out of deposits assets deferral of tax
depreciation deposits, assets, capital accounts and redeposits, on redeposits,

charges on and earnings, as to discharge earnings thereon, prior year
Year agreement vessel shown in col. 5 ship mortgage i.e. 2+3, less 4 earnings

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

I --------------- 5.0 ----------------------------------- 5.0 .............
2 --------------- 4.5 0.5 ------------------ 10.0 0.25
3 --------------- 4.1 1.0 ------------------ 15.1 .50
4 --------------- 3.6 1.5 ------------------ 20.2 .75
5 .............. 3.3 2.0 .................. 25.5 1.00
6 ............... 2.9 2.5 ---------------- - 3G. 9 1.25
7 ............. 2.7 3.0 ------------------ 36.6 1.50
8 --------------- 2.3 3.6 ------------------ 42.5 1.80
9 --------------- 2.2 4.2 ------------------ 48.9 2.10

10 ............... 1.9 4.9 .................. 55.7 2.45
11 ............... 1.7 5.6 ------------------ 63.0 2.80
12 --------------- 1.5 6.3 .................. 70.8 3.15
13 --------------- 1.4 7.1 .................. 79.3 3.55
14 _---_------- 1.3 7.9 ----------------- 88.5 3.95
15 --------------- 1.1 8.8 .................. 98.4 4.40
16 ............... 1.0 9.8 (,0.0) 99.2 4.90
17 ................ 9 9.9 10.0 100.0 4.95Is---------------.. 1 0. 0 ilD. 0) 100. $ 5.0

19 ................ 7 10.0 (10.0) 101.5 5.00
20 ................ 6 10.1 (3.5) 112.3 5.05

Total ...... 43.5 108.7 (43. 5) 112.2 54.35

TABLE 4.-COMPUTATION OF REVENUE LOSS CAUSED BY DEPOSIT IN CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION FUND OF
NET VESSEL EARNINGS AFTER INTEREST AND DEPRECIATION

Deposited net Tax loss attribut-
Net vessel earn- vessel earnings able to deferral of

Ings after interest after interest tax on deposited
Year and depreciation and depreciation net earnings

(1) (2) (3) (4)

S............................................(.5)........... .............
2 .................................................. .... . 2. ."
3 .... .... . . . ....... -- - -- - -- - -- - -- -

S ........................................... ( ........................
S ....................................................................
S ............................................ ( ........................
S .....................................................................
10 ................................................... 2 0.2 0.10
9 ................................................... 3 .3 .15

14 ................................................... .6 .6 .30
11 ................................................. .8 .8 .40
12 .................................................. 1.0 1.0 .50
13 ................................................... 1.1 1.1 .55
14 ................................................... 1.2 1.2 .60
15 ................ .............................. 1.4 1.4 .70
16 .................................................. 2.5 2.5 1.25
17 .............................................. 3.&6 &.6 1.80
18 .................................................. 4.7 4.7 2.35
19 Tot- -. . .......................................... 2 .8 5.8 2.90
20...I............................................ 6.9 6.9 3.45

Total....................................... 21.5 30.1 15.05

The CI!AMIRAN. Next we will call
Watkins.

Mr. John H. Hall of Latham &

STATEMENT OF JOHN H. HALL, LATHAN & WATKINS

Mr. HAL,. Mr. Chairman, I much appreciate the opportunity to
speak very briefly here today for individuals James L. Walker, Stan-
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1ev L. Timmins, William B. Rapien, and Russell A. Kendall who es-
tablished a foreign trust in 1974 for the benefit of their children.
Section 1013 of H.R. 10612 for the first time taxes grantors of irrevo-
cable foreign trusts on the trusts' income as long as the grantors are
alive.

I don't quarrel with the legislative decision to take this step. How-
ever, the effective date of this decision-this section was passed by the
House, was made retroactive to trusts created on or after Mfay 21, 1974.
That was the dav on which the Ways and Means Committee made its
tentative decision on the subject.

To our knowledge until May 29, 1974, there was no generally pub-
lished announcement indicating that the Ways and Means Committee
proposed to change the taxation on foreign trusts in this manner.
Prior press coverage of the May 21, Ways and Means Committee ac-
tion did not refer to the U.S. action nor was this proposed change
referred to in the Ways and Means Committee agenda for 1974. tax
reform agenda as reported in the BNA Daily Tax Report. The Daily
Tax Report, generally the most current publication for practitioners,
carried the story on May 29, 1974.

Now without knowledge of this proposed change, our clients took
the irrevocable action of establishing the foreign trust for the benefit
of their children on May 28, 1974. As evidenced by the British Con-
sulate General's stamp lated May 8, 1974, on the trust instrument
they had begun execution of the trust well before the tentative deci-
sion had been made by the Ways and Means Committee but did not
obtain the signature of the foreign trustee until May 28. We believe,
t'ierefore, that the committee acted properly when it decided to make
the effective date of the bill the earliest date on which the bar could-
reasonably have learned of the House Ways and Means Committee's
tentative decision.

Criticism that the change of the effective date would set a precedent
allowing persons to take advantage of the inherent timelag between
announcement of a tentative decision and publication of that decision
in the media is without merit. First, the committee decision here has
no weight as a precedent. unless future cases arise under identical cir-
cumstances which is unlikely. In this case there was an unusually long
delay in publicizing the announcement., the taxpayer consummated an
irrevocable act during the period of delay, and the period of retro-
activity of the proposed legislation reaches back very, very far-to
the trust created in 1974.

There is no indication at all here that anybody rushed in between
May 21 and May 29 to try to get in under the wire. In fact, as a prac-
tical matter, you could 'not setup a foreign trust that fast if you
wanted to.

Furthermore, no action by Congress is binding as a precedent unless
in future cases Congress determines that the public interest would
be served by reaching the same result. The only precedent that could
be established by leaving May 29 as the effective date of this legisla-
tion would be a recognition that at least under some circumstances any
social utility of changing the tax laws on the very day of the decision
might be outweighedby the undesirability of defeating reasonable
expectations that lawfu actions may be taken in reliance upon exist-
ing tax laws which have been in effect for many years.
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In this case the provision would have taxed my clients for the rest
of their natural lives without regard to how much other income they
would have on the income of this trust. Now that might be perfectly
all right if they had gone into this with their eyes open and full knowl-
edge of the Ways and Means Committee tentative decision, but they
had no way of knowing what the Ways and Means Committee had
decided at the moment that this trust was executed. Under the par-
ticular circumstances here I believe that no fair-minded person should
disagree with the Senate Finance Committee's action.

Thank you very much.
[The written statement of John H. Hall follows:]

STATEMENT OF JOHN H. HALL

SUMMARY

A. The effective date of Section 1013 of H.R. 10612, 94th Cong., as reported by
the House Ways and Means Committee was May 21, 1974, the date on which the
Committee's tentative decision was announced.

B. There was no generally published announcement of this decision until
May 29, 1974.

C. On or before May 8, 1974. our clients commenced execution of Instruments
creating a foreign trust. On Mlay 28, 1974 execution was completed in reliance on
existing law and without knowledge of the then unpublicized proposed change
in law.

1). The Senate Committee on Finance acted properly in changing the effective
date of the legislation to May 29, 1974, the date on which the bar could reason-
ably have been aware of the proposed change.

STATEMENT

Section 1013 of H.R. 10612, 94th Cong., for the first time taxes grantors of
irrevocable foreign trusts. We do not quarrel with the legislative decision to
take this step. However, the effective date of this Section, as reported by the
House Ways and Means Committee, was retroactive to May 21, 1974. This was
the date on which the Ways and Means Committee announced its tentative deci-
sion on tthesubjeet. To our knowledge there was no generally published an-
nouncement indicating that the Ways and Means Committee proposed to change
the taxation of foreign trusts in this manner until May 29, 1974 when the Com-
inittee's tentative decision was disclosed in a BNA Daily Tax Report. Prior
press coverage of the May 21 Ways and Means Committee action did not refer
to the taxation of U.S. grantors of foreign trusts, nor was this proposed change
referred to in the Ways and Means Committee's tax reform agenda for 1974, as
reported in the BNA Daily Tax Report. The Daily Tax Report, generally the
most current publication for tax practitioners, carried the story on May 29, 1974.

Without knowledge of the proposed change our clients took the irrevocable
action of establishing a foreign trust for the benefit of their children on May 28,
1974. As evidenced by the British Consolate General's stamp dated May 8, 1974
on the trust instrument, our client had begun execution of the trust well before
the tentative decision but did not obtain signatures of the foreign trustees until
May 28. We believe therefore that the Senate Committee on Finance acted prop-
erly when it decided to make the effective date of the Bill the earliest date on
which the tax bar could reasonably have learned of the House Ways and Means
Committee's tentative decision.

Criticism that the change of the effective date would set a precedent allowing
persons to take advantage of the inherent time lag between announcement of a
tentative decision and publication of that decision in the media is without merit.
First, this decision has no weight as precedent unless future cases arise under
the same circumstances. In this case there was an unusually long delay in the
public announcement, the taxpayer consummated an irrevocable act during the
period of delay, and the period of retroactivity of the proposed legislation reaches
back unusually far, to 1974.

Furthermore, no action by Congress is binding as precedent unless in future
cases C*ngress-tetermInes that the public interest is served by reaching the
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same result. The only precedent which could be established by a delay in the
effective date of this legislation would be a recognition that under some circum-
stances the social utility of changing the tax laws on the very day of decision
may be outweighed by the undesirability of defeating reasonable expectations
that actions may be taken in reliance upon existing tax laws in effect for many
years. Under the particular circumstances here, we submit that no fair minded
person should disagree with the Senate Finance Committees action.

STATEMENT BY JOHN H. HALL

Section 1013 of H.R. 10612, 94th Cong., as reported by the House Ways
and Means Committee and the Senate Committee on Finance would tax cur-
rently to a United States grantor the income of a foreign trust with United
States beneficiaries. The effective date of the version of this Bill reported by
the House Ways and Means Committee was retroactive to May 21, 1974. This
date was selecte(d because on May 21, 1974 the House Ways and Means Coal-
nittee announced its tentative decision on this subject. However, there was. to
our knowledge, no generally published announcement indicating that the House
Ways and Means Committee proposed to change the taxation of foreign trusts
in this manner until May 29, 1974 when the Committee's tentative decision
was first publicized in the BNA Daily Tax Report. Press coverage concerning
changes affecting foreign Income appeared in the May 22, 1974 Issue of the
Wall Street Journal, the New York Times and the, 13NA Tax- Report, but
none of these articles referred to the taxation of United States grantors of
foreign trusts. Furthermore, the House Ways and Means Committee's tax
reform agenda for 1974 as reported in the BNA Daily Tax Report of April
30 did not refer to proposals regarding the taxation of foreign trusts.

Having no notice or knowledge of the proposed change, our clients established
on May 28, 1974 a foreign trust which would be treated as a grantor trust
under H.R. 10612. The trust was created for the benefit of their children.
The trust Instrument bears the stamp of the British Consulate General in
-Los Angeles dated May 8, 1974, evidencing that our clients had commenced
execution of the trust instrument prior to any decision by the Io, ',se Ways
and Means Committee. However, the signature of the foreign trustee was
not obtained until May 28, 1974, and the irrevocable transfer of the assets
was completed on that date.

Prior to May 29, 1974, the first date on which the BNA Tax Report carried
news of the decision, neither our clients nor their trust counsel had actual
knowledge of the proposed legislation. By the time the tentative decision was
reported, our clients had taken irrevocable action by funding the trust. We
believe, therefore, that the Senate Finance Committee acted correctly when
it decided to make the effective date of the Bill the first date on which the
bar could reasonably have been expected to know of the House Ways and
Means Committee's tentative decision.

Criticism that the change of the effective date would set a precedent allowing
persons to take advantage of the inherent time lag betwen announcement of
a tentative decision and publication of that decision in tax Journals or the
media is without merit. First, this decision has no weight as precedent unless
futuire-cases arise under the same circumstances or involve the same set of
facts. In this case there was an unusally long delay in publication of tile
House Ways and Meanq Committee's tentative decision. Such report-s are usunlly
carried the next day by the pres. Under normal cireumstaneps it would he
virtually impossible to set up a foreign trust between the decision date and the
dat, on which the announcement wotild lie carried by the reporting ,r ser'i(-s.
Moreover, in this case the action taken in reliance on the continuance of exi.st-
ing law was irrevocable and the effective (late of the proposed leglation wn!
retroactive for an unusually long period. There are few instances in which
the effective (late of legislation adversely affecting a taxpayer reaches hack
over a period In which two tax returns would havo been filed. Therefore.
this ease can easily be distinguished from different cases which may follow
where a taxpayer happened to get word of a proposed action and moved quickly
to "get in tinder the wire."

Furthermore, no action by Congress is binding as precedent unless in future
cases Congress determines that the public Interest would be served by reaching
the same result. In any event the only precedent which could be established
by the Senate Finance Committee's decision would be a recognition that under
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some circumstances the social utility of establishing an early cut-off date may be
outweighed by the undesirability of defeating the reasonable expectation that
irrevocable action may be taken in reliance upon existing laws in effect for many
years. It would be difficult to say that there are no circumstances in which it
would be appropriate to defer the effective date of new legislation until persons
acting in reliance upon existing law could reasonably have become aware of the
proposed change, even if a delay in the effective date permitted the continuation
for one or two more days of an activity which had been permitted for many years.
We submit that this is a case where such delay in the effective date is appropriate
and that the Senate Finance Committee's decision to move the effective date of
the Bill to May 29, 1974 was entirely proper and-fair.

)ated: July 16, 1976.
Respectfully submitted,

JoiHN 1. IIALT..
The CIIAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Any questions?
Senator CTirris. I just would like to note that in the reading from

the Finance Committee report, page 7 discusses this problem and the
dates and then it says:

Explanation of the Provision. This provision was suggested by the staff as an
alternative to the date in the * * * the provision delays the date for which the
new grantor trust rules apply from transfer of the property the foreign trust
made after May 21, 1974, to transfers made after May 29, 1975.

Above that it carries this report:
.The House provision is after May 21, 1975, the date of the initial Ways and
Means Committee decision. However, no news report of the Committee decision
was made until May 29, 1974. Thus, taxpayers who, did not have access to indi-
viduals physically present at the Ways and Means Committee markull could not
know the Committee's decision. The issue is whether the date would apply to
grantor rules which should be made May 29, 1975.

Do you agree with that explanation that is in the committee report?
Mr. IIALL. Yes, I do, Senator Curtis. That is perfectly accurate.
Senator Curns. That is all.
Senator BENwsx. You say as an irrevocable trust. Is it irrevocable

under our law or the law unaIer which the trust is now operating?
Mr. IHALL. Senator Bentsen, it is irrevocable under the lw of the

country in which the trust is operating.
Senator BENTSEN. Which country is that?
Mr. 1-IALL. It is Cayman Islands. -
Th CHAIRMANX. Thank you very much.
Mr. HALL. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Next we will hear MNIr. Edwin S. Cohen on behalf

of Superior Oil Co.

STATEMENT OF EDWIN S. COHEN ON BEHALF OF SUPERIOR OIL CO.

Ar. COHtEx. Mv name is Edwin S. Cohen.
Section 9156 of the Internal Revenue Code now provides in general

that if a U.S. corporation owns more than 50 percent of the stock of a
foreign corporation and tie foreign corporation makes certain in-
vest Inents in U.S. property, the amount so invested( is to be t created as a
dividend to the U.S. corporation.

Ihe Suprior Oil Co. is a U.S. corporation which owns about. 53
percent of the stock of Canadian Superior Oil Ltd., a Canadian cor-
poration that is engaged in exploration for oil and gas in Canada and
throughout the world.
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The remaining 47 percent of Canadian Superior's stock is publicly
held and the majority of its directors are Canadian residents.

Canadian Superior since 1964 has advanced substantial funds for
the acquisition of the exploration and development of interests in
Federal oil and gas leases off the Outer Continental Shelf more than
12 miles beyond the U.S. coastline.

The amounts advanced by Canadian Superior for these leases has
-been paid into the U.S. Treasury. Any oil or gas-discovered on these

leasehold interests is sold by Canadian Superior to unrelated U.S.
companies and has benefited the energy needs of the United States.

Superior, the American company, could not properly prevent
Canadian Superior, with 47 percent of its stock publicly held, from
using Canadian Superior's own funds to acquire oil and gas leases
on the Outer Continental Shelf or elsewhere in the world if Canadian
Superior considered it desirable to do so.

Superior believes it was not the intent of section 956 to cause ex-
penditures made by Canadian Superior under these circumstances
on the Outer Continental Shelf in the ordinary course of its busi-
ness of exploring for oil and gas to be taxable as dividends to Superior.

If Canadian Superiors expenditures in past years were taxable
to Superior when made, then under section 959 of the present law,
dividends in corresponding amounts paid by Canadian Superior to
Superior in future years would be tax-free. Thus the uncertainty
of the status of past expenditures also produces uncertainty as to the
tax status of future distributions.

The 1969 Tax Reform Act added section 638 to the Internal Revenue
Code to provide that for certain purposes the Outer Continental
Shelf, even though outside the 12-mile limit, should be treated as being
within the United States.

It does not appear that the Congress, in enacting that provision
in 1969, contemplated the effect this amendment might have in broad-
ening the scope of section 956. Accordingly, section 1021(d) (2) of
the present bill provides that investments on the Outer Continental
Shelf made by foreign corporations after the 1969 act and before
1977 will not be treated as dividends to their U.S. shareholders.

This provision was approved by the Ways and Means Committee
last October after discussion in public markup session, where the com-
panies involved were disclosed and the problem fully discussed, and
it was contained in the bill passed by the House of Representatives.
It was approved by the Finance Committee subject to the limita-
tion that it not apply to investments made after 1976.

Superior believes that this provision, previously approved by both
committees, is fair and reasonable and we respectfully urge -its
enactment.

rMr. (eohen's prepared statement on behalf of Superior Oil Co.
follows:]

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS IN STATEMENT OF THE SUPERIOR OIL CO., IN
SUPPORT OF SECTxoN 1021 OF H.R. 10612

1. The Superior Oil Company ("Superior") owns 53 percent of-the stock of
Canadian Superior Oil, Ltd. ("Canadian Superior") ; the remaining stock Is
publicly owned. Canadian Superior explores for oil and gas throughout the
world, and since 1964 has made investments in oil and gas leases on the Outer
Continental Shelf in the Gulf of Mexico, more than 12 miles beyond the U.S.
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and the wellhead oil and gas have been sold to unrelated U.S. companies.

2. The Tax Reform Act of 1969 added Section 638 to the Internal Revenue
Code to provide that the Outer Continental Shelf, even though outside the
12-mile limit, should be treated for certain purposes as being within the United
States.

3. Section 1021(d) (2) of H.R. 10612 provides that investment in property
situated on or used exclusively in connection with the Outer Continental Shelf
made by foreign corporations subsequent to the Tax Reform Act of 1969 will
not be treated under Section 956 as dividends to their U.S. shareholders.

4. This provision was approved by the Ways and Means Committee after dis-
cussion in public mark-up session, where the companies involved were disclosed
and the problem fully discussed, and was included in the bill as passed by the
House of Representatives.

STATEMENT OF THE SUPERIOR OIL CO., IN SUPPORT OP SEcTION 1021 OF
H.R. 10612

My name is Edwin S. Cohen. I am of counsel to the law firm of Covington &
Burling, Washington, D.C. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the
Committee this morning on behalf of The Superior Oil Company in support of the
provisions of Section 1021 of H.R. 10612, modifying Section 956 of the Internal
Revenue Code.

Section 956 of the Code now provides that if a United States corporation owns
more than 50 percent of the stock of a foreign corporation and the foreign cor-
poration makes certain investments in United States property, the amount so
invested is to be treated as a dividend to the U.S. corporation.

The Superior Oil Company ("Superior") is a U.S. corporation whieh owns
about 53 percent of the stock of Canadian Superior Oil, Ltd. ("Canadian
Superior"), a Canadian corporation that is engaged in the exploration for oil
and gas in Canada ajd throughout the world. Canadian Sulperior's remaining
stock is publicly held, and a majority of Canadian Superior's directors are
Canadian residents. Canadian Superior has explored for oil and gas off the Outer
Continental Shelf of the United States, as well as elsewhere throughout the
world.

Since 1964, Canadian Superior has advanced substantial funds to Canadian
Superior's wholly-owned U.S. subsidiary for use in the acquisition, exploration
and development of interests in Federal oil and gas leases on the Outer Conti-
nental Shelf in the Gulf of Mexico, more than 12 miles beyond the coastline of the
United States. The U.S. subsidiary was organized because Federal leasing regula-
tions require that such leases be held by a U.S. corporation.

The amounts paid for these leases have been paid into the United States Treas-
ury. Any oil or gas discovered on these leasehold interests is sold by Canadian
Superior to unrelated U.S. companies.

Superior has derived no tax or other benefit from the expenditures made by
Canadian Superior. Indeed, since Canadian Superior and its U.S. subsidiary do
not have U.S. income from other sources, the usual tax deductions for the oil and
gas exploration and development expenditures by Canadian Superior's U.S. sub-
sidiary in excess of its income tbereffim have produced no tax benefit. Superior
could not properly prevent Canadian Superior, with 47 percent of its stock pub-
licly held, from using Canadian Superior's own funds to acqulJre oil and gas leases
on the Outer Continental Shelf or elsewhere in the world if Canadian Superior
considered it desirable to do so.

Superior believes that it was not the intent of Section 956 to cause the expendi-
tures made by Canadian Superior on the Outer Continental Shelf in the ordinary
course of its business of exploring for oil and gas to be taxable as dividends to
Superior. If Canadian Superior's expenditures in past years were taxable-to
Superior when made, then under Section 959 of the present law dividends In cor-
responding amounts paid by Canadian Superior to Superior in future years would
be tax-free. The uncertainty of the status of the past expenditures also produces
uncertainty as to the tax status of future distributions.

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 added Section 638 to the Internal Revenue Code
to provide that for certain purposes the Outer Continental Shelf, even though
outside the 12-mile limit, should be treated as being within the United States.
It does not appear that Congress contemplated the effect this amendment might
have in broadening the scope of Section 956 when the amendment was enacted
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in 1969. Accordingly, Section 1021(d) (2) of H.R. 10612 provides that invest-
ments in property situated on or used exclusively in connection with the Outer
Continental Shelf made by foreign corporations subsequent to the Tax Reform
Act of 1960 and prior to January 1, 1977 will not be treated as dividends to their
U.S. shareholders.

This provision was approved by the Ways and Means Conmittee after discus-
sion in public mark-up session, where the companies involved were disclosed and
tho problem fully discussed, and it was contained in the bill passed by the House
of Representatives. It was approved by the Finance Committee subject to the
limitation that it apply only to investments prior to January 1, 1977.

We believe that this provision, previously approved by both Committees, is
fair and reasonable and we respectfully urge its enactment

Mr. CoiFN.. Mr. Chairman, I appear as a witness, as the list indi-
cates, also on behalf of Pyramid Ventures, Inc., which is a completely
unrelated company, which supports another part of this same provi-
sion. If I may, I will just continue.

The CHARMnANI. Go ahead. -

STATEMENT OF EDWIN S. COHEN ON BEHALF OF PYRAMID
VENTURES, INC.

MNr. CoH1EN. Pyramid Ventures, Inc., a U.S. company, organized two
foreign subsidiaries in 1970 and 1972 to carry on a shipping business
l)y time-chartering vessels to transport bulk cargo. The charters ex-
l)ire(l in mid-1974 and neither subsidiary has engaged in the shipping
busines-s since then.

Both foreign subsidiaries then invested the funds remaining after
cessation of the shipping business in publicly traded shares of un-
related U.S. companies. These investments were made between August
15, 1974, ,and January 30, 1975.

Udl(ler the present law, as I understand it, the amount of these U.S.
investments is technically treated as dividends taxable to the U.S.
l)arent, Pyramid, simply because the investments were made in U.S.
property-that is, the shares of U.S. corporations rather than foreign
property--even though those corporations in which the investments
were made were unrelated to Pyramid.

On iMay 21, 1974, some 3 months before the first of these investments
was made, the House Ways and Means Committee issued a press re-
lease announcing a tentative decision to amend section 956 to allow
such investments without dividend treatment to U.S. shareholders. I
may say that parenthetically that I do not know whether the actual
date of that release was May 29 or May 21; that was discussed earlier
by another witness but it would he immaterial to this case.

iI.R. 10612, passed by the House, ultimately contained this pro-
vision.

In a written statement filed with the Finance Committee on April
23, 1975, Pyramid requested that the revision of section 956 be ap-
plicable to Investments made after May 21, 1974, when the Ways and

ervans ('ommittve first announced its intention to exclude these types
of investments from section 956. The Finance Committee so desired.

Mm'. Chairman. this is remedial legislation that eliminates a trap for
those not familiar with ti technicalities of section 956 and it encour-
ages investnipet in the I .S. economy. '[ie investments (to not, in fact,
resemIlo dividends; they do not represent funds furnished to parent.
stockholders or affiliates.
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Other remedial provisions designed to stimulate U.S. investment,
such as the investment 'credit, have been made effective when an-
nounced, prior to the date of their enactment.

Pyramid respectfully submits that the committee should affirm its
earlier decision and make the new amendment effective at the tax-
payers' election for investments made after May 21, 1974, when thb
Ways and Means Committee first announced its decision. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

[Mr. Cohen's prepared statement on behalf of Pyramid Ventures,
Inc., follows:)

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS IN STATEMENT OF PYRAMID VENTURES, INC., IN
SUPPORT OF SECTION 1021 OF H.R. 10612

Pyramid Ventures, Inc. is a United States corporation with two wholly-owned
foreign subsidiaries which made portfolio investments in stocks of unrelated
publicly-owned United States corporations between August 15, 1974 and Janu-
ary 30, 1975.

On May 21, 1974 the Ways and Means Committee issued a press release
announcing a tentative decision to amend Section 956 to permit such portfolio
investments without dividend tax to the U.S. shareholders of the foreign cor-
poration. The amendment was contained in the bill as passed by the House.

Pyramid supported the provision in a written statement filed with the Finance
Committee oil April 23, 1976, and asked that it be made effective at the election
of the taxpayers for investments made after May 21, 1974, the date of the Ways
and Means Committee announcement. The bill reported by the Finance Com-
mittee mnkes this change in the effective date.

iSince the provision Is remedial legislation that eliminates a trap and is
desirable for the U.S. economy, it seems entirely fair and reasonable to make it
effective from the date it was first publicly announced by the Ways and Means
Committee, and Pyramid urges that this provision be retained in the bill.

STATEMENT OF PYRAMID VENTURES, INC., IN SUPPORT OF SECTION 1021 OF H.R. 10612

My name is Edwin S. Cohen. I am of counsel to the law firm of Covington &
Burling, Washington, D.C. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the
Committee this morning on behalf of Pyiamid Ventures, Inc., in support of
Section 1021 of It.R. 10612.

Pyramid Ventures, Inc., a U.S. corporation, urges the enactment of Section
1021, which would amend Section 956 of the Internal Revenue Code to permit
controlled foreign corporations to make certain investments in United States
property without adverse tax consequences so long as the investment is not in a
related United States person. Pyramid also urges that the Committee retain
Section 1021(d) (2), allowing taxpayers to elect to apply Section 1021 to invest-
ments in United States property made after May 21, 1974, the date on which the
Ways and Means Committee first announced its tentative decision in favor of
amending Code Section 956.

Pyramid publicly supported this provision in a written statement filed with
the Finance Committee on April 23, 1976. That statement disclosed that in
197- Pyramid was caught In a "trap for the unwary" created by Section 956
when its foreign subsidiaries invested in stocks of publicly-held, unrelated U.S.
corporations. Pyramid requested that the revision of Section 956 be applicable to
investments made after May 21, 1974, when the Ways and leans Committee
first announced its intention to exclude these types of investments from Code
Section 956.

Pyramid's position was summarized on page 29 of the Joint Committee Staff's
"Summary of Statements Submitted to the Finance Committee on Tax Rtevision
and Extension of Tax Reductions" daited April 30, 1976.

Pyramid organized two foreign, subsidiahies in 1970 and 1972, respectively, to
carry on a shipping business by time-chartering vessels to transport bulk cargo
between U.S. Gulf Coast ports and foreign ports. The charters expired in mid-1974
and neither subsidiary has engaged in the shipping business since then.

Both foreign subsidiaries 'then invested the funds remaining after cessation of
the shipping business in publicly-traded shares of unrelated U.S. comimnies. These
investments were made between Axigust 15, 1974 and January 30, 1975.
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Under present law (Int. Rev. Code Sec. 9586) the amount of these U.S. invest-
ments is technically treated as dividends taxable to the U.S. parent, Pyramid,
simply because the Investments were made in United States property (the shares
of U.S. corporations) rather than foreign property, even though the corporations
were unrelated to Pyramid.

On May 21, 1974, some three months before Pyramid's foreign subsidiaries made
their first investments in U.S. securities, the House Ways and Means Committee
Issued a press release announcing a tentative decision to amend Section 956 to
allow controlled foreign corporations to invest In United States property without
dividend treatment to their U.S. shareholders so long as the investment is not In
a related U.S. person. H.R. 10612, as passed by the House, ultimately contained a
provision reflecting this decision. The change was made because Section 956 has
been a trap for those not familiar with Its existence; it has encouraged foreign
investment rather than U.S. Investment to the detriment of the U.S. economy; and
the investment does-not, it fact, resemble a dividend if it does not represent
funds furnished to the parent stockholder or its affiliates.

The Finance Committee agreed that Section 956 should be amended so that
portfolio Investments by foreign corporations in unrelated U.S. corporations do
not give rise to dividend consequences to the U.S. shareholders of the foreign
corporations. It made the new rule effective with respect to investments made
after May 21, 1974, the date when the Ways and Means Committee announced
the change without specifying an effective date.

This is remedial legislation that eliminates a trap and encourages Investment
in the U.S. economy. Other remedial provisions designed to stimulate T.S.
investment, such as the investment credit, have been inade effective when
anounced, prior to the date of enactment. Pyramid respectfully submits that
the Committee should affirm Its earlier decision to allow controlled foreign
corporations to make portfolio Investments in the U.S. economy without dividend
treatment to their shareholders, effective at their election from May 21. 1974,
when the amendment was first announced by the Ways and Means Committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cohen, you have done more to advocate specific
tax reforms than anybody else in this room. You were the Treasury
expert who sat in the committee room day in and day out and who
participated in conferences. Many times. you stood up and spoke out
vehemently against the suggestions that Senators made that might
help some of their constituents where you thought that relief was not
justified. Now you are testifying with regard to provisions that can
be regarded as narrowly drafted amendments.

Would you explain, from a purely philosophical point of view-
and I would like you to relate this to your experience in the Treasury-
why, if at all, it is necessary to draft amendments limited to a single
taxpayer or to a small number of taxpayers?

Mr. COHEN. Well, there are various reasons, Mr. Chairman. As I
think is obvious, the Internal Revenue Code itself is divided into
various sections or.parts that apply to specific industries, and that
fact in itself causes need for amendments that affect particular in-
dustries.

As an illustration, we have sections or parts of the code with series
of provisions that apply to banks, to life insurance companies, to
regulated investment companies, to real estate investment trusts, pro-
visions relating to the extractive industries, provisions in this bill-
that apply to professional sports; so there is no way to avoid having
many provisions apply to specific industries and that, of itself, results
in application of provisions to a limited number of persons. The code
is constructed that way because industries differ.

Second, when you iave provisions that deal with one specific set
of facts that are not going to recur, I think the draftsmen, both in
the Treasury and on your staff-not only the draftsmen but those
who make the policy decisions--see the merits and the equity of a
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particular provision but are concerned, in view of the speed with which
they have to act, whether the provision should be made broadly ap-
plicable without knowing all the facts that might exist nationwide,

-and time does not permit obtaining all of those facts.
You cannot have a set of special hearin s on each provision in a

large bill, so I think the natural tendency of those who are convinced
of the equity of a particular provision is to say: "Yes, that is all right,but let's limit it for the present purpose and thlen we will look at itbut~~ le' lit to
later when someone else requests a change." I think that is the way
it comes about.

I might say that where there are specific statutory revisions in
particular cases, the procedures the House has followed in the last
year seems to have satisfied a lot of criticism; -and, while I don't see
the need for it to be done in both branches of the Congres on the same
provision if there have not been objections on the House side, it is a
model with which one can start.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, when you were with the Treasury,
someone could come in and show where he was being treated unfairly
and that it was a situation that deserved remedial legislation?

Mr. COHEN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Now sitting there as a representative of the ad-

ministration, you would, then, find yourself inclined- to say: "Well,
applied to this situation, I agree that is not fair and something should
be done about it; but if we are too broad in what we do, we might
find that we created a loophole for a lot of people that was never
intended, and so we will draw this narrowly.$

Now, also is it not true that in some cases in seeking to close a tax
lophole, you might have done something more than necessary and
fair; you might have clobbered somebody you didn't intend to and
that would require legislation to reduce the burden that you might
have placed on a person that went beyond what you had in mind?

Mr. CoHEw. This is frequently a problem. I think this is one of the
reasons why, from the standpoint of drawing regulations under the
Administrative Procedure Act, since 1946 we have had provisions
for notice of proposed rulemaking so that people can come in and say,
"Well, you have hit me unintentionally," and very often you acknowl-
edge that you have done that and you make the correction.

Even then, you have a problem, that, in making the correction, the
very act of making the correction may hit someone else who was not
hit before; and so you never -know whether you should have the
regulation republished for further comment.

There comes a. time when you have to act, but you do find that in
some cases in good faith you thought a generalized provision was
warranted, without knowing of circumstances that are latr called to
your attention that merit a correction, and you then take action to
correct it. Ithink that you do the best you can with the problem in good
faith.

The CHAIRMAN. Now with regard to the theoretical problem, sup-
pose you find that an injustice exists, but it involves only a single
taxpayer. Should the Congress or the administration act to recommend
something or not if it involves only a single taxpayer where there
is a patent injustice ?
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Mr. ConHEN. I must say, Mr. Chairman, that injustices should be cor-
rectei and the mere fact that it involves a single taxpayer does not
seem to me to be a bar to the correction of an injustice. If everybody is,
agreed that it is an injustice and people on both sides have al opportu-
nity to be heard, I do not see why al injustice should not be corrected.

"I'h CHrAIRMAN. The courts would do it, wouldn't they? You have
a right to go to court on behalf of a single client.

Mr. CoifEN. There are occasions, Mr. Chairman, in which the court
gets the problem of whether the provision can possibly be construed
in a way which would eliminate the injustice, or whether the language
is so specific and so tight that the court feels powerless to do so; ]n
that event, there is no place to go except to the Congress for the cor-
rect ion of the injustice.

Ie CHAIRMAN. Now I have one further point that I think-you might
want to comment on.

Mr. CotmN. Yes, sir.
The. CAIRMAN. It was suggested yesterday that taxpayers should

exhaust all of their remedies before we consider providing relief in
legislation. Now, there is a type of thing that I know has happened
and the people on this technical staff would be the first to agree that
is the case.

In some cases, doing the best they can, the staff has failed to draft
the amendment so it does precisely what they have in mind. Then an
aggrieved tax payer goes to court seeking redress of his grievance and
he finds tha tthe unfortunate part about it is that the language drafted
in error by the committee staff'or even by a Senator fails to say what
that person had in Mind, and the only way to get that corrected is
not to pursue judicial review but to gro back to Congress and ask the
Congress to draft it the way it should have been to begin with. Are
you familiar with that problem?

Mr. CoT-TEN. 1 am indeed, Mr. Chairman, because I have made those
mistakes myself; I think we all do. With the speed at which one has
to work in Government, there is no way to avoid such a problem and,
if you have made an error, it seems to me the proper thing to do is to
acknowledge it and correct it.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Are there any further questions, gentlemen?
Thank you very much, Mr. Cohen.
Mr. CoiiE.. Thank you.
The CIIARMAN. Next we will call Mr. John S. Nolan on behalf

of Anerican International Group, Inc.

STATEMENT OF JOHN S. NOLAN ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN
INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC.

Mr. NoLAN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appear
here on behalf of the American International Group, Inc. I am ac-
companied by Mr. Meed who is general counsel to the American
International Group. Ie is an expert in the regulation of insurance
companies by the States and by foreign countries.

I appear in support of section 1023 of the bill which is entitled
"Exclusion From Subpart F of Certain Earnings of Insurance
Companies."
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This section is merely an adoption by this committee of a pro-
vision which was included in the House bill as reported by the Ways
and Means Committee and it simply extends a long standing ex-
clusion from subpart F which has been in the Internal Revenue Code
since 1962 in order to prevent the unintended application of subpart
F to certain income earned in the- ordinary course of business by a
foreign casualty insurance company. This has become necessary be-
cause of certain subpart 14' changes which were enacted in the Tax
Reduction Act of 1975 and which could inadvertently result in treat-
ing this income as a constructive dividend to UI.S. shareholders even
though it in fact cannot be paid to them. This result was clearly not
intended by Congress.

Now subpat F has always been inapplicable to income from in-
vestment of the insurance reserves and unearned premiums of foreign
insurance'comnpanies just as it has been inapplicable to interest earned
by foreign banks in their banking business and in each case this is
in(one earned in the ordinary cou!e of business and is not tax pay-ment income. In actual practice, liowever,' foreign casualty insurance
coll)aes are also required to maintain intact an amount of. their
surplus equal to one-third of thepreniums written. These earnings
cannot be distributed in dividends and they, therefore, serve as ad-
ditional protection to the policyholders.

This r requirement is imposed by the State insurance authorities in
the United States and by foreign insurance regulatory authorities
to meet certain solvency requirements.

Now, Prior'to the Tax Reduction Act of 1975,. these earnings were
effectively protected from subpart F treatment by the so-called 70-30
rule. That rule was Ohanged to a -70-10 rule in the 1975 act and that
in turn created for the first time a serious risk of taxing these earn-
ings which may not, as I have said, be actually distributed.

Section 1023 his been included in the. bill to prevent this unintended
result. I might add that it contains-appropriate safeguards to pre-
vent its application to income received from related persons and also
to pivent its application to earnings attributable to premiums from
insuring risks of related persons so as to limit the purpose and the
effect-of this provision to earnings which are in fact realized in the
ordinary course of business by a foreign casualty insurance company.

This provision is not drafted narrowly to apply to any one com-
pany and in fact it will apply to all for even casualty insurance
companies which are otherwise subject to our subpart F provisions.

I have been authorized by at least one other foreign casualty in-
surance company, the Continental Corp., which is unrelated to the
American International Group, to advise that they also support this
provision.

Now I might add that this provision was fully explained by letter
to the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation
and to the Treasury Department well before its consideration by the
Ways and Meai;s Qommittee and was reviewed by me personally with
botht of those staffs. It was in turn carefully considered by the Ways
and Means Committee and thei provision was included in the. Ways
and Means Committee bill as reported and as finally passed by the
House.
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As I have said, the Senate Finance Committee has done no more than
approve the House action. Finally, I would observe that the Treasury
Department in its report to this committee yesterday indicated that
they have no objection to this provision. Accordingly, I urge that sec-
tion 1023 in all events be continued in the Senate Finance Committee
bill.

[Mr. Nolan's prepared statement on behalf of American Interna-
tional Group, Inc., follows:]

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF SwrrzoN 1023, H.R. 10612, TAx RFORM
ACT or 1976

Section 1023 of H.R. 10612, the Tax Reform -Act of 1976, as reported by the
Senate Finance Committee, adopts 1 1023 of the House bill, as reported by the
Ways and Means Committee and passed by the House. It extends a long-standing
exclusion from Subpart F (in the Internal Revenue Code since 1962) in order
to prevent the unintended application of Subpart F to certain income earned in
the ordinary course of business of a foreign casualty insurance company. This is
necessary because Subpart F changes enacted in the Tax Reduction Act of 1975
could inadvertently result in treating such income as a constructive dividend to
U.S. shareholders even though it cannot in fact be paid to them. This result clearly
is not intended.

Subpart F has always been inapplicable to income from investment of the
insurance reserves and unearned premiums of foreign insurance companies. In
actual practice, however, foreign casualty insurance companies are also required
to maintain Intact an amount of their surplus equal to one-third of premiums
earned. Such earnings cannot be distributed in dividends and serve as additional
protection to policyholders. This requirement is Imposed by U.S. and foreign
insurance regulatory authorities to meet certain solvency requirements.

Prior to the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, these earnings were effectively pro-
tected from Subpart F treatment by the so-called 70-30 rule. That rule was
changed to 70-10, posing a serious risk of taxing such earnings which may not
in fact be distributed. Section 1023, with appropriate safeguards tc prevent its
application to income received from related persons and earnings attributable to
premiums from insuring risks of related persons, would prevent the unintended
application of Subpart F to such earnings realized in the ordinary course of
business of a foreign insurance company.

Section 1023 clearly does not "exclude Bermuda operations of American In-
vestors Group, Inc." or any other corporation from U.S.. tax.

This problem was fully explained by letter to the Staff of the Joint Committee
on Internal Revenue Taxation and to the Treasury Department well before its
consideration by the House Ways and Means Committee. It was carefully con-
sidered by that Committee, and section 1023 was included in the Ways and Means
Committee bill and was passed by the House. The Senate Finance Committee has
done no more than approve the House action. Section 1023 should in all events be
continued in the Senate Finance Committee bill.

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT or SECTIoN 1023 OF H.R. 10612, TAx REFOit ACT or 1976

Section 1023 of H.R. 10612, the Tax Reform Act of 1976, as reported by the
Senate Finance Committee would, in effect, extend the existing exclusion from
Subpart F of certain income from investments by an insurance company of its
insurance reserves. This existing exclusion would be extended to income from
Investments of assets of a foreign casualty Insurance company equal to one-third
of premiums earned by such a company. This is designed to recognize the fact
that insurance regulatory authorities within the United States and some foreign
Jurisdictions require that surplus to this extent be maintained as additional pro-
tection to policyholders of casualty insurance companies. Thus, such income is
earned in the ordinary course of business of a foreign casualty insurance com-
pany, just as in the case of investment of insurance reserves as such, and U.S.
shareholders of such a foreign insurance company should not be treated as
receiving a constructive dividend of income which cannot In fact be distributed to
them.

This same provision was contained in the House bill after being approved by
the House Ways and Means Committee. The necessity of such a provision arose
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because in the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, the so-called 70-30 rule in Subpart F
was amended, creating a much greater likelihobd of Subpart F treatment of such
income.

Under the prior 70-30 rule, none of the Income of a "controlled foreign cor-
poration" was treated as Subpart F income if less than 30 percent of gross
income consisted of such amounts. The rule excluding from Subpart F income
the investment of reserves and unearned premiums, previously described, pre-
vented Subpart F treatment of income from investment of surplus required by
insurance regulatory authorities to be maintained to meet Insurance solvency
requirements. In the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, however, this 30 percent test
was reduced to 10 percent, so that Subpart F income was treated as such, and
became a constructive dividend, unless It was less than 10 percent of total gross
income. This created, for this first time, the very serious risk of applying Sub-
part F to a foreign casualty insurance company which is a "controlled foreign
corporation" under our Subpart F provisions with respect to income which can-
not in fact be distributed. This is clearly beyond the purpose of Subpart F, and
section 1023 of H.R. 10612 is designed to prevent this unintended and unfair
result.

The provision Is explained fully at pages 219-220 of the House Ways and
Means Committee report (H.R. Rep. 94-658, 94th Cong., 1st Sess.) and pages
229-230 of the Senate Finance Committee report (Sen. Rep. 94-938, 94th Cong.,
2d Sess.). The provision is succinctly explained in both reports as follows:

Those assets maintained by these insurance companies in order to meet this
ratio test are necessarily in the form of investments, which, in turn, generate
passive income such as dividend and interest Incone. Just as in the case of the
maintenance and investment of unearned premiums or reserves, these insurance
companies, in compliance with the high ratio requirement, must maintain and
invest a certain portion of their assets in connection with the active conduct of
their trade or business. The committee believes that it is appropriate to provide
the same type of exception from subpart F for surplus which is required to be
retained as is provided for unearned premiums or reserves.

This problem had been presented to the Staff of the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation by letter dated July 8, 1975, and by an identical letter
of that date to the Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy, U.S. Treasury Depart-
nient. The latter letter was available for inspection by any interested person.
The problem was considered and acted upon by the House Ways and Means
Committee in open mark-up session, and until reference was made to it by
Senator William Proxmire on June 28, 1976, on the Senate floor, it has never been
criticized by anyone.

Senator Proxmire erroneously described the provision as designed to exclude
Bermuda operations of American Investors Group, Inc. from U.S. tax. American
International Group,-Inc. (not American Investors Group, Inc.) is a U.S. cor-
poration controlled by American Internutional Reinsurance Company, Inc., the
parent company of a worldwide group of insurance companies with principal
offices in Bermuda. This AIRCO group is one of several well-known and highly-
respected groups of insurance companies doing business throughout the world.
Section 1023 clearly is not designed to exempt Bermuda operations of American
International Group, Inc., or the AIRCO group, from U.S. tax. As previously
stated, it does no more than extend, in effect, a well-established principle that
Income from operations which are ordinary and necessary in the conduct of a
foreign insurance business are not to be subject to Subpart F. This extension
has become necessary only because of an unintended effect of the change in the
70-30 rule to a 70-10 rule in the Tax Reduction Act of 1975.

Section 1023 will in fact apply to the operations of many foreign casualty insur-
ance companies which are "controlled foreign corporations" under our Subpart F
provisions. Continental Corporation, unrelated to the AIRCO group, Joins in this
Statement to emphasize that fact.

The rule in Subpart F that an insurance company is not subject to Subpart
F treatment with respect to income from investment of insurance reserves and
unearned premiums has existed ever since Subpart F was first enacted in
1962. It exists because such income is ordinary and necessary for the proper
conduct of the insurance business, and it is so described in 1954(c) (3) (B)
itself. Section 1023 is an implementation of the same policy underlying that
provision. Similar rules render Subpart F inapplicable to dividends and interest
in the conduct of a banking, finance, or similar business (1 954(c) (3) (B)) and
rents and royalties derived in the active conduct of a trade or business (0 954
(c) (8) (A)).

74-712-76-pt. 1-20
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Section 1028 contains important safeguards to limit its effect to proper cases.
It does not apply with respect to income received from a related person. It does
not apply with respect to premiums attributable to the insurance or reinsurance
of related persons; thus, it cannot apply to so-called captive insurance com-
panies. It also applies,, in effect, with respect to surplus maintained with respect
to casualty insurance, not life insurance, where different considerations are
Involved.

Section 1028 is clearly sound on its own merits. It is not designed to benefit
only one company; it will protect all foreign casualty insurance companies
which are controlled foreign corporations from an unintended application of
Subpart F. It was contained in the House bill, and it has been carefully con.
sidered over a period of time by the Staff of the Joint Committed' on Internal
Revenue Taxation and the Treasury Department, without objection. It should
be retained in the Tax Reform Act of 1976.

The CHAIMAN. Mr. Nolan, I can recall the days when you were
invited to be the only outside person-that is, the only person who was
not either a member of the committee or the staff-to sit in the com-
mittee room while we explained and discussed amendments to major
tax measures. Many times I have invited you and others have asked
you to explain the view of the U.S. Treasury on some legislation.
So, many times you fought a lonely battle all by yourself to explain
why something that a Senator thought should be done should not,
be done and I felt great sympathy for you many times when you
were trying to fight a battle against something that the committee
seemed to want to do when you didn't have a vote and didn't have
the right even to speak unless invited to do so.

Now you certainly understand the procedure and the proper wav
to go about amending the tax law. Would you mind explaining to us
how you look at the same problem I asked Mr. Cchen about? You
had a similar responsibility and did similar work for the President
and the Treasury Department. How do these problems involving a
single taxpayer or a single company or a few companies arise and
why is it necessary to draft limited amendments which we are now
criticized for as having approved special interest amendments to
meet specific problems.

Mfr. N OLAN. Mr. Chairman, we have a tremendously complex econ-
omy -in this country. We have over a long course of years attempted
to build an equitable tax system which takes into account all of those
complexities. That in turn has led to a complex tax law, but it is
complex because it is basically designed to be an equitable tax law
-and to take into account the special circumstances of each industry,
each type of business, each particular taxpayer group.

Now when you build that kind of tax law you build an extremely
complex and difficult set of provisions, and nobody can foresee all of
the possible ramifications of a provision. Furthermore, the commit-
tee and the Treasury Department are, in tax legislation, always work-
ing under the most extreme kind of deadlines so that the result, as
Mr. Cohen said, has been that you try to draw the provisions of in
any particular area to solve only the particular problem but not any
broader than is necessary-in other words, restrict their application
as much as you can so as to solve the particular problem that Congress
wants to deal with.

When you do that, not being clairvoyant on everything, you neces-
sarily are going to inadvertently overlook some circumstances. There
will 'be companies that are inadvertently benefited and there will be
companies that are inadvertently hurt'by the provision.
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Now those matters are brought to the attention of these commit-
tees, this committee and the IN ays and Means Committee, and they
are brought to the attention of the Treasury Department from time to
time. It is the job of the Joint Committee staff and the staff of this
committee, the staff of the Ways and Means Committee and the Treas-
ury Department, to make decisions whether those are appropriate.
changes or not and report to this committee.

They do that, and they do it very well. These matters are very
carefully considered by those staffs. It. is absolutely inevitable that in
these circumstances there will be cases that arise that are not properly
dealt with by the legislation, where the congressional intent is not
carried out. where there are unintended benefits on the one hand or
unintended burdens on the other hand. It is absolutely necessary in my
judgment that the commitee periodically hear from the taxpayers
who are~ffected, deal with these problems, and solicit the views of the
Treasury Department. The comml-ittee has always taken into account
the views of their own staff and acted to achieve the right result ir-
respective of how many taxpayers a particular provision applies to.

The CI\I, R 31x. I am happy Senator Haskell is here, I want him to
hear what I have to say.

Let us talk about a problem of drafting the amendment more
broadly. I would like to refer you to a situation which you are familiar
with where a lady in Philadelphia decided to join a religious order.
She became a nun. She was an heir to a large amount of wealth. Some-
one on her behalf sought an amendment to the tax law to say that
allthe income which had been left to her could be given to a religious
charity and that. she would not be taxed on that income because she
had renounced all wordly gains and donated it to charity.

Having drafted this for the benefit of this lovely Phiadelphia nun
we go down the road 10 years and we find that 23 percent of the
people who are reporting adjusted gross income of $5 million or more
per year are paying no Federal income tax because they are taking
advantage of this law that was drafted for this lady that became a
Catholic ni and renounced all earthly wealth )y faking a vow of
poverty. That was the biggest. loophole'in the entire tax law done for
one single person who wanted to take a vow of poverty and devote
her life to religion.

That is what. you get by drafting amendments broadly. If that
provision had been drafted narrowly, you would have saved what
subsequently became the biggest avenue of tax avoidance by million-
aires in the entire tax code. Are you familiar with that? *

Mr. NOLAN. Yes. Mr. Chairman I certainly am. I completely agree
with you that in the long run in these areas it is much preferable to
draw these provisions as narrowly as possible to solve the problem
that Congress has in mind and then if it turns out that there are
inadvertent burdens or benefits created which come to light subse-
(jilertly. to deal with tiose wlieil tley (10 colie to liglit.

The CITAIIN.N That. is the No. I loophole that was approved while
I have been a member of this committee, and that has been a long
tine--24 years-and I have attempted to close that loophole.

Sometime* es by not drafting provisions narrowly in seeking to do
justice for someone you can provide a very big tax* loophole. Y ou had
to study that problem when you were with the Treasmy?
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Mr. NOLAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman, we have many times.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Any further questions?
Senator CuRTIs. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIMIAN. Senator Curtis.
Senator CURTIS. In reference to this insurance proposal that you

have just testified about, you say that has been approved by the Ways
and Means Committee, by the House of Representatives, and a)-
proved by this committee?

Mr. NOLAX. Yes, Senator Curtis.
Senator Ctrwis. The Treasury is not objecting?
Mr. NOLAN. That is correct.
Senator CRT[S. Do you feel that the failure to enact it would create

an injustice?
Mr. NOLAN. I very much feel that way and I think it is a product of

something that could not have been foreseen as I have tried to indicate.
Last year when Congress changed subpart F to broaden its application,
that in turn created a problem for foreign casualty insurance com-
panies which could not have been foreseen at that time and all this
does is to put subpart F back where it is supposed to operate.

Senator' CURTIS. I understand, but it is your opinion that by not
enacting this provision would create an injustice? I wanted to ask in
another way.

To enact this provision, will that give an unconscionable and unfair
advantage to the taxpayers in question?

Mr. NOLAN. No; it will not because the income in question is income
earned in the ordinary course of business of these companies and sub-
part F is not supposed to apply to that.

Senator CURTIs. Do you know anyone who is knowledgeable of tax
law that disagrees with you?

Mr. NOLAN. No.
Senator CuRTIS. I think we are facing a rather dangerous thing for

our economy and jobs and our whole economic system. Matters of this
kind have to be reheard the second time because irresponsible dema-
gogues misstate to the public and irresponsible publishers present er-
r'oneous pictures to the American public. This assumes that we are
not correcting an injustice but that we are creating an injustice and
that members of the committee or the committee as a whole are not
individuals of character but deliberately granting special favors here.
This is just not so and anyone who investigates it and who is knowl-
edgeable of the law involved will ogree. We can get, our story across.
Anybody here is pretty well able to take care of themselves' back in
their own constituency.

What these irresponsible people are doing and these publishers who
hav:e no regard for truth or right and wrong, they are seriously damn-
aging the tax code an(l the economy of the country.

Thank you for your appearance.
Senator F.NNI,. Mr. Chairman.
The CIATR'MNAX. Excuse me.
Senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. No.
Senator FANININ. I had a question.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Iaskell.
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Senator HIASKELL. Go ahead. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dole.
Senator DOLE. No questions.
The CHAMMAN. Senator Fannin.
Senator FANxiN. All I wanted to say is that this did come over as

a House provision, is that correct?
Mr. NOLAN. That is correct. There is no change from the House

provision.
Senator FA-NNiN. The press gave me credit, if you call call it credit,

for this special interest amendment. I don't know whether you no-
ticed it or not but in the listing of the special interest items they
listed your amendment as my brainchild. I want to bring out specifi-
cally that this was in the House bill and was therefore considered by
the committee in the regular course.

Mr. NOLAN. That is correct. I never even discussed this with you
because it was not necessary to do so. It was part of the House bill
and it was considered by the committee in the regular course.

Senator FAINNI.N. I just wanted that to be part of the record, MNr.
Chairman.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator CURTIS. Any similarity of what you read and what happens

is purely coincidental.
[Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gravel.
Se-nator GRAVEL. No questions.
The CIIAIRMAN. Senator Hartke.
Senator IJARTKE. No questions. -

The CHAIMAN. Senator Haskell.
Senator HASKELL. Mr. Nolan, your organization is the American

International Group?
Mr. NoL.%N. That is correct.
Senator 1-ASKELL. Now let us assume, as I am sure you do and I am

sure is the case-
Senator HANSE N. Is your mike on?
Senator HASKE,,. Maybe I just better talk loud.
Let, us make the assumption, as I am sure is the case, whether it is

a meritorious amendment nevertheless it is for one company. Now we
are faced in this committee, at least as I view it, with what I suppose
maybe Ceasar's wife was faced with. We are certainly faced with ap-
pearances as well as fact so there has got to be not only the fact but
there is no special biases, no special deals. There has got, to he
the appearance, at least in my view, if we are going to maintain
respect in the country.

So we deal with a provision that in your instance we are makinpz the
assuimption-I am sure it. is the case if it is going through all tlis
legislative process-that is entirely meritorious. However, it deals
with one com1)ainy. Now what. if anything, would you suggest as a
procedure to insire that iitearity of performance of the committee
system and the appearance of integrity of performance? W hit kind
of procedures would you sutggest we adopt. because for my money
that is the whole purpose of this hearing, is trying to find ot what
procedures would be. the best procedures. You are on the receivingt end
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of a special provision of the tax code. I am making the assumption
that it is meritorious, and I am sure it is. hut nevertheless it is for a
special company. Now what wolld yol suggest thiscommittee do so
that it (toes not get the type of publicity we have gotte-n recently?

Mr. NOlAN. In the first place. I would like to clear that ul). It is not
really for one company. I appear for one company l)ecaus, the corn-
pany has hired me and asked ine to deal with the'problem but it ap-
plies to all foreign casualty and insurance companies which otherwise
would be subject to slhpart F and: in fact, the problem is a generic
one for all those con)anies.

Senator I-sil..10,. How nanv foreign casualty companies are there?
Mr. NoL,.%. Subject to public support there. must be, I would say,

100.
Senator IIsKE.r.. Then you (to have a class situation ? Very often

we (lon't have a class situation. Let us make tl assumption that it
just did favor your company. Let us make that assuml)tion and let
us make the assuml)tion it is meritorious. Then what would you
recommends ?

Mr. Noi.\-. I think that it is perfectly appropriate for the com-
mittee, and should be. that the practice for the committee staff here.-
the way the Joint Committee staff and the way this committee make
it clear in their committee prints that they provide to the committee
members, and which are now available to the public, to indicate who
is a proponent of this provision, what affect it will have on this
company or on companies that are in a small class, what the revenue
impact is. The Ways and Means Committee has instituted some pro-
cedures which are designed to provide information to the public on
this score and I think it is perfectly a))ropriate or ought to be done.

in fact. when the Treasury departmentt rel)orts on these matters to
the committee, as it does. those things are generally fully discussed
and available to the public for comment. rh inortant point is that
tie ssten is just too complex, not to correct the things that
dvelop) anld which can't be foreseen.

Senator IT.%sycFTr. Mr. Nolan. I have said yesterday and today
that this is a relief provision inl taxation like anythin- else. We were
just talking about a- procedure. You would subscribe then to the pro-
cedures of pulishing tile code's name. submitting it to Treasury.
having it analyzed b' staff so that if anybody thinks that there is a

fast one %-,oing on they can request a hearing? Would that be a
po.ssibility?

Mr. NolA,.N. That certainly is a possilbilitv. Now to a large extent
that already occurs. Sometimes it does not occur as well as we would
like it to because of the time pressures that this committee and

occasionally the Ways and Means Committee are subjected to but there
is a Irocess whereby tle Treasury I)epartment analyzes and reports

on these matters to the committee.
I was in tle I'reasury departmentt for many years and filed literally

hundreds of reports witi this committee and the Ways and Means Coni.
mittee on these matters and that is a very important and useful process

of filtering tile good from the bad.
Senator II.slmmr.. Would you also suggest that these reports be

public for somc limited period of time so that if tlere are interested
members of the public to speak u) they can have an opportunity to do

so?
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Mr. NoLAN. I certainly would be in favor of that.
Senator HASKELL. Thank you, sir.
The CHAMMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. NOLAN. Mr. Chairman, I am sorry but I do appear separately on

the list for one other matter and I will try to keep my remarks very
brief on that. I- -

The CHAIMMAN. We did have you scheduled to appear for the Amer-
ican International Group, Inc., and also for Clara Miller Trust. You
have been listed twice for that reason and there are two items in the
bill. We will permit you to appear twice and allow you 5 minutes. Go
ahead.

Mr. NoLAN. I won't take 5 minutes.

STATEMENT OF 10HN S. NOLAN ON BEHALF OF CLARA MILLER
TRUST

Mr. NOLAN. I appear on behalf of Clara Miller Trust in support of
section 1035 (d) of the bill, which is entitled "Foreign Oil Related
Income Earned by Individuals." Now, section 1035(d) relates again
to a provision which was enacted in the Tax Reduction Act of 1975

- and which limits the foreign tax credit with respect of foreign oil
related income.

Section 1035(d) of this bill i4-really-only designed to make that
limitation that was enacted in 19Thwork-s was-intended by Congress
at that time but with respect to individual taxpayers as wel as
corporate taxpayers. a

The Tax Reduction Act of 1975, as I have said, imposed -a special
limitation on the foreign tax credit for foreign taxes paid in connection
with foreign oil and gas extraction income. Now, the congressional
purpose in 1975 was to prevent any foreign taxes on such oil income
from being used to offset U.S. taxes on other nonoil foreign source
income.

The foreign tax credit was accordingly limited to 2 percentage points
above the U.S. corporate rate with certain transitional provisions,
and that, of course, after the transitional period, will limit the credit
for such taxes to 50 percent.

The limitation is, however, also applicable to individuals as well as
to corporations, and individuals may be subject to U.S. tax on such
income at a rate which is well above 50 percent-in fact, up to 70 per-
cent-or, alternatively, they may be subject to U.S. tax at a much
lower rate, down to 14 percent.

Now, this effect of the limitation on individuals was apparently
not fully considered in developing the 1975 act. As a result the 50-
Spercent limit that was adopted can either work unfairly to individuals
by denying them a credit with res t t foreign oil income which they
are intended to have even under the purpose of the limitation; or,
alternatively, it can provide an unintended benefit to these people
where they are in a low U.S. tax-effective rate and thus permit them to
use those credits against other nonoil income and thereby frustrate
the congressional purpose.

The limitation with respect to idiv-iduals should not be based on
the corporate rate but should be based on the effective U.S. rate
applicable to such foreign oil income in the individual's return.
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Section 1035(d) of the bill would cure this deficiency by allowing a
foreign tax credit for foreign taxes paid on foreign oil and gas ex-
traction income up to but not in excess of the effective U.S. rate on that
income. That will, in turn, prevent any excess credits from offsetting
U.S. tax on other foreign source income of individuals and thus wifl
carry out the congressional purpose as applied to individuals; but
similarly it will not deny individuals a credit for foreign taxes paid on
foreign oil income against their U.S. tax on that same income.

I think that this provision should in all events be continued in the
bill because it really does no more than insure that, the purpose of the
Tax Reduction Act of 1975 in limiting the foreign tax credit with
respect to foreign oil income-that that purpose is carried out ftilly
and fairly.

If the provision is not drafted too narrowly it will apply to all indi-
vidual taxpayers who have foreign oil-related income: and the Treas-
ury Department has advised this committee that it affirmatively sup-
ports this provision as carrying out the intent of the 1975 act. Thank
you.

rMr. Nolan's prepared statement on behalf of Clara Miller Trust
follows:]

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT IN SuPpor OF SECTION 1035(d) OF H.R. 10612 As
AMENDED BY SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 imposed a special limitation on the foreign
tax credit for foreign taxes paid in connection with foreign oil and gas extrac-
tion income. The Congressional purpose was to prevent high foreign taxes on
such income from being used to offset U.S. taxes on other foreign source income.
The foreign tax credit was accordingly limited to 2 percentage points above the
U.S. corporate rate. This will limit the credit for such taxes to 50 percent. -

This limitation is also applicable to individuals, however, who may be subject
to U.S. tax on such income at a rate well above 50 percent-up to 70 percent. or at
a much lower rate-down to 14 percent. This was apparently overlooked in draft-
ing the 1975 Act. The limitation with respect to individuals should be the effec-
tive U.S. rate applicable to such foreign oil and gas extraction income.

Seclon 1035(d) of H.R. 10612 would cure this deficiency, allowing a foreign
tax credit for foreign taxes paid on foreign oil and gas extraction income up
to, but not in exce88 of, the effective U.S.- rate on such income. This will prevent
any excess credits from offsetting U.S. tax on other foreign source income. Sen.
Rep. 94-938, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 250-251 (1976).

This provision should in all events be continued In the bill; it does no more
than insure that the purpose of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 is carried out
fully and fairly.

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF § 1035(d) OF H.R. 10612, AS AMENDED BY SENATE
FINANCE COMMITTEE

Under present law, 1 907 imposes certain limitations upon the foreign tax
credit with respect to foreign oil and gas extraction income and also with
respect to foreign oil-related income. Foreign oil-related income includes, in
addition to foreign oil and gas extraction income, income from the processing,
transporting, and distributing of foreign oil and gas. Section 907 was added to
the Code by the Tax Reduction Act of 1975.

Since the enactment of 1 907, certain unfair and unintended consequences to
individual taxpayers have been discovered. The results were not intended and
were probably the result of a drafting oversight. Section 1035(d) of H.R. 10612.
added by the Committee to the House bill, is designed to correct this unintended
oversight. The Committee is strongly urged to continue I 1035(d);

Section 907(a) of the Code imposes a limit upon the foreign tax credit with
respect to foreign oil and gas extraction income. The purpose of this provision
is to prevent high foreign taxes on this income from being used to offset U.S.
taxes on other foreign source income. See Conference Report on Tax Reduction
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Act of 1975, House Rep. 94-120, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 69 (1975). For taxable
years ending in 1975, this limit is expressed interms of 110 percent of the regular
corporate tax; for taxable years ending in 1976, 105 pert.,nt; and for taxable
years thereafter, 2 percentage points above the regular corporate rate. This
translates, for both corporate and individual taxpayers, into a 52.8 percent
limit for 1975, a 50.4 percent limit for 1976, and a 50 percent limit thereafter.

Unlike corporations, however, individual taxpayers are taxed at progressive
rates ranging from 14 percent to 70 percent. The limitation imposed by § 907
(a) therefore can be unduly generous to individual taxpayers in brackets below
the corporate tax rate and unfair to individual taxpayers in brackets above
the corporate tax rate. The Senate Finance Committee Report on the Tax Re-
form Act of 1976, Sen. Rep. 94-938, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976), illustrates this
point with the following example at 251:

* * * For example, if an individual has a high effective rate of tax (in excess
of the corporate rate), his disallowed foreign tax credit will cause him to pay
U.S. tax on his foreign extraction income, while a corporation would owe no
U.S. tax.

Section 1035(d) would amend § 907(b). of the Code in case of individual tax-
payers to provide that the above-described limits in § 907(a) would not apply
and a new limitation would apply. As explained at 251 of the Committee Re-
port-

The committee amendment provides that the allowable foreign tax credit on
foreign oil and gas extraction income is to equal the average U.S. effective rate
of tax on that income. Thus, in any case there will be-sufficient tax credits to
offset the U.S. tax on the foreign oil and gas extraction income but no excess
credits to offset U.S. tax on other foreign source income. The committee amend-
ment achieves this result by limiting the taxpayer to a separate overall for-
eign tax credit limitation for foreign oil and gas extraction income .... [Sen.
Rep. 94-938. 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976)]

Section 1035(d) therefore is designed to fully and fairly accomplish the
purpose of § 907 when it was added to the Code by the 1975 Tax Reduction
Act. The § 907 rules with respect to corporations would not be changed.

The CIIAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Senator Hartke.
Senator IIARTKE. This measure, which I was responsible for includ-

ing originally in the tax law, didn't go as far as I wanted it to go. '
Let me ask you, in the case of the Clara Miller Trust, what is the
appropriate tax rate?

Mri'. NOLA.N. The Clara Miller Trust had an interest in the Canadian
oilfield which was sold outright and which was therefore subject to
treatment as long-term capital gain in her return. Now she is subject
to the minimum tax on trusts, so she is effectively subject to a U.S. tax
rate on this in the amount of about 361/2 percent.

The Canadian tax rate, however, is far above that on this sale; it
is over 50 percent. And if this is the only income and return, which
it effectively is, the result will be that she'will be denied a foreign tax
credit with' respect to a substantial part of the Canadian taxes on
this income even though she is not using those taxes to offset any other
U.S. tax on other kinds of income; it is using it only to offset U.S.
tax on this income.

So this provision would prevent that and would really carry out
the purpose of what I believe you had in mind and the committee
had in mind in 1975.

Senator 1IARTKE. Now let me ask you, just as a matter of record:
What this does is apply to individuals at the equivalent rate; isn't
that right?

Mr. NOLAN. It applies it at the effective U.S. rate on that income.
Senator IIAwrFKE. Effective equivalent rate on U.S. tax?
Mr. NOLA.N. Yes.
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Senator HARTKE. Whereas on the corporate structure it still applies
on the 50-percent level vis-a-vis a 48-percent rate?

Mr. NOLAN. Right.
Senator HARTKE. In other words, under this amendment, and under

this provision, the effective rate would be more stringent than it is on
corporations ?

Mr. NOLAN. That is correct. There is still a 2-percent leeway for
corporations and there is none for individuals.

Senator HARTKE. I might say it is my intention, in defending busi-
ness on the floor of the Senate, to correct that situation as far as cor-
porations by helping them along to make them on the same basis of
this amendment. Now we will use this amendment to say that the
corporations have a benefit today which an individual, even under
this amendment, would not have. Is that correct, Mr. Nolan?

Mr. NOLAN. There is still a 2-percent leeway for corporations.
Senator HARTKE. Two-percent difference and leeway for corpora-

tions which, even under this amendment, is no longer available to an
individual?

Mr. NOLAN. That is correct.
Senator HARTKF,. All right.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Are there any further ques-

tions of the witness?
Thank you very much for your testimony, Mr. Nolan.
I am going to ask that the reporter undertake to transcribe im-

mediately and make available to us before the close of the day what
you said with regard to the problem of a narrowly drafted amendment
compared to a broadly drafted amendment and what Mr. Cohen said
with regard to the same problem.

Both of you had to struggle with that and I want to make it avail-
able to some of our reporters who seem to be unable to show up here
before 10 o'clock in the morning, because they need to know that in-
formation to be fully informed and I would like to educate some of
those people. [Laughter.] If they cannot come in time to hear the wit-
nesses, we will try to take it to them and I will shove it in their pockets
just as I do with some Senators. Thank you very much.

Senator IASKFLL. Mr. Chairman, T wonder if I could ask a question.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator HASKELL. You mentioned, Mr. Nolan, that actually the

Canadian tax exceeds the U.S. tax and this proposed provision works
a hardship on your client?

Mr. NOLAN. Yes.
Senator HASKELL. Why in the world would your client ask it?
Mr. NOLAN. The provision that works the hardship on us is the one

that was enacted in 1975 because it limits the effective foreign-tax
credit in terms of the corporate rate whereas my client is a trust and is
taxed as an individual and-

Senator HASKELL. I thought you said that the capital gain and the
Canadian tax exceeded the TT.S. tax and therefore, without the pro-
posed amendment, you would be better off than you would.be with the
proposed amendment.

Mr. NoLAN. No; the amendment is necessary in order to make the
foreign-tax credit limitation work properly in our case.
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Senator IHASKELL. In other words, if you take the foreign-tax credit,
you need this amendment?

Mr. NOLAN. That is correct.
Senator HASKELL. The Treasury has commented on this provision?
Mr. NOLAN. Yes, and they have said they support this provision.
Senator HASKELL. As far as you know, there are no staff or outside

people who criticize this?
Mr. NOLAN. I am not aware of any criticism of this.
Senator HASKELL. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me try to get this a little more specific just so we

understand. The corporate-tax rate is 48 percent, right?
Mr. NOLAN. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. So the foreign-tax credit is geared to the 48-percent

corporate-tax rate, is that right ?
Mr. NOLAN. The limitation on the credit that was enacted in 1975 was

geared to that 48-percent rate and it limits the credit to 2 percentage
points above that corporate rate of 50 percent.

The CHAIRMAx. Bftt you are saying that if the taxpayer is taxed at a
70-percent rate, for example, which is the top individual rate and is
higher than the corporate rate, lie ought to be permitted to take the
credit to the same extent that he could take the credit against the cor-
porate rate--that is, to at least the maximum individual rate?

Mr. NOLAN. Yes. The purpose of the limitation is to prevent you
from using the credit against any part of your U.S. tax except that
part of your U.S. tax which is applicable to this foreign-oil income.
And so it works OK to use the corporate rate for corporations because
they have a proportional rate; but in the case of individuals they are
subject to progressive rates and, if you want to limit the credit so that
it can offset only the portion of the U.S. tax that is applicable to the
foreign-oil income, you have got to gear it to the effective U.S. in-
dividual rate oh that income.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me just get one more thing straight which I
think you understand but I fear some well-informed others don't
understand. They don't need to agree but they ought to understand
the argument and the facts. The general rule of U.S. taxation is as
between steps of government you get a deduction at one level for the
tax paid at another; but, as between equal sovereigns, you get a credit.

For example if you are talking about a sales tax paid in one State,
you give a credit for the sales tax paid in the other State; or, if you
are talking about an income tax paid in one State, generally a credit
for the income tax paid in the other State is provided if you are doing
business in more than one State. The whole thrust of tax justice and
uniformity is that between the two it should not be taxed twice between
equal sovereigns.

Mr. NOLAN. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. As between steps of government, the way we do

business here-and, I would assume, elsewhere-is that a deduction
is allowed for what is paid to the local government against what is
owed in our Federal income tax; but, so far as I know, the general
rule as between equal sovereigns, whether you are talking about a sales
tax or an income tax, is to get a credit for what is paid to the equal
sovereigns.
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Mr. NoLAN. No; we give a credit for income tax paid to another
sovereign because the same income should not be subject to two income
taxes.

The CHAIRMAN. How about the sales tax? If you pay a sales tax
on something that you buy in Mississippi and there is a similar sales
tax in the adjoining State, is there not a tendency to give a credit if
it has already been paid in the other State? Is that right or wrong?

Mr. NOLAN. As between those two States, they are going to give a
credit ordinarily for the sales tax paid to the other State; but, in deal-
ing with the U.S. Federal Government, we do not give a foreign tax
credit for sales taxes paid to a foreigR government; we give a deduc-
tion; but we do give a credit for income taxes paid .o the foreign gov-.
ernment because the same income should not be subject to two income
taxes.

The ChiArMRAN. Thank you very much.
Senator HASKELL. I think I am a little confused now. The problem,

as you express it, is that individual rates go up to 70 percent, at least
as I understand it; and I think that is what bothered me before be-
cause I thought you said it was a capital gain income.

As we all know, capital gain income is at a fixed rate and it is under
70 percent-in fact, it is under 50 percent-and I think that is where
I am confused as to why you need this provision.

Mr. NOLAN. Let me explain exactly what happens here. With re-
spect to individuals, the technique for taxing capital gains separately
is to exclude 50 percent of the income from tax. Now, in 1975, when
you adopted this limitation on the credit, the way it was drafted was
to take that proportion of your tax which the income bears to your
total income.

Now, in this case that meant that we are taking 50 percent of our
income into account and, if the limitation on the credit is 50 percent,
that cuts our effective credit rate to 25 percent.

Senator HASKELL. All right.
Mr. NoLAxN. And, therefore, we can get a credit for only 25 percent

whereas we are actually paying to the United States 361 percent; so
we are losing 11 percent of our credit, and I am sure that was never
intended in 1975.

Senator HASKFL. Thank you.
The CIAIRMAN. In other words, that is one more example of an un-

intended hardship that nobody anticipated when it happened; is that
your impression of this?

Mr. NOLAN. Yes.
Tie CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator IIAr'rKE. Mr. Chairman, I am not really questioning the

amendment before us at the moment. I do want to make it clear because
the amendment that is pending on the floor of the Senate and is pend-
ing business, would provide for the same type of treatment of corpora-
tion that this amendment now, under tle way it has been drafted,
would apl)iy to an individual, is that not right, Mr. Nolan?

Mr. NOLAN. That is the effect.
Senator IIARTKE. In other words, the 2 percent differential-in

other words, at the present time, with the corporate tax rate of 48
percent, this provides still for an excess rate of 2 l)ercent?

Mr. NOLAN. Yes.
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Senator HARTKE. Just for the information of the chairman, while I
have this expert in front of me, I just want to sity that what I intend
to do on the floor of the Senate is to eliminate that 2 percent to bring
that back to 4 percent, then tile law will be treating the corporation
and the individual on the same basis, is that not right

M r. NoLAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I will pose it right here in the committee, Mr.

Senator. May be we ought to-
Senator HARTKE. I am sorry, we wanted to see if we could get it

ado pted.
The CHAMMAN. I think if you want to do it. you ought to propose

it as a committee member.
Senator HARTKE. It is pending business right now before the Senate.

I just wanted to make clear that what Mr. Nolan is talking about here
still provides a more stringent tax liability than is applied to the
corporate tax rate, is that not correct?

Mr. NolAN. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me further complete the record on how this

inequity arose. I just was informed by-Mr. Woodworth, who is our
expert on taxes in this room, that the reason this occurred was that
at the time this was drafted, the Joint Committee staff was just not
aware of the fact that there were individuals participating in some of
these foreign oil ventures.

They knew that corporations were involved but they were just not
aware that people were doing it as individuals. Apparently your client
was?

Mr. No A . Yes, there were quite a few individuals who invested in
oil exploration in Canada, for example. That is where my client is
involved.

The CHAMMAN. Thank you. Next we will call Mr. William May-
berry, executive director, Offshore Marine Services Association.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. MAYBERRY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
OFFSHORE MARINE SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Mr. MAYnE:RRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is William
Mayberry, director of the Offshore Marine Service Association. The
association was founded in 1957 and today has a memberships of 70
U.S. vessel owning companies located in several States throughout the
United States.

On behalf of OMSA I urge the adoption of that portion of the sec-
tion 1024(a) of H.R. 10612, which-exempts the U.S. shareholders of
controlled foreign corporations for current 1.S. taxation from the
transportation of men and supplies from a point onshore to offshore
locations on the Continental Shelf from the subpart F provisions of
the code.

In its statement issued June 15, 1976, the Treasury Department did
not oppose, this amendment, however in its statement issued July 20,
1976, the Treasury O)posed this amendment on the grounds that in-
come derived by the offshore supply vessels is traditional base company
income which is not true.

Traditional base company income requires two elements: The cor-
poration's business must be conducted outside the country of incor-
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por tion; ancd two: Sales and purchases must 1w to a related party or
-services must be rendered on behalf of a related party.

The Treasury's opposition to this amendment is solely on the first
criterion and the translation is simph, incorrect.
. A controlled foreign corporation \whieh renders services other than
shipping to unrelated parties outside its country of incorporation does
not have subpart. F and such income is not base company income be-
cause there, is no related paiy involved.

Vessel-owning members o the Offshore Marine Service Association
do not render services to related parties. Their services are related to
oil companies. contraetors. and are completely unrelated to the vessel-
owning and operating countries and consequently their income is not
traditional base company income.

Moreover. the Treasulry Department used an unfair and inaccurate
example to buttress its position by claiming that the exclusion would
permit foreign suplly Vesels to service rigs located on the Continental
Shelf of the United States without paying U.S. tax.

In the first place. supplying the offshore drilling rigs on the U.S.
Continental Shelf of a port in the United States is closed to trade
under the Jones Act and foreign vesse.ls may not perform such services.

Although it is theoretically possible for a foreign-flag vessel to
supply a location orrthe TT.S. Coninental Shelf from-a -foreign port,
as a practical matter, such operation is unfeasible.

To the best of my knowledge. there are no continuous operations of
this type. Tnless the Treasury Department is describing a factual sit-
uatioi which simply does not exist, more importantly if a foreign
vessel could supply'offshore locations -i the U.S. Continental Shel
under current law, only the U.S. shareholder of the foreign corpora-
tion will be taxed.

The United States would not tax that foreign corporation but only
the vessel or the foreign shareholder of such corporation.

it is precisely this competitive disadvantage created bv current law
which would he corrected by this amendment. For the Treasury De-
partment to say this example. in order to deny relief to the U.S.
owners of foreign corporations engaged in servicing offshore installa-
tions is completely misleading.

Actually the Treasury's example demonstrates that this amendment
is necessary to allow American firms to compete with foreign-owned
firms on al equal basis. T respectifullv submit. very simply, the trans-
portation amendment applies from a point onshore to a point in the
Continental Shelf or an adjacent continental shelf from the defini-
tion of foreim commerce.

Under subpart F. shipping provisions are necessary to permit Amer-
ican-owned offshore service companies to compete abroad. It is only
the U.S. owners of foreign ships that will be taxed, it will be un-
economic for the UT.S. firms to own such vesels.

Foreigners will be able to continue to operate their'vessels and pay
only current taxes to the local country iln which the operations are
conducted. Consequently the foreigners will be able to realize greater
after-tax profit for ideitical operations. and would eventually become
the owners and operators of all vessels eng"ged in this industry.

The change in ownership, gentlemen, T submit will benefit neither
the T.S. Treasury nor our American industry.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Mayberry follows:]
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OUTLINE OF MAJOR POINTS, TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM IA inERRY, EXECUTIVE DmEC-
TOR OF THE OFFSHORE MARINE SERVICE ASSOCIATxON-SECT'noN 1024(a) oF
H.R. 10612

I urge the adoption of that portion of section 1024(a) of H.R. 10612, which
exempts income derived overseas from the transportation of men and supplies
from a point onshore to offshore locations on the continental shelf from the Sub-
part F provisions of the Code for the following reasons:

1. The members of the Offshore Marine service Association (OMSA) are siot
"tax exempt". They pay Income taxes to virtually every foreign country which
they operate.

2. OMSA members do not generally transport persons or property from a
port in one country to a port in a different country. Thus, such operations do
not constitute "foreign commerce" as that term is generally understood.

8. The vessel-owning members of OMSA provide their services to unrelated
parties. The rendition of services to unrelated persons does not constitute a
"base company" operation of the type at which the Subpart F provisions of the
Code are directed.

4. Exempting the foreign affiliates of OMSA members from current taxation
under Subpart F Is necessary to allow the United States vessel-owning mem-
bers of OMSA to compete on an equal basis with foreign-owned operations which
provide similar services throughout the world.

WRITTEN SUBMISSION OF WILLIAM MAYBEREY, EXECUTvE DInECToR OF OFFSHOE
MARINE SERVICE AssocuATIoN, SECTION 1024(a)-FoREi N BAsE COMPANY
SHIPPING INCOME CONTINENTAL SHELF EXCEPTION

My name is William Mayberry and I am the Executive Director of the Offshore
Marine Service Association (OMSA). This association was founded in 1957 and
today has a membership of seventy United States vessel-owning companies
located in several states throughout the United States. These member com-
pacies of OMSA own and operate approximately 1,500 vessels providing sup-
port services to the offshore exploration industry domestically as well as over-
seas. The majority of OMSA's vessel-owning membership comes from the states
of California, Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida and Massa-
chusetts. These member companies currently have under construction some 124
new vessels costing hundreds of millions of dollars which are being built
throughout the United States, including the states named above and the State
of Washington. Equipment to construct these vessels is manufactured in many
states, notably Wisconsin and Illinois. Our member companies, both large and
small, have a vital interest in the Tax Reform Act of 1976 which is presently.
before your Committee.

Specifically, we urge the adoption of the special exclusion, contained in sec-
tion 1024(a) of H.R. 10612 as reported by this Committee, for foreign base com-
pany shipping income:

.. . derived from the transportation of men and supplies from a point in a
foreign country to a point on the continental shelf of such country or the con-
tinental shelf adjacent to the continental shelf of such country."

This exclusion would relieve the offshore vessel service industry from cur-
rent taxation by the United States under Subpart F of the Code of certain
undistributed income of foreign affiliates. This, provision is necessary to allow
the United States-owned companies engaged in this industry to continue to
compete abroad.

The vessel-owning members of our Association furnish transportation and sup-
ply services to unrelated oil companies and drilling contractors engaged in
exploring for, developing and producing oil or gas in offshore locations through-
out the world. We are in direct competition with a growing number of foreign-
owned companies which stand ready to perform these functions if American
firms are no longer able to compete with them on an equal basis.

-Is I will explain in greater detail later, the foreign subsidiaries of the mem-
bers of our industry, should not be categorized as "tax-haven" operations and
subjected to current United States tax under the Subpart F provisions. The
members of our Association pay foreign Income taxes to virtually every foreign
country in which we operate. Moreover. the- vessel-owning members of OMSA
render their services to ufirelIted parties, and, therefore. their foreign sub-
sidiaries are not "base companies" (which deal with related entities) of the
type at which the Subpart F "sales" and "services" provisions are directed.
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The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 imposed a current tax on United States share-
holders of foreign subsidiaries deriving income from the use of any aircraft or
vessel in "foreign commerce." Prior to that legislation, all shipping income of
controlled foreign corporations was specifically exempted from current taxation
under the Subpart F provisions of the Code. Whether this change is in the
best long-term interest of the United States is certainly debatable, since it
applies only to the United States owners of foreign flag vessels, thereby making
them, noncompetitive with foreign-owned shipping companies. Whatever the
merits of that provision, it is clear that the offshore exploration vessel support
industry was accidentally "caught" in the legislative net.

The "shipping income"' amendment to the Subpart F provisions in the Tax
Reduction Act of 1975 was obviously aimed at "shipping corporations, operating
on the high seas" which paid little or no tax to any country. As described lp the
House Ways and Means Committee Report accompanying H.R. 17488 (which
was the first bill in which that provision appeared), this total exemption from
tax "results because most countries (including the United States) do not tax
the profits from shipping into and out of their ports, and most shipping corpora-
tions are based and incorporated in countries which do not tax foreign shipping
operations." This is simply not the case in our industry. American-owned offshore
service companies are not exempt from foreign tax. Affiliates and subsidiaries
of our members pay foreign tax in virtually every foreign country in which
they operate.

Allow me to describe briefly the general organization of the members of our
Association and the manner in which their operations in foreign countries
are conducted. Vessels utilized by our offshore service companies are generally
based in a specific foreign area for a period of years. The vessels are usually
operated out of foreign countries on the continental shelves off which the
offshore installations are located. The vessels are operated by controlled foreign
subsidiaries incorporated under the laws of or registered to do business in
those foreign countries. Indeed such local incorporation or registration of the
operating entities is generally a condition precedent to being permitted to operate
there. The operating companies are thus subject to the laws of the foreign
countries including their tax laws. In order to permit these vessels to lie
transferred from one area to another and to avoid the practical and legal problems
which would be involved in Teglstering the vessels locally, such vessels are usually
chartered by another foreign affiliate of the offshore service company to the
ultimate customers (e.g., the oil company or the drilling contractor). A separateh contract is entered into simultaneously with the "local" subsidiary of the offshore
service company to operate the vessel.

The members of our association are United States-owned companies who nust
compete with foreign-owned counterparts. Prior to the adoption of the Tax
Reduction Act of 1975, United States tax was deferred with respect to shipping
income (both charter income and operating income of foreign subsidiaries) of
foreign affiliates. Those provisions permitted the United States-owned offshore
service companies to compete with foreign-owned vessels and foreign-owned
operators throughout the world because the tax burden on the foreign-owned
companies and the American-owned companies was the same. I submit that
without reinstituting the deferral of United States tax for this industry.
United States-owned offshore service companies will no longer lie able to
compete abroad because of the increased burden.

This industry Is extremely competitive and investment decisions will be
responsive to the increased United States tax burden. Since only United States
owners of foreign flag ships will be taxed it will be uneconomic for United
States firms to own such vessels. Foreigners will be able to continue to operate
their vessels and only pay current taxes to the local country in which the opera-
tions are conducted. Consequently, the foreigners will be able to realize a
greater after-tax profit on identical operations. Obviously, they can and would
underbid the American-owned companies and would eventually become the owners
and operators of all the vessels engaged in this industry. This change in owner-
ship will benefit neither the United States Treasury nor American industry.

As generally understood, "foreign commerce" involves the transportation of
persons and property between ports in different countries. This is not the func-
tion- of the vessel-owning member companies of this Association. Normally,
OMSA members transport men and materials only from a point onshore to a
drilling rig or production platform located on the continental shelf of the same
country. Occasionally, there will be transportation of materials and supplies to a
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location on the same geographic shelf which may be legally a part of the
territory of an adjacent country. This is certainly not the type of "foreign
commerce" at which the foreign base company shipping income provisions of the
Tax Reduction Act of 1975 were directed.

In Its statement Issued on June 15, 1976, the Treasury Department did not
oppose this amendment. However, in its statement Issued on July 20, 1976, the
Treasury opposed this amendment on the grounds that the income derived by
offshore supply vessels is "traditional base company income." This is not true.
Traditional base company income requires two elements:

,(1) The corporation's business must be conducted outside the country of in-
corporation and

(2) Sales or purchases must be to or from a related party or services must be
rendered for on or behalf of a related party.

The Treasury's opposition to this amendment Is based solely on the first
criterion. Their position Is simply incorrect. A controlled foreign corporation
which renders services (other than shipping) to unrelated parties outside its
country of Incorporation doe8 not have "Subpart F" income. Such income is not
"base company" Income because there is no related party involved. The vessel-
owning members of the Offshore Marine Service Association do not render serv-
ices to related parties. Their services are rendered to oil companies and drilling
contractors who are completely unrelated to the vessel-owning and operating
companies, and, consequently, their Income Is not "traditional base company
income."

Moreover, the Treasury Department has used an unfair and inaccurate exam-
ple to buttress its position by claiming that:

"the exclusion would permit foreign supply vessels to service rigs located on
the continental shelf of the U.S. without paying U.S. tax."

In the first place, supplying an offshore drilling rig on the U.S. continental shelf
from a port In the United States Is "coastwise trade" under the Jones Act, and,
consequently, foreign flag vessels may not perform such services. Although it Is
theoretically possible for a foreign flag vessel to supply a location oil the U.S.
continental shelf from a foreign port, as a practical matter, such operations are
unfeasible. To the best of my knowledge there are no continuous operations of
this type. Thus, the Treasury Department Is describing a factual-situation which
simply does not exist.

'More importantly, even If a foreign flag vessel could supply offshore locations
on -the U.S. continental shelf, under current law only a United States share-
holder of a foreign corporation owning the vessel would be taxed. The United
States would not tax either the foreign corporation owning the vessel or a for-
eign shareholder of such a corporation. It is precisely this competitive disad-
vantage created by current law which would be corrected by this amendment. For
the Treasury Department to cite this example In order to deny relief to United
States owners of foreign corporations engaged in servicing offshore installations
Is completely misleading. Actually, the Treasury's example demonstrates that
this amendment is necessary to allow American firms to compete with foreign-
owned firms on an equal basis.

I respectfully submit that exempting the transportation of men and supplies
from a point onshore to a point on 'the continental shelf or adjacent continental
shelf from the definition of "foreign commerce" In the Subpart Fshlpping pro-
visions Is necessary to permit American-owned offshore service companies to
continue to compete abroad. Normally, the foreign affiliates of our vessel.owning
members render services only to unrelated persons and, therefore, are not sub-
ject to tax under the "foreign base company services income" provisions of Sub-
part F. Our operations are not tax exempt abroad. Therefore, our operations are
not of the type at which any of the Subpart F provisions were directed. This
amendment is necessary to allow American-owned firms to continue to participate
in this vital Industry which is of growing importance in connection with sup-
plying the energy needs of the United States.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me just say this about your testimony. I would
like to call attention to the Treasury witness in this room-the
Treasury has waived their supposition on this matter, have they not?

Mr. MAYBERRY. Yes, sir.
The CrHAMAN. It is my impression that what you are saying is

correct and the Treasury knew it was correct and Treasury chiIckened
out on you when someone raised a voice of protest.

74-712--76-pt. 1-21
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Now it sounds to me as though you are right. I think the Treasury

ought to study what you have to say. They apparently have reversed
themselves. I think they ought to study what you have to say with
regard to your reversal and consider your position.

Let me tell you good men of the Treasury, you do the best you can
and so do we. We make mistakes, so does everyone and no one is
perfect.

People should not be afraid to do what they think is right just
because they have opposition. They ought to go ahead and recommend
what they think is right, even though they might be misunderstood.

I would say that the Treasury, having taken an earlier position,
ought to consider what has been said because it has been suggested they "
were not right in changing their position. I hope they will give us
their honest judgment.

Mr. GOLDSTEIN. In our statement, Senator Lopg, you will find
numerous provisions that are on the list-I will tell you tomorrow if
we made a mistake and will change our position. I Will also tell you
what is right.

The CHAIRMAN. That is all I ask you to do and frankly I expect to
change my mind about some things when I ask you for more informa-
tion but all we can ask of anybody is their honest, best judgment.

I would hope that everybody has the courage to give us that because
we are going to have difficulty doing a good job if people fail to do
that. Are there any further questions of the witness?

Senator HASKELL. I would like to make an observation. It seemed
to me, listening to you very briefly and not fully understanding the
problem, this is a perfect example of where we ought to have anadversary hearing.

The CHAIRMAN. We have the adversaries right in the room.
Senator HASKELL. I do not see them.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator?
Senator HASKELL. I see a fellow at the back of the room.
The CHAIRMAN. I have been holding two adversaries waiting for a

quorum, waiting for you to show up.

Senator HASKELL." Where are the adversaries today? Where is the
fellow who has analyzed this and may take an opposite viewpoint?
That is what I mean by an adversarv'hearing, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. I have been waiting for you to show up so that
I can call him.

Senator HASKELL. I am not the adversary.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator if you had sh6wn up at 8 you would have

known the adversaries.
Senator HASKELL. You mean we have an adversary in this particular

thing?
The CHAIR.MAx. I hope so; I hope there is another side in addition

to the Treasury. for example.
Senator HASKELL. If we are going to comment, how will we see the

other side?
The CHAIRMAX. Are there any further questions of this witness?
Senator HASKELL. I am just making an observation.
The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions of this witness?
Senator HASKELrL. No further questions.
The CIAIRMAN. Now I want to call Mr. Robert M. Brandon, direc-

tor, Public Citizen Tax Reform Research Group, accompanied by
Mr. William Pietz. Senator Haskell, I want you to know that these
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two gentlemen appeared here y esterday and objected to testifying
because you were not here and so I said I would try to get them a better
audience to hear them. [Laughter.] They wanted you to hear them and
wanted a substantial number of peoI)le. I am happy to tell these gentle-
men they have a quorum of the committee to hear their statement.
Gentlemen, proceed.

Senator HATAWAY. The Committee on Committees is meeting the
same 3 days. I am a member of the Committee on Committees. We
are considering a number of matters, including expanding the juris-
diction of the Finance Committee.

Part of the time between now and the end of the hearings, I will
need to be there because we have some remarks-if I must be absent,
just consider the fact I am over there defending the jurisdiction of
this committee.

The CH AIRM AN. Senator, I will excuse you, if that is what you have
in mind. [Laughter.]

I will represent, you myself, if I have to. I want to tell you that
if need be, we can stand even more members. I think we have a great
committee. I think all points of view are represented on this committee,
but you tell those people, if need be, we will take some more good
people, even if we are limited only to liberal Senators to be added to
the committee to see that everyone's point of view is represented on the
committee.

Senator HANSEN. Before you leave that point, if the Senator from
Wisconsin will yield, let me observe there are three, of us on this side
also on the Committee on Committees of which I am one, Senator
Packwood, and Senator Brock.

I have been here since 8 o'clock this morning, just as has been
Senator Packwood. I do not think Senator Brock has been there, but
this is one of the real problems. It occurs because there has been
such a proliferation of subcommittees in this-Congress.

I think it is absolutely ridiculous. I believe there are 17-some such
committees that deal with energy alone. I do not think there is any
reason or rhyme to it at all but it is a fact.

Senator Fannin happens to be the ranking member on the l'htrior
Committee and as Senator Haskell knows, a committee that has dealt
with a great many energy problems and by virtue of that fact, he has
been forced as have I, and Senator Haskell often has to be gone
from this committee. It is a tough deal.

I hope that the chairman, in his great mercy and kindness will also
excuse some others of us who are not able to be here when we would
like very much to be here.

The C1AIIRM. I hope you will stay around long enough to hear
this witness.

Senator HANSEN. I am going to.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. BRANDON, DIRECTOR, PUBLIC CITIZEN
TAX REFORM RESEARCH GROUP, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM
PIETZ

Mr. BRANDOX. Thank vou, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the olportu-
nity to be rescheduled. We are here to oppose some of these provisions.
First, I would like to make a few comments on the process generally.
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My name is Robert Brandon and I am director of the Public Cit-
izen Tax Reform Research Group. With me is Mr. William Pietz,
attorney. We have a full statement which we would like included in
the record.

[The statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. BRANDON AND WILLIAM Pi=rZ
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: Ordinarily we would welcome

an opportunity to appear before this Committee to testify on tax legislation.
Today, this is not the case. We are not happy to be here. Our appearance is not
an endorsement of these procedures nor should it be construed in any way to
rehabilitate or legitimize the numerous ill-considered and secretive special relief
provisions which are the subject of thege hearings. We are here because we are
concerned about the integrity of the tax legislative process, the tax system, and-
the public's loss of confidence in that system.

Let us say at the outset that these hearings can be a sham unless there is some
procedural consequence flowing from them. We would call on the Committee.
therefore, to consider in a subsequent nuark-up session all the legislation under
discussion as well as other legislation not fully considered by the Committee.
Without a procedure for the Committee to reconsider after full discussion and
full disclosure of all the facts relating to this legislation and other parts of the
Committee's tax reform bill, hese hearings become a meaningless er-po8t facto
exercise concerning legislation already approved.

Secondly, even if the Committee re-convenes to consider these and other pro-
visions, these hearings will be of limited use in that process. The burden should
not be on public witnesses such as ourselves to evaluate a series of narrow inter-
est amendments where there has been far less than full disclosure of the effects
of that legislation or who its beneficiaries are. We should be testifying today not
on a list of bill sections but on specific provisions fully disclosed and explained
by the staff. Our analysis should be based on public facts about these bills, not
on what we can ascertain about them in spite of the lack of public Information
or obscure references in the bill or its report. Indeed, these hearings are a con-
sequence of some groups digging out information on these provisions that the-
Committee refused to reveal or chose not to reveal in its Report. It is a dangerous
and ludicrous process that produces public laws that the public does not know
about-tax laws that benefit narrow classes of taxpayers known only to the bene-
ficiariesof those laws, a select group of staff, and indeed, only some members of
the Committee and fewer members of the Congress that passes them. In fact,
without a public disclosure of all the relevant facts, it is difficult to see how the
members of this Committee could evaluate the testimony they are about to receive
on the more than eighty (80) technical provisions which are the subject of these
hearings.

The fact that we can ultimately decipher the real effect of some of these tax
provisions and have an opportunity to comment on them gives us little cause for
cheer. It must give less to the other members of the taxpaying public who will also
be affected in varying degrees by such legislation. How can a taxpayer or group,
learn enough about a narrow interest provision from a one sentence description in
a Committee press release to formulate a position on it.

- It is not enough to say, as the press release announcing these hearings said,
that many of these provisions have been the subject of testimony. The hearings
on H.R. 10612 drew a great deal of testimony on general tax reform or specific
areas dealt with by the House-passed bill. A company or group of taxpayers might
testify on a special measure for their own benefit, but it is impossible for members
of the public to comment on legislation they do not know exists. Any such narrow
interest legislation should be fully disclosed and explained beforehand so that
testimony on both sides of the Issue can be elicited. The burden should not be on
the taxpaying public, but on the proponents of these bills, to fully explain the
provision and to show why they should receive special treatment.

We do not oppose this type of legislation simply because it benefits narrow
Interest groups. We oppose the secretive process by which these provisions were
written. In fact, under the full disclosure procedures recently adopted by the
House Ways and Means Committee, we opposed only six of thirty bills subject
to full public hearings in December. All twenty-four of the "non-objectionable"
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provisions were approved while four of the six others were rejected by the
Committee. Nor do we oppose this type of legislation because it involves revenue
loss to the Treasury. We want to ensure only that the lost revenue is money well
spent-achieving proper and well thought-out policy goals or achieving equity
among taxpayers.

The Chairman of this Committee has taken the somewhat cynical view that
tax reform is whatever fifty-one Senators Will vote for. We don't agree with that.
But more importantly, it cannot continue to be what one lobbyist can convince
one member of this Committee to vote for. The process must be changed.

THE PROCESS

The major problem with these special relief measures is the lack of an expla-
nation of what the legislation really does, who it benefits, and what its costs
are. The public can only conclude from such non-disclosure that the proponents
of such a bill have something to hide. Meritorious legislation should be able
to withstand scrutiny in the light of day and not depend upon confusion, ig-
norance or improper influence to pass. Full disclosure would remove the cloud
of secrecy from narrow interest legislation as well as guard against unworthy
legislation.

Without full disclosure, campaign contributions from the beneficiaries of such
special relief cast doubt on the motives of Congressional sponsors. As Appendix
B indicates, there is a great deal of overlap between campaign contributions
to members of this Committee and the beneficiaries of the tax legislation this
Committee has approved. We are not listing these contributions to necessarily
imply any improprieties. The public can judge whether these provisions repre-
sent proper constituent services. If campaign finance reform is to mean any-
thing it must require disclosure at both ends so constituents can fully evaluate
the performance of their representatives.

The lack of full-disclosure of the purposes and effects of these provisions
also often leads to a lack of any real debate or serious deliberation on them.
With only the beneficiaries of a bill, a few staff, and one or two members of
the Committee fully understanding the effects of legislation being considered,
non-meritorious legislation is routinely approved.

Similar problems exist with the deliberations over a number of general in-
terest provisions involving major policy questions. For instantLe, the Committee
adopted after about thirty minutes discussion, a multi-billion dollar tuition tax
credit. There were no hearings on this provision; there were no materials pre-
pared by the staff discussing the effects of this provision on post-secondary
education; there was no input from HEW, colleges and universities, education
groups, or other -committees in Congress knowledgeable in the area. In fact,
there is no evidence that this multi-billion dollar program will send one more
student to college. The only thing that is certain is that it will provide several
billion dolars of tax relief for those who happen to send their children to col-
lege. Even if this provision were worthwhile, no one could possibly know that
based on the deliberations of this Committee. Such processes do little to enhance
the image of the Congress.-

iSimilarly, the Committke enacted a billion dollar reduction in capital gains
taxes. Senator Bentsen held some hearings on this provision a few years ago
and proposed such a change to stimulate a slumping stock market. It Is unclear
what this provision will accomplish in 1977 when it wonld become effective.

Other major policy decisions involving hundreds of m. lions of dollars of new
tax subsidy programs were made with little staff analysis, no real input from
the public or other interested and knowledgeable groups, and in an atmosphere
of confusion that often kept the press, the public and members of the Committee
from participating fully. One of the most outrageous examples of this is the
refusal of this Committee to make available to Senators or the public the
"quasi-bill report" describing the Committee amendments, even though many
are supposed to be the subject of comment at this hearing.

T'ie first casualty of such a process is sound tax policy. Equally important
is the loss of public confidence in a system that provides special tax relief for
a select unnamed few. Finally, a wide range of legitimate tax problems can't
be addressed because they become labelled as a part of this defective process.

If sensible procedures were established the Committee could guard against
poor tax policy, pass needed reforms, and provide a method for legitimate
narrow interest tax problems to be addressed.
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PROPOSED REFORMS

Anyone who sat through the Finance Committee's recent mark-up is aware
,that many general reforms are needed in the process by which the Committee
considers tax legislation. It is not our purpose today to focus on these general
reforms. Clearly, changes need to be made. These include an agency with more
notice for members on subjects wider discussion, staff pamphlets with back-
ground information and proposed changes (including changes to be proposed by
other members), the position of the Department of Treasury should be solicited
and made public, a larger room to provide more access by personal staff to mem-
bers and more access for the public to the mark-up sessions, a microphone system
that allows everyone to know what Is being said, voted upon, etc.

SPECIFIC PROPOSALS FOR CONSIDERING NARROW INTEREST LEGISLATION

Narrow interest legislation falls Into several broad categories. First, there are-
technical changes in the law designed to correct an unintended and unantici-
pated result on a class of taxpayer. In this case legislation may be a proper
remedy but the Congress must guard against technical changes In the law de-
signed to reverse intended changes in the law. It is no accident that one year
after reforms were passed in the area of shipping "tax haven" income and the
foreign tax credit that a number of "transitional or permanent" provisions have
been approved to make those reforms inapplicable to certain taxpayers. This Is
not a proper function of narrow interest legislation.

A second area involves legislation which reverses current administrative
interpretation of the law. The Congress, of course, has the prerogative to over-
rule the IRS through legislation but must be very careful not to interfere with
the fair and proper administration of the tax laws. It is also bad policy to change
the rules that all taxpayers live under retroactively for the benefit of specific
taxpayers.

A third area of narrow Interest legislation might involve broad policy questions
that involve narrow classes of taxpayers. The Congress must be very careful in
these situations nor to compound the complexities and Inequities of the current
law by making distinctions for such taxpayers without strong policy reasons
after all the facts and circumstances are known.

Many of these provisions, whatever form they take, are private relief bills.
They should be treated as other private relief bills with the names of the bene-
ficiaries disclosed. But there Is a broader question involving these bills that the
Committee should address.

In many respects, when this Committee considers'legislation of this type It is
really functioning ini a judicial capacity; sitting as a court of tax equity. The
Committee may want to think in the longer run about legislation to establish
sonle sort of taxpayers' court of equity. Presently, only certain taxpayers with
meritorious claims have the wherewithal, the connections or the influence to
come to this Committee and have their claims constloered. The merits of their
claims have been less important than the financial resources to hire tax attor-
neys or lobbyists with Washington connections or the access to Committee mem-
bers. We would suggest that Congress think about some kind of legislation that
will allow all taxpayers, whether they have the financial resources to get to
Washington or not, to have an opportunity to have the equities of their case
adjudicated.

Specifically, we would recommend the following procedural reforms in con-
sidering narrow interest. legislation:

1. Establishment of a subcommittee to screen narrow interest legislation
brought to the Committee's attention. This first step Would be designed to weed
out obviously non-meritorious provisions or general policy issues properly the
subject of general tax legislation.

2. The Treasury Department, the IRS and any other affected agency should
prepare bill reports to accompany these provisions.

8. Staff pamphlets providing full disclosure of all relevant facts about each
provision including beneficiaries and lobbyists, rationale for the provision, staff
analysis, Treasury and IRS positions, and revenue effect.

4. Full public hearings conducted after the dissemination of the descriptive
pamphlets and after sufficient time to evaluate the provisions. It the proponents
of a provision are unwilling to testify on behalf of that provision at these hear-
iugs, the provision should be automatically dropped.
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5. These bills should not be reported out as part of omnibus tax legislation, but
rather should be reported separately as miscellaneous bills accompanied by full
Committee reports.

CONCLUSION

In light of the foregoing, we would ask the Committee to split off from H.R.
10612 all these miscellaneous provisions and Committee amendments that by the
Committee's own admission have received inadequate deliberation. Ironically, the
only provisions listed in the notice of hearings are those which have already been
uncovered and publicly criticized by parties other than the Committee. Yet we
know there are several other narrow interest provisions in the bill.

Other provisions in the bill have had equally insufficient treatment. The Com-
mittee should not force the full Senate to vote on provisions that have not been
fully considered. We would suggest instead that the Senate proceed on the major
elements of H.R. 10612 and set aside these other provisions for consideration in
this session under procedures consistent with our proposals.

COMMENTS ON SOME SPECIFIC PROVISIONS

The following comments are on some specific provisions mentioned in the
Committee's press release. These comments and, therefore, our position are based
on the sometimes limited information available on each provision.

SOME OBJECTIONABLE SECTIONS AND BRIEF ANALYSIS

Sections 802 and 803-Refundability and extension of Investment Tam
Credits. Half of all utilities are already off the tax roles. The committee has
not considered whether refund will be subtracted from the "hypothetical taxes
paid" used in the utility rate base which would further compound the problem
of customer overcharging. Encourages over-investment by airlines. Negative In-
come tax for corporations.

Section 806--Investment Tax Credit on ships. Also eligible for tax free con-
struction funds--See Appendix A.

Section 1021-Investment in U.S. Property-two separate retroactive changes
to excuse any tax now owing. Benefits Superior Oil which invested in U.S. con-
tinental shelf drilling rigs and Pyramid Ventures which invested in U.S. stock
market. Each claims not to have known this was a repatriation. Unfairly dis-
criminates against others--who knew the law and paid the tax.

Section 1024--Narrowing definition of shipping ("ta.- haven") income to ex-
clude, for several companies, the carrying of supplies from a country (Nigeria)
to a drilling rig on its continental shelf. This might have been defensible had
there been added the requirement that the carrier pay taxes In that country. But
it is (in fact purposely broad) enough to cover companies chartered In Panama,
Liberia or other tax haven countries.

Section 1024-Narrowing definition of shipping ("tax haven") income to- ex-
clude a Panamanian shipping company which charters ships to a related scrap
dealer, Southern Scrap Co., of Louisiana, on other than a long term charter
basis. There is no reason why such a shipping company should escape taxes even
though they claim to have foreign competition. Ironically, the amendment was
drawn so narrowly (to disqualify all other taxpayers) that it Inadvertently dis-
qualifies the intended beneficiary.

Section 1025-Brclusion of agricultural products grown and sold outside the
U.S. from U.S. taxation. May perhaps give such goods a competitive advantage
over goods grown in the U.S. and exported. Some tax experts are concerned that
this will serve as a precedent for extending tax free treatment to sales of every
other imaginable category of goods--any of which may presently be subject to
the tax haven rulps (as "forelkm base company sales income.") This could sig-
nificantly undermine present tax haven rules.

Section 1081-Three year exclusion for mining and Puerto Rican operations
from repeal of per country foreign tax credit methods for Freeport Minerals and
Pittsburg Plate Glass Co. Such exclusions have no valid rationale and reduce
the erstwhile revenue impact of repeal ($50 million) so that it will be only $25
to WO million.

Section 1031--Spaenfa CarrVbark of denied cess 1978 foreign tar credits of
oil companies. An unjustified partial repeal of the 1975 reform (for Natomas
Corp.) which will deny credits in excess of 50% of income. Designed narrowly
to benefit a few companies who won't have large credits prior to 1978.
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Section 1032-Sun OU Exclusion from Recapture of Foreign Losses. The recap-
ture rules enacted in 1975 are fair rules designed to prevent "having one's cake
and eating it too." See attached write-up. Sun Oil found it economically desirable
to contract to drill in the North Sea and it seems unlikely that this decision was
made in reliance on the continuation of an overly generous tax law with respect
to foreign losses.

Section 1035-Expansion of "Oil Related Income" definition. to include interest
income. See attached write-up. Gives multinational oil companies additional way7s
to use the extra 2 percentage points above 48 percent which the Hartke-Nelson
et al. amendment would abolish.

Section 1035-Narrowing of "Oil Related Income" definition to suit I.U. Inter-
national. See attached write-up. Seems to take Income (income from transporta-
tion or distribution of gas by a utility) which would naturally be oil related
income and classify It (perhaps illogically) as non-oil related income. This oppor-
tunistic definition contrasts with the preceding amendment and the Tenneco
amendment which follows below.

Section 1035-E'paneion (Clarification) of "Oil Related Income" definition to
include sale of stock. This provision may )e technically defensible as a mere
clarification of existing law which expressly includes sale of assets. But con-
trasts with preceding amendment. It could apparently cover expropriations and
this might have unexpectedly large revenue cost.

Section 1035--Mobil-Iranian amendment8-This provision unjustifiably makes
the 1975 reform (so recently agreed to by Congress) applicable only to new-
comers having no economic interest on March 29, 1975 at estimated cost of $40
million yearly for at least 10 years. This estimate may prove very low If other
countries expropriate properties thus depriving more companies of an "economic
interest". Will make possible the labeling of royalties as taxes.

Section 1035-Indonesian-Productton shoring unjustifiably overrules April 1976
IRS ruling. See attached write-up. The IRS ruling was believed to have been
well-founded by many tax specialists. This amendment could have enormous
revenue cost if it discourages the IRS from making similar rulings In other
countries.

Section 1041-Non-tazation of interest earned by foreigners on bonds and batik
accounts. On the House floor the non-taxation of bond interest and dividends was
defeated. The Finance Committee also declined to make dividends tax free. See
Appendix A.

Section 1042-H. 1I. Robertson-Thls provision reverses an IRS position up-
held by the courts. It is strongly opposed by the Treasury staff, who were not
consulted durll g mark-up. See Appendix A.

Section 1052-Ilanna Mining Co.-Under present law a company computing its
foreign tax credit on the overall method can't consolidate a Western Hemi-
sphere Trade Corporation subsidiary with other subsidiaries. WHTC's are taxed
at only 34 percent instead of 48 percent-which rate advantage Is phased out
by 1980 under the bill. (Companies using the per country method can consoli-
date but the committee bill repeals this method.) The existing non-consolidation
rule was designed to prevent tax avoidance that will result from mixing income
tax at 34 percent with income taxes at 48 percent when computing the credit. (If
a foreign country levies a tax at $45 on WiITC income of $100 and the U.S. taxes
it at 34 percent there will be excess credits of $11 available to shelter other in-
come.) In any case the amendment is discriminatory in its narrow tailoring.

Section 1305--Expensing of Pre-Publication Costs-Overrules an apparently
logical IRS ruling requiring the capitalization of large research and develop-
ment costs incurred in publishing encyclopedias and text books over the life of
that particular edition. The staff has estimated no revenue loss for this provi-
sion on the theory that the IRS ruling has not been enforced to date and its
overruling produces no change. In fact, this provision will cost the Treasury
several hundred million dollars, largely to Encyclopedia Britannica, otherwise
collectable under t he legal ruling.

Section 1307-IDS Face Amount Certificates. See Appendix A.
Section 1308-Alabama Coca-Cola Franchise-See Appendix A. Personal hold-

Ing company rules apply a 70 percent penalty tax to closely held corporations
(which are taxable at 48 percent) which earn passive types of income and pay
no dividends to shareholders (who might be taxable at 70 percent). Royalties
are regarded as "more passive" than rents. This amendment alters a logical
1971 IRS ruling that payments for a license to a secret process are royalties
rather than rents. The amendment calls them rents. Lobbyists argued thfit the
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corporation only held the license (and thus received the royalties) to protect
the perpetual life of the license and not for tax avoidance. But if this were so it
can avoid the holding company tax by paying out its profits as dividends.

Section 1311-Texas Optical Co.-See Appendix A. The 1969 Reform Act which
repealed favorable capital gains treatment contained no exceptions for later
sales under contracts binding in 1969. Such an exception may have been warranted
and perhaps even a retroactive enactment of one six years later Is defensible. But
the draftsmen have seemingly bent over backwards to help one party by provid-
lug that the contract in existence in 1969 need not have been "binding: and that
the rule (intended to cover a professional practice) also cover transfer of a
related business. The rule narrowly excludes other taxpayers, who may have
paid their tax without petitioning Congress.

Section 1312-Reporting of Tip Inoome-See Appendix A. Employers have
always been required to report to the IRS the amounts of tips reported to them
by the employee. It Is not at all clear why employees cannot keep a running
total of their charge account tips and report them to the employer just as they
do on other tips. Failure to report tips is a frequent abuse which is hard to police.

Section 1322-Contributions to CapitaO of Water Utilities. The illogic of not
treating these non-refundable payments by customers as income is revealed by
the fact that the committee decided not to apply this same treatment to gas
and phone utilities because It would then cost $100 million per year.

Section 1508-Co-nsolidation of casualty insurance losses against incwnm frwm
lifc or health insurance. Such consolidation has never been permitted becallo
(roughly speaking) only one half of life insurance income is subject to tax. (This
is a special preference enjoyed because--arguably-taxable Income may be
overstated due to underestimation of future claims.) The amendment partially
deals with this by allowing offset of only one half of the casualty losses but they
can continually e carried over to future years.

Prudential, Metropolitan, and perhaps other large insurers have recently en-
tered the casualty business and the Treasury wili In effect subsidize their start-
up losses and perhaps enable them to undercut smaller companies who have
no other business against which to use casualty loses. Numerous casualty coni-
panies, e.g. Kemper, thus oppose this. Since It doesn't take effect until 1978 it is
not urgent and should be preceded by a comprehensive study of insurance taxa-
tion.

Sections 1701 and 1702-Railroad tax preferences-Very few railroads pay
any income taxes. Additional preferences will he used by some conglomerate
holding companies to shelter income from other businesses. At a minimum, any
new preferences would niot be deductible against nonraliroad incomne-even
If the committee believes that railroads need a subsidy and should therefore
be allowed to depart from normal accounting rules in writing off rail and ties etc.
The amortization of grading and tunnel bores undercuts the compromise worked
out in the 1969 Reform Act. Until 1969 such costs were not deductible at all.
It was then decided to allow such write-offs on post-1960 investments as on
incentive. Now allowing write-offs on all pre-1969 investments is a giveaway which
--in have no incentive effect.

PARTIALLY INCLUSIVE LIST OF SOME SECTIONS WHICI MIGHT BE. UNOBJECTIONARI.F.
JUDGEDD SOLELY UPON INADEQUATE INFORMATION AVAILABLE TO DATE)

Section 1013 p. 215--Effective date on foreign trusts advanced a week.
Section 1023 p. 229-American' International Group, Inc. Bermuda insurance

earnings.
Section 1024 p. 230-Hall Corporation Shipping Ltd.
Section 1032 p. 240-Boise Cascade.
Section 1032 p. 240-Robert Hall.
Section 1035 p. 25(--Section 907 limit on individuals.
Section 1036 p. 257-American International Group, Inc.-Reclassifying cer-

tain insurance income as foreign Income.
Section 1043 p. 271-Contiguous Country Branches.
Section 1044 p. 276-Royal Bank of Canada.
Section 1304 p. 401-Political debts.
Section 1317 p. 424-Depletion amendments.
Section 1320 p. 431-Simultaneous liquidations.
Section 1321 p. 433-Local Taxation of Barges Prohibited.
Section 1509 p. 457-B.MIA-nadvertent distribution.
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APPENDIX A

The following pages contain a description of the amendments referred to In
the preceding analysis together with names of beneficiaries where known.

Refundable Investment credit (sec. 802; pg. 177 of report). Primarily for air-
lines, such as United Airlines and utilities. Starting in 1984 companies will
receive a check from the treasury In the amount of any post 1975 investment
credits which go unused because future taxable income is too low. Cost In 1984:
$300-500 million.

(Refunds don't start until 1984 because taxpayers must exhaust their exist-
ing right to carry forward unused credits for 7 years to offset taxable income
In those years.) Overinvestment in aircraft has yielded excess accelerated depre-
ciation and investment credits.

2-Year Etemuion of Existing Carryover Period* for Expiring Inveetment Credit
and Foreign Tax redits-(sc. 803; p. 178 of report) sought by airlines, such
as United Airlines and Chrysler. Airlines sought to extend their ability to keep
alive old (pre 1976) unused investment credits which can already be carried
forward at least 7 years and often 10 years. They have been seeking to make
these old credits refundable (just as post 1975 credits will be) and this gives
them two more years in which to lobby. The committee later applied this to
foreign tax credits apparently to benefit Chrysler. Cost: $14 million in FY 11977
and $80 million in FY 1978.

Allowing the Investment Tax Credit on Maritime Capital Construction Funds
(sec. 806, p. 196 of report).

- EXPLANATION OF THE AMENDMENT

A Finance Committee Amendment to the House Tax Reform Bill allows ship-
builders to take the 10% investment tax credit for money spent to build ships
in the United States, even though the construction is financed with previously
untaxed profits deposited in so-called "capital construction funds" (CCFs).

These CCFs are special accounts created by the Merchant Marine Act of 1970
to provide tax benefits to shipbuilders. Shipping earnings may be deposited tax
free in these accounts and used to build additional vessels. The interest and
dividends earned on fund deposits and all additional vessel earnings may also
be redeposited, tax free, in these funds. This money is untaxed until it is with-
drawn for non-shipping purposes.

The Finance Committee Report explains that "when these funds are used to
finance ship construction, there is no tax cost, or basis" In order "to prevent
a double allowance for these tax-deferred amounts." Because there Is no tax
cost. or "basis," sums expended out of these privileged accounts have not resulted
in an investment tax credit or depreciation allowances. Not surprisingly, the
shipping Industry and its supporters have argued that the investment credit
should be applied to these expenditures, but the IRS has resisted their efforts.

ANALYSIS
The Treasury Department strongly opposed this change in testimony before

the Ways and Means Committee and under the present bill for four reasons--i)
It is a dangerous attack on basic tax principles: 2) CCFs already provide a
major tax break; 8) the extension of the direct subsidy program would be more
eficient; and 4) there is no need for the subsidy and the revenue loss could be
significant. Other testimony showed that the subsidy is wasteful and its chief
beneficiaries may be oil companies, banks and steel companies.

THE PROVISION DOES VIOLENCE TO BASIC TAX PRINCIPLES

Basts. The Treasury Department was particularly concerned with the impli-
cations of "breaking the connection between 'basis' and other provisions of the
law." As Assistant Treasury Secretary Walker explained: "The concept of 'basis'
is central to the code. Once a taxpayer has freely disposable money or property
which becomes freely disposable because he has paid the anproprinte taxes in
acquiring it, he gets at tax cost basis In any property the acquires with it."

Property acquired with money from already tax-free profits has no basis. The
investment credit and depreciation allowances are predicated on the existence of
a tax basis. Granting tax-free profits and then an investment credit for expendi-
tures out of those untaxed profits provides an enormous double dip for one
selective industry. If investors In shipbuilding are granted an Investment tax
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credit in the absence of a legitimate tax basis, there is no persuasive argument
against giving them depreciation without basis, or extending this benefit to
either subsidized Industries. The revenue implications would be phenomenal.

Income. This amendment violates the basic principle that a receipt Is not to
be recognized for tax purposes until it has first been taken into income. Persons
and corporations who pay no tax should not get the benefits accorded to those
who do.

Auditing. The existence of two different tax bases-one for depreciation pui-
poses and the other for investment credit purposes--will significantly complicate
an already difficult audit job for the IRS.

CCFS ALREADY PROVIDE A MAJOR TAX SRAK
Treasury testimony showed that the net tax benefit already provided by

CCFs is equal to an investment tax credit of 17 percent.

THE WRONO CORPORATIONS WILL BENEFIT

Oil Companies. Seventeen oil companies have CCFs. They receive a tax break
for building ships to transport Alaskan oil. However, this shipping is subject to
the cabotage laws, so there is no foreign competition and the United States gets
no benefit from this tax gift.

Banks. By building ships and leasing them to commercial shippers, banks are
able to use these CCFs to shelter income completely unrelated to shipping.

Steel Companies. Ten steel companies have CCFs. They save tax dollars while
building ships for the movement of ore on the Great Lakes. As with Alaskan
oil, this ship construction is free from foreign competition by law, so the tax
subsidy does not result in additional U.S. shipbuilding.

THE SUBSIDY SHOULD BE DIRECT

The best method of arriving at the proper level of subsidy and controlling
who receives it is through the appropriation process, rather than the back-door
technique of a "tax expenditure". Over half-a-billion dollars is already provided
to the shipping industry this way under the Merchant Marine Act.

THERE WILL BE A SERIOUS REVENUE LOSS
The Senate Finance Committee estimates that in fiscal 1977 the amendment

will cost $21 million and that by 1981 the annual cost will be $45 million. The
projections of the Shipbuilders Council of America suggest an annual revenue
loss of $75 million. Some analysts project that the incentive effects of the change
could lead to revenue losses in excess of $100 million annually.

SHIPBUILDING DCES NOT NEED AN ADDITIONAL SUBSIDY

In addition to CCF's, shipbuilders are given $00 million in operating-differ-
ential and construction-differential subsidies under the Merchant Marine Act.
They also receive loan guarantees of over $4 billion.

Private shipyard employment has increased every year since 1971 and as of
the beginning of 1975 there was a $4.2 billion backlog of commercial ship con-
struction contracts with U.S. yards.

Piggybacking the investment credit on CCFs gives shipbuilding'an effective
tax credit of 27 percent. There is no good reason to add this large subsidy.

.A 1-Week Chango in the EIJective Date of the New Grantor Trust Rule (See. 1013,
p. .215 of the Report)

People presently put their investments in foreign trusts because such trusts
do not pay any United States income taxes. The bill would remedy this by taxing
the grantor on the income of the trust. The effective date of the House bill is
May 21, 1974, in order to catch eleventh hour tax avoiders who rushed to set
tip such trusts once they heard that the House Ways and Means Committee was
considering this provision. The Senate Committee changed the effective date to
May 29, 1974, purportedly because the wire services delayed reporting the House
action for a week. It is not clear who Is trying to best the effective date with
this amendment but apparently it is a client of John Hall, a California tax
attorney.
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Investments in U.S. Property (Sec. 1021; p. 225 of Report)
Under present law when a U.S. corporation reinvests the earnings of a foreign

subsidiary in property located in the U.S. this is considered a repatriation of
foreign earnings and triggers the U.S. corporate income tax. The bill redefines
what will be considered investment in U.S. property to eliminate some hardships.

However, the bill contains a special retroactive exception for Superior Oil
Co. Superior accidentally invested foreign earnings in a drilling rig on the U.S.
continental shelf without being aware that in 1969 Congress defined U.S. invest-
ment as including tile continental shelf.

There is another special exception to the definition designate to exclude
Pyramid Ventures Corp. of Louisiana.

It is known that Pyramid Ventures Corp. invested in the U.S. stock market in
1975 without realizing that this triggered a tax. They still have not paid the
tax. The bill's new definition of repatriation would result in such an investment
(in stock of a party not related to the U.S. parent) not being considered a
repatriation. The new definition has been made retroactive to 1975 to help this
corporation.
Excluling Certain Insurance Earnings From the Rules Which Subject Tax.

Haven Earnings of Foreign Operations to U.S. Tax (See. 1023; p. 229 of
Report)

The American International Group Inc., a U.S. insurance corporation sought
this exclusion for its Bermuda operation. Cost: $11 million in FY 1977; $10
million yearly thereafter.

The excluded earning are those which must be set nsdde and reinvested to meet
capital and legal reserve requirements as if (hylsthetlcaily) the more stringent
U.S. requirements applied in the foreign country.
Four Exclusions of Certain. Shipping Profits From Rules Which Subject Ta.r

Ilaven Earnings of Foreign Operations to U.S. Ta.x (Sec. 1024; p. 230)
Consists of technical amendments narrowing only slightly the definition of ship-

ping income. (Shipping income is ineligible for deferral of tax on foreign earn-
ings-unless promptly reinvested in shipping operations-because shipping iioiiut
can be easily manipulated into tax haven countries.)

The first exception to the tax haven rules for foreign subsidiaries would lie
provided for income from shipping between two or more points within the coun-
try in which a foreign shipping subsidiary is incorporated (and in which the
ship is registered). In addition, if a company has virtually all of Its assets in
foreign shipping operations, repayments of unsecured loans would be treatedl as
reinvestment In shipping operations for purposes of the tax haven rules in the
same manner as is treated the repayment of secured loans. (Fourth exception
listed In the Report.) Both of these rules are for Hall Corporation Shipping Ltd.
owned by Frank A. Augsbury Jr. and family.

The second exception listed in the Report Is for two unidentified small corpo-
ration, from Louisiana and Texas that have set up their oil rig servicing vessels
under the Panamanian flag to avoid taxation. The 1975 Tax Reduction Act would
generally tax such operations so these companies have sought a special exclusion.

The third listed exception in the Report (p. 232) is for a IA)ulsiana scrap con-
pany (Diefenthal) which ships scrap to Japan and whose operations use a Pan-
amanian charter to avoid U.S. taxes. It would narrow the definition of shipping
(tax haven) Income by excluding someone who owns no vessel and doesn't manu-
facture, grow or mine any commodity-which neatly excludes a scrap dealer.
Ex'rclusion of Rales of Certain Agricultural Products Grown Outside the U.R. From

th, Rules Subjecting Tax Haven Income to U.S. Tax (Sec. 1025; p. 232 of
Report)

Under present law foreign tax haven income is ineligible for deferral and
therefore is immediately subject to U.S. tax. Profits from sales of foreign grown
farm products which are of a type also grown in the U.S. are subject to tax under
the tax haven rules. This bill would exclude from tax till farn products grown
outside the U.S. It thus may give such goods a competitive price advantage. Pri-
marily benefits Cargill and apparently the other five major grain and commodity
exporters: Continental, Bunge, Cook, Garnac, Louis Dreyfus. Cost: $7 million in
FY 1977; $15 million in each future year.
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Three Year Transitional Exclusion of Certain Mining Companiies and Puerto

Rican Operation8 Front This Bill's Repeal of the Per Country Method of

('onputing the Foreign Tax Credit (Sec. 1031 (c) (2) ; p. 238 of Report)

Benefits among others, the Freeport Sulphur Co., and would cost the Treasury

between $10 million and $25 million of the anticipated $50 million a year expected

to come from the repeal. Would permit use of the per country limitation for three

more years provided that: 80% of a company's foreign operations involved min-

ing of hard minerals; there is a commitment to expand these operations; and the

activities are carried out through a separate corporation which has been in ex-

istence for at least five years and has been operated at a loss for at least two

years.
A similar three-year postponenent was accorded Puerto Rican operations, ap-

parently at the request of PPG Industries, Inc. (lPittsburgh Plate Glass).

Exception to Foreign Loss Recapture Rules of the Senate Bill for Some of Boise

Cascade Corporation's Chilean Losses (Sec. 1032(c) (2); p. 284 of Report)

After 1975 the bill will curb the the advantages of deducting foreign start-up

losses against U.S. income and then paying no U.S. tax on subsequent profitable

foreign operations (due to the foreign tax credit). But it doesn't apply to losses

from the future disposition of securities which were received before 1975 if they

were received as compensation for an expropriation of property.

"The second exception" on p. 240 is designed for the Robert Hall Co. (the

apparel retailer), and allows escape from recapture where the loss (although

incurred after this bill's effective date) is from stock, Indebtedness, or guar-

antees of a corporation In which the taxpayer owned at least 10% of the voting

stock, If it has had losses In three of the last five years.

Special Carryback of E.rcess Foreign Tax Credits of Oil Companies (Sec. 1035

(a) ; p. 246 of Report)
Amounts not allowed as foreign tax credits on foreign oil extraction income

in 1978 and later years (because of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975) could be

carried back (to taxable years ending in 1975 to 1977 only). The 1975 Act

generally provides that oil company credits in excess of 50% of taxable income

are not usable. A floor amendment proposed by Nelson, lartke et al. would

reduce this 50% limit -to 48%.
Designed to benefit Natomas Corp. Cost: $8 million In FY 1977; $10 million

in FY 1978.

Special Transitional Exclusion From the Recapture of Foreign Oil Related Losses
(Sce. 1035(b) ; p. 2.57 of Report)

Existing law (enacted in 1975) curbs the practice of using foreign drilling

losses to reduce U.S. taxable income and then paying no U.S. taxable income

and then paying no U.S. taxes when operations become profitable (due to the

foreign tax credit). Such losses are later "recaptured" by reducing the amount

of foreign taxes allowed to offset U.S. tax on subsequent profits.

The committee approved a transition rule on foreign losses to aid the Sun

Oil Co., presumably in Its North Sea operations. The provision applies to lo.ses

Incurred before July 1, 1979, under binding contracts entered into prior to

July 1, 1974. The amount of the loss which could be recaptured in any year

would be limited to 15% of the loss in each of the first four years in which

oil-related income is earned. The remaining loss would be recaptured in the

fifth year. Cost: $21 million in FY 1977; $6 million in FY 1978. Recouped in

later years.

Expansion of the Deflnition of Oil Related Income (Against Which Forcigni Tax

Cred its From Oil Extraction Operations Can Be Offset) by Including Certain

Interest Income (Sec. 1035 (c) ; p. 2.8 of Report)

Benefits most of the major oil companies. Most majors have branches which

are organized as U.S. corporations but earned all of their income abroad. Thesf'

branches are capitalized with both debt and equity; thus they pay dividends

and interest to their parent company. The amendment provides that Interest

received from a domestic corporation which earned less than 20% of its Income

in the U.S. will qualify as "Oil Related Income". Foreign tax credits from

extraction operations can only be offset against oil related Income under present

law (Tax Reduction Act of 1975).
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Dvdends already are included, as are both interest and dividends from
foreign chartered corporations. There is no strong logic that dictates either ex-
clusion or inclusion but inclusion will cost the Treasury $40 million in FY 1977
and $90 million yearly after that.

Moreover, inclusion simply gives oil companies another way to use their credits
for foreign "taxes" in excess of 48% of extraction income, many of which "taxes"
are actually royalties.
Special Definition of Oil Related Income To Exclude Income From Transportation

or Distribution of Natural Gas by a Regulated Public Utility Which Meets
Stock of a Foreign Corporation (See. 1035(c) (2) (b) ; p. 250 of Report)

Amendment benefits I.U. International Corporation, a Philadelphia based con-
glomerate. Under the 1975 Tax Reduction Act oil related income cannot be con-
solidated with non-oil income. I.U. International evidently desires to consolidate
certain gas utility income with its non-oil income to use some foreign tax credits
on such income. Cost: $5 million.
Clarification of Definition of Oil Related Income (Against Which Oil Extraction

Foreign Tax Credits Can Be Offset) To Include Gain on Sale of Common
Stock of a Foreign Corporation (See. 1035(c) (2) (B) ; p. 2.50 of Report)

Amendment is designed to benefit Tenneco on its liquidation of a Canadian
subsidiary. The law already allows this favorable treatment on the sale of
assets. Cost: less than $5 million annually.
Partial Repeal of 1975 Tax Reduction Act To Allow Mobil and Other Oil Com-

panies to Iran to Claim Foreign Tax Credits Even Though They Have No
"Economic Interest" in Properties After Expropriation (See. 1035(e) ; p. 251
of Report)

Amendment was sought by Mobil Oil Corporation. The 1975 Tax Reduction
Act denies foreign tax credits when oil companies no longer own -an "economic
interest" in the wells (i.e. they own no mineral rights after expropriation) and
they buy their crude oil from the host country at other than market prices. This
prevents the disguising of part of the purchase price as a foreign tax.

Mobil hopes to quietly repeal the 1975 Act wherever a company had owned an
interest on March 29, 1975. T!ae 1975 Act thus would only apply to newcomers.
Cost: $40 million yearly for at least 10 years.
Overruling of Recent (April, 1976) IRS Ruling Which Had Denied Foreign Tax

Credits on Production Sharing Contracts in Indonesia (See. 1035(f); p. 2.5
of Report)

Amendment sought by Natomas Corporation and others who operate in two
Indonesian consortiums. (Natomas also received another special interest amend-
ment allowing Carryback of Excess Credits disallowed by the 1975 Tax Reduc-
tion Act.)

It is increasingly common for a corporation wholly owned by the host country
to own all oil reserves, while the U.S. oil company acts as a service contractor
and receives a share of the oil production as its compensation. The government-
owned corporation pays over some of the oil revenues to the government and this
is arbitrarily labelled an indirect payment of income taxes on behalf of the U.S.
owned oil company.

The IRS denied the foreign tax credit in part because the foreign country
already owns all the oil and thus there is really no payment by the contractor
to the government and in any event, any such payment would be a royalty.

Amendment will overrule the IRS ruling for 5 years as to contracts entered
into by April 8, 1970. To restrict benefits to small companies the benefits will be
unavailable to the extent a company has excess credits available from other
countries. Cost: $25 million yearly for five years.
Exclusion From Taxation of Interest Earned by Foreigners on U.S. Bank Accounts

and Bonds (Sec. 10.4!; p. .58 of Report)
Amendment sought by Laredo National Bank (Texas), which holds large

Mexican deposits, and many other banks.
The only U.S. tax that foreigners now pay on dividends or interest they make

from investments in this country is a 309 withholding tax. (This is lowered by
bilateral treaty with some countries.) H.R. 10812 would repeal this 30% tax
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supposedly to encourage more investment in U.S. corporations, bonds, and bank
deposits.

Foreign investors who pay taxes on such interest in their country of residence
receive a credit against their domestic tax to avoid double taxation. They would
either pay the U.S. tax or the tax in their own country. Repeal of the U.S. tax
thus amounts to "revenue sharing" with foreign treasuries. Therefore, the major
benefactor of this provision will be foreign governments and foreigners who pay
little or no tax to their home country and who will now pay no tax to the U.S.
either.

Repealing the tax would create an unwarranted windfall for such investors, as
well as treating then more generously than U.S. citizens who make the same
investments, but who are required to pay regular U.S. taxes. Moreover, the U.S.
has long encouraged other nations to maintain the integrity of their revenue base
and has criticized nations which create tax havens to attract capital.

This tax holiday provision is costly because it will apply to all investors who
already invest in the U.S. for non-tax reasons.

It is questionable how much new investment will be created or whether huge
investment by foreigners in U.S. industry is in the national interest. Many coun-
tries (particularly the newly-enriched OPEC nations), have strict limits on the
amount of capital they allow to be invested in other countries (fear of expropria-
tion, outflows of capital, etc.). Because of OPEC hesitancy it appears that any
capital inflows will come mostly from Western Europe. Of course, the banks and
investment firms can only profit from whatever increase does result, but the
Treasury will foot the bill. Even if bank profits are increased, the Treasury won't
benefit much since banks pay taxes at an extremely low effective rate.
Technical Clarification of Rules for Determining the Source of Insurance Under.

writing Income (Sec. 1036; p. 257 of Report)
Amendment is one of two special amendments sought by American Interna-

tional Group. At present insurance contracts negotiated in the U.S. covering
overseas risks may be subject to foreign taxation, but classified as U.S. income
under U.S. tax laws and therefore ineligible for the foreign tax credit. This
amendment would classify such income as foreign income to prevent double
taxation. Cost: less than $5 million annually.
Overruding Of Tax Court Decision (Aflarmed by Court of Appeals) Which Had

Required H. H. Robertson To Pay A Tax On A Liquidating Dividend (Sec.
J042; p. 270 of Report)

H. H. Robertson Co. liquidated a foreign subsidiary and as required by present
law (See. 367) obtained an IRS ruling that it would pay ordinary income tax on
its accumulated earnings and profits. Robertson miscalculated the tax owed
because it had reduced its accumulated earnings by the fair market value of.
certain property it had earlier paid out as a dividend instead of by its cost basis.
The courts held that its computation was clearly contrary to law.

The bill modifies the general requirement that an IRS ruling be obtained before
a foreign liquidation. But it also includes a retroactive "special rule in the case of
certain past liquidations: not withstanding that a refund would be barred by
any court case." Cost: $2 million.
Contiguous Country Branches of Domestio Insuranoe Companies (see. 104, p.
- 271 of the report.)

Under present law a domestic mutual life insurance company pays taxes on
its worldwide taxable income, receiving a credit for foreign taxes paid. Because
taxes imposed by the United States exceed those of Canada, the insurance indus-
try has tried to get a special exception for their Canadian branches.

This amendment frees profits of Canadian branches from United States taxes,
as long as the profits are not repatriated to the United States. It takes effect
December 31, 1975.

Mutual insurance companies use the separate branch accounting system where-
by premiums and policyholder dividend rates are based upon the separate mortal-
ity and earnings experience of the Canadian branch. Therefore, these specially
treated profits benefit only Canadian policyholders and may not be used to
provide benefits for U.S. policyholders.

The major insurance companies requested this tax preference. The revenue
loss will be $4 milUon in 1977 and $8 million annually thereafter.
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Permitting Foreign Banks To Treat Gains on. Debt Instruments After July 11,
1969 as Capital Gains to the Extent They Have Capital Losses Incurred
Prior to July 11, 1969 (See. 1044; p. 276 of Report)

Amendment sought by Royal Bank of Canada. The 1969 Tax Reform Act
changed the character of certain income from capital gains to ordinary income.
This would accidentally prevent using capital loss carryforwards to reduce taxes
on such Income. Cost: Less than $5 million.
Permitting Consolidation of Canadian Mining Subsidiaries (See. 1052(b); p.

284 of Report)
Amendment tailored to a Canadian iron ore subsidiary of Hanna Mining Co.

Tlh, bill iepeals favorable treatment for Western Hemisphere Trade Cos.
(WtHTCs) and repeals the per-country method of computing f,,reign tax credits.
The new foreign tax credit rules prohibit consolidation of WHTC's with non-
WIITC's. The amendment would allow such consolidation if over 95% gross is
derived from mining in a country contiguous to the U.S.
Tax Treatment of Certain Debts Owed By Political Parties (Sec. 1304, p. 401

of tide Report)
Tie present law does not allow a tax deduction for bad debts of political

parties. This law is an effort to avoid favorable tax treatment to individuals or
corporations who would "donate" their services to political campaigns knowing
they will not actually be paid for them. However, recently more and more pro-
fessional services are provided to political campaigns by professionals who
anticipate payment for those services (polling, direct mailing, media campaigns.
etc.) Some of these people have been stick with large debts after recent cam-
paigns and while making good faith efforts to collect the debts, have been unable
to. They are also denied a tax deduction. The amendment would grant a tax
deduction to such bona fide bad debts.

Speclfically, Charles Guggenheim has been seeking this change in the law
because of bad debts incurred during past Democratic campaigns.

Ironically, the Senate Finance Committee has worded the prospective change
in .uch a way that it could only be of help to a major Republican campaign
professional, Henry Deirdorf, but could loe of no help to Mr. Guggenheim.
Amendment Overruling the IRS On The Question of Expenzing Pre-Publication

Costs (See. 1305, p. 4Q03 of the Report)
Explanation.-This amendment would allow past expensing (writing off in

one year) of prepublication costs, overruling the IRS position relating to encyclo-
pedia publishers and other technical and textbook publishers.

The IRS has published a revenue ruling (Rev. Rul. 73-395), that would re-
quire publishers to capitalize over the life of a hook, expenses relating to re-
search. Iublishers have been expen ing (writing off in one year) such costs.
This ~rimarily covers a situation such as the Britannica III where most of the
cost of production is in research. The IRS has rles that such expenses should
properly be deducted over the commercial life of the publication and not written
off in the first year and has apl)lied this ruling retroactively. The bill would
make this ruling prospective only.

Revenue Effet.-This amendment could mean reductions in tax liabilities
of several hundred million dollars for a narrow class of taxpayers, (mainly
Encyclopedia Britannica) who have taken these fast writeoffs in the past.
Amendment Orcrruling IRS Requlations On The Tax Treatnunt Of J-(eCC-

Amount Certificates (Bill 1307, p. 407 of the Report)
This amnendlnent relates to the tax treatment of face amount certificate-an

instalimniit investment certificate promising a lump suni Interest yield after 22
years. Thee certificates are sold almost exclusively 495%) by Investors Symdi-
cate of America, a subsidiary of the Minneapolis-based mutual fund, Investor
Diversified Services. The IRS has recently ruled that investors in these certifi-
cates must include in Income a ratable portion of the interest payments deferred
until maturity. (This treatment is the same as that applied to oher deposit ar-
rangemuents that provide for interest to be paid in a lump sum at maturity-i.e.
certificates of deposit).

In 1975, ISA filed suit to enjoin the IRS from enforcing its regulations. Time
U.S. Court of Appeals in the District of Columbia ruled against ISA.

The amendment would overturn the IRS regulations, giving interest on face
amount certificates the favorable tax treatment accorded such investments be-
fore Congress cracked down on them in 1969.
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The House Ways and Means Committee'after hearings and several hours of
debate defeated similar legislation earlier this year.

These certificates are notoriously bad Investments yielding only 3% over the
2.2 year period. Furthermore, the investor will lose up to 20% of his money if he
bows out of the deal within the first 8 years. (Acording to "Forbes," at least
hmlf of the investors do drop out early with an actual out of pocket loss.) After
10 years the average yield is 1.1%, after 15 years it is only 2.5%.

Tens of thousands of people buy these certificates ($320 million worth in
1974). "Forbes" notes "a person would be far better off putting his money in a
hank or U.S. Savings Bonds, . . . or in whole life insurance," and asks: "Is it
wrong to persuade people to invest their hard earned savings in so unprofitable a
way ?" As a practical matter-Congress ought not to lift a finger to grant ISA the
legislation which it says it needs to continue marketing those unconscionable
instruments to consumers (whose average annual income is between $12,000 and
$14,000).
..I nendincnt to Exempt From PCrsnoal Holding Coipany Iacoine Rent From the

Lease of Intangible Property (See. 1308; p. 409 of the Report)
- This retroactive amendment would apparently exempt Income received by a

Coca-Cola Franchise (we believe in Alabama) from being treated as personal
holding company income (taxed at 70% instead of the 4S% corporate rate).

Presently, a corporation or partnership set up to collect primarily passive
types of investment income for its shareholders or partners is treated as a
personal holding company and taxed at the regular 70% individual tax rates.
Exceptions are made for income where the corporation leases its tangible prop-
erty to a 25% shareholder. The exception does not apply to Intangible property
such as trademarks or licenses. The amendment would change this rule to
include certain intangible property within the exception.

In this case, apparently, a Coca-Cola bottling franchise owned by a corpora-
tion or partnership leases its license to one of-its own shareholders or partners
who operates the franchise in his own right. Without this section, the corpora-
tion or partnership, which is merely operating as a "corporate pocketbook" to
shelter ordinary investment income, would be taxed as a personal holding com-
pany at 70%.

The amendment is retroactive for twelve years to 1964. Apparently, the
individuals Involved would qualify for cash refunds from the Treasury.
Reporting Tip Incorne-(scc. 1312; p. 416 of report)

This amendment was added at the behest of the Marriott Corporation and
the restaurant workers unions. Under the amendment, an employer would not
have to include any tip income on an employee's W-2 Form which was not re-
ported to him by the employee pursuant to sec. 6053 of the Internal Revenue
Code. The effect of the amendment is to free employers from the responsibility
of reporting tip income from charge account receipts. Thus, if an employee fails
to report charge account tip income to his employer, the employer is not re-
(iired to report these tips to the IRS.

The amendment will result in tax savings for restaurant workers of less than
$5 million.
Rtles Relative to limitations rn. Oil if Gas Perccntage Deplction (See. 1317; p.

424 o1 the Report).
This section contains a series of amendments to help narrow classes of oil and

gas operators.
The 1975 Tax Reduction Act repealed the oil and gas depletion allowance for

integrated oil producers who own retail outlets. One part of this section rcstoreq
the depletion allowance for all integrated companies with $5 million of sales or
less. There are several large oil and gas companies who will benefit from this
proposal (among the top 70 oil companies in the country).

Also a special provision restores depletion allowance for oneindependent oil
producer who happens to own six gas stations in Israel but does not sell his
U.S. production through those stations. Belco Petroleum Corporation was In-
advertently hit by the integrated company rule.

Two sections modify the depletion repeal exception rules to benefit unnamed
trusts that own oil properties and receive depletion.

Rerentic Los.: This section loses $18 million in fiscal year 1977, $10 million
in fiscal year 1981.

74-7"12-76-pt. 1-22
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Technical Rules Relating to Simtltaneous Liquidation of -arent and Subsidiary
Corpora tons (See. 1320; p. 431 of the report)

Under present law a corporation which has adopted a plan of complete liquida-
tion and sells or exchanges some or all of its assets within 12 months does not
recognize a gain or loss from the sale or exchange. 'his is because the share-
holders will be taxed on the proceeds after liquidation is completed. This rule
does not apply to corporations which are 80% controlled by other corporations
because the parent corporation (which is the shareholder in this instance) will
not be taxed at the time of liquidation. Therefore, the subsidiary is taxed on the
sale or exchange. When both the parent and subsidiary are liquidated this rule
might result in inequity, (because the shareholders of the parent will be taxed)
so the Internal Revenue Service has held, that so long as the subsidiary is
liquidated before the parent, the assets can then be sold or exchanged as part
of a general liquidation plan and neither the parent nor the subsidiary must
recognize a gain or loss. (Upon liquidation the shareholders of the parent would
recognize the gain or loss).

This amendment liberalizes the rules for sales of property by subsidiaries.
Under the terms of the amendment the sale or exchange of the subsidiary's assets
as part of a general liquidation plan does not result in the recognition of gain or
loss regardless of whether the subsidiary or the parent is liquidated first.

This provision was supported by the American Bar Association. But it is also
backed by an unidentified N.Y. city attorney on behalf of an identified client.
It is effective January 1, 1976.

Prohibition of State-Local Taxation of Vessels Using Interstate It (terways
(sec. 1321; p. 433 of the report)

At the request of Senator Eastland, Chairman Long included this limitation
on the taxing powers of the states. The amendment would prohibit the taxation
by a state of vessels of another state using the navigable waters of the United
States in interstate commerce. Apparently this was passed because a political
subdivision of L3ulsiana has levied a tax on barges. Brent Towing of Greenville,
Miss., requested it. It overrules a court case upholding the right to tax.

Contributions to Capital of Regulated Piblic Utilities n Aid of Construction
(sec. 1322; p. 434 of the report)

This provision allows regulated water and sewage disposal utilities to exclude
from income amounts received as "contributions in aid of construction".

Utilities typically make a hookup charge for customers and the money is placed
in escrow and is returned to the customer when service Is stopped, usually be-
cause of a move to another locale by the customer. The funds placed in escrow
are not required to be counted in gross income. In the case of some customers,
however, usually businesses, the cost to the utility of initiating service is so
high that the utility requires a special contribution, either in cash or material,
before It will hook up the customer. The contribution is not refundable.

The IRS ruled that such a transaction resulted in income to the utility. This
amendment by making such payments contributionss to capital" of thu utility,
would reverse this result.

This provision will be effective for "contributions" made on or after Febru-
ary 1, 1976. It will save the utilities $13 million In fiscal year 1977 and $11 mil-
lion annually thereafter.

If this treatment were to be extended to gas and telephone companies it would
cost $100 million a year.
Ameidmnrnt To Allow Certain Franchise Transfers To Receive Capital Gain.R

Treatment (See. 1411, p. 414 of the Report)
The first part of this section simply extends the 1969 Tax R(eform Act general

rule, denying capital gains treatment to the transfer of a franchise, to partner-
ship situations.

But the retroactive transitional rule is a special rule to allow capital gain.;
treatment to the transfer of a professional practice if a contract was in existence
prior to January 1, 1970, and the transferor is an employee or partner of the
transferee.

Such franchise transfers are typically franchise optical companies. The amend-
ment was offered on behalf of the Texas State Optical Company.
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Permitting Insurance Companies To Consolidate Their Life Insurance Operations
With Casualty Insurance Operations (See. 1508; p. .454 of Report)

Amendment sought by a dozen major insurers. At present non-insurance com-
panies (such as ITT) can file a consolidated return and thus offset casualty
insurance losses against other business income. The amendment is a logical exten-
sion of this rule. Cost: $0 in FY 1977; $25 million in FY 1978; $50 million yearly
thereafter.
Special Treatment of Certain Inadvertent Distributions of a Life Insurance Com-

puny (See. 1509; p. 4,;7 of Report)
Amendment will apply only to Businessmen's Assurance Co. of America. It

miscalculated the tax effect of a dividend which was inadvertently paid from a
(taxable) surplus account. It discovered the error and had the dividend paid
back before the end of the year. Amendment is retroactive to 1059 and applies
only to dividends paid back before the end of the year.

This provision was enacted as the vehicle for September 1, 1976 tax-cut exten-
- sion.
Special Treatment of Concrete Railroad Tics Replacing Wood Ties (sec. 1702,

p. 482 of report)
This amendment was introduced for the benefit of Florida East Coast R.R.

and Kansas City Southern R.R., the only privately-owned railroads using con-
crete ties. Contrary to principles of accounting and past tax rules, it allows the
immediate deduction of the costs of installing concrete railroad ties, but not to
exceed the replacement cost of wood ties. Because wood ties have become ex-
tremely expensive, this amendment allows these companies to deduct much of
the installation cost immediately- Under normal business practice the cost of
these ties would be capitalized over their useful life.

The bill grants this favored treatment for any expenses since December 31,
1975 and for the future. It will cost less than $5 million a year, but all benefits
will go to these two companies.
Special Interest Energy Amendment (See. 2001 et scq.; p. 59 of Report)

The homeowner insulation credit, which will generally benefit Johns-Manville.
Certain-Teed Products, etc., has appended to It a credit for automotive clock-
timers (the so-called "Honeywell amendment") and a credit for heat pumps,
pushed by GE and Westinghouse. The geothernmal drilling and depletion deduc-
tions will probably primarily benefit Union Oil or Pacific Gas and Electric In
their joint California Geyser operation. The "exemption from the retailer excise
tax on special motor fuels (propane) for certain non-highway use" will simply
equalize the treatment of propane and diesel fuel. It will benefit Eaton Corp., a
maker of lift trucks.-
Incomc from Fair.R, Erponsitions and Trade Shows (Sec. 2107; p. 601 of Report)

This amendment provides that tax-exempt organizations will not be subject to
as unrelated-business income tax on rentfil income from trade shows even though
the exhfibitors sell their products at the trade show. It also exempts income from
entertainment activities at public fairs. Two IRS rulings had held that Income,
from parimutuel betting on horse racing at a c, untv fair and income received
by an exempt business league from renting display Space at a trade show, where
selling was permitted are taxable as unrelated business income.

This provision was urged by the American Society of Association Executive,
nid is retroactive to 1)eember 31, 1962 for public fairs and to )ecember 31, 1969

for conventions and trade shows.

APPENDIX 13: CAMPAIGN N CONTRIBUTIONS

The following is a partial list of companies who appear to beneflt-from speeiflc
provisions in the Tax Reform Bill. Included is a separate compilation of ceontrilu-
tions made by officers of those companies to the campaigns of members of the
Senate Finance Committee. The information is necessarily incomplete because of
difficulties both in identifying the beneficiaries of particular provisions in the
ill, and ascertaining the corporate affiliations of many campaign contributors.

In light of these difficulties, time has not permitted a check of all campaign
finance records.
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We suggest no impropriety with regard to the various campaign contributions.

We feel, nevertheless, that it is important that this information be made available

to the public.
1021, p. 225: Pyramid Ventures, Donald Scafidl, Pres., $400 to Long. Superior

Oil Co., $1,000 to Long; $500 to Bentsen (pres.).
1024, p. 230: Jackson Marine Corp., $1,000 to Bentsen (pres.). Aransas Pass,

Tex., $500 to Bentsen (sen.). Arthur Levy Boat Services, Morgan City, La., $2,300

to Long. Deutsch, Kerrigan and Stiles, lawyers for Arthur Levy, Inc., $1,000 to

Long.
1025e, p. 232: Grain companies, Cook Industries, Memphis, $4,750 to Bentsen

(pres.) ; $880 to Brock; $200 to Packwood.
1031c, p. 238: Freeport Minerals, $1,700 to Long; $400 to Bentsen (sen.).

1032, p. 240: Boise Cascade Corp. (officers are residents of Idaho), $250 to Long.

1035a, p. 246: Natoias Corp., $500 to Bentsen (pres.).
10351, p. 247: Sun Oil Co. (officers and Pew Family), $2,200 to Hansen; $2,000

to Dole; $1,000 to Curtis. Pepper, Hamilton and Scheetz, lobbyists, $200 to Pack-

wood.
1035c(2), p. 250: I.U. International, $550 to Bentsen (sen.) ; $500 to Bentsen

(pres.) ; $100 to Long; $100 to Dole. Williams and Jensen, lobbyists, $2,700 to

)ole; $2,100 to Long; $1,000 to Bentsen (sen.) ; $250 to Packwood; $200 to

Hartke.
1035c, p. 248: All major oil companies.
1035e, 1). 251: Contributions by those identifying themselves as officers of the

major oil companies:
Gravel: Atlantic-Rihtleld, $2,500; Hess Oil, $2,000; Standard Oil of Ohio,

$700; Continental Oil, $700.
Dole: Union Oil Calif., $1,000; Atlantic Richfield, $500; Citgo, $1,000.

Long: Continental Oil, $1,300; Citgo, $1,000; Exxon, $1,000; Shell, $900.

Bentsen: Moncrief Oil, Ft. Worth, $7,100; Continental, $2,000; Standard

of Ohio, $800; Mobil, $600; Gulf, $400; Shell, $350.
Ragan and Mason, lobbyists for Gulf Oil: Gravel, $1,000; Bentsen, $550;

Hartke, $500; Dole, $500; Haskell, $200.
Patton, Boggs & Blow, lobbyists for Atlantic-Richfield, Exxon and Sohio:

Gravel, $2,050; Bentsen, $1,680; Haskell, $200; Packwood, $100.

Dawson, Riddell, etc., lobbyists for Standard Oil of Ohio: Hartke, $1,100;

Bentsen, $750.
1035f, p. 253: Natomas Corp. (see above).
1041, p. 258: Laredo National Bank, J. C. Martin, Mayor of Laredo, and Rad-

cliffe Killam, Directors of the bank, and Mr. Martin's wife gave $1000 each to

Bentsen's senate campaign and $1000 each to Bentsen's presidential campaign.

1043, p. 262: All major insurance companies:
Long: Mutual of Omaha, $2,500; Pan American Life, $2,000; New York

Life, $1,250; Continental Life, $200.
Bentsen: Prudential Life, $2,000 (sen.) ; Equitable Life, $500.

Ribicoff: $5,400 from Connecticut insurance agents.
Dole: Over $10,000 from various insurance agents whose company affilia-

tions could not be identified.
1317, p. 424: Belco Petroleum Co., Arthur Bolfer, Pres. contributed: $2,000 to

Ribicoff: $1,000 to travel; $500 to Iansen.
Registered Lobbyists: Vinson, Elkins, Searls, Connally and Smith of

Houston, through John Chapoton.
The firm contributed $6,500 to Bentsen's senate campaign, $550 to his pres-

idential campaign.
Maurice Iosenblatt, National Counsel Associates $100 to Bentsen (pres.)

1411, p. 1: Texas State Optical Co., Rogers Brothers Investments. Rogers

Bros. makes optical equipment. Two of the four brothers are optometrists, and

own a TSO franchise in Beaumont. The four brothers gave $2,200 to Bentsen

(sen.) ; $1,000 to Bentsen (pres.).
1321, p. 433: Brent Towing, Greenville, Miss. Jesse Brent. $1.5001 to Eastlnnd

(1972). Amendment proposed on behalf of Senator Eastland by Senator Long.

(American Waterways Operators of Virginia, which donated $1,000 to Eastland,

may also benefit.)
1508, p. 454: All casualty companies affiliated (see above) with life insurance

companies.

I Source: Tax Analysts and Advocates.
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1509, p._457: BMA Corp., $2,050 to Bentsen (pres.) ; $1,000 to Dole.
Committee amendment on use of IDB's for private hospital construction.

FEDPAC, the political action committee of the Federation of American Hospi-
tals and beneficiary of one of the Committee amendments, gave: $1,000 to Bent-
sen ; $1,000 to Dole; $2,100 to Packwood.

Mr. BlANDoN. Let me just say that we have some basic disagreements
with the chairman's characterization of how the committee has pro-
ceeded in the past. We had tried to attend all of the markup sessions.

Let me say first, even where there have been hearings on some of
these provisions, it is difficult when only the proponents know of the
existence of the provisions involved, know there is going to be testi-
mony on those provisions, or know anything about them.

Transcripts have not been made available generally during markup,
no list of sponsors have been attainable from the committee, in fact
we have been told that if you are not here in the room, that is too bad.

We have had no opportunity, nor have the members of this commit-
tee had an opportunity, to receive all of the facts and circumstances
surrounding these various provisions. That is the reason I assume that
these hearings are being reconvened.

In many cases you cannot hear what is going on during the markup
even when you are in the room and I would also suggest the 50 or 100
or so who are standing outside the committee during markup obviously
cannot know what is going on.

Finally, there really is no reconsideration on these provisions. There
are too many. Most of the members of this committee, I am sure, rely
on presentations offered by the proponents of the provisions.

We did not have an opportunity to look at a clean bill nor did
members of this committee, so we do not know technically how some of
these items were drafted. I know there is some unhappiness by the
members themselves who proposed these provisions, that the (irafts
are not necessarily the way they expected them to be.

Finally, there is no automatic input fromn tle treasury and IlRS.
Mr. Nolan earlier talked about bill rel)orts routinely l)rel)ared by the
Treasury,. This is not the case in the recent Iast.

Certainly bill reports have not been l)presentcd to this committee for
full consideration while they were vol ing on these provisions. I think
that generally speaking, we feel very concerned tlat the information
involved in the narrow-interest provisions htave remained the private
domain of this committee and Pave not been generally available to
other members of the public, so they can comment ut)oll them.

We happen to have the luxury of being hiere, we are hoth tax attor-
neys who understand some of what goes on in tile ('onlittee. There
are many members of the public around the ,ountrv and other bllsi-
nesss CS'tnt may be affected by some of lese provisions that (10 not
know what transpires in this committee.

Let me sav also that these Iearinigs thellslves are soiewlvat les'
useful than ihey would be because the des'ril)tion~s of these lproisioiis
]have only been availal)le recently and not available in t inie to riully
]lave.anv impact on our evaluation.

Also ile hearings are of limited value stles there are some, proce-
dural consequences that flow from them. "'1w committee should revolC -
vene to have a markup on these provisions and consider tlhm again in
their totality.
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Let me also say that we are not opposed to narrow-inferest provisions
:generally. There has been a lot said to the effect: "What is so wrong
with narrow-interest provisions that affects one or two taxpayers?"

As far as we are concerned, there is nothi,,g wrong with that in and
of itself. It. really is the process under which tliese provisions have
arisen. It is a process which generally speaking has resultedi in a num-
ber of poorly drafted and poorly coniiderel pro'isios, Iad tax policy
enacted into the law in the past and we would say provisions along
the same line enacted in this bill.

It, is, I think, very important to know w1o is involved ill these pro-
visions in spite of some of the comments yesterday. It is inimpotant, to
know who benefits and not just what is tle circunp;tal.ne because often-
times who benefits will determine what circumstantes are involve.

If there are claims being male about employmiiwt or investilent
situations, it is very difficult to evaluate those claims 11nliess there are
some specific materials available to this committee based on Specific
corporate taxpayers who are interested in t le provisions.

We would say that the l)rovess neels to lbe ('lvaniel lI) and we hope
that in the future it will be. The conseqlnce of this lroces. , ll), fortli-
nately, is that there are many provisions t hat ar' merailoiols, (it as
you have all been witnessing' get tarred with tle same brisl as sonw
iovisions that are not meritoriouls Ibeause t here was no informal ion
available on any of them and every ouie of t lem is suspect il tle eves
of t he public andl tht press.

We feel that there needs to be some general e rform in tle area of
tlie committee. markup and specifically reforms addre,.;ing themnselv'es
to narrow interest legislation. 'We have no obiection to narrow-inlterest
legislation when it involves techidieal correct iols of tile law where tley
are designed to correct unintended ineoluities.

We (10 have objection, however, when these tecinical amenlnent.s
are designed to get taxpayers out. from under very much intended
changs in the law. It is no accident that a year after the Tax Reform
Reduction Act of 1975 was passed, and a numbiier of major reforms in
the areas of foreign taxation were adopted, many taxpayers. are here
now trying to get out from under those very reforms.

We would also like to say that we. have'objection to narrow-interest
legislation when it overrules administrative practices that are con-
sistent with current law. This committee obviously has the prerogative
to overrule administrative practices if they feel they are not consistent
with current law.

However, it is grossly unfair to all of those taxpayers that follow
the rules as they understand them, and as the IRS understands them,
to allow other taxpayers who do not follow the rules and are. eaght
by the IRS or are ruled against by the IRS to get out from under those
rules that everybody else plays by.

Let me finally say that in manv eases we are probably talking mintch
more of narrow-interest legislation in terms of equity and that, this
committee is really sitting much more in a semijudiciail capacity thanl
it is in a legislative capacity.

I would urge the committee to at least consider in the future legis-
lation thnt, would set pp some sort. of court of tax equity to hear these
kinds of judicial. nonlegislative claims and not clutter up the tax law,
the Tax Code, with such ad hoc relief.
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It is unfortunate, we think, that many taxpayers who found that
they have inequitable situations, cannot have access to this committee,
do not have the wherewithal to hire Washington attorneys, do not have
the access that is available as some of the members of this committee
have admitted through campaign contributions.

We feel that all taxpayers have a right to have their equities adju-
dicated. We just urge that the committee consider at least this kind
of process in the future.

Let me finally say that we would suggest in the interest of passing a
(ax reform bill this year, and also in upholding the integrity of the
tax system, that many of the controversial provisions that have been
approved by this committee be split off in the bill, the noncontro-
versial provisions to stay in the bill and for the Senate to proceed with
its consideration of the overall bill absent of those controversial pro-
visions that either have a great deal of controversy from various mem-
bers of the public or are opposed by the Treasury.

Let me also say, in terms of the committee amendments which we
have not really commented on in our testimony because they were
available until yesterday. that those amendments be plit over also
for a separate proceeding consistent with our recommendations this
session.

Let me turn now to some specifics. We have several reforms listed
specifically on page 9 of my testimony. Let me just quickly run
through them. We think that there should be some kind of task force
or some committee set up by this committee to screen our interest hegis-
hation. to weed out those obviously nonmeritorious, and the committee
does not have to waste its time with those provisions.

We feel also that the Treasury Department, the IRS or any other
affected agency should prepare reports to accompany all of these pro-
visions, that staff pamphlets, well in advance, be provided with full(disehosure of all relevant facts about each provision, including bene-
ficiaries and interest groups lobbying on behalf of the provisions.

The rationale of the provisions, and not just simply the stated ra-
tionale by the proponents of the provisions, but a rationale and an
analysis bylhe staff and comment by the IRS on the provisions should
also be included.

A number of these are also listed as having not much of a revenue
effect. They are based on some assumptions that we feel are incorrect;
assimptions that while taxes so far have been suspended, they are
never collected and, therefore, there is no revenue effect.

I think it is important to at least know the amount of revenue loss
involved potentially by passing the particular provision involved. We
then feel that we should follow up by full public hearings, after dis-
semination of these pamphlets, so that everyone can analyze the pro-
visions and comment on them intelligently. Finally, this should be
followed bv a markup where the members are given an opportunity to
understand fully all the provisions involved. with record votes on each
provision. These provisions should be kept off omnibus tax-legislation
nd passed. instead, separately as the House of Representatives is be-

ginning to do with such provisions.
I would like to turn to the specifics of some of the objectionable

provisions that we would oppose in this legislation.
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First of all, section 802 and 803, having to do with the refundability
of investment tax credit and the extension of the 2-year, self-expiring
investment tax credits, we are particularly opposed to the extension of
the expiring-investment tax credits which we feel are unwarranted.

They are also opposed by the Treasury. Section 806, the investment
tax credit on shipbuilding from capital construction funds, we have
a detailed analysis, we think it is bad tax policy.

We think there is no need for this. It is a double dip in that we are
talking about funds invested from already tax-free profits that re-
ceive, according to the 1 reasurv, their benefit equal to a 17 percent
investment tax credit. On top of tlat, we are going to give them another
10 percent investment tax credit.

Section 1021, investments in U.S. property: We feel that the two
retroactive changes in this area are bad tax policy. They give unfairly
to two specific taxpayers an advantage unavailable to other taxpayers
that know the law, complied with and paid any tax they owed.

The Treasury also was opposed to that. Section 1024, narrowing
the definition of tax haven income, the Treasury is opposed and I
understand this is tile one about whicll the-re is solie question.

Let me just say in this area, that it makes sense, perha )S, to exclude
offshore shipping havingo to do with oil rigs, if, in fact, the operations
involved are paying taxes to the countries in which they are operating.

In these situations, what we are talking about is cetainly many of
tile specific companies that have favored this provision and certainly
companies the committee may not know about are offshore rig servic-
Ing operations that may operate in one country but are registered in a
tax-haven country like Pana ma, or Liberia.

Trhey are paying no taxes whatever. The whole purpose of tile
change. in subpart F is to see that those companies who pay no taxes
whatever because they are incorporated and registered in a tax haven
play some taxes to the i'United States.

We feel strongly that this provision should be knocked out. Tie
same is true in other sections of 1024, one designed to help a scrap
dealer, which we understand is now too narrowly drawn to derive any
benefit at all.

We would hope that. would be knocked out just in case there is
somebody around. Again we are talking about companies while they
may be operating in offshore, in a taxpaying country. tbey are not
Ming taxes in those countries; they are registered in Panama or
,iihe'ia and are paving no taxes there and there are no taxes to the

U nited States as well.
Section 1025 we are strongly opposed to. Again a significant. undhr-

mining of the present tax haven rules would simply say the taxpax'-
els who locate in tax-laven countries ought to pay taxes. they are not

avinlg to P'anama or whatever to the U7nited States.
In the situation, exclusion is for agricultural products from outside

the. United States. it. again, if those a,,rieiIltnral products are grown
and sold in Europe and taxes are paid on those. there is a full tax
cre(lit available. We are not talking about those situations.

This provision is designed for those companies operating an(l takiiwr
advantage of tax haven income tlt. is movable from one country to
another. We. would strongly oppose that provision as well.

Section 1031, 3-venr exclusion of mining and Puerto Ricen minimum
anl operations from the repeal of per country farm tax credit. This
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is really designed to give taxpayers a chance to have it both ways
because the whole idea of time to ipeal the per country limitation
is to get at the problem of huge startup losses being used to .otfset
U.S. taxes directly against U.S. income-pardon-foreign losses
against U.S. income.

In this case, this provision allows for a mining company, for instance,
in this case Freeport Minerals, who is operating with huge startu)
losses, to take advantage of the overall limitation, take advantage of
the per country- limitation and then spinoli as it becQmes profitnaking
as a subsidiary.

We feel these are unwarranted exclusions. The Treasury again here
is opl)osed to these provisions for the same reason.

Section 1052, again another exclusion for the recapture of foreign
losses, which we feel the same as about Fection 1031. In section 1035,
let ine say' that Senator lahtkce's amendment would cure many of the
problems in section 10:15 lN d eiiating thie excess tax credits available
to the oil companies on their overseas operat ions.

let me further say that just as the reform that it went through in
1975 brought back all of these provisions out of those reforms, I
imagine that we will be here again a year from now if the Hartke
amendment passes with the Special )rovision to allow exclusions from
that 48 percent rule.

We feel that just the excess credits in that area should be done away
with and we feel that all of the areas in 1035 are 0 pool-. The Treasury
is opposed to those. We are also not opposed to the provision that
Mr. Nolan testified to involving individuals.

We feel it was unwarranted and unintended by the Congress anid
it was one of those areas where legislation is intended to correct an
unintended technical mistake. Also strongly in 1035, two provisions
whick-basically overrule newly enacted reform and IRS regulations
which say companies wiho have ol)eratioils in the OPEC countries
and who no longer have aiiv economic interest in those operations
but are simply purchasing barrels of oil, the IRS ruling and reform
act was designed to keel) them from obscuring those payments simply
of purchasing as taxes and also making then credital-le.

We feel these provisions are totally unwarranted interference with
time administration of the tax laws.

Section 10t2, we ol)lose this lprovisioi as a retroactive change in
the law for a company that had its position adjuldicated by the courts
and lost.

We feel it is unfair to othv'r taxpayers to get this kind of special
relief. Section 1052, we Ol)lose this as well as does the Treasury in
terms of the transitiolal rules in this section.

Section 1305, the exensin, of 1,rt~l)Iication costs. We OIl)OSC this
provision. We feel that this does violene to normal accounting pro-
cedures and procedures that allow cncclope(lia companies who other-
wise under the law now would have to capitalize their hinge front-Ond
cost on research and develoinnent over thme life of the addition.It certainly loes violence to normal accounting procedures and
tax laws to allow thoso luge otherwise capitalized expenses to be
eXl)eCfsCd all at once in the first year. apparently this is an area where
tie revenue cost here was ori ,,immally listed as zero.
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We understand this involves several hundred millions of dollars
to the taxpayers involved. The Treasury is also opposed to that
provision.

Section 1307, face amounts of certificates, we opposed this pro-
vision. We have a lengthy discussion of why in our statement. We
feel that from a tax point-of-view, it is a bad policy to change the
IRS ruling which we feel is sound.

In addition to that, we feel that this committee should not be
changing the ta. laws to benefit a company that is selling what we
consider unconscionable investment opportunities.

Section 1308, we oppose as does the Treasury. We see no reason
for this as stated in our testimony. Section 1311, we oppose the retro-
active grandfathering clause in fere for the benefit of Texas Optical
Co. and the Treasury also is opposed to that provision.

Section 1312. You'heard from Commissioner Alexander yesterday
on reporting of tips. We are opposed to this provision. We' feel that
failure to report tips is a frequent abuse.

We feel the IllS deserves every availal de opportunity to police
it. In section 132?, contributions to capital of water utilities, again
completely illogical treatment in this case with nonrefuindable pay-
ments made by customers. that are not going to be refunded ever,
should not be treated as income.

We do not understand whv that should be the case. The IRS has
ruled it should not be the case. The Treasury el)poses overruling the
IRS position and we would. too. More impiortantly, this may very
well set a precedent to extend this kind of treatment to utilities gener-
ally at. the cost. of many, many hundreds of millions of dollars.

We are opposed to section 1509, the consolidation of casualty in-
surance losses. In this case, it is primarily because we feel that here
has not been a careful enough study in'this area as we would like
to see, since it does not affect until 1'78 anyway, tlt the committee
look at. this a little more carefully.

We are not sure that we are totally against this provision hut we
would like the committee to take a further look. We are opposed
to the railroad writeoff section. We feel that any kind of relief for
the railroads ought to apply to all of the railroads, the taxpaying
ra-ilroads. as well as the nontaxpa\ing railroads and it could be done
through direct. subsidies.

Providing tax preference to the railroads at this point is only giving
nclvanta.es to those very few railroads that are making money these
dPVs and i-avinlr taxes.

The Treasury is sl~n om)posed to tlheso prov'iin~mns except for as T im-
derstand th tunnel boros provision. T woiild just like to comment
briefly on this.

Here is a perfet example of hootstrapling on tax referencee. In
1900). the railroad indu.strv tried to get a a-veer amortization on tim-
nel hores which after nlldo rot wear hardly. T do not know of any that.
lhave worn out or closed m) in atiy mountains that T have seen but are
written off when the track 4s abandoned.

The railroad wanted to be able to write these off. the House. refused
to tro along with them. T understand the Semate did !Yo along and the
eompm'omi was that fiuture railroad tummel bores which involved fil-
tire investments would be able to be written off over 50 years.
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Curiously enough in 1975 the railroad industry came ba*ck to the
-louse and arguecthat it, is illogical an'd unfair for tunnel bores post

1969 to receive this treatment when tunnel bores prior to 1969 do not
receive it.

That is why it is in here now and we would oppose that provision.
We also have some other problems with the bill. We talkabout it a

little in our testimony, primarily because the energy sections-we are
against the energy sections as is the Treasury, except I understand
they support the home insulation credit.

We feel the home insulation is going to provide very little new in-
sulation and provide simply some tax relief to those people that can.
not afford to put insulation into their homes.

We would much rather see this committee-take a much closer look at
the conservation legislat ion in the Interior and Commerce Committees.
That Provides for low interest loans and grants, et cetera, for this
kind of purchase.

When you understand that close to 50 percent of the subifisulated
homes in'this country are owned by poverty class individuals, or lived
in by poverty class individuals, it does not do them any good to tellthem they can go out1 anl buy $500 worth of insulation and you are
goina to give them a tax credit.

Also I am not sure how many members of the committee are aware
of the fact that in the ESOP legislation Which also is one which should
lbe looked at much more closely because all of its broad implications-
there is a provision in there which will allow retroactively a company
like A.T. & T. with $10 billion of investments. approximately. in 1975,
to with the stroke of a pen opt to receive Government funds to the tNle
of .l00 million for l)act invetnients for 1975 and 1976.

We feel that that is totally unwarranted. If the Senate is going to
Adopt, the ESOP provisions, we feel they should be adopted in tho
future; we frankly think they should not be adopted at all.

However, we would like son ie further debate and discussion on tiat.
We also feel the recycling tax credits, do no good in terms of adding
any measure of recycling to the-to our Nation that, in, fact. most of
the cost associated with recycling have to do with things like tranis-
po,'tation and gathering and air not cured by this kind of legislation
with a modest investment tax credit..

The next, witness T am sure is aoin to elaborate much more on the
objections for recvcling credit. We strongly oppose that and we feel
it is a total waste' of money. There are much better progres.

You can talk to your colleagues serving on the committees involved
in solid waste management. I think theyv will tell you there are other
rorrams around that would make much more vnse.
I would also like to mention the trade fairs. We would orosp the

treatment there. We feel that there is a reason for the unrelated busi-
nesq tax in the first, place, to guard against unwarranted competition
from tax free. organizations and we lust do not feel it is fair to those
neonle that. are not tax free organizations that, in fact, engage in these
kinds of noporttnities.

We think that in tte area of hospital bonds. which as, a committee
amendment. is tho only one T am prepared to make mention of at
all. that. it i; a dangerous inrece(lent to begin to expand once again
t he industrial development bond concept which is-las soared.
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The municipalities in recent years, because their market was squeezed
out for tax free bonds, we have a list on page 17 also. It is admittedly
a little shorter than the list I just went through, provisions we feel
are not objectionable.

I would be happy to discuss any of those if you want to do so.
These are based on some fairly inadequate information that we have
but we feel that at this point,'based on what we know, that they are
not objectionable.

I will be happy to submit answers to any questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me just get one thing straight between the two

of us. 1Hlow long has your organization -been in existence?
Mr. BRANDON. Since 1972.
The CHAIRMAN. This committee has been around here for the better

part of 200 years and you could not very well expect us to gear the
committee to your operation until you existed, could you?

Mr. BRvANDON. That is true.
The CHAIRMAN. So that since you started your organization you

have advocated that this type of thing should be done in the W1 ays
and .Means Committee and they have adjusted their way of doing busi-
ness to accommodate you and'those who share your views, have they
not?

Mr. BRA'DO.N. To some extent, that is correct, but let. me just say
that we would not like to think that it is simply the existence of an
organization such as ours that would make the Senate Finance Com-
mittee consider these kinds of provisions in the open and more delib-
erate manner than they have in the past.

The CHAIRMAN. Let us understand this. I am chairman of the com-
mittee and that is all right, I do not mind being held up to ridicule
and scorn, it has happened many times before and it is all right with
me.

I would like to have it understood that this country managed to
survive for 200 years without proceeding as you advocate and it
managed to survive long enough for me to become a Member of this
Senate and chairman of the commlittee.

Mr. BRANDON. The result is the present tax law which is not exactly
perfect.

The CHAIRIMAN. Our tax laws are not perfect but thev are better
than others. I was talking to an Englishman who was telling me that
their law was far more complicated than ours. I said how can that
1)ozsibly be ?

lie says it is because we have been at it longer than you have. When
I became chairman of the committee I started trying to make a couple
of changes. I am not the man that closed the committee sessions, I am
the fellow who opened them up.

As a Democrat, I led the charge to put as many on this committee
so it can reflect the same balance that exists in the Senate.

We have not had an 9Dpportunity to act on one major revenue bill
in this Congress and this is the second year. If I were a Senator, not
on the Finance Committee and I had an amendment to correct an
injustice, then I would just get my amendment and every time some-
one came up with some revenue bill that was headed for the President's
desk. I would offer my amendment on there. especially if I thought I
could get a majority of the votes.
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We must have at least 30 or 40 Senators standing in line that way
because one of our able colleagues who appeared yesterday, Senator
Proxmire, as well as others, are standing right there in the gate,
blocking Senate consideration.

Anytime you bring up a revenue bill and someone wants to offer
an amendment to it, Senator Proxmire is going to stop the bill.

Mr. BRANDON. Senator Long, if the system was set up to consider
these provisions, first of all, we do not like the idea of ill-considered
provisions whether they are passed by the Finance Committee or on
the floor of the Senate.

If there is a procedure set up where such provisions are fully aired,
input is made on them and the members of this committee and the
Senate could deliberate on them with all of the facts known, then
I would say that you would not have this bottleneck problem, legisla-
tion would be able to proceed in a much more orderly fashion.

The Ways and Means Committee, when it brings legislation out
now in a now-interest area, nobody gets up and screams this is a special-
interest provision because they know it is not through the process of
being analyzed carefully by the staff, the Treasury, the public and
committee.

It is fully explained to the House of Representatives before they
vote on it.

The CHAMMAN. Please understand-
Mr. PiErz. May I say that the Ways and Means Committee in its

recent so-called Christmas tree markup considered 21/2 dozen bills,
our organization opposed 6 of them, 4 of them failed to pass, the
remainder of them sailed right through without criticism, objection,
publicity, controversy, et cetera.

The CHAIRMAN. Please understand that you cannot expect anyone
to gear his operation to your operation before your operation existed.
That is point one. The Ways and Means Committee has not sert us
a major revenue bill in a long time.

They have been working on this bill for 3 years and they got it to
us right at the close of the session and there was so much legislation
backed up that people wanted to offer as amendments, that about the
best we could do was try to take a few things we thought would pass
by unanimous consent, without objection, and get that much done.I cannot make changes before tlie thought occurs to me, because the
thought even occurs to me or because some committee member sug-
gests it or because someone, even you, comes before us and says
"Gee, I wish you could change the procedures so that we can make a
better contribution ourselves."

Mr. BR.NDON. Senator, we would hope the changes that are made
are made not in response to us but in response to the needs of the
members of this committee. Anyone that sat through the markup
that just took place will know that many provisions considered were
considered without adequate facts aid circumstances.

Senator Nelson raised the point a couple of times that there was
not-sufficient notice and preparation for the members to intelligently
vote on things and those are the kinds of reforms that I think gen-
erally are needed.

The very fact that nobody knows what went on one day, it is almost
a joke wiih the people back there that nobody can understand what
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is going on and if they cannot understand what is going on, it is pos-
sible that some of the members of the staff are not aware of what is
going on.

The CI ArMAN. Please understand that I will do what I can to
accommodate you and everybody who agrees with you, but understand
this; it is only recently that you have begun to be in the room.

I cannot gear this committee to your operation prior to the time
that we started doing business in such a way that we have a broad
audience participation program. We do the best we can to try to
improve things for the better.

i would like you to understand that neither I nor any member of
this committee has been in charge of what has been happening in
this country before we even got to the Congress. Since we got here,
people have been making suggestions, you and a lot of others, about
how we can do things better.

I like to make changes, I like to try new ideas, I like to see if they
work. If they work, let us implement them, continue to do them,
but if they do not work, let us dump them, get rid of them.

It seems to me that no one should be condemned because it has
not been that way in the past. Let me make one more point.

You have undertaken to identify everybody here--
Mr. PiFTz. Mr. Chairman, can I just respond to the question of

gearing this to. our organization? I would like tu note in the past
year, and particularly in recent weeks, we have gotten numerable
phone calls from around the country from various individuals, various
social groups and organizations and from various newspaper editors.

All of them have asked us exactly what is under consideration
here, what is meant by the single-line items on the committee press
release, how can we evaluate it, how can we comment on it.

The CIAIRMAN. Your type of activity is a relatively new thitig
in the history of this country and we will do what we can to accon-
modate you.

Mr. Pimrz. Can I just say it is not our activity, it is the members
of the public, throughout the country, you just have no wav ot
knowing, unless the usual concepts of legal notice are adhered to.

The CHAI~rAN. I understand that. I can recall some years ugo
when I was fighting very strenuously to try to stop the practice
of someone taking out a private patent on research paid for by
the United States Government, I think it is outrageous and I do
not like it.

You should not have some fellow charging a royalty fee or denyitg
the public use of something that the public paid for to begin with.
I fought very hard on that.

In the course of that debate, especially feeling the frustration
that I was not having it my way, I was not winning, I made a
number of statements that indicated that people who did not agree
with me were likely taking after us because so many interests in
this country were benefiting from the other side, and those who
supported the existing established procedure were receiving contribu-
tions for it.

One or two people felt that wns intended for their ears in par-
ticuilar. I felt, it my duty just as a human being to go to those people
and offer apologies for saying something like that..
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You have a list identifying people's campaign contributions. For
examl)le, you say-you mention the name of a corporation and you say
so much to this person, including numbers.

Those contributions were not ma(le by corporations-that is against
the law. You find people who are workers, employees, or officers of
those corl)orations who made contributions. Some of those, for ex-
ample, are $200 to Long or maybe two or three people contributed
$200 or $300.

I notice you have here, as though to suggest that, tiis lawyer made
a contribution to me and therefore, that is why I supported an amend-
ment: that is the inference of it.

M r. PIETZ. We expressly disclaimed any such suggestion. It is up
to the public to judge that.

Mr. BNN. Senator Long, it is very curious that many times the
only way we could identify companies involved with this legislation
was that, they happened to show up on people s contributions.

Our only point is that I think your constituents have a right to
know, as they do, who contributes to you. They also have a right to
know whether or not, legislation you sponsor helps those people and let
them decide whether you are fairly representing your constituents.

I am not arguing that you are not.
The CII1AW ,AN-. It niiy well be, but I would not like to claim it to

be true if it is not. If you read the list of people who contributed to my
last eannaigm it would read like the Who's Who of Louisiana, who-
ever could afford to contribute. more than 1.000 people.

f1. PIETZ. That is correct. We have the list.
The CIRMA,. I notice on this list-did you know that Mr.

Deutsch was my lawyer. I just got through paying him $5,000 for rep-
re.sentinc mne so in a way we were sort of taking in each other's wash.

'Mr. BRx-i.oN. Let me say that employees of Arthur Levy also con-
tributed as well.

The CIiuM.\. And Arthur Levy is a personal friend that I. have
known for many years, mv father was a good friend of Arthur Levy's.
You did not know that, lid you?

Mr. BRANDON. Senator Long. the problem is I think it, is possible
for people to know that Arthur Levy can stand to gain by one of the
provisions in this bill, that people wanted to know who was in-
volved.

Th1e CHAIREMAN. If there is any way Arthur Levy could have done
it, in view of the background and the personal friendship with that
man, if the law would let him do it, and I needed it, lie would put up
$10,000, not $300.

I assume that was made in successive contributions. Incidentally,
tire you aware of the fact that I have more scars to show from the
fight to finance campaigns publicly than anybody in Congress?

Mfr. BRAN.DON. I can agree on the need for public financing.
The CHAIRMAN. As long as we are going to finance campaigns, as

long as the law stands as it is now, you have two choices, you can
either seek some campaign contributions or write a book or something
rather than serve in public office because it takes money to run for
the job.

It just seems frankly-
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Mr. PrETZ. I would like to comment,--
Mr. BRAXDON. We feel there should be full public disclosure. Obvi-

ously that is the purpose of the disclosures.
Senator HANsEN. Would you yield on that point for just a moment ?
The CiIAiNMAN. Go ahead.
Senator HA,\NSEN. I would like to ask one question, if I may, Mr.

Chairman. You gentlemen are associated with Ralph Nader?
Mir. BAxNDO,-. Yes. we are associated with Public Citizen which is a

part of Ralph Nader's organization.
Senator HANSEN. What is the reason Ralph Nader does not want

to make the same kind of disclosure that is spread out here?
Mr. BRA.NDON,. I cannot answer for Ralph Nader but I think the

clear distinction is that public servants should in fact disclose their
campaign contributions.

Senator HANSEN,. I do not know how much money Ralph Nader gets
and I must say either he. has some people willing to work for pea-
nuts, which is a popular thing to eat these days-or he certainly gets
a lot of dough.

It occurs to me that if this is such a holy concept to embrace, I can-
not see for a single moment why Ralph Nader is not perfectly willing
to abide by the same rules that he is asking public servants to abide by.

Mr. BRAN\-DON\. Let me say, and furthermore, I would be happy to
give to you and provide to you a complete annual report of the Public
Citizen organization that has been available every year.

Senator 1-IANsEN. Would that include all of the contributors?
Mr. BRA-DON-N. It is not itemized in contributors.
Senator HANSEN. I am talking about itemized contributors and are

you willing to do that, are you willing, yes or no? It is a simple answer.
Mr. BRANDON. I have no control over that. Let me say there is a clear

distinction between contributors who are-
Sanator HANSEN. Now you are avoiding my question.
Mr. BRANDON. I am trying to answer it.
Senator HAwsEN. No, you are not. My question is would you be will-

ing to provide the same amount of detail-the same detailed type of in-
formation you believe every member of this committee ought to pro-
vide insofar as Ralph Nader's group is concerned ?

Mr. BRANDON. Senator Hansen, we are not submitting that this com-
mittee should provide anything other than what is required under tlv"
law. We do not collect the identities of the hundreds of thousands that
contribute, it is not required under the law, and we feel it is not rel-
evant. Frankly I do not feel it is relevant to this discussion.

We would be happy, as a personal favor, I would be happy to supply
to you all of the public records for Public Citizens and the annual
report.

Senator GRAVEL. On that point, we do not have to give anything
uider $100?

Senator HANSEN. That is exactly the point of my question.
Senator GRAVIEL. Would the Senator yield?
Senator HANSEN. Yes.
Senator GRAVEL. We do not have to provide the names under $100.
Mr. BPAN.,DON. As I said, I cannot answer for Mr. Nader and I can

only say that there are no requirements on that score for that kind of
disclosure. We do file forms with the IRS.
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Senator GRAVEL. Do you think that there should be some require-
ments for that to equate with what we have to do?

Mr. BruANDO.N. Not if there is no public trust involved. As far as I
am concerned, as a private organization and a private citizen, we are
distinctly different than public officials who are paid-who are on the

publicc payroll and who represent the public and are elected officials.
The requirements of the Campaign Finance Disclosure Act recog-

nizes that distinction.
Senator GRAVEL. You are not making a distinctionn. If an oil com-

pany comes in and does make a contributio-, they are public about it.
WVhy would you not want to be public about it ?

Mr. Bm, iDonoN. If we contribute to Menbers of Congress, we will dis-
close it any time that we do that.

[Senator Talmadge acting as chairman.]
Senator TAL MADGE. Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSEN. A further point that I think ought to be under-

stood is that the organization of which I suspect these two gentlemen
are a part is a tax exempt organization. It is entitled to certain priv-
ileges and it is exeml)t from the normal application of the law.

It would seem to me that the answer that has not yet been given is
very much in the public interest and I am disappointed that the gentle-
men before us are not willing to comply with my request.

I am disappointed that the gentlemen are not willing to comply
with my request that they make the same kind of information avail-
able, given their tax exempt status, and the degree of public trust that
they would presume to speak for as they appeared before various Mem-
bers of the Congress, and various committees before the Congress.

I am frankly very disappointed. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CURTIS. Would you yield there?
Senator HANSEN. I would be happy to.
Senator CuRTis. I concur with Senator Hansen. As a matter of

fact, your whole organization spends its time trying to influence legis-
lation and public policy and for you to fail to make a f till disclosure is
not excusable on the grounds that you are not public officials.

Mr. BmRx)oN. May I respond to that?
Senator CURTIS. No, not until I get through. I am not impressed by

your appearance here. Lots of time I have had constituents at home
who were taxpayers working to pay their bills and so on and pay their
taxes who Wanted to appear before this committee and sometimes
could never be heard at all.

Once in a while theF-;;:e n here and heard very early that
they have to take their turn about 5:30 or 6 at night. I Was astounded
to learn that you refused to testify yesterday because you wanted a big
crowd here.

You people are engaged in trying to influence legisdhtion, trying to
form public policy. The public has a right to know who is paying and
who is backing you and that you have not made public, you have not
made-

Mr. BRAN.o. Senator Curtis, we are are a 501 (c) (4) organization,
that is correct. We are lobbying, a registered lobby. If anyone on this
committee would like to introduce legislation which requires all 501
(c) (4) and 501 (c) (3) organizations, churches, hospitals, and every-
one else to provide more disclosure than is now required under the

74-712-76-Ipt. 1-23
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forms that they file within IRS as tax exempt organizations, I think
that is perfectly proper and we could have a hearing and discuss the
merits of that., at that point.

I do not think that is relevant at this point, to what we are talking
about at this hearing. I also again would like to draw the distinction
between our organization and public servants.

When it comes to disclosure, if you would like to change the law,
that is fine, I think we should have a hearing on that and you can
propose some legislation and the relevant committees can have hear-
ings on it.

Senator CURTIS. How many different organizations do you have?
Mr. BIIA.Do,. I am an employee of Public Citizen which has several

groups within that context. Our annual report details all of our
activities in various groups.

Senator CURTIS. How many different organized groups do you have ?-
Does the Nader organization

Mr. BrLtnox. There are two essentially different organizations.
Senator CURTIS. Just who?
Mr. BRA-O.DoN. The Public Citizen Organization and the Center for

Study of Responsive Law which is a 501 (c) (3) organization that
publishes reports, study reports, and so on, and Public Citizen is a
501(c) (4) organization supported primarily by individual contribu-
tions of $15 from direct mail solicitation.

Senator CURTIS. Is there ever any transfer of funds between those
two groups?

Mr. 1B'.n, oN. Absolutely not, there, nnot be.
Senator CURTIS. Are you'sure about tnat, never?
fr. B R, ANDo.N. They are not inconsistent with the law.

Senator CURTIS. I did not ask you that. I said are there any trans-
fer of funds between those two groups?

Mr. BRA _NDOX. I do not think there can be, Senator, under the law
and I am sure that we are very careful to follow the requirements of
the law.

Senator CURTIS. Are you sure that it is only two organizations?
Mr. BRAN.DON. That is correct.
Senator CURTIS. You are real sure?
Mr. BRNDON. Oh, yes.
Senator CURTIS. Nader has an operation with only two organiza-

tions?
Mr. BRAN.%DoN. That is why, those are the two organizations.
Senator CURTIS. Ias he ever had more than that?
Mr. BRANDO'N. I do not know. I would suggest you write him a letter

and you will get an answer from him.
Senator CURTIS. Nobody can find him, he has no address listed or

telephone number.
M r. BRA-DoN. You can write to the Center for the Study of Respon-

sive Law, 1910 K Street, the number is 833-3400. I am sure somebody
there will answer your questions or have an answer prepared for you.

Senator TA.MADOE. Mr. Brandon, is your organization financed by
contribution?

Mr. BIIANDON. By contributions?
Senator TATI3A X I E. Is your organization financed by contributions?
Mr. BRANDON. Yes, non-tax-deductible contributions, that is correct.
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Senator TAL,MADGEW. Not tax deductible? In other words, they can-
not take a deduction for contribution to your organization.

Mr. BRA.-xDoN.. That is correct.
Senator TAL.AADOE. That is the reason you can engage in lobbying,

otherwise you could not?
Mr. Bntxoxw.-. That is correct.
Senator TAL-MADF.. Any further questions?
Senator GRAV . Let me first of all say you perform a very fine

service. I think the recommendations made for committee procedures
are excellent recommendations. I feel so strongly about the adversary
principle, I would pay for your activity with taxes.

Let me aive you an example of disagreement of policy. You talked
of insulation and the fact that we do not give enough to'the poor peo-
ple anti that the tax credit would only permit those who can afford
to buv insulation to enjoy the tax credit. That is so.

Ydu offer as an alternative the fact that we should have grants and
loans. Can you imagine the bureaucracy, the size the Government
would have to grow to start handing out those sums or grants or loans
and the processing thereof in order to get insulation effective in this
country?

It would be something that I would not choose to accept.
Mr. BRANMON. Senator Gravel, I think the Senate just several weeks

ago passed legislation which will establish this kind of low interest loan
program for insulation. There did not seem to be too much debate at
that time about the bureaucracy.

It fits right into the other existing HUD programs, as well as I
know. but I am not an expert.

Mr. PrETz. We would admit that this is one on which there is a differ-
ence of opinion and widespread popular support for it, perhaps.

Senator Gn.vr,,. Very well.
Mr. BRA NXDoX. We, made recommendations in that area and just cut

down on the size of the subsidy.
Senator GRAVEL. But when it is loophole legislation-
M r. BRA.xwONo. This one, I do not think that.
Senator GRA vE. This is one that-here is legislation we pay now, as

taxpayers, you and I, in a community for the removal of trash. If we
could find some, way within our system to have that trash removed
without having to use tax dollars, then I would say that the benefici-
aries of that device would not be what you consider a loophole. This
would be broad impact legislation.

M r. Pirz,. Let me say, Senator, that there is a substantial question
as to whether the provision as drafted does accomplish that purpose
and as the Senator has mentioned, the committee procedures really
did not. allow even the Senators to know for sure the precise content
of it because there was not a review of the bill once drafted.

I would like to say that. a fortiori, those of us in a less-preferred
position have an even tougher position evaluating this piece of legis-
lation and all other pieces.

Senator GrtAxvE.L. I think the point is well taken and certainly more
valid with others because. this issue has been hanging around or sev-
eral years and I fought it for several years.

This is the first time I have won to get it into the committee, com-
mittee approval.
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Mr. BRANDoN.,. We do have a strong policy disagreement on this one
which I am sure we will outline later on by a later witness in the Treas-
ury Department.

Senator GRANVEi,. I have had occasion to go over that, but you give
credits to it because when you give good judgment-testimony on some
areas, obviously that reputation carries over into some areas.

Mr. P'Trz. I do understand the Public Works Committee does have
other questions. I do believe that Senator Hart and others have been
proposing them.

Senator GR.VEl. As a su1. porter to the solid waste legislation, I feel
that-

Mr. BnxDo.. We just feel that is a much more efficient way of sub-
sidizing this activity.

Senator GRAVEL. Here again, I think we have a basic disagreement.
The point I really want to make is that we can have this disagreement,
but I would appreciate it if you realize that the beneficiaries of this
legislation are not narrow and, therefore, it does not make it a loop-
hole in that regard because this legislation, if it is successful, every
citizen of the local government will have admonition to some degree
of his tax burden.

Mr. BRANXMD.N. Let me just say that the reason we request that this
is narrow, the Treasury will have very little effect on recycling, then
the chief beneficiary of this will be tie companies that are already
doing recycling who will get the benefit of the tax credit for what
thev are already doing profitably.

Senator GRAVTj,. What we could do then is make a decision that we
could try this and if you are right, we could appeal it, if I am right,
we could add to it. Would not that be a legitimate way to do it?

fr. BRANDON. We have some trouble with appealing tax credits in
the past.

Mr. lFrr2. We would just like to say that there are so many worthy
causes and every year there are a dozen new ones and that has been
true for the last several decades. The result is today's tax law.

Maybe we had best start over.
Senator GRAVEL. Certainly this Nation is beginning to recycle its

trash. It is not a new worth cause. It is not something very insig-
nificant and so I would submitfthat on that point-

Mr. PFiwz. Let me say that I know the preferences-
Senator TALMADOE I[ am sorry, Senator Gravel, your 5 minutes of

time has gone by. We have 21 or 22 witnesses remaining to be heard.
SenatorHLAsKEFL. Mr. Chairman?
Senator TALMADOE. It is the intention of the Chair to vigorously

enforce the 5-minute rule. Any further questions? Senator Haskell.
Senator HASKELL. Mr. Brandon, I would agree with Senator Gravel,

I think you and your colleagues performed a real service. I suspect that
you and others have indicated a procedure on which my hunch is the
majority of the committee is in sympathy, that is a screening of narrow
legislation.

One of the real problems that goes through my mind is how you
define narrow legislation. It is easy when you have to blow-it might
be a little more difficult when you have Mr. Nolan who is listed as
appearing for American International Grouping but on the other
hand, this is merely one of a hundred casualty companies doing busi-
ness overseas.
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I would hope that some of you would give some thoughts to what
kind of guidelines could be set up for the special screening procedure
because, as I said earlier to another witness, I think it is important both
for substance and form that we do this or perhaps you could respond
in writing or maybe you have something off the top of your head.

Mr. PiErz. Let me say that if several members of the committee did
convene a session to consider the breadth of that legislation that would
be quite in advance-

Senator HASKEL,. That would not quite do it because you have to
know-we can have a subcommittee to screen legislation but Voi have
to know what legislation to refer to and it is that-those guidelines
that I hope you would give some thought to.

Just one other question, if I have time. on your 1305. this preplblica-
tion cost for Encyclopedia Britannica', let me askyou this. These
people came in to see me and told me they had no ol~jection to capi-
talizing costs in the future but, that if the'Treasury changed the rules
on them in midstream, all the expense of prepubilcation costs, and a
ruling came out affecting past years, maybe you ought to ask Treasury
this, that made them suddenly capitalize

All they were asking for Nas relief from this rather arbitrary ruling.
Do you have information that would dispute that set of facts.

Mr. Pn'rz. No, we do not and that is a perfect illustration of our
point that those are the types of factual allegations that the committee
itsel f should evaluate anA should be available in the course of comment
from the Treasury.

1We might have no objection.
Mr. BRANDoN. The only thing I can say on that, Senator, is that I

am not sure that simply'because an industry or taxpayer follows a
certainn practice in the past, if it is at variance with the faw and when
the IRS catches up with them and changes it, I am not sure that past
conduct alone is sufficient to change it.

Senator HAsKErLr. That i% why this committee or a subcommittee of
it could sit as you indicated as a court of equity because some of this
is awfully unfair.

Mr. BRAND . But I think in this case you would have to balance
tlia equities. All I can say is that past practice alone should not be the
criteria.

Senator lASKELL. I would arree with that.
Senator TIMADGE. Any further questions ?
Senator l)oLE. I find that somebody suggested that we at least have

a transcript of markup sessions to enable us to protect ou-selves from
cliar.fres or to at least have information available. I think that is the
fi rst step.

I think the chairman has indicated lie will take that step. I think we
arC all, and I have looked over some of your lists, you say they are
not particularly objectionable and find that some of the amendments
are on the list but none of mine are on the other list.

The point is that I think we are sensitive even though we disclose
our contributions, there is that inference, whether intention or not.
that. only those seven Senators mentioned have received contributions
from any of these groups.

Second, that we have some direct tie to that company or have
offered an amendment for those companies, I cannot think of any of
the companies for which I have offered amendments because of the
political contribution.
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It does tickle the imagination of the press when they see something
like this even though it has been a matter of public record. They are
cynical for the most part in any event. They like to attack public
officials.

This does stir their imagination. Even though you indicate in your
statement there is no impropriety suggested, I do not know why else
you would attach the piece.

Mr. Pwrz. Can I say Senator that it is more the secrecy of the
process that stirs their imagination. If in the future, you follow the
procedure of getting full and adequate notice of who the beneficiary
is, I think it would be very difficult to cast aspersions.

I would also suggest that we were very happy to find that there
were numerous M[embers who apl)palently were yery sCI'ululolS about
not having any overlap) between amendments they-sponsore(l or even
tiny of the beneficiaries of the special interest amendments that some-
one may have sponsored about which they knew. There wasn't any
overlap between that and their campaign contributions, we were ve- ry
pleased to find both Republicans and Democrats-

Senator DOLE. I can give you names of contributors who came to me
with amendments that I did not offer but you cannot just say that
because someone offered a contribution, he cannot talk to the Senator.

M r. Pirn'z. That is right.
Mfr. Bn,%-,iDO. The only point is that the nondisclosurv on the side

of the beneficiaries of the provision is what gives rise to the infer-
ences. That. is the point that we are trying to make.

If all of this is out in the open and it does not look like there is
something trying to be put over on the public-

Senator DOLE. Our contributions have been out in the open at least
since the new law. They are a matter of record.

Mr. BRA.NDON,. I do not suggest. I do not quarrel with that at all.
Senator DoLx. I think it would be helpful and I (1o not quarrel with

the public citizens but we do not know who your contributors ae. We
may find in your contributors, competitors of sonic of these )eople who
make big contributions to you to come up and attack their amlend-
nients. I do not know what the facts are. inaybe that has never
happened.

I would suggest that if we get a look at all of your contrilmutors
maybe we might find rather sizable contributors that. Mr. Nader's
group who have a direct. interest in not seeing this legislation passed.k I think you have a million (ollai' reem've in Public Citizen, have .vo1
not?

M r. BRANDON. I do not know what the latest report is. We do hav'e
a budget that runs in there.

Senator Dor.. You are a pretty big business and I do not (larrel
with that.

Mr. BRAN. DO.N. I do not believe-I do not think we have that kind of
port folio.

Senator DoLE.. I know that David Sanford is not one of Ralph
N'a(ler's favorite-he is the managing editor of the New Republic and
at one time he wrotfk a book entitled. "Me and Ralph."

M'. BRANwDO. He never really had any close relationship but that
is not the noint.

Smato" DOLE. You may not know that. no more than we had any
relationship at all with any of these contributors. You inferred that,
that definitely Sanford had no relationship with Nader.
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Senator FANN-I.. I do not like, to disagree with some-of my col-
leagues. They have their viewp oints and I have mine. I resenit. the
almighty attitude that these gentlemen have taken, demanding spe-
cial treatment, saying that they should have the audience here. they
should have the Senators here, they want to be treated differently
than others.

I just resent that very much. I also resent their rabble-rousing at-
titude and their feeling that they are to be given a preference above all
others. I just feel that with the'criticism that has been made by these
gentlemen is misplaced. However, I do not want to take further time
now to discuss their inaccurate statements, because I feel we have been
very unfair to other people, that, wanted to testify by giving these gen-
tlemen the time we have.

It. has been very, very unfair. I feel that some of the statements you
have made here a're terriblv inaccurate and they are misleading. they
are not founded on facts and I just do not feel that we benefit by hav-
ing irresponsible people like you come into this chamnI)er and try to
dictate to us just what we should do.

Mr. Pimrz. May I say something?
Senator F..XiN. Now you can say what you want.
Mr. PiE.Tz. Let me just, say that I-our statement yesterday. was

that we are entitled to be heard with all the proper accoutrements of
h'gal procedure and that all of the witnesses are.

We do not want any preferred status over any other witness.
Senator FANNN-I,. We have responsible and "nowledgeahle Peo)le

who come in here to testify. We give them only a certain amount of
time. We cut back on their'testimony and sometimes cut them off. Yet
we let. you fellows, that I do not feel have the knowledge, the hack-
ground and the expertise in the different tax fields who think you
know it all, try to cover everything-

Mr. Pn-ri'rz. W1e sought no such preferential treatment.
Senator 1..NNIN. Let me finish ny statement to the chairini . I

think I have the floor. I just feel that with respect to our constituents,
that we are responsible to them and to the people of America. not to
Ralph Nader and" his group.

I just. do not, feel that our time is well spent listening to people who
do not. have knowledge and expertise about what they are talking.

Senator TAJJAJXE. Any further questions?
Senator CURTIS. Are there any employees of these two Nader groups

that. work for both groups ?
Ifr. BRANOXW. I do not believe so. if there are. they are on separate

payrolls, maybe an accountant. I do not know hut I Could find out for

Senator CURTIM. Which do you work for?
Mr. BRAs'no.,. Pulblic Citizen.
S.onotor C-rTTS. What. is the other?
Mr. BRA-,-no.. Th- Center for Study of Resnonsive Law.
Senator C(URTI You do not do any work for them?
Nf1. 3,R.AxOX. N'o.
S, n.nor Cnnrrr. Have you ever?
Mr. B -V tY X. No.
Senator CunTIS. You have no employees tlat are paid out of hoth

funds ?
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Mr. BrAxNDoN. I do not know of my own personal knowledge, but if
there are, they are kept separately ofl two separate accounts. That is in
tile requirements of the law.

Senator CURTIS. How large an operation is the lobbying group? flow
many employees do you have?

Mr. BRANDON. I do not know the exact number. I could tell you
who works in my group. We have eight people in my group but not all
are salaried.

Senator Cuirris. You have no idea how many are in total?
Mr. BNDoN. I could sul)ply that information to you. I am not quite

sure I should supply it to the record here but I woul-d be happy to sul-
ply it to you pelonally.

Senator Ctwris. Why do you itot want to put it in the record?
M r. lh.xmox. It is not that I want not to, but I think it is irrelevant

to the hearing.
Senator CutRTIS. No, it is not. You are trying just like everybody

back of this table to enact legislation and to )revent the enactment of
legislation. You are trying to impose your beliefs on the public in the
form of law.

Mr. BRANDoN. We are just trying to make our beliefs known.
Senator CunrS. No, you are not.
M r. BRAxuoN. As are the other witnesses here, Senator.
Senator CURTIS. It is true that one of these organizations has a

sizable reserve as referred to by Senator Dole?
Mr. Bn.tNnox. I will get you the annual report which will tell you

exactly how much mloney is spent.
Senator CURTIS. Is iC in the neighborhood of a million dollars?
Mr. BRANDON. I frankly do not know. I will supply the information

to you.
Senator CURTIS. You are a very (rood witness.
Mfr. BI.\DO.'. I (lid not come here today to discuss the intricacies

of our organization. If you would like to discuss those privately, I
would be happy to or even publicly.

Senator CuRi-is. You came here to discuss the intricacies of this or-
ganiz.ation. to reform our procedures. We thought we would like to
inqulire about -yours.

Mr. Pimrz. Mav I say that we as individuals feel that we have the
same interests in'the tax code as all of the other taxpayers who are
similar witnesses. If everyone is curious as to their financial status,
then perhaps we should a'll be treated equally but I do not feel that
persons such as myself who feels himself ill used by the present tax
code should be denied the chance to appear here.

'Why should I be treated differently from the other witnesses in
teams of whatever disclosure I am required to make?

Senator CU'ris. 'T he other side of that coin is not to demand any-
thing different than the other witnesses demanded, which you did
not do yesterday. That. is all. Mr. Chairman.

Senator TAI.L%,wE. Any further questions?
I No response.]
Senator Tu,'..IrAnX;i. Thank you very much, Mr. Brandon, for your

contribution. Tile next witness is 'Mr. A. Blakeman Early, Environ-
meintal Action Group, accompanied by Mr. Leonard E. Lane, Public
Interest Economic Center.

Mr. Early, you may iw.ert your full statement in the record and
sitm mu+m rize it.
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[The statement follows:]
Good morning. 31y name is A. Blakeman Early, I am with Environmental

Action, a national citizen's environmental lobbying organization. Environmental
Action has been particularly active in promoting resource recovery legislation
before the Congress. I am here to discuss section 2000 of I.R. 10612, the Tax
Reform Act of 1970, the Recycling Tax Credit.

TAX EQUITY

As the Committee knows, many recycling tax credit proposals have been con-
sidered over the past several years and with each succeeding proposal the com-
plexity of this subject area has become more apparent. While this proposal is
distinguishable from others primarily by the addition of the base period which
Is designed to prevent windfall benefits, it still attempts to deal with a complex
problem in the same fashion. It seeks to eliminate the effects of tax benefits to
virgin materials users by creating a countervailing tax benefit to recyclable ma-
terials users across the board without regard to whether the benefits will achieve
greater recycling of a given material. The benefits are extended without regard
to whether the use of the recyclable material is even In competition with virgin
materials which generate the original tax credits to be offset. Indeed, the bene-
fits are extended without regard to whether there Is any additional recyclable
material which can be recycled. As the Aluminum Recycling Association has
pointed out in its statement in opposition to this proposal. recycled aluminum
alloy and primary aluminum alloy are used in wholly different products and
so are not in competition. In addition, primary alloy manufacturers rely on
foreign sources for their raw material, bauxite, and therefore cannot use the
percentage depletion allowance to a great extent. Materials such as textiles
and plastics qualify for the tax credit when no data has been developed Indi-
cating to what extent virgin material counterparts have achieved an unfair
tax advantage. Clearly, then, If tax equity is the goal, the equity achieved by
the subject proposal is a rough one, indeed. The only effective means of achiev-
ing tax equity, if that is the Committee's goal is to remove the benefits which
accrue to virgin materials users, not to enact a countervailing benefit to re-
cyclers which cannot even be shown to aproximate the virgin materials benefits.

INCREASED RECYCLING

The testimony and data provided to the Finance Committee in support of this
proposal and past proposals is replete with the environmental, energy, mate-
rials, and balance of payment benefits which will accrue from the increased re-
cycling promoted by the proposal. But will any appreciable increase in recycling
result from the enactment of the subject provision? Proponents of this measure
have presented no data to demonstrate its effectiveness in increasing the use of
recyclable materials. Again, this is due in part to the failure of the measure to
treat each material category on an individual basis. The lack of greater recycling
of these materials is caused by a bewildering combination of technical, economic,
and institutional barriers which vary depending upon which material is con-
sidered. Although it is difficult to generalize, many problems surround the ini-
purities found in most recyclable materials which either require more processing
than virgin materials need in order to remove them, or which simply are not
removable using existing technology. (Attachment 1) The Committee cannot
expect that a tax credit of the size propo-*d will he sufficient to overcome tech-
nological barriers requiring extensive research and development in each materials
area, for the needs are different for each material. Section 2006 does not take into
account that for some materials the technological barriers are too great. There-
fore the use of that recyclable material should not qualify for the credit since no
additional recycling will result and the only result would be that existing levels
of recycling will receive windfall benefits.

The evidence we have examined indicates that the recycling tax credit proposal
will algo be ineffective in overcoming the economic factors which inhibit greater
recycling. This data indicates that the factors limiting the use of secondary mate-
rials are not fundamentally altered by the minor adjustment in price enabled by
this proposal. Attachment 2, taken from a study done for the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, which compares subsidies to the product charge in the paper
Industry, illustrates that even when excessively large subsidies are introduced,
demand for secondary material increases only slightly. This is because the subsidy
would not be passed forward in the form of lower prices and stimulate demand.
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The subsidy would be kept as "economic rent", or excess profit. Attachment 3
demonstrates that the cumulative tax subsidies available to virgin materials ex-
traction industries, and to users of such materials because of the high degree of
vertical integration, represent a small percentage of the total price of such mate-
rials. These findings indicate that the removal of these tax advantages would
provide only a marginal increase to the cost of virgin materials in the form of
higher prices. Consequently, the incentive to substitute hxst-consunier scrap would
also be very low. A corresponding tax credit for secondary material suppliers
would also represent a small percentage of post-consumer scrap price, since such
prices are equal to or higher than competing virgin material prices. If the impact
of such a tax credit on post-consumer scrap prices is small, then the correspond-
ing incentive to suppliers to increase supply will also be small. Moreover, such
a small reduction in post-consumer scrap prices would he unlikely to cause manu-
facturers to substitute such material for virgin materials.

Another study of the paper and steel industries found that demand and supply
are inelastic and not responsive to price. The study found that subsidies of supply
would have a reduced impact on the users since often half the cost of scrap mate-
rials is in transportation which would not be affected by a subsidy. (See Attach-
nient 4. )

Therefore. the reduction of recyclable materials cost to the user through the
1)roposed tax credit is unlikely to increase demand for such material significantly
lecaus e the credit will lower the cost of such materials only slightly. To the ex-
tent that demand Is marginally increased, suppliers will respond, in part, by rais-
Ing pr1iees and shifting more recyclable materials from the export market to the
domestic market-not by obtaining more recyclables from the waste stream. This
is why the proposal is opposed by the Association of Brass and Bronze Ingot
'Manufacturers and the Aluminum Recyclers Association as well as the Garden
State Paper Company which provided much of the testimony in favor of the
original proposal considered by the Finance Committee last summer. Indeed, we
feel that the principal reason the measure is supported ly recycled materials sup-
pliers. who do not qualify for the credit, is that such suppliers will be able to
increase the price of recyclable materials they sell users receiving the credit.

Finally, a major defect in the formulation of the provision is that the calcula-
tion of the credit is based on the price of the recycled material, which bears no
relatiLnship to the weight of the inaterial-a more accurate measure of the burden
such material places on the disposal system-and which also is no measure of the
quantity of the materials available in the wastestream for recycling. Conse-
quently, nonferrous metals such as aluminum would receive a disproportionately
high part of the tax credit relative to the low tonnage of nonferrous which is pres-
ently recycled and relative to the additional tonnage which is available for recyc-
ling. In addition, basing the credit on the price will have a tendency to exacerbate
the boom and bust pricing experienced in the recyclable materials markets. This is
because when demand for recyclable material Is low, prices are down too, and the
tax b-enefit is at its lowest, since it is based on price. This is the time when the
incentive is most needed. Conversely, when prices are high, due to high demand,
the tax benefit is at its greatest during a period when it is least needed.

THE WINDFALL PROBLEM

The tax credit proposal will provide substantial "windfall" profits despite
complex but ineffective provisions to prevent them. Manufacturers will receive a
"windfall" by qualifying for the credit by recycling materials which they would
have recycled without the tax credit. The provisions, by limiting accrual of the
credit until purchases of recyclable material by the manufacturer exceed 75
percent of base period purchases, subsidize the manufacturer for increases in
total production over previous levels even if he has not increased the actual
percentage of recycled material in his product. Thus, manufacturers will be
subsidized for using recycled material which they would have used simply to
meet increases in production. Proponents of the recycling tax credit proposal
claim that tax loss will be minimal because for each ton of recyclable material
used, there will be a corresponding decrease in use of virgin material which
would qualify for a tax credit. This assumes that there will be an increase in
recycling, which we question. The assertion fails to account for the tax loss I have
Just described. The revenue loss would be much greater under Senator Gravel's
amendment which I will discuss later.

In addition, we note with dismay that provisions In previous recycling tax
credit proposals designed to limit possible windfall have been eliminated in this
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proposal. The provisions make no attempt, as found in prior versions, to limit
the credit to purchasers of lxst-consumer material and exclude purchases of
industrial converting wastes, 90 percent of which are currently being recycled.
Gone is the requirement that the tax credit can only be applied against new
investment in recycling equipment. (Identified by EPA as the best means of
assuring that long term substitution of recyclable material will take place.)
Except for scrap paper, gone also is the ceiling provision which terminates the
credit should the price of the recyclable material rise high enough to provide
its own incentive to increase supply and to prevent excessive revenue loss.
Finally, the requirement that the credit be terminated at such time as tax
benefits for virgin materials users are removed by the Congress has also been
eliminated.

A great deal of controversy Furrounds the level of tax loss and windfall
benefit which will result from the proposal. Although the Report on II.R. 10612
states that the tax loss in 1977 %%;.It be $9 million, the Association of Brass and
Ingot Manufacturers calculates that the scrap copper processors it represents
woull be entitled to $6,913,012 in credits. Since copper represents less than 5
percent of the material recycled each year, tie Committee's calculations may be
in error. More importantly, the Committee calculation of the revenue loss when
the proposal is in full effect in 1981 is $345 million. Attachment 5 provides the
U.S. Treasury calculation of the cost-per-ton of additional recycling created by
the proposal when in full effect. It shows that the Federal government will in
effect be paying front2.60 to 20.10 times the market price in the form of lost
revenue for every ton of additional material recycled. We submit that these
nioneys would be far more effectively spent if used to ensure that the recently
leased Solid Waste Utilization Act (S. 2150) were fully funded. This bill pro-
vides technical assistance, planning, grants, and loan guarantees to stimulate
the supply and use of recyclable materials and the safe disposal of non-recover-
able waste. We are far more optimistic about the prospect of success for such
an approach.

Finally, I would like to address the amendments to section 2006 recently
proposed by Sena~ors Mike Gravel and John Tunney. In our view, both proposals
would amplify the current problems with the measure which I have outlined.

Amendment number 2016, introduced by Senator Gravel would essentially
eliminate the base period as established in H.R. 10612 over a three year period.
Recyclers would therefore receive a credit for 100 percent of the base year plus
100 percent of any incremental Increase in recyclables used. Therefore, barring
any major economic decline the revenue loss in 1981 should be about four times
tho Committee's original estimate, or $1.380 billion. A staggering tax loss, yet
the (lata we presented indicates that as a percentage of recyclable materials cost
to the user, it will be small and thus h'ive little effect.

Amendment number 2017 Introduced by Senator Gravel and Senator Tunney is
a clear example of the inappropriateness of trying to apply the recycling tax
credit approach across the board without regard to the technological and eco-
noinic realities of the materials involved. The major effect of the amendment is
to extend the 5 percent recycling tax credit already provided to purchasers of
recyclable glass and plastic to purchasers of energy and other products produced
front garbage residues, after all recyclable materials have been removed.

First, the amendment can not be supported by a tax equity argument since
the production of steam is not directly subsidized through tax benefits resembling
the depletion allowance and such allowance has been largely removed for oil
production. This is not to imply that other subsidies for fossil fuels producers
do not exist. More important, is the fact that the overwhelming impediment to
the purchase of energy products from these resource recovery facilities is caused
by the newness and questionable reliability of the technology involved and the
technological modifications users must make in order to accommodate these
products. These technological risks could not be remotely affected by such a
modest tax benefit. Although we support the concept of encouraging the develop-
ment of energy recovery facilities we believe that such facilities must operate on
a free market basis without depending on subsidies for support. Where financial
encouragement is necessary, it is far more effective if provided directly to the
energy developer, rather than indirectly through the energy user, which simul.
taneously has the effect of encouraging increased energy use caused by lower
energy costs.

ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS

Although we recognize that current tax policy encourages the excessive use
of virgin materials and energy, there are several approaches to correcting such
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inequities and providing an incentive for Increased recycling: (1) tax credits

for users of recyclable material, (2) tax credits for suppliers of recyclable

material, (3) severance taxes on virgin materials extractors, (4) disposal charges

on producers of consumer products which do not contain recycled material, and

(5) the removal of existing tax benefits available to virgin materials users. The

best manner for Congress to rationally alter tax i.ollcy In this area so as to

create an effective incentive for recycling which will minimize tax revenue loss

is to consider such proposals concurrently, rather than consecutively. In this

way, if the Congress chose to pass more than one proposal, the passage of one

would not jeopardize valuable support for the other. The Senate passed the

Solid Waste Utilization Act on June 30 which contains a comprehensive study

provision requiring an examination of all the available proposals for creating an

effective incentive to encourage greater recycling. We urge the Senate to defer

passage of the recycling tax credit until the completion of such a study to

enable an effective analysis of the options to be conducted. Given tile importance
and complexity of improving our national materials policy to increase recycling
and the importance of reducing revenue loss to a minimum to achieve the budget
ceiling established by the congressional budgeting process, a delay to enu:'re

- that such information is considered before legislation in this area is passed is

a necessity. Make no mistake about it, we view this provision as a special interest
tax loophole-not as a provision to save energy and improve the environment.

My testimony presented today has the support of the following organizations
besides Environmental Action: Environmental Policy Center, Friends of the
Earth, Taxation with Representation, Iublic Interest Economic Center, and
Public Citizen-Tax Research Group.

PAPER RECYCLING. TIE IMPACTS OR CONTAM INANTS, 1973-1985

(A Report by the 'Midwest Research Institute and Franklin Associates for
the Solid Waste Council of the Paper Industry)

From 1973 to 19S5, the use of waste paper is forecast to growv from 22.3
percent in 1973 to 24.4 percent in 1985. In tonnage, this is a significant turn-
around, and in fact, the actual waste paper fiber use will increase substantially
as its use outpaces growth In total paper demand.

The trends in fiber sources are summarized in Table 2-1. Total waste paper
use will Increase from 14.3 million tons in 1973 to 23.0 million tons in 19K.5, or
from 22.3 percent of total fiber to 24.8 percent of total fiber.

Thus waste paper will become a more important fiber source in the future.
This means it will be used In more grades of paper and in higher percentages.
As it becomes more important, the type of contaminants associated with paper
recovered for recycling will be of Interest to tie companies that recycle post-
consumer grades.

Some uncertainties occur today because the concentration of contaminants
is rising and the types of substances encountered cannot be fully removed or dii-
persed in tile paper mills. If this situation prevails, then recycling costs and
recycled products could become noncompetitive with virgin fiber and recycling
will not expand as rapidly as it would otherwise. In either case, the effect of
rapidly increasing contaminants could be unfavorable to the industry as it
shifts Its raw materials base toward waste paper.

TABLE 2-1.-FIBROUS RAW MATERIALS USED IN PAPER MANUFACTURE, 1950-85

fin thousand tons

Roundwood Wood residues T,tal wood pulp Wastepbref Other fibers

Per- Per- Per- Per- Per-
Year Tons cent Tons cent Tons cent Tons cent Tons cent Total

1950 ............... 15,518 59.9 991 3.8 16, 509 63.7 7,4., 30.7 1, 439 5.6 25,404
1955 ............... 19,737 62.0 1,716 5.4 21,453 67.4 9,041 28.4 1,340 4.2 31,845
1960 ............... 21,331 59.8 4,369 12.2 25, 700 72.0 9,032 25.3 971 2.7 35,703
1965 ............... 25,369 56.2 8,638 19.2 34.007 75.4 10,231 22.9 879 2.0 45 117
1970 ............... 30,710 54.8 12,482 22.3 43.192 77.1 12,021 21.5 828 1.5 56,041
1973 ............... 30,490 47.6 18,372 28.6 48,862 7A. 2 14,319 22.3 964 1.5 64,145
1980 ---------- 34,010 44.2 24,130 31.3 58, 140 75.5 17,860 23.2 1,000 1.3 77,000
1985 ............... 39,510 42.6 29,210 31.5 68,720 74.1 22,990 24.8 1,000 1.1 92,710

Source: American Pulpwood Association; American Paper Institute; Midwest Research Insttute.
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RESEARCiH TRIANGLE INSTITUTE,
January 1976.

The statements, findings, and conclusions presented in this draft
report are tentative and are not necessarily those that will be found
in the final report. Therefore, please do not cite or quote this document.

I)RAI'f FINAL UEPORT-TInE CASF FOR VIRGIN MATEllIAf CIIARGES: A T1IEORETICAL
AND EMIRICAL EVALUATION IN TI[E PAPER INDUSTRY

(l'repared for Office of Solid Waste 'Management Programs Environmental
Protection Agency by Allen K. Miedenia, Bun Song I.ee, Joanne T. Rogoff,
Philip C. Cooley)

5.2 REUSE RATIO EFFECTS

Figure 5-1 arrays predicted virgin fiber shares in 1987) versus charge/subsidy
rates. Under all three generic policy specifications the virgin fiber share will
decline fromn the predichtd baseline level of S2 percent in 19S5, i.e. the predicted
baseline wastepaper reuse rate of IS percent in 1985. The rate of descent,
howN-ever, (lifters considerably among the three policies. For example, at a $25
rate the virgin fiher shares are predicted at 64, I. id 73.3 percent for the
charge, subsidy, and mixed policies, respectively. These imply reuse rates of
36, 18.4, and 2(.7 percent respectively. It is interesting to note that the pre-
dicted 36 percent reuse rate under the $25 charge policy is nearly identical to
lte reuse rates that were experienced in the U.S. during World War II. At
the extreme rate of $50 per ton the virgin fiber shares would be 47, 79.2, and
65 percent under the charge, subsidy and mixed policies, respectively. Clearly,
the subsidy policy appears completely ineffective. Furthermore the effectiveness
that the mixed policy does have is associated with the increasing charge rate
over the ten-year period.

Since the subsidy policy was found uniformly ineffective it may be useful,
at this point, to mention the two main reasons for this observation First, the
elasticity of secondary fiber supply Is very low, .09. Therefore, virtually none
of the subsidy would likely be passed forward. It would be absorbed as economic
rent by paperstock suppliers and/or paper producers. Second, the subsidy has
a perverse demand effect as noted in chapter 3. This results because the little
subsidy that does get passed forward lowers overall fiber furnish costs and,
hence, paper production costs. This, In turn, shifts the paper supply functions
rightward and downward. Therefore, with small substitutiton effects this shift-
ing paper supply function may actually serve to increase total virgin fiber con-
sumption above what it would have been in the absence of any policy.

5.3 FIBER CONSUMPTION EFFECTS

Figure 5-2 shows projected secondary fiber tonnage consumption projections
for 1985 under the three policies at the ten rates.

ATTACHMENT 2-2
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VIOURE 5-2.--Charge/subsidy effects on paperstock consumpt ion in 1985

MAXIMUM ESTIMATED
ATTACHMENT 3

IMPACT OF DISCRIMINATORY TAXES AND TAX BENEFITS ON
COMMODITIES, 19-

THE COST OF SELECTED.

Natural gas
Pulp and paper (per thou-

Aluminum Steel Petroleum sand cubic
(per ingot Newsprint Paperboard Glass (per ton of (per barrel) feet) for

Tax element ton) (per ton) (per ton) (per ton) raw steel) for 1971 1971

Percentage depletion .... $1.35 ........................ $0.20 $0.90 $0.25 $0. 015.
Foreign tax treatment .... 1.51 ................................... . 27 .13 ............
Expensing of mine ex-

ploration and devel-
opment expenditures.. 1.02 .................................... .27 ........................

Expensing ot intangible
drilling and develop-
ment costs ........................................................................ 01 .002

Capital gains treatment
of income from tim-
ber sales ......................... $1.14 $2.48 ................................................

Minimum tax on prefer-
ences ............................................................................ (.04) (.002)

State and local resources
taxes ................ (.08) .................................... (.19) (.06) (.007)

Total (after tax) ..... 3.80 1.14 2.48 .20 1.25 .29 .008

Percent of price. 0.7 0.7 1.4-2.2 1.4 1.7 9.8 4.4

Total (before tax)... $7.92 $2.28 $4.96 $C. 40 $2. 60 $0.60 $0.017
Percent of price. 1.5 1.4 2.8-4.3 2.7 13.5 20.2 9.3

1 Percent of estimated average cost of producing raw steel at $75 (ton).
I Includes estimated percentage depletion tar limestone, soda ash (a limestone derivative) and fel.ispar.
Note: Impacts are shown as tax savings associated with tax benefits (after tax basis). Before tax impacts represent the

amount that prices would have to be increased to fully affect the effects of the removal of tax benefits.

TuE FEDERAL TAX CODE AS -A DETERRENT TO RECYCLING

(By Robert Anderson and Richard Spiegelman)

To the extent scrap supply and demand curves are inelastic, subsidies tc pitier
Iniyers or sellers have only a nominal impact upon quantities recycled. For ex-
ample, a 10 percent ad valorem depletion allowance (or recycling tax credit as it
was termed in pending energy conservation legislation) w uld, according to jur
estimated supply and demand elasticities, increase the quantity of wastepaper
recycled by only 0.8 percent. A similar subsidy to the scrap steel industry would
Increase the quantity of steel recycled by 4.5 percent.
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The equalization of effective tax rates in virgin and secondary materials indus-
tries achieved through the elimination of some of the income tax subsidies cur-
rently accorded the virgin material producers, would as we have seen in the
econometric section, have a negligible impact on recycling over the short to inter-
mediate term for which the elasticI-estiate may be considered valid. The tax
code may also be used to increase the final price of certain virgin based products
so as to encourage greater recycling. HR 2172. for example, would tax beverage
containers but would exempt all returnable containers from the tax.

The dilemma faced by those who would seek to increase recycling rates is that
subsidization of either supply or demand fails to significantly increase recycling
to the extent that production and consumption decisions are not responsive to
price. In attempting to formulate a public policy which might have a greater
impact one must first examine the underlying determinants of inelastic supply
and demand curves. Inelasticity of demand with respect to the price asked by
scrap dealers may be attributed to at least two factors. First, the full vost (of
scrap to a user includes transportation charges which occasionally exceed the
dealer's price in magnitude. This means that though dealer prices tre quite
volatile, the price perceived by the user will fluctuate over a much narrower
range. The inclusion of transportation charges in the price to users suhstantiallyv
reduces the elasticity of demand in response to a change in dealer prices. ,Secund,
many users perceive supply as being unresponsive to market signals and con-
sequently may be reluctant to depend upin scrap supplies as a regular source of
raw materials. These users purchase scrap only when other sources of supply
are unavailable, and demand for their final outputs is strong. During these
periods such users probably care little what they must pay for raw materals-
availability counting far more than price in -their purchase decisions.

Scrap supplies tend to be inelastic for two related reasons. First Is the fact
that over half of all scrap generated is of the home or prompt variety and is
recycled automatically, or at least with little reference to prevailing prices for
scrap. Of the post consumer sources most of the high quality, generator sepln-
rated metals and paper are subject to disposal contracts with scrap dealers and
will be recovered irrespective of current market conditions. Only the widely
dispersed post consumer wastes are available as new supply sources when
scrap demand rises, and the marginal costs of processing these supplies is high.
The second, related factor leading to supply inelasticity is the volatile nature of
demand which increase the risk of financial ruin.

ESTIMATED IMPACT OF FULLY EFFECTIVE RECYCLING CREDIT; 5 MAJOR RECYCLABLE MATERIALS I

Cost per ton of
Incremental reycling incremental recycling 3

Typical due to credit'
market Unsubsidized Ratio to

price recycling Amount market
Recyclable material per ton volume (tons) Percent Amount price

Paper (overall). $45 16,000,000 120,000 0.75 $230 5.15
Scrap iron (overall) 75 40,000,000 190,000 .47 310 4.10
Copper ---------------- 1,100 400, 000 750 .19 Ii, 100 10.10
Aluminum .............. 300 350,000 3,900 1.10 . 785 2.60
Lead ------------------ 220 560,000 500 .09 4,400 20.10

I These calculations are based on assumpticns intended to overstate response to the subsidy, hence understate thelcost
per incremental ton of recycling: (1) Induced cyclable instability of the credit due to use of prior year b3ses is ignored.
(2) No allowance provided for administratively uncontrollable fraud. (3) Estimates ol market response rounded upward.

2 This assumes that the base for the credit is purchases i n excess of 75 percent of the taxpayer's base period quantity.
If the base is redefined to be purchases in excess of 50 percent of the base period quantity, the numbers in this column
would be doubled.

a Entries in this column are independent of the definition of the credit base, they depend only on price response of market
demand and supply.

STATEMENT OF A. BLAKEMAN EARLY, ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION
GROUP

Mfr. E;.nxy. Good morning. Mer. Lane was not able to be with me
today but his organization endorses my testimony. My name is A.
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Blakeman Early and I am here to discuss section 2006 of H.R. 10612,
the Tax Reform Act of 1976.

While this proposal is distinguishable from others of a similar
nature that have been introduced in prior Congresses, primary by
the additional base period, which is designed to prevent windfall
benefits, it still attempts to deal with a complex problem in the same
fashion.

It seeks to eliminate the effects of tax benefits to virgin material
users by creating a countervailing tax benefit to recyclable materials
users across the board without regard to whether the benefits will
achieve greater recycling of a given-material.

The benefits are extended without regard to whether the use of
the recyclable material is even in competition with virgin materials
which generate the original tax credits to be offset.

Indeed, the benefits are extended without regard to whether there
is any additional recyclable material which can be recycled. As the
Aluminum Recycling Association has pointed out in its statement
in opposition to this proposal, recycled aluminum alloy and primary
aluminum alloy are used in wholly different products and so are
not in competition.

In addition, primary alloy manufacturers rely on foreign sources
for their raw material, bauxite, and, therefore, cannot use the per-
centage depletion allowance to a great extent.

Materials such as textiles and plastics qualify for the tax credit
when no data has been developed indicating to what extent virgin
material counterparts have achieved an unfair tax advantage.

Clearly then, if tax equity is the goal, the equity achieved by the
subject proposal is a rough one, indeed. The only effective means
of achieving tax equity, if that is the committee's goal, is to remove
the benefits which accrue to virgin materials users, not to enact a
countervailing benefit to recyclers which cannot be shown to approxi-
mate the virgin materials benefits.

The testimony and data provided to the Finance Committee in
supliort of this proposal and past proposals is replete with the
environmental, energy, materials, and balance of payment benefits
A'hich will accrue from the increased recycling promoted by the
proposal.

But, will any appreciable increase in recycling result from the
enactment of the subject provision? Proponents of this measure have
I)resellted no data to demonstrate its effectiveness in increasing the use
of recvclable materials.

Again, this is due in part to the failure of the measure to treat
each material category on an individual basis. The lack of greater
I'ccling Of these materials is caused by a bewildering combination
of technical, economic, and institutional barriers which v'ary depending
upon which material is considered.

Although it is difficult to generalize, many problems surround the
impurities found in most recyclable materials which either require
more processing than virgin materials need in order to remove them. or
which simply are not removal)le using existing technology.

The committee cannot expect that a tox credit of the size proposed
will be sufficient to overcome technological barriers requiring extensive
research and development in each materials area, for the needs are
different for each material.
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Section 2006 does not take into account that for some materials
the technological barriers are too great. Therefore, the use of that
recyclable material should noL qualfy for the credit since no iiddi-
tional recycling will result and the only result would be that existing
levels of recycling will receive windfall benefits.

Senator 'P',TLimOE. Sorry Mr. Early. I am sorry to interrupt, we
have 21 witnesses waiting to be heard. Any questions, Senator Gravel'?

Senator GRAVEL. I have a question. On page 7 of your proposal, I
think this essentially goes to the heart of the matter. I will read what
you have here.

":Although we recognize that current tax policy encourages the
excessive use' of virgin materials and energy, there are several ap-
proaches to correcting such inequities and providing an incentive for
increased recycling: One, tax credits for users of recyclable material,
which is really what we have here; two, tax credits for suppliers of
recyclable material."

ly question then would be what additional credits-let me finish
my question and then you can respond. Three is the severance taxes
on virgin materials extractors, the repeal of that which of course
was offered in committee and failed overwhelmingly, so that cannot
be utilized; and four, disposal charges on producers of consumer prod-
ucts which do not contain recycled material.

That came up in the Senate not long ago and failed very strongly
as did ~your last point, the removal of existing tax benelits available

to virgin material users. The Senate already has essentially voted
on two of these and they voted no, overwhelmingly.

That leaves the first proposal, which is the one we offer in this
legislation, and the second proposal. Would you have any other con-
structive thought to give us as to what we ought to do to try to get
this country fractured on what--on recycling some of its wastes?

Mr. EARLY. First of all, Mr. Grave , I would not endorse either
of the first two approaches.

Senator GRAVEL. But the others have failed.
Mr. EARLY. The others have not really been adequately considered

by the Congress.
Senator GRAVEL. But if the Congress chooses not to take those.

then you have no recommendation to make about this country?
Mr. EARLY. To my knowledge there has been consideration of the

severance tax proposal by Congress.
Senator GRAvL. We just had a vote in the Senate on adding the. 5

cents or a source reduction tax. We had a vote on that. That was the
]lat field amendment that we had.

Mi. EARLY. That is not the proposal that I seek to describe.
Senator GRAV,. It is simpler in concept?
Mr. EALY. It. is similar. It would be a tax on virgin materials and

extractors. at the virgin extraction point in the production, con-
sumption cycle, not at the consumer.

Senator GTVEr,. Essentially though if we do not adopt those pro-
visions which you think are better, then your point is we should not
(10 anything?

Mr. EARYn.y My basic point is that the proposals have not been

considered, as I pointed out-they have not been compared with each

other.
Senator GRAVEL. Maybe they have not been considered adequately.

74 -7i2-70-Pt. 1-24
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Mr. EARLY. I do not consider it a new idea for the Congress just
to pass something to get through when it is going to cost $345 miion
in 1981.

Senator GRAVEL. Those figures are $325 million but I believe they are
in error and the committee staff has already corrected it and we are
talking about 200 and something at this point.

The fiist year is $9 million, the second is $39 million that it would
cost ?

Mr. EARLY. That is still open to question. As you know the witness
on behalf of the element of recycling association intends that in the
first year alone, the aluminum industry would qualify for over $6
million worth of tax credits.

Senator GRAVEL. I have had the aluminum people visit me. of
course Alcoa and the other large companies and they find no problem
with this. It is the smaller ones feeling that they will be disinfranchised.

Do you see-because the ones with which you lined up are not
g goingg to be enjoying that benefit of 75 percent of the profit. I tried to
improve upon that but the committee was not willing to go.

You wind up with people who essentially have a sort of monopolistic
position. I do not want to see an increase come in, which would change
tli market situation. I can understand that.

Mr. EARLY. There is certainly some truth to that. There are very
much disturbed people about the so-Cealled prejuldiCe against the new
entrance into the marketplace.

Senator GRRAVEL. Do you not think that the fact that we only recycle
4 percent of all of the aluminum produced does not cry out for some
change?

Senator TAL-MADGE. All right, Senator Gravel.
Senator GRAVEL. If I could have one brief statement?
Senator TL-MAME. Without objection. so ordered.
Senator GR.',r,. The New York Environmental Agency. and I do not

wnnt, to let, it be known to the committee that all of the environment-
alists are on one side, which is like this organization, is for this
amendment.

The National Lague of Cities is for this amendment. the U.S. Con-
ference of Mayors is for this amendment and the National Governors'
Conference is for this amendnient so I do not feel it is special interest
legislation.

I appreciate the views of the witness.
Senator TALM3U1X. Thank you very much. Mr. Early. We appreciate

your contribution and the next witness is Ihr. Chase Troxell. on behalf
of M.Nr. Frank A. Ausbury. ITT and Mr. Frank A. Augshuiry, Jr.
You may insert your full statement in the record and summarize.

[The statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF D. CHASE TROXELL ON BEHALF OF FRANK A. ALGSBURY, JR. AND
FRANK A. AUGSBURY III

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

1. Tax Reduction Act of 1975 contains R provision under which shipping
ineomeof a foreign corporation is taxed directly to its U.S. shareholders except
to the extent plowed back into ships.

2. 1975 Act provision was aimed at tax haven, flag-of-convenience shipping
etrollid by U.S. corporations hut also ifferts 11all Corporation Shipping Ltd.,
a Canadian company owned by U.S. individuals. Hall-
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a. is incorporated in Canada because Canadian law requires local Incorpora-
tion and registration of ships;

b. is subject to Canadian tax on worldwide income;
c. pays U.S.-scale wages to its crews, who are unionized; and
d. is not affiliated with any U.S. business organization.
3. If no relief is granted, this family business is likely. to be destroyed.
4. Full disclosure of identities of interested parties was made to Ways and

Means. Finance and Joint Committee staff.
5. Proposal was examined by Joint Committee and discussed by both Con-

gressional Committees at some length In open executive sesions.

STATEMENT

This statement is made by Chase Troxell, a partner in the law firm of Burke &
Burke. Daniels. Leighton & Reid, New York City, on behalf of Frank A. Augsliury,
3r. of Ogdensburg, New York, and his immediate family, who own all of the stock
of Hall Corporation Shipping Ltd. of Montreal.

I. General Nature of Problem

Section 602 of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 amended Subpart F of the Code
in such a way as to cause shipping income earned iby a controlled foreign corpora-
tion to be taxed currently to U.S. shareholders as if declared as a dividend, except
to the extent that the foreign corporation spends the income for additional
ships or repays mortgage loans in its existing fleet.

The Conference Committee Report ' states that the Intent was to repeal prior
law "which permits a deferral of U.S. tax for shipping income received by a
foreign subsidiary of a U.S. corporation." The provision was in fact aimed at
"flag of convenience" fleets-ships owned by foreign subsidiaries of U.S. corpora-
tions incorporated in such tax haven countries as Bermuda and the Bahamas
and registered in such countries as Liberia and Panama, ships that are operated
as integral parts of U.S.-controlled International businesses. ships that could lie
ol;erated by U.S. corporations, under U.S. flag and with U.S. seamen but are
instead operated under foreign flag and ownership by low-wage foreign crews.

The provision was, however, written so broadly that it has exactly the same
tax impact on Hall Corporation, a Canadian corporation which can only operate
as a Canadian corporation with Canadian.flag ships: which is subject to tax by
Canada on its world-wide income; which pays American-scale wages to its
crews: and which is owned by U.S. individuals and is not part of a multinational
combine in any sense.

If. Requirement of C(anadian Incorporation and Regl8try

Few people outside the shipping industry have ever heard the term "cabotage."
It means coasting, carrying passengers or goods Ietween points within a single
country.

Many countries have cabotage laws which restrict the coasting trade to
vessels which are registered in that country and which are owned by citizens or
corporations of that country.

The United States has had a cabotnge law since 1920. No foreign ship can
pick up goods in New Orleans and deliver them to Baltimore, for example.

Canada has a cabotage law too, forbidding, for example, an American ship
from carrying goods between Montreal and Toronto. Only Canadian-flag shills
owned by Canadian corporations or Canadian or other British Commonwealth
citizens may do so. Consequently, If an American wants to engage in that trade
he must do so through a Canadian corporation.

Hall Corporation Shipping Ltd. is a Canadian company headquartered in
Montreal which ships grain, ore. coal and petroleum products on the St. Lawrence
River and the Great Lakes. It is wholly owned by one American family, the
Augsbury family who live in the small St. Lawrence valley city of Ogdensburg,
Nv,w York, and who have owned the company since it was formed fifty years ago.

I The povislon wap not In either the House or Senate version of the TAX Rduetinn At
of 1975 but was added by the Conference Committee. Consequently no reference to it
sappear, In either the House or Senate Committee Report. For fuller discussion please see
Part VIII (G) below.
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About 70 percent of Hall's income comes from coasting in Canada. The remain-
ing 30 percent is from shipping goods-primarily Labrador iron ore-between
Canada and the U.S. Since each of Hall's ships earns a significant part 6f its
income from coasting, each must be registered in Canada and owned by a
Canadian corporation.

111. Absence of Wage or Tax Avoidance Motivation

Hall is not avoiding high labor costs or taxes by being Canadian. Its crewmen
are all members of the Seafarers International Union of Canada, AFL/CIO,
whose wage rates are very comparable to U.S. union rates. Moreover, all of its
worldwide income is subject to Canadian tax at rates comparable to ours.

IV. Independence of Operation

Hall is not part of a multinational group. It is owned by members of one
family rather than by a U.S. corporation and all of its trade is with unrelated
persons.

Hall is, therefore, not the sort of runaway operation which, we believe, the
shipping income provision of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 was aimed at.
Nevertheless, under the Tax Reduction Act, Hall is treated no different from the
offshore oil company subsidiary that runs Liberian-flag tankers from the Persian
Gulf or the Caribbean to U.S. refineries-companies which could be incorporated
in the U.S. and operate U.S.-fiag ships with U.S. crews but choose not to.

V. Effect of Tax Reduction Act of 1975

The stockholders of Hall received a ruling from the Internal Revenue Service
in December 1975 that any shipping income it earns in 1976 will not be Subpart F
income because Hall was not formed or availed of to avoid tax. The ruling was
issued under a general escape-valve section which was part of the original Sub-
part F when It was enacted in 1962.

If it were not for the ruling, the effect of the shipping income provision would
be this: Hall would either have to pay out most of its income as dividends in
order to enable the Augsburys to pay U.S. and State income taxes or purchase
additional shipping, whether or not economic conditions justified such purchases.

The dividend alternative would strip the company of working capital.
The reinvestment alternative is impractical for two main reasons:
1. Strikes, collisions, weather along the St. Lawrence and in grain-growing

areas of Canada and governmental actions, as well as rises and falls in the
general economy, makes profits very unpredictable. An Independent shipping
company like Hall, which catries spot cargoes When and as available rather
than operating ships under long-term charters to substantial shippers, cannot
project profits at the beginning of a year with anything like the certainty of a
manufacturing company, so it cannot hope to time ship purchases, which must
be committed for long before delivery dates, In such a way as to match profits.

2. The purchase of shipping depends not only on the availability of current
cash flow but also the availability of loans and shipyard berths and in many
cases the concurrence of existing creditors and the host government.

As a practical matter, If not amended, the Tax Reduction Act would either
force the sale of Hall to foreign interests or gradually drive the company out ofbusiness.

The ruling saves Hall from this result for 1976, and we would hope that the
Service wotild renew the riling from year to year. However, our situation is so
completely free of tax-Avoidance and fair wage-avoidance motives that we feel
justified In asking Congress to exempt us by statute from Subpart F.

VI. Effect of Section 10-24 of Ta: Reform Act of 1976

section 1024 of the Tax Reform Act * would give substantial relief since it
provides that income from th# coasting trade and, according to discussion on the
floor of House when it debated the Act, also from the sale of ships to the eitttibt
that they have been engaged in that trade, is riot "foreign base company shipping
income." However, it does not rethove from that category the Income that Hall's

I Section 1024 of the House bill was directed at our situation alone. Section 1024 of the
Senate bill covers three different situations, ours and two others which do not concern flail.
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ships derive from carrying goods between Canada and the U.S., and we feel
that this income too should be exempt because:

1. No ship may operate in the U.S.-Canada trade tinder U.S. flag and ownership,
unless the ship is taken out of the Canadian coasting trade, since Canada bars the.
coasting trade to non-Canadian vessels.

2. Taking any ship out of the Canadian coasting trade would deprive it of SUCIL:
a large amount of business that it could not come close to operating profitably
unless some new source of business were substituted.

3. None of Hall's ships could coast in the United States because coasting here
Is forbidden to foreign-built ships.

4. Ships such as Hall's fleet of dry-cArgo vessels (called 'lakers"), which are
designed for the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence Uiver service, are shallow-
draught and of reduced strength criteria and therefore cannot operate in the
open ocean. Because of their sinall size (5,000 to 12,000 deadweight tons), its
tankers are limited to distribution of refined products from local refineries on the
lakes and river. They are not economically viable for ocean operation, where
tankers ten or twenty times their size are commonplace and even larger tankers
are not unusual.

A. There is not enough. Canada-U.S. business available in the St. Lawrence-
Great Lakes for an Independent fleet to operate in that trade alone.

As a result, Hall can only operate as It now operates, and, if the present version
of section 1024 is enacted, almost a third of Hall's income will be Subpart F
income regardless of the fact that it must be Canadian and is not avoiding taxes
or unionization by being so.

We feel that Congress did not have our type of business in mind when it passed
the Tax Reduction Act and that the relief provided in H.R. 10612 does not up
until this point protect us adequately from the unintended harm that the Tax
Reduction Act will do to us.

VII. Relief Reqtiested

It is requested that the present verelon of section 1024 be modified to exempt
from "foreign base company shIppipg income" any income derived from the
operations or sale of ships wiich engage, regularly and to 4t substantial extent,
in the coasting trade within a foreign country if the laws of that country
prohibit ships owned by U.S. corporationo and citizens from engaging in that
trade.

,Not a single Job which an American seaman could fill would be lost through
such an exemption and any revenue loss would be temporary and miniscule. It
would, on the other hand, avoid the needless and, we believe, unintended destruc-
tion of a major family business which has benefited people on both sides of our
northern border for 50 years.

VIII. Procedutre Followed in Requested Relief

Certain members of the Senate have objected to the fact that the Tax Reform
Act contains many provisions, applicable to only one or a few taxpayers, which
were slipped into the bill with little or no notice or opportunity for analysis and
evaluation.

The relief provision Hall has asked for applies, we believe, to Hall and the
Augsbury family only. We have never in any way attempted to make a secret of
that fact but have, on the contrary, stated it orally and in writing to the House
Ways and Means Committee, the Senate Finance Committee and the 8taff of the
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation. Moreover both Committees have
discussed the provision at some length and the 1taff of the Joint Committee has
studied it in detail.

A summary of the procedural steps taken follows.
A. Ways and Mofans Committee hegringe

On July 24, 1975, 1 made an oral statement before the Ways and Means Com-
mittee. In that statement, and in the written statement which I submitted at that
time, I identified my clients by name and address and stated thbat the relief re-
quested would probably #ffect only them.

The transcript of that hearing shows that the Acting Chairman proposed to the
Comadttee that our request be refeped to the Staff of the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation and that hWs recommendation was supported by
Committee members from both parties.
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.B. Joint Committee inquiry
Our request was considered by the Staff of the Joint Committee during the

-summer of 1975. I had personal and telephone conversations with Staff members
,during that period and submitted data on Hall Corporation as well as proposals,
ideas and arguments. There was no misapprehension on the Staff's part either as
to whom I represented, what I sought or why I sought it.

The Staff made recommendations to the Ways and Means Committee when the
Committee met in executive session in September and October 1975 to adopt the
Tax Reform Bill.
C. Ways and MCans Committee decisions

The Committee adopted the viewpoint recommended by the Staff of the Joint
Committee, in effect approving our request in part but not in full, and the provi-
sion became Section 1024 of the Committee bill. The House passed the bill as
proposed by the Committee.
D. House debate

The provision was the subject of a brief colloquy on the floor of the House
between the Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee and a ranking minority
member. The colloquy, which clarified an ambiguity in the provision, mentioned
that the provision affected a particular Canadian corporation and its U.S.
shareholders.
E. Finance Committee

When this Committee began consideration of the Tax Reform Act, I sub-
mitted a written statement to the Committee requesting the same relief that I
had requested of the Ways and Means Committee. I also requested the opportunity
to address the Committee, but that request was denied. In both the written state-
ment and the request for leave to address the Committee, I identified my clients by
name and address.

Our proposal was discussed by the Committee in executive session for perhaps
10 minutes, and the views of the Joint Committee Staff were requested and given.
The Committee then approved the same partial relief as the House had and,
though the wording of the applicable parts of Section 1024 of the Finance Com-
mittee bill differs from that of the House bill, to my mind the two bills mean
exactly the same thing.
F. Conclusion

We believe that we have been completely candid and open with the Congress in
requesting relief. We a'so believe that our proposal was thoroughly examined by
an unbiased, expert body, the Staff of the Joint Committee. It was also discussed
at some length by both the Ways and Means Committee and this Committee in
executive sessions.
G. Postscript regarding congressional procedure in enacting the Tax Reduo.

lion Act of 1975
We would like to point out that the provision from which we have been seeking

relief became part of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 only in the Conference Com-
mittee. The concept was not considered by the Ways and Means Committee during
its deliberations on the bill and was not part of the bill adopted by the House.
Similarly. it was not considered by the Finance Committee.

On the floor of the Senate, an amendment to the Senate bill was adopted under
which all net Income of all controlled foreign corporations would be taxed as
dividends to their U.S. sharholders; however, the amendment was a general one
and did not apply particularly to the shipping industry. It applied to all business:
finance, manufacturing, insurance, service, utilities, transportation, everything.

In the Conference Committee, the Senate floor amendment was eliminated and
the particular provision involved here, that is, the provision applying to shipping
alone, was adopted. The first notice to the public that there was a possibility that
this provision would become part of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 came after the
Conference Committee bad agreed on the provision and the House and Senate had
by voice vote approved the Act and sent it to the President for signature.

The members who spoke on the floor on June 29 are unquestionably right in
saying that special interest tax legislation should not be passed without adequate
disclosure to and consideration by Congress, but at the same time we feel that
Congress should not pass tax legislation without giving citizens any opportunity
whatsoever to be heard and to demonstrate that a particular piece of legislation
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is unfair and would have an unintended and disastrous effect on many of them, a
few of them or even Just one of them.

STATEMENT OF D. CHASE TROXELL ON BEHALF OF FRANK A.
AUGSBURY, JR., AND FRANK A. AUGSBURY III

Mr. TROXELL. Gentlemen, I am listed as speaking on behalf of
Frank A. Augsbury. In the newspapers, the provision on which I am
speaking is listed as the Hall Corp. shipping provision.

I would like to say that the Public Citizen Tax Research Group
according to its written statement finds that my client may be objec-
tionable tased on incomplete information. The Trax Reduction Act of
1975 contained a provision which provided that the shipping income
realized by any foreign corporation, controlled by American citizens or
American corporations will be taxed directly back to the U.S. share-
holders, except to the extent that income is plowed back into ships for
reinvestment.

The 1975 act's provision was ained at tax haven flag of convenience
shipping controlled by large west corporations particulaily oil cor-
)orations which chose to have their foreign shipping handle th'ou,,h
foreign subsidiaries which pay no U.S. tax to their jurisdictions of
incorporation because they are low tax which register their ships in
such countries as Liberia and Panama.

These companies pay no income taxes and they further benefit by the
low rates that they are able to have because of their foreign crews. 'The
provisions in the 1975 act, also affects our corporation, Hall Corp., Ltd.,
which is a Canadian, Montreal based corporation which separates the
St. Lawrence River and the Great Lakes.

IHall Corp. is incorJ)orated in Canada because under Canadian law
it must be incorporated. The Canadian equivalent of the ,Tones Act was
mentioned earlier this morning. Our corporation is subject to world-
wide income tax )y Canada at'rates comlarable to American rates.

Our corporations crews are all unionized AFL-CIO Canadian people
to whom wages are comparable to U.S. wages, perhaps above them.
Moreover the company is not affiliated with any U.S. business orga-
nizations. so that it is not comparable in any way to the situation which
the Tax Reduction Act provision was aimed.

Quite simply if no relief is granted to our situation, our family busi-
ness is likely to be destroyed through a forced sale or a destruction of
business until it ultimately goes out'of business.

We went to the Way and Meaiis Committee for relief, disclosing
who we were by name'and address. We spoke at their hearings and
they did in fact run-put into the Ways and Means Committee bill a
partial meams of relief.

They gave us an exemption from subpart F taxation for income
realized on the traffic between Canadian ports and however, that covers
70 percent of our lIsiness and the other 30 percent is between the
United States and Canada.

We are still asking for relief on our trade between the United States
and Canada on grounds that we must lbe a Canadian corporation and
cannot transfer our Tnited States to Canada business anywhere else,
the reason being that the ships engaged in this trade are also
substantially engaged in the strictly Canada-to-Canada trade.
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The CIAIRMAN. Your time has expired. Any questions? We appre-
ciate very much your-contribution to the committee's deliberations.

The next. witness is Mr. William J. Byrne, Jr., vice president and
treasurer, Freeport Minerals Co. You may insert your full statement
in the record and summarize it.

[The statement follows:]

STATEMENT SUBMITTED ON SECTIONS 1031 AND 1032 BY FREEPORT MINERALS CO.

Repeal of Per Country Limitation and Recapture of Foreign Losses

Mining Company Transition Rule

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS CONTAINED IN STATEMENT

1. Reliance of present rules justifled.-Per country limitation is more appro-
priate for "pure" mining companies than overall limitation. Mining companies
must go where the minerals are.

2. Stable tax climate important.-Overseas mining projects of U.S. based com-
panies have traditionally depended heavily on funds borrowed from consortiu mI
of multi-national lenders; required long lead time, usually five years or more,
from date of initial development until production at design rates is achieved
and therefore need a stable tax climate in their early stages of life.

3. Reason and fair play is basis for transition rule.-A rule of reason and fair
play suggests that a Mining Company Transition Rule of the type adopted by
the Senate Finance Committee should be provided for newly established overseas
mining ventures which have yet to demonstrate the ability to earn a profit on a
consistent basis and have recently committed substantial additional capital (say
in excess of $1,000,000) to reach design capacity.

4. Revenue impact is minor.-The revenue Impact of this limited mining com-
pany transition rule should not exceed $2,500,000 per year during the three-year
transition period (1976-1979) and a portion or all of this amount will In all like-
lihood be recovered in later years under the Committee's per country loss recap-
ture provision which is applicable to these projects.

STATEMENT

My name is William J. Byrne, Jr. I am Vice President and Treasurer of Free-
port Minerals Company, a domestic producer of fertilizer products and, through -
domestic subsidiaries, a producer of copper concentrates in Irian Jaya, Indoiesia
and a participant in a nickel and cobalt joint venture in Queensland, Australia.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear before your Committee to
speak in favor of he Mining Company Transition Rule, which you have seen fit
to include in Sections 1031 and 1032 of HR 10612. These Sections repeal the per
country foreign tax credit limitation generally effective for taxable years be-
ginning after December 31, 1975 and require the "recapture" of foreign lose.
again generally effective for taxable years beginning after December 31. 1975.

Accompanying me today is Mr. Dennis Bedell of the Washington Law firm of
Miller & Chevalier.

HOUSE DECISION
Per country limitation

The House passed bill provides a transition rule whereby certain mining proj-
ects can continue to use the per country method of computing the foreign tax
credit limitation for three years. Specifically the House passed bill permits certain
recently-established mining projects, where substantial investments of capital
had been committed under the assumption that the foreign tax credit could le
computed under the per country limitation, to avail themselves of this transition
rule.

A domestic corporation to be eligible to benefit from this transition rule would.
as of October 1, 1975, have to meet all of the following conditions:

1. Been engaged in the active conduct of the mining of hard minerals for less
than 5 years; and

2. Had losses from the mining activity in at least 2 of the 5 years: and
3. Deprived 80 percent or more if its gross receipts from the date of its

incorporaUon from the sale of its mined minerals: and
4. Made commitments for substantial expansion of Its mining activities.
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Recapture of foreign losses
The House passed bill imposes, In the case of newly established mining ven-

tures which quality for the three year per country transition rule, a requirement
that any foreign losses generated in taxable years beginning after December 31,
1975 be "recaptured". The "recapture" however was on a per country basis only
(luring the three year transition period. However if these losses were not fully"recaptured" on a per country basis by the end of the three year transition period,
all losses not so "recaptured" were to be immediately "recaptured" on an over-all
foreign tax credit basis.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE DECISION
Per country limitation

Agreed to House version.
Recapture of foreign loses

Agreed to House passed version except the Senate Finance Committee decision
requires that foreign losses generated during the three year transition period be
"recaptured" only on a per country foreign tax credit basis in future years.

DETAILED STATEMENT

Freeport Minerals respectfully submits that the transition rule for mining
cmpaneis provided by the Senate Finance Committee pursuant to its decision to
repeal the per country foreign tax credit limitation is essential to assure equi-
table tax treatment for those mining companies which have relied in good faith
on the present law and which have, as a result of that reliance, recently made
.ubstantlal financial commitments to the development of new sources of minerals
for our industrial society.

Basis for the per country method in the present law
The per country limitation has been a part of our tax laws since 1954. In 1960,

when taxpayers were granted the ability to choose alternative limitations on
the foreign tax credit, the pertinent committee reports recognized the ap-
iropriateness of the per country limitation for certain types of business opera-
tions by stating:

"On the other hand it is recognized that in some cases taxpayers may think of
their businesses in various foreign countries as separate ventures. This, of course,
is especially likely when a company begins in a different foreign country a
business which is risky and which is likely to result in losses at least for an initial
perif-d of years. In such cases the company is more likely to think of such a
Iusines as being separate and apart from its other more stable operations in
other foreign countries. It seems appropriate in such cases to permit taxpayers
to use the per country limitation, thus for tax purposes treating each as a sepa-
rate operation."
The per country method is particularly appropriate for mining companies

The foreign mineral operations of U.S. mining companies clearly fit the descrip-
tion of the types of business operations for which use of the per country limita-
tion was deemed by-Congress to be appropriate. The case of Freeport Minerals
Company provides a specific illustration.

Freeport is presently involved in a nickel venture in Australia and a copper
venture in Indonesia. Freeport's Australian nickel venture involves total capital
costs in excess of $350.000.000 while the Indonesian venture has required a total
capital cost in excess of $200,000,000. Both projects have been separately financed
by international lending consortia. Each project Is expected to service its debt
from its own earnings, and the sales price of the output for each project is
directly related to the world price of the particular mineral, and in the case
of e ah venture, all sales are made to independent third parties.

With respect to the lead time required to bring these ventures into produc-
tion. it should be noted that while the first development expenses for the Aus-
tralian venture were incurred in 1969, sales of mineral products were not made
intil 1975. Although the Indonesian copper project was commenced in April 1067,
first ore concentrate shipments did not begin until December. 1972.

As regards pre-production and operating losses, the Australian nickel project
has recorded tax losses in all years to date, i.e.. June 80, 1976, and expects to
record a tax loss for Its fiscal year ended June .10. 1977. In short, the tax losses
from Freeport's Australian nickel venture, which at present substantially exceed
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its taxable income from its Indonesian copper mining project, can be expected to
continue until the price of nickel rise. from its current depressed level.

Furthermore, these operations were undertaken in a context of historical and
continuing world-wide volatility of natural resources prices, recent and con-
tinuing world-wide violent currency fluctuations, and unprecedented recent and
continuing high rates of inflation. As a result, the existence of the per country
limitation, which would assure the stable tax climate necessary for bringing
projects of this magnitude through the lengthy early stages of development, con-
stituted a major factor in the decisions by both the company and the lenders
to proceed with these projects. In view of the fact that the per country method
has been available since 1954, and in -iew of the particular suitability of this
foreign tax credit limitation to the practical realities of foreign mineral opera-
tions, there appeared to be little reason to expect that this limitation could ,kot
continue to he available. Freeport, therefore, moved forward with the large
capital commitments required to secure the iew% reserves of industrial minerals
which these projects could provide and included in the necessary preliminary
feasibility studies the assumption that the per country method of compltirg
the foreign tax credit would tie available in determining the amount of funds
available to repay borrowed capital.
Repeal of the per country method requires an equitable lintitcd transition rule

The Senate Finance Committee has recognized that repeal of the per country
limitation represents an abrupt change in long-standing tax policy which reqiniros
a degree of equitable relief for those most adversely affected by reliance ,,u
previous policy. While repeal of the per country limitation will undoubtedly in-
hibit prospective investment in foreign mineral ventures, the most severe impact
will he felt by existing, newly established overseas mining ventures which have
yet to demonstrate the ability to earn a profit on a consistent basis and which
have recently committed substantial additional capital (i.e., in excess of $1.000.-
000) to reach design capacity and commercial viability. The Senate Finance
Committee has therefore provided a limited and reasonable transition period in
which companies with existing projects in this category can restructure their
financial operations without placing such projects in undue jeopardy.
Revenue impact of the transition rule

The revenue Impact of the limited mining companies transition rule provided
by the Senate Finance Committee should not excited $2.500.000 per year d(rit
the three-year transition period (197-1979) and a portion or all of this aniount
will in all likelihood lie recovered in later years under the Committee's per
country loss recapture provision which is applicable to these projects.

The rationale supporting a limited transition rule for mining companies is
not dependent upon or related to the Possessions exception which is also included
in Sections 1031-1032 of the Bill. By far the major part of the revenue loss of
$32 million reported In the press, if correct, is related to the Poss-essions
exceptio n.

STATEMENT OF WILLIA]1 3. BYRNE, JR., VICE PRESIDENT AND
TREASURER, FREEPORT MINERALS CO.

Mr. BYRNE. I have with me today, our counsel, MNr. Dennis Beddhll.
Ill our opinion, the per countrY limitations are generally more ap-
propriate today to mining income because mining companies must go
where the minerals are.

As a rule. each overseas new venture is looked upon as a separate ven-
ture. hence heavily-requires long lead time and is by the nature a risky
enterprise sisceptil)le to losses in its early yeal.

It was this type of business operation to whivll the ,1se of the pe1.
country lipitation was deemed 1) Congress to be applrolprinte. It was
introduced into law in 1954. Tn t!ie ease of Freeport 'Minerals Co.. I
thilk f slecfle illustration i provided.

Freeport, is presently involved in a nickel venture in uralia. Free-
port's Australian nickel venture involves total capital cet in vxeo. nf

5,5O million, of whi-1i o-0r 0'-5 million represent borrowed capital
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from outside sources including the U.S. Export-Import Bank. The-
idonesia venture involves total capital costs in excess of $200 million.
Both projects have been separately financed by international lending

consortia. Each pro ject is expected to service its debt from its own
earnings, and the sales price of the output for each project is directly
related to the world price of the particular mineral.

The leadtime for the Australian project was 5 years between 1969
and sales in 1975 and the Indonesian project approximately the same
has had tax losses in the 4 years to date.

These operations were undertaken in the context of historical and
contining worldwide volatility of natural resources prices and cur-
rency flutuations and high rates of inflation.

The existence of the per country limitation would assure the stable
tax climate necessary for bringing projects of this magnitude through
the leni,.hy early stages of dev elopment, constituted a major factor in
the decisions by both the company and the lenders to proceed with these
projects.

In view of the fact that the per country method has been in the loss
in 1954, over 20 years now, there was little reason to expect that this
limitation would not continue to lhe available.

We, therefore, moved forward with the necessary feasibility studies
based on the assumption that the per country method would continue
and large capital expenditures were made aecordingly.

We brought to the attention of the Ways and Means Committee-
the Ways and Means Committee staff, early last fall this problem and
th'.t. may hob why our name is so readily mentioned.

In all of the documents we have submitted over a long period of
time, outr name, of course, is quite evident. We. feel that we have fol-
lowed the regular procedure.

Senator TALMADGFE. Thank you very much for your contribution, any
questions?

The next witness is Mr. T. T. Shiel. director of taxes, PPG Indus-
trios. Inc. You may insevt 'our full statement in the record.

[The statement follows:]
PPG INDUSTRIES,

Pittsburgh, Pa., July 19, 1976.
lnn. RTs8FT,R, B. TAG,%.

('hairiman. Senate Finance (Tnnmittee,
Dirkqen Senate 01lce Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SErJATOR LONG: Attached Is statement on behalf of PPG Industries, Inc.
in connection with the pending Tax Reform Bill of 1976.

Following Is a summary of the principal points raised in the statement:
1. Section 1031 of the Bill repeals the per-country limitation now contained in

Section 904 of the Internal Revenue Code. With respect to Puerto Rico opera-
tions. It has p three year phase-in clause.

2. Per-country limitation is a valuable option, especially to those Investing In
Puerto Rico: It ought not to be repealed.

3. If It Is repealed. then the repeal should not apply to Investments already
made; or, there should be an adequate phase-in period which will allow those
taxpayers relying on the option, sufficient time within wlitch to adjust to the
change in the lnw.

4. Charges have appeared in the press to the effect that Section 1031 of the Bill
was altered In Committee. at the request of Senator Mike Gravel, which granted
special eon-essIons to PPG Industries, Inc. This is just not so.

Yours very truly,
THus J. SInEIL,

S Director of Taxres.
Attachment
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STAMMENT or M. T. J. SHAL, DIRECTOR or TAXES, PPG INusrnIs.

My name is T. J. Shell and I am Director of Taxes for PPG Industries, Inc.
I am accompanied by John D. Luffe, Tax Manager for PPG Industries. Inc.

This statement is directed at Section 1031 of the Tax-Reform Bill of 1976, as
reported by the Senate Finance Committee. Section 1031 of the Bill provides
for repeal of the "per-country limitation" which is now one of the two options
contained in Section 904, IRC. The alternative option is the "overall limitation";
either option imposes a limit on the credit allowed against U.S. taxes for foreign
taxes paid on foreign source income. Except for the special status of a corporation
operating under Section 931, IRC, income and taxes emanating from U.S. posses-
SionS and Puerto Rico are governed by the foreign tax credit provisions of the
code. -

Section 1031 contains a phase-out of the impact of the repeal of the "per-
country limitation" with respect to operations in U.S. possessions and Puerto
Rico. It was reported in the press that one or more Senators alleged that Senator
Mike Gravel introduced this part in the Senate Bill on behalf of PPG Industries,
Inc. To set the record straight, Senator Gravel made no proposals relating to this
subject and PPG had no part in the version of Section 1031 produced by the
Senate Finance Committee. PPG has made representations to the U.S. Treasury
Department and the Joint Committee on Taxation with respect to Section 1031
as it pertained to investment on the Island of Puerto Rico.

While the per-country limitation Is not actually an incentive, it does provides
a safety valve for industries investing in Puerto Rico should such investment
result in losses. The valve isolates such losses, thus preventing mitigation or
elimination of the foreign tax credit otherwise available to the taxpayer.
Absent such relief, the price to be paid for an unprofitable investment in Puerto
Rico is not only the normal business risk of operating at a loss but the additional
penalty of the elimination of the foreign tax credit otherwise available when
profits are brought home from foreign countries.

In the case of PPG Industries, Inc., the decision to invest $200 million in the
Puerto Rican economy was made under the rules of the game which provided
for the "per-eountry limitation" and thus protected PPG from the loss of its
foreign tax credit should the investment not prove profitable. Statements from
various sources, in addition to those noted above, have named PPG as seeking
special treatment in this area. Nothing could he further from the truth. PPG went
to Puerto Rico on the basis of the Code in existence at the time. Section 1031
would change the rules after PPG had invested a very substantial sum of money
in Puerto RICO. If this is to be the ease, PPG believes that a phase-in of the
rule changes should be allowed in order that appropriate business decisions
concerning existing Puerto Rico investment may be made without undue harm to
the economy of Puerto Rico or the taxpayer.

If Congress should enact Section 1031, we believe that it should only apply
to profits (and losses) derived from investments in Puerto Rico made subsequent
to enactment. This would enable us to consider the jeopardy to our foreign tax
credit when a business decision must be made as to future investment on the
Island.

It is stated that tHe proposed changes in parts of the Code are designed to
correct alleged abuses in foreign operations. What abuses exist in Puerto Rico?
In fact, since 1898 Congress has attempted to encourage economic development in
Puerto Rico. What petton here considers Puerto Rico to be "foreign?" Earlier
this year, this Committee heard testimony on the subject and concluded that
the policy was still Valid.

But what about losses? Of course, no companies are going to Puerto Rico, or
anywhere else, to generate losses. Yet, as we know from our own experience, it
can happen with capital intensive industries. If Section 1081 is to be enacted
we urge the Committee to provide the safety valve of "per-country limitation,"
or at least a modest phase-out, with respect to operations in our possessions and
territories.

Thank you.
Mr. SHz L& In the interest of time, we will pass the opportunity to

testify and let the record move on.
Senator TALMADGE. In that case, we will next hear from Mr. George

W. Beatty, on behalf of Boise Cascade Corporation.
l[The statement follows:]
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STATEMENT SuBmr ED Y BozBA CASCADE CoRP.

SUMMARY

Boise Cascade Corporation ("B.CC") holds foreign government bonds which
were issued years ago when the foreign governments took over local operating
companies owned by predecessors of BCC. The bonds are presently worth much
less than their face value and tax basis.

If the loss recapture provisions of H.R. 10612 were enacted in the form approved
by the House, and the bonds became worthless or were sold after the effective
date of the new law, -BCC's normal foreign tax credit would he severely reduced
for a number of years thereafter.

It seems highly unlikely that the House actually intended suwc a result. As
passed by the House, the loss recapture provisions have no application to certain
involuntary losses Including "foreign expropriation losses." Because It is clear
that the potential losses in question here are closely akin to expropratlon losses,
it seems virtually certain that the House wouid have excluded such losses from
the coverage of its bil If it had been aware of the problem when it passed,-the
bill.

In an open mark-up session on May 14, 1976 Senator Packwood described the
foregoing p: )blem to the Fingoce Committee and identltied BCC as the US cor-
poration involved. In response to that iliblic presentation, the Finance Commit-
tee added Section 1032(c) (2) to the House bill to make the loss recapture rules
Inapplicable to losses incurred on disposittio of foreign government obligations
Issued before May 14, 1976, in payment for the stock, debt or assets of local
operating companies taken over by the foreign governments. Because Section 1q32
(c) (2) avoids a potential unintended hardship and implements the House's
stated purpose of excluding expropriation-type losses, the amendment should
be retained in the Senate bill.

BACK0ItOUXD FACTS

In 1964 and 1970 agencies of the CWleap gtd Brazilian governments issued
their bonds to corporate predecemors of BCC In payment for the stock and
debt of foreign utility companies operating in Cile and Brazil. BCC's predeces-
sors sold the stock and debt of the local utility companies to the Chilean and
Brazilian governments under an implied or de facto threat of condenwzatioD.

There Is no public market for these foreign government bonds, but over a
period of years, BCC has succeeded in selling some of them,, at a discount to third
parties in private placement transactions. On July 2, 1970, BCC sold all of its
remaining Chilean bonds, which bad a face value ajnd tax basis of approxi-
mately $61 million, for s. total price of approximately $29.5 rplllou. BCC still
holds Brazilian bonds with a face value and tax basis of approximately $19 mil-
lion. If BCC is able to dispose of the bonds at a discount prior to maturity, or if
thle Brazilian government defaults on the bonds, the IRS will probably treat the
resulting loss as a foreign source loss.

EFFECT OF H.R. 10812 WITHOUT A CORRECTIVE AMENDMENT

Section 1032 of H.R. 10612 as passed by the House provides that if a taxpayer
has an "overall foreign loss" In a taxable year beginning after December 31,
1975, the aviount of that loss will reduce the amount of tie taxpayer's otherwise
allowable foreign tax credit in subsequent years. The House bill does this in two
ways. First, for purposes of calculating the I 904 foreign tlx credit limitation,
the amount of foreign source income realized by the taxpayer in sibseqteut years
Is reduced by 50 in each subsequent year until the aggregate reductions equal
the amount of the original overall foreign loss. Secorkd, the amount of creditable
foreign tax paid or deemed paid in each such subsequent year is also reduced
by 5O%/.

On an average basis over the last three years, BCC has realized app"oximately
$16 million of net foreign source income each year (excluding extraordinary
items), and has paid foreign taxes of approximately $4 million each year. If these
levels continue, enactment of H.R. 10612 withQut a corrective amendment would
reduce BCC's allowable foreign tax credit by approximately $1.1 million over a

I The second adJustment contained iu the House bill ban been eliminated in the Finance
Committee bill for reasons unrelated to eC's submission.
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seven year period If BCC's remaining Brazilian bonds were soid later this year
at the sAme discount rate as the Chilean bonds and the losses on these sales were
treated as foreign source losses.3

DISCUSSION

The basic concept of the loss recapture provisions is that "where a loss from
foreign operations reduces U.S. tax on U.S. source income, the tax benefit de-
rived from the deduction of these losses Hhould. in effect, be recaptured by the
United States when the company subsequently derives income from abroad." H.
Rep. No. 94-658. 94th Cong. 1st Sess., p. 228. However, the concept is not Intended
to apply to involuntary foreign losses over which the taxpayer has no real control.
Thus. H1.R. 10612 as passed by the House already provides that foreign expropri-
ation losses and casualty losses will not be taken into account in determining
whether there is an "overall foreign loss". (See section 904(f) (2) (B) as added
by section 1032(a) of H.R. 10612).

If the stock or assets of a foreign company are sold to a foreign government
following express or implied threats of condemnation, and if the government
issues its bonds in payment therefor. any loss realized on subsequent disposition
or worthlessness of those bonds is clearly an involuntary loss, and it should be
so treated for purposes of the new losA recapture rules. This is particularly true
where the transaction with the foreign government occurred long before the
new loss recapture rules were first proposed. with the result that the taxpayer
will have a large "built-in" loss on the foreign government bonds when the new
rules go into effect.

As previously stated. Senator Packwood described this problem and identi-
fied BCC's Interest in it during a piuldic Committee inark-up session on May 14,
1976. In resopnse, the Finance Committee decided to amend the bill by adding
the provisions now contained In Section 1032(c) (2). The committee's decision-
taken after full public discussion of the probleni-was consistent with the real
objectives of the House bill and should not now he reversed.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE W. BEATTY ON BEHALF OF BOISE
CASCADE CORP.

M r. BFXI'ry. I am appearing on behalf of Boise Cascade Corp., who
we have represented concerning a variety of tax matters for some
time. Boise, Cascade strongly urges your support for the retention of
section 1032(c) (2) in the bill dealing with a transitional exception to
the so-called loss recapture roles dealing with the computation of the
foreign tax credit.

The statement we have submitted for the record goes into the tech-
nical background. I certainly do not want to take your time to repeat
it now, beyond very briefly pointing out how this problem arose and
why we tlink the committee s solution is a perfect case study of how
the process ought to work.

In 1964 and again in 1970, the Brazilian and Chilean Governments
took over the stock of local utility companies operating there from
predecessors of Boise; instead of totally exappropriating the foreign
utilities, the foreign governments delivered to Boise predecessors Gov-
eminent bonds, Brazilian and Chilean agency Government bonds in
purported payment of the assets.

Those bonds are now worth much less than their face value. Boise
succeeded in getting rid of part of them at a substantial loss and antic-

I Ir 197a there would be an ovprnll fnrelgn loss of $56 million ($31.5 million actual
loss (in sale of Chilean bonds plus $40.5 million .ftaumed loss on sale of Brazilian bonds,
lers $11 million net foreign source Income from other transactions). In each of the next
svtn years. foreign source Income would fe reduced by 50% from $16 to $8 riiion for

iurpuoses of calculating the section 904 limitation. The limitation would therefore he
reduced by 150% each ywar tn X3.94 million (5o% of 40/ of $16 million). Thus. in each
year. $110.04) of foreign tax credit would be lost ($4 million tax paid less $,384 million
limitation). The total loss over seven years would be $1.12 million (7 x $160,000).
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ipated that it will incur a greater loss when it disposes of the rest
of them.

The question that presents is whether that loss which is now-
should be taken into account under these new foreign tax credit rules.

When the House passed the bill late last year, it contained an excep-
tion in it, stating that the new loss recapture rates were not to apply
to foreign expropriation losses. When Boise read the technical )an-
guage, they realized that it would not cover their case as written, but
clearly the intent was to prevent the new rules from applying to an
expropriation type of loss which was essentially an involuntary one.

1oise then came to the staff of the joint committee and explained
the situation. The staff immediately agreed that had they been aware
of the situation when drafted, the House bill would have taken care of
it at. that, time as part of that expropriation loss.

Boise in turn went to the staff of a Finance Committee member and
explained the problem. It was taken up in markup session. Boise's in-
vol vement was made absolutely clear at that markup session.

Boise was named, their back round facts all brought out. The com-
mittee decided to make an appropriate change, announced it in a press
release, and it was done when the committee bill came out.

The Treasury has no objection to this provision. Taxation With
Representation yesterday had not objection to this. Mr. Brandon has
no objection to this, and it is. so fa'r asI know, a totally unobjectionable
amendment which we urge you to strongly retain in the bill.

Senator TA.3ArXE. Thank you. Any questions? W e appreciate your
contribution. The next witness is Mr. Ralph I. Petersberger on behalf
of SCM Corp.

[The statement follows:]

STATEMENT SUBMYTTED HY SCI CORP.

SUMMARY

SCM is a Fortune 500 U.S. company which is engaged in the production and
sale of chemicals and coatings, paper, foods, and consumer and office products.
It has some 45 foreign subsidiaries operating in 21 foreign countries throughout
the world.

Because of declining demand resulting from the European economic recession,
SCM was recently forced to sell its French paint business. The French subsidi-
nry's operating assets were disposed of and the operations were terminated. SC-M
incurred a substantial loss on its investment. The Company is now faced with
deciding whether it should continue certain of its foreign operations which hare
also been experiencing difficulties. As a result of operating losses which have
not been deducted in SCM's U.S. tax returns, these foreign subsidiaries are now
worth much less than the amount SCM has invested in them.

Under the loss recapture rules in Section 1032 of tI.R. 10612 as passed by the
louse, SCM's regular foreign tax credit could be cut in half for seven years

as a result of losses realized on the disposition of foreign subsidiaries which be-
came largely worthless before the new law went into effect. To avoid this undue
hardship, the new loss recapture rules should be made inapplicable to "built-in"
losses which were incurred in an economic sense prior to enactment of the new
law.

The Finance Committee has previously approved two transitional rules de-
signed to reach this result in certain situations. The first of these transitional
rules is contained in section 1032(c) (3) of the bill reported out by the Com.
mittee; the other is described in the Committee's press release for June 11, 1976.
SCM strongly urges the Committee to retain both of these provisions in the bill.
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DISCUSSION

Section 1032 of H.R. 10612 as passed by the House provides that if a taxpayer
has an "overall foreign loss" in a taxable year beginning after December 31, 175,
the amount of that loss will reduce the amount of the taxpayer's otherwise al-
lowable foreign tax credit in subsequent years. The House bill does this in two
ways. First, for purposes of calculating the 1 004 foreign tax credit limitation,
the amount of foreign source income realized by the taxpayer in subsequent years
is reduced 50 percent in each subsequent year until the aggregate reductions
equal the amount of the original overall foreign loss. Second, the amount of cred-
itable foreign tax paid or deemed paid in each such subsequent year is also re-
duced by 50 percent.1

Under § 1032 as passed by the House, losses realized after the effective date
are taken into account In full in computing the foreign tax credit reduction in
future years, even though those losses are attributable in an economic sense to
events occurring before the enactment of 5 1032. Such losses are referred to as
"built-in" losses.

For example, assume that a U.S. parent has invested $25 million in the stock
of a foreign subsidiary. Over a period of many years, the subsidiary has In-
curred operating losses which have consumed most of its capital. Because the
subsidiary is a foreign corporation, the U.S. parent has not been able to deduct
or otherwise reflect any of these operating losses in its own U.S. return. rn4977,
the subsidiary becomes Insolvent. Under J 165(g) (3) of the Code, the parent is
entitled to a $25 million ordinary deduction In its 1977 return for its worthless
stock investment in the subsidiary.

If 11032 were enacted without an exception to cover such cases, the entire
$2i5 million deduction would be taken into account under the new foreign tax
credit limitation rules, even though most of this amount was economically at-
tributable to the operating losses Incurred by the foreign subsidiary long before
1 1032 was enacted. The results of applying § 1032 without an exception for
built-in losses could be catastrophlc. For example, if the U.S. parent normally
received $10 million of foreign source Income and normally paid $4 million of
foreign tax each year, recognition of the entire $25 million built-in loss would
mean that the U.S. parent's normal foreign tax credit would be reduced by al-
most $5 million during the three year period following the year of the loss.'

In recognition of the undue hardship that could result if 1 1032 were applied
to built-in losses, the Finance Committee has approved two transitional excep-
tions. As previously stated, the first is contained In 1 1032(c) (3) of the bill re-
ported out by the Committee; the other is described in the Committee's State-
ment of Actions taken on June 11, 1976. Since these provisions apply only to
built-in losses that are realized In taxable years ending before January 1, 1979,
they will not afford complete protection to SCM should it be forced to dispose
of other subsidiaries currently operating at a loss. Indeed, it seems likely in some
cases that four to five years will be required to make all of the studies and
analyses, and to develop and Implement programs designed to salvage these op-
erations, before making the irrevocable decision to dispose of them. Nevertheless,
SCM strongly urges the Committee to retain both provisions of the bill. Taken
together, they should provide at least partial relief for SCM and numerous other
similarly situated taxpayers that may be forced to shut down foreign operations
in the immediate future as a result of the cumulative effect of pre-1076 operat-
Ing losses for which no prior U.S. tax deduction has been taken.

STATEMENT OF RALPH I. PETERESBERGEI ON BEHALF OF SCM
CORP.

Mfr. PEMERSBERGER. I appear on behalf of SCM regarding foreign loss
recapture provisions of section 1032(c) (3) of the bill. SCM is a

The Finance Committee bill omits the second adjustment for reasons unrelated to
this submission.

I 6T7. the parent would have an "overaU foreya loss" of $15 million ($25 million
stock loss--S1O million foreign source Income). For purposes of computing the 1 904
limitation In each of the ;aext three years. net foreign source income would be reduced byt5S million (50% of $10 million) for total reductions of $15 million (8 x 85 million). In
Pavh year. the revtied £ 904 limitation would be $2.4 mlIlion (48% of $5 million) and
$1.0 million of foreltn tax credit would be lost ($4 million tax less $2.4 limitation). Over
the three year period, the total loss of credit would be $4.8 million (8 x $1.6 million).
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widely diversified company which is engaged in the production and
sale of chemicals, coatings, paper, and office products.-

It has some 45 foreign subsidiaries operating in 21 foreign countries
throughout the world. Because of declining demand resulting from
the European economic recession, SCM was recently forced to sell its
Frenchpaint business.

The French subsidiary's operating assets were disposed of and the
operations were terminated. SCM incurred a substantial loss on its
investment. The company is now faced with deciding whether it
should continue certain of its foreign operations which have also been
experiencing difficulties.

As a result of operating losses which have not been deducted in
SCM's U.S. tax returns, these foreign subsidiaries are now worth
much less than the amount SCM has invested in them.

Under the loss recapture rules in section 1032 of H.R. 10612 as
passed by the House, SCM's regular foreign tax credit could be cut
in half for several years as a result of losses realized on the disposition
of foreign subsidiaries which became largely worthless before the new
law went into effect.

To avoid this undue hardship, the new loss recapture rules should be
inapplicable to "built-in" losses which were incurred in an economic
sense prior to enactment of the new law.

The Finance Committee has previously approved two transitional
rules designed to reach this result in certain situations.

The first of these transitional rules is contained in section 1032(c)
(3) of the bill reported out by the committee; the other is described in
the committee's press release for June 11, 1976.

SCM strongly urges the committee to retain both of these provisions
in the bill. At this point, I would like to depart from my statement to
make four additional points. This is not special- or narrow-interest
legislation in any sense.

SCM had no part in the introduction of these provisions and it came
forward to testify only when it was alleged that this was special in-
terest legislation. It wanted to make clear that this is equitable relief
in these transitional rules and that they apply to SCM and a substan-
tial number of other similarly situated taxpayers who have conducted
their foreign operations through foreign subsidiaries and where such
subsidiaries have operated at a loss. have claimed no prior U.S. tax
benefit with respect to such operating losses.

Furthermore, this is not special interest legislation in the sense that
it is granting an extraordinary benefit to one or more taxpayers. On
the contrary, it is attempting to remove a penalty which would have
been inadvertently imposed on a large group of taxpayers

These transitional rules are designed to protect taxpayers which
incurred foreign losses through foreign subsidaries in an economic
sense prior to enactment of the new law on a par with other U.S. tax-
payers which incurred them through foreign ventures.

I would note-that the Treasury, which was one of the original spon-
sors of the loss recapture rules, indicated in the statement filed vester-
day with the committee, that it has no objection to those transitional
provisions.

I note that these transitional rules as drafted apply only to built-in
losses that are realized in taxable years, ending before January 1,

74-712-TO--pt. 1-25
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1979. SCM is a June 30 fiscal year taxpayer and, thus, the partial relief
afforded by these provisions will apply to it only with regard to losses
realized at the close of a tax year ending June 30, 1978.

We would urge that the transitional rule adopted by the committee
on June 11 be applied to loss in factor, realized before January 1,
19 79 with no regard to the taxable year involved.

In this way, all taxpayers will have the same target. I thank yola.
Senator T,%IADG.E. Thank you. The next witness is Mr. Raphael

Sherfy, on behalf of Nabisco, Inc.
[The statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF RAPHAEL SHF.RFY, MILLER & CHEVALIER, WASHINGTON, D.C. o.

BEHALF OF NAbIsCO INC.

SUMMARY

(1) Recommends that Committee reaffirm its decision of June 11, 1976, regard-
Ing the recapture of foreign loses caused by worthless securities. That Committee
decision would provide that in the event a worthless securities loss is claimed
with respect to a foreign subsidiary prior to January 1, 1979, the U.S. taxpayer's
loss would not be recaptured to the extent of the cumulative negative earnings
and profits of such subsidiary on December 31, 1975.

(2) Nabisco believes that the loss recapture provisions of section 1032 apply
inequitably in certain cases involving worthless securities.

(3) LoAsses of foreign subsidiaries which have been incurred before January 1,
197( should be excluded from these provisions If claimed in connection with a
worthless security loss prior to January 1, 1979.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman: My name is Raphael Sherfy and I am testifying on behalf of
Nabisco, Inc., which believes that Sec. 1032 of the Senate Finance Committee
version of H.R. 10612, dealing with recapture of foreign losses, in particular the
treatment accorded worthless securities, discriminates again many corpora-
tions operating through foreign subsidiaries, including Nabisco.
Section 1032 position

Under Section 1032 any taxpayer who sustains an overall foreign loss for any
taxable year which reduces the taxpayer's U.S. tax would be required to repay
this tax benefit over future years by reducing the taxpayer's use of future
available foreign tax credits.

Nabisco is not here to discuss the primary issue raised by Section 1032 of
whether or not foreign tax credits should be restricted or eliminated in any way.
Nabisco is here only to ask that tax legislation relating to loss recapture now
being considered treat those corporate taxpayers who have operated overseas
through foreign subsidiaries equally with corporations having operated overseas
as branch operations of a U.S. corporation. Existing tax law allows corporations
with branches abroad to reduce their U.S. taxable income by losses sustained in
those branch operations in the year incurred. However, corporations operating
through foreign subsidiaries may reduce their U.S. taxable Income through
foreign losses only If and when they go out of business and claim a worthless
securities loss with respect to the foreign investment. We believe it is not the
Intention of the Committee to retroactively take away from U.S. corporations
who have relied on the tax law in its present form, the tax benefits from a
worthless securities deduction which stemmed from operating losses of those
subsidiaries incurred in past years and for which no U.S. tax benefit has been
claimed.

The outcome of any Investment is never determinable at the outset. For those
foreign Investments of Nabisco which have negative earnings, the Company
has not received a U.S. tax benefit because of the foreign subsidiary form of
organization which was utilized. The Company has turned some of Its past loss
operations around. Nabisco has continued to operate abroad with the belief that
if it' efforts to remedy certain foreign problems ultimately prove to be unsic-
cessful, we would, under present law, eventually receive a U.S. tax benefit for
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prior years losses which were never taken previously if we terminate the opera-
tion and claim a worthless securities loss under Section 165(g) (3) of the Internal
Revenue Code. Section 1032, in its present form would effectively negate this
benefit.

In general, Section 1032 would be effective for taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1975. We feel this rule is unreasonable and inequitable for the
following reasons:

1. No prior US tax benefit could have been\taken by Nabisco on foreign sub-
sidiary loss operations.

2. Because of the effective date proposed in this section, an insufficient time
period is given the taxpayer in which to evaluate the worthlessness of his invest-
jitent and adopt appropriate action to continue operations or to claim a security
loss without recapture

3. The Company relied on existing tax law when making past investment de-
cisions, and now the rules are being changed in the middle of the game.
Recommcnd at ion

Nabisco recommends that the Committee reaffirm its decision of June 11, 1976,
regarding the recapture of foreign losses caused by worthless securities. That
action was an amendment which states that in the event a worthless securities
loss is claimed with respect to a foreign subsidiary prior to January 1, 1979, the
U.S. taxpayer's loss would not be recaptured to the extent of the accumulative
negative earnings and profits of such subsidiary on December 31, 1975. This pro-
vides partial equity, since it puts the taxpayer who operated through a foreign
subsidiary somewhat on a par with those who operated under the foreign branch
concept. It also provides a reasonable period of time to continue to make the
operation profitable before being forced to decide to accept the worthless nature
of the investment.

STATEMENT OF RAPHAEL SHERRY ON BEHALF OF NABISCO, INC.,
ACCOMPANIED BY ED MATTHEWS, TREASURER OF THE COM-
PANY

MJr. SHInETY. I am testifying on behalf of Nabisco. Mr. Edward
Matthows, tiasurer, is with nie. Nabisco is here to ask that any tax
legislation relating to less recapture, now being considered, treat those
corporate taxpayers who have operated overseas in foreign subsidi-
aries equally with corporations having operated overseas as branch
operations.

Existing tax law allows corporations with branches abroad to reduce
their U.S. tax liabilities by losses sustained from those branch opera-
tions. Our corporations operating through foreign subsidiaries may
reduce their U.S. taxable income through i foreign losses only if and
when they go out of business and claim a worthless securities loss with
respect to the foreign investment.

We believe it is not the intention of the committee to take away re-
troactively, from U.S. corporations, who have relied on the tax law in
its present form, the tax benefits from a worthless securities deduc-
tion which stemmed from operating losses of those subsidaries" in-
curred in past years and for which no U.S. tax benefit can be claimed,

Nabisco recommends that the committee reaffirm its decision of
June 11, 1976, regarding the recapture of foreign losses caused by
worthless securities. That action was an amendment which states that
in the event n worthless securities loss is claimed with respect to a
foreign subsidiary prior to January 1, 1979. the U.S. taxpayer's loss
would not be recaptured to the extent of the accumulated egative
earnings and profits of such subsidiary on I)ecember 31, 1975.

Let me point out that this recommnei'dation is not a new one. In the
Revenue Act of 1962, Congress decided that subpart F income should
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be reduced currently by any deficits for years prior to its effective e
date.

See Section 952 (c) (1) (B). In other words, favorable treatment
of deficits sustained in years prior to the effective date of Subpart F
was adopted by the Congress. Our request is similar in purpose.

We would like to point out also that the basic recapture loss provi-
sion was originally conceived as being a provision to prevent double
benefits. The first benefit being the allowance of deductions for foreign-
losses against U.S. source taxable income followed by the second bene-
fit, which is the foreign tax credit when the operation becomes profit-
able. We would like to emphasize that in the case of worthless security
losses, the operation will never prove profitable and therefore a main
concern leading to the recapture proposal does not exist here. Thank
you.

Senator TALMADoE. Thank you very much. The next witness is
Mr. Felix B. Laughlin, on behalf of American Can Co.

[The statement follows:]
SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY OF Fzjx B. LAUGHLIN FOR AMEaICAx CAN CO.

1. On March 5 of this year, American Can Company recognized a loss of more
than $10,000,000 upon the abandonment of stock and debt investments in a group,
of seven foreign corporations, referred to as the "Elegance Group", whose overall
operations had resulted in substantial losses since the Group's acquisition in
1970.

2. Under section 1032 of the House-passed version of H.R. 10612 (which would
be applicable to losses recognized in taxable years beginning after December 31,
1975), American Can's anticipated "overall foreign loss" for 1970 resulting from
the termination of its interest in the Elegance Group would be subject to"recapture" for foreign tax credit purposes. This would mean that, to the extent
of such overall foreign loss, American Can's foreign source Income In subsequent-
years from operations wholly unrelated to such loss would be treated as United
States source Income so that foreign taxes paid with respect to such unrelated,
foreign source income may never be creditable by American Can for U.S. Federal
Income tax purposes.

3. American Can strongly urges that the retroactive application of section
1032 of the Bill to termination losses should be limited by an appropriate tran-
sitional rule, such as the one contained in paragraph (3) of section 1032(c) of
your Committee's amendments to the Bill (which paragraph Is entitled "Sub-
stantial worthlessness prior to enactment"). Although American Can would
prefer a permanent exception for termination losses, this transitional rule
recognizes the unfairns of applying the recapture provision to foreign losses
like the Elegance loss which were sustained in a very real economic sense prior
to the effective date of section 1032, even though such losses may be technically
recognized for tax purposes after such effective date.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. my name is Felix B. Laughlin.
I am a member of the law firm of Dewey, Ballantine, Bushby, Palmer & Wood..
I am appearing today on behalf of American Can Campnny in support of
limiting the retroactive application of section 1032 of H.R. 10612 (the tax Reform
Bill of 1976). through provisions such as the one contained in paragraph (3)
of section 1092(c) of your Committee's amendments to the Bill (which para-
graph is entitled "Substantial worthlessness prior to enactment").

American Can Company is a New Jersey corporation having its principal
office at American Lane, Greenwich, Connecticut 06530. American Can is a
publicly-held company engaged primarily in the production of container and
packing products, consumer products and chemicals and in providing printing,
solid waste processing, patterns and information technology. Since 1968, Ameri-
can Can ban conducted certain international financing operations through Its
wholly-owned subsidiary, American Can International Corporation ("Inter-
national").

On March 5 of this year, American Can and International recognized a loss of
more than $10,000,000 upon the abandonment of their stock and debt invest-
ments in a group of seven foreign corporations, referred to as the "Elegance
Group," which were wholly-owned first- and second-tier subsidiaries of Inter-
national. The companies in the Elegance Group were engaged in the International'
mail order merchandising of high-fashion dresses and fabrics.
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International had purchased the stock of the Blegance companies on July 10,
1970 for a total purchase price of $3,360,000. As a result of subsequent stock
investments in, and loans to, the companies in the Elegance Group by Interna-
lioual and American Can, certain open-account sales by American Cwn to com-
ipanies in the Elegance Group and payments with respect to a guaranty of bank
-debt, the total basis to American Can and International In the stock investments
in, and notes and accounts receivable from, the Elegance Group as of March 5,
1970 (the date on which American Can and International terminated their
Interest in the Elegance Group) was approximately $10,208,000.

The overall operations of the Elegance Group were not successful and resulted
In substantial losses subsequent to the acquisition by International.' Because
of these substantial losses, In late 1975 American Can began making efforts to
sell the stock of the Elegance companies, but these efforts proved unsuccessful.
On March 5, 1976, International abandoned its stock in the Elegance Group, and
American Can and International cancelled all outstanding indebtedness to them
from the Elegance companies. On the same day, in order to give certain em-
ployees of the Elegance Group the opportunity to attempt to salvage the busi-
nes.v, Interuiational transferred the stock of the companies in the Elegance Group
to those employees. The resulting loss amounted to approximately $10,208,000,
*rnd is so large that it is anticipated that American Can will suffer an "overall
foreign loss" under the proposed statute with respect to its foreign operations
in 1976.

Under section 1082 of the House-passed version of H.R. 10612, which would be
applicable to losses recognized In taxable years beginning after December 31.
197M, Amrlieaw Cdn's overall foreign lose for 1976 would be subject to "recapture"
for foreign tax credit purposes. This would mean that, to the extent of such
overall foreign loss, American Can's foreign source income in subsequent years
from operations wholly unrelated to such loss would be treated as United States
source income so that the foreign taxes paid with respect to such unrelated foreign
source Income may never be creditable by American Can for United States
Federal income tax purposes.

This result seems to go well beyond the purpose of the recapture provision,
which appears intended. to prevent a taxpayer from deducting "start-up" losses
incident to the commencement of a foreign business and later taking a credit
for foreign taxes paid on income received In subsequent years from such foreign
business. As stated by Secretary Simon in his testimony before your Committee
(in March 17, 1976:"We view this [i.e., the recapture rule] as a technical change to eliminate
P.a unintended benefit. Under present law, a U.S. taxpayer can use foreign start-
up losses to reduce U.S. tax and then pay no U.S. tax on subsequent foreign
gains because of the foreign tax credit. In such a case it is only fair for the
U.S. to recapture the tax lost during the start-up period." '

Termination losses. i.e., losses incurred on the discontinuance or other disposi-
tion of a business enterprise, are not comparable to "start-up" losses; rather,
they are economically similar to casualty and foreign expropriation losses whichare excepted from the definition of "overall foreign loss" by proposed section
94(f (2)(B) (contained in section 1032(a) of the Bill). As in the case of
casualty and expropriation loses, such termination losses are unplanned, largely
beyond the control of the taxpayer, and inherently unlikely to have offered any
opportunity for the taxpayer to have obtained any unintended foreign tax credit
advantage.

If, however, no permanent exception Is to be provided for termination losses,
we strongly urge that the retroactive Impact of the recapture provision to such
losses should be limited by an appropriate transitional rule. Such a transitional
rule is presently contained in your Committee's amendments to the House.
passed Bill. Although your Committee's modifications retain the general effective
date of December 81. 1975. a transitional rnle Is provided in section 1062(c) (3)
which excepts from the recapture provision all losses Incurred by a taxpayer with
rcs sjct to stock or indebtedness of a 10%-or-more owned corporation in which
the taxpayer has terminated his interest by sale, liquidation or other disposition
before January 1, 1977, where such stock or indebtedness is considered "sub.
stantially worthless prior to enactment." In order for the stock or indebtedness
to be considered "substantially worthless", the issuing or obligor corporation (I)

A summary of the nertnrmance of each company In the Elegance Group, and theoverall performance of the Elegance Group, during the past five fiscal years is shown in
the attached schedule.2 Statement of the Honckrable William R. Simnn. Secretary of the Treasury. on MajorTax Revisions and Extenplbn of Expiring Tax Cut Provisions, before the Senate FinanceCommittee, March 17. 1976. at page 89.
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must have sustained losses in three out of the last five taxable years beginning
before January 1, 1976, and (ii) must have sustained an overall loss for those
five years.'

Although we would prefer a permanent exception for termination losses, this
transitional rule would at least limit the retroactivity of the recapture provision
in the case of termination losses. Where this exception applies (which requires
satisfying the five-year "look-back" tests), it is clear that the foreign loss has
been sustained in a very real economic sense prior to the effective date, and it
seems unfair to apply the recapture provision to such loss simply because it is
technically recognized for tax purposes after the effective date.

There are, of course, a number of other ways in which the retroactivity of
the recapture provision could be limited. For example, your Committee could
move the general effective date of the recapture provision to December 31, 1976,
or to the date of enactment. Changing the effective (late in this manner would be
consistent not only with the traditional view of the Congress that retroactive iaii
legislation should be avoided.4 but also with the "recapture of foreign oil related
loss" provision contained in section 907(f) of the Internal Revenue Code addedd
as part of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975), which apparently served as a model
for the more general recapture provision here in question and which was made
applicable to taxable years beginning after the calendar year of enactment.

Another approach would be to adopt a transitional rule which would exempt
from the recapture provision any termination loss resulting from investments
made by the taxpayer prior to the effective date of the provision (or prior to
the House Ways and Means Committee's annmuneement relating to this provisonL _
Rnd recognized for tax purposes prior to, say, January 1, 1981. Thi approach
would not result in a permanent "grandfather" rule, but would gve taxpayers
some period of time in which to decide either (1) to take their lnseo, prior to the
cut-off date with the tax consequences they could have expected when the in-
vestment was made or (ii) to continue the investment beyond the cut-off date
having received adequate notice of the tax credit implications of the recapture
provision.

I thank you for the opportunity to he here today and will be pleased to answer
any questions you may have with respect to my testimony.

SCHEDULE SHOWING 5-YR PERFORMANCE OF ELEGANCE GROUP, AFTER TAX INCOME (OR LOSS) FOR FISCAL YEAR
ENDED OCT. 31

Company 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 Total

Eeeance Rolf Offergelt GmbH.-- ($285,331) ($15,790) $332,708 ($1, 095, 524) ($1,691, 232) ($2, 755,169)
l1eoan"e Publikations AG -------- 8,149 27,791 52,205 60.126 7,070 155, 341

Sethlin.i Cnijture Stoffe AG ...... 45,534 49, 220 64,093 33, 349 20,748 212,944
Goldfalter Modestoff Grosshandel

GmbH------------------- 34,189 35,525 20,150 (29,156) 596 61,304
Tissus SeanceS.A"------------- 6,009 (60,751) (113,004) 72,406 (166,635) (2F , 975)
Astor Modetvger AB ----------- (20, 349) (12,011) (38,609) (14,504) (22,081) (107,554)
Elegance Tissus et Nouveautes
SpA------------------------ ) (115,225) (448 213) $7,663) 64,343 (596,758)

Consolidationadjustments------ (2,75 20, 542 258 723 637, 047 129, 326 1,042, 883

Total ------------------- (214, 554) (70, 699) 128, 053 (433, 919) (1,657, 865) (2,248,934)

1 Not in existence In fiscal 1971,

STATEMENT OF FELIX B. LAUGHLIN ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN
CAN CO.

Mr. LAUOIILIN. I am appearing here today on behalf of American
Can Co., in support of limiting the retroactive provision of section
1032 of the bill relating to the recapture of foreign losses.

'Your Committee's Report on 11.R. 10612 (S. Rep. No. 94-938. 94th Cone., 2d ,8,..
June 10. 1976). at page 241. notes that. In applying the flve-year tests. a taxpayer should
he permitted to aggregate the results of operations of all issuing or obligor corporations
whiich are operated in the sa line of business, where the taxpayer terminates its
Intprpet in All of the Ineltdedl corporntlone by ,Tanuarv 1. 1977.

4See Statement of Senator Long and Senator Curtis, on Tax Revision Revenue Esti-
mateq, before the Senate Budget Committee. April 1, 1976.
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More specifically, we support the transitional rule which is con-
tained in section 1032(c) (3) of the committee's version of the bill
which is entitled, "Substantial Work Business Prior to Enactment."

In the interest of saving this comnmitteeos time and in light of the
prior testimony, I would like to submit my written statement.

Mr. LAUGHLIN. I thank you for the ol)portunity to be here.
Senator TALMADGE. Thank you very much for your brevity. The

next witness is Mr. Cornelius C. Shields, accompanied by Mr. H. Law-
rence Fox, on behalf of Sun Oil Co.

[The statement follows:]

WRITTEN TESTIMONY ON BEHALF OF SUN Co., INC.

(By Cornelius C. Shields, Chief Tax Counsel Sun Co., Inc. and H. Lawrence Fox,
Pepper, Hamilton & Scheetz, Counsel)

SUMMARY

1. Section 907 of the present Code was added by the Tax Reduction Act of
1975. Subsection 907(f) provides rules for recapture of foreign oil-related losses.
Although Congress intended that Section 907(f) operate prospectively, in its
present form the Section can operate retroactively by requiring a taxpayer who
relied upon prior law to recapture losses incurred pursuant to pre-existing con-
tractual obligations even through such obligations were entered into well before
the 1975 Tax Act.

2. Section 1035(b) of H.R. 10612 is a technical amendment which provides a
deferral-type transition rule to the foreign loss recapture provision. It does not
eliminate loss recapture in the case of pre-existing contracts, but only extends
the time period over which recapture occurs. Specifically Section 1035(b) pro-
vides that foreign oil-related losses which are sustained in a taxable year ending
before January 1, 1979, and which are incurred pursuant to a binding contract
entered into on or before July 1, 1974, need not be recaptured in an amount ex-
ceeding 15 percent of such loss for the first four years after they become subject
to recapture and are fully subject to recapture thereafter.

3. Sun is requesting relief from Congress because of an oversight contained in
Section 907(f) when enacted. Classqflcation of the Company's petition as spe-
cial in nature and therefore questionable would be as unfair as the statute
itself. The Company has not suggested eliminating the principle of law contained
in Section 907 (f) but merely reducing its inequitable application. Section 1035 (b)
of the Bill provides significantly less relief than most "grandfather" amend-
ments and does not reduce Sun's ultimate tax burden.

4. Finally, in addition to filing testimony with thing Committee on April 22,
the Company has brought its position to the attention of one, the Treasury De-
partment, two, the entire U.S. Senate, and three, many of the so-called public
interest groups. Clearly, the Company has not sought this amendment without
public scrutiny or a public hearing.

INTRODUCTION

Prior Te8thnony and Finance Committee Action
Sun Company filed testimony with the Committee on Finance on April 22,

1976, indicating its concern with the apparent but unintended requirement of
present Code Section 907(f) that a taxpayer which relied upon existing law must
recapture, to Its detriment, losses incurred pursuant to binding contractual obli-
gations entered into with foreign governments or their national oil companies
well before the Tax Reduction Act of 1975.

Following this testimony, the Finance Committee adopted a deferral-type
transition rule to redress this Inequity. The technical amendment is in Section
1035(b) of H.R. 10612 as reported to the Senate.' Prior to the Committee's de-
termination, Sun representatives met with each Senator on the Committee or his
staff to ensure that the equities of this amendment were understood. Subsequent

1 Present Code Section 907(f) Is renumbered as Section 904(f) in the Bill ss a conse-
tioune of otber decisions made by the Finance Committee. References In this statement to

present Code Section 907(f) should be understood an equally applicable to the proposed
renumbered Section 904().
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to the Committee's favorable decision, correspondence was sent to all other
inembers of the Senate explaining the amendment, along with a copy of the
testimony.
July 21, 1976 testimony

Due to concern expressed by several members of the Senate that this provi-
sion and numerous others contained in the Bill were not subject to sufficient
public hearings, the Finance Committee issued a press release on July 8, 1976,
announcing that additional hearings would be held on over 60 provisions of H.&
10612 including Section 1035(b). On behalf of Sun Company, we are here to offer
additional testimony.

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 907(f)
Statute to be prospective

The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 added Section 907 to the Code. In general, this
Section applies a strict limitation on the use of foreign tax credits from foreign
oil extraction income and foreign oil-related income. Section 907(f) provides
rules for recapture of foreign oil-related losses. When enacted, Congress intended
that it be prospective by providing an effective date after December 31, 1975. in--
stead of the general effective date, December 31, 1974, for Section 907. However,
in Sun's case it is unintentionally retroactive because it requires this taxpayer,
who relied upon prior law, to recapture losses incurred pursuant to pre-existiug
contractual obligations, even though such obligations were entered into well
before the 1975 Tax Reduction Act.
Application of 907 (f) to Sun Co.

Before July 1, 1974, Sun entered into contracts with a number of foreign gov-
ernments or their national oil companies pursuant to which Sim is required to
expend over $100 million through 1978 in drilling and exploring new areas. This
program was initiated a number of years ago in reliance on the tax law prior
to the enactment of Section 907(f) in order to develop additional sources of crude
oil for Sun's U.S. refineries.

It is anticipated that as a result of Sun's contractual foreign exploration ef-
fort, the Company will have net foreign losses totaling approximately $70 nuil-
lion over the next two to three years. As enacted. Section 907(f) would recapture
these losses thereby requiring Sun to pay approximately $33 million In additional
Federal Income taxes. This retroactive tax increase is directly attributable to
contracts entered into prior to the enactment of Section 907(f). It is a burden
that the Company could not have anticipated in making its financial commit-
ments. Notwithstanding the unfair windfall to the Federal Government, the
amendment, contained in Section 1035(b) of the Bill will not relieve Sun of its
obligation to pay these Increased taxes. It will only provide a measure of relief
by extending the time over which they must be paid.

EQUITABLE RELIEF
In general

As previously stated. Section 907(f) produces an Inequitable and unintended
tax burden on Sun. It is fair to assume that this would not have occurred if
Congress were aware of Sun's facts at the time of enactment. For example, it
probably would have provided a transition rule "grandfathering" binding con-
tracts as it did in Section 604(b) (2), relating to the investment credit on drilling
rigs used outside the northern part of North America. This would have been con-
.istent with the historic policy of Congress in providing equitable transition rules
In cases where tax law changes alter the economics of existing binding contracts.'
Defe rral concept

When Senator Carl T. Ortls (R-Neb.) suggested a grandfather amendment to
.Section 907(f) last December. this Committee recognized the need for a technical
amendment to Section 907(f) and directed the Joint Committee Staff to study an
appropriate amendment.

From Sun's perspective, losses under binding contracts existing prior to the
enactment of Section 907(f) should not be subject to recapture at all. From the
Staff's view, that type of amendment might reopen the statute. Therefore, it sug-
gested in the alternative a deferral transition rule.

2 The Code is replete with examples (in particular, the Investment tax credit).
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Section 105 (b)
On May 18, 1976, this Conmiittee unanimously adopted Senator Curtis' deferral

amendment as Section 1035(b). This provision provides that foreign oil-related
losses which are sustained In a taxable year ending before January 1, 1979, and
which are incurred pursuant to a binding contract entered into on or before
Jaly 1, 1974, need not be recaptured in an amount exceeding 35 percent of such
loss for the first four years after they become subject to recapture and are fully
subject to recapture thereafter.$ Accordingly, Sun continues to be subject to the
full $38 million of tax under Section 907 (f). However, the amendment provides
Sun with some deserved relief by allowing the tax to be paid over a 5-year period.
This means that the revenues to the Federal Government are not lost. Also, Sun's
projections indicate that there would be no recapture under present Section 907 (f)
until 1978. Therefore, in Sun's case, this provision will have no effect on the
Federal revenues in 1977.

SUMMARY

Sun is requesting relief from Congress because of an oversight contained in
Section 907(f) when enacted. Classification of the Company's petition as special in
nature and therefore questionable would be as unfair as the statute itself. The
Company has not suggested eliminating the principle of law contained in Section
907(f) but merely reducing its inequitable application. Section 1035(b) of the
Bill provides significantly less relief than most "grandfather" amendments and
does not reduce Sun's ultimate tax burden.

Finally, in addition to filing testimony with this Committee on April 22, the
Company has brought its position to tLe attention of one, the Treasury Depart-
ment, two, the entire U.S. Senate, and three, many of the so-called public interest
groups. Clearly, the Company has not sought this amendment without public
scrutiny or a public hearing.

STATEMENT OF CORNEIS C. SHIELDS, ACCOMIANIED BY H.
LAWRENCE OX, ON BEHALF OF THE SUN OIL CO.

Mr. Si-ELDs. My testimony concerns section 1035(b) of the bill, the
section containing the transition rule to eliminate an inequity contained
in tbe Tax Reduction Act of 1975.

It does not reduce Federal tax liabilities but only providers a measure
of relief by extending the time over which they must be paid. The Tax
Act of 1975 added section 907 to the code.

Subsection 907(f) provides rules for recapture of foreign related
oil losses. Although 907(f) was intended to be prospective in Sun's
case, t is unintentionally retroactive because it requires recapture of
losses incurred pursuant to existing contractual obligations even
though these were entered into well before the 1975 act in reliance on
prior law.

Specifically before July 1, 1974, Sun entered into contracts with anumber of foreign governments or their national oil companies pursu-
ant to whieh Sun is required to exlpend over $100 million through 1979
in drilling and exploring new areas.

This program was initiated a number of years ago in reliance on
the tax law prior to the enactment of section 907 (f). Tn order to develop
additional sources of crude oil for Sun's U.S. refineries, it is anticipated
that as a result of this contractual foreign exploration effort, Sun will
have foreign losses totaling approximately $70 million over the next
2 to 3 years.

* The intent of tbs provision Is to eliminate any unforeseen qnd Inequitable a Clieatiotof the Code. Accordituly. it should be optional. as appears to be the Intent of th Com-
Mittee when Section 1085(b) of the Bil Is read In conjunction with Section 1032(a) of theBill.
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As enacted, 907 (f) recaptures these losses and thereby retroactively
requires Sun to pay approximately $33 million in additional Federal
income taxes. This retroactive increase is directly attributable to con-
tracts entered into prior to the enactment of 907 (f).

It is a burden that the company could not have anticipated in making
its financial commitments, not withstanding the unfair windfall to the
Federal Government the amendment contained in section 1035 of the
bill will not relieve Sun of its obligation to pay these increased taxes.

It will only provide a measure of relief by allowing taxes to be paid
over a 5-year period. Sun's perspective losses and bindin contracts
existing prior to the enactment of 907 (f) should not be subject to re-
capture at all.

This would be consistent with the historic policy of Congress in
providing equitable transitional rules in cases where tax law changes
alter the economics of existing binding contracts.

However Sun believes that this type of amendment conceivably
might reopen the statute. Therefore, the committee unanimously passed
in the alternative, a deferral transition rule which is section 1035 (b).

I would like to add that Sun has consistently invited and sought
the scrutiny of its efforts to obtain an equitable transition rule. We filed
testimony with this committee on April 22.

We met with each Senator on the committee or his staff to insure
that the equities of the amendment were understood. We corresponded
with all of the Members of the Senate to explain section 1035 (b) and
supplied them a copy of Sun's April testimony.

I would like to state that any attempt to classify our petition in this
amendment as special in nature and, therefore, questionable, would
baunfair.

Senator TAL. ADO. Thank you very much. Any questions?
Senator CurTis. You testified that section 1035(b) has no ultimate

revenue impact upon Sun Oil. Tuesday's Wall Street Journal indicates
that it will give some $33 million tax-would you comment on that I

Mr. SHIELDS. The $33 million is not a tax break. That is the amount
of an additional tax that we are going to have to pay as a result of
907(f). The amendment will in no way alleviate our burden to pay that
$g3 million of tax.

All it does is give us a 5-year period over which to make the payment
so there is no $.133 million tax break for Sun Oil Co.

Senator CuRis. Thank you.
Senator TALMADOE. Thank you. The next witness is Mr. Robert, H.

Miller, vice president, Tenneco, Inc., accompanied by Mr. F. Cleveland
iedrick, Jr.
The entire statement will be inserted in the record and you may

summarize please.
[The statement follows:]

STATEMENT BY ROnERT H. MILLER, VICE PRESIDENT, TENNCO, INo.

SUMMARY

Under the foreign tax credit limitations on oil and gas Income imposed by the
Tax Reduction Act of 1975, gain on the sale of assets used in a foreign oil and
gas business Is included in the definition of foreign oil related income. However,
-it is not clear whether this definition includes gain on the sale of stock of a for-
eign corporation included in an affiliated group filing a consolidated U.S. tax re-
turn to the extent the gain is attributable to assets used in the foreign oil and
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gas business. The gain from the sale or exchange of such foreign subsidiary's
stock should be treated the same as gain from the sale or exchange of the sub-
sidiary's oil and gas business assets. This is consistent with the purpose of the
foreign tax credit limitations of sktion-00-which were intended to apply to all
income arising from foreign oil and gas busiuass activities, including the sale or
exchange of the business assets.

STATEMENT

I am Robert H. Miller, Vice President of Tenneco, Inc. Tenneco is a Houston-
Lased multi-industry company.-Lam accompanied by F. Cleveland Hedrick, Jr.,
of the Washington, D.C.-Ia-w-fli---of Hedrick and Lane, tax counsel to the
company.

On June 4, 1976 the Committee on Finance approved an amendment to the Tax
Reform Act of 1976 (H.R. 10612) to clarify the definition of foreign oil related
Income and foreign oil and gas egtriietln-income In the case of the sale of stock
of a foreign subsidiary corporation included as a member of an affiliated group
filing a consolidated tax return. In general terms the Committee's amendment
provides that gain on the sale Qf such stock shall be treated as "foreign oil and
gas extractio'i" or "foreign oil-related" income to the extent attributable to the
foreign subsiliary's assets used for the production of either foreign oil related
income or foreign oil and gas extraction income.

Pursuant to the Committee's July 9, 1976 announcement of hearings on this
and other amendments to H.R. 10612, the following information is submitted for
Inclusion in the record in support of proposed section 1035(c) (2) (B) of H.R.
10012 as reported on June 10, 1976 by the Committee on Finance.

The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 imposed certain new foreign tax credit limita-
tions for taxable years ending after December 31, 1974, in the case of foreign
oil and gas income. For the purposes of. these limitations, gain from the sale of
a foreign oil and gas business by meang6f -ile -rexchange of assets used by
the taxpayer In that business is included in the definition of foreign oil and gas
extraction income or foreign oil related income, as the case may be. However, it
Is not clear under present law how to treat gain from the sale of an oil and gas
business In a foreign country by-metns of a sale of all of the stock of the foreign
corporation conducting the business.

Since foreign oil related income of a taxpayer includes gain from the sale or
exchange of the taxpayer's business assets giving rise to that income, gain from
the sale of the foreign subsidiary's stock should be treated the same as gain from
the disposition of the subsidiary's oil and gas business assets. This is consistent
with the purpose of the foreign tax credit limitation's of section 907 which were
intended to apply to all income arising from foreign oil and gas business activi-
ties, including the sale or exchange of the business assets.

The need for a clarification of the definition contained in the Tax Reduction
Act of 1975 with respect to foreign oil and gas income subject to the new foreign
tax credit limitations became apparent in connection with Tenneco's 1975 sale
of part of its foreign oil and gas business in Canada.

Under Canadian law, a United States corporation may operate certain Canadian
federal oil and gas properties onl through'a Canadian subsidiary corporation.
For about 50 years United States taxpayers have been permitted an election to
include wholly-owned contiguous country foreign corporations (organized and
maintained to comply with the foreign law) in an affiliated group filing a con.
solidated tax return.

For a number of years Tenneco operated a Canadian oil and gas exploration and
production business through one of these contiguous country foreign corpora.
tiormn and included all of the taxable income of its Canadian subsidiary in its
U.S. consolidated tax return. Tenneco also owned through two domestic subsidi-
aries certain oil and gas properties, related production facilities, and real estate
in Calaada which were not required to be held by a Canadian corporation.

During 1975, Tenneco determined that it no longer had the prospect of export-
ing Canadian oil for its United States refinery. Since Tenneco has no plans to
enter refining and marketing operations in Canada, it decided to sell all of the
Canadian oil and gas business assets of its two domestic subsidiaries and one-half
of the oil and gas business of its Canadian subsidiary to Canada Development
Corporation ("CDC"), a corporation owned in part by the Canadian government.
The ale permitted Tenneco to retrieve and repatriate a significant part of its
investment in Canada, while continuing to operate in Canada on a more limited
scale.
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Tenneco's initial negotiations with CDC called for the direct sale of all of the-
assets in Canada of the two domestic subsidiaries and approximately one-half
of the assets of the Canadian subsidiary. In fact, all of the Canadian assets of
Tenneco's two domestic subsidiaries were sold directly to CDC and the gain
thereon attributable to assets used in Tenneco's oil and gas business was treated-
as foreign oil related income pursuant to section 907 of the Code. A substantial
Canadian Income tax was paid on the gain arising from thJ# part of the transac-
tion in addition to a Canadian withholding tax on the return of the proceeds to
the United States. However, in the case of Tenneco's Canadian subsidiary, it was
not feasible to make the sale by a direct disposition of the subsidiary's oil and gas
assets because the large amount of Canadian tax wbich would have been In-
curred would have substantially reduced the amount that could be returned and
reinvested in the UnIted States. As a practical matter, this part of the transac-
tion cold only be consummated as a stock sale.

In order to facilitate the transaction, Tenneco conducted a reorganization pur-
suant to favorable rulings by the Internal Revenue Service and the Canadian
counterpart. All of the assets to be retained by Tenneco (approximately 50%)
were transferred to a newly created Canadian subsidiary and all of the assets to
be sold to CDC (and only those assets) remained in the original Canadian sub-
sidiary. Tenneco then sold all of its stock in the original Canadian subsidiary as
a means of disposing of the underlying oil and gas business assets.

It the disposition of Tenneco's Canadian subsidiary had been structured as an
asset sale the gaini from the sale of its business would have been foreign oil re-
lated income. Since the sale of stock in this case was essentially a disposition of
oil and gas business assets described in section 907 (c) (2), Tenneco assumed that
tho gain would be treated as foreign oil related income.

In order to confirm its interpretation of section 907 of the Code and to obtain
some assurance that its treatment on its 1975 tax return of the gain on the sale
of the stock of Its Canadian subsidiary will be accepted, counsel for Tenneco met
with the Treasury Department earlier this year to request administrative con-
firmation of Its position with regard to the definition of foreign oil related income.
Although Tenneco believed the required clarification could be accomplished ad-
miIntstratlvely, the Treasury gave no assurance of its position on this question
pending the promulgation of regulations under section 907, which may take sev-
eral years. However, it is understood that the Administration does not object to
legislation amending the definition of foreign oil related income to cover gain
on the sale of stock In any foreign corporations which holds oil relgted assets.

STATEMENT 0F ROBERT H. MILLER, VICE PREsIDENT, TEIMECO,
INC., ACCOMPANIED BY P. CLEVELAND HEPRICK, JR.

Mr. MiLLER. I am vice president of Tenneco, Inc. I am accompanied
todAy by Mr. Cleveland Hedrick.
* I would like to address my remarks to an amendment adopted by the
Committee on Finance during its consideration of H.R. 106112, which
relates to foreign tax credit limitations which were adopted last year
by the Congress.

The proposed amendment would make it clear that the definition of
oil-related income includes gain on the sale of stock of a foreign cor-
poration entitled to be included as a member of a consolidAted group.

The need for a clarifying amendment became apparent as a result
of Tenneco's 1975 position as part of its Canadian oil and gas busi.
ness. Tenneco sold certain of its Canadian oil and gas properties and
related production facilities to Canada Development Corp., partly
owned by-the Canadian Government, primarily because Tenneco de-
terminedthat it would not be able to continue to export oil from
Canada to Tenneco's U.S. refinery.

The sale permitted Tenneco to retrieve and repatriate a substnial
prt of its investment in Canadian oil and gas assets. A question arose
because part of the disposition of Tenmeco's oil and gas business in
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-Canada took the form of sale of stock instead of a direct sale of the
indeklyiig awa os.

Tennec~s initial negotiations with Canada Development Corpora-
tion called for the direct sale of all of the assets in Canada held by
domestic subsidiaries of Tenneco. In fact, -all of the Canadian assets
of Tenneco's two domestic subsidiaries were sold directly to Canada
Development Company.

The gain on this part of the transaction was clearly foreign oil re-
lated and substantial relAted income tax was paid on this gain and a
Canadian withholding tax was paid on the proceeds in the United
States.

However, it was not feasible to dispose of the subsidiaries' oil and
gas assets by a direct sale because of a large amount of Canadian taxes
which would have been incurred.

As a practical matter, this part of the transaction can only be sub-
mitted by slot sale. Consequently Tenneco stripped from the Canadian
subsidiary hll of the assets to be retained. This left the Canadian sub-
sidiaty holding only the assets that Tenneco agreed to sell to Canada
Development Corporation.

Tenneco then sold all of this stock of the Canadian subsidiary in
order 'to dispose of the underlying gas and business assets. Sub-
stantially less of Tenneco's interests in 'Canada would have been re-
turned to reinvest in the United States had not part of the transaction
taken the form of a stock sale.

The gain on the stock of Tenneco's Canadian subsidiary should con-
stitute -foreign oil-related income no less than if the underlying oil
and gas properties had been disposed of directly.

The committee's amendment would provide the same treatment for
the gwin df sale of stock of i foreign corporation engaged iti oil and
gas which is included as a member of the affiliated group following
a consolidated U.S. tax return as gain on the direct sale of its assets.

This amendment ii considered with the limitations which were in-
tended to apply to all income derived from foreign and gas business
activities.

I would like to submit a more detailed statement -for the record.
Senator TALikA R. Without objection the 'fll statement will be in-

serted in th' record. Think youv ery imuch.'The next witnfs is Mr.
John T. Jackson, chairman f the executive committee, IU Interna-
tional Corporation.

Ymu may ihweift vonr full statement into-the record and summarize.
[The statement follows :]

SMumuAir or IflftmfAL Pon( Or TMlzuoYT or YolN T. UAcitso*, CHAZU AN
Or T3BZ EXECUTIVE CoMMrrf Ity iIXethtAoAL ,oul'.

1. IT Tnt~ntilonl, sh Ambr!Lish Cotporation, bas -oporated gas utilities in
Canada ftfwogh hniAItdlitlel Tot deftdew ind ha beo authovited to'explome for
and PtdOu6e gie in Caflia for t~s*, ttlttife iunbter to Innre bdUklelt supplies
of ta f6t'tbelr euktoisls.

2. 'The 17Bt talc edut16n Aet limited Yorttgn Ut Creits 'of large, uniltina-
tional. ift rated ,bfl cOrflnloe.

a. M'he Co 0 fitted 4h Flthfc aWhnndteht ftmpted YTmh Ithilp limtatron
regulated public utility Income related th Wfllsfibzhtot and tarnlsoItNtion Of.gas
and we support this move.

4. Also, the Committee should consider that the limitation of tax creditable IN
/lO%, designed to equal U.S. taxes, but fails to consider withholding taxes, which

makes the effective rate in Canada over 57 percent.
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TESTIMONY or M2. Jonir T. JACKSON RELATiNo TO ftmOf 1085 or H.R. 10612

My name is John T. Jackson and I am Chairman of the Executive Committee
of IU International Corporation. I would like -to address my remarks to an
amendment adopted by the Committee on Finance during its consideration of
U.R. 10612 which relates to foreign tax credit limitations which were adopted
last year by the Congress.

The Congress adopted, as part of the Tax Reduction Act of 1075, separate
limitations on the use of foreign tax credits from foreign oil extraction and
foreign oil related income (1 907 of the tax law). These rules separately limit
the amount of foreign tax on foreign oil related income which is treated as credit-
able for U.S. foreign tax credit purposes. The language from which these rules
evolved was adopted on the Senate floor, and the debate clearly indicatts that
they were meant to apply to the foreign tax credits of large multinational-inte-
grated oil companies. However, their scope goes far beyond this. For example,
the 1975 limitations also cover the situation of a regulated public utility in a
foreign country which distributes gas locally in that foreign country, and whose
U.S. parent is not an oil or gas company. I understand that the sponsor of the
1975 legislation, Senator Hartke, has stated in response to a question during
the recent committee markup on H.R. 10612 that it was not his intent to have
regulated foreign public utilities included within the scope of 5 907.

IU International Corporation was originally called International Utilities. 50
years ago we started operating in Canada through regulated public utility
subsidiaries. Today, IU continues to operate these local gas distribution systems
and electrical distribution systems through subsidiaries in Canada. Our gas
utilities serve the same type of customers as any other local gas company doe.
homes, factories, offices, and the like. Under the 1975 legislation, we are subjected
to the same limitations as is a multinational-integrated oil company. Addition-
ally, a number of years ago the subsidiaries were granted permission by the
Canadian regulatory body to invest in local gas fields in order to assure our
utility customers of a continuing source of supply at a cost subject to regulatory
rules. I should stress at this point that we would be treated the same way as a
multinational-integrated oil company even if we had not discovered any gas to be
used in our own s.Tstem, simply because of the fact that gas is merely trans-
ported in our pipelines and distributed to our utility customers.

It is my understanding that this Committee decided to adopt a rule which
would make this special foreign tax credit limitation not applicable to regulated
public utility income. I applaud this action. This amendment also has the effect
of treating in a parallel manner the foreign tax credits of competing regulated
public utilities that produce energy; foreign electric and gas utilities will now
be taxed alike on their transportation and distribution income.

Nevertheless, because we produce our own gas we would continue to be subject
to the 1975 special foreign tax credit limitation on our extraction income even
though our extraction income is derived by these same regulated public utilities.
ITnder this special limitation, the maximum rate of tax which is authorized to he
creditable with respect to oil/gas extraction income Is anpro imately 50%. Thq.
figure Is designed to approximate the U.8. rate of tax. However, it falls to take'
into consideration withholding taxes on this income which can, as in the case of
Canada. drive up the effective rate of tax to over 57%. We request that con-
sideration be given to this point, perhaps by arriving at an appropriate preeent-
age limitation to which any legitimate withholding tax by the foreign govern-
ment may be added.

Needlexq to say, any remaining allowable credits generated from TTl's onern-
tions In Canada continue to be subject to all of the other rules and limitations
normally applicable to foreign tax credits.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee, for giving me this
opportunity to present our views. We feel that If the Committee is to properly
discharge its duties, it mnst remedy inequities In the tax laws through the ear-
else of oversight Jurisdiction. It is clear the provision we are supporting remedies
an unintended and patently unfair application of a general provision to our
particular situation. We believe we were inadvertently placed within this ireneral
provision and at the time the provision was passed there was no opportunity for
a hearing. We respectfully suggest that there In nothing unfair, illegal, immoral.
or inappropriate about seeking legislative relief.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN T. JACKSON, CHAIRMAN, EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE, IU INTERNATIONAL CORP.

Mr; JAcKsoNz. Dan Brennan, our vice president of taxes, is-with me.
I would like to comment on the unintended effects on my company of
an amendment adopted by the Committee on Finance during its con-
sideration of H.R. 10612, which relates to foreign tax credit limita-
tions which were adopted last year by the Congress.

The Congress adopted, as part of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975,
separate limitations on the use of foreign tax credits from foreign oil
extraction and foreign oil-related income, section 907 of the tax law.

These rules separately limit the amount of foreign tax on foreign
oil-related income which is treated as creditable for U.S. foreign tax
credit purposes. The language from which these rules evolved was
adopted on the Senate floor, and the debate clearly indicates that they
were meant to apply to the foreign tax credits of large multinational-
integrated oil companies.

However, their scope goes far beyond this. For example, the 1975
limitatiorw also cover the situation of a regulated public utility in a
foreign country which distributes gas locally in that foreign country,
and whose U.S. parent is not an oil or gas company.

I understand that the sponsor of the 1975 legislation, Senator
Hartke, has stated in response to a question during the recent com-
inittee markup on H.R. 10612 that was not his intention to have regu-
lated foreign public utilities included within the scope of section 907.

IU International Corp. was originally called International Utili-
ties. We started operation in Canada through regulated public utility
subsidiaries 50 years ago.

Today, IU continues to operate these local gas distribution systems
and electrical distribution systems through subsidiaries in Canada.
Our gas utilities serve the same type of customers as any other local
gas company does--homes, factories, offices, and the like.

UTnder the 1975 legislation, we are subjected to the same limitations
as is a multinational-integrated oil company. Additionally, a number
of years ago the subsidiaries were granted permission by the Canadian
regulatory body to invest in local gasfields in order to assure our util-
ity customers of a continuing source of supply at a cost subject to
regulatory rules.

Should stress at this point that we would be treated the same way
as a multinational-integrated oil company even if we had not dis-
covered any gas to be used in our own system, simply because of the
fact that gas is -merely transported in our pipelines and distributed
to our utility customers.

Tt is my understanding that this committee decided to adopt a rule
which would make this special foreign tax credit limitation not
applicable to regulated public utility income.

I applaud action. This amendment also has the effect of treating in
a parallel manner the foreign tax credits of competing regulated pub-
lie utilities that produce energy; foreign electric and gas utilities will
now be taxed alikeon their transportation and distribution income.

Nevertheless, because we produce our own gas we would continue
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to be subject to the 1975 special foreign tax credit 'limitation on our
extraction income even theuh we--our extraction income is derived
by these same regulated public utilities.Underthis special limitation, the maximum rate of-tax which is
authorized to be creditable with respect to oil/gas extraction income
is approximately 60 percent. This figure is designed to approximate
the U.S. rate of tax.

However, it fails to take into consideration withholding taxes on
this income which can, as in the case of Canada, drive up the effective
rate of tax to over 5'p nt. We quest that comiderstion be given
to this point, perhaps by arriving at an appropriate percentage limita-
tion to which any legitimate withholding tax by the foreign govern-
ment may be added.

Needless to say, any remaining allowable credits generated from
IU's operations in Canada continue to be smjedt 'to all of the other
rules and limitations normally applicable to 'foreign tai credits.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, for giv-
ing me this opportunity to present our views. We feel that if the com-
mittee is to properly discharge its duties, it must remedy inequities in
the tax laws through the exercise of oversight jurisdiction.

It is clear that thp provision we are supporting remedies an un-
intended and patently unfair application of a general provision to
our particular situation. We believe we were inadvertently placed
within this general provision and at the time the provision was
passed there was no opportunity for a hearing.

We respectfully suggest that there is nothing unfair, illegal, im-
moral, or inappropriate about seeking legislative relief.

Senator TALMADGE. We have more than 10 witnesses yet to be heard,
any questions. The next witness is Mr. Donald P. Fertzog, general tax
counsel, Texa6, Inc.

You may insert your full statement into the record and summarize.
[The statement follows:]

STATEMENT or D. P. HERTzOG, Gzx=AL TAx Couqsin, X'Ao, IMo.

Mr. Chairman, my name is Donald P. Hertzog. I am General Tax Counsel of
Texaco Inc.

I strongly support that portion of the amendment of Section 1085 which would
Include interest received from domestle corporations (ie. companies Ineorporated
In the United States) within the definition of foreign oil.related In ome. The
purpose of this provision is to correct a drafting error which occurred In the

at Reduction Act of 1975. This error was pointed out iu testimony before this
CommIlttee on Marob 25, 1970, by Mr. IV. N. Young appeftang oh behalf of the
American Petroleum Institute as follows:

"TZCINICAL PROBLEMS Or 1975 TAX RMUoTMON ACT

"In addition, perhaps due to the haste In whk+c the 1975 dhanges were enacted,
there are many technical, questions of iatezpetation wbich .vake It 4121cult for
tax payers to know the tax results of future activities. Tlere are.also several
teehical errors a d apparent oversights. In 'the latter category is the apparent
omission of Interest iheom tfrom .8. itieotpo a oil 6mlnles operating
abroad as oi -r.lated income, whereas -such ineme from foreign afliates twov
be oil-related * * *" (T nmony of Mr. Wlfard B, 74ung, 'Tax RefOrm
Act of 1971S, lIA. 10612, Senate Committee on II nance, Bearings, Part 2, p. 818,
March 25, 1976.)



The T4x Reduction.Act of 1975 created 1 new qatpTry of-Incqme-knowu vi
foreign oil-related income. The purPose Was to Opply lita tons tforelo tar
credits which could be utilized by oil companies; These provisions apply to earn-
Ings of both foreign corporations (i.e. companies incorporated in foreign coun-
tries) and domestic corporations. Regardless of whether a company ChWose'to
operate in foreign 4reas through a foreign corporattion or a domestic subsidiary
restrictioua were Imposed on the amount of the foreign tax credits which could
be used.

L The amendment to Section 1035 of the Tax Reform Bill of 1978 which would
include interest from domestic corporatlo/is within the definition of foreign oil-related income should be adopted.

2. This would correct a drafting error made In the Tax Reduction Act of 1975.
See statement on House Floor on March 26, 1075 (Congressional Record, H. 2883).

8. Foreign earnings of both: domestic and foreign subsidiaries are subject to
foreign tax credit limitations based upon foreign oil-related Income. Both divi-
dends and interest from foreign eubsidiarl'ms are treated as foreign oil-related
Income. Dividends from domestic subsidiaries are treated as foreign oil-related
income and it Is inconsistent to treat Interest from doinestic subsidiaries as non-
foreign oil-related income.

4. The error should be corrected retroactive to January 1, 1975, and not from
January 1, 1977, as provided In the Tax Reform Bill.

Section 907(c) (8) created by the Tax Reduction Act included within the defini-
tion of foreign oil-related income dividends and interest received from a foreign
corporation and dividends received from a domestic corporation. The statutory
provision did not specifically refer to interest received from a domestic corpora-
tion.

The Tax Reform Bill of 1976 would correct the drafting error by including
within the category of foreign oil-related income interest received from domestic
subsidiaries. It Is pointed out In the Report of the Senate Finance Committee
(p. 249) that the change is being made in order to avoid discriminating between
taxpayers who carry on foreign oil-related activities through foreign subsidinries,
and those who carry on such activities through branches of domestic subsidiaries

It is clear for a number of reasons that the omission of interest from the Tax
Reduction Act was not intended. First, since the earnings of both foreign sub.
sidiaries and domestic subsidiaries are subject to foreign tax credit limitations
based upon foreign oil-related income, there was no reasons to penalize taxpayers
who choose for business reasons to use domestic subsVdiaries. Second, foreign
income earned by a domestic subsidiary is foreign oil-related and interest paid
out of such Income should retain its character as foreign oil-related income.
Third, there is no logical basis to distinguish between payments of interest and
payments of dividends made by a domestic corporation.

The injustice resulting from not treating interest income from domestic cor-
porations as foreign oil-related income is evident if we consider the situation
where both parties are members of a consolidated group filing a consolidated U.S.
income tax return. Assume that the corporation paying thO interest is engaged
solely in the' oil business and that all of its Income is oil-related income. The
payment of the interest reduces the oil-related income of the paying corporation.
Unless the receipt of the interest is treated as oil-related income by the receiving
corporation, there will be a clear distortion of the amount of oil-related income
of the consolidated group.

Moreover, the fact that the omission was unintentional is evident from state-
ments made by Chairman Ullman on the House Floor in presenting the Confer.
ence Report. Mr. Ullman stated that both interest and dividends from domestic
corporations engaged in foreign oil-related activities were to be characterized
as foreign oil-related income' (Congressional Record, March 26, 1975. H. 288.)

For these reasons, we submit that the amendment of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee which corrects the error should be adopted.

We further submit that the error should be corrected from the effective date of
the provision, namely January 1, 1975. and not from January 1. 1077. as provided
In the Tax Reform Bill. It Is manifestly unfair to subject taxpayers to the effects
of the error for any period of time. We note that retroactive corrections have
beea propoed in the case of other unintentional errors.

?4-712--7---pt. 1-26
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STATEMENT OF DONALD P. HERTZOG, GENERAL TAX COUNSEL,
TEXACO, INC.

Mr. Hmrnzoo. Thank you. I am here to support section 1035(c) of
the tax reform bill which would amend section 907 (8) of the Reduction
Act. This amendment would specifically include interest for the sub-
sidiaries and the definition of foreign-related oil income.

As the committee is aware, the 1969 Tax Reduction Act would place
limitations on the use of foreign tax credits by oil companies. These
limitations applied only to oil companies.

The concept of foreign-related oil income was applied to both domes-
tic subsidiaries and foreign subsidiaries but the statute specifically
provided that interest and dividends from foreign subsidiaries was
oil-related income and that dividends from domestic subsidiaries was
foreign related.

We submit that this omission was not intentional, that it was
through a drafting error for three reasons. First, the foreign subsidi-
aries and domestic subsidiaries have foreign-related oil income and
distribution from either type of company should be treated the same.

Second, foreign-related oil income is earned by domestic subsidiary
and it should retain its character when paid out as dividends or
interest.

Third, there is no logical basis for a distinction between dividends
and domestic subsidiaries and interest of domestic subsidiaries in this
context.

Further, the injustice is shown by the situation in the consolidated
return where the subsidiary making the payment reduces his foreign
oil-related income by such income unreceived by the parent not treated
as oil-related income.

This produces a clear distortion of oil-related income in the con-
solidated group. I might note that the problem arises solely because
of the selection of a domestic subsidiary to operate abroad.

The problem could have been avoided by having the parent coin-
pany operate directly through a branch abroad or by switching to
the use of a foreign corporation abroad. The one direction we would
propose is that since this is a question of an error, which we believe is
unintentional, the change should be made retroactive to January 1,
1975, the effective date of the bill and not from January 1, 1977, as
provided in the tax reform bill.

Thank you.
Senator TALMADGE. Thank you. The next witness is Mr. F. L. More-

field, vice president, finance, American Independent Oil Co.

STATEMENT OF F. L. MOREFIELD, VICE PRESIDENT, FINANCE,
AMERICAN INDEPENDENT OIL CO.

Mr. MOREFIELD. I am vice president of Finance of American Inde.
pendent Oil Co. Our company is known as Amoil and we are a sub-
sidiary of A.'J. Reynolds Industries. I am accompanied by Mr. Clay-
ton Turney, our outside tax counsel, and Mr. Arnold Sitman, the
ta" inannger for Reynolds Industry.

We submitted a statement which I understand will be put into the
record. I would like to summarize a few points, but first, would like
to give a little background on our company.
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* Amoil was formed in 1947 in a search for oil in tie Middle East.
At that time of our acquisition by Reynolds, in 1970, we had opera-
tions in Kuwait and Iran. In Kuwait we produced 80,000 barrels a
day of oil and in Iran, we have an interest in the consortium of five-
sixths of 1 percent which gives us a production of about 40,000 barrels
a day.

Since acquisition by Reynolds, we have'expanded our exploration
into the United States. Last month we made a maJor expansion of
this commitment into the United States for the purchase of the U.S.
properties of Burma Oil Co., located primarily offshore Louisiana and
Texas, also in California.

Basically we are in just one phase of the oil industry, in exploration
and production. All of the production for Kuwait and Iran and
our production of oil and gas moves to third parties.

We strongly urge the enactment of section 1035(e) of H.R. 10612
as reported to this committee. We believe this action will clarify the
implication of section 907(f) consistent with the reported intention
of section 907(f).

This clarification is necessary, we believe, for the effective negotia-
tion of compensation arrangements with governments where American
oil companies have had historic interest, including our companies.

The purpose of section 907(f) was really to deny credit or payments
for normal purchases or oil for these-where these payments have
been discussed as taxes. It could be argued, however, that 907(f)
could also apply to deny credit for taxes on profits arising from com-
pensation when takeover.

We do not believe this interpretation is correct. In section-1035(e),
it is designed to clarify this matter. Typically in takeovers, partial
compensation is given in the form of payment for assets taken, but
this is very small and related to net book value and not the economic
value of the assets or the properties that are taken-

A substantial part of compensation is generally given in the form
of discounts on future prices. There is nothing inappropriate or arti-
ficial, we believe, in a foreign government taxing profits arising from
these discounts.

Such profits are, in essence, a substitute for ongoing profits from
the original arrangements or a substitute for partial compensation for
the takeover.

Amoil's principal interest in the provision, section 1035(e) is with
respect to its Iranian operations. We believe the agreements negotiated
in 1973 continue to "economie~interests" crucial for credit

Sr.na+or T,%1,0.- Sorry, I have to call time on you. Your time has
expired and there are many other witnesses waiting to be heard.
Qiiostions I
. Senator HANSEN. Early this morning Robert Brandon and William
Piet in testifying before this committee submitted a full statement
in which they criticized this section 1035(e) and I would like to read,
if T mpy wha't they have in their printed summary.

It says, and then I will hand it to you. "This provision unjustiflably
mnkes the 1975 reform so recently alreed to by Connrtss apnlicable
only to rewcnmers having no economic interest on Mqrch 90. 19175,
,s nrQtiing the cost of nearly $40 million yearly for, Attea~t 10 years.

Wl'hls estimate may prove very low If other countries expropriate properties
Sthnq doprivlnn more companies of an economic interest will make possible the

% 1 ileln'z of royalties as taxes.
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I think you have addressed this issue but just, for the record, would
you cAre to respond ?Would you like to have this before you ?

Mr. MonRxLD. Yes, I would. First of, all, we are talking about a
correction in something Which is consistent with the original intent.
We do not believe we are talking about something which is taking
something out of the tax revenues with respect to our own company.

This matter will mean something to us, could mean something to us
of less than $1 million per year and with respect to our Iranian opera-
tions. We do not necessarily understand the necessity to limit this
provision to agreements or arrangements that were in existence at
a given point in 1975.

We do feel that this is a matter which in a sense could arise at any
time, and it is very important to not only insure the antiquity of our
present arrangements, but also we believe provide flexibility with
respect to the forum in which we achieve compensation in the future.

1 think it is important to emphasize that the strictures of 901 (f)
really go to limiting us, in the fonn in which we can,deal with foreign
governments, not in the substance. I think it is important if we are
goirag to be competitive and be able to maintain a long-term interest
such as in Iran which has served this company for many years.

I think it is important that we have the flexibility.
Senator Cuwrs. Would you say then, that your continuing interest

in exploring for, and developing fields in foreign lands may be tem-
pered somewhat by the treatment that you get in this instance ?

If it is unfavorable, you would be less inclined to go out and ex-
plore in other parts of the world than would be the case if this section
would be adopted?

Mr. MoRE=yD. I think it increases the uncertainty and that is a key
element in our business.

Senator HANsm;. Do you think that available sources of oil is in
the interest of all Americans ?

Mr. MoPxrnEw. Yes, I do, and I think this has been proven through
the last crisis we had.

Senator HAMSEN. No further questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Morefield follows :]

STATEMENT By AMERIoAN INDEPENDENT OIL Co.

SUMMARY

The purpose of section 001 (f) of the Internal Revenue Code, as stated In the
report of the ( mmittee on Finance on the pending Bill, was to deny foreign tax
credits where payments for normal purchases of petroleum are disguised as
payments of tax.

This purpose is not applicable to cases of discounts on purchases grated by a
foreign government to an oil company in connection with nationalization by the
foreign government of the properties and operations of the company. The dis-
counts in' dt case in substance amount to compensation granted by the
government to the oil company for the takeover in addition to inadequate lump
sum compensation based on book values.

In these takeover situations, there is nothing inappropriate or artificial in
taxation by the forein government of profits resulting from the discounts as a
substitute for loss of the company's future operating profits or as gain to the
company on the takeover.

Where such a takeover arrangement involving discounts on future purchases
from the government was entered into before the enactment of the 1975 Act,
there was no reason to anticipate that continuance of an economic interest was
necessary to sustain credit for the tax. While it is believed that in the case of
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the agreement negotiated In Iran In 1978 an economic interest did continue, this
Is a technical question which is not altogethekr free from doubt, and section 901
(f), should be Inapplicable th such cases in order to preveni the possibility of an

Inequitable retroactive pifect.
Section 901(f) should be made Inapplicable to any past or future takeover

situations if the oil company had an economic interest on or before March 29,
1975, In order to make the use of discounts on purchases from the government
clearly available as a method which can be used In future negotiations to obtain
compensation for loss of the properties and future profits of the oil companies.

STATEMENT

My name Is Fred. L. Morefield. I am Vice President-Finance of American Inde-
pendent Oil Company ("Aminoll"), which is a wholly owned subsidiary of
R. J. Reynolds Industries, Inc. ("Reynolds"). Aminoil is an independent oil com-

-pany that was formed in 1947 to search for oil in the Middle East. Aminoil oper-
ated principally In Kuwait and Iran until 1970 when it was acquired by Reynolds.
Since that time Aminoll has obtained exploration properties in the United States
and last month Reynolds purchased all of the United States oil and gas properties
of Burmab Oil Incorporated, including both producing and exploration ventures
in the United States.

Aminoil produces about 80,000 barrels of oil per day In the Kuwait-Saudi
Arabia Divided Zone and refines the oil -in Kuwait. In Iran, Aminoil through a
subsidiary holds a % of one per cent interest in the Consortium and its share of
the available oil Is approximately 40,000 barrels per day. Aminoil markets its
Kuwait and Iranian production to third-party customers in the Far East and
occasional sales are made to Europe and Brazil. Aminoil also holds interests in
petroleum ventures In Paraguay and other foreign countries as to which no pro-
duttion has been obtained. Affiliates have interests in an oil field located in
Argentina, In a gas field located in the Dutch sector of the North Sea and are
developing a geothermal steam operation in California. Also, the affiliates engage
in (I) retail and wholesale marketing of fuel oil, natural gas liquids and natural
gas liquid products, principally in the United-States Mid-West and North East,
and (ii) the wholesale marketing of motor gasoline In the United States West
Coast.

Aminoil urges the enactment of section 1035(e) of H.R. 10612 as reported to
the Senate by the Committee on Finance. This provision would amend section
901(f) of the Internal Revenue Code, as added by the Tax Reduction Act of 1975,
in order to prevent the inequitable operation of section 901(f) in certain cases
where foreign countries nationalize the properties of United States companies.

Section 901 (f) denies foreign tax credit for any foreign income taxes incurred
in connection with the purchase and sale of oil or gas extracted In the taxing
country if the taxpayer has no economic interest in the oil or gas and the purchase
or sale is at a price which differs from the fair market value for such oil or gas
at the time of such purchase or sale. As stated In the Committee's report on
H.R. 10612 (pp. 251-253), the intent of section 901(f) was to deny foreign tax
credits "where payments for the purchase of oil owned by the foreign country
are disguised as the payment of a tax by casting normal crude purchase and sale
arrangements in non-commercial formats" with the effect of creating an artificial
profit on which a tax could be imposed, so that the net economic effect is the same,
for the foreign government, as a simple purchase of the oil

The amendment proposed to be made by section 1035(e) of the pending Bill to
section 901(f) of the Code recognizes that the purpose of section 901(f) Is not
applicable to cases of discounts on purchases granted by foreign governments to
oil companies in connection with nationalization by the foreign governments of
the properties and operations of the companies. A number of the major oil-
producing countries have taken over ownership and control of oil operations
within their territories and others are preparing to do so. While recognizing an
obligation to compensate the companies for the properties and the oil reserves -
which have been developed by the capital and exp&irtise of the companies, the
governments have refused to pay outright compensation beyond the "net book
value" of the properties, which Is far below the actual value of the properties,
based on the profits which the oil companies would have derived. As noted In
the Committee's report, in some cases the governments have been and may in
the future be willing, in addition to payment of net book value, to allow the
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former owners to participate to some extent in the future profits of the operations
b~y permitting them to purchase some of the oil or gas at a discount.

In 1973 the Government-owned National Iranian Oil Company took over from
the' Consortium of which AmInoil is a member, control of the operations and the
right to the production. The compensation received by the Consortium members
for this takeover consisted of the right to buy quantities of oil out of future pro-
duction at a formula price which might be considered to be less than the fair
market value of the oil, and the right to credit against the price of such pur-
chases, in installments. 60% of the net book value of their investments, such net
'book value being extremely small in comparison with the value of the right of
the companies to continue such operations under the former agreement.

Since the profits which may be realized by the Consortium members on pur-
chases, in installments, 60% of the net book value of their investments, such net
profits which would have been realized by them under continuance of the former
agreement, and can be regardekl as a profit to them from disposition of their
former rights and interests for a total consideration in excess of the book value
basis, there is nothing inappropriate of artificial in the imposition of income tax
on those profits by Iran.

As pointed out in the Committee's report, it may not be clear that the oil
companies' rights under new arrangements involving discounts on purchases
of oil from the governments after nationalization will be recognized as falling
within the limitations of the technical concept of an "economic interest." While
it is believed that the Consortium members still hve an economic interest in
Iran, the question is not altogether free from doubt. However. such new arrange.
meats, whether or not they continue the companies' economic interests, do not
fall within the intent of section 901(f) as described in the Committee's rep~t
on H.R. 10612.

Until the enactment of section 901(f) in 1975, there was no reason, from the
viewpoint either of law or fairness, to anticipate that the continuance of an
economic interest would be requisite for the allowance of a foreign tax credit
for Iranian taxes on profits from purchases of oil under the new agreement.
Construction of section 901(f) in a manner which would deny such credits would
retroactively and inequitably alter, to the disadvantage of the companies, the
financial effect of the 1073 agreement which they entered into in good faith
and in reliance on the existing U.S. tax law.

The Iranian government is now insisting on further revision of Its agreement
with the Consortium companies. The form of such new revision cannot yet be
predicted. Other foreign governments are in the process of working out with
the oil companies the terms of nationalization of existing concess-ions. There
would seem to be no reason why section 901(f) should be continued in a form
which hampers the companies in these negotiations by preventing, or at least
cas-ting a cloud on, the use of discounts on future purchases of oil or gas as a
method by which the companies can obtain some measure of compensation for
the loss of their properties and future profits.

American Independent Oil Company therefore urges the enactment of see-
tlion 1035(e) of H.R. 10612 as reported to the Senate by the Committee- on
Finance. in order to make it clear that section 901(f) will not apply to any oil
purchase arrangements made at any time in the past or in the future, in con-
nection with nationalization of takeover of the purchaser's properties, provided
that such purchaser had an economic interest in the property on or before
March 29, 1975. In the interest of clarity, it is suggested that the words "if, on
March 29. 1975. the taxpayer has made an investment" be changed to "if, on or
before March 29, 1975, the taxpayer had made an investment."

We also suggest that the effectiveness of the amendment should not terminate
in 1986. The length of time over which the discounts should be regarded as com-
pensation tothe companies for the taking of their rights depends on the per-
unit amount of the discount and on.other terms of the new agreements, and
the period agreed on between the parties should speak for itself as the appro-
priate period.

Senator TALMADG& Further questions? Thank you very much. We
appreciate your contribution. The next witness is Mr. James Q. Rior-
dan, senior vice president, Mobil Oil Corp. You may insert your full
statement and summarize.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Riordan follows :1
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MAJOR POINTS IN STATEMENT OF JAMES Q. RIOaDAN, MOBIL OIL CORP.

1. At the time section 901(f) was drafted, it was widely assumed that the
new foreign producing arrangements would follow the equity-buyback pattern
In which companies would make a profit on the equity oil but not on the buyback
oi1l. Under this pattern, the taxes paid by U.S. companies that had invested in
foreign producing operations would clearly have been creditable, irrespective
of section 901 (f).

2. Instead of equity-buyback, however, some of the producing governments
are moving toward 100 percent participation, while establishing a new struc-
ture for the companies to continue to render service, earn profits and acquire oil.
The wording of section 901(f) now creates an additional question, albeit unin-
tended, as to the creditability of all income taxes paid by U.S. companies under
these new agreements.

3. Section 901 (f) was designed to assure that taxpayers could not manipulate
the purchase price of non-profit oil (buyback oil or oil simply purchased from
a producing country by a company having no prior connection with the coun-
try) to convert a part of the purchase price Into creditable taxes. It was not
Intended to create a problem for U.S. companies which have made prior substan-
tial investments in foreign concessions.

4. It now seems likely thht there will be cases where all of the legal title to
an existing concession will be taken over by a foreign government and that gov-
ernment, to compensate the former concessionaire fo' the value of the con-
cession taken, will grant the concessionaire the right to earn a profit by buying
at a discount the oil produced from the concession. Although section 901(f)
was not intended to deny foreign tax credits in this case, it is unclear whether
the oil company has, technically speaking, retained an economic interest in the
-oil or gas. Also, the determination of whether or not a discount for prior invest-
ments is reasonable will usually be difficult.

5. The Finance Committee recognized these problems and resolved them
by assuring that at least for a period of time there will be no unintended appli-
cation of section 901 f).

STATEMENT

My name is Jim Riordan. I tun Senior Vice-President Finance of Mobil Oil
Corporation. I am leased to have the opportunity to participate in today's hear-
ing, and to discuss the Finance Committee's amendment to section 901(f) deal-
ing with the foreign tax credit.

There are two basic principles which I feel should guide the Congress in taxing
U.S. businesses operatilng abroad.

First, we should avoid double taxation. Second, U.S. companies operating
abroad should be able to compete fairly with foreign companies. We should
especially avoid double taxation of U.S. companies when competing French,
German, English, Dutch and Japanese companies are not subject to double
taxation. For reasons I will explain, there is a risk this will happen to U.S.
oil companies as a result of the unanticipated operation of section 901(f). If
the availability of the foreign tax credit to U.S. oil companies in impaired, for-
eign business opportunities will simply fall to our foreign competitors who will
not be burdened by double taxation. America's economy will then be doubly
dependent upon foreign oil controlled by foreign companies.

As you know, the international oil industry is going through a period of
dramatic change. Foreign producing governments are revising drastically the
historic relationships which exist with private companies in respect of both
established and new exploration and producing operations. When making these
revisions it seems clear that those governments assumed that income taxes
payable, to them under the new arrangements would continue to be creditable
against the home country taxes in the U.S., Japan and the European countries.

When the Congress undertook to revise the U.S. tax law in 1975 as it bore
on foreign exploration and production operations. certain assumptions were
obviously made about how the new foreign arrangements would evolve and
how the U.S. law would e applied to those new arrangements. The U.S. Treasury
Department and the Internal Revenue Service are reviewing the U.S. tax law
Implications of the diverse new arrangements that are now evolving. Further-
more, the Service has begun to re-examine a number of basic foreign tax credit

,principles that had been established in earlier years, and are beginning to
consider the Implications of the new provisions added to the law in 1975. It now'
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appears that the U.S. tax assumptions made by the producing countries and
the Congress are In doubt, and that certain parts of the 1975 legislation, namely
section 901(f), which Were drafted under difficult time deadlines, could have
unintended application with disastrous and unfair results to U.S. oil companies.

At the time the Congressional draftsmen were working on section 901(f)
it was widely assumed that the new foreign producing arrangements would
follow the equity-buyback pattern that seemed to be emerging. Under that
pattern, profits are made, taxes are paid and tax credits are available on equity
oil, but it is assumed that profits are not made and taxes are not paid on
buyback oil purchased from the government. Buyback oil was assumed to be
purchased from the government and sold to customers at the same market price.
In these circumstances, buyback oil gives rise to no tax credits, Just as a
purchase of a cargo of oil from the government at the market price by a
customer with no prior connection with the country, would give rise to no tax
credit. Had that happened, the taxes paid by the U.S. companies that had
established foreign producing operations would have clearly been creditable
under section 901 (f). As I understand it, section 901(f) was designed to assure
that there could be no manipulation of the purchase price of buyback oil or oil
purchased by a company having no prior connection with the producing govern.
ment by converting part of the purchase price into creditable taxes. It now
appears, however, that the equity-buyback pattern will not be universally adopted.
Instead, some of the producing governments are moving toward 100% partici-
pation, while establishing a new structure for the companies to continue to
render service, earn profits and acquire oil. Unfortunately, the wording of
section 901(f)., designed for the equity-buyback situation, now creates, albeit
unintentionally, an added question as to the credibility of all Income taxes paid
by U.S. companies under these new agreements.

Under section 901(f) no credit is allowed for foreign taxes paid with respect
to purchases or sales of oil or gas where the taxpayer has no economic Interest
in the oil or gas and if the purchase or the sale is at a price other than fair
market value. Some believe that section 901(f) is needed to deal with possible
"gimmicky" arrangements where the taxpayer has never made a substantial
investment in the oil and manipulates the purchase price by converting a part
of the purchase price into an income tax. It Is my, understanding, however, that
It was never intended to create a problem for United States companies which
earn profits because they have actually made substantial investments in foreign
concessions. In some countries that do not adopt the equity-buyback pattern but
take over the entire legal title to the concession, the former concessionaire will
continue to earn profits through the mechanism of a price discount on oil or
gas as compensation for the value of the concession. Section 901(f) was not
aimed at disallowing foreign tax credits in this situation since legitimate foreign
taxes would be levied on the profit arising from these discounts. It is not clear,
however, as the Senate Finance Committee Report points out, whether an oil
company would be treated as continuing to have, as a technical matter, an
economic Interest in the oil or gas in this instance. Also, as the Report states,
the determination of whether or not a discount for prior investments is reason-
able will usually be difficult.

The amendment to section 901(f) made by the Senate Finance Committee
recognized these problems and resolved them by not applying section 901(f)
for ten years to transactions involvingthe purchase and sale of oil or gas from
a field if the taxpayer had an economic interest in that field on March 29, 1975
(the date of enactment of the Tax Reduction Act of 1075). Thus. the amendment

only protects taxpayers who actually had an economic interest in the oil or gas
by virtue of investments made prior to the enactment of the provision and
provides such relief for only ten rears (through 19.84).

On a broader basis the present confusion surrounding the creditability of all
foreign taxes convinces me that what we really need is a comprehensive review
of the U.S. tax rules relating to foreign income. This review should produce
a simple set of rules that are fair and consistent with those established by other
nations such as Britain, France, Germany. T'apan and the Netherlands. I ree-
ognize that we have neither the time nor the facts available to do that review
In the course of considering this legislation. We believe, therefore, that the
approach adopted by the Finance Committee of assuring at least for a period
of time that there will be no unintended application of section 901(f) to sttn-
ations that were clearly not meant to be covered, ts a practical and reasonable
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solution, albeit one that It is limited and temporary. It Is in this context that
I support the proposed amendments to section 901(f).

Finally, section 901(f) was added to the law in the 1975 conference. It was
not subject to hearings. We understand that section 901(f) was prompted by
suggestions made to the staff Qf the U.S. Treasury Department and Congress
by representatives of European govenets who were concerned that some-
how U.S. companies wern. going , IgaIen-,,atinpetitive tax advantage by manip-
ulating purchases of oil from foreign governments. The ultimate irony is that
it now appears that section 901(f) may produce double taxation of U.S. com-
panies that will not be borne by foreign companies. If it does so, there will be
a competitive advantage for foreign oil companies. These potential foreign
beneficiaries of section 901(f) were not publicly Identified in 1975. As I under-
stood the thrust of the testimony at the beginning of yesterday's session, under
these procedural circumstances, section 901(f) should never have been enacted.
For substantive reasons, I believe that it should never have been enacted.

Senator TALMAMOE. You may proceed, Mr. Riordan.

STATEMENT OF JAMES Q. RIORDAN, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
MOBIL OIL CORP.

Mr. RIORDAN. My name is Jim Riordan. I work for Mobil Oil Corp.
and I am here to support the Finance Committee's amendment to sec-
tion 901(f) dealing with the foreign tax credit.

There are two basic principles which should guide the Congress in
considering any tax provision relating to U.S. businesses operating
abroad.

First, we should avoid double taxation. Second, companies operat-
ing abroad should be able to compete fairly with foreign companies.

Therefore, we should especially avoid the taxation of U.S. com-
panies when competing with French, German, English, Dutch, and
Japanese companies not subjectto double taxation for reasons I will
explain.

There is a risk that this can happen to U.S. oil companies as a result
of the unanticipated operation of 901(f); 901(f) was added to the
law in the 1975 conference. It was not subject to hearings.

We understand that 901 (f) was prompted by some suggestions made
to the staff of the U.S. Treasury Department and to the Congress
by representatives of European governments who were concerned
that somehow U.S. companies were going to gin a competitive tax
advantage by manipulating :purchases of oil from foreign
governments.

The ultimate irony is that it now appears that section 901 (f) may
produce double taxation on Ug-eoipiies that will not be borne by
foreign companies.

If it does there will be a competitive advantage for foreign oil com-
panies. These potential foreign beneficiaries of section 901(f) who
were not publicly identified in 1975 of that meeting, not to be argu-
mentative in any sense, as I understand the thrust of the testimony
at the beginning of yesterday's session under-these procedural cir-
cumstances, section 901 (f) should never have been enacted in the first
place.

The fact is, df course, that 901(f) was enacted in good faith by the
Congress under difficult time pressures as events have transpired.

However, I believe that it is now clear that it would have been
that if this section had never beef enacted and at the time that Con-
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gress was working on 901 (f), it was assumed that the new foreign
producing arrangements would follow the so-called partial participa-
tion or equity buyback pattern.

Under that pattern, profits are made, taxes are paid, and tax credits
are clearly available on equity oil but profits are not made, taxes are
not paid on buyback oil purchased from the Government.

Section 901 (f) was designed out of an excess caution, I believe, to
assure that there could be no manipulation of the purchase or selling
price of oil purchased from the Government so as to convert a part of
the purchase price of such oil into creditable taxes.

It now appears, however, that the equity buyback pattern is not
going to be universally adopted by all of the producing companies;
instead, some of them are going to go toward 100-percent partidpa-
tion but are establishing a new structure for the oil companies to con-
tinue to render-service, get profits, and acquire oil.

Senator TALMADGE. Sorry to call time on you, Mr. Riordan. There
are a number of other witnesses to be heard. Thank you for your con-
tribution.

Senator HANsENz;. I do have one question, Mr. Chairman, if I may?
Senator TALMADGE. Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSEN. Is it not true that this provision falls far short

of correcting the deficiency enacted as part of the Tax Reduction Act
of 1975 in that the relief granted is limited to 10 years rather than
granted in perpetuity and also the relief is limited in respect to an
actual field as distinguished from a concession discovered by the date
of the enactment of that bill, March 29,195?

Mr. Rzom)AN;. We believe the section 901 (f) is not needed and creates
confusion and should be repealed. The Finance Committee has adopted
a more limited approach and only relates to a certain field where you
have a clear economic interest on a certain date, March 29, 1975, and it
only applies for 10 years.

We think that that is the minimum that ought to be done in order to
make sure that in no way in this provision which was designed to
govern manipulation-now there is a danger that it is really going to
put us at a disadvantage as a result of double taxation for what was
obviously a basic commercial transaction.

I believe this is limited but we hope the language that is worked
out by the Joint Committee will provide at least a practical and effec-
tive relief for the period of time until we can learn more.

Senator HA EsN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TALMADo E. Thank you very much, Mr. Riordan.
Chairman Long is enroute to the committee room right now. We

have a vote going on on the Seinate floor. I will let the committee stand
in recess subject to the arrival of Senator Long which will be in about
4 or 5 minutes.

rWhereupon, a short recess was taken.]
The CHAnR[AN. Mr. Thomas Driscoll, on behalf of Roy M. Huffing-

ton, Inc., accompanied by Mr. C. W. Leisk, chairman and chief execu-
tive officer of Austral Ofl Co., Inc.; Gen. A. A. Sproul, chairman and
president 6f Virginia International Co.; and Mr. D. L. Commons,
president of Natomas Co., and Mr. Miles of Trend Exploration.
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STATEMENT OF THOMAS DRISCOLL ON BEHALF OF ROY M. HUF-
FINGTON, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY C. W. LEISK, CHAIRMAN AND
CHIEP EXECUTIVE OFFICER, AUSTRAL OIL CO., INC.; GEN. A. A.
SPROUL, CHAIRMAN AND PRESIDENT OF VIRGINIA INTERNA.
TIONAL CO.; AND D. L. COMMONS, PRESIDENT OF NATOMAS CO.,
AND MR. MIE OF TREND EXPLORATION, INC.

Mr. DmiscoLL. Thank you, sir. I am Tom Driscoll, chief financial offi-
cer of Roy M. Huffington, Inc. Also with me are the gentlemen you
mentioned and Mr. Miles of Trend Exploration.

We all have one thing in common; our companies are operating
under oil and gas production sharing contracts. Further, each of us is a
small- or medium-sized independent oil company, operating overseas
in competition with the largest oil companies in the world.

We a ppar here today in support of the Finance Committee amend.
meant of May 27 which addedsection 1035 (f) to the tax reform bill.

We are particularly pleased to be here in view of the newspaper
stories, Senate floor statements, and testimony presented to this corn.
mittee yesterday which have described this amendment as a "ripoff"
and dismissed production-sharing contracts used to avoid the 1975
Tax Reduction Act Amendments.

Those responsible for these misrepresentations are completely unin-
formed as to the significance of the amendment and, a temporary
problem and attempting to resolve, for example, Indonesian produc-
tion-sharing contracts where first entered into in 1966 and in no way
were designed to avoid the impact of the tax bill enacted last year.

I would like to try to set the record straight on the substance of the
amendment. This amendment relates to the foreign tax credit in pro-
duction-sharing contracts and it is a limited transactional rule which
will provide time for the smaller and the medium-sized U.S. con-
tractors who have invested hundreds of millions of dollars in Indonesia
to renegotiate their contracts, so as to satisfy the requirements of the
Internal Revenue Service.

A reasonable time to accomplish this task and clear the proposed
changes with IRS is necessary in order to avoid the extreme financial
hardships which we might otherwise face.

The amendment was drafted to assure that no benefits included
larger multinational companies which have excess tax credits.

It was also drafted to assure that no provisions of the Tax Reduc.
tion Act of 1975 were nullified.

The problem that has arisen is that the IRS issued a public ruling
on May 7 of this year which means the new position that the U.S.
contractors operating certain production-sharing arrangements are not
entitled to a foreign tax credit for payments made on their behalf to
the host foreign government and treated by that government as income
tax.

The IRS concluded that if a U.S. contractor is operating under this
type of agreement that the entire amount paid to the foreign govern-
ment, in that case, 50 percent to 70 percent is royalty and we pay no
tax at all.

Existing production-sharing contracts of the smaller companies
which benefit from this amendment were entered into with the reason-
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able expectation that the foreign tax credit would be allowed in the
IRS ruling, reflects this understanding since the ruling is to applyonly prospetively'. ".Te chief problem With this ruling is the 6-month period is not

enough to carry out the necessary complex negotiations with the Gov-
ernment of Indonesia to obtain the clearance of any new arrangement
from the IRS.

It is important to note that section 1035 (f) does not reverse the IRS
ruling. The Finance Committee amendment and the committee report
are silent as to whether the ruling is or is not correct.

The amendment merely defers implementation of the ruling with
respect to existing contracts for a period of 5 years.

If, upon further consideration the committee should conclude that
5 years is too long a time to allow for renegotiation of production-
sharing contracts under subsequent clearups with IRS, our companies
can probably live with the shorter periods, such as 2 or 3 years; how-
ever, we would note that the IRS spent more than 2 or 3 years consid-
ering existing Indonesian arrangements before publishing its present
position on the subject.

The question may be asked, why did we not appear before the
Finance Committee on the production-sharing contract matter during
the public hearings during April and March. The obvious answer is
that we were not oven sure that we had a problem until the IRS pub-
lished its ruling on May 7, 1976.

Thereafter, we immediately brought this matter which is absolutely
vital to our operation, to the attention of the Finance Committee and
its staff and worked with them in developing the very limited amend-
ment that was set forth in 1035(f). Thank you, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Bmrrsni. Mr. Chairman, if I may make a comment here.

One of the reasons, as I understand, for the production-sharing con-
tract is to try to let some of the smaller companies get in there and
compete where they do not have big bonuses, that type of thing-that
they frankly cannot afford.

that is one of the reasons I have always been sympathetic to the
production-sharing contract, to try to bring more competition into the
oil business. Does it not. in fact, work that way?

Mr. DnisooLT. Yes, sir; that is precisely right. That is one of the
reasons that this amendment does not benefit major oil companies
hardly at all because they did not choose to operate under production-
sharing contracts.

Senator Bzw8rPm. The amendment was specifically drawui on the
carry-forward of tax credits with some limitations on them; is that
correctI

Mr. 1SOL0. That is correct.
Senator BP.a'rsE..N. What would be the result if you had too short of

a period and too much pressure put on you througl negotiations with-
in a government t-

Mr. DRtscrOr. If we are forced to make a bad and disadvantageous
resolution to these resolutions such that we would be double taxed on
this income we would have no choice but to sell our interests, probably
to foreign companies or possibly to major oil companies.
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Senator BrxnSEN. You might sell to the major companies; is that not
about what it would amount to?

Mr. DniscouL. That is correct.
Senator BENTvEN. And they would take over this business?
Mr. DwIsmCO. That is correct.
Senator BENT F.?r. Thank you.
The CIAIMMAN. I understand there is another provision in the bill,

section 1035(a) on which the Treasury has taken a position in opposi-
tion, in which your company has expressed an interest. Did you talk
with Treasury lefor proposing your amendment and if so, what did
they say at that time?

Mr. Comxoms. I think, Mr. Chairman; yes, sir, they did. This par-
ticular provision affects not only us but all of the other independent
oil companies operating abroad under the production-sharing con-
tracts and it was in the. bill as passed by the House.. It was fully
discussed by the WVavs and Means Comnmittee prior to adoption and
was not offered until this time and the Treasury Department had
approved the amendment.

The purpose of the amendment is to correct an unintended injustice
created by the 1975 act that results in double taxation.

The amendment insures that a corporation obtains a foreign tax
credit at no more than the U.S. corporate rate of 48 percent over a:
period of years and it is simply an averaging provision recognizing
that if Indonesia calculates income taxes sofiewhat differently than
does the United States, to obtain this averaging by means of a carry-
back the taxpayer must suffer the 50-percent foreign tax limitation and
accept a 48-percent tax limitation.

Yesterday, after affirming their support for this provision time
and again the Treasury suddenly reversed their position.

They did so because they say that it is sotnewhat 1-year retroactive
but I find it hard to understand why the sudden change in their
position.

The CHAM.MAN. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Driscoll follows:]

STATEMENT Or TaOMAS C. DasOOLL

SUMMARY

. Section 1035(f) of H.R. 10612, dealing with oil and gas productionsharing
contracts and the foreign tax credits, Is needed to give relatively small aund
medium-sized independents operating In Indonesia a reasonable opportunity
to renegotiate their contracts with Indonesia so as to satimfy IRS requlrments
for allowance of foreign tax credits.

2. The amendment does not reverse Rev. Rul. 76-215, Iisued on May 7.
1076, but merely postpones its effective date for five years In the case of small
and jueduim-sized independent oil companies operating In Indonesia. he anend-
ment was designed not to benefit the larger oil companies having world-wide
operations. The affected companies can probably live with a shorter period 'of
poetponemeilt than five years, but a reasonable period It needed *o that megotia-
tions with Indonepia do not have to 1e conducted on a erash basis. The short
six-mouths' transition period given by the IR8 In Rev. Rul. 76-215 In Just not
enough.

& The affected companies have Invested hundreds of millions of dollars In Jnio-
nesia on the reasonable awmuption that foreign tax-credits were available. T11"
IR8 change in position could reduce after-tax profits of these eoacerns by as
much as 50 percent, If thP prepont contracts with Indonesia are not renegotiated
In a manner satisfactory to the IRS.
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4. Indonesian oil is of considerable strategic and economic importance to the
United States. The financial wellbeing of the independent U.S. oil companies
investing in Indonesia Is properly a matter of concern to this country.

5. Rev. Proc. 76-215 was issued as the result of a ruling request.filed by one
of the major oil companies. The smaller companies affected by the postponement
of the effective date of the ruling had no opportunity to participate In the
development of the ruling, although they are the ones most adversely affected by
it.

0. Rev. Rul. 72-215 was published on May 7, after the Finance Committee
hearings on H.R. 10612 had been concluded. The smaller independents imme-
diately brought their problem before the Finance Committee and its staff and as-
sisted in the development of the limited amendment embodied in I 1035(f) of
the bill as reported by the Committee.

7. The Committee' estimate of the decrease in budget receipts for fiscal years
1077 and 1978 resulting from the postponement of the effective date of Rev. Rul.
76-215 Is a strong indication the revenue estimators believe it will take at least
two years for the companies involved to work out their problems with Indonesia.
There would be no pick up In revenue If new contracts with Indonesia could
be negotiated before the end of the year which would meet IRS requirements
for allowance of foreign tax credits.

8. Newspaper stories, Senate floor statements and testimony presented to this
Committee yesterday have described this amendment as a rip-off and dismissed
l)roduction-sharing contracts as a "gimmick" used to avoid the 1075 Tax Reduc.
tion Act amendments. Those responsible for these misrepresentations are com-
pletely uninformed as to the significance of the amendment and the temporary
problem It is intended to resolve. For example, Indonesian production-sharing
contracts were first entered into in 1906 and in no way were designed to avoid
the impact of a tax bill enacted last year. It would be most distressing if the
amendment should be stricken from the bill based on such false and misleading
representations.

STATEMENT

My name Is Thomas C. Driscoll. I am Chief Financial Ofilcer of Roy 1.
Huffington. Inc., of Houston, Texas. I have with me Mr. C. W. Lelsk, Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer of Austral Oil Company, Incorporated, of Houston,
General A. A. Sproul. Chairman and President of Virginia International Com-
pany of Staunton, Virginia, and Mr. D. L. Commons, President of Natomas
Company of San Francisco. We all have one thing In common; our companies
are operating In Indonesia under oil and gas production-sharing contracts. Fur-
ther, each of us is a small or middle-sized independent oil company operating
overseas in competition with the largest oil companies In the world, both do.
mestic and foreign.

We appear today Iri support of the Finance Committee amendment of May 27,
which added See. 1085(f) to the Tax Reform Bill of 176 (Committee Report,
pp. 2%,-255).

This amendment relates to the foreign tax credit and production-sharing
contracts, and Is a limited transitional rule which will provide time for the
smaller and medium-sized U.S. contractors that have Invested substantial
amounts of capital In Indonesia to renegotiate their contractA with Indonesia
ho as to satisfy the requirements of the IRS. A reasonable time to accomplish
this task and to clear the proposed changes with the IRS Is essential In order
to avoid extreme financial hardships which we must otherwise face. It sliould
be emphasized at the outset that this amendment Is drafted so that no benefit
will Inure to the major oil companies.

The problem that has arisen is that the IRS Issued a published ruling on
May 7 of this year (Rev. Rul. 76-215) which announced the position that U.S.
contractors operating under certain production-sharing arrangements are not
entitled to a foreign tax credit for payments made on their behalf to the host
foreign government and treated by the foreign government as income taxes.
The IRS concluded that It a U.S. contractor Is operating under the type of
agreement described in the ruling, the entire amount paid to the foreign govern-
ment was a royalty. The effect of the IRS rule Is that the U.S. contractor is
treated an havingpaid a royalty to Indonesia ranging from 50 percent to 70
percent. bntt is regarded as having paid no income tax whatever to the foreign
government.
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It is Important to have an understanding of how these smaller companies
got Into this problem with the IRS. In the late 1900's and early 1970's Indonesia
refused to offer its natural resources for development under the normal type of
concession arrangement. Rather, it developed the production-sharing concept
Under this new concept, Indonesia retained control over its natural resources
while sharing the benefits of their development with the U.S. contractors which
supplied all the capital and technology. This new concept was consistent with
the nationalism of a developing country like Indonesia. In general, the major
International oil companies rejected the production-sharing contracts And this
provided smaller U.S. companies with the opportunity to enter these areas.

The smaller companies have been successful in Indonesia and have Invested
hundreds of millions of dollars In that country under production-sharing con-
tracts. The joint undertakings of the smaller companies and Indonesia were
proceeding in a satisfactory manner until the IRS problem arose In the Spring
of this year. It Is not our Intention to criticize or complain about the actions of
the major companies or any single major company. However, it Is relevant to
the consideration of the proposed amendment that the Committee clearly under-
stand that the IRS developed its ruling as the result of a ruling request filed
by one of the major companies and, under IRS procedures, the smaller Inde-
pendent companies, who were most significantly affected by the IRS action, were
precluded from any meaningful participation in the process which developed
the substantive IRS position. We blame no one for the fact that we were shut
out of the IRS substantive considerations. The major company that sought the
ruling owed us no duty of consultation and the IRS personnel would probably
have acted Improperly if they had invited our participation.

The existing production-sharing contracts of the smaller companies which
benefit from this amendment were entered into with the reasonable expectation
that the foreign tax credit would be allowed. Even the IRS ruling reflects this
understanding since the ruling is to apply prospetively only to years beginning
after June 80, 1976. The chief problem with this ruling is that the six months'
turn-around time given to calendar year taxpayers is just not enough for us
to carry out the necessarily protracted negotiations with the Government of
Indonesia and to obtain the rtqulred clearance of any proposed new arrange-
ment from the IRS.

What the IRS ruling has done Is to substantially alter the economic con-
sequences of these existing-contracts after the companies have Invested large
amounts of capital in these operations. It the companies had knowing that the
foreign tax credit was not to be available, the terms of these contracts governing
the division of the recovered oil would have been negotiated on a vastly different
basis. Primarily, the U.S. companies would have been forced to Insist upon a
much larger share of the oil and gas to make their operations economically feasi-
ble in the absence of a credit for Indonesian tax payments. Had we done so,
we probably would not have received our contracts from the Indonesian Govern-
ment, and the United States would probably not have available to It the
substantial amounts of oil being supplied to it today from Indonesian sources.

It is important to note that Mee. 1035(f) does not reverse the IRS ruling.
The Finance Committee amendment and the Committee Report are silent as
to whether the ruling Is or Is not correct. The amendment merely deters im-
plementation of the ruling with respect to existing contracts for a period of five
yeanm. If upon further consideration the Committee should conclude that five
years Is too long a time to allow for renegotiation of existing production-sharing
contracts and their subsequent clearance with the IRS, our companies can
probably live with a shorter period such as two or three years. However, we
would note that the IRS spent more than two years considering the existing
Indonesian production-sharing arrangements before publishing Its present posi-
tion on the subject. The U.S. companies and Indonesia are now engaged in the
process of modifying the existing contracts. This is being undertaken because
Indonesia-is desirous of obtaining a large share of the profits from these opera-
tion and both Indonesia and the companies are hopeful of restructuring the
contracts so as to resolve the IR8 problem. These changes atre of the greatest
significance to the smaller companies and It Is absolutely essential that the new
agreements be mutually beneficial to the long-term Interests of all" Involved,
including, of course, the companies and Indonesia.

Without the Finance Committee amendment, the smaller U.8. companies will
find themselves in a real time bind; we will be forced to strike a new arrange-
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ment with Indonesia prior to year-end In order to avoid harsh U.S. tax con-
sequences that will reduce after-tax profits by up to one-half. Such an artificial
time constraint severely diminishes the companies' bargaining position and it
does so unnecessarily. It may well be that an agreement can be reached with
Indonesia by a few companies in the next few months, but a longer period will
be needed to complete the renegotiation of all existing contracts. Certainly every-
one hopes that the current negotiations can be brought to a rapid and satisfac-
tory conclusion. But it Is clear that the prospects of a mutually beneficial agree-
ment will be greatly enhanced If the time available for negotiation can be
extended considerably beyond year-end.

If we smaller companies are forced to press for modifications of our contracts
on a crash basis, the resulting arrangement may be so unfavorable to us as-
to m.he further oil and gas development activities in Indonesia uneconomic. If
so, we may have no alternative but to sell our contracts to either the major
companies or the oil companies of foreign countries. This can hardly be viewed
as being In the best interests of the United States or the taxpiaying public.

We note with concern that Senator Bumpers has had printed an amendment
to fI.R. 10012 (Amendment No. 1970) which would strike Section 1035(f) from
the bill. The reason he gives for his proposed amendment is that it Is a
narrow, special interest provision which is not necessary because the IRS has
given us six months to revise our contracts with Indonesia. Jast Wednesday,
the Service put out a Press Release (IRS Information Release 1688) in which it
listed five characteristics that tax payments made to a foreign government by
taxpayers engaged In extracting mineral resources owned by the foreign govern-
ment must have in order to be eligible for the U.S. foreign tax credit. At least 8
and possibly 4 of the 5 factors listed by the IRS call for very basic changes in our
production-sharing contracts with Indonesia. It is clearly unreasonable to expect
that the necessary modifications to our contracts can be negotiated with Indonesia
and approved by our Internal Revenue Service in the five months remaining In
this year. All we seek is a reasonable time for negotiations to be carried on in an
orderly manner without having a critical time factor as a millstone around
our necks.

The question may be asked, why didn't we appear before the Finance Com-
mittee on the production-sharing contract matter during the public hearings
on the tax bill last March and April? The obvious answer Is that we were not
sure we even had a problem until the IRS published Its ruling on May 7, 1976
that no foreign tax credit would be allowable for Indonesian tax payments for
years beginning after June 80, 1976. Thereafter. we immediately brought this
matter, which Is absolutely vital to our operations, to the attention of the
Finance Committee and its staff, and worked with them In developing the very
limited amendment set forth In I 1035(f) of the bill. This amendment simply
postpones the effective date of the IRS production-sharing ruling for those smaller
and middle-sized companies that would suffer most. from the abrupt change of
the IRS with respect to the allowance of foreign tax credit with respect to taxes
paid to Indonetia.

A word about the estimated decrease in budget receipts in fiscal years 1977
and 1078 of $28 million and $27 million set forth at page 255 of the Committee
Report. These estimates are based on the assumption, erroneous we hope, that
the U.S. companies operating in Indonesia will not be able to reach agreement
within this two-year period with the Government of Indonesia on new contracts
which will clearly permit the allowance of foreign tax credits for Indonesian
Income tax imposed upon their oil and gas extraction income. As such, the revenue
estimates themselves suggest that we should be given at leat a two-year
transition period to work out our problems with Indnnesi.

Finally, I can't close without commenting on the newspaper stories, Senate
floor statements and testimony presented to this Committee yesterday, which
have described this amendment as a rip-off and dismissed prodhetion-sharng
contracts as a "gimmick" used to avoid the 1975 Tax Reduction Act amendment.
Those responsible for these misrepresdentations are completely uninformed as to
the significance of the amendment and the temporary problem it Is intended to
resolve. For example, Indonesian production-sharing contracts were first entered
Into in 19M and in no way were designed to avoid the impact of a tax bill enacted
last year. It would be most distressing if the amendment should be stricken from
the bill based on such false and misleading representations.
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The CHAIRMAN. Next we will call Mr. Joseph 11. Guttentag on behalf
of Continental Corp., Chubb Insurance Co., the American Interna-
tional Group, Inc., U.S. Fidelity and Guaranuty Co., and Hanover
Insurance Co.

[The document referred to follows:]

STATEMENT OF IOSEPH H. GUTTENTAG, ON BEHALF OF CONTI.
NENTAL CORP., OHUB INSURANCE CO., THE AMERICAN INTER.
NATIONAL GROUP, INC., U.S. FIDELITY & GUARANTY CO., AND
HANOVER INSURANCE CO., ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM F. GLEA.
SON, JR., VICE PRESIDENT AND ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE
CONTINENTAL INSURANCE CORP.

Mr. GurrNTrAo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. With me this afternoon
is Mr. William F. Gleason, Jr., vice president and assistant secretary
of the Continental Insurance Corp.

We are here to support the provisions of section 1036 of the bill
which provides for the first. time in the Code a rule for determining
when insurance underwriting income has its source in the United
States and when such income has its source overseas.

We are also here to challenge the representations which have been
made just by the mere presence of these five companies that this is a
bill of interest to and benefitting only one company.

The Internal Revenue Code now contains a variety of rules which
determines where income has its source. There is no rule that either
the Code or the regulations determines the rules for underwriting
income.

Why are these rules important? They are important in determining
when companies are subject to tax in some cases and in other cases for
determining the amount of U.S. tax which can be offset by foreign
tax credits.

There are some rules in the Code now with limited applicability
which do define the source of underwriting income in terms of where
the risk is located.

Section 1036 would extend that same rule, generally; this is the
best rule as it cannot be manipulated as easily as all other rules.

Furthermore. if we were to adopt some other way we would end
up with two different rules in the Code for no good reason.

There will be minimal revenue loss, some gain and some loss. This
rule will prevent double taxation because most other countries have
similar rules.

Of course, there can always be double taxation as the United States
cannot, unilaterally, always avoid double taxation but we have avoided
double taxation through tax treaty and, for example. there was a
statement submitted before the committee yesterday indicating there
could be double taxation involving United Kingdom operations or
the United States company.
_ Thatproblem is specifically solved by the provisions of the United

States-United Kingdom treaty which is presently pending before thisbody.. .
Our support of this legislation has been on the table. There have

been documents available for public inspection.
74-712-76-pt. 1-27
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The proposal affects every insurer and foreign companies operating
in the United States rather than a provision of limited application.

Adoption will mean that we will have a general rule regarding the
source of income for all purposes in the Code which will affect all
insurance companies.

As we indicated, there is no rule in the present Code now and we all
agree that we should have one.

The pending proposal has been reviewed by the staff and the Joint
Committee and determined to be the best available rule as it is not
subject to manipulation.

The administration also supports this provision and even Mr. Nader's
organization finds it nonobjectionable.

Adoption of this rule will simplify the Code and ease its administra-
tion. Thank you.

The CHAMMAX. The Treasury is also for this?
Mr. GUTFENTAO. Yes, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Guttentag follows:]

STATEMENT OF JOSEP H. GUTIENTAG

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT
1. Determination of the source of underwriting income is Important to all U.S.

and foreign Insurers.
2. The Internal Revenue Code contains no general rule for determining the

source of underwriting income but certain rules of specific application provide
that such Income has its source where the risk Is located.

8. The proposed legislation would extend these rules of limited application
generally to define the source of underwriting income as the place of the location
of the insured risk. Adoption of the proposal would provide a single rule ap-
plicable to all provisions of the Code.

4. The "location of the risk" rule eliminates the opportunity for manipulation
of the source of underwriting income and helps avoid double taxation of such
income. Adoption of any other rule would mean there would be two disparate
rules under the Code for determining source of underwriting income-for no
good reason.

5. Adoption of the proposed rule would have minimal adverse revenue con-
sequences. It would result in revenue; gain as well as some revenue loss. It
would provide for the first time a specific nonmanipulative rule which would
simplify the Code and the administration of the tax law.

STATEMENT
My name is Joseph H. Guttentag. I am a partner in the law firm of 8urrey,

Karasik and NMorse. I appear here today on behalf of Continental Corporation,
Chubb Insurance Company, American International Group, Inc., U.S. Fidelity &
Guaranty Co., and the Hanover Insurance Company, in support of the provisions
of H.R. 10012 contained in section 1036, dealing with the determination of the
source of insurance underwriting income.
Summary

We urge the Committee to adopt this proposal which affects not only the com.
ponies for whom I appear, but taxation of all insurance companies, both U.S.
and foreign, and, accordingly, has broad applicability. The proposal provides
for the first time In the Internal Revenue Code a general rule for determining
the source of insurance underwriting income. This rule would not apply to only
one or two companies but to the entire International insurance industry. It
would have the effect of in some eases Increasing. and In some cases decreasing,
U.S. revenue. The grow and net revenue effects will be negligible. There will he
substantial benefits In the administration of the tax laws by having a definitive
rule on this subject in the ('ode for the first time.
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source of tnoome rules
Some rules for determining the source of income are set forth in the Code.

For example, the Code provides specific rules governing the source of income of
Interest, dividends, the sale of goods, and the performance of personal services.
The Code leaves open the determination of the source of other types of income
including insurance underwriting Income.
Reasons for source of income rule

The source of income rules are important for many reasons under the Code.
The two principal purposes for these source rules are for determining income sub-
Ject to tax, particularly in the case of foreign individuals and companies whose
U.S. tax is measured in whole or in part by the amount of U.S. source income,
and secondly, for determining income, the U.S. tax on which may be offset by
foreign taxes. Under the foreign tax credit rules, foreign taxes may be credited
only against U.S. taxes imposed with respect to foreign source income.

The proposed source rule would be of general application and would be used for
determining Income subject to U.S. tax, as well as entitlement to the foreign tax
credit.
Current ta. rules regarding insurance hicomo

As explained above, under existing Internal Revenue Code provisions, there Is
no rule which sets forth the source of insurance underwriting income. Further-
more, there are no regulations which cover this issue. There are, however, other
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code under which it is necessary to determine
tihe source of insurance underwriting income. Under Subpart F of the Code, cer-
tain underwriting income of controlled foreign corporations is subject to tax.
These provisions require a determination of the source of underwriting income,
and the Code provides that for these purposes, insurance underwriting income has
Its source where the risk which is being insured is located. Regulations issued
under these provisions of the Code set forth detailed rules for the purpose of
determining where an insurance risk is located.

.Additionally, the Code imposes an excise tax on insurance premiums paid to
certain foreign insurers. While this is an excise tax, it is designed to replace the
usually applicable withholding tax imposed by the United States on foreignin--
dividuals and companies not engaged in trade or business in the United States. .
who receive U.S.-source income. For the purpose of the excise tax, U.S.-source
insurance premium income is defined in terms of where the risk is located.

While the Internal Revenue Code does not contain the above rules which deter-
mine the source of underwriting income as the place where the risk is located,
these rules are of limited application. The Internal Revenue Service has issued
only one published ruling with respect to the general rule as the source of in-
surance underwriting income. This ruling was issued in 1922, and could be in-
terpreted to mean that the place of negotiation of the insurance contract is
determinative of the source of tihe income. The ruling, however, is over fifty
years old, involves an unusual factual situation, and is of doubtful precedential
value.
Avoidance of double taxation

If the current IRS position were to be followed, U.S. companies insuring for-
eign risks may be subjected to double taxation.

Many of the major general insurance companies incorporated in the United
States receive a portion of their business from brokers or agents situated in the
United States, covering risks which are located exclusively outside the United
States (hereinafter referred to as "Home Foreign Accounts").

Typically, a United States corporation or broker representing such corporation
will approach a U.S. Incorporated insurance company or its agent to provide in-
surance for the corporation's worldwide (excluding the United Statesi) opera-
tions. The insurance risks covered may be exclusively those situated outside the
United States and frequently are the risks of the foreign subsidiaries of the In-
sured U.S. companies. The Insurance companies, under an overall binder issued
on the Home Foreign Account may cover property and other risks of the U.S.
corporation and/or its foreign subsidiaries, and the insurance losses may be
payable either in U.S. dollars or the currency ot the country which the foreign
risk is situated.

Frequently, the foreign subsidiary Insured (rather than Its U.S. parent) will
pay the premiums in order to obtain an income tax deduction In the jurisdiction
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In which such subsidiary is incorporated and doing business Malo, In many Jh&-
stances, a policy covering the Home Foreign Aont dTsk must be Issued In the,
foreign jurisdiction In which the Insured's risk is located In order to-comply with
the local insurance laws of such country or the requirements of the Insured. I*
both these instances, the underwriting income derived ftom the House Foreign
Account would be subjected to foreign income taxation but would generate U.S..
source Income under the Internal Revenue 'Servlce's present position, thus prohlb-
Iting the utilization of foreign income taxes paid on ench Income as credits against
the U.S. tax liability on such Income. This results In double taxation. Adoption of
the proposed rule would not affect the taxation by the U.S. of brokerage fees paid
on such foreign risks. Such fees paid for sei vices rendered In the U.S. would re-
nrln U.N. source Income. Only the pure underwriting income would have its
source where the risk is located.
Various finderwriting income source rides considered

The Congress now has the opportunity to set forth a definitive rule of general
application to resolve the lbsue once and for all, and to avoid further administra-
41ye problems of determining tax liability.

There are various rules which could be adopted for determining the source
of insurance underwriting Income. Some of these rules arp as follows:

1. The location of the risk that is being Insured.
2. The location of the headquarters of the taxpayer issuing thae policy.
8. The domicile of the taxpayer issuing the policy.
4. The place where the contract is negotiated or executed, or where other ac-

tivities with respect to the generation of the business take place.
5. The place where the premium Is paid or received.

Reason for adopting Mtus of risk rde
It Is our position that for the reasons set forth below Congress should adopt a

rule, as presently set forth In section 1036 of the pending Bill, which would define
the source of underwriting income as the place where the insured risk is located.
We believe that this Is the most appropriate rule for the following reasons:

1. Several of the other possible rules set forth above can with facility be-
manipulated by taxpayers to place the source of the income artificially in one
jurisdiction or another. Included in this category would be the rules which define
the source In terms of the place where the contract was negotiated or executed,
or the place where the premiums were paid or received. For example, If a place
of negotiation rule were adopted, the source of income could be manipulated to.
generate foreign Income simply by negotiating and executing a policy outside the
United States Insuring a building located in the United States which is both-
owned and insured by U.S. companies and where payments of premium and losses;
were made in the United States In U.S. dollars.

2. Other alternative rules set forth above should have no bearing on the source.
of the underwriting income subjected to tax as there is little connection between
the criteria suggested and the income generated.

3. The situs of the risk rule would he consistent with the rules of many foreign
countries which, through a combination of laws, effectively tax Insurance income.
based on the place where the insured risk Is located.' In some cases, however,
under this rule, an insurer could be subject to tax by its country of residence
on a worldwide basiq (as in the U.S.) and by a country In which it has an
Insurance writing ofilte. This problem has been recognized and resolved by tax
treaties, including the pending U.K. treaty and the model U.S. treaty prepared"
by the Treasury Department.

4. Adoption of the proposed rule would help to eliminate double taxation
since, s explained above, a rule related to the situs of risk would be consistent
with taxing riles of other jurisdictions. When such jurisdictions do tax Insurance
Income. which is also subject to U.S. tax, the United States would grant a
credit fAr suh taxes. Conversely, when foreign companies are subject to tax
on insurance Income earned with respect to Insurance V.S. risks, they would
be more likely, under the terms of applicable tax treaties or their domestic
law. to avoid double taxation.

5. Adoption of thIs rule would he consIstent with existing provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code under sections O63 and 4871. These existing sections

' Among theM countrte are Australia. Argentina. Brazil, Denmark, France, India.
Jamalea, Japan. Pakistan, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland.
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proVide respectively that for purposes of Subpart F of the Code, and for purposes
of the Insurance premium excise tax, Insurance underwriting income has its
source where the risk is located.

6. As opposed to other rules which could be adopted, the location of the risk
rule is also the most practical and realistic ride in that the location of the
isk is also the place where Ancillary services in connection with the placing

of the insurance would be performed. For example, prior to the insurance contract
being written, the insurer may inspect the property or hazard being insured to
determine the risk involved. After the contract Is written, the insurer may make
periodic "onsite" inspections. Servicing of the insurance contract and claims
adjustment In the event of loss would most likely take place at such location.

7. The situs of the risk rule would also substantially conform to rules adopted
by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners. The rules are used
for state regulatory purposes and for certain purposes under the Internal
Revenue Code. See, e.g., oew Hamp8hire Fire Insurance Co., 2 T.C. 708 (1943),

•aff'd. 146 F.2d 697 (1st Cir., 1945); Section 832(b) (6), IRC.
iffcct of adopting Mstus r'ule
Adoption of the proposed rule would have the following effect:
1. The rule is more likely to be Internationally compatible than other rules

which might be adopted.
2. Such a rule would tend to avoid double taxation.
3. For the first time, the Internal Revenue Code would contain a generally

applicable rule with respect to insurance underwriting Income which would
-apply both to United States and to foreign taxpayers.

The adoption of this rule would not have significant revenue impact. Based
on a survey of over twenty United States companies, which are the major insurers
of foreign risk, we estimate that the revenue loss with respect to such companies
would not exceed $2.5 million. On the other hand, adoption of this rule would
also serve to increase the U.S. tax on the income of foreign companies insuring
U.S. risks. Furthermore, any Income earned In the U.S. by brokers or agents for
services in connection with the negotiation and execution of the contract would
remain fully subject to U.S. tax as U.S. source income.
* This estimate as well as a statement in support of the proposed legislation

was originally presented to the Staff of the Joint Committee of Internal Revenue
and U.S. Treasury Departments by letters dated May 6, 1976. by several insurance
companies, and has been available for inspection by any interested person.
The problem was considered and acted upon by the Senate Finance Committee.
luring the consideration of the proposal, Dr. Woodworth stated before the
Committee that the proposal represented the better rule, as It avoided artificial
manipulation toy taxpayers. The proposal Is a tax reform measure.

The Ch1A1RM,-. Any further questions?
[No response.]
The CHAIRMAN. Next, we will call Mr. William M. Horne, senior

vice president and general tax counsel, First National City Bank,
New York, N.Y., on behalf of American Bankers Association.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. HORNE, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
AND GENERAL TAX COUNSEL, CITIBANK, ON BEHALF OF AMERI-
CAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Hon~x. Mr. Chairman, we thank you for the opportunity to
testify before your committee.

On behalf of the American Bnnkers Association we would like to
-support the committee's action with respect to continuing the exemp-
tion for the 30-percent withholding tax on deposits to the U.S. banks
owned by foreign individuals and corporations.

I We have a statement which will be submitted for the record. I would
-simply like to summarize it at this time, if I may.

I would like to clarify two misconceptions that I think may have
.occurred as to this committee's proposal.
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The first is that it is a special interest provision. That is simply
not true.

The exemption from withholding on foreign bank deposits iII the
United States owned by foreign corporations and individuals has
been in our laws for more than 50 years and all that your committee
has done is to continue that exemption to make it permanent.

The exemption lIas been temporary since 1966 but your action would
make that exemption permanent.

Now, the second misconception relates to the amount of the revenue
loss. In the committee's report it was stated that the potential revenue
loss from this provision in 1977 would be $110 million.

We think those estimates are far overstated for the following rea-
sons: In the first place, the estimate, of course, assumes that the exenip-
tion from withholding on the bank deposits would otherwise go
into effect in 197'7 and the exemption would be removed in 1977 at the
time the bank deposits would be subject to a 30-percent withholding tax.

Of course, that assumes that these bank deposits would be continued
by the owners of the deposits, the foreign owners, and not withdrawn
if the withholding tax comes into play.

We think there is very ample evidence that once the withholding
tax does come into play'that most of these foreign deposits will, in
fact. be withdrawn so the revenue estimates would not, in fact, occur.

There would actually not be any revenue loss; certainly to the extent
that has been projected.

Just to look at what happens when a foreign individual or corpora-
tion invests in a U.S. bank deposit: You take funds. in effect, from the
foreign country and convert those funds into U.S. dollars and put
those dollars on deposit in a U.S. bank account.

These funds have a stimulated effect upon the IT.S. economy and,
in addition, they have a favorable impact on your balance of payments.

For these reasons we strongly urge the committee to support its
action ond continue this exemption.

Finllv, I would like to point out. if I may have one minute more,
that, the fact tle exemption is bound to expire at the end of this year
has already caused a number of foreign depositors to raise questions
about whether or not they will continue to keep their deposits in the
United States and so it is necessary that the Con'gress take action fairly
early if we are not to lose a substantial amount of foreign deposits.

The CThTRMA.. Can you tell me. how does it serve this Nation's
interest to have those deposits over here? You have to keep in mind
that eve ry.,body is not a banker around here-you had better explain
that tO 11s.

Mr. Hon N.. Tn effect, let us take a Venezuelan individual who would
convert his bolivars into U.S. dollars and place them on deposit in a
U.S. bank account.

That would add, in effect, then, to the amount of funds available for
investment in the U.S. economy.

This is a desirable sitmatinn. one that, we would hope the committee
wold approve by continuing to approve the exemption from the
withholding tax.

The CTIrA!RMAN. Just to aet all of this straight in my mind, does it
not stand to reason that if all $36 billion were pulled out as you say
might happen, that the Federal Reserve would just expand the amount
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of money and credit in the United States by using the powers that are
vested in the Federal Reserve to expand the Federal money supply?

Mr. HORNE. The Federal Reserve, as you say, can take action to coun-
ter any substantial withdrawals; it certainly is.true, Mr. Chairman,
but what we are suggesting, though, is by the presentation of the
United States exempting from the 30-percent withholding tax, the
interest on these foreign bank deposits, we are, in fact, encouraging
and have been encouraging for many years these deposits to be made
in the United States.

If we take away that incentive I do not think we would have any
new funds coming in.

It is just a problem-you are probably correct as to the fact that
even if the funds should flow out from the United States to Europe.
there are other dollar deposits in other foreign countries.The Federal
Reserve could, of course, taj_ action to counter that effect.

WVhat they could not counter, -though, would be the fact that the
incentive im pact of this amendment of the present exemption would,
in fact, be eliminated by propsing a 30-percent withholding tax.

The CHAMTMA. We do not have time to go into it now. I wish you
would provide us with a follow-up statement, hopefully, by tomorrow,
that would explain not from the point of view of your bank or any
bank, but from the point of view of the national interest and maybe
the Treasury can help you with this-just exactly how it advances the
Nation's interest to have these funds on deposit here in the United
States.

I am sure that a good argument can be made but I think it re uires a
little bit of thought and if you would provide it to us, would like
to have it.

Mr. HoR. r. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Home follows:]

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM 14. HORNE,. JR., O IPIAT.F OF TIlE AMERICAN BANZERs
AssOcIATION

BUMMAIT

1. Between 1921 apd 1966, the Congress provided a permanent exemption from
withholding for Interest on foreign-owned deposits in U.S. banks. Since 1966,
the exemption has been extended twice. It now expires on December 81. 1976.

II. This longstandtng exemption is not, in any sense, "special interest" legisla-
tion. It is of particular importance to banks in border states, regional banking
state, and money center states which have substantial foreign deposits. It is of
considerable Importance to the U.S. economy.

III. At present, U.S. banks hold over $6 billion in foreign deposits subject
to the exemption. If Congress does not soon act on the permanent exemption.
because of the approaching expiration date a large volume of these deposits will
flow out of the U.S. to other countries.

IV. The American Bankers Association disagrees with the conclusion in this
Committee's Report that the-foreign deposit interest exemption produces a
decrease in tax revenues, for the following reasons:

(I) The U.S. has tax treaties with a large number of countries which spe-
cifically exempt all Interest from withholding taxes. Treaties with other
countries provide for withholding on interest at a rate of 15 percent or lower.

(i) If the withholding exemption were repealed, those foreign deposits not
subject to treaty exemptions would immediately flow out of the U.S. into
other countries which do not tax foreign-owned deposits, with the result that
he U.S. tax base for these deposits would disappear.

V. As a result of a "multiplier effect" the $6.1 billion in foreign deposits pro.
duces at a minimum between $15 and $18 billion in bank loans to business and
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Individuals. This increased volume of loans generated by foreign deposits produces
substantially increased tax payments to the Federal Government.

STATEMEN'

I am William 11. Home. Jr., Chairman of the Taxation Committee of the
American Bankers Association. I appreciate this opportunity to testify on behalf
of the American Bankers Association before the Committee on Finance on the
exemption from the 30 percent withholding tax for Interest on deposits in U.S.
banks owned by foreign individuals and corporations, which are unrelated to a
trade or business In the U.S.

Section 861(c) of the Internal Revenue Code contains an exemption for this
bank deposit Interest, which expires on December 31, 1076. This exemption would
fie made permanent under 1 1041(c) of the Tax Reform bill, as passed by the
House and approved-by this Committee. In) our testimony before this Committee
on March 20, 1976, the American Bankers Association urged the Senate to make
the exemption permanent. Again, we urge the adoption of the permanent exemp-
tion, and we continue to stress the Importance of this provision to the U.S.
economy.

As we pointed nut in our testimony before the Committee on March 26, 1976,
the interest on foreign-owned deposits has been exempt from U.S. tax for more
than half a century. For 45 years (1921 to 1966) the exemption was permanent.
Beginning In 1966, the Congress made the exemption temporary by imposing a
definite termination date. Since 1966, the Congress has reviewed the exemption
several times, and has extended the termination date each time because of the
Impact on the balance of payments.

This longstanding exemption is not "special interest" legislation. Quite to the
contrary, it is of Importance to the economy. There are many banks and other
financial Institutions that are vitally interested in the continuance of tie
exemption for Interest on foreign-owned depostis. Banks in states bordering
Mexico, the Caribbean area, and Canada, and banks In regional banking states
and money center states (i.e., NY, Ill., Mass., Cal., Penn., Ga.. Tenn., NC. and
Wash.) which have substantial foreign-owned deposits are vitally concerned with
this Issue.

Because the exemption expires in less than six months, banks with foreign.
owned deposits have eeb receiving increasing numbers of inquiries. from their
foreign delpqitors concerning the tax status of their interest bearing time and
savings accounts. Because of this uncertainty, these deposits are in danger of
being withdrawn and deposited with foreign banks.

Foreign-owned deposits in U.S. banks take the form of time deposits, with
maturities ranging from 80, 60, 90, 180 days to one year, and passbook savings
accounts. Also involved in this issue is a probable loss of a substantial volume
of non-interest bearing demand deposits-owned by the same foreign individuals
who maintain time and savings depos;its in U.S. banks.

The average holdings of non-negotiable interest-bearing deposits In U.S. banks
by foreigners other than official institutions was approximately $6.1 billion in
1976.

At the outset, we seriously question the accuracy of the Committee's statement
that the continued exemption of these foreign-owned deposits will produce a
decrease in tax liabilities and budget receipts. The Committee's Report on
H.R. 10612, at page 261, states as follows:

"It is estimated that these provisions will remlt in a decrease In tax liability
of $8 million for calendar year 1976, and $130 million for calendar year 1977.
In 1977, $20 million Is attributable to the exemption for nonbank account
interest, aad $110 million fe attributable to the wemption for bank aoow#t
interest." (Fnphasis added.)

"This provision will reduce budget recelpq by 87h million in fiscal year 1977,
$187 million In fiscal year 1978. and $188 million in fiscal yesr 1981."

Similar, the Renort of the Houm Ways & Means Comnmittee on H.R. 10612.
at Dage 289, estimates that the revenue loss attributable to the exemption of
bank deposit Interet would be 9110 million for the taxable year 1977.

Our reason for taking issue with the estimated revenue Impact of the bank
Intprest exemption contained In the Senate and House Reports is based upon the

following considerations.
A number of countries, such as Canada, the United Kingdom, Oermany, the

Scandanavian countries, Belgium, etc., have tax treaties with the U.S. which
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contain reciprocal provisions relating to withholding-at-source- on interest. For a
majority of these countries, all interest is exempt from withholding. The
remainder of these treaties provide a lower withholding rate of 5, 10, or 15.
percent on the interest paid to residents of the respective treaty country.

Some unknown but presumably significant portion of the non-governmentali
foreign deposits in U.S. banks are owned by residents of foreign jurisdictions.
with which the U.S. does not have any tax treaty provisions relating to interest..
It is safe to predict that virtually all of these highly mobile short-term deposits,
in absence of a withholding exemption, would flow out of the U.S. into investment
in countries which do not tax foreign-owned short-term funds. Thus, if a U.S..
withholding tax were imposed on foreign-owned deposits, the resulting outflow
of these funds from U.S. domiciled banks would cause the projected source of
revenue to largely disappear.

While the withdrawal of foreign deposits would add nothing to Treasury
receipts, however, it could be positively detrimental to the 7.S. economy. In a
real sense, foreign nationals who deposit funds in U.S. financial institutions are
investing In the United States. The institutions channel deposits into mortgages
that support construction of new housing and the sale of existing homes, into
loans to businesses for inventory accumulation and investments in modernized or
expanded productive capacity and to the purchase of securities Issued by both
the federal government and the governments of states and localities. If these
funds are deposited in foreign banks, they would be employed in the Eurdollar
market.

The Federal Reserve controls the total amount of deposits in the nation's
commercial banks through Its open-market operations. changes in reserve require-
ments, and changes in discount rates and availability. But it cannot control the
way the total amount of funds in the economy is employed. Inflows of foreign
funds make a meaningful contribution to investment spending. It would be
counterproductive to terminate this contribution by imposing a tax that would
raise no revenue.

A permanent exemption, as provided by H.R. 10612 as it passed the House and
was approved by the State Finance Committee, would remove the continuing-
uncertainty in U.S. tax policy-which has existed since 1960--for attracting-
foreign funds for investment in the U.S. through the bank deposit mechanism.

Accordingly, the American Bankers Association urges the Senate to approve-
the permanent withholding exemption for interest on foreign-owned bank deposits,
as provided by Section 1041 (c) of H.R. 10612.

AMERICAN BANKERS AssocIATrON,
WI'ashfngton, D.C. July 28, 1976.

Hon. RUSSELL B. Loir,
Chairman, Committee on Pinance of the U.S. Senate, Dtrkien Senate Offlce

Building, Waahlngton, 1).O.
DL~t SENAToa Lowo: At the Senate Finance Committee hearings on July 21,

you requested that the American Bankers Association furnish you with a state-
ment explaining why foreign-owned deposits In United States banks are beneficial
to the U.S. economy.

As we Indicated in our testimony, If the longstanding withholding tax exemp-
tion expires on December 31, 1976, there is every indication that a substantial
portion of the foreign-owned deposits which would then be subject to the 30
percent withholding tax would, In fact, be withdrawn. We understand that the
Treasury Department estimates that these potentially taxable bank deposits are
in the area of $9 billion.

The loss of all or a substantial portion of these $9 billion of foreign-owned'
deposits would clearly have an adverse effect on the Nation's exchange rate
to the extent these deposits are converted into foreign currencies. Intervention
by the Federal Reserve System to prevent the deterioration of the exchange-
rate would lead to a loss of our reserves. To the extent that the funds move into
dollar deposits in the Euro-currency markets, this business would be lost to
foreign banks. More importantly, a change in withholding and the resultant
movement of funds would work against the re-establishment of the United'
States as the world financial center now that the various capital controls have-
been removed. The loss of position by the U.S. as the world financial center has
long-range employment Implications for U.S. financial markets.
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In addition, the loss of these deposits would be a factor which the Federal
Reserve Board would have to take into account in its monetary policy. Since
the tinting of the loss of these deposits would not be within the control of the
Federal Reserve Board, the outflow might occur at atine in which It would have
an adverse impact on the Board's then monetary policy. Thus, If the outflow
occurred at a time in which the Board was attempting to furtl,%-r stimulate the
economy by making more credit available, the Board would have to take addi-
tional steps In order to counteract the adverse impact of these foreign deposits.

In the longer vie*, the repeal of the longstanding exemption from the withi.
holding tax of foreign bank deposits Is clearly a restrictive measure that impedes
the free flow of capital In international financial markets, reducing the benefits
of such flows to U.S. and foreign markets. In most major industrial coluntrles,
interest on bank deposits owned by foreigners Is either exempt front withholding
tax or is taxable at substantially lower rates than the U.S. withholding rate
of 30 percent.

From a revenue standpoint. It is clear that the Treasury would obtain addi-
tional tax revenues It, and only If, these foreign-owned deposits, which would
become taxable by reason of the repeal of the exemption, did. in fact, remain in
U.S. banks..It is our considered judgment that a very large portion, if not sub.
stantially all, of these deposits would be withdrawn if they became subject
to the 30 percent withholding tax; hence, the estimated revenues projected, if the
withholding tax applies, would not materialize. In addition to the lom of
Interest-bearing deposits that would become subject to tax, the United States
would also be adversely impacted by a loss of non-interest hearing demand de.
posits owned by the same foreign holders who maintain time and savings
deposits in U.S. banks.

In effect, the withholding tax would act as a It terrorcm measure. An applied
proof of this result can be adduced from the relatively smoll amount of with.
holding taxes that would be lost if the Finance Committee's proposed exemption
for nonbank account interest Is enacted. Since the foreign bank accounts are
much more volatile than foreign portfolio debt investments. it is evident that
there would remain very few foreign deposits subject to the 30 percent with-
holding tax.

Accordingly, the American Bankers Association strongly urges your Commit-
tee and the Senate to approve the permanent withholding exemption for interest
on foreign-ow.'ed bank deposits as provided by See. 1041(c) of H.R. 10612.

Sincerely,
WLLiAM M. HoTIK, Jr.,

0hairnwo.
The CJIA=n AN. Any other questionsI
rNo response.]
The CIHARMAN. Next we will hear Mr. Tom C. Frost, Jr., chairman

of the board of the Frost National Bank.

STATEMENT OF TOM C. FROST, JR., CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
FROST NATIONAL BANK

Mr. FROST. Thank you., Mr. Chairman. I am here also to s port
section 1041 (c) of the House bill amending the same part of 8(1 (c) of
the Revenue Code on the bank deposits for nonresident aliens not
doing business in the United States.

I am here as a working banker who has had 26 years experience in
this marketplace dealing with these individuals that have put this
money in the United States.

I am also here-as someone who can kind of explain it a little bit
more simply, maybe.

It does not get into the theory of the Federal Reserve or nnything
else but I can say that if yoi do not extend this privilege this 'money
will be lost to the economy because the deposits are going to go down
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and when banks do not have deposits they cannot make the same
amount of loans.

I would like to make the point here that the benefits are to the
borrowers, not to the banks or to any particular institution or to a full
industry.

We can discuss a long time what the Federal Reserve could or could
not do but I can tell you that from practical experience that if that
money is just not here we cannot lend it out to somebody and they
don't get the benefit from it.

I would like to take just one second to, since we have talked so
much about how some of those proposals come about, I think there
has been a little criticism that theme has not been a proper public
hearing.

It was mentioned that this has been in the law since 1921. It has been
extended three times by Congress and in this particular session of
Congress this proposal has been considered by tihe Ways and Means
Committee and on the floor of the House.

This is the third time the committee or one of the committees has
considered it so we cannot say that this has not had a good public
airing.

We are supported by the Treasury, I understand, so they would not
lose any revenue. They are not collecting any now.

And, I request that you affirm the House's action and your own
previous action because if this is not extended, I think the money just
will not be there and there will be hundreds of thousands of borrowers
that just will not get their loans because of that. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator BENTSEN. WWould it also be true, sir, that in the area in which

you operate that even though the amounts might not be as large as they
are in the New York banks that proportionately it probably has an
even greater impact on the economy at the local areas to provide funds
for growth expansion and jobs in that area ?

Mr. FROST. There is no question about it. Texas, Arizona and even
Florida are capital short and we need to get funds from wherever we
can and the State of Texas and the banks I have talked to-it is a very
significant part of tihe deposits and they have been lending to local
consumers, businessmen and individuals, for the benefit of the local
econlioly.

Senator H.%sF;. Mfr. Chairman. this does mean a great deal to
Arizona. You have that "black gold" in Texas-it is not as important
there.

The CHAIRMAN. You have sunshine out in Arizona-
Senator FA10IN. Golden sunshine--but, certainly, it is tremen-

dously important to capital formation which, I feel, is the greatest
problem in this Nation today.

Certainly this would have an effect on the ability, as you have stated,
to finance many programs that are very badly needed.

Mr. FROST. I agree.
The CIIA~MMrA. Thank you very much, Mr. Frost.
[The prepared statement of 'ir. Frost follows:]
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STATEMENT OF TOM C. FROST, Ji., CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, FROST NATIONAL BANK,.
JULY 21, 1976

SUMMARY
1. Section 1041 (c) would extend permanently the exemption from U.S. tax on.

Interest on bank deposits owned by foreign persons--a provision that has been:
part of U.S. tax law since 1921.

2. This legislation is fully supported by the Treasury Department. It was con-
sidered by the Ways and Means Committee, was passed by the House of Repre-
sentatives, and testimony was received by the Senate Finance Committee.

8. It Is estimated that about $6.5 billion of time deposits in U.S. banks are held,
by foreigners. This money Is on deposit In banks throughout the country, and
benefits the communities of all of those banks.

4. If present law is not extended, a large outflow of funds can be expected to
the detriment of the nation and the communites in which the depository banks
are located.

STATEMENT

My name is Tom C. Frost, Jr., and I am Chairman of the Board of Frost Na-
tional Bank of San Antonio, Texas. I am appearing in support of Section 1041(c)
of H.R. 10612, the Tax Reform Bill, which would amend Section 861(c) of the.
Internal Revenue Code. Section 1041 (c) would extend permanently the exemptions
from U.S. tax on interest on bank deposits owned by foreign persons--a provi.
sion that has been part of U.S. tax law since 1921. This extenslonis supported by
Treasury.

Mr. Chairman, I want to set the record straight, since some have charged that
enactment of this provision would fall Into the category of "special Interest"
legislation, and may not have been fully considered by the Congress prior to the
time It appeared in the Senate Finance Committee bill dated 'Jme 10, 1976.

The record shows careful consideration of this issue by the House Ways and'
Means Committee, the full House. and this Committee. First, with respect to
testimony, the American Bankers Association and Mr. Mar Mandel, Chairman of
the Executive Committee, Laredo National Bank of laredo, Texas, appeared
on this issue before the House Ways and Means Committee last year.' Second.
I testified before the Subcommittee on International Finance and Resources of'
the Senate Finance Committee on March 1, 1976, on this same subJoct. Third. on
April 22, 1976, I submitted testimony on this issue to the Finance Committee
during consideration of the Tax Reform Bill, II.R. 10612. Others, I am sure, also
provided the Committee with comments on the issue.

Moreover, the issue came before this Committee after close scrutiny by the
House of Representatives. An amendment adopted on the floor of the House.
struck part of Section 1041 of the Ways and Means bill, but left the permanent
exemption relating to bank deposits (See. 861(c) of the Internal Revenue Code)
Intact.

I submit that the House Ways and Means Committee, the full House, and the
Senate Finance Committee, have all recently discussed and debated this issue and*
concluded that permanent exemption is the best solution to the problems faced.
This conclusion comes after repeated extensions of the law. I believe the exemp-
tion was a part of the Code from as far back as 1921, and when Congress-in 1966
reviewed Se. 861 (c) in the Foreign Investors Tax Act of 1966, It extended the
exemption through the end of 1972. The next review brought an extension through
the end of 1975, and again in 1975 Congress extended the provision through the
end of 1978. After repeated extensions of this statute, Mr. Chairman, I submit
that the House and this Committee are correct in recommending that the exemp-
tion be made permanent.

Now let me dispel any thought that continuation of this nrovlsion would benefit
a select few.

Public Hearings before the Committee on Wale and Means. won", of Representativo".94th Congress, on tbe subject of Tax Reform, VoL page 862. et seq.. and Vol. 4. page 2571,
et sm.

H1Ttrlng before the Rubcommittee on Tnternatlonal Pinsne# and Rsnnret Af the.Committ" on Finance, United States Snate, 94th Congress, March 1, 1TO, page 88,
et seq.



'The ABA estimates that about $6.5 billion of time deposits In U.S. banks are
'held by foreign Individuals or businesses. The totals are, of course, much smaller
for the Southwestern banks, but I can personally testify to the tremendous sig-
uificance of such funds, the biggest portion of which comes from citizens of
Mexico and other Latin American countries. From my 25 years of banking ex-
perience In this market, I have concluded that the deposits provide a strong and
stable base for extension of credit to domestic borrowers.

However, if the provision is not extended, a very large portion of these de-
posits will be shifted to banks in other coumtrie--countries which require no
payment of tax on the Interest earned. Who will benefit? Banks and borrowers in
those other countries. Who will suffer? Potential borrowers-busines, consumer,
and agricultural-from banks in the United States. For the simple fact is that
we cannot lead what we do not have.

This Is not'simply theory. With the exemption due to expire next December 81,
many foreign Investors are carefully considering the redeposit of these funds.

This has occurred In the past as the various temporary extensions have ap-
proached expiration. And It Is a compelling reason why this most worthwhile
and defensible provision of the tax law should be made permanent.

Mr. Chairman, the provision has great merit; It was drafted, debated and
passed In full public view: and In no way can it be said to benefit "special" or

"'narrow" Interests-unless indeed the millions of borrowing customers of the
-.affected banks are so classified.

I shall be happy to respond to quest 3n&

STATEMENT Or Tom C. FROST, JR., CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, FROST NATIONAL
BANK, AnIL 23, 1916

I am Tom C. Frost, Jr., Chairmen of the Board of Frost National Bank of
S San Antonio, Texas. I appreciate the opportunity to submit my statement to this
Committee in support of Provisions 1041 of HR 10612 exempting from income tax
the interest paid on deposits by commercial banks to non-resident aliens not
doing business In the United States. This Provision also exempts these deposits

from estate taxes.
This Legislation is important not only to the individual Itanks in the major

money centers and in locations bordering Canada, Mexico, and the Caribbean who
receive the deposits. but also to the economies served by these banks. As evidence
of the significance of this, The American Bankers Association in testimony before
the House Ways and Means Committee in support of this Letlslation on July
9, 1975, estimated these deposits at approximately six and one-half billion dol-
larg. I personally can testify to the significance of these deposits to the economy
of San Antonio and South Texas. During my 26 years of banking experience In
this market and through conversations with bankers In other &reas such as
Florida, Arizona, and other money centers, I have observed that these deposits
have been a good stable base for the extension of credit to domestic customers.

This exemption from taxes has been in effect since 1021 and was on a perma-
nent basis until 1966. For the lost ten years Congress has recognized repeatedly
the benefit of these funds to our domestic economy and the need to maintain this
exemption to protect this source of deposits by several extensions of the law.

Previous Congressional action Is consistent with the conclusion that these
depmsits would not remain deposited with domestic banks In the United State"
without this exemption since other countries whose banking systems and econo-
mies are attractive to the untential doisitors do grant similar Pxemptions. I refer
to the United Kingdom. Canada, the Bahamas, Switzerland, Belgium. Germany,
and the Netherlands as examples. Legislative action hax supported the position
that If the normal withholding taxes are extended to the Ifiterest earned on theme
deposits and estate taxes are levied on them upon death of the depositor that a
significant amount of these deposits would leave this country and their benefit
would be lost to its. In considering the extension of this law on previous occa-
sions. Congie has also concluded that the outflow of these funds would cause a
sfrnifteant adverse affect on the balance of paymmts.

Ten years of repeated extension have cause the depositors of these funds to he
aware of these expiration dates. These depontta are now more Pensitive then
before to this exemption from taxes Our bank has had direct experience with
depositors who are earetdllv renewlng their time deposits to mature within the
present expiration date, December 81, 1976. In conversations with other bankers.
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similar experiences are occurring. It can be seen that a good and continuous
stable deposit source has been affected adversely. Many depositors are carefully
reconsidering the redeposit of these funds because of the expiration of this law.
These monies then must be treated in a different light by the bankers who re-
ceive them. We Ic San Antonio and many banks in Texas have had a stable and
normal sour'ce of funds from citizens in Mexico and have used these deposits to
finance needs in the local economy. Under the present circumstances with the
exemption from taxes on these deposits not on a continuous basis, we may have
to look upon them as less permanent and stable. Thus they might not be used for
the same long-term beneficial credit purposes if the exemption from taxes Is not
made permanent.

It is my opinion and the opinion of many other bankers involved in dealing with
these funds that little additional revenue, or cone at all, may be gained by taking
this source. First, a significant amount of the deposits would leave and would not
be subject to any tax whatsoever. Secondly, the banks which handle these de-
posits could not gain a profit on those deposits which were withdrawn thereby
reducing the taxes which might be paid by the recipient bank.

Next, any Jeopardy of these funds penalizes the smaller banks without off-
shore operations to a greater extent than those larger banks in the major money
centers who could entice their depositors to transfer these funds to a foreign
branch In a country which does grant the exemption on a continuous basis.
Foreign branch funds currently are not recycled to the domestic economy but are
lost to the United States The result would be an Inequity favoring the larger
banks.

It is my understanding that this committee may be asked to consider a proposal
to exempt from taxes the income from certain other portfolio investments such
as stocks and bonds held by nonresident aliens. I would like to point out that my
remarks are directed to the making permanent an exemption which has existed
since 1921 on the passive and short-term vehicle of commercial bank deposits only.

I should like to submit to you for your records as additional Information In
support of Provision 1041 of HR 10612 a letter dated November 28. 1975. from
Max Mandel, Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Laredo National Bank,
Laredo, Texas, to Senator Russell B. Long, Chairman of the Finance Committee.

In conclusion, I ask that you agree that Provision 1041 of HR 10612 is bene-
ficial to the general domestic economy of the United States and that this Provi-
son be adopted by the Senate as passed by the House so that the exemption is on
a permanent basis without an expiration date. I would also respectfully suggest
that reasonably prompt action Is needed since the present exemption expires
December 81, 1976. At this time banks are experiencing a reluctance on the part
of depositors to extend time deposits to mature after this date.

I will be happy to attempt to answer any questions or obtain any additional In-
formation which you might desire. Thank you for the privilege of appearing
before you.

The CHAIRMAN. I call Mr. Michael Abrutyn, on behalf of H. If.
Robertson Co.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL ABRUTYN ON BEHALF OF H. H.
ROBERTSON CO.

Mr. ADRVT.N. My name is Michael Abrutvn. I am with the Wash-
ington law fin of Cole, Corrett and Bradfield and I am here on behalf
of H. H. Robertson and Co.

At the outset I would like to thank the committee for affording H. II.
Robertson the opportunity to testify for a second time with respect
to the provision in the bill which will afford it relief from double
taxation.

The purpose of this testimony is to correct certain inequity descrip-
tions of the provision which will afford Robertson relief from double
taxation.

The prvious testimony before this committee which took place on
March 26 and the materials submitted with respect to that testimony
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fully sets forth the technical basis upon which we were subject to
double taxation.

This matter was also considered by the Treasury Department and
the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue and Taxation
with full time for adequate consideration and at all times with the
full disclosure that the amendment would benefit the H. H. Robertson
Co. and the amount of revenue involved with respect thereto:

The two inaccuracies which I would like to correct--excuse me, I
would like to add that the amendment is correctly summarized on
page 270 of the Senate Finance Committee report.

The two inaccuracies which I would like to corie.t-excuse me, I
with the idea that this will provide a totally tax-free liquidation for
foreign subsidiaries, that is not correct.

Under the amendment, it will require Robertson to include an in-
come of $1.3 million of earnings and have attacked as a dividend.

The second inaccuracy I would like to correct is Ohat this will
overturn a court decision. There was a court decision involved in these
circumstances.

However, in no way will the amendment overturn this decision;
although the cost result will be different; however, the reason is the
circumstances in which the court decision arose.

The circumstances of this is that section 367 ruling determination by
the Commission, the standard by which the Commissioner imposes
the so-called 367 toll charge is not, and I repeat, is not subject to court
review.

We acceded to the standard that the Commissioner imposed which
was a standard of earnings and profits. We 'used those words.

Our disagreement with the Commission was as to the appropriate
interpretation of the term "earnings and profits".

'The court, ultimately, defined the term "earnings and profits" but-
and I repeat-but the court did not, in no way consider, whether the
Commissioner's judgment which is within his sole and absolute dis-
cretion could use the terni "earnings and profits" was correct..

I might add, in fact, that the court decision went on to say that the
theory-that is, that the double taxation we were subjected to, the
court noted that in theory we were correct, however, it felt constrained
by the words of the statute to produce the result that it produced-
I think this is an important point because to some extent we com-
plain about our retroactive relief-is that somehow, the court give us
our justice and that now we are seeking specifically legislative action
and that is not the case because whet we are seeking relief from, the
court did not review. I thank you.

Chairman LoNo. Any questions?
No response.]
The prepared statement of "Mr. Abrutyn follows:]

TESTaION'Y ON BEI1ALF OF i. 11. ROBERTSON Co. nY MIcnAEL Asr urY,
SPFX:IAL TAX COUNSEL TO I. II. ROBERTSO. Co.

SUMMARY
1. This testimony supplements earlier testimony before this Committee in

order to correct certain subsequent Inaccurate descriptions of the effect of the
amendment. The prior testimony fully allalyzed the problem which was also
carefully considered by the Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
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'Taxation and the Treasury Department with adequate time for thorough study.
and full disclosure indicating that the proposal was being submitted on behalf
-of Robertson.

2. Congressional relief from double taxation is appropriate where it was in-
advertently caused by the technical working of the tax law and the insistence
-of the Commissioner upon using inappropriate standards in circumstances where
review of the Commissioner's judgment was prohibited.

3. The amendment does not provide for a totally tax-free liquidation of a
foreign subsidiary, but limits the amount required to be included in income uon
liquidation of a foreign subsidiary to historical earnngs minus declared divi.
dends so that double taxation will not occur.

4. The Court decision defined the term earnings and profits. This amendment
will not overturn the Court's definition of that term.

5. From its inception to its liquidation the foreign subsidiary earned $9.1 mil.
lion and the total amount of its income which was included in Robertson's in'
come as a dividend was $10.7 million. The amendment would limit the total
amount to $9.1 million.

STATEMENT

We would like to thank the Finance Committee for affording the H. H. Robert.
son Company ("Robertson") the opportunity to submit additional material
and to testify for a second time with respect to the Senate amendment to
h.R. 10012 which relieves it from the harsh result of double taxation. The
circumstance resulting in Robertson having $1.6 million of income being subject
to double taxation, -which circumstance is similar to a wage earner being
taxed upon $10,700 of salary income where the actual salary is only $9,100,
was previously fully. openly and publicly discussed in testimony before the Fl-
nance Committee otj March 26. 1076, and was fully considered by both the staff
of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation and the Treasury Depart.
merit with adequate time for a thorough analysis. The written statement of Mr.
Robert E. Holngren, Vice President, H. H. Robertson Company, and Robert T.
Cole, counsel to Robertson, both dated March 26, 1976, submitted for the record
in connection with their earlier oral testimony included an attachment of an ex-
tensive 57-page technical printed brief discussing the issue. All of the material
clearly indicated that the proposed amendment was being submitted on behalf of
Robertson. Since that material fully sets forth a technical explanation and
analysis of the intermeshing of the complex rules which created this unwar-
ranted double taxation, the explanation will not be repeated. Also, the reason
for this amendment was correctly described on the top of page 270 of the Report
of your Committee. The purpose of this supplemental testimony is to correct
certain misleading descriptions of the effect of this amendment (section 1042
(c) (3)).

OVERRULINO A COURT 0R=soN

The description of this amendment as overruling a court decision may lead to
the erroneous implication that a court carefully considered the issue presented
and that Justice, which is generally provided by our court system, is now being
overturned by precipitous legislative action. This is simply not the case. The
court decision is not being overruled, although obviously the result will be altered.

'The issue presented to the court arose In the following way: When Robertson
liquidated its U. K. subsidiary and applied for a section 3867 ruling from the Com-
missioner, the Commissioner, pursuant to his unilateral and absolute authority
granted under section 367, extracted the so-called section 367 "toll-charge" in the
form of a condition to the favorable isuance of the ruling. The Condition was
geared to the standard of "earnings and profits." The decision to use the stand-
ard of earnings and profits was totally and absolutely within the sole discretion
of the Commissioner with no availability for court review. Although Robertson
assented to the condition, it interpreted the term earnings and profits In a manner
which was different than the interpretation of the Commissioner. Earnings and
profits is a term of art used throughout the tax law. Ultimately, the issueas to
the proper Interpretation of that term was litigated and the government's inter-
pretation prevailed. However, the litigation did not deal with, dilcus or in any
way involve the question as to whether the Commissioner's Insistence upon using
the standard of earnings and profits as the basis for the condition was ap-
prooriate. That question was not (and could not have been) litigated.

The provision in the bill merely provides that in the Robertson circumstances,
earnings and profits is not the appropriate standard upon which to base the con-
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edition because it can produce an Inequitable result. The bill In no way alters the
definition of earnings and profits as clarified in the Robertson litigation.
' Additionally, It is noted that unlike- the circumstances that were presented

to Robertson In that It could not dispute the use of the standard of earnings
and profits, the present bill provides that taxpayers who feel the Commissioner
Is basing the toll charge condition on Inappropriate standards can present the
issue to a court for review.

NONTAXZABJ UQUIDATIORX Qr MWON SUIMSAY

The description of this amendment as resulting in an income tax refund to
Roberton attributable to a tax-free liquidation could leave the erroneous implica-
tion that the amendment would improperly provide for a totally tax-free liquida-
tion of a foreign subsidiary. Again, this is simply not the case.

The Income earned by Robertson's U.K. subsidiary was not subject to tax In
the United States on a current basis. Only declared dividends were subject to
U.S. tax. When Robertson decided to liquidate its U.K. subsidiary, It recognized
that this deferral would end and It would have to Include an amount in Its in-
come attributable to the deferred earnings. As computed by the Internal Revenue
Service under Its toil.charge standard of earnings and profits (as defined by the
court), the amount required to be included In Robertson's income was equal to
approximately $2.9 million, whereas under the toll-charge standard of the bill,
the amount required to be included in Robertson's Income would be equal to
approximately $1.6 million. From its inception to Its liquidation the U.K. sub-
sidiary earned $9.1 million and after the IRS toll-charge the total amount in-
cluded in Robertson's income was $10.7 million. The Inclusion of $1.8 million
in income is certainly not a circumstance where the taxpayer was urging to have
the liquidation on a totally tax-free basis. Since the difference between the two
numbers'is approximately $1.6 million of Income, the tax effect of the atnend-
ment would result in a refund to Robertson of approximately $8%000 and not,
as has been described, $1.6 million.

OOONLUSON

Since our tax system is complex and not a perfect mechanism, it can and often
doss operate inadvertently to, produce an. incorrect result In circumstances not
foreseen when the specific statutory provisions were enacted. This is particularly
the case when domestic principles are applied in the International area. A
linchpin of our self-assemment tax system Is the ability of Congress to provide
specific relief where the technical operation of the tax law produces inequitable,
inappropriate or unintended results, or when the Internal Revenue Service over-
reaches or applies. Inappropriate standards. This safeguard Insures taxpayers
that Congress will serve as a court of last resort when the tax system operates
defectively.

The reasons Robertson was subject to double taxation, which is not sanc-
tioned by our tax system, was because of (1) a technical Intermeshing of several
provisions of the tax law in the foreign area which were designed for other pur-
poses, and (2) the insistence of the Commissioner on applying an inappropriate
standard in a circumstance where the taxpayer had no opportunity for review.

-tUnder such circumstances, Congress is the only forum where relief can be pro-
vided. We respectfully ggest.that the Senate amendment properly grants such
reef.

Chairman Low. Next we will call Mr. Ralph K. Smith, Jr. accom-
panied by John S. Nolan.

STAT iEN OF RALP X, SX. T fl AOC0 BY 0lN L
NOLAN

Mr. Sxmx. I am a member of the law firm of Sage, Gray, Todd and
Sims in New York City.

I am appearing here today in support of section 1044 of the bill and
my appearance S on behalf of the Royal Bank of Canada which is a
foreg corporation.
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In accordance with the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938 as
amended, I wish to disclose that I appear as an agent for a foreign
principal as defined in that act; that I am registered for that purpose
with the Department of Justice.

I have with me a copy of my latest registration statement which I
will furnish to the committee as required By law and, of course, neither
the filing nor the submission of that statement is made to indicate any
approval thereof by the Department of Justice.

In the interest of time I will dispense with the portion of my re-
marks which would have discussed, again this section 1044.

I wish merely to point out that the Ways and Means Committee
commenced consideration of this statute in 1973.

Ways and Means held two full public hearings on it in 1974 and re-
ceived a very thorough Treasury Department report on it and it was
only after all of that thorough consideration that it was included in the
House bill which was passed-last December.

In the words which were used recently on the Senate floor, Mr.
Chairman, section 1024 did not "ti ptoe" if on May 27 and it has been
under serious consideration long before it could be considered part
of anyone's Bicentennial birthday present.
• I would like to conclude, Mr. Chairman, by reading into the record
the' brief conclusion in the Treasury Department memo delivered only
yesterday:

Section 1044 Administration position. The Administration does not object to
this Amendment although the Administration generally opposes retroactive relief
for particular taxpayers. The Administration recognizes that Congress has in-
advertently failed to provide the proper rule in this case. No action of a taxpayer
could have prevented the hardship.

If I may ask that my written statement be included in the record, I
will conclude then, Mr. Chairman,

Chairman LoNio. Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Smith follows:]

STATEMENT OF ROYAL BANK OF CANADA IN SuPPoRT or SonoN 1044 or H.R. 10612

This material is presented by Sage Gray Todd & Sims, 140 Broadway, New
York, New York, 10005, and Miller & Chevalier, 1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20006, which are registered under the Foreign Agents Regis-
tration Act of 1938, as amended, With the Department of Justice, Washnton,
D.C., as agents of a foreign principal, the Royal Bank of Canada, Montreal,
Quebec, Oanada. This material i .filed with the Department of Justice, where
it Is available for inspection by the public. Registration by the above-named
agents of * foreign principal, as required by the Foreign Agents Registration
Act of 1988, as amended, does nqt indicate approval by the United Otates
Government of the contents of thipmaterial.

5UXMAUY

Section J044 corrects an anomalous reult Inadvertently created by the Tax
Reform Act of 190. Prior to 1969, dohestle banks were permitted to treat
gains on the sales of debt instruments U capital gains, while treasng losses on
such sales as ordinary losses. In 1969, Congress sought to prevent abuse of that
provision by requiring all such gains and looms to be treated as ordinary gains
or losses.

The 1969 Act also applied to foreign banks, which had" been recognizing capi-
tal gatni and losses from such transactions, and which therefore, unli"k domestic
banks, -bad carryover of capital losses from pre-1969 transactions Because
post-1969 ordinary gains on such transactions could not be offset by capital-gim
carryovers, an unintended result of the 1969 Act was to prevent torein banks
from using those carryovers
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Section 1044 would correct this oversight by permitting foreign banks to treat
gains on the sales of debt instruments as capital gains to the limited extent
necessary to permit the normal five-year carryover of pre-1969 capital losses.
Thus, enactment of section 1044 would vindicate the base principle that a tax.
pwer is taxed only on net income, and would grant foreign banks the rights
already enjoyed by domestic banks.

Section 1044 resolves an Inequity that the Royal Bank of Canada presented
to the House Ways and Means Committee in public hearings in 1973, and again
iu 19T5. A House bill was introduced, and the Treasury Department issued a
favorable bill report. The problem was carefully considered by the House Ways
and Means Committee, and section 1044 was included in the Tax Reform Bill
to correct the inequity. It should in all events-be retained in ILR. lO12.

RAWN' K. BrTH, Jr.
Bae Gr Todd o Rime

- NeW yorl, N.Y.
JoaN S. NoLAN,
MWr a Ohevoor,

JuLY 20.197. WaekiSo D.O.
- TATEMENT

Prior to 1969, a domestic bank was permitted by section 582(c) to treat net
loses on sales or exchanges of bonds and other debt Instruments as ordinary
loses, while treating net gains as capital gains In Its consideration of the
Tax Refora Act of 1969, Congress found that this nonparallel treatment had
encouraged banks to time their dispositions of debt instruments so as to time
their dispositions of debt Instruments so as to recognize gains (as capital gains)
in selected years and losses (as ordinary losses) in other years, thereby cir-
cumventing the netting principles of the Internal Revenue Code and obtaining
"preferential treatment over other taxpayers". H. Rep. No. 91-418 (Part 1),
91st Cong., 1st Sess. 129-0 (1969) ; S. Rep. No. 91-552, 91st Cong, lt Sam 167
(1969). Indeed, domestic banks had thus gained preferential treatment even
over foreign banks, which were not covered by section 582(c) and which were
thus required to treat both gains and losses as capital gains or losses.

Congress reacted to this abuse by amending section 582(c) to require both
gains and losses on such transactions to be treated as ordinary gains or losses
for taxable years beginning after July 11, 1969. P.L. 91-172, 488(a), 88 Stat.
M2 (1969). The impact on domestic banks, with respect to debt instruments

held on July 11, 1969, was mitigated by the transitional rule of section 582(c) (2),
which provided for capital gains treatment for a prorated portion of the excess
of long-term gains over short-term losses.

Section 582(c), as amended, however, applied not only to domestic banks,
as It had before 1969, but to "financial institutions," including foreign banks,
small business Investment companies, and business development corporations.
Small business investment companies and business development corporations
were provided a tra isltional rule, which made the application of scion 582(c)
optional for five years. In other words, such taxpayers were permitted to treat
their gains and losses as either ordinary or capital, so long as gains and losses
were treated alike.C Congress neglected, however, to provide any transiUonal role for foreign
banks Those banks, which had never b.en guilty of ,the abuses that prompted
the 1969 legiation,- suddenly became subject to severe financial hardship As
required by law, the Royal Bank of C4nada, before 1969, had consistently given
parallel treatment to such gains and losses, treating them ak capital gains or
losses. During Its fiscal year ending October 81, 1960, the Bank realized sub.
stantial losses from the sale of bonds, and reported a net capital loss. Prin.
dples of netting, reflected in section 1212, dictated that the Bank would have.a
capital-loss carryover to the suceeding five fiscal years. These, sigulficantly,
were the same principles of uetong that guided the congressional Committees
in 1900 when they sought to pretert the abuses of the domestic banks. 1ndedo
In its fiscal year ending October 81, 1070, the Royal Bank of Canada did have
substantial gains on the sale of bonds, against which It would normally have
been entitled to apply Its capital-loss carryover. Neverthelss, because those
gains were treated as ordinary gains under the new rul, tae capital-loss
carryover could not be used.
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This unfair result could have been avoided only if the Bank had realized
sufficient capital gains from other sources within five years of October 81, 1969.
But the Bank, being a foreign bank, holds very few other capital assets in the
United States, and its capital gains during the five-year period therefore fell
far short of Its pre-1969 carryover, which therefore went largely unused.

It Is essential that this problem be viewed in proper perspective. Domestic
banks, whose abuses had given rise to the 1969 amendment, had no problems
with pre-1969 capital-loss carryovers, because their pre-1969 losses had been
recognized (or carried over) as ordinary losses. Small business investment
companies and business development corporations could avoid losing the benefit
of pre-1969 capital-loss carryovers, by electing during the five-year period to
treat gains from the sale of bonds as capital gains. Significantly, this is the
same five-year period as that prescribed for capital-loss carryovers under section
1212. Foreign banks, such as the Royal Bank of Canada, however, were given
no option, but were required to treat post-1969 gains on bonds as ordinary in-
come. Moreover, such foreign banks, simply because they were foreign banks,
with limited domestic holdings, found themselves with very few other oppor-
tunities to use their pre-1969 capital-loss carryovers. In other words, the tax-
payers most likely to have the problem of unused carryovers were the taxpayers
that had been rendered incapable of solving the problem, because they had been
overlooked in the mitigation and transition provisions of the 1969 amendment.
Since it Is a fundamental principle of United States Income taxation that tax-
payers should be taxed only on their net income, and since It was that same
principle of netting which Congress actually sought to vindicate by amending
section 582(c), it is most anomalous that the Intended remedy should operate to
prevent a foreign bank from offsetting its losses on the sale of securities against
Its gains on the sale of the same type of securities

This anomaly Is especially striking when it Is considered that Congress chose
to treat both gains and losses on debt Instruments as ordinary gais and losses,
rather than capital gains and losses, partly because such treatment "gives
financial institutions more effective tax relief for their losses" S. Rept. No.
91-W2, 91st Cong., lot Bes. 16? (19) ; ef. H. Rep. No. 91-148 (Part 1). 91st
Cong., 1st Bess. 130 (1969). Surely, with a stated purpose of giving more effective
tax relief for losses, Congress could not have intended foreign banks to be
denied the use of losses altogether.

Section 1044 of H.R. 10612 would correct this unintended anomaly, by allow-
ing a foreign bank to treat gains from post-1969 sales of debt Instruments as
capital gains, tt on)y to the extent those gains would be offset by available
capital-loss mrryovers from pre-1969 transactions. The Identical result would be
achieved if pre-1969 capital-toss carryover were deemed to be ordinary-loss
carryovers, to the extent of post-1969 gains from such sales. The objective is
simply to provide for parallel treatment, so as to permit proper offsetting of
similar items.

Viewed against this background, it is clear that section 1044 would not con-
vert ordinary income to capital gains, except for the very limited purpose of
permitting the operation of the netting principles that underlie the 1969 amend-
ment When the distinguished senior Senator from Wisconsin attack seczon
1044 on the floor of the Senate, he simply misconstrued this purpose of the
section. 122 Cong. Rec. 810814 (June 28, 1976). In contrast, the explanation
Inserted in the Record by the Senator stated: "The 1968 [slcJ Tax Reform
Act . . . would accidentally prevent using capital lose carry-forwards . .
Id. at 810817. Section 1044 has been drafted to correct that "accident."

The Senator also misconstrued the &rcumstances when be implied that sec-
tion 1044 was added to the bill by this Committee "at the last minut, without
very much discussion." Id. at 810818. In fact, section 1044 Is Identical to H.R.
18009, 93d Cong., 2d ess. (1974), which had received a favorable report from
the Tresury Department. Letter from Acting Assistant Secretary Ernest S.
Christian, Jr., to the Honorable Wilbur D. Mills. Aug. 80, 1974. The Identical
language appeared In H.R. 408, 94th Cong., 1st ges (1975) and was sup-
porte4 in the House Ways and Means Committee's bearings on tax reform.
Hearings on the Subject of Tax Reform Before the House Committee on
Ways and Means, 94th Cong., 1st Sess., pL 4, at 3280-83 (1973). The Identical
language again appeared as section 1044 of the first complete Ways and Means
Committee print of the Tax Reform Bill (dated November 8, 1975), and an
section 1044 cf HR. 10612 as Introduced, as reported by the Ways and Means
Committee, and as passed by the House last December. The unintended effect
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of the 19%9 amendment and the remedial purpose of section 1044 were correctly
described In both the Ways and Means Committee report and the report of this
Committee. H. Rept, No. 94-68 94th Cong., lst Sees. 22-6 (1975) ; 8. RepL
No. 94-M8, 94th Cong.,. 2d Ses, 276 (1978). nI short, the thoughtful considera-
tion of section 1044 by both Congress and the Administration is a matter of
clear public record.

Because of the history of section 1044 as a separate House bill, however,
It is respectfully pointed out that it will be necessary to correct one technical
error which has persisted In the tbxt,- i7ction 1044(b) (2), page 541, line 7,
the words "the first section of this Act" should be deleted and the words "sub.

C section (a)" inserted in lieu thereof.
RALPH K. SMrm, Jr.

Have Gray Todd d Rim"
New York, N.Y.

JOHN S. NOLAN,
M Uer d OhevaUr

Wehiagtxo, D.0.
JULY 20, 19T

1
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Attachment to Form OBD-63

SAGE GRAY TODD & SIM

I - 4. (g) List all partners, officers, dixsotors or person M th
fttiow of an officer br dLrectw of the registrmt.

Nam

advard H. Spencer

William V. Keenan

George M. Iath, Jr.

iBelph K. Smith, Jr.

joii r. awlr

3tmrd W. ftrrinter

Ridazd IL Siegel

nered&i 3. SpB.ks, Jr.

Willim J. Alhbami

Ptl a. Sager

Wiliam P. MJlls, r.

Lweanm j. Hohit

ohn r.X. Poloso

lqert W. wnidige, Jr.

Residence
Address

I Red Oak Road
Bronxvillel N.Y. 10708

47 l yDriv
if fern, New York 10901

172 nFlathil road14tlom N.Y.. 11743

Private LM
Locwt Valley, N.Y. 11S60

26 LZar t Avrmws
La mwnt Haw York 1053

65 Duck Ad oad
Glen Ot, New Yck 111542

229 Qgf Mpg.
ietfielde N.J. 07090

86 RiolaM Circle
, N.Y. 10706

5 Jil Dive,
oiel N.J. 07733

850 Pak A anm
HNe Yock, N.Y. 10021

3 Beverly rdwms
4mcMviUe, N.Y. 10700

47 o111w Pla&e
kysOkyno N.Y. 13201

25 Wiitfield "cc"
HOW Rxil e, N.Y.

360 Beeh Road
Pi o N.J. 074S0

Position

Partner

U

U

.5

U

p

U

S

'Citizenship

U.S.A.

U

S

U

U

U

U

U
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(Ed. n-O-66)
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(kRv. 3-30-6?) .Ir$ (wt.. 31. toll

UNITED STATES DF.PARTENT OF JUSTICE
Wsskhagte. D.C. p538

EXIIUBIT B

TO REGISTRATION STATEMENT
Uder he Po up Agpsts Restratloa Act

of 1938, es headedd

INSTRUMiONS: A rmgisat most furnish ass Exhibit B copies of each wrtten weet andt
terms s d cosditios of ech oral speeea with Lis f6Mp pdocks. Iladdiag all modiflcetions of
$uchs emats; or, where so coetract exists, a full tstement of ull the CIluMetses. by raioe of

icthe ristrm Is acting as as spat of a forslp principal. Ws fm . ,l be filed Is duplicate
for each forell principal aimed hh registrution statemesat sad uas be aimed by or on behalf of
the registrat.r

Nun of Registrant Nomie of Forelir Principal

Chek Appropreate Boxes:

I. C The agreement betwea the rstmat and the above*esed fomip principsl Is a formal
written n coatet. If thle box Is cheked, attach two copies of the contract to this xhlbit.

2. E J 7%e I so formal wltten oatmct between the registrant &ad foreSippriscipal. Th
pemeat with the above-arned fore"ip priscipsi has resulted frw s exchssnP

coa -spoeec. if this box Is checked, attach two copies of all peaieest oorrespodae--,
Iacludiag a copy of say latial proposal which has bee ad *id by rfeasse in uch
omreapoadeace.

3. CC TIe apeeew or wad usandlug betwe thereglatmtat ad foip principl is the result
of et!ea formal Written contract OW as chase of CorreA e between the parties.
If this box Is checked, give a complete decriptilos below of the team d coaditioss of the
Oral swaemat or aderslsadi& its duration. the fees sand the expeases, If ally, to be

ft a - lp asvisesf r NO ~ M A t f t in qp=t~2s
7tm "a W11 IA . 's s m vwm ;am. 311

aS lJast WM~ OUswlOs P erMM OM L bill an. =nMuhs - 8aaf
bil SW siaUwe m afs wG t d , "MIs no
. D, eu inaft mt tet i PopMd rtueoW e'uoe d mi

4. Descrbe fuliy the natore mad meho of perfomac# of the -above Isdicated agreement or
uaderstapding.

fte iW 36
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S. Describe rvt l y the activities tg rlsttnt eagps in or proposes to enageV il on behalf of kt.
4010 foreip principal.

ftored m1 rn beftm thl Onfte Finmms~ts
Inuppo of mWbmt of ame rw1iai of tie Tuc lrb= NIl at
1976o at a pi*L~o hearig ~m ag my upv 34,1976.

.,

6. Will the activities oa behalf of the above foreign p Inclpal iscllde political ectivities a defined in
Sectio I(o) of the Actl' Yes C. No C
If yea. describe ail much political activities imdicetimg, smoog other th mp, the relatiol, interests
or policies to be Infleenced together with the meas to be employed to mive this purpose.

Im Vuostus ~Poa Wo Atmite an behalf Of "a ftyaDumk ad OaWmi, a wmite amit a1 an us ml Sta, La tIA
Ot Ww"o it of Cia nEAIp 0 Ofte T i -. I 5= 11 of 19C. Ja
m ala m du pSirLm ua] to 2ah .idu B"k of csan# tren ti Oefet

of an damsL n, bUS a d In 00 aS jkfm Act. of 90a

WA Ofi 14% 0.bh NNW. aW Tis 9L0gme

* IPI fJ" 19O89 y Todd & 118
,Y PA360, f~ eN
a iubg t

l Pikkal scilvky s deiled is SectOM $() f the An "e"As ib. ditoisatio so polk I pms "ad S&my e"
.. ivhty wkk tUb pel*ft 4ssibs theetri bWeies wiU. of .lt he. hus4s to. p"eul aps. idset1bst., eeit.
hdoe. ptads. OF k Sly Sthls W&Y bnfisetft -7 asey Of sffiC1sl sO te CsAMsAe sf tb Ua*4 Sate* a sUy

-skt s4 e pobili . them Ai Uak*d Su es wih refswelce to #emulsahg, edoplag. o coehs4iog th domestic ormils
polies *1a%# U skd lsa i at wih erlet to tIe politics or Ilk hatuts peulis. of usletts o a ioermstatif a frelp~ ¢vesity or a tel politicl INKty.
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#4WG 1EP- R, Ott,0 . 31.1911

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
WAMItNGTON, .C. 300

SHORT.FORM REGISTRATION STATEMENT

Under te Fareigt Agents Redistrtion Act of1938, as .anwdod

Each partW, ol'.cer. rletot, s~o.f- -At of a registries Is required to file a shot form
uqatataoa sasicuest males he eagsgstld WWiWlA4 MYImoce of the latereis of thme egsamtes (*eign
pd iif& of asks$ ihe se.vkes he readers to the egistreat a e is a secretariat, clerical. or is a foisted of sLat

lar cap4 ity.

I. Nan Ralph X. Sua1he Jr. Reglsto s o.

3. Ridtece Address 3. D"itss Address 140 Broadway
Private Lane. tou yallev. H ow w.k 1000s

4. Del. d PlaceoBhtb NO* Blu61 S. If peseat citiesbip wasot a id by bit.
,Ab~ridge, P fNov. 6t 1925 ladicate we., "hee. O bow ac"ired.

Present Cluiteahip U.8.A.

6. Occipi ce: Z iLawyer
7. Wbht is the own ud address of th- Individual or orasaitatiom wuo. r gistait mae It secessay for you to

file Oils statemet?

Nowe sage Gray Todd a Sims Addiress 140 Bnrdwa. Noy Yark.M.Y. l00(.

S. List every forelgn ptiscipal of the lidividul at orglnizatio samed Is Ite ?.

The Royal Bank of Canada

9. tadicete yow coaectioe with the ladiviual or orgasisstios sewed is iten ?:

Q~ wete director Q eioyee

0 officer 73 asseciete Q 6"M

0 other (sify)_ _ _ _ _

W0. Describe is de(ail! I1 services which you a redered or will reader I' The lsdIldal o, orgfl stl. swd
I item 7. It you we mo lget reedering such services. imdkee perod of past services. (U space is lssf.
(Icie, a fell issert pWe must be used.)

General legal services, including advice with respect
to United State@s and New York law applicable to nu rous transactions
engaged in by the New York Agency of a foreign oomercLal bank,
whenever requested.

14-113 0 - 76 - p1. - 29
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Ii. Do iny of the above dchcfibd service include political activity as defined Is the footote below'

If yes. fully describe such political activity

I intOA4 to appear before the Senate FisnA CoiNttee
on or about July 21, 1976f in support of a provision of
the T~.x Reform Bill of 1976 which would be of benefit to
The Royal Bank of Canada.

12. The sevvlces described In ie 10 we to be reak on 0

0 tu tim basis -pr tim ,aislJ epa bps9
13. Whet compeewtioe an you rec*vlal of will receive fo Abo services?

O Salay: Amoun S____ pe0 C m sstui at _ of

M) F": .'-ouat jr i!knaMM E Other tisa of Valu

14. What compeesatiom or thlbi f value have you rtelved to date fIN above Oevces?

Vol# Frau Pike- R#,.,.L4.nh

NOWe

15. Daine the period begilai 60 days pri to the date of your obligation to mlatef to the time Of (lia& this

eare110m. diW you make ay comtibuios of moeey or other 1kiP of vlue from yor ova sfmds Of posse..
olois sad o4 yaw ova behalf Is connectluo with W election to political office or Is coaec oa with amy
pritry election, conventios. or cow" held to select cadidates for poiltal office? Yes 0 No .

If yes, furmish the following isormallod:

rug, of vo97.

July 19, 1976
@wle ofaleame

Ne.

OFe04148e01
- ,.adIdsle

Subecibed &W swa to before me at New York. M.y.

this 19th dy of July ..... . 19..7

- .e"e - as 11r 0me
e4fme W" Im s40 log b Oa-W m

My CoMumlSSI eium

me eai0 e w

19__

once

Ireoeame Plkitral selivi a driheed Io See11e () of The Ad mues the diSeula4S" .1 p.OtIeaI PrePa Sd and e'i
ehle artiwmyv which the P"Mea .aia t1,. "hO.veg will. "r ouch he 'ead" Ie, PutVa& up* k"to ane

€eSt. &a dw. pW d6. Wt a ethr war ia/tloce omy apip o Oficial of the Oo,,eaeul .5th. Umled
malke.t Orm afets Of hr P0 1k WithA 16he %lmited OOe& with Me#*MMw I Iagedeim& adOItiat C 10046"as
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The CIUumAN. Next we will hear from Mr. Raphael Sherfy, on
behalf of Hanna Mining Co.

STATEXKN OP RAPHAEL SKlEEP ON BEAL 0 HANNA
MINING 00.

Mr. Snurr. I would like to ask that my written statement be put
into the record.

C The CRx .That will be don&
Mr. Smzwr. My name is Raphael Sherfy. I am appearing on

behalf of Mr. Wilf Trembley of the Hanna Mining Co. who happens
to have had an emergency and cannot appear;

Hanna engges, principally, in the production and sale of iron ore
in the United States and abroad.

One of Hanna's principal sources of iron ore is through equity
interest in Iron Ore Co. of Canada called IOC, and an integral seg-
ment of IOC operation is a railway system. In the ordinary develop-
ment of such a mining operation, the railroad would have been an op-
erating division of IOC.

However, the Canadian Government required that the railroad be
a foreign corporation, a Canadian corporation and, as a result, the rail-
road was organized as the Quebec, North Shore, Labrador Railway.

The QNS&L qualifies as a Western Hempishere trading corporation,
and that company and IOC filed consolidated returns and for past
years. The foreign tax credits stemming from the Canadian income
taxes were averaged because they were on a per country limitation.

Under. present law, an affiliated group using the overall limitation
which H.R. 10612 is requiriw everybody to be on, and filing consolid-
ated returns cannot average the railroad's Western Hemisphere's com-
pany's Canadian income taxes with its parents' taxes, a non-Western
Hemisphere.

IOC, the parent, is a non-Western Hemisphere because of the re-
quiremnents that the railroad be carried on in a separate entit so that
dividends distributed up to the parent will disqualify -I0 from
Western Hemisphere treatment because they do not constitute business
income.

We request that under the overall limitation those two companies'
taxes can continue to be averaged.

IOC and QNS&L, whose operations are. in Canada only, are inti-
mately related. They are in essentially the same position as certain
public utilities which presently can average their foreign income
taxes. 0

Under today's law, .ublid-utilities carrying on business in the
same country may average out their foreign taxes even though a
Western Henisphere and one not a Western Hemisphere trade cor-
poration filing consolidated returns.

10C is a mining company and QNS&L is a railroad company operat-
ing in tLhe same country. We would like to have the same exemption
that is applicable to the public utilities to be applicable to I0 and
QNS&LThank you veyimuch.

The CRAIRMA. Questions, gentlemen I
Whe xA. Thank you very much, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mi. Trmbley follows :1
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STATEMENT OF WUIUMD J. TBZsBu r oN BZHALV OF TH. HANNA MINIn0 Co.

SUMMARY

1. The Iron Ore Company of Canada (10C) and Quebec North Shore and
Labrador Railway Company (QNS&L) are parent and subsidiary corporations.

2. 100 and QNS&L operate solely In Canada in related activities (mining
and transportation) and file consolidated returns.

& QNS&L, a Canadian Corporation, is a WHTC but 100 is not a WHTC.
Under present law, all Canadian income taxes paid by both can be averaged
for foreign tax credit purposes under the per-country imitations.

4. With the elimination of the per-country limitation, income taxes paid by
a WHTO will not be able to be averaged with the income taxes paid by non-
WHTO under the present provisions of the overall limitation.

& The Committee adopted an amendment as a transition rule which permits
averaging under the overall limitation, so that IOC and QNM&L can continue
Its present treatment.

6. This amendment Is exactly similar in principle to an exception already
In present law which applies to public utilities operating In the same country.

7. It Is urged that the Committee reaffirm its decision to extend this exception
to the IOC and QNS&L situation in Canada.

STATMINT

Mr. Chairman, my name is Wilfred J. Trembley, and I am Director of Taxes of
The Hanna Mining Company ("Hanna"). I am appearing before you today in
support of the provision in § 1052(b) of the Committee bilL

Hanna is a publiely-held corporation, headquartered in Cleveland, Ohio, which
engages principally in the production and sale of iron ore in the United States
and abroad.

One of Hanna's principal sources of iron ore is through the equity interest in
the Iron Ore Company of Canada ("100") for which Hanna has management
responsibility. 100 i a U.S. corporation organlsed in 1949 to develop and operate
large iron ore deposits which are located in remote sections of Quebec and
Labrador. Its shareholders, in addition to Hanna, were five (now six) U.S. steel
companies and three (now two) Canadian corporations; two of the latter were
the original holders of the mining rights. Nearly $1 billion has been Invested in
the mining, concentrating, pelletiuing, railroad, dock, towsite and related
facilities of 10.

An Integral segment of the 100 operation is a railroad system. In the ordinary
development of such a mining operation, the railroad would have been organised
as an operating division of the mining company. In this case, however, since the
railroad would be operating in both Quebec and Newfoundland, the Canadian
government required that it be incorporated as a Canadian corporation and
operated as a common carrier. As result, the railroad was organized as the Que.
bec North Shore and Labrador Railway Company ("QNS&L"), a wholly-owned
Canadian subsidiary of 10C, QNS&L qualifies as a Western Hemisphere Trade
Corporation ("WHTC") while 100 does not, solely because of the dividends it
receives from QNS&L. QNS&L and 100 file a consolidated U.S. Income tax return.
This situation is unique and involves circumstances over which neither '100 nor
its owners have any control whatever.

2h,.Up to the present time this consolidated group has elected to use the per-country
limitation so that the Canadian taxes paid by each corporation were averaged
together. The-Tax Reform Act of 1976, H. 10612, which is presently under con-
sideration by the Senate, provides for the repeal of the per-country foreln tax
credit limitation for all industries. Thus, the overall limitation will, in the future%
have to be used by 100 and QN&L,

Under present law, an affliated group using the overall limitation and filing
a consolidated return which includes a WHTC may not average any excess foreln
income taxes of the WHTO with the foreign income taxes of the non-WHToo in
the affiliated group for foreign tax credit purposes However, a special exception
makes this rule Inapplicable in the case of certain public utilities ou the overall
limitation where the aMliated group Includes non-WETUe which have utility.
type income from sources in the same foreign country.

100 and QNS&L, whose operations are in the same foreign country and are
inteamlly related, are In essentially the same, position as the public utility
WET.. for which present law provides an exeption to the noaaverang8 r"
Up until now, since 10 and QNSkL have used the peo.unmty lImtation, thb
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non-averaging rule has not applied. Under the bill. however, 1O and QNS&L
will be required to use the overall limitation. This would make tho non-averaging
rule applicable. 8ince 100 and QNS&L are In essentially the same position as
the utilities for which present law provides an exception to the non-averaging
rule, we believe that, during the phase-out of the Western Hemisphere Trade
Corporation provisions, a similar exception should be provided for 100 and
QNS&L.

An amendment was offered and approved by this Committee which can be found
in section 1052(b) of the Committee Bill (ILRL 10612) which is Intended to
accord the benefits of the exception of present law to 100 and QNS&L's type of
situation. It should be noted that, since the Committee Bill phases out the WHTC
provisions by the end of 1979, the exception in reality is only a short-term,
transition rule.

The amendment accomplishes this purpose by modifying Section 1508(b) of
the Code to provide that no reduction shall occur in the amount of foreign
income taxes paid to a contiguous foreign country (I.e., Canada) by a WETC
which Is a corporation treated as a domestic company by reason of Section
1503(d) (i.e., QNS&L) to the extent that other domestic companies in the same
affiliated group (i.e., 10C) have an unused foreign tax credit limitation. The rule
contained in the amendment would apply only to taxes paid to a contiguous
country by a corporation of that country and only Insofar as the other affiliated
corporations have an excess credit limitation with respect to taxes paid to, and
Income from, that contiguous country. It further provides that all corporations In
the affiliated group must derive 96% or more of their gross Income from source
within the contiguous country and must be primarily engaged in a mining or
related transportation business within that contiguous country.

In brief, this amendment closely parallels the similar exception contained in
present law and is necessitated solely because of an Inadvertent and unintended
side effect of the repeal of the per-country limitation on the foreign tax credit.

I trust that in the reconsideration of this amendment of Section 1508(b), the
Committee will resolve this matter on the same equitable basis that It previously
did.

Respectfully submitted, Tjxz HANNA MINIo Co,,
W. J. Tawxw, DHrertor of T9 s.

Chairman Loxo. Mr. Stephen A. Nauheim of Surrey, Karasik &
Morse.

STATEMENT OF ffT HEN A NATIIX OF SURREY, KARASIK &
XORSE

Mr. NAUHzXM. Mr. Chairman, in view of the hour, I would like to
ask that my statement be submitted for the record, and I will only
briefly-

The CHAIRMAN. You might summarize your statement for us.
Mr. NAUHEIm . There was a coloqu tis morning between your-

self, Mr. Chairman, and Mr. Nolan a out legislation that is overly
broad and clobbers some people not intended to be hurt.

This really goes to a lot of my testimony here today concerning
income earned abroad. I think the modifications made by this com-
mittee will hurt people not intended to be hurt and the amendment
subsequent offekidb Senator Fannin will help ameliorate this.

But it will hurt a sust ntial number of people that I believe are not
intended to be hurt,

The committee in its committee report rejected the repeal of section
911 and indicated that it did not favor the repeal of 911, but rather its
retention to protect the competitiveness of the American companies
abroad.
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Yet, the modifications made by the committee in many cases will be
tantamount to repeal; particularly in the case of taxpayers who are
suffering high foreign tax burdens abroad; although the ones who
will primarily benefit from the modifications made by the committee
are the ones-you might say are least deserving of it, those that pay no
foreign taxes.

I have included in my testimony an example of how the committee's
modifications can, in many cases, result in taxes equal to the taxes that
would have been paid in the case of repeal of section 911.

I would add one more point without going into further detail which
is in my testimony. It goes to one other conversation that transpired
this morning in which you noticed, Mr. Chairman, the tendency of
government at the same level, nation to nation, to offset taxe% to allow
a credit for an income tax of one nation against the income tax of
another.

You raised the parallel of the States that allowed the credit of State
income taxes against other State income taxes and State sales taxes
against sales taxes of other States

It was also noted as to foreign sales taxes there is no comparable
credit in the United States.

The United States does not have comparable taxes, say, to the value-
added tax which is probably the primary or largest indirect tax by
foreign countries.

It really serves as a substitute to higher income taxation in many
foreign countries.

Not only are these value added taxes and other foreign indirect taxes
not allowed as a credit, they also are not allowed as a deduction even
though comparable State sales taxes are allowed as deductions so that
Americans living abroad often pay taxes already that are higher than
the taxes their counterpart in the United States pays.

They also suffer additional complexities over those of their Amer-
ican counterparts and the modifications made by the committee, may,
I am afraid, contribute to both of these categories of burdensomeness
and complexity. Thank you.

The CuAiaxmN. Questions I
Senator FAxNIN. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to ask one

question.
Would not the option provision that I supported and offered, assist

in meeting the objections that you have !
Mr. NAtHZx.The option provision only makes sure that Americans

working abroad are not subject to more burdensome taxes than they
would be had the provision been repealed.

It allows them to compute their taxes as if section 911 were not In
existence, in essence.

That relief is only directed to those few cases-the problem of those
few cases in which the committee's modification would have created a
greater burden than absolute repeal of section 911.

Senator FAxNJ. The objection that the Senator from Arizona has
is that in offering this election provision, it would assist in that
re r was certainly not intended in any way to place an additional

burden on those who would be affected.
'I will review very thoroughly the recommendations you have made.
The C iumxa. Mr. Nauheim, I would like you to, at the conclusion
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of this hearing which will be immediately after you finish your testi-
mony here today, to get together with Mr. lAurence Woodworth the
Chief of Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue and Tx
ation. I would like you to explain your views and let him ask you a few
questions and see if your case is as good as you think it is.

It may be that you can provide information that will strengthen
those views. Maybe you cannot, but I think you ought to do that.

That will conclude this meeting for today. I believe we are scheduled
to meet tomorrow at 8 am.

I, for one, would like to say that I believe it has been a very useful
hearing and we have obtained a lot of information and while I do not
say much of it has changed my mind, much of it is very useful and
very helpful and I believe it to be of use to the Senate.

I want to thank all of the witnesses who have testified here today. I
particularly appreciate what has been said by Edwin Cohen in answer
to questions and Mr. John S. Nolan and I want to say, again, that they
testified here today with regard to narrowly drawn positions and I
request that part of these hearings be transcribed as soon as possible
and made available to me, for one; I would like to make that section
available to some people who'do not seem to know what these able
men have learned down through the years. Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement and letter of Mr. Nauheim follows:]

STAYrMEN or twwx A. NAwxiu
SUMMARY

L Contrary to popular belief, the tax treatment accorded to an American work-
Ins abroad Is les favorable than the tax treatment accorded to his counterpart
In the United States.

2. The Committee's proposed revision to Section 911 would, in many cases# be
tantamount to repeal, and, in some cases, worse than repeal.

& Retention of present law Is needed to maintain the competitiveness of U.S.
companies abroad and to maintain the use of U.S. labor by theme companies.

4L Provisions of the Code other than Section 911 operate Inequitably with
regard to Americans working abroad, particularly, the Inclusion In Income of
cost of living allowances and the failure of the Code to take Into account the
value added tax, either as a deduction or credit.

5. Alleged "unintended benefits" of SectIon 911 (reslting in the Committee's
amendments denying, In part, the foreign tax credit and taxing included income
at higher brackets) are not caused by Bection 911 but rather by the operation
of other provisions of the Code which apply any time Income Is excluded from
taxation; already over-burdened Americans working abroad should no be made
the scapegoats for a problem of general applicability.

IL The Oommittee's Third amendment, making Ineligible for exclusion certain
Income received outside the country in which earned adds considerable subjec-
tivity, uncertainty and complexity In an area where complexity Is already at a
premium; the Idea that a taxpayer who uses legitimate and acted means to
reduce the burden o foreign taxes should be penalld by the U.& while others
paty no foreign tax without penalty appears to make no sense.

7. The Committee should defer any action with respect to Section 911 until
It has had an opportunity to consider the broader picture, including the tax
ineqities and complexities presently faced by Ameriean living abroad; Setion
911 should be retained In its present form and the 0ommttee should ve
consideration to more equitable tax tre tment for Americans working abrd

eTAUTM3NY
I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear before you today to disem

United states tax policy with regard to American citizens working abroad. I am
a member of the law firm of Sarre, Karasik and Mors Surre, Karsalk and
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Morse is a Washington based law firm with additional offices in New York and
Paris. We have 12 American attorneys working in our Paris office and I appear
before you today formally on their behalf. Their interests in this subject matter,
however, coincide to a substantial extent with the interests of approximately
100,000 American citizens working abroad.

In Section 1011 of the Senate Bill, this Committee wisely rejected the House
provision which would have repealed Section 911 of the Internai Revenue Code,
the section which allows an exclusion from gross income of up to $20,000, or
$25,000, of income earned abroad. This Committee has heard, on various occa-
sions In the past, the reasons for retention of Section 911. It is not my purpose
today to repeat those reasons, as it appears from the Committee's explanation
of Its decisions with regard to Section 911 you fully understand and accept the
arguments In favor of retaining the basic approach of Section 911. 'hi8 commit-
tee, however, In its decisions, proposed three modifications to the present law
which, Ironically, for some American citizens, could result In more burdensome
taxes than wouad have resulted had the House decision to repeal Section 1911 been
enacted and, for many others, will be tantamount to repeal. I am here to urge the
deletion of the changes which this Committee has proposed to Section 911 and
the retention of the provisions of present law.

I am submitting for the record an exhibit which compares the effect of present
law with that of: the House proposal to repeal Section 911, the Senate Finance
Committee modifications to Section 911, and present tax law as applied to a
domestic taxpayer similarly situated to the foreign-based taxpayer used as a
model In the exhibit. The exhibit illustrates two basic points: First, that this
Committee's modifications to the present law would, in the typical case, have
virtually the same effect as repeal of Section 911 and, second, contrary to popular
belief, the typical American citizen working abroad does not enjoy an overall
tax benefit over his counterpart in the United States. The exhibit uses as a model
a taxpayer receiving a basic salary of $20,000 who Is sent abroad by his em-
ployer and receives various allowances to compensate him for the Increased out-
of-pocket expenses he incurs as a result of living abroad. Under current law, this
taxpayer would pay income taxes of $8002 compared to his domestic counterpart
who would pay Income taxes of only $4,820. Both under the House proposal to
repeal Section 911 and under this Committee's proposal to mo4ify Section 911, our
model taxpayer ends up paying total Income taxes of $11,128 As a result the
American who stays in the United States at a $25,000 salary nets $20,880 after
taxes whereas his counterpart who Is transferred abroad by his employer would,
under either the House or Senate version of the Bill, end up with a net after
tsxes of $1$,872. I would emphasize that the model we have used Is not an ex-
aggerated case; rather, I believe it most likely represents the tact pattern of a
large portion of American citizens working abroad.L

FACTORS S sUf'OM N THZ =MrnON Or PX5Mr LAW

1. Decline in Competitiveness of U.S. Companies and In the Use of U.S. Labor.
In Its Committee Report, this Committee explained its rejection of the House

proposal to repeal Section 911 on the basis that it was doing so so that the compete.
tive position of American firms abroad would not be jeopardized. The exhibit
amply Illustrates that this Committee's modifications to Section 911 achieve
virtually the same result as repeal in many cases. The resultant additional diffi.
culty recruiting U.M. personnel for overseas assignments and the additional ex-
pense Involved for those companies that reimburse their overseas personnel for
increased tax burdens will quite obviously result in the decline In the use of
U.S. labor replaced by local nationals and will lessen the abiUty of American
companies to compete with foreign companies.

2. Present U.S. Taxation of Cost of Living Adjustments.
Retention of the current provisions of the law can be justified not only on the

basis of maintaining the competitive position of American firms abroad but
also as a matter of tax equity to balance against the tax detriments suffered by
U.S. citizens working abroad. The high rate of Inflation In most foreign countries,
compared to that of the United States, results In a much higher cost of living In
most foreign countries. (For example, the October 1975 cost of living Index issued
by the Bureau of Labor Standards reflects 1i cost of living index for Paris of 170

'The Compendium on Tz Ezpendltures published by the Senate Committee on theBudget March 11 l9TS tends to sport thiL The Compendium shows that 56.?% of thetax eediture for section el Irved from taxpayers with Adjusted gross Iem es
(after texczlusion) of $15.000 or lWes (p. 14).
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using a Washington, D.C. base of 100.) The cost of living and other allowances
paid typically to Americans working abroad generally fails far short of meet-
ing the fuh lucrease in we cost ox living. Auaing to the burden Is the fact that
any allowances paid to the employee to compensate him (in part) for this in-

reased cost of living Is Included In full in the employee's Income as additional
earned income and no deduction in allowed for the expenses which these pay-
ments are Intended to reimburse.' There are other similar inequities such as
the combined effect of the inclusion of reimbursed or in kind moving expenses
in the employee's income and a partial disallowance of deductions for these same
moving expenses under section 911.

& Failure of U.S. Tax Law to Take into account Value Added and Similar
Taxes.

In addition, most foreign countries, particularly in Europe, rely more heavily
on Indirect taxation for sources of revenue than does the United States. Thus,
for example, In France, the basic rate of the value added tax is 20% and rises
to as high as 88%. As an alternative to direct Income taxes as a source of revenue,
this value added tax can be viewed as being similar In concept to the "in lieu of"
taxes allowed as a foreign tax credit under Section 0S of the Code. However,
Americans who pay these heavy value added taxes are not allowed to credit these
alternative taxes against their U.S. Income tax liability. Not only that, but they
are not even allowed to deduct these and a variety of other indirect taxes, such as
general sales taxes, gasoline taxes and personal property taxes, In computing
their U.S. tax liability in spite of the fact that they are comparable In nature to
(although significantly greater in amount than) state taxes which are deducible.

THIS COMMITTEES MOOIMICATION8

The Committee Report suggests that the modifications proposed to Section 911
are intended to curtail unintended benefits under Section 911. Whether or not
these benefits were intended, they would appear to be fully Justifiable in equit-
able terms as offsetting, In part, the Inequities of other provisions of the tax law.
Further, these supposedly unintended benefits are not caused by, nor unique to,
Section 911. Rather, they are benefits which result whenever income Is excluded
under any provision of the Code and arguably apply whenever Income Is
indefinitely deferred from taxation under any provision of the Code.

One of these modifications would require Income derived by individuals in
excess of the excluded amount to be subject to U.S. tax at the higher rate brack-
ets which would apply if the excluded income were not so excluded. The Oom-
mittee Report notes that this additional Income Is now taxed at the marginal
rate that would apply to an employee who had not earned the excluded amount.
This same result occurs, however, any time income Is excluded from taxation
whether it be Income from municipal bonds, the result of the capital gains deduc-
tion, possessions source Income, social security payments, or any other of a long
list of excluded Income items.

Similarly, the Committee proposal denies a foreign tax credit for foreign
taxes Imposed on Income which has been excluded from U.S. taxation under
Section 911. However, again, this same result will occur any time a taxpayer
earns income excluded from U.S. taxation but subject to foreign taxation.

One can legitimately question whether American citizens working abroad, who
already suffer a greater tax burden than their counterparts In the United States,
should be singled out for this special treatment which does not apply to other
taxpayers who may have other forms of excluded income. If this Congress feels
that our present tax structure with regard to the interaction of the multitude of
provisions allowing for exclusion of amounts from gross income with the foreign
tax credit and the progressive rate structure is unwarranted, the problem should
be attacked directly and the one group of taxpayers that already suffer a heavier
burden than other taxpayers similar situated should not be made to suffer alone
for this alleged defect In our tax system.

I do not mean to suggest by this that these basic Interrelationships should be
adjusted. I believe that as long as our basic U.S. International tax policy allows
for computation of the limitation on the foreign tax credit on an overall basis,
the results criticized in the Committee Report can be fully Justified. The overall

tThe ColmittV Report redeet. th.t this Committee has decided to allow a limited exclu.
NIom for cost of vint allowances. However, the Committee Report goes on to state thatte amount excluded as housins allowance Will reduce the amount of available exclusion
under Section ?11, thereby ofsettlng, to I& geprt the amelorstirs ature of the proposed
now exclusion for cost of nfs allowances. a"Pert; Wo 94-08 at p. 2II
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limitation on the foreign tax credit has the effect of limiting the amount of U.S.
taxes which can be offset by foreign taxes under the foreign tax credit mechanism
to those U.S. taxes attrluutable to all of the taxpayer's foreign source Income
and, under that limitation, the Congress has consciously allowed the averaging
of Income subject to high taxation, tow taxation and so taxation. This can be
fully Justified both on the grounds of simplicity and equity.

Certainly, In the context of the limited amount of exclusion under Section 911,
taxation of the remaining Income at the highest brackets does not seem Justifi-
able. While $20000 (and In some cases $ W,000) may not sound like a minimal
amount, It really is when one considers the high cost of living adjustments
that have to be taken into account when an American Is transferred abroad. The
dollar amounts of the exclusion were set at their present levels In 1964 and no
adjustment has been made since that time to take into account the effects of
Inflation.

In addition to the equitable argument in support of not taxing Included income
at the highest brackets, the system proposed under the Bill adds significantly to
the complexity of the tax law In this area. The complexity involved in the simple
filing of a tax return for an American living abroad is significantly greater than
the complexity Involved for his counterpart living in the United States and, even
In the pure domestic context, this complexity has risen to a level where it Is
bearly tolerable.

The third of the amendments made by this Committee to SecUon 911 would make
ineligible for the exclusion any Income earned abroad received outside of the
country In which It was earned it one of the purposes of the receipt of that In-
come outside the euntry was the avoidance of taxes. Obviously, this "one of the
purposes" test Is going to be a highly subjective test, difficult to administer. We
already have In our law principal purpose tests, primary purpose tests, lnsub.
stantlal purpose tests, etc., which have led to large volumes of administrative
and judicial controversy. This proposal will not only add significantly to the
complexities of preparing a tax return for an American living abroad but will
also also add uncertainty. About the only certainty that will result Is that, If the
taxpayer attempts to exclude any Income received outside the country In which
it was earned, he will be challenged by the Internal Revenue Servio, adding
further to his already burdensome costs of living abroad. More importantly, why
should a taxpayer be penalized for legitimate tax planning to minimize taxes?
Why should the American working in a tax-free country, who obtains the maxi-
mum benefit under section 911, be treated more favorably than an American whose
earning are subject to foreign income taxes, but who has used well-accepted
means, speciflcally sanctioned by the foreign country's own law, to reduce the
foreign tax burden?

It is also Important to note in the context of this third proposed modification
to Section 911 that the taxes which are being reduced are not United States
taxes; rather, they are the taxes of the foreign country. This raises two further
questions: Why should the United States encourage U.S. taxpayers to pay higher
foreign Income taxes with no benefit to the U.S. treasury? Also, it the taxpayer
intentionally receives Income In a manner so that It will be subject to the foreign
tax where he could have received It In a manner that would have avoided the
foreign tax, whatever foreign tax he may have left as eligible for the credit
after this Committee's denial of a part of them may be lost. The Internal
Revenue Service Is Increasingly taking the position that foreign taxes paid by a
taxpayer which did not have to be paid do not quality as creditable foreign in.
come taxe. Thus, the American working abroad will be caught In the middle of
two conflicting principles of tax law If this proposal Is passed. He either avoids
the foreign tax and loses the exclusion under Section 911 or he pays th6 fbrelgn
tax end los a foreign tax credit tender Section 901.
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The Committee's proposal would place the Internal Revenue Service In the
position of Interpreting, analyzing and, In some cases, polling the tax laws of
other countries, adding further to the complexities In this area.
ConoMwif ad OummaR

I have In this testimony attempted to convey three basic points regarding
this Committee's proposals with respect to Section 91L First, there is a basic
misconception that American citizens working abroad receive tax treatment more
than favorable than their counterparts working in the United States. The con-
trary Is true. Second, the alleged unintended benefits of Section 911 attached in
this Committee's proposals are not the result of Section 911 but are the result
of other provisions within the basic U.S tax structure which can be fully Justified
as applied to Americans working abroad. American ciUens who are already faced
with the more burdensome tax than others similarly situated should not be the
scape goats who are singled out for different treatment. Third, any unintended
benefit which results by virtue of the interaction of Section 911 with other pro-
visions ot the Code are more than offset by the tax and non-tax detiments suf-
fered by Americans working abroad and by the substantial increase in complexity
which would be Involved In administering and complying with the proposals
which this Committee has made.

The Internal Revenue Service Is now in the process of collecting and analyzing
the 1975 Income tax returns of Americans clainng the Section 911 exemption.
The data base resulting from this analysis will provide a much sounder basis
for consideration of revisions to Section 911 than the data resulting from the
sampling of 1968 returns as reflected in the Treasury Department's position
paper in this area. Section 911 should not be considered n Isolation. This Com-
mittee should defer any changes in Section 911 until It has had an opportunity
to both review the up-to-date data now being compiled and to consider, at the
same time, the present tax inequities, outside of Section 911, and the complexities
facing Americans living aboard.

If any change Is to be made In the U.S. taxation of American citizens working
abroad It should be to allievate the tax detriments suffered by these American
citizens rather than increasing already disproportionate burdens suffered by
them. This Committee should seriously consider, for example, treating the value
added tax as a creditable tax and, at a minimum, If not as a creditable tax, the
value added tax and other foreign Indirect taxes should be deductible taxes as
are similar stt taxes In the United Statee. I urge the Committee, therefore, to
delete the proposed modifieations It has made in Section 911 and consider in-
stead provisions which will provide more equitable tax treatment for Americans
working abroad. I thank you for your time.

ftK1?

(Accompanying the Testimony of Stephen A. Nauheim, of Surrey, Karaik and
Morse, before the Senate Finance Committee on H.R. 10612 July 21, 106)
The following is a comparative analysis of the Income tax burden suffered

by an American eltizen receiving a basic salary of $AOOO under the following
four circumstances: (1) Employed in the United States,- (2) Employed abroad
(in France) under present law; (8) Employed abroad, under the Senate Finance
Committee's proposed modifloations to present law; and (0) Employed abroad,
under the House's proposal for repeal of Section 91. The analysis makes certain
assumptions as to how the Committee's proposals would be Interpreted, in a man-
ner which mintmizes the Increased tax burden and Ignores the value added tax
("VAT"), both In terms of Its effect an an Increase in the tax burden and the
failure of U.S. tax law to make any adjustment for the VAT in the computation
of U.S. tax Hlablity.
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UNITED STATES CITIZEN WORKING IN FRANCE
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Senator RusszLL B. Loma,
U.S. Senate,
271 Russeli Senate Office Building,
IVahington, D.O.

DgAz SzNATo LoNo: At the conclusion of my testimony of today regarding
the Senate Finance Committee's modification to Section 911, the exclusion for
Income earned abroad, you suggested that I confer with Dr. Woodworth's staff
concerning the example In my testimony and that, It my example were correct,
you would look Into the matter further. I therafter had a brief discussion with
Howard Silverstone, Esq., the International Tax Counsel for the Joint Com.
mittee, regarding the example.

I beleve the reason there was some question about my example was because
we had submitted to Mr. Slverstone several weeks earlier a similar example
without the benefit of Mr. Bilverstone's knowledge of how the Committee'.
modifications to Section 911 were Intended to operate and Mr. Bilverstone was
under the Impresslou that the example contained In my testimony was that
same example. Actually, the example in my testimony was a revised example
based on my understanding of the operation of the Committee's modifications
after my earlier discussion with Mr. Sl1verstone. Mr. Sliverstone is now looking
Into the example and I will be talking to him regarding the correctness of the
example.

Because of the shortness of time available with regard to options which are still
available for revising the tax bill, I am writing this letter to you now to urge
you to consider further the appropriateness of the Committee's modifications
and to consider the recommendations I make at the end of my prepared testi-
mony. I believe Mr. Silverstone will find that the example is now essentially
accurate and that the principles Illustrated by that example are sound. I would
add that, in the event my example ts Inaccurate, this simply gives further
weight to another reason why the modifications should not be enacted into law-
that is, they would add substantially greater complexity to an already complex
area. This Is true whether or not my example Is accurate.
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For your conveniqnce, I am attaching an extra copy of my prepared testimony.
I have been most impressed with the careful attention and consideration you
have given to each witness that appears before you and particularly appreciate
the consideration you have given to my remarks and your concern over the prob-
lems I raised.

I believe the shortness of time, combined with the complex nature of the
modifications, may have resulted In many effected taxpayers -not yet realizing
the impact of the Committee's actions in this area. Corrective action now will
avoid what I believe will otherwise be an after-the-fact influx of requests for
remedial legislation. My impression from today's hearing is that most of the
Committee's previous actions have now been, if not previously, fully defended
and Justified and that any further changes by the Committee as a result of these
hearings will be minimal. I would urge that one of those changes be the deletion
of the Committee's changes to Section 911 in order to allow time for a more
considered and balanced approach to modifying the taxation of Americans
abroad.

Thank you.
Yours truly,

STzP'HU A. NAUHnIM.

Senator BinD. Mr. Chairman, may I ask what is the hour we con-
vene tomorrow ?

Chairman LoNo. At 8 o'clock. I am trying to give everyone a chance
to be heard. The hearing is adjourned.

[Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned, to be reconvened at 8 a.m.
on July 22, 1976, in room 2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building.]
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